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Epigraph
Peace – A reflection on the International Day of Peace
The center for peace is not at The Hague in the Netherlands,
Nor is it at the U.N. in New York City.
The center for peace is situated in the middle of our chests deep inside of our hearts.
Do you feel it sometimes?
Peace is not just a state of mind, although it is worth being mindful of.
Peace is also a state of action.
It is showing someone a little piece of the best of themselves.
It is taking a deep breath instead of reacting.
It is believing that someone else’s truth is worthy of consideration.
It is doing something for others without an expectation of material or ego gain.
It is running to something and embracing it; instead of running away from something
and fearing it.
It is being gracious during moments of incivility.
It is the self-exploration of our fears and anxieties.
It is knowing when something is worth fighting for because the fight is right.
It is continuing to have faith that we can change and grow.
It is warriorship in the most loving sense.
Peace is all of this and so much more.
What does peace mean to you? (Small, 2009, n.p.)
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Abstract

My research is a case-within-a-case study concerned with the wellbeing of helping professionals
who work with those who are traumatized. The demands from constant technological growth,
globalization, and migration, which effect societal change at an unprecedented pace, push the
capacity of many helping professionals to cope with the resulting burnout, secondary trauma,
vicarious trauma, compassion fatigue, and overall lack of inner peace in their own lives. My
research focuses on unresolved transgenerational trauma carried by helping professionals into
their work, which can create heightened emotional responses to the trauma of others, limiting
effectiveness and the capacity to affect peace. The science of epigenetics shows the measurable
emotional inheritance of descendants, with the wounds of parents and ancestors passing down
through the body, impacting thoughts, belief systems, motivations, behaviours, actions,
relationships, and wellbeing. Research reveals that traditional methods of addressing trauma such
as talk therapy, which tend to pathologize symptoms, are not sufficient for addressing trauma or
transgenerational trauma, since both require a body focus. An inward turn is needed, and yet,
proactive and preventative inner peacebuilding continues to receive little attention or resources.
This research examines my own wellness praxis as the overarching case, examining client files
as subcases, and the feedback of clients through an interview and a survey. The research revealed
a new approach for working through the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma utilizing
body focused systemic constellations as ritual. The approach is adaptive for use in many helping
professions and promotes access to embodied and collective knowledge in a way that is
transformative, systemic, ancestral, and body focused.
Keywords
Body and Embodied, Burnout and Compassion Fatigue, Epigenetic, Helping Professionals, Inner
Peacebuilding, Systemic Constellation, Systemic Healing and Transformation, Systemic
Practitioner, Transgenerational Trauma, Secondary and Vicarious Trauma
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Preface

It is time for a global paradigm shift. COVID-19, the novel coronavirus pandemic
impacting the world in 2020, and the global response to it, is serving as a catalyst for that shift.
The COVID-19 pandemic had the power to halt global travel and shut down global economies in
mere weeks. Compared to other pandemics in the recent past, COVID-19 is more contagious and
more deadly, especially for the vulnerable of society. Severe respiratory responses are common
and long-term side effects are emerging. There is uncertainty about immunity and there is no
vaccine at present. Scientists around the world are not “confident about things right now” and the
situation is “going to be changing for quite some time” (Murray, as cited in Buckiewicz, 2020,
para. 3). Without sound intervention by governments, the death toll will be catastrophic and
health care systems will be overwhelmed. There is a high death rate amongst our older
generations, those with the greatest accumulated experience and generational wisdom to pass
along to the young. We quickly learned through different regional responses to COVID-19 what
sort of value is placed on the lives of the vulnerable in each society. This virus has been a
catalyst for change across human systems and human organizational systems worldwide.
Increased fear is one noticeable change. COVID-19 serves to intensify the following global
concerns I have observed as a Reflexive Systemic Practitioner Researcher.
Global Context
In this preface, I provide broad global context and my systemic viewpoint on underlying
issues pertaining to this research. This point of view evolved through the confluence of
observation, study, lived experiences, extensive travel, work with clients, and reflexive praxis. It
is one voice and one viewpoint, grounded in my own deep emotional ties to the older generation
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of my family system and my deeper ancestral field, and the greater collective human-made and
natural systems that surround me. I recognized certain patterns of human emotional response in
the context of individuals, families, communities, and societies, particularly as they pertained to
helping professionals1 and their work with individuals who are traumatized. I observed people
trapped in ongoing cycles of unwellness and suffering from a lack of inner peace, manifesting as
intractable physical health issues and heightened mental health concerns, including an array of
addictive and obsessive behaviours and an increase in suicide and suicide ideation even in very
young children.
World Health Organization (WHO) statistics show that suicide amongst youth is on the
rise across the board in developing and developed countries alike (Wasserman, 2001;
Wasserman, Cheng & Jiang, 2005). Wasserman et al. (2005) suggested possible explanations for
these rising suicide trends as “loss of social cohesion, breakdown of traditional family structure,
growing economic instability and unemployment and rising prevalence of depressive disorders”
(p. 114). In an example from Canada, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
(TRCC) 2015 Final Report stated that the life stories of Survivors of Canada’s residential schools
and their Indigenous families reveal harm done to children and their human relationships, leaving
unresolved childhood scars and loss of “family, culture, community, self-esteem, and human
dignity”, passing down from generation to generation, along with “courage, resilience, and
resistance to violence and oppression” (TRCC, 2015b, p. 273). Levine (2008) declared that
trauma is “loss of connection - to ourselves, to our bodies, to our families, to others, and to the

1

Helping professionals are those individuals helping others address complex life challenges and this includes, but is
not limited to, counsellors, social workers, medical personnel, first responders, peacebuilders, humanitarians,
spiritual leaders, educators, alternative practitioners, veterinarians, politicians, and family members. The focus is on
helping professionals who assist those who may be traumatized.
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world around us” (Levine, 2008, p. 9). I observed that the social problems impacting the younger
generations of society can be linked to the trauma of their parents and ancestors.
The breakdown of traditional family systems has created a loss of connection and
patterns of trauma can be found amongst the younger generations of many societies. An
illustration flowing from the South African Truth Commission conducted between 1995 and
2002, frames this issue. “The collective minds of different groups of South Africans are living
the nightmares of different histories. They are thus also haunted by different fears over what
these unresolved pasts mean for their individual and collective futures” (O’Meara, 1996, p. 7).
The world in general, and the field of helping professionals specifically, need to know that
“trauma that can neither be fully told nor fully remembered by the first generation shapes the
psychic world of the second generation” (Auerhahn & Laub, 1998, p. 361), and “if no workingthrough has taken place in the previous generations and if other adverse elements combine,
trauma effects for the third generation become very severe” (Mucci, 2013, p. 186). Lack of
wellbeing does not tend to develop out of thin air, but rather, it often comes as patterns that flow
down through many generations within family systems. Silencing or suppressing trauma has
contributed to the passing of trauma through the bodies of one generation to the next in many
different ways and contributed to feelings of lost connection, severely affecting the wellbeing of
all involved.
In practical terms, this lack of emotional wellbeing and sense of disconnection is
observable as monumental levels of self-medication, self-numbing, or self-escape through one
addictive behaviour or another including: problematic substance use of drugs or alcohol;
workaholism; shopaholism; obsessive cosmetic surgery, unhealthy eating and exercise regimes;
unhealthy sexual behaviours and engagement with pornography; unhealthy gambling; and more
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recently, online gaming disorder, and unhealthy dependence and overuse of technological
gadgetry (Snodgrass, Zhao, Lacy, Zhang & Tate, 2018). Addictive behaviours are an emotional
response to inner struggle and discomfort in the body. Addictive, obsessive, or compulsive
behaviours, and other harmful ways of being may have underlying trauma and feelings of
emptiness behind them (Maté, 2012). The voices of others confirm that adult addiction can be an
emotional response to adversity and trauma in childhood, showing interrelationship between
addiction and childhood domestic violence, abuse, poverty, parental addictions, and traumatic
events (Finkelstein et al., 2004; Levenson & Grady, 2016; Maté, 2012; Teixeira, Lasiuk, Barton,
Fernandes & Gherardi-Donato, 2017).
In addition to addictive behaviours, vast numbers of people are feeling left behind or
alienated by rapidly advancing technology and globalisation. Maté (2012) asserted that:
With the rise of industrial societies came dislocation: the destruction of traditional
relationships, extended family, clan, tribe and village. Vast economic and social changes
tore asunder the ties that formerly connected people to those closest to them and to their
communities. They displaced people from their homes and shredded the value systems
that secured people’s sense of belonging in the moral and spiritual universe. The same
process is happening around the world as a result of globalization. (pp. 261-262)
Anxiety and feelings of alienation can lead to inner struggle and extreme feelings of
divisiveness, evidenced by hatred and distrust of neighbours, foreigners, refugees, or immigrants
who are demographically different from oneself. Feelings of alienation can be witnessed as
extreme ideologies or fringe and fundamentalist political parties. While difference has noticeably
separated groups of people for millennia, the rapid change that is bringing diverse populations
together in such vast numbers today is unprecedented, bringing the proverbial global village into
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many neighbourhoods. The difference today is that diverse peoples are expected to get along,
rather than conquer, exterminate, or force assimilation upon one another as was done in the past.
Responses such as stoicism, often the only option to help past generations continue with life in
unwelcome situations, may not always be working in a positive manner today. When these
divisive feelings are not emotionally worked through, they can pass down to the next generation.
Rather than stoically moving forward and encouraging one another as many ancestors
did, individuals who may feel isolated, who do not seem to fit in with society, or who lack
support often search for their support online. Where human connection once brought people
together in families, communities, or tribal groups with opportunities to work through human
emotional challenges, the Internet is often used today to gather people who are emotionally
isolated and often angry. Tribalism and the need for a sense of family can be perverted into
gangs, pornography and child abuse networks, paramilitaries, cults, terrorist groups, involuntary
celibacy (Incel) networks (The Fifth Estate, 2019), white supremacist groups, anti-feminist
groups, and other toxic online subcultures and web hate groups trying to replace the deep
ancestral family system. The Internet lacks the deep physical embodied 2 and present human
connection that is vital for emotional healing and wellbeing. Through the observation of
addictive behaviours and maladaptive behaviours of alienation amongst the youngest members
of society, we are able to assess the overall wellness or lack of wellness of the whole society.
Societal unwellness today is interconnected to the slow pace of human biological
evolution, which is unable to keep up to the rapid economic, social and technological changes

2

Embodied refers to anything held in the body, imprinted on the cells of the body, or held within the unconscious
embodied mind, and for the remainder of this dissertation the word embodied will encompass tacit, pathic, and
embodied knowledge and acknowledge the necessity of gathering and accessing this knowledge.
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occurring around the world. With the emotional responses of silence and suppression relatively
common when feelings of anxiety, alienation, or divisiveness arise, the bodies of many people
are becoming inundated with unresolved trauma. Through generations, suspicion of those who
were different in some way was a survival adaptation, so biological. The problem is that when
these survival behaviours surface today, they do not have a place within a rapidly developed
globalised world where capitalism and democracy are favoured. This is one obstacle to our
advancement. Our biological survival relied on our capacity to gather with those who are similar;
however, our evolutionary advancement moving forward relies on our appreciation of difference.
These autonomic survival responses can stand in the way of human development, lead to
maladaptation, and hold people back in their lives in many different ways. For the common
good, the ideological experiment called democracy has enforced civility and put an end to
explicit conflict, violence, and warring. But the silenced, suppressed, unresolved, and often
traumatic animosity towards those who are different is held in the body and rarely addressed and
expressed.
Silenced emotions and silenced voices seem to go hand in hand in democratic societies.
The silenced are the living survivors of past conflicts. They are the individuals, families, and
communities marginalized or dominated by those in positions of power. Those who did not
survive the conflict, perhaps dying violently, are the missing, the excluded, and the forgotten,
and their experiences often disappear into the mists of time. Their lives are often not recorded.
Christie (2000) stated that, “the twentieth century has been the century of the missing and the
obliterated”, and dozens of truth commissions have been tasked with “seeing the unseeable,
revealing the concealed and finding and remembering the obliterated” (p. 5). He elaborated on
the need to find the missing, to provide “a sign that they were once alive and lived” (p. 5). These
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comments speak to the deep human need for connection and acknowledgement, by the living and
also by those who have died to the material world, to be wholly seen, heard, and experienced by
others, past, present, and future.
I have observed that trauma can be associated with the missing and the forgotten, and
when trauma is silenced and unresolved it becomes embodied by the next generations.
Individuals, families, and communities struggle to move forward into the future in a good way
when they fail to look back without blame and judgment to acknowledge all the missing and
forgotten. O’Hagan (1995) reflected:
You can’t see what’s alive till you can know what’s dead; you can’t know society till
you’ve known history; you can’t see the present till you’ve opened up the past. You’ll
find what is here, something of how we live here, if you can only see what has gone now,
what has gone from here, what has left us behind. (p. 179)
Christie (2000) questioned whether,
The past is worth studying for the sake of itself or whether it has a purpose, a wider duty
even, to inform the present. Does the interpretation of the past have a moral obligation
from which we can learn lessons? (p. 6).
It seems that the more societal conflict ensues, the more the collective transgenerational memory
of the oppressed or silenced is calling to be heard.
Through these complex societal changes, what is revealed is the profound inability or
unwillingness of many people to adapt to diversity, unable or refusing to live peaceably with
those who are different, and seemingly driven by unconscious unresolved trauma of the past.
These converging dynamics serve to unmask extreme underlying and unchecked racism,
prejudice, and discrimination, often sustained by underlying unresolved trauma and fears. As
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Patino and Poon (2020) recently asserted in the subtitle of their article, “The latest protests
against police violence toward African Americans didn’t appear out of nowhere. They’re rooted
in generations of injustice and systemic racism.” These underlying factors trigger the reactive
ancient reptilian part of the human brain for survival, activating the sympathetic nervous system
responses of fight, flight, freeze, or appease (NCTSN, n.d.). These autonomic fear responses of
the nervous system can be witnessed underlying the police brutality against African Americans.
Transgenerationally originating in slavery, there have been repeated cycles of protests and riots
against injustice and violence for at least a century. Are we finally reaching the tipping point for
change to occur?
Many human beings struggle with change when the ego clings to the status quo. Writing
early in the 20th century, Aurobindo Ghose, known as Sri Aurobindo, the Indian spiritual
philosopher, educator, and activist, recognized the evolutionary struggle of human beings:
Man has created a system of civilisation which has become too big for his limited mental
capacity and understanding and his still more limited spiritual and moral capacity to
utilise and manage, a too dangerous servant of his blundering ego and its appetites.
(Ghose, 2005, p. 1090)
While our human biological evolution has not shifted noticeably since the reflections of Sri
Aurobindo, rapid technological advancement has been exponential. Jung warned that “modern
man” was “losing contact with our instincts, the age-old forgotten wisdom stored up in us” (as
cited in Sabini, 2008, p. 98). Jung suggested that in attempting to live without relationship to the
myth and the history into which they are born, human beings lack connection, and that “is a
disease”, and “a mutilation of the human being” (p. 98). Gadamer (1975) explored this
unreasonable attempt to disconnect from traditions and the historic past in another way:
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The horizon of the present cannot be formed without the past. There is no more an
isolated horizon of the present in itself than there are historical horizons which have to be
acquired. Rather, understanding is always the fusion of these horizons supposedly
existing by themselves. (Gadamer, 1975, p. 305)
Gadamer (1975) stated that “The horizon of the present is continually in the process of being

formed because we are continually having to test all our prejudices. An important part of this
testing occurs in encountering the past and in understanding the tradition from which we come”
(p. 305). He added that tradition is ever-changing, explaining that “In a tradition this process of

fusion is continually going on, for there [sic] old and new are always combining into something
of living value, without either being explicitly foregrounded from the other” (p. 305). Both Jung
and Gadamer (1975) indicated that each human life comes with context and connection to the
past. It is my viewpoint that in order for human beings to feel connection to the whole in the
present, they need to understand, emotionally process, and agree to the past and the context of
their birth. When one agrees to the past, learns from it, and attains a kind of inner peace, then one
can move forward to change the present and positively influence the future. Otherwise, without
coming to peace with the past and agreeing to it in its entirety, one can become mired in
resentment, anger, grief, hate, guilt, shame, blame, or other emotions that do not serve one’s
highest good or the common good. While one cannot change the past, one can rewrite the
narrative held within one’s embodied mind, heart, and spirit.
Laszlo (2003) advocated for a grassroots spiritual revolution involving an evolutionary
upgrade to our human consciousness, stating:
The practical and the spiritual – the “outer” and the “inner” – approaches are inextricably
linked. Changing the world is both a practical activity you need to pursue in the world at
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large, and a spiritual quest you must undertake directly within yourself. There is a need
for active engagement with the greater issues of our times as well as for inner growth;
only if you have both can you take part in the spiritual/practical revolution that is the
brightest hope for the human future. (Laszlo, 2003, p. 67)
Today, in an effort for a quick fix to the emotional dilemmas of humanity, many human beings
attempt to leave the trauma of the past behind, and healthy emotional resolution is not found.
The challenge facing my research was to find some small way to change or shape the
world, to contribute positively to the resolution of these global concerns. I felt that it would be
useful to explore new proactive and preventative approaches that attempt to address the
unresolved trauma imprinted on the bodies of human beings and held within collective memory.
It was important to develop approaches that learn through connection to the past and contribute
to a greater sense of peace within, holding broader implications for the world.
Today, more than at any time in the past, through awareness and reflection, we know that
new approaches are needed to address collective trauma and various other global challenges,
ranging from climate change to loss of habitat to biodiversity and now the COVID-19 pandemic.
In a very short period of time, the COVID-19 pandemic has presented a worst-case scenario.
Traditional forms of intervention, such as trying to talk our way out of or into things, are just not
working. Without new interventions, how can we keep the anxiety, fear, or trauma responses
experienced by some individuals, families, or communities from sinking into the cellular
structure of each human body, and subsequently, passing down transgenerationally en masse to
future generations?
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Zelizer and Oliphant (2013) viewed health workers as particularly suited to peace work
that addresses trauma, stating that “increasing numbers of scholars and practitioners are
tentatively accepting this argument that peace is a prerequisite to health and is therefore an
appropriate domain of health actors” (Zelizer & Oliphant, 2013, p. 252). This research, Reducing
the Vulnerability of Helping Professionals Through Inner Peacebuilding: Working Through
Transgenerational Trauma with Body Focused Systemic Constellations, is directed toward
helping professionals across a wide spectrum of society, especially those concerned with the
vulnerability and emotional wellbeing of frontline helpers working with individuals, families,
and communities who are traumatized (see Chapter 2 for further documentation of this
phenomenon). Working with individuals who are explicitly or openly traumatized or suffering in
some way, helping professionals can be left vulnerable to long-term negative emotional
consequences, symptoms, or adverse behaviours (Abraham & Torok, 1994; Fairbank, Friedman,
de Jong, Green & Solomon, 2003; Friedman, Warfe & Mwiti, 2003; Good Sider, 2001; Hayner,
2011; Langmore, 2003; Mucci, 2013; Schwab, 2010; Zelizer, 2008; Zelizer & Oliphant, 2013).
Thompson (2017), argued that self-care is imperative for helping professionals, stating
that helping professionals are “ethically bound to care for themselves, therefore, they should
observe any potential signs of fatigue or impairment, and do no harm to their clients” (p. 5).
However, I would suggest that over time the pressure imposed on helping professionals to do no
harm to others, combined with often heavy and stressful workloads, seems to shift the priority
from self-care to caring more for the wellbeing of others. While this priority has tended to serve
those who are openly traumatized to some extent, the harm done to helping professionals
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themselves as a consequence of prioritizing others’ wellbeing has contributed to high levels of
burnout, secondary trauma stress (STS), vicarious trauma (VT), compassion fatigue (CF), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), or otherwise a lack of emotional wholeness in life,
relationships, or at work.3 The work of helping others who are traumatized can be emotionally
and spiritually dangerous for the helping professional (see Chapter 2).
The Consequences of Helping
With the realization that billions of people on Earth have been impacted by trauma,
violent situations, conflict, or war within the current living generations or recent past
generations, it is one reason amongst many to bring helping professionals and their contextual
wellbeing into the frame of this doctoral study. Helping professionals may be unnecessarily
suffering the consequences of the unresolved transgenerational trauma they carry for the
generations that came before them and rendered more vulnerable by their work with individuals
who are traumatized. Drawing from the work of Grubrich-Simitis (1981), Mucci (2015) stated
that when there is a “family chain or heritage of trauma” (p. 1), the second generation can often
be found in helping professions, where they attempt to work through “symbolically the
unverbalized experience of the first generation,” and “if this symbolization of the unspeakable

3

Burnout, secondary trauma, vicarious trauma, and compassion fatigue are documented in many studies related to
helping professions working with individuals who are traumatized including the following samples: social workers
(Boscarino, Figley & Adams, 2004; Newell & MacNeil, 2010); mental health professionals (Devilly, Wright &
Varker, 2009; Sartor, 2016; Thompson, 2017); counselling psychologists (Vredenburgh, Carlozzi & Stein, 2006);
psychiatrists (Boscarino, Adams & Figley, 2010); mental health clinicians (Quitangon, 2019); psychotherapists
(Brady, Guy, Poelstra & Brokaw, 1999); community psychiatric nurses (Imai, Nakao, Tsuchiya, Kuroda & Katoh,
2004); social work therapists (Hesse, 2002); domestic violence agency staff (Baird & Jenkins, 2003); clinical
psychologists (Fulk, 2014); protective services workers (Singer, Cummings, Moody & Benuto, 2019); counselors
(American Counseling Association); teachers (Minero, 2017); clergy (Hendron, Irving & Taylor, 2012; Rutledge,
2006); law enforcement investigators (Perez, Jones, Englert & Sachau, 2010); firefighters (Kim et al., 2019);
veterinarians (Perret et al., 2020); and healthcare, emergency and community service workers (Cocker & Joss,
2016).
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experience of the parents is not worked through, then trauma passes into the third generation
where the worst damage becomes visible” (Mucci, 2015, p. 28). Research into the wellbeing of
helping professionals has been limited over time by a lack of clear definitions for burnout, STS,
VT, and CF (Boscarino, Figley & Adams, 2004). Versola-Russo (2008) adding that the past use
of these terms interchangeably has created difficulty in reviewing professional literature. It is
worthwhile looking briefly at these terms and their respective qualities as they pertain to helping
professionals to discern how a proactive transgenerational approach might be an effective
response (see Chapter 2 for further exploration on the dangers of helping).
Burnout. Burnout can occur in any occupation (Mathieu, 2012, p. 14). According to the
WHO, “Burn-out is included in the 11th Revision of the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD-11) as an occupational phenomenon. It is not classified as a medical condition” (WHO,
2019, para. 1), and accordingly, should not be pathologized. Burnout results from:
Chronic workplace stress that has not been successfully managed. It is characterized by
three dimensions: 1) feelings of energy depletion or exhaustion; 2) increased mental
distance from one’s job, or feelings of negativism or cynicism related to one’s job; and 3)
a sense of ineffectiveness and lack of accomplishment. (ICD-11, 2019, QD85)
Drawing from the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) (1982), burnout syndrome has three
dimensions which are similar but not quite the same as the WHO definition:
(1) emotional exhaustion, feelings of being emotionally overextended and exhausted by
one’s work, (2) depersonalization, an unfeeling and impersonal response towards clients
or students, and (3) a reduced sense of personal accomplishment, which has been
conceptualized as feelings of inadequate personal achievement accompanied by a
diminished sense of self-esteem, and a tendency to evaluate oneself negatively with
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regard to one’s work with clients. (Maslach, as cited in Vredenburgh, Carlozzi, & Stein,
1999, p. 294)
Burnout “has to do with the stress and frustration caused by the workplace: having poor pay,
unrealistic demands, heavy workload, heavy shifts, poor management, and inadequate
supervision” (Mathieu, 2012, p. 14). Additionally, Maris (2013) provided “evidence of race
related stress as a risk factor of compassion fatigue and burnout” (p. 11). Whether one is an
oppressor involved in perpetrating systemic racism or upholding structures or institutions of
systemic racism, or the one oppressed by systemic racism, burnout can have a significant impact.
In a study of 3392 resident physicians that self-identified as belonging to a racial group other
than black, 41.3% had depression and 45.2% had symptoms of burnout (Dyrbye et al., 2019, p.
1). Controlling for demographics, specialty, depression, and feelings toward white people, the
study revealed that those with burnout had greater explicit racial bias and implicit racial bias
toward black patients (p. 1). Burnout impacts “emotional health and reduces your self-efficacy”
(Conlin, 2019, para. 1) and impacts your treatment of others. The root cause of burnout or any
associated emotional responses may not be fully recognized since “issues such as stress, trauma,
alcohol and substance abuse and suicide” may occur long after the employment situation ends
(Davies & Rushton, 2015, p. 7). 4
Sufficient attention has not been directed toward burnout within some helping
professions, with Zelizer (2008) claiming that within the field of peacebuilding it is critical “to
develop methods for dealing with the challenges of secondary trauma and burnout that

4

For sample articles related to the impact of helping on the mental health of professionals involving PTSD, suicide
and other life-threatening behaviours see Mehlum and Weisaeth (2002), Orsillo et al. (1998), Shigemura and
Nomura (2002), Thoresen and Mehlum (2006), and Wong et al. (2001).
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practitioners may experience” (Zelizer, 2008, p. 1). Burnout can manifest as a lack of motivation
or an inability to fulfill job requirements, resulting in a decline in performance and morale, and
adversely affecting any project’s “collective productivity and efficiency” (Friedman et al., 2003,
p. 330). Wiens and McKee (2016) suggested the cultivation of emotional intelligence (EI) to
develop “superior coping abilities” for helping “deal with chronic stress and prevent burnout”
(para. 3). They mentioned various EI skills to cultivate such as letting go of perfectionism, the
need for high achievement, or the propensity to be hard on oneself (para. 5). I have observed that
the qualities mentioned such as perfectionism or seeking high achievement are emotional
strategies that flow down through family systems. They may be transgenerational emotional
responses developed in childhood to cope with emotional life situations such as feeling unseen
by one’s parents or having emotionally unavailable parents. Such parents in turn may not have
felt seen by their parents (the grandparents) and so on back in time. In a family where
perfectionism or high achievement are used as emotional responses to be seen, there may be
trauma events or other life situations such as having many children that create the inability of the
parents to be emotionally present. Unresolved transgenerational trauma is embodied, imprinted
on the cells of the body, and to address, transform, and systemically heal it, body focused
approaches are needed (see Chapter 2). Helping professionals may be more vulnerable to burnout
when they carry unconscious unresolved transgenerational trauma in their bodies. Maslach and
Leiter (2016) stated that burnout impacts a “person’s conception of both self and others” (para.
3), and for this reason, interaction with others may be needed to gain an accurate assessment of
emotional wellbeing.
Secondary trauma stress. STS is “the emotional duress that results when an individual
hears about the firsthand trauma experiences of another. Its symptoms mimic those of
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posttraumatic stress disorder” (NCTSN, 2011, para. 3). Along the same line, Mathieu (2012)
suggested that secondary trauma results from “bearing witness to a traumatic event (or a series of
events), which can lead to PTSD-like symptoms (hearing a graphic account of abuse, debriefing
first responders, etc.) (p. 14). The “essential act of listening to trauma stories may take an
emotional toll that compromises professional functioning and diminishes quality of life”
(NCTSN, 2011, para. 1). Giordano, Gorritz, Kilpatrick, Scoffone, and Lundeen (2020) provided
evidence that exposure to the “reports of racial discrimination from clients of color” predicted
STS for counselling clinicians, and they emphasized the importance “of self-care practices
among counselors who hear reports of racial discrimination” (conclusion).
Symptoms related to STS include hypervigilance, a sense of hopelessness, the inability to
embrace complexity, the inability to listen, avoidance of clients (individuals one means to help),
anger and cynicism, sleeplessness, fear, guilt, chronic exhaustion, physical ailments, minimizing
important decisions to be made, and impacting other aspects of life (van Dernoot Lipsky, 2009).
Other symptoms of STS include, “changes in memory and perception; alterations in their sense
of self-efficacy; a depletion of personal resources; and disruption in their perceptions of safety,
trust, and independence” (NCTSN, 2011, para. 3).
STS impacts the daily lives of “helping professionals involved in the care of traumatized
children and their families” (NCTSN, 2011, para. 1). They may “find themselves re-experiencing
personal trauma or notice an increase in arousal and avoidance reactions related to the indirect
trauma exposure” (NCTSN, 2011, para. 3). In addition to current life trauma, unconscious
unresolved transgenerational trauma carried by helping professionals may contribute to STS,
generating a heightened emotional response to the trauma of others. Many emotional response
patterns develop unconsciously in childhood or adolescence in response to transgenerational
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trauma in the family system. These emotional response patterns may need to be addressed to
reduce one’s vulnerability to the trauma of others. It seems that any approach to address systemic
STS would need to be proactive and embodied in nature to reduce vulnerability to the trauma of
others, addressing, transforming, and systemically healing any transgenerational trauma that is
carried within a family system so it need not be carried into the work of helping others.
Vicarious trauma. VT “describes the transformation of our view of the world due to the
cumulative exposure to traumatic images and stories” (Mathieu, 2012, p. 14). Mathieu (2012)
stated that VT is “accompanied by intrusive thoughts and imagery and difficulty ridding
ourselves of the traumatic experiences recounted by our clients” and suggests that “VT is the
result of many STS events” (p. 14). Other descriptions of vicarious trauma include: “the
emotional residue of exposure that counselors have from working with people as they are hearing
their trauma stories and become witnesses to the pain, fear, and terror that trauma survivors have
endured” (American Counseling Association, n.d.) or “the negative changes that happen to
humanitarian workers over time as they witness and engage with other people’s suffering and
need” (Pearlman & McKay, 2008, p. 4). Helping professionals may not recognize that VT is
unfolding over time, an ongoing “cumulative effect of contact with survivors of violence or
disaster or people who are struggling” (p. 7). Some signs of vicarious trauma experienced by
helping professionals include an effect on tolerance, trust, competency, interpersonal
relationships, intimacy, sense of identity, worldview, values, inner imagery and memory, esteem,
sense of safety, and feelings of control (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995). Helping professionals
experience VT as “changes in your own psychological and spiritual well-being” (Pearlman &
McKay, 2008, p. 9). VT can contribute to a negative shift in the helping professional’s deep
inner core belief systems (Pearlman & Mac Ian, 1995).
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Helping professionals with a personal or community trauma history, “using humanitarian
work primarily to seek their own recovery instead of engaging in personal healing processes,
may have a harder time with VT” (Pearlman & McKay, 2008, p. 12). It is important to
“recognize the innate longing of the human spirit for peace”, appealing to the helper and
peacebuilder embodied within each of us, and to address the embodied belief systems creating
obstacles to that peace (Center for Peace, 2016). Singer, Cummings, Moody, and Benuto (2019)
suggested exploring any belief systems one might carry that motivate or give purpose or selfdirection in life to lessen burnout, STS, VT, and CF and create greater inner peace. It is
important to remember that many emotional responses and belief systems are transgenerational
in nature therefore these ancestral connections also need to be explored in order to create an
effective proactive approach to reduce VT and other adverse responses to working with the
trauma of others.
Compassion fatigue. Vicarious trauma is sometimes called compassion fatigue and yet
there are some differences (American Counseling Association, n.d.). CF is the “profound
emotional and physical erosion that takes place when helpers are unable to refuel and regenerate”
(Mathieu, 2012, p. 8). Mathieu (2012) elaborates on CF:
It is a gradual erosion of all the things that keep us connected to others in our caregiver
role: our empathy, our hope, and of course our compassion—not only for others but also
for ourselves. When we are suffering from compassion fatigue, we start seeing changes in
our personal and professional lives: we can become dispirited and increasingly bitter at
work; we may contribute to a toxic work environment; we are more prone to clinical
errors; we may violate client boundaries and lose a respectful stance towards our clients.
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We become short-tempered with our loved ones and feel constant guilt or resentment at
the never-ending demands on our personal time. (Mathieu, 2012, p. 8)
Figley (1995) referred to CF as the “cost of caring” for others who are in emotional pain. Maris
(2013) stated that CF involves an autonomic hyperarousal that mimics that of PTSD in response
to the responsibility of providing for care to those suffering” (p. 89).
Many adverse qualities of CF such as lack of healthy boundaries and the incapacity to
develop compassion for those one works with have transgenerational origins. Healthy energy
boundaries, balance, and the capacity for compassion with equanimity are emotional response
patterns that can develop through relationships with one’s parents, family system, and
grandparents (Willard, 2017, para. 4). They are learned skills. Unresolved wounds in the family
system create a wounded helping professional who struggles to develop and demonstrate these
skills. If one carries transgenerational trauma for the family system, one is likely entangled in
unhealthy relationships with various members of the family system, including the living and the
dead (see Chapter 2). If one does not have healthy boundaries with parents, siblings, and
ancestors, one might struggle to have healthy boundaries with those one is meant to help through
one’s work. If one lacks compassion for one’s parents and ancestors, one might struggle
developing compassion for those one helps in one’s work (see Fivush, 20165). For these reasons,
to reduce vulnerability to compassion fatigue, it is essential to address, transform, and
systemically heal any transgenerational trauma one may carry.

Fivush, R. (2016). The “Do You Know?” 20 questions about family stories: Here is one way to start telling and
sharing family stories. The Stories of Our Lives. Psychology Today. Retrieved March 10, 2018 from
https://www.psycholgoytoday.com/blog/the-stories-our-lives/201611/the-do-you-know-20-questions-about-familystories.
5
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Research Focus
My research takes a different approach to burnout, STS, VT, CF, and other adverse
responses and involves proactively and preventatively addressing, transforming and systemically
healing any unresolved embodied transgenerational trauma that may be carried by helping
professionals into their work, inadvertently increasing their vulnerability to working with trauma.
To be clear, my research does not attempt to negate other approaches to burnout, STS, VT, CF,
or transgenerational concerns experienced by helping professionals. Rather, it is an opportunity
to look in a different direction to find systemic healing for transgenerational trauma that has not
received adequate attention in the literature.
The approach suggested is rapidly transformative, comprehensive, emotionally
expansive, proactive, preventative, systemic, ancestral, body focused, and transferrable, and it
directs attention to gaining access to embodied knowledge, practical wisdom, and collective
knowledge. My research invites helping professionals to explore new ideas, envision a world that
is proactive and preventative rather than reactive in nature, and enter a world that is comfortable
with addressing emotional challenges including one’s own. It is time to let go of old societal
paradigms that promote emotional suppression or stigmatize emotional expression. This
transformational approach, developed as a natural extension of my background and praxis, is
discussed in further detail within the section on positionality found later in this chapter.
I want to clearly emphasize that I do not work within the fields of medicine, social work,
or psychology, which often tend to be more reactive in nature. My research shifts away from
pathological or therapeutic approaches to transgenerational trauma. These findings are addressed
to helping professionals regardless of whether they are acquainted or not with big picture
systemic ways of exploring situations or transformative wholistic healing practices. Throughout
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this dissertation, my roles as a community peacebuilder and integrative wellness practitioner are
evident in my approach to transgenerational trauma, in my overall positionality as a reflexive
systemic practitioner researcher, and in the many examples I provide to illustrate important
points.
For the purposes of this study, the definition of transgenerational trauma is the lingering
emotional wounds of past generations, carried as unresolved conscious and unconscious heavy
emotions in the cells of the body (embodied), that are passed down unresolved from generation
to generation within family systems, and collectively within communities or whole societies by
various complex means of transmission (see Chapter 2 for more on transgenerational trauma).
Helping professionals are those who help others address complex life challenges including
counsellors, social workers, medical personnel, first responders, spiritual leaders, family
members, educators, scientists, politicians, and artists, with their services largely going unnoticed
except by those who benefit directly (Center for Peace, 2016). It would appear that many helping
professionals are peacebuilders who are concerned with improving the lives of others, and more
specifically, alleviating their suffering (Humanitarian, 2017).
As a community peacebuilder,6 I also came to the conclusion that helping professionals
from many walks of life are in fact peacebuilders attempting to help others bring peace into their
lives in various ways. However, there are ways of helping that can bring about authentic peace

6

Between the years 2004 and 2011, my colleagues and I intentionally increased the opportunity for dialogue,
interaction, positive relationship building, and community peacebuilding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
community members. We did this through a society called Connections – Bridging Communities founded by me and
my colleagues from the Alberta towns of Cochrane and Cremona, and Morley, a reserve settlement of the three
bands of the Stoney Nakoda First Nations. Listening to colleagues of Indigenous ancestry, I learned about the
transgenerational legacy of trauma experienced in the residential schools up close in one community and within
many families. I also learned that many people silenced the trauma of the residential schools into their bodies in
order to carry on with life, resiliently holding onto anything that was even remotely positive about their residential
school experience for the sake of survival.
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and other ways of helping that continue to sustain conflict. Within conflict studies, peacebuilders
are defined as humanitarians working within a peace continuum (Guterres, 2018) as they help
others work toward greater inner peace and outer peace in the world. Díaz (n.d.) explored the
work of Freire (1970), stating that humanitarianism can be flawed if it imposes assistance upon
others, claiming to know what is needed and right for others, without first inviting the authentic
participation of the people needing the help, listening to their needs, and engaging in genuine
open-ended dialogue (Díaz, n.d., p. 20). Freire asserted that this form of humanitarian helping
“rob[s] the people being helped of their own agency to improve their own condition” (Díaz, n.d.,
p. 19). I would suggest that this latter form of help is likely more emotionally debilitating for
helping professionals due to the environment of underlying resentment that builds up between
the helpers and those being helped over time. Alternatively, humanistic helping “respects the
person in need of help and offers help in such a way as to enable” the person or group being
helped to help themselves (p. 20), likely creating a more life-giving and life-affirming experience
for the helping professional. Helping professionals who seek to explore inner peacebuilding with
others, and by extension outer peacebuilding in the world, who come from diverse
transdisciplinary training backgrounds, have much to learn from one another.
Every country has an abundance of peacebuilders, whether they are recognized as such or
not. What matters is whether the actions and activities of family and community members
promote authentic peace and aspire to attain peaceful outcomes (Center for Peace, 2016).
Common qualities embodied by helping professionals or peacebuilders seeking to create peace in
the world include: “compassion, integrity, forgiveness, determination, courage, focus,
imagination, follow-through, flexibility, patience and never giving up” (2016). For humanistic
helping and open-ended dialogue, Freire (1970) promoted the cultivation of qualities such as “a
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sensibility of confidence, humility, and willingness to risk loving others and that we allow others
to be who they are” (Freire, 1970, p. 20). Quitangon (2019) pointed out that it is the quality of
“empathy in validating another’s suffering” that increases the vulnerability of helping
professionals (para. 2). Maintaining these positive attributes long-term can be a struggle when
the helping professional is continually confronted with the ongoing trauma of others. One
challenge for helping professionals, seeking to be humanistic helpers in the world, is learning to
address the suffering of others without suffering adversely themselves.
It is difficult to address these concerns when the negative consequences of helping others
can go unacknowledged and unprocessed for decades, accumulating over time, creating a heavy
blanket of unresolved emotion that limits self-awareness and adversely affects life and work, and
reduces levels of peace. These challenges intensify when the admirable embodied qualities that
motivate individuals to become helping professionals are overlaid with unresolved
transgenerational trauma carried for their family, ancestral system, or their society collectively.
Through observation and noticing an increase in academic articles the past two decades related to
burnout, STS, VT, and CF in many professional fields, it seems the vulnerability of helping
professionals is increasing over time rather than abating and that new approaches are needed
(Baird & Jenkins, 2003; Devilly, Wright & Varker, 2009; Mathieu, 2012; Newell & MacNeil,
2010; Sartor, 2016; Singer et al., 2019).
As a reflexive systemic practitioner researcher, I observed that working with the trauma
of others would bring my own current life trauma and transgenerational trauma to the surface
through chronic symptoms and conditions, repetitive life challenges, relationship difficulties,
feeling stuck in life in some way, and sometimes feeling a lack of success and fulfilment in my
life or work. For those with children, this can also mean witnessing one’s children living very
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similar life challenges and patterns. Through praxis, I observed that the wounds of parents and
ancestors pass down from generation to generation through the body, creating or impacting
emotional holding patterns, belief systems, motivations, behaviours, actions, or relationships of
the living descendants. Helping professionals who carry unresolved transgenerational trauma
into their work with others who are traumatized often end up suffering in some way and tend to
experience a lack of wholeness.
In the context of this research, attaining wholeness refers to the capacity to move forward
in life, thriving not just surviving. Through my life experiences, I understand wholeness as a felt
sense of connection and harmony with all that is in the natural world, feeling a deep connection
within myself in terms of purpose, meaning, and direction in life. I experience wholeness is an
embodied connection of mind, body, heart, and spirit; and a felt sense of my unconscious mind
working in harmony with my conscious mind.7 Wholeness involves the integration of my light
and shadow sides, my heavier and lighter emotions, and my feminine and masculine energies. I
assert that wholeness and wellbeing are the integration and harmony of the physical, emotional,
mental, psychological, relational, financial, and spiritual aspects within self (see Chapter 2 for
more on ‘wholism’).
The decision to focus on the wellbeing of helping professionals was discerned over the
last four decades through a combination of my own work supervising employees,8 the negative

7

Conscious mind is not to be mistaken for the functions of the brain since consciousness exists far and beyond the
limitations of the brain.
8
I was a senior financial accountant and supervisor working on consolidations in the energy sector for over a dozen
years early in my career. I was exposed to an extreme range of leadership styles during that period. In several
situations, I found myself working under exceedingly poor leadership, resulting in the need to successfully sue one
employer through the Human Rights Commission of Alberta for gender discrimination. Formal training for that
supervisory work included a Bachelor of Commerce degree in business with a minor in economics from the
University of Calgary (1980). Extra coursework was required for two years to attain the professional designation of
Registered Industrial Accountant (RIA) in 1983, which later changed to Certified Management Accountant (CMA)
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emotional and physical impact of gender discrimination I experienced in the workplace,
interactions with and observations of many helping professionals through shared life experiences
and participation in trainings and workshops, and interaction with numerous helping
professionals who participated in my Master’s research project. Through observation and praxis,
I observed a lack of wholeness experienced by many helping professionals that I met along my
life journey, especially those who lived or worked with the traumatized. I determined that the
thread that linked these many helping professionals together regardless of their location;
ancestral history; social, political, or religious influences; or financial standing was
transgenerational trauma. Often, their lives were significantly influenced by the complicated,
confounding variable of unresolved transgenerational trauma which they unconsciously carried
for their familial and ancestral system, community, and society. Some of these helping
professionals were seeking ways to move forward in life in the aftermath of long-term social and
political injustices, some were seeking reconciliation with others in society, and others were
seeking personal, familial, ancestral, and collective community systemic healing. They generally
lacked a sense of inner peace in their lives.
In 2011, I completed the Master of Arts program in Conflict Analysis and Management
through the School of Peace and Conflict Management at Royal Roads University (RRU) in
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, with a concentration in political, ethnic and security issues.

in 1985, and eventually merged into Chartered Professional Accountants Canada (CPA) in 2015 with complete
retirement. Valuable crossover skills were developed through this work: valuing integrity, transparency, and ethicsled praxis; gaining the capacity to spot discrepancies at a glance; learning to see patterns and links within any
situation of chaos seeking balance; learning to consolidate vast amounts of information; learn to work well with
others; and developing the capacity to hold space for both the big picture and detailed viewpoints simultaneously.
These transferrable skills have been beneficial for understanding the need for balance in human systems and human
organizational systems.
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My research involved examining the lives and work of helping professionals who served as
intercultural community peacebuilders. The research project entitled, Healing the Personal
Wounds of Colonization: Utilizing Third Party Consultation to Transform Canada’s PostResidential School Societal Conflict, utilized the results of an extensive cross-country and crosscultural questionnaire to create an intercultural peacebuilding model. The research was designed
around the work of a community sponsor that would eventually benefit from the research. My
sponsor was the national United Church of Canada (UCC) Committee on Indigenous Justice and
Residential Schools (formerly the Residential School Steering Committee). 9 The UCC was one
mainline church given the authority to administer residential schools in Canada, a continuation of
the early work of the Methodist and Presbyterian Churches from 1849 to 1925 when the
Methodist, Congregational Union and 70% of the Presbyterian Churches merged together in
1925 to become the United Church of Canada (Remembering the Children, 2008). My research
explored the legacy of transgenerational trauma left behind by the residential school system in
Canada, administered for over 150 years until 1996, a dark period of destructive Canadian
federal government legislation, forced assimilation, and cultural genocide. The UCC committee
and all the research participants received the recommendations and conclusions that emerged
through the study.
The research survey respondents self-identified as 58.3% Canadians of non-Indigenous
ancestry and 41.7% Canadians of Indigenous ancestry (Robertson, 2011, p. 38). The extent of
their experience as Canadian community peacebuilders engaged in “right relations work”

Upon completion of my Master’s research project it was submitted to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada Archives in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The UCC is one of several mainline churches that administrated
residential schools for decades during the process of colonization. In many ways, it was a study of one of the
perpetrators, one willing to own its complicity and to take action to live into right relations with First Peoples.
9
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between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Peoples was as follows: 45.5% had greater that 19 years
of experience, 22.7% had between 10-19 years of experience, 9.1% had between 6-9 years of
experience and 22.7% had between 3-5 years of experience (Robertson, 2011, p. 39). The
poignant point to all these statistics is that a full 38.1% of these peacebuilders felt ineffective in
their peacebuilding work and the other 61.9% felt they had only slightly made a difference in
their communities with their long-term peacebuilding efforts, and within that latter group a very
small minority added a comment that they had strongly impacted their community in some way
(p. 47). Of the survey participants, 58.3% felt the conflict between Canadians of Indigenous and
non-Indigenous ancestry was stuck in the status quo, 29.2% believed the conflict was deescalating, and 12.5% felt the conflict was escalating (p. 41). From the research, there was a
definite sense that the extensive intercultural peacebuilding efforts of these helping professionals
were hampered by some challenging societal dynamics.
At the time, I wondered what phenomenon was holding these helping professionals back
from feeling successful in their community peacebuilding work. I felt that one potential answer
to that question was the response to another survey question, a response that was almost
unanimous, with “95.5% of the respondents feeling that at least some percentage of the
population needs to address personal healing before effective, long-term collective societal
healing will occur” (p. 50), and they added that once “many individuals have found inner peace it
will lead to outer societal peace” (Robertson, 2011, p. 70). It became clear to me that the
contextual nature of personal inner wounds and transgenerational trauma invites a person to turn
inward, to examine what is embodied, stepping into a healing journey that may seem personal
and contextual to some extent, yet it is also highly systemic, ancestral, and collective. Each
intercultural community peacebuilder needed to engage with inner peacebuilding, and
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importantly, through their own example, teach others to do the same. Research revealed that each
individual needed to step into this systemic healing work of their own volition, since no one else
can walk this journey for them and because it requires ongoing emotional healing work.
There are no quick fixes. Flowing from my Master’s research project, I suggested that
helping professionals who embrace inner peacebuilding set the stage for overall wellbeing and
balance in life, contributing to greater outer peace in the world. The research pointed to the
importance of self-care and personal healing in the lives of helping professionals.
Systemic Healing of Transgenerational Trauma
It is my intention to strongly bring forward the systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma as a concept and a transformative action. The systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma can be envisioned as working through any unresolved transgenerational trauma, finding
ways to integrate what is carried in one’s body more effectively into one’s life and family
system, and releasing oneself from any transgenerational energetic entanglement that no longer
serves.
These emotional response patterns are passed down through family systems or they
develop in childhood and adolescence in response to transgenerational family dynamics. If left
unrecognized, these response patterns flow down from one generation to the next, sometimes
skipping generations. Action to address these transgenerational and childhood patterns is the key
to reducing the occurrence of burnout, STS, VT, CF, or other adverse work experiences. This
action needs to be both proactive and preventative to be most effective. It is in taking
responsibility and moving forward with actions to address, transform, and systemically heal
transgenerational trauma that stops old emotional patterns and repetitive behaviours from
reoccurring. Moving forward with action can shift the energy around the complex issues
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mentioned in the preface. Taking responsibility includes gaining familiarity with the vocabulary
of systemically healing transgenerational trauma.
Chapter 1 continues with seven sections that enhance the understanding of the research
findings: a description of reflexive systemic practitioner research and the role of the systemic
practitioner researcher, what constitutes systemic practitioner research knowledge, my
positionality as a systemic practitioner researcher, research conceptualization, research
timeliness, research questions and sub-questions, and a brief dissertation outline.
Chapter 2 defines and explains many terms and concepts such as systemic healing;
transgenerational trauma; mindfulness; collective energy field; body focus; interconnectivity;
resilience; blind spots; embodied, pathic and tacit knowledge; inner peacebuilding; and wholism.
Utilizing transdisciplinarity, within the five themes of Chapter 2, I attempt to bring together
many voices and perspectives and many scattered and fragmented pieces of information into a
more integrative approach.
One is encouraged to read the dissertation in the order it is presented so that concepts and
philosophies that are foundational to the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma will be
examined prior to engaging with the research design, findings, and discussion.
Reflexive Systemic Practitioner Research
My research embraces reflexive systemic practitioner research with case-within-a-casestudy methods (see Chapter 3 for more on case studies). Practitioner research is differentiated
from research about practice. “Practitioner research is research conducted by professionals as
part of and from within their everyday professional practice. It is different from research about
practice or about non-practice topics which could be undertaken by either practitioners or nonpractitioners” (Simon, 2018, p. 42). Simon (2018) asserted that systemic practitioners study their
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own practices and compared to positivist research methods they are “not lesser relatives in
practices of inquiry and knowledge generation” (Simon, 2018, p. 44). Freshwater and Rolfe
(2001) stated that the attributes of practitioner research provide the opportunity to strongly
challenge traditional scientific positivist standards for research. Schon (1983) stated that
practitioners following positivist epistemology of practice “find themselves caught in a
dilemma”, where their definition of “rigorous professional knowledge” “excludes phenomena
they have learned to see as central to their practice” (Schon, 1983, p. 39). Schon challenged his
readers:
Shall the practitioner stay on the high, hard ground where he can practice rigorously, as
he understands rigor, but where he is constrained to deal with problems of relatively little
social importance? Or shall he descend to the swamp where he can engage the most
important and challenging problems if he is willing to forsake technical rigor? (p. 42).
Systemic practitioner researchers are not caught in this predicament about rigor. Instead, they are
transparent and bring in all relevant material for evaluation. As a systemic practitioner
researcher, I am an “integral part of the research process” (Fox, Martin & Green, 2007, p. 78).
Within my research, I descend into the dark, murky swamp of ancestral family systems, my own
and those of research participants, engaging with the important and challenging problems faced
by helping professionals who carry unresolved transgenerational trauma. I step into family
systems to openly confront their complexity, messiness, and chaos with a respectful and humble
attitude.
Simon (2018) referred to the action of the systemic practitioner as “systemic practice” (p.
41). Cutcher, Oliver and Sloan (2017) proposed reflexive praxis as a way to act, which “builds
on reflexive awareness and reflexive action at both individual and collective levels” (p. 1). Their
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model is described as “the process by which people, both as individuals and collectively,
questioned their understanding of ‘self’ and ‘other’ in ways that orient them to action, thus
leading to the enactment of hybridizing organizational practices” (Cutcher, Oliver, & Sloan,
2017, p. 1). My use of the term praxis or systemic praxis to describe my work with clients at
Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting Incorporated (PPCI) serves a similar purpose to the systemic
practice described by Simon (2018) and the reflexive praxis mentioned by Cutcher et al. (2017).
Lindeman (1944) emphasized a key difference between praxis and practice, suggesting that
praxis goes beyond practice, requiring more of the practitioner (p. 103). Smith (2011)
commented that “We can now see the full quality of praxis. It is not simply action based on
reflection. It is action which embodies certain qualities. These include a commitment to human
well being [sic] and the search for truth, and respect for others” (para. 11). Praxis involves
actions which have the capacity to “shape and change the world” (para. 11). Carr and Kemmis
(1986) stated,
Praxis has its roots in the commitment of the practitioner to wise and prudent action in a
practical, concrete, historical situation. Praxis is always risky; it requires that the
practitioner makes a wise and prudent practical judgement about how to act in this
situation. (p. 190)
This situation can be viewed as the overarching global problems outlined in the preface of the
dissertation, my concern for the wellbeing of helping professionals, or my positionality and
assertions as they pertain to addressing and systemically healing transgenerational trauma.
Praxis, in my case, is concerned with the common good and the desire to see humanity thrive.
It is worthwhile mentioning a few other key aspects of praxis. Within the social sciences
or “practical sciences”, praxis is described as “informed and committed action” (Smith, 1999,
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para. 8) that engages with “ethical and political life” and cultivates “wisdom and knowledge”
(Carr & Kemmis, 1986, p. 32). Praxis is creative, in that the practitioner seeks to generate
something new. It is my desire to create a new approach for the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma. I engage in praxis through an ongoing circular journey of learning and
applying what I have learned. Smith (2011) described the circular process of praxis:
As we think about what we want to achieve, we alter the way we might achieve that. As
we think about the way we might go about something, we change what we might aim at.
There is a continual interplay between ends and means. In just the same way there is a
continual interplay between thought and action. (para. 9)
Gadamer (1975) suggested praxis is “one unified process” involving interpretation,
understanding, and application (p. 275). Haffenden (1987) stated that praxis tends to follow one
of two three-part patterns, either a revolving pattern of theory – practice – theory where “theory
guides practice” (p. 41) or a pattern of practice – theory – practice where “theory(ies) illuminate
and/or enlighten practice” (p. 44). Looking at the relationship of practice to theory:
Theory and practice are not opposites or separate entities. ‘Practice cannot be lacking
theory. Similarly, it is difficult to conceive of ‘theory’ that is purely descriptive and
devoid of reference to purposeful action. In other words, practice is soaked in theory. It is
a constant process of theory making, and theory testing. Thus, it is in this sense that we
can begin to talk about practice as praxis. (Smith, 1999, para. 7)
As a reflexive systemic practitioner researcher seeking practical wisdom and knowledge, not
some state of perfection, at a certain point I stepped out of the revolving patterns described above
to share what was discerned from my ongoing praxis to date. This dissertation is that statement
of discernment.
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Systemic practitioner research methods. There are numerous benefits to systemic
practitioner research. It was selected because it aligned with my values and integrity in doing
research. It is “based on insider research principles which involve contextually responsive and
interpretive research based on pre-existing professional knowledge, knowing and know-how
which can be surfaced and included through first person inquiry” (Simon, 2018, p. 42). The aim
of systemic practitioner research is “to enhance the practitioner’s professional knowledge and
practice development” and provide a wide array of learning opportunities for clients, colleagues,
or particular communities (p. 42). I would add the immense learning opportunities for the
practitioner researcher as well. Praxis benefits when outcomes of systemic practitioner research
“feed immediately into local practice” (Fox et al., 2007, p. 78). Fox et al. (2007) suggested that
the practitioner researcher “adopt the role of learner and participant rather than controlling the
change process” (p. 77) and this aligned with my innate need to continually learn throughout life.
To the qualitative research field, systemic practitioners add “a relational perspective on criteria
for quality” and “a relational perspective on the world” (p. 44). To the systemic practice field,
systemic practitioners add “criteria for quality in research”, and “critically identify, adapt or
create criteria to use in each new research context” (p. 44). With the complexity of
transgenerational trauma and the systemic healing of it, and with the need to access embodied
knowledge, reflexive systemic practitioner research methods were extremely appropriate and
effective.
My systemic practitioner praxis and research. This research reflexively examines my
work guiding clients through the deep transgenerational trauma of their family systems, work
done through my company PPCI. Over a period of several years, the client files of PPCI began to
pile up and I had a growing sense that they contained valuable information that could be useful
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to others in some way (see Appendix B for some client file synopses). Each client in my praxis
lived repetitive or cyclical life challenges, struggled with chronic symptoms or conditions that
did not seem to shift, carried the energy of the victim or the perpetrator, struggled to find their
place in their family system or community, or sought to understand their purpose in life, all
impacted by the transgenerational trauma they carried for their family system.
As a community peacebuilder with a Master of Arts degree in Conflict Analysis and
Management (MACAM), I recognized that many PPCI clients were helping professionals or
grassroot peacebuilders, serving their communities in the following roles: social workers,
life/health/therapeutic coaches, alternative wellness practitioners, teachers or teaching assistants,
community peacebuilders, homemakers, Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioners, emergency
medical technicians (EMTs), registered nurses, flight attendants, ESL teachers, yoga instructors,
caseworkers, hypnotherapists, psychotherapists, physiotherapists, acupuncturists, horse/owner
connection therapists, health educators, environmental ecologists, bookkeepers, dietitians, and
soldiers. I recognized that many of these clients were influencers, catalysts, or multipliers with
the capacity to impact the lives of many others, including children, youth, and adults. The pattern
of helping was seemly strong amongst PPCI clients and through a common aspiration for peace,
I felt that the ancestral family systems of the PPCI clients could provide learning opportunities
and serve as appropriate examples for helping professionals with real-world problems in other
contexts, who desire to work through the transgenerational trauma of their own family systems
or teach others to do the same. Therefore, I made the decision to enter the applied Doctor of
Social Sciences (DSocSci) research program within the College of Interdisciplinary Studies at
Royal Roads University. Described as “an alternative to traditional doctoral programs, the
Doctor of Social Sciences focuses on the interdisciplinary applications of the social sciences to
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complex, real-world problems of direct concern to organizations, communities and society in
general.”10 I wanted to ground the concept of transgenerational trauma, which is abstract to many
people, deeply into the material world through my research.
In the beginning stages of the doctoral program, my research project was driven forward
by anticipation and passion for the subject of systemically healing transgenerational trauma. I
was intrigued by the idea of systematically and critically analyzing my integrative wellness
praxis through the perspective of the reflexive systemic practitioner researcher. I envisioned
making a contribution to greater transformation and peace in the world. As the research
progressed, I continually embraced the position of lifelong learner, grateful to learn from the
voices heard in the literature review, the client files of PPCI, the client interview, and the client
retroactive feedback survey. My research is an opportunity to share the many voices of those
who have influenced my worldview and shift in consciousness (see Chapter 2 to hear more
voices). I discovered that my positionality extended to every aspect of the research and the
continual transformation of my praxis, creating a transformative space for guiding living
descendants through the transgenerational trauma of their family systems. I now feel the research
holds the potential for offering other helping professionals the practical wisdom I have gathered
as it pertains directly to the transformative experiences of PPCI clients.
Systemic practitioners. Through reflexive praxis, I realized that I embodied certain
valuable systemic practitioner traits. Simon (2018) listed the following commonly found
attributes of systemic professional practitioners: 1) questions “complex aspects of human

The Doctor of Social Sciences program “responds to the growing demand nationally and internationally for
scholar-practitioners who can provide intellectual leadership in the workplace, and help build sustainable
organizations, communities and societies in an age of global interdependence.” (Royal Roads University, 2020).
10
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behaviour, beliefs and relational activity;” 2) embraces multiple perspectives; 3) engages in
“ethics-led practice;” 4) thinks critically; 5) engages in sense-making; 6) is pragmatic; 7) remains
open to new methods without attachment to old paradigms; 8) is a well-trained professional with
graduate level skills and theory including topics such as systems theory and relationship theory;
9) addresses “inequality of voices in inner and outer dialogue;” 10) uses “self and relational
reflexivity to navigate complex relationships; 11) understands that the concept of truth is
problematic, knowing that some versions of truth are more useful than others and question why
some truths are overlooked; 12) is aware of the impact of language in creating power imbalances,
and 13) is “critically reflexive about theory and practice” (Simon, 2018, pp. 43-44).
Simon stressed that systemic practitioner researchers need to promote their strengths and
emphasize what they bring to the research, promoting the systemic knowledge emerging from
practice as a form of inquiry. I feel Simon created a fairly accurate list of the many necessary
attributes for engaging in systemic professional practitioner practice; however, I would have
added transdisciplinarity as a common attribute. While she lists ‘engaging with multiple
perspectives’, those can still be found within a single discipline. Having the capacity to draw
from many sectors of society such as the political, religious, geographic, historic, cultural,
socioeconomic, or ethnographic when addressing transgenerational trauma greatly benefited my
work with clients and my research. This list of attributes can be used to critically evaluate my
positionality later in this chapter and the research more broadly.
The systemic practitioner researcher’s context is an important aspect of the written
dissertation, especially as context can lend transparency and strength behind the voice of the
practitioner researcher. Providing my positionality as the reflexive systemic practitioner
researcher within the research offers transparency and a sense of embodied authority. This allows
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the reader the opportunity to engage with the researcher on a different level, free to systemically
analyze the praxis and position of the systemic practitioner researcher within the research, and
free to engage with the unique research findings within the context of the specific practice
(Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001). Fox et al. (2007) asserted that within practitioner research, the
“boundaries between ‘practitioner as practitioner’ and ‘practitioner as researcher’ tend to be
blurred and unfixed” (p. 76). Within the context of my own development as a researcher,
practitioner, and eventually reflexive systemic practitioner researcher, it will become evident that
these roles did meld into one.
Systemic practitioner transdisciplinarity. I feel that reflexive systemic practitioner
research benefits from multiple perspectives, and additionally and deeply important, from a
transdisciplinary perspective. When the practitioner researcher embodies numerous roles this
transdisciplinary perspective is brought to light. Some of these roles include researcher,
peacebuilder, helping professional, social and political activist, integrative wellness practitioner
and guide, educator, and body focused family and systemic constellations facilitator (see
Appendix A, D, and K for more on systemic constellations work). This broad worldview
becomes evident within my positionality, helping the reader understand how I came to certain
decisions, design concepts, information gathering and analysis, findings, and final reflexive
thoughts on the research.
I am aware that transdisciplinarity blurs the boundaries between disciplines, even making
them invisible. In following a transdisciplinary perspective, the focus shifts to one complex
system, gaining value from the integration of many diverse voices and perspectives. My research
recognizes the interconnectivity of knowledge and the transdisciplinary sum being greater than
the component disciplinary parts. This research also recognizes the limitations placed on
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knowledge creation when research is isolated in disciplinary silos. Kincheloe (2001) encouraged
a critical, transdisciplinary approach to evaluate what is similar and what is different, what is
present and what is missing or excluded, an important approach to the transgenerational trauma
carried in any family system. Transdisciplinary studies are particularly valuable for revealing big
picture issues that are difficult to see where one is positioned within the primary scenario
(Rosenberg et al., 2014) or presenting situation, perhaps limited by a narrow perspective.
Systemic practitioner bias. Within the context of reflexive systemic practitioner
research, researcher bias is viewed as inevitable (Simon, 2018), and when discussed openly, it
can be positive (Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001). The systemic practitioner researcher who works
“mindfully” with their own bias and prejudice, and that of others, seeks equality in research and
a contextual response to different situations (Simon, 2018, p. 48). It is common practice for postpositivist researchers who are engaged in social constructionist systemic research to
transparently “declare their bias” and then “put it to work and offer rich transparency as
rationale, background and learning for the study” (p. 50).
My bias is revealed as I am not only the systemic practitioner researcher in relationship
with the research but the integrative wellness practitioner investigating her own PPCI client files.
Researcher bias is embraced and considered essential “for situated understanding and positive
action” (Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001, p. 532). It is important to reveal that the client files of PPCI
are intertwined with my own life, and for that reason, to fully understand the informative
material gathered from the client files, one needs to know something about me, my background
and my continually evolving worldview. Any relational power imbalances, privilege, prejudice,
and use of language in my research are addressed as aspects of my research bias in the creation
of knowledge.
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Systemic practitioner positionality. Reflexive systemic practitioner research cannot be
wholly authentic or effective without context, which is grounded in the positionality of the
systemic practitioner researcher. Within my research, the opportunity is made available for the
reader to critically assess my positionality as systemic practitioner researcher, providing further
context for my research and findings. My positionality as a reflexive systemic practitioner
researcher is critically outlined later in this chapter and it is considered Research Source 1.
Including positionality follows the premise that “the producer of the material is not seen as
separate from the material but part of it” because the systemic practitioner researcher is “part of
the what they are researching” (Simon, 2018, p. 42). Kincheloe (2001) stated that in the
academic realm, “our conception of self, world, and our positionalities as researchers can only
become complex and critical when we appreciate the historical aspect of its formation” (p. 687).
Rogers (2012) commented that when “a researcher’s positioning is embraced, a phenomenon’s
intertextuality, interconnectedness, and relationships with other phenomena can be explored”
(pp. 4-5). Although reflexive self-critical analysis would often tend to be missing from more
traditional research methods, it is absolutely crucial in this kind of research. This analysis of Self
is the inward turn required for inner peacebuilding and it is illustrated by the example of my own
positionality.
Indwelling. The concept of indwelling is particularly relevant in the social sciences for
studying any human condition. Moustakas (1990) stated that indwelling involves the researcher
taking a deep inward turn “to seek a deeper, more extended comprehension of the nature of
meaning of a quality or theme of human experience” (p. 24). Ruhl (2013) described indwelling
as “the taking of the knowledge acquired and making it a part of one’s personal structure and
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foundation. In doing so the researcher begins to use it as an addition to one’s self” (Ruhl, 2013,
p. 152). Ruhl added that,
It takes concentration and unwavering consideration of a human experience so you can
understand its fundamental traits as well as the experience as a whole. This process
occurs throughout the research experience, especially in the explication phases of the
inquiry. (Ruhl, 2013, p. 152)
In my development as a researcher and practitioner, indwelling occurred naturally. As I
studied at university or trained in systemic constellations or other energy and body focused
practices, the process of indwelling occurred. The principles I learned are essential for my life
and who I am. I am not separate from these principles. As the facilitator of the PPCI client
sessions under investigation here, I am inherently within the PPCI client files utilized in the
research. As the ever-transforming systemic practitioner researcher doing systemic research, I
am inherently within the facilitation of ongoing current PPCI client sessions altering that
transformative process. It would seem that I am innately within my praxis and my praxis is
indwelling within me. Once the process of indwelling occurs, whether one undertakes praxis,
research, analysis, or evaluation, knowledge gained through the research process integrates with
all other past experiences and there is no going back to some a priori state of not knowing.
Avoiding technical rationality. The systemic practitioner researcher is required to step
into the research. Schon (1983) advocated for the practitioner researcher and their practice to be
intentionally placed into the research. Wood, Ferlie, and Fitzgerald (1998) stated that “the
boundary between the driver and the driven is always indeterminate; there is a practice-becoming
of research at the same time as there is a research-becoming of practice” and the “practitioners
are not passive, but influence the uptake and must be engaged” (Wood et al., 1998, p. 1737).
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When the systemic practitioner researcher steps into the research it allows the research to
shift away from mere “technical rationality” (Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001, p. 526). Technical
rationality, where the researcher peers in from the outside, studies the object of research, then
objectively produces an unbiased report, carries an assumption that “research ends when the
paper is published, and that practice will be magically transformed simply by the reporting of
findings” (p. 526). Freshwater and Rolfe (2001) explained that technical rationality creates
undesirable hierarchy “between research and practice and also between the researcher and the
practitioner” (p. 526). They expound research itself, sharing a belief that “research is an
interactive and iterative process with particular emphasis on change, which therefore relies
heavily on dynamic communicative partnerships between researchers and practitioners and,
indeed, between the perpetrators and subjects of the research process” (p. 527). Schon (1983)
encouraged “an epistemology of practice implicit in the artistic, intuitive processes which some
practitioners do bring to situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and value conflict” (p.
49), and suggested “reflection-in-action may be rigorous in its own right” (p. 69).
Reflexive systemic practitioner researchers step firmly into the research and away from
technical rationality or what other scholars label disembodied authorship (Fox, 2015) or
disembodied authority (Holmes, 2013), thereby creating greater value for other practitioners
(Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001).
Systemic practitioner research evaluation criteria. Based on the research of Simon
(2018), there are eight criteria by which reflexive systemic practitioner research is expected to be
evaluated: 1) systemic practice, 2) situatedness, 3) methodology, 4) relational ethics, 5) relational
aesthetics, 6) reflexivity, 7) coherence, and 8) contributions (Simon, 2018, p. 42). Simon stated
that these criteria “are values which organise our thinking about what counts and about how we
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develop accounts” in systemic practitioner research (Simon, 2018, p. 44). These criteria are
considered “products of specific cultures, moments in time, trends in science, different
paradigms – to meet the needs of differing contexts” (p. 44). Relevant to my research, these
“systemic criteria can support the development of new research practice and new professional
practice by employing key systemic theories, values and practices as scaffolding” (p. 44). Each
of these eight criteria are contextualized in my research as follows.
Systemic practice is research that uses systemic theory and practice, utilizes professional
judgment, provides “rich detail of relational movements from within practice” including inner
and outer dialogue, takes the time to explain expected and unexpected material, explores
exceptions and illuminates “changes from original design” (Simon, 2018, p. 45). This section of
Chapter 1 defines the way reflexive systemic practitioner research is utilized in this inquiry and
the theories involved. The voices heard in the literature review in Chapter 2 continue with
relevant theories for the creation of a new approach to systemically heal transgenerational
trauma. Throughout the dissertation, my inner and outer dialogue occurs, and it is especially
prevalent in the detailed client reports of Client File 001 (CF001) in Chapter 4 and Client File
008 (CF008) in Appendix M. The findings in Chapter 4 and final reflections in Chapter 5 outline
aspects of the research where the research design was changed for some reason or unexpected
results were noticed.
Situatedness involves being specific in laying out the reason for the research, its
purposes, and its timeliness. Chapter 1 provides explanations for each of these aspects of
research situatedness. Situatedness provides a discussion of what counts as knowledge, what
local and global literature is available and relevant to the key themes under investigation (see
both Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 for what counts as knowledge), the relevancy of the topic in local
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and global contexts (see Preface and the Introduction), and examples are provided on the topic of
transgenerational trauma from systemic praxis (see findings in Chapter 4).
Methodology includes the discussion of methods, philosophy, ideology, and “pragmatic
situatedness”, and the innovativeness of the design, outlining relevant terminology and the way it
is used (Simon, 2018, p. 46). The methodology of the research “arises out of the practice in focus
and is supported by systemic thinking” (p. 46). Case-within-a-case study methodology, utilizing
a reflexive systemic practitioner research method, fits with the research I envisioned, allowing
for an examination of my own integrative wellness practice as the central case under
investigation (see Chapter 3 for methodology). Case-within-a-case explores numerous PPCI
client files as subcases and conducts a retroactive client survey and an extensive interview with a
PPCI client to learn more about my praxis and the phenomenon of systemically healing
transgenerational trauma (see findings in Chapter 4).
Relational ethics pertains to ethics-led and socially responsible research, with the
relationship between the PPCI clients and I vitally important with regards to roles, power
relations, identity, belonging, and lived experience. The ethical practices utilized are revealed in
Chapters 3 and made visible within the consent forms of Chapter 4 (see Appendices L, N, and O
for examples of ethical interaction with the PPCI clients). Relational ethics involves speaking
through the first-person voice, “from within lived experience and practice relationships” (Simon,
2018. p. 47). The relationship between the practitioner and the research is transparent, with the
relationship extensively discussed under subsection, My Positionality, found later in Chapter 1.
Relational aesthetics relates to the presentation of the research and findings in a way that
is helpful to the reader, whether one is familiar with systemic concepts and practices or not.
Utilizing first person to discuss the research enabled me to be present within every stage of the
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research, navigating the path through the complexity of transgenerational trauma and providing
an opportunity for the reader to step into the research for reflection about their own family
system. It is hoped that enough examples with rich description have been provided to illustrate
key points made in the dissertation.
Reflexivity is foundational to systemic practitioner research and a strong understanding of
reflexivity and reflexive research (see Appendix C) is crucial to understanding my relationship to
my praxis, to my research, and to the PPCI client participants. With that in mind, as a distinct
approach, systemic practitioner research becomes more powerful through reflexive practise, with
the practitioner or researcher learning more about themselves through the process (Wright,
1998), and more about the practice under investigation. Alvesson and Skördberg (2000)
discussed the importance of distinguishing between reflexive practice and reflection. Boud,
Keough, and Walker (1985) stated that “reflection in the context of learning is a generic term for
those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore their experiences
in order to lead to new understandings and appreciations” (p. 19). In contrast, reflexive practise
turns this reflection inwards, with a focus on the unique journey of the researcher and the
participants of the research, their distinctiveness, and the context of the research and society
more broadly (Alvesson & Skördberg, 2000). Fox (1993) stated that “reflexivity requires any
effort to describe or represent experience to consider how that process of description was
achieved” (Fox, as cited in Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001, p. 529).
Reflexivity is a metacognitive process, to notice what I notice as the research progresses
and to think about my own thinking and the impact it had on my research and my praxis (Flavell,
1985). We become reflexive when we question our own thoughts, ideas, belief systems, values,
attitudes, assumptions, bias, prejudice, behaviours, and actions, and how they impact others
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(Bolton, 2010). We are reflexive when we seek to understand how our inner and outer worlds
developed and where specific aspects originated. Key to understanding reflexive practice is that
attention is paid to the “extraneous variables” that are often superficially scrubbed from
“traditional scientific research” in the quest for generalizable findings (Freshwater & Rolfe,
2001, p. 529).
Within this project, transgenerational trauma is that extraneous variable, far too
contextual and messy to fit nicely within traditional scientific research. As a reflexive systemic
practitioner researcher, it was essential that I take a stance that was critical yet open, always
learning, and engaged in continual self-development and growth (Fox et al., 2007). This doctoral
process, through reflexive practise, was a journey of self-development and growth, often an
emotional and spiritual journey, and always feeding new understanding developed through the
research back into my praxis and consequently impacting my research and ongoing practice with
PPCI clients.
Coherence in all aspects of reflexive systemic practitioner research is vitally important.
The reader is invited to look at the decisions made in the research and research design and
whether they “reflect the values and relational ethics of systemic practice” (Simon, 2018, p. 48).
Is coherence found with the research “title, research focus and content” (p. 48)? The entire
research design including topic selection, focus, decision making, literature review,
methodology, information gathering, engagement with the voices of others, information analysis,
sense making, reporting of findings, discussion, and reflection can be critically analysed for
strengths and limitations, to decide if coherence is attained.
Contribution to the common good is fundamental to systemic practitioner research. The
reader is invited to evaluate the research to decide whether it “makes an original and impactful
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contribution to the field of systemic practice and systemic inquiry, to members of the public, or
other professionals, communities or organisations” (Simon, 2018, p. 48). Key to this is whether
the research expands the working knowledge of helping professionals on the subject of
transgenerational trauma and the systemic healing of it, on inner peacebuilding, on the need for a
body focus for addressing transgenerational trauma, and on new approaches for accessing this
embodied knowledge (see Chapter 2 to understand the need for a body focus and accessing
embodied knowledge).
What Constitutes Systemic Practitioner Research Knowledge?
To effectively and critically evaluate this practitioner research, one needs to have a sense
of what constitutes knowledge in this research and in the field relevant to the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma. In order to understand how I know, and what constitutes knowledge
for me as well as to situate myself and my research, I explored an animated paradigm (Fidyk,
2013). Fidyk (2013) emphasized that method is “inseparable from epistemology and ontology”,
which are “historically located, culturally specific, and value-laden” (p. 387).
An animated paradigm includes the integration of Indigenous ways of knowing, Eastern
and Western ways of knowing, “ritual, ceremony, dreams, intuition, contemplative practice,
active imagination, performance, arts” and greater collective fields of knowing (Fidyk, 2013, p.
387). Fidyk goes on to describe active imagination as “a method of assimilating unconscious
contents such as dreams, fantasies and images through some form of self-expression” such as
“drawing, painting, writing, sculpture, dance and so on (the creation)” (p. 387). I have come to
understand that what constitutes knowledge for a given person is embedded in their worldview.
Animated worldview. I discovered that Fidyk’s (2013) animated worldview is fairly
representative of my worldview and it provides an opportunity to ground that worldview
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academically. She depicted an animated worldview as “organic, paradoxical, in flux,
discontinuous, intentional and inclusive of its own values”, which “includes and values the
unconscious, transpersonal, trans-generational, transspecies, feeling, imaginal and emergent
dimensions” (Fidyk, 2013, p. 386). Fidyk suggested that it is important to “radically reconsider
the ways that we come to know and thereby what we know”, labelled as integral by Gerber
(1984) and Wilber (1982) or ‘post-postmodern’ by Shaker and Heilman (2008) (as cited in
Fidyk, 2013, p. 386). She referred to this worldview as “animated in an effort to bring its organic
and holographic dimensions to the foreground” (p. 386). She goes on to say that “Something
happens between the creator and creation” within an animated worldview “that contributes to a
transformation of consciousness” (Fidyk, 2013, p. 387). The level of creation within an
animated worldview blends well with the creative nature of praxis.
Utilizing the work of Talbot (1991), Fidyk elaborated on the organic and holographic
nature of an animated worldview, describing its expansiveness, where,
…consciousness contains the whole of objective reality – the entire history of biological
life on the planet, the world’s religions and mythologies, and the dynamics of both blood
cells and stars – to the discovery that the material universe can also contain within its
warp and weft the inner most processes of consciousness. (Fidyk, 2013, p. 387)
Voices of the personality that are frequently silenced, such as the shadow and anima/animus, are
provided space to be finally heard (p. 387). An animated worldview invites in the missing and
the excluded. Living an animated worldview means that everything belongs and that everything
fits and has a place. “Reality here acknowledges the role of the unconscious as inherently
creative and in part unknowable yet always alive and present. It honours the sacredness, the
livingness and soul of the cosmos” (Fidyk, 2013, p. 387).
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The discussion of how we know, what we know and how we access what we know, is
laid out in considerable detail in Chapter 2 and within the findings of Chapter 4. I invite helping
professionals to explore an animated worldview in the context of their own situation and
circumstances, as I found it extremely beneficial in researching and working through
transgenerational trauma, which is held as embodied knowledge (see Chapter 2). An animated
worldview provides space for the valuation of contextuality, interconnectivity,
transdisciplinarity, and the exploration of the unconscious mind. An animated paradigm provides
a container to learn from the many unusual, surreal, mysterious, messy, and sometimes
overwhelming dynamics and disclosures that are revealed within the organic world of human
family and ancestral systems.
Exploring new concepts. Open to exploration as a systemic practitioner researcher, I
expanded my mindset through exposure to new ideas, concepts, and experiences. I have been
constantly challenged by the complex, the mysteries of the unknown and the unseen, the
potential impact of epigenetics, interpersonal neurobiology, neuroplasticity, and the large
outstanding debates of the quantum physics world that are continually impacting my experiences
of transgenerational trauma and systemic healing. Trauma and transgenerational trauma are
stored in the cells of the body in many different ways that are not fully understood at this point in
time (Cao-Lei et al., 2014; Champagne et al., 2008; Hardtmann, 2010; Kaneshiro, Rechtsteiner
& Strome, 2019; Mucci, 2013; Schwab, 2010; Science & Nonduality, 2019; van der Kolk, 2014;
Verny & Weintraub, 2002); however, the importance of these pre-verbal or non-verbal processes
should not be underestimated (see Chapter 2). My research explores ways of knowing that have
often been ignored, overlooked, or shunned by dominant or conventional means of knowledge
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gathering in the past. These ways of knowing may have been, or still may be, excluded from
many academic disciplines and may not be considered valid academically by some.
Resource Source 1: My Positionality: A Reflexive Journey
As with all helping professionals, my positionality is shaped by context, life experience,
and historic background. My reflexive journey needed to begin with evaluation of my inner
world including acknowledgement, analysis, and agreement to my background and history, since
it could not be changed. I understand that it is my relationship with the past, and the inner image
I carry of the past and the people and situations within it, that is transmutable. With
transgenerational trauma, context is everything, including awareness of my own context as a
systemic practitioner researcher.
The creation of my praxis at PPCI (the case being analyzed) and my evolution toward the
role of systemic practitioner researcher was the result of a decades-old circuitous journey of selfdevelopment and growth. During this journey, I searched for ways to emotionally work through
the trauma of my own life, often unconsciously, and the unresolved, unconscious, & unintegrated
transgenerational trauma I was carrying for my ancestral family system. It was a continual
journey of expanding my worldview, developing the capacity to see my own current life trauma
and transgenerational trauma and the trauma of others, and learning to bear witness to that
trauma in a healthy way. Aspects of that path have been reflexively laid out in the following
section for critical examination.
I am a Canadian woman with genealogical origins in Scotland, Ireland, France, Germany,
and Switzerland, with immigration to North America occurring between 180 to 370 years ago.
DNA testing also includes more ancient ancestors migrating from the region of Norway/Sweden
to these other lands. I was born on the prairies in Canada’s only border city, a unique situation
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where the urban centre straddles the provinces of both Alberta and Saskatchewan in the western
part of the country, about a six-hour drive north of the USA border. Lloydminster lies along the
fourth meridian east longitude, the world’s longest surveyed straight border and I lived near it in
two locations on the Saskatchewan side for the first ten years of my life. Over the years, there
have been many challenges and certain compromises made by my birthplace on issues such as
time zones, tax rates, property taxes, sales tax, legal issues, auto insurance, health care, and
school curriculum to accommodate the two regions and their legislative policies (Weeks,
2010).11 It is unusual for an urban border centre to be shared by two regions, relatively
harmoniously. It is more common to divide urban centres that straddle a border into two separate
entities (Jennings, 2015).
The rest of my life has been spent on the other side of the border in Alberta,12 and as a
result, I developed the capacity to easily cross borders. It is interesting to look back and realize
that even at a young age I was faced with the legitimacy of human constructs and borders, and it
appears that unity and connection were present in my greater collective field. It is fascinating that
my positionality in this research has me naturally embracing transdisciplinarity, which crosses
and blurs many borders and boundaries too. I work comfortably with clients, betwixt and
between in transformative liminal space (van Gennep, 1960), moving easily across many human

“It seems no amount of legislative fancy footwork will take away the interesting, funny and even bizarre
anomalies one can only find in Lloydminster” (Weeks, 2010). In 2005, modern GPS readings challenged the
accuracy of the border, placing it about two city blocks off to the east of where the meridian had been thought to
exist (Jennings, 2015). Interestingly, the extensive surveying work of the ancestors was honoured, foregoing modern
technological accuracy, and the historic border remains the official border (Jennings, 2015). The location of
Lloydminster and its unique border characteristics has been the subject of many articles and it has the distinction of
being a time zone anomaly: https://www.cbc.ca/radio/checkup/blog/life-in-lloydminster-and-between-two-timezones-1.3491020 or https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/lloydminster
12
Since age 10, I have lived in Alberta for all but two years of my life, when I lived in four different USA states as a
young adult.
11
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constructs such as national borders, religious divides, political systems, and ethnic or cultural
groupings.
This also positions the many ways in which I have gathered and integrated information
throughout my life to bring me to the point of this reflexive systemic practitioner research and
the writing of this dissertation. I have learned that each person creates their own path through
their decisions and choices in response to life challenges, moving through life continually
gathering information and learning in different ways, even if it is not consciously recognized. As
I bring pieces of my history forward in this positionality statement, it is an invitation to the
reader to review their own stories and experiences and reflect on the many elements of their lives
that have brought them to where they are today.
Transdisciplinarity. I have observed the unwellness of many helping professionals
through an array of transdisciplinary opportunities, experiences, and situations including: 1)
immersing myself in the community of the differently abled, 2) studying Indigenous cultures,
spiritual practices, and the destructive legacy of colonization around the world and interaction
with First Peoples, 3) studying Western, Eastern, and synergistic religions around the world, 4)
learning several languages and understanding their creation of identity and worldview, 5)
engaging in local and global social, political, and environmental activism and advocacy, 6)
developing a systems thinking approach to conflict analysis and management through formal
peace studies, 7) embracing the phenomenological healing approach of systemic constellations,
8) training in numerous energy and somatic practices, 9) embracing the science of epigenetics,
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10) engaging in a lifetime of genealogical studies and furthering an understanding of
immigration (settler) family systems, and 11) travelling13 extensively around the world.
The diversity of these experiences has created a strong foundation to my becoming an
embedded reflexive systemic practitioner researcher adopting transdisciplinarity as my “primary
modus operandi” (Wickson, Carew & Russell, 2006, p. 1052). Through reflexive praxis, an
animated worldview, and transdisciplinarity, the creative opportunities to explore the systemic
healing of transgenerational trauma within this research were immense.
My perspective has evolved over time through the sum total and reflexive processing of
the “attitudes, thought processes, values, assumptions, prejudices and habitual actions” (Bolton,
2010, p. 13) of the many family members, teachers, instructors, trainers, professors, mentors,
systemic constellations facilitators, and scholarly journal article and book authors who
serendipitously crossed paths with my life. My perception of transgenerational trauma remains
transformative, differing from those who might normalize 14 or compartmentalize
transgenerational trauma or view it as pathological or genetic. In learning about transgenerational
trauma, I absorbed what seemed to make sense to me and unconsciously filtered out what did not
fit within the scope of my worldview, having no rational control over what was taken into my
unconscious mind. It is vital to point out that my animated worldview around transgenerational

13

Travel expands one’s worldview. I have been fortunate to experience travel to over 90 countries, territories, and
dependencies in the world, embracing the global diversity of people, cultures, languages, religious and political
dynamics, economies, social justice issues, histories, foods, wildlife, and geography. Travel to me means leaving
one’s view of the world behind and travelling, physically or mentally, near or far, to a different community, town,
city, parkland, province, or country, with the hope of learning more about that community, perhaps interacting with
new people along the way. Travel can be done without leaving home through reading or other forms of media.
Travel provides self-development and growth, stepping out of one’s comfort zone, pushing the outer boundaries of
one’s existence, exploring emotionally with curiosity and awe, and gaining comfort within new body felt
experiences, sights, sounds, smells, and tastes. Being comfortable within different cultures and regions of the world
provides the confidence to work with the transgenerational trauma of others regardless of their context.
14
Normalize in this context means take for granted as something that is natural or just part of life.
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trauma has continually evolved throughout this research process and it continues to be a work-inprogress today.
Self-development and growth. As a reflexive integrative wellness practitioner, and
lifelong learner and researcher, I eventually noticed that I had evolved into a helping professional
myself. More accurately, I understood that I had always been one. Much self-development and
growth can occur without one even noticing it. One day one can wake up and realize a shift has
occurred. When rationally examined, it seemed like a long stretch from an early career as a
professional accountant to a helping professional involved in the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma; however, reflexivity helped to reveal some patterns in my life.
I remembered that while I was working as an accountant I spent much of my free time for
over half of each year as both a downhill and cross-country/biathlon volunteer ski patroller. I was
extensively trained as a first responder to help others who experienced difficulties while out
enjoying nature in the winter, training that ranged from acquiring avalanche rescue skills to
working as a first responder at the Canmore Nordic Centre during the Calgary Winter Olympic
Games in 1988. From a young age, I was a helping professional. Through more reflexive
practice, I eventually realized that an accountant is a helping professional too. The accountant
helps people navigate the financial world and the realm of ethical recordkeeping to respond to
government requirements. That is a foreign world to many people. One commonality that was
revealed through all the careers, volunteerism, and interests of my life was ethics-led practice.
Certain skillsets were set in place at an early age and they continued to evolve, easily crossing
over from one activity to the next. The following section of the dissertation outlines the many
ways that I learned about trauma and transgenerational trauma and includes many of the lessons
that helped me forge the path to a systemic client praxis and this doctoral research.
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Trauma experiences. Each of us experiences a wide array of life experiences with some
events being more traumatic than others. Some events just seem to happen to us (which I will
call fate), and some come as a result of intentional choice and decision making in response to
fate (which I will call destiny). Fate includes all the situations one is born into such as one’s
body, the particular family system into which one belongs, and the geographic location where
one was born and the collective trauma field that permeates that location energetically.
It was the fated life experiences that just happened to me that were a catalyst for my
initial journey toward research and praxis in the field of transgenerational trauma. I had to travel
back in my life to sort out the origins of this journey. How I responded to fate became my
destiny, in this case becoming involved in the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma. It is
my viewpoint that both fate and destiny played a role in how I came to research and engage in
praxis within the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma. I acknowledge this worldview
may clash with the viewpoints of others.
Through the trauma of multiple marriages beginning and ending, as well as, four
traumatizing pregnancies and extensive associated birthing trauma, my three living children and
I experienced our share of prenatal, perinatal, postnatal, and current life traumatizing events.
Spread over four pregnancies, this prenatal maternal stress (PNMS) and trauma included
multiple situations of preterm labour, premature birth, early life in an incubator, bradycardia,
tachycardia, hyperbilirubinemia, outside the normal range of motion, cerebral palsy, weekly
nonstress testing, intrauterine growth restriction, labour induction, miscarriage with
hemorrhaging, emergency dilation and curettage, death of a life partner while in early pregnancy,
widowhood, a mother in mourning, a footling breech presentation with the umbilical cord
presenting, long hospital stays on bedrest, Caesarean delivery, and numerous other
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complications. My pregnancy and birth experiences were joyously welcomed, until they became
challenging, anxiety-inducing, and sometimes life threatening. For a long time, I thought of these
events as just part of life, problematic aspects of life that could not seem to find closure.
At the time, it felt natural to compare my marital record and birth experiences across the
generations to the experiences of my parents and ancestors. My parents and their many siblings
(13 of them), my grandparents and their many siblings, and my great-grandparents and their
siblings all remained married to their first partner. I found no answers there. I was also
challenged by the inability to rationally reconcile the pregnancy and birth trauma in my life with
their life experiences. The chaos in my life was totally unlike the reproductive pattern of my
mother, who had five children without issue, and unlike the reproductive patterns of my
grandmothers, who had 16 children between them without similar issues. At the time, I rationally
decided that I should do my best to shield my children from all the trauma that impacted my life
and theirs, including the sorrow, grief, pain, fears, anxiety, and emotional overwhelm. I
remember intentionally and resiliently suppressing these unresolved heavy emotions so that my
children would not have to suffer. Danieli (1984) refers to this as the “conspiracy of silence” that
surrounds trauma survivors, their children, therapists, and society (p. 41). While I innately knew
that relationship trauma and birth trauma had impacted me and influenced the lives of my
children, I did not have any answers or thoughts on what to do about it. Reflecting on that time
now, the multiple experiences of relationship trauma and birth trauma eventually permitted me to
see trauma, albeit years later. I began to also see the unconscious transgenerational trauma
through the lives of my children and through the phenomenological aspect of systemic
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constellations,15 and eventually found a path for the systemic healing of that transgenerational
trauma. There were many positive lessons, skills, and talents learned through these difficult
challenges and life experiences.
Research. My role as researcher began at a time when the Internet was not yet available
to individuals. The medical professionals often did not have answers to all the trauma situations I
was experiencing, so I engaged in physical library research. After my oldest son was diagnosed
with cerebral palsy (CP) at fifteen months of age, I took a leadership role in the not-for-profit
sector advocating on behalf of individuals with cerebral palsy and their families. This work
helped those who had physical challenges and sometimes could not speak for themselves as well
as those who did not have the time or resources to advocate for themselves. 16 I became involved
with many families filled with trauma. My research continued, benefitting a larger group. The
initial motivation behind my social activism was to find out more about cerebral palsy and to
answer the many big questions I had about my son’s future prospects living with cerebral palsy. 17
Greater involvement in the CP community meant a greater knowledge base to benefit my own
life. Drawing from the work of Kardiner and Spiegel (1947), Herman (2002) asserted that

15

Systemic constellations work is an extension of the original family constellations work developed by Bert
Hellinger of Germany. A description of systemic constellations work is provided in Appendix A. For a description of
Hellinger’s background see Appendix D. For more information see the International Systemic Constellations
Association at the following website https://isca-network.org/.
16
I was involved in the Calgary Cerebral Palsy Association from 1988 to 1997, acting in various capacities
including President of the Association, Parent Support Meeting Coordinator, Secretary, Vice President, Past
President, Light up a Child’s Life Campaign Fundraiser, and Founder of the Calgary Cerebral Palsy Fund at the
Calgary Foundation. (https://www.calgarycp.org/). I was involved with the Cerebral Palsy Association in Alberta
from 1993 to 1996, acting as Director of the Board for part of that time and involved on the Personnel, Finance, and
Conference Committees to restructure the association, eventually receiving the President’s Award in 1996 in
appreciation of my integrity and dedication to the association (https://www.cpalberta.com/).
17
It has been a long journey; however, in January 2020 my oldest son, a kind well-balanced man, experienced his
Bar Call as a lawyer with Membership in the Law Society of Alberta. While he is well accomplished, it is important
to realize that who he is deep within, the spiritual essence of who he is, is not defined by a diagnosis or by what he
does in life. It is a sense of being in the world, how he lives his life and whether he contributes to greater love and
peace in the world.
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“trauma robs the victim of a sense of power and control over her own life; therefore, the guiding
principle of recovery is to restore power and control to the survivor” (Herman, 2002, para. 2). In
effect, I became the “author and arbiter” of my own recovery (para. 2) by seeking out speakers
and organizing parent support meetings, hoping they could provide some insight and share some
answers to our community’s many questions. It seemed apparent that researching and resourcing
others was an integral part of my journey through trauma and transgenerational trauma.
Child caregiving. Many people who bring a child into their world for the first time
experience a mind-blowing expansion in consciousness and worldview brought about by the
sudden responsibility for another life. Bringing children into the world can also trigger
unresolved transgenerational trauma in the family system. Children challenge us and push us to
expand our worldview, with each subsequent generation pushing the prior generations to shift
and change. In my situation, caring for three children with different physical, emotional, and
educational challenges, my worldview took another leap forward, triggering a deep emotional
response of resilience in me. This path provided many opportunities for new and different
experiences and challenges. I became well acquainted with numerous areas of medicine, such as
neonatology, neurology, orthopedics, and pulmonology, and other support services such as
orthotics, counselling, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, and gifted
education. Through the challenges I faced as a caregiver to children, my life relationships
became very complicated in ways that were sometimes very positive and at other times
traumatizing. I realized that some people in my life could weather difficult challenges and others
could not. Many old relationships disappeared, and new relationships developed. The unexpected
journey that I found myself on with my children offered many opportunities for selfdevelopment and growth if I was willing to open to vulnerability. At that time, I had no
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conscious intention of being vulnerable, since I saw it as a weakness rather than a strength. I was
a survivor, resilient to a fault and stoic just like my ancestors. Rather than feeling my emotions I
went straight to my head to find answers.
Helping. Self-identifying as a social, political, and environmental activist or advocate on
any given day, at some point I realized I was both a peacebuilder and a helping professional. It
was at a point in my life when my own trauma was effectively silenced, or so I thought. I did not
have the capacity to hear my trauma speaking through the language of my body. When one does
not have the capacity or willingness to see their own trauma, or when resiliency keeps one
shutdown emotionally, it can often seem that the next best self-development and growth journey
is exploring the trauma of others, which is usually an unconscious choice. Most helping
professionals are unconsciously drawn to this path and I was one of them.
As the last millennium was drawing to a close and we entered Y2K with the media buildup of uncertainty and great trepidation, I was reading extensively about the challenges being
faced by Indigenous cultures.
Indigenous and tribal studies. I was interested in North, Central, and South American
Indigenous cultures and spiritual practices, both modern and ancestral. New concepts and
perspectives included the idea of cultural genocide, genocide of the mind, and white-think (Gunn
Allen, 2003), concepts stemming from the challenges experienced by First Peoples. I understood
that Indigenous Peoples were seeking to revitalize connection to the land and family, and in
doing so reclaim lost culture, spiritual practices, rituals, ceremonies, songs, dances, healing
practices, language, oral history, and ancestral memory (Deloria Jr., 1999, 2003; Gunn Allen,
2003). I learned about trauma passing down from one generation to the next in families and
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communities due to the culturally destructive practices used during colonization by many
governments around the world, including Canada.
This interest in my life seemed somewhat random at the time; however, the deep sense of
social justice within me could understand and see the trauma of Indigenous Peoples and
recognize their marginalization by societies. This followed from my own life experience with the
marginalization of those who are differently abled.
As a parent of a child with different physical abilities, I deeply felt the marginalization of
those with different life challenges and the trauma that can create. While I can only imagine the
trauma experienced by Indigenous Peoples, their families, and communities through forced and
traumatizing residential school experiences, I believe my own trauma experiences help me to
understand aspects of those experiences to some small degree. I recognized the transgenerational
importance of the family, community, and the ancestors behind the child in passing down
cultural knowledge and life skills. As I continued to study the reality for Indigenous Peoples, I
began to see myself and my ancestral family system as the settler, immigrant, or perpetrator of
destructive colonization practices in these Indigenous stories of trauma. It felt important to own
the perpetrator within myself and within my ancestral family system. I had to explore wearing
the cloak of culpability to see how it fit. I also began to feel the heavy emotion suppressed within
me, being triggered vicariously by reading about the trauma of Indigenous Peoples. The trauma
in my life manifested through body symptoms and repetitive behaviour patterns, eventually
beginning to bring the transgenerational trauma I carried for my family system to light.
Religious studies. My intense interest in Indigenous cultural and spiritual practices, and
awareness that I held numerous spiritual or religious beliefs that did not fit within the religious
faith of my childhood, I was drawn to know more about religious and spiritual practices around
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the world. Rather spontaneously, I enrolled as a mature student in a Bachelor of Arts (Honours)18
degree in Religious Studies at the University of Calgary. I relished the idea of engaging in
advanced learning and more research. It needs to be specifically mentioned that my first day in
the program was September 11, 2001 (9/11). When I stepped into the university, arriving early
and keen for my first day of classes, televisions were already set up in the corridors for students,
instructors, and staff to follow the day’s horrific events in New York City, and it was surreal to
attempt to make sense of what I was watching unfold. I was immediately glued to the television
screen.
The emotional trauma I experienced was immense for a number of reasons. The foremost
reason being I was married to a firefighter at the time of 9/11 and watching all the first
responders going back and forth into the collapsing buildings was traumatizing. I could
viscerally and vicariously feel the trauma of their life partners and children, not knowing whether
their loved ones were dead or alive. Hearing about all their deaths afterwards was very emotional
and I knew the children of the dead first responders would be impacted by trauma for a long time
afterwards. I chose to write one religious studies paper on children born to women in mourning,

18

I received a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) degree in Religious Studies (First Class) through University of Calgary in
2007, (https://www.ucalgary.ca/future-students/undergraduate/explore-programs/religious-studies), labelled an
Honours Degree program due to the year-long research and thesis requirement. My research, The Rise of
Pentecostalism in Latin America: A Study of Conversion, Politics, and the Dark Secrets within Contemporary
Bolivia, is available at Academia.edu and ResearchGate. My thesis topic may seem random; however, it developed
through dinner conversations between 2005 and 2007 while hosting Canada World Youth participants from Bolivia
and Guatemala. Evo Morales was running for President of Bolivia at the time and he was elected later in 2005 as the
first Indigenous President. Besides discussion of the election, the youth from Bolivia mentioned that new churches
were being built all over the countryside. I was instantly intrigued and decided to study these churches. I discovered
that many of them were Pentecostal. Interestingly, my Honours Thesis lead to a recent article publication on a
related topic: Robertson, P. K. (2018). Pentecostalism in Bolivia. In H. Gooren (Ed.), Encyclopedia of Latin
American Religions. Springer International. https://www.springer.com/us/book/9783319270777#aboutAuthors.
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a topic integral to my own life experience and related to the tragic impact of 9/11 on women
pregnant at the time. I felt that I could lend something important to that research, having lived a
similar personal tragedy. It troubled me that the innocent child in the womb could be impacted
by the mother’s emotional trauma. It troubled me that my three sons likely carried the trauma of
each pregnancy and birth, which I definitely felt did not belong to them. It was that thought that
sat relentlessly at the back of my mind.
The degree program was a formal study of most mainstream Eastern and Western
religions of the world, many synergistic spiritual practices, and the nature of religion. The
benefits of participation in this degree program were immense. It was immediately helpful in
understanding the basic tenets of Islam at a time when the War on Terror was initiated, with its
fear-driven religious and ethnic xenophobia sent out into the world through the manoeuvrings of
the USA. I understood that these actions were not grounded in reality or the current knowledge
available. They were an attempt to control and re-establish safety within a period of uncertainty.
The outmoded worldview of nation-state that ‘might makes right’ wanted to exact punishment
for this offence. It revealed to me the deep influence of religion on political decisions.
I learned to acknowledge the challenges faced by scholars belonging to groups
marginalized by society and I learned to systemically engage with the writing of others. I
researched and wrote a paper on how Native American spiritual practices fit or did not fit within
the greater religious studies’ academic community in North America. I discovered there was an
extensive need for mindset changes by non-Indigenous scholars in order to include knowledge
that was “non-linear in presentation”, representing “the multidimensionality and holism of
indigenous learning” (O’Meara & West, 1996, p. 46). I learned to see from different
perspectives, expanding my own mindset and worldview.
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Through Indigenous studies and religious studies, I was drawn into a complex world of
trauma, beyond anything I had ever intellectually or emotionally experienced. The anger behind
the writing of others was something I had not come across before and it was definitely unsettling.
The settler needed to be unsettled. Although I had a sense of the connection between religion and
violence from my own early religious upbringing, during my studies I was compelled to observe
that violence. Where there is violence the people suffer trauma. Rather than look at violent
historic events happening to a whole community or society, I began to look at the trauma of the
individual which is relative and contextual. It is difficult to feel the overwhelming trauma of a
whole society; however, sensing the trauma experienced by one individual is possible. Later, as a
practitioner, this coursework provided foundational information to understand the trauma
experienced by family systems all over the world from a religious and spiritual perspective.
A religious studies course in ritual and rites of passage provided an opportunity to
examine the impact of religious and spiritual practices in the lives of human beings, to
understand why people are drawn to follow them, and to explore what positive purposes ritual
and rites of passage serve in the lives of human beings. Later, as a practitioner drawn to explore
systemic constellations work as ritual, I knew that ritual could take a person to a deeper
emotional and spiritual level of existence, beyond the rational and material world, which seemed
essential for transforming and integrating transgenerational trauma that is held as embodied
cellular memory. Learning about ritual in a more global way was the result of study, travel, and
immersion in different spiritual and religious ceremonies. This included participation in
ceremonies conducted in houses of worship or places of devotion and veneration all over the
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world.19 My worldview continued to expand, and these experiences provided an emotional body
felt experience of many different faith practices.
Another spiritual exploration was death. Having experienced many deaths in my life, I
am particularly drawn to the journey of the ancestors, visiting cemeteries, mausoleums, dolmen,
burial sites, and tombs all over the world. It feels to me like a way to honour and connect with
the ancestors and their journeys wherever I am in the world. It is my way of asking the local
ancestors for permission to visit a new land. There is something deeply revealing about a culture
within their ritual around death and the belief systems about the end of life and the potential for
the onward journeys of the soul or spirit.
Many of these belief systems are passed transgenerationally and the study of death has
served me well as a practitioner working with the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma,
knowledge I have embodied and often draw from in my work with clients. I have had the
opportunity to energetically represent the entity Death in several systemic constellations and the
experience was life altering. 20 When placed in a systemic constellation with family
representatives, Death was patient, friendly, inviting, and somewhat seductive in nature. There
was nothing frightening about Death and yet it is greatly feared by many. According to the

19

Worldview expansion occurred through experiences of Buddhist temples within various Buddhist traditions in
North America, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and China; Jewish synagogues in North America and Barbados;
Islamic mosques in Morocco and Oman; Hindu temples in North America and India; Roman Catholic, Eastern
Orthodox, and Protestant cathedrals and churches, and many of their sacred ceremonies and rites of passage all over
the world; a Mormon funeral; a Sikh Gurdwara in India; North Korean churches & house churches; First Nation
Sweat Lodges, pipe ceremonies, and Bighouse opening ceremonies; a West African Vodun ceremony in Ghana;
participation in an Aarti ceremony along the Ganges River in India; Santeria participation in Cuba; many
monasteries and convents around Western and Eastern Europe and Russia; and ancient Greek and Roman temples in
Europe, Mayan temples in Mexico, Incan temples within Machu Picchu, Peru, Stonehenge in England, and
Newgrange in Ireland.
20
Energetically representing in a systemic constellation is opening to the energy of what or who you represent with
the senses and feelings of your body, intuition, and the energy field around you, not role-play.
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millions of people who have experienced near death experiences or shared death experiences,
death is a fascinating and inviting change of scenery for the spirit or soul. The study of death has
provided me with a deep sense of the continuity of life and a healthy capacity to interact with the
dying, bodily death, and those who have died and passed to the other side.
It is immensely valuable to understand how religion and spiritual practice, and
corresponding political and historic dynamics, have contributed to the passing of
transgenerational trauma for individuals, families, and communities in the past and the present.
Those seeking help come with very diverse spiritual practices and belief systems, and it has been
important for me to meet and greet each person where they are at in life, without having a
personal, professional, or collective blind spot get in the way.
I have explored many different spiritual practices and worldviews.21 For example, one
opportunity just presented itself after I completed my religious studies degree program through
the unexpected offering of a former religious studies classmate. She put out an invitation to learn
through the development of mediumship, which included trusting intuition, working with energy,
and learning to access knowledge that seems unattainable. I spent two years opening the door to
understanding and accessing unconscious pathic, tacit, embodied, and intuitive knowledge.
Through the degree program and being open to different perspectives that crossed my path, I
developed a complex and diverse understanding of embodied spiritual practice and ritual at the
individual, family, community, and global levels. Rather than comparing spiritual or religious

21

Some potential ways to expand worldview include the study of Shamanic practice, mysticism, Sufism, El Shaddai,
saints, angels, mythology, archetypes, mediumship, numerology, animal totems, ancient cosmology, astrology,
astronomy, enneagrams, Michael Teachings, Human Design, Mormon sealings, and secret or private societies such
as Freemasonry, Knights Templar, Opus Dei, Skull and Bones, or Rosicrucianism. As it pertains to secret societies,
it is suggested that initiative rituals taken by one family member may impact a family system transgenerationally.
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practices, with a focus on differences from one to the another, I was drawn to the patterns of
similarity at the level of humanness. Through the study of religions and spiritual practices, I
became skilled at seeing religion and spiritual practices from the contexts of both the big picture
and the detailed view, I gained knowledge of the challenges faced by marginalized scholars, I
was trained to spot gaps in literature that were not filled, I explored my context through the
writing of others even if it meant showing up as the perpetrator of ancestral wrongs, I discovered
the value of ritual and ceremony, and I investigated ways to access embodied knowledge.
Languages. The interest in South and Central America’s Indigenous populations was the
result of travel to various countries and enrolment in classes in the Spanish language. While
engaged in the religious studies degree, I took the opportunity to advance my competency in the
Spanish language, the third language I had studied over many years. As well, the language
classes added depth to my already existing interest in Indigenous cultural and spiritual practices
in North America and other regions of the world, including Latin America’s Incan, Mayan,
Toltec, and Aztec cultures and spiritual practices.
For me, learning a new language is a difficult process. I am a visual learner rather than an
auditory learner, so I learned through extensive reading and repetitive writing of the language.
After spending thousands of hours working to learn Spanish, I was able to converse quite
fluently using all 14 verb tenses. However, as I had experienced after learning French and
German in my youth, without readily available opportunities to use the language it eventually
settled into my unconscious mind, making it more difficult to easily listen to the language or
speak it. The study of languages provided depth to my worldview and a strong working
knowledge of how language creates perception and contributes to identity and worldview.
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The combined focus on language and spiritual practices eventually raised my awareness
of how important it is to have PPCI clients speak their own mother tongue, if they possess the
ability to do so, during transformative body focused ritual. The mother tongue tends to be the
language the person was exposed to while in the womb and in early childhood when much
transgenerational trauma had the opportunity to settle into the young child’s body. Through my
own experiences with language, I noticed the embodied mind holds onto that language and its
symbolism, images, sounds, and metaphors, even if the person cannot speak the language today.
Body symptoms. As I continued to remain in my head learning, the heavy emotional
suppression began to manifest as symptoms in my body in many different ways over the next
decade. These symptoms would often seem so random. I hadn’t known earlier that expressing all
the emotional trauma I had experienced, and releasing it at the time it occurred, would have been
more beneficial to my children and me. I hadn’t had the capacity at that time to connect the body
symptoms I experienced and would experience to the many situations of emotional trauma. That
knowing would come a few years later while engaged in a few sessions of marital counselling
with the late June Wiggins, who had me create a timeline of my life experiences showing the
significant positive and negative events for every year of my life. She then had me add to the
same timeline all the physical and mental symptoms or emotional and spiritual challenges I had
experienced in life. It was very evident from this comprehensive exercise that the symptoms
tended to follow and correspond with situations of life trauma. 22
The seed for understanding life concerns from an emotional embodied perspective was
firmly planted within me in 2003. One morning I woke up to experience the sudden and intense

22

I realize that this way of looking at symptoms and conditions may conflict with other worldviews, especially those
that see symptoms as random, punishment meted out by the Divine, pathological, or strictly genetic in nature.
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physical body pain of a herniated disc in my lower back pressing on my sciatic nerve, raw
intense pain, without any obvious physical provocation. For five years, I had faithfully attended
Pilates classes twice a week, Hatha Yoga classes twice a week, and had recently added couple’s
yoga classes a few weeks earlier. I was fit and healthy. Through some reading I was doing at the
time, there was no escaping the realization that symptoms and conditions might have deep
emotional and spiritual underpinnings. I had attended a yoga class the day before the herniation
occurred and it seems likely that may have set the shift in my body structure in motion. I have
come to understand my experience as a challenging Kundalini awakening23 leading to greater
awareness and consciousness. However, at the time, the pain I experienced stopped me in my
tracks for many months and required immediate changes in lifestyle and attitude. It was through
reflexive practise that I noticed that an intense level of resiliency, combined with suppression
and stoicism, could generate negative consequences. Chamorro-Premuzic and Lusk (2017)
stated,
There is no doubt that resilience is a useful and highly adaptive trait, especially in the
face of traumatic events. However, when taken too far, it may focus individuals on
impossible goals and make them unnecessarily tolerant of unpleasant or
counterproductive circumstances. (para. 10)
In a body felt way, I learned the consequence of resiliently piling up unprocessed and
unexpressed heavy, low vibrational emotions in my body. I realized the weight of that
unconscious emotional burden I carried continued to increase over time, and it triggered body
emotional responses. I knew I had to address the unprocessed emotions.

23

For further information on Kundalini awakening see Fonteijn (2019) and Lockley (2019).
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It is very clear to me now that one needs to look beneath all chronic symptoms and
conditions, or repetitive life behaviours that do not serve life, for any original unresolved
emotional source that may be holding the symptom or behaviour in place. This source may be
current life trauma or transgenerational trauma, and it may need to be addressed to positively
shift the response or effectiveness of other more traditional treatments. Sometimes it just takes
fresh insight, a new inner image, or a new perspective to shift the intractable emotional
underpinnings of symptoms, conditions, or repetitive life behaviours.
Political advocacy & activism. Within a time period of about 25 years, I spent a great
amount of time immersed in the informal school of political, social, and environmental advocacy
and activism, a powerful means for self-development and growth and expansion of worldview.
An understanding of how the world works politically, and how politics and governing regimes
can create trauma is useful for helping professionals working with those who are traumatized.
For example, if a person is having difficulty trusting others or lacks a sense of safety, constantly
feeling the need to look over their own shoulder, one possible origin could be coming out of a
political system where backstabbing one’s neighbour or family members was rewarded.
In many regions of the world, citizens are not free to discuss politics or to voice
opposition to political leaders. When I grew up the subjects of sex, politics, religion, and money
were deemed impolite for dinner conversations. I did not learn to converse on these topics. When
raising my own sons, we talked about anything and everything at the dinner table and politics
provided many discussions. My knowledge of the political world continued to expand and part of
that was through osmosis. I have two sons with university degrees in political science and I was
often asked to read their research papers.
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My capacity to see political trauma evolved through political involvement at the local
community, municipal, provincial, federal, and international levels in various capacities,
including, but not limited to working for gender parity and an equal voice for women in
politics,24 ensuring accessibility in public buildings for those with different physical abilities,25
building a barrier-free playground,26 ensuring brownfield sites 27 were remediated in my
community before redevelopment could occur, representing my constituency in 2008 as an
electoral candidate for Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA) in Alberta,28 and
participating as a foreign delegate onsite in the Philippines as an international observer
representing the people during their 2010 National Election. 29 Each of these activities carried

24

From 2008 to 2009 I was involved on the executive of Equal Voice Alberta South (EVAS) chapter. It was an
opportunity to promote gender parity in politics. For more information see https://www.equalvoice.ca/alberta_south.
25
From 1999 to 2007 I was appointed to the Accessibility Advisory Council in the rapidly growing Town of
Cochrane, Alberta (AB). The Council was mandated to analyze all town development permits affecting public
buildings and to give advice on issues of accessibility before approval of the permits. The Council was also involved
in advising on accessibility for the town’s downtown core revitalization, organizing accessibility awareness days or
seminars, providing tours of accessibility sites, and assessing all the town businesses for accessibility for a Town of
Cochrane Resource Book.
26
From 1999 to 2000 I organized a small group of friends and acquaintances to plan, design, fundraise, and provide
manual labour for Cochrane Accessible Park, a barrier-free/accessible playground in the east end of the Town of
Cochrane.
27
From 2006 to 2007 I was involved in a citizen’s action group to stop a Town of Cochrane, AB by-law change that
would allow big box stores to move into the town and pave over a heavily polluted brownfield site seeping the toxic
chemical creosote underground towards the Bow River (the town water source) without appropriate remediation of
the land. Domtar Corporation operated a wood treatment facility treating railway ties for 24 years and then
abandoned the site in 1988. The campaign, which included a petition, letter writing, and speaking at public hearings
was called Concerned Cochrane Citizens. The campaign was a success and remediation eventually occurred. For
more information see: https://www.cochrane-environment.org/initiatives/cochrane-brownfield-committee or
https://www.cochranetoday.ca/opinion/whats-the-story-on-the-quarry-1453940.
28
In the fall of 2007, I was asked to run as a candidate in the Alberta Provincial General Election which was
expected to be called in March 2008 for the electoral district of Banff-Cochrane. I spent three days at the Canadian
Women Voters Congress held in November 2007 in Vancouver, BC learning how to run an election campaign at any
level of the political spectrum and that helped me decide to throw my hat into the political ring. For further details
see https://www.elections.ab.ca/wp-content/uploads/Part8.pdf.
29
After participation in an exposure trip to bear witness to social injustices in the Philippines in 2009, I was invited
to participate in the People’s IOM 2010 International Observers’ Mission. The mandate of the group was to bear
witness to the election process as international observers for the people of the Philippines during the National
Election process in May 2010. I was fortunate in not being assigned to polling stations where violence occurred on
election day. For more information see: https://www.bulatlat.com/tag/peoples-international-observers-mission/.
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political drama with them and I began to understand systemically how political decisions
influence the lives of people in the community, sometimes traumatically. Whenever there is a
threat to safety, security, freedom, shelter, water, food, environment, health, employment,
wealth, education, or religious beliefs, trauma can settle into the bodies of those impacted.
Understanding political dynamics can aid helping professionals working within the trauma fields
of others to eliminate professional and collective blind spots (see Chapter 2).
Seeing trauma. Many aspects of my life collectively contributed to my eventual capacity
to see trauma. In order to see my trauma, I had to permit myself to feel the trauma, and systemic
constellations training30 along with other energetic body focused healing approaches31 were
instrumental in making that happen. Through this training, I eventually acquired a vocabulary to
speak about trauma. The capacity to see trauma is commonly developed through working with
the trauma of others as a helping professional. To be a strong, healthy, and effective helper, and
compassionate in seeing trauma authentically, in one’s own life or in the lives of others, one

30

In-person systemic constellations trainings and workshops were experienced with the following systemic
constellations facilitators: Bert Hellinger, Francesca Mason Boring, Mark Wolynn, Shannon Zaychuk, Albrecht
Mahr, Hunter Beaumont, Franz Ruppert, Sneh Victoria Schnabel, Stephan Hausner, Vivian Broughton, Jan Jacob
Stam, Bertold Ulsamer, Ursula Franke, Thomas Bryson, Judith Hemming, Christine Blumenstein-Essen, Dan Booth
Cohen, Guni Baxa, Jane Peterson, Lap Fung Cheng, Elena Vaselago, Constanze Lang, Bill Mannle, Susan
Altschwager, Anngwyn St. Just, Karl-Heinz Rauscher, and John Cheney.
31
I expanded my worldview through concurrent training in various energy and body focused (somatic) practices,
including the following: membership with Integrative Body Psychotherapy (IBP) as an Allied Professional; Neuro
Linguistic Programming (NLP) and registration with the Association for Integrative Psychology (AIP); Acutonics®
sound vibrational healing drawing from Oriental medicine, psychology, science, and the arts; The Lifeline
Technique® integrating 14 science and philosophically based healing modalities including Muscle Reflex Testing
(MRT); Reiki; Mediumship; The Healing Pathway (touch healing); and Chakra Healing. I completed multiple online
trauma courses through the National Institute for the Clinical Application of Behavioral Medicine (NICABM). I
also completed some university courses online through Athabasca University in Athabasca, AB, to bring past basic
study of psychology up-to-date and also to study best approaches for counselling with Indigenous women. The skills
learned were helpful for working with all women and men, skills such as honouring the person’s autonomy or
resourcing the client for healthy movement forward in life. Each new practice increased awareness and expanded my
capacity to remain present and mindful when guiding clients through the transgenerational trauma of their family
systems. Each new practice studied was another piece of the puzzle as it pertained to understanding emotional
transformation, the unconscious embodied mind, or transgenerational trauma and the systemic healing of it.
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needs to acknowledge the trauma of the past, work through it and integrate it within one’s body.
As Godbold (2018) asserted, “You can’t be trauma-informed if you can’t see the trauma” (para.
1). I had to learn to see the trauma. Godbold admonished that, “trauma-informed care should be
like universal precautions – in the same way you wouldn’t clean up a blood spill without wearing
gloves, you should always assume that someone has experienced trauma and treat them
accordingly” (Godbold, 2018, para. 1). I learned to recognize the trauma of others by listening
between the lines of their spoken language, by observing and listening to the language of their
bodies, and by expanding my worldview.
It is important to avoid getting caught in a trap of denial because trauma stories can
sometimes seem unbelievable, and yet worse case scenarios happen to people all the time. They
seem unbelievable only because so many terrible situations get silenced. I agree with Godbold
when she laments that this open mindset towards trauma is far from what she witnesses in daily
life, asserting, “once our indignation or any other parts of our wounded selves come into play,
that usually goes out of the window unless you have been conditioned to wear a trauma-informed
lens. And even then, there will be times we fail” (Godbold, 2018, para. 2). I believe that a
mindset in which everyone carries trauma to some degree helps to reduce the incidence of this
failure. Through reflexivity, observing and analysing how I respond to stressful situations, what I
say and do, and why I say and do these things has been a step towards being trauma informed.
Through experiences of my own trauma, a body felt sense of the symptoms that can develop
through emotional suppression, and reflexive praxis, I developed the capacity to see trauma.
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Through the shared life experiences of various individuals, I learned to understand and
recognize extreme trauma. Meeting Lieutenant-General The Honourable Roméo Dallaire 32 was
immensely influential, as he openly shared his horrifying emotional experiences as MajorGeneral of United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) at the time the 1994
genocide in Rwanda began. Dallaire explained that, “he and more than 200 others, many of them
civilians, were being bombarded by artillery fire and bombs at his headquarters in the warravaged country” (Dallaire, as cited in Fortney, 2013, para. 1). The lack of high-level global
support under such duress was highly traumatizing. As a result of his experiences, Dallaire
developed post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and struggled with the significant fallout that it
brings with it. The gift that Dallaire brought to the collective field of trauma was his openness,
bringing forth his own mental health challenges for open discussion to end the stigmatization of
trauma in society and in institutions such as the armed forces. He opened the door for others to
bring their mental health challenges into the light for examination.
Through his struggle with PTSD and his ongoing healing journey, Dallaire proposed
some ideas that have stuck with me and pointed me in certain directions. My goals became
thriving in life not just surviving and helping others do the same (my work with clients of PPCI),
observing and anticipating an emerging need in society (as outlined in the Preface), finding a
way to shape the future (through doctoral research), and creating something new (a proactive,
preventative, systemic, ancestral, body focused approach to the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma). This research is my response to the comments made by Dallaire. He

32

March 9, 2013 in Calgary AB, I met Roméo Dallaire and had the opportunity to shake his hand and speak to him
for a short time after his presentation. I read his book Shake Hands With the Devil and watched the documentaries
The Last Just Man and Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Roméo Dallaire, which were hugely impactful
in my life and foundational to my understanding of emotional stress in one’s life.
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crystallized certain ideas for me, namely that leadership is extremely valuable in shaping the
world and in changing old paradigms, and that any trauma in my life or in the lives of other
helping professionals, any mental health challenges, whether they originate from current life or
transgenerational trauma, need to be addressed for each of us, and for humanity as a whole, to
thrive.
Through Dallaire’s openness, I was encouraged to openly venture into life issues and
challenges where many others did not want to go, openly inviting in the dark and shadow side of
life alongside the light. I was already in the field of trauma through my life experiences, training,
and studies; however, shortly after meeting Dallaire, I stepped more openly into the light and
began writing online blogs on many topics of systemic healing, utilizing writing as a way to
integrate what I was learning and to integrate trauma in my body, and addressing topics that were
often suggested by clients, friends, family members, or acquaintances. I would often just wake
up knowing what I was to write about on any given day.
Trauma in various forms has been a common learning thread through much of my adult
life and through the development of my praxis I have now learned to intentionally bear witness33
to the transgenerational trauma carried by many others. I have discovered that bearing witness is
vitally important in the journey of systemic healing. Bearing witness is an essential role of
helping professionals. I have learned to be in the presence of the trauma of others with

33

I have developed a sense of why bearing witness and interaction is so important for systemic healing. The human
body is completely composed of atoms and “the size of an atom is governed by the average location of its electrons”
(Sundermier, 2015, para. 3-4). In the field of physics, Carlo Rovelli (2014) cited the work of Werner Heisenberg on
the topic of electrons, stating that “electrons do not always exist. They only exist when someone or something
watches them, or better, when they are interacting with something else. They materialize in a place, with a
calculable probability, when colliding with something else. The ‘quantum leaps’ from one orbit to another are the
only means they have of being ‘real’: an electron is a set of jumps from one interaction to another. When nothing
disturbs it, it is not in any precise place. It is not in a ‘place’ at all” (p. 17). It seems systemic healing is more likely
to occur when someone is present to observe it, to bear witness to it, and to provide the necessary interaction.
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compassion for their emotional journeys and those of their family members, feeling peace within
through the self-care of strong healthy emotional boundaries, and forgoing unhealthy emotional
responses to trauma that are dissociating, energetically deadening, emotionally numbing, or
emotionally triggering in some way. Learning this presence is a necessity for helping
professionals working with others who are traumatized.
Seeing transgenerational trauma. Through Godbold’s (2018) discussion about seeing
trauma, it paved the way for understanding how few people in the world have the natural
capacity to see transgenerational trauma for what it is, or for the effect it has in daily life. Once
one can see the trauma of others and see one’s own trauma, it is easier to discern and see
transgenerational trauma, which tends to be even more unconscious or embodied. I observed that
one major challenge to seeing transgenerational trauma is acknowledging that one’s ancestral
family system or greater collective system has been complicit in the harm done to others,
carrying guilt, or otherwise, carrying the shame and fears of those who were victims to others.
Braga, Mello, & Fiks (2012) stated that “traumatic experiences, but also resilience patterns can
be transmitted to and developed by the second generation,” although this cannot be generalized
across whole populations (p. 1). In my experience, at the individual level, human beings more
easily carry the benefits derived from their ancestors, such as wealth, privilege, fame, or
resilience; however, there tends to be greater struggle owning one’s ancestral past in its entirety
when there is guilt, shame, pain, grief, or fear attached (Braga et al., 2012, p. 5). Braga et al.
(2012) pointed out that parent to offspring communication styles can contribute significantly to
this struggle, varying on a spectrum from open, loving, everyday communication (p. 4) to
indirect communication, catastrophic fragmented communication, or secrets and silence, with the
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second generation finding it “more difficult to achieve psychical and biographical integration of
the events” with these latter styles (Braga et al., 2012, p. 5).
Through systemic praxis and observation, it appears that to work through
transgenerational trauma the entire big picture needs to be gathered, even if the precise details
are not known, and to be held up for examination for systemic healing to occur. Hellinger stated
that healing is bringing together “what has been separated” (“Hellinger Sciencia 1”, 2005) or
bringing “back together what stood apart. (“Hellinger Sciencia 2”, 2005). For the systemic
healing of transgenerational trauma, it is important for the helping professional to reconnect with
any missing aspects of their ancestral field, whatever or whoever is missing, excluded, or
silenced, and openly integrating the shadow with the light.
When I first heard about transgenerational trauma it was immediately sensed as part of
my reality, entwinned with my life, rather than being an abstract concept. It seemed to offer a
label for what I already knew. There was no denying the intense unconscious impact of my
ancestors in my life. To provide an example, one transgenerational pattern I noticed was a focus
on education, or lack thereof, and it appeared that my participation in advanced education may
be an attempt to heal the unfulfilled transgenerational university goals of my parents and
ancestors.34 In bearing witness to the trauma of other generations of my family, I was given the

34

Our motivation toward certain interests and career paths can be transgenerational and completely unconscious.
Multiple generations of my family experienced significant and impactful failures to fulfill educational dreams. My
paternal grandmother won the prestigious Governor General’s Academic Award presented by Their Royal
Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Connaught in 1916 for her high school achievements in Oxbow, SK, which
included a tuition scholarship to university. The family was unable to fund the room and board for her attendance at
the nearest university so her aspirations of attending university went unfulfilled. Since World War I was raging, she
was given a certificate to teach school straight out of grade 12 and she had the opportunity to follow that with a firstclass certificate from Normal School. In the next generation, my father was attending high school in the border town
of Alsask, SK, a very small one school town, when World War II broke out. Several of his best high school teachers
were conscripted into the army. Following high school, where he attained good grades, he was admitted into
university only to discover that the level of the education he had attained wasn’t high enough for success at
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opportunity to actively see trauma and begin to recognize the signs and patterns of
transgenerational trauma, including my own. One way many people begin to recognize
transgenerational trauma is through repetitive patterns in the lives of their children.
I eventually realized that the trauma I experienced was no longer just my own. The
trauma in my life was impacting my children. Through training in systemic constellations work, I
realized that through the trauma in my life and the lives of my parents and ancestors, each of my
sons was entangled with me in different ways. As a single mother raising three sons, shifting
entangled relationships into healthy energetic relationships was important. I discovered one
entanglement through a systemic constellation. The relationship I had with my second son was
being limited by my entanglement with the death of my maternal grandmother’s tenth and
youngest child. I realized I was entangled in some way mourning this child or bringing greater
attention to the trauma around the life of this child who died in infancy. My genealogical work
had never really brought my full attention to this trauma in the family system because I had not
yet developed the capacity to see the trauma. I knew the child had died in infancy; however, I
had not taken the time to learn the circumstances nor to examine this missing family member. I
had been correct in my early assessment, that my grandmothers had not experienced pregnancy
or birthing issues like my own; however, I had passed over the trauma of my maternal
grandmother and grandfather with the loss of their tenth child just months after birth, and the

university. He enrolled in lab-based science classes at university when he had never experienced a science lab in
high school. Funds were not plentiful, so despite the fact he did pass several university courses, he ended up
dropping out after the first year. His university educational goals went unfulfilled. It was not so long ago that I
realized my engagement in advanced education may be transgenerational, an unconscious attempt to fulfill my
familial and ancestral educational dreams.
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creation of trauma for my mother and her siblings with the death of their baby brother. My
mother was 14 years old when her youngest sibling died.
Through a systemic constellation set up for me, I discovered I was the one who
energetically and unconsciously stepped forward in the family system to mourn this dead infant.
The attention of the person energetically representing ‘me’ in the constellation was immediately
drawn to the ground in front of where they were standing, revealing that someone who was dead
might be missing from the constellation. The facilitator had asked whether my mother had lost a
child or perhaps it was a grandmother. I mentioned that my mother’s parents had their tenth child
die young. A representative was placed for this child and my representative in the constellation
immediately stretched out full length, face down, and prone on the floor and held onto the ankles
of the new representative for the dead child. It was quickly apparent that my attention was drawn
away from my son to another boy in the family system that was excluded, weakening our
bonding relationship. Upon discovering that I might be entangled with the infant death of my
maternal uncle, I was taken aback and somewhat puzzled. Of course, all of this was held
unconsciously within me. I understood that the mourning for this child did not belong to me.
Rather, it belonged with my grandmother and grandfather. When I really took the time to see this
trauma and open to it through ritual, I began to receive claircognizant messages (see more on
claircognizance in Chapter 2). I was told to look up the date of this child’s birth and the date of
the child’s death. I went to my genealogical records and I found these dates. I was told to look up
the date of my miscarriage. I consulted the record book for my third pregnancy, and I discovered
that this child was born on the same date that I had been told I miscarried my third child. My
pregnancy had lasted approximately 100 days and this child’s life had lasted 100 days.
Additionally, my grandmother was 38 years old when her tenth child died with a congenital hole
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in his heart, and I was 38 years old when I miscarried my third pregnancy. A significant
transgenerational pattern had occurred.
In rural Saskatchewan in the 1940s, without adequate treatment available, the tenth child
of my grandparents lived only a short life. Although he lived 100 days, his life was not recorded
in a picture with his mother or father. There is only one picture taken of that baby boy being held
in the arms of his paternal grandmother who lived in the same home. I found that piece of the
puzzle to be particularly important, telling me that life was likely hectic and busy, filled with
farm chores. All of this information helped me develop compassion for the emotional journey of
my grandparents, and transgenerationally for my mother. My grandmother and grandfather were
farmers with nine other children to feed and care for, so the time they had available to mourn
their deceased child was likely very brief. The family carried on with life and it was eventually
said that there were nine children in the family. The tenth child had gone missing from the family
system. On the day I naturally miscarried my third pregnancy, I began to hemorrhage and
required emergency treatment in hospital to save my life. I was entangled with the child through
a life-threatening loss of blood. I finally understood what energetic entanglement meant in a very
powerful way. This entanglement was realized only a few years ago, and much ritual was been
done to respectfully pass the sorrow and mourning back to my grandparents, the rightful owners.
This missing child has been openly welcomed back into the family system, finding his rightful
place. Many positive changes have since occurred in relationship with my son.
Following the work of Godbold (2018), like trauma, it is my view that transgenerational
trauma should also be assumed and be considered an important element in assessing the
emotional wellbeing of helping professionals and members of the public generally. Many
helping professionals are drawn into their life work through trauma, although that journey can be
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unconscious. In conducting social research on transgenerational trauma, or any other
multidimensional complex human experience of this nature, I found there were many dilemmas
and controversies to contemplate, negotiate, and navigate as they pertain to the gathering of
knowledge. For instance, the transgenerational trauma carried within for one’s family system and
the greater societal collective can create unconscious resistance or denial to certain types of
knowledge or certain perspectives, and definite resistance to different ways of gathering
knowledge. The transgenerational trauma carried can limit one’s potential or interfere with one’s
ability to get along with others. Transgenerational trauma can certainly lead to struggle in life,
especially a struggle to see trauma or transgenerational trauma if it is viewed as pathological,
deemed genetic, silenced by parents and ancestors, or normalized into daily life, perhaps
considered just the way life is.
Genealogy. Seeing transgenerational trauma begins with ancestral awareness. At the age
of 12, my grandmothers sat with me for hours at their respective dining room tables, and they
patiently passed down all they knew about my ancestors, including the details of many maternal
and paternal family lines. I taped together many sheets of paper to create great long scrolls of
family history. I didn’t realize it at the time, but through this loving transgenerational interaction,
I had unconsciously accepted the role of family historian, record keeper, and storyteller (the
seannachaidh35), with no understanding of the immense journey that lie before me.

35

According to William G. A. Shaw of Easter Lair, the duties and tasks of the traditional seannachaidh (also spelled
senchai or sennachie) in Scotland was to “carry out a knot-work of tasks that augment the cohesiveness of the clan
family and to entwine its present members with the history, honour, deeds and lineage of those who have gone
before them” (forward). These duties included the following: “to keep the clan register, its records, genealogies, and
family history”, to address clan assemblies with an “oration upon the exploits of the chief’s ancestors, and the
grandeur of the clan” (sec. b), and to invest a chief upon succession. Seannachaidhs today “assist in the gentle
process of fostering within the (now) worldwide kin and clan, both a feeling and knowledge of being a part of an
unbroken golden family or national chain of continuance far deeper and stronger than the mere summation of our
modern everyday living” (summation).
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Looking back, my earliest significant development as a researcher came about through
genealogy, researching dozens of paternal and maternal family lines and thousands of ancestors,
creating a paper trail of original records to back up the family history, with exponential growth
as a researcher coming about with the advent of the Internet and modern technology. My
genealogical trail rapidly evolved from traditional genealogy, simply finding names, dates,
locations, and some interesting stories, to genetic genealogy, tracing ancestral lines through
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) testing,36 and then it shifted to emotional genealogy, tracing the
trauma and emotional response patterns down my family lines and the family lines of PPCI
clients, or just people who cross my path in daily life or when I travel. 37 Genealogy provided me
with an extremely broad concept of family. Whereas many people have a sense of their parents
and perhaps their grandparents and one or two great-grandparents, I have knowledge and a felt
sense of hundreds of my great-grandparents, along with some photos and many pieces of their
life stories. My ancestors immigrated to North America to escape persecution, oppression,
hardship, hunger, and perceived scandal, long before the establishment of Canada as a nation. No
one emigrated from their homeland for the sake of adventure.

DNA testing revealed some unexpected results for my identity. Utilizing Alex Williamson’s draft phylogenetic
Big Tree (https://www.ytree.net/) for the R-P312 Y-DNA haplogroup, my father’s paternal line (Y-DNA) with
surname Robertson has connected me through a common ancient ancestor SNP (small nucleotide polymorphism)
S695 who lived around 726 CE (Iain McDonald Age Analysis) to the chiefly clans MacGregor, Buchanan, and
MacAusland, long before surnames existed in Scotland, rather than to chiefly Robertson clans. For my mother’s
paternal line (Y-DNA) with surname Grant, the common ancient ancestor was SNP A7298 who lived around 423
BCE (Iain McDonald Age Analysis), linked to the chiefly clans Cameron, Macnab, and McPhee rather than to
chiefly Grant clans. I had read all the information available on the history of the Robertson and Grant clans, and
visited their homelands in Scotland, and then suddenly I didn’t belong to the main lines of these clans.
37
My interest in both genealogy and systemic constellations led to the publication of the following article:
Robertson, P. (2018, June). Blending Systemic Constellations with Genealogical Research. The Knowing Field:
International Constellations Journal, 32, 66-73. www.theknowingfield.com
36
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The transgenerational trauma my ancestors passed along included immigration trauma
experienced aboard ships that sailed to North America, with overcrowding, sea sickness, poor
food quality and quantity, the rampant spread of disease, arrival delays, deaths, and burials at
sea. I am particularly drawn to sail the waterways and oceans of the world even though I have
experienced motion sickness all my life. I struggled travelling by ferry within Canada and
abroad, the first time being 47 years ago when the seas were especially rough. My first
significant shipboard experience was 37 years ago, spending a week aboard a small Greek
passenger ship on the Mediterranean Sea and fortunately the sea was calm, and that adventure
went reasonably well. A week later on a Greek ferry sailing from island to island in rough waters
I was terribly ill for eight hours. It was 22 years ago that I became violently ill on a deep-sea
fishing trip in the tropics. So, with this history, I have wondered what possessed me 16 years ago
to board an old Russian ship with very basic onboard living conditions at Ushuaia, Argentina to
sail south to the peninsula of Antarctica on the Drake Passage, one of the most notorious
turbulent rolling seas found on Earth. Coming and going the sea was rough for 48 hours without
any hope of sighting land, and I was unwell for only eight hours of those journeys. Interestingly,
due to heavy snowfall, I missed all my scheduled flights on my way to Ushuaia and eventually
landed a day later. After 11 wonderful days of pristine landscapes and fascinating wildlife in
Antarctica, on the return trip I was confined to a hotel room in Buenos Aires for four days, never
knowing when the airline might be ready to suddenly whisk us off to the airport. The airline was
waiting for a part to arrive from Canada to repair the aircraft for the return flight home. In
hindsight, I am certain that transgenerational trauma was seeking to be seen and healed. I
eventually determined that I might be energetically entangled with the rolling of the seas and the
arrival delays endured by my ancestors and having to do whatever was necessary to survive the
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ordeal. I have a body felt sense that the trauma of my ancestors lives on within me in various
ways, especially as unconscious underlying motivators.
Genealogy provided me with a strong ancestral grounding for confronting the
transgenerational trauma in my own family system, for working with the ancestors in my system,
and for working with the family systems of others without becoming entangled with the trauma.
Additionally, there was the collective emotional inheritance of this nation created through
colonization, the legislative history of Canada with the First Peoples that was often destructive,
including the culturally damaging residential school system. This is the genealogy of the
immigrants or settlers. Canada as a confederation and a democracy does not exist without the
participation and support of its individual citizens in the electoral process. I am aware that my
grandmothers in Saskatchewan did not have the right to vote in an election until 1916, so they
were not directly supporting the early destructive legislative decisions. However, their time for
direct accountability did come. It my view, the victims or oppressed-of-one scenario, those who
emigrate under duress, through their righteous sense of innocence as victims often become the
perpetrators in their next situation or location.
To advance emotionally as a practitioner, I needed to own the historic legacy of my
ancestors and nation and acknowledge what was. As mentioned previously, denying the
perpetrator within creates blind spots and obstacles to systemic healing for many people. The
transgenerational trauma and systemic healing of it is complex and contextual; however, there is
great value in knowing from where one has come as it might provide grounding for knowing
where one is going when attempting to be in service to others and life more broadly.
Transgenerational trauma of war. Many family systems are impacted by war and my
family was no exception. Through a number of systemic constellations, it was continually
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affirmed that I was energetically entangled with the silenced experiences of my paternal
grandfather’s World War I trauma, including wounds that were both physical and emotional.
Already 72 years old when I was born, I knew my grandfather as a quiet, gentle man. This
transgenerational trauma was revealed layer by layer as I was ready to emotionally engage with
more systemic healing work for my family system.
To provide an example, one transgenerational entanglement was with death, which
facilitator Francesca Mason Boring described as a heavy fate. For me, death was always just
around the corner, rarely far away. In the last decade, while doing genealogical research, I
discovered an excerpt in The Eighty-Fifth in France and Flanders: Being a History of the Justly
Famous 85th Canadian Infantry Battalion (Nova Scotia Highlanders) in the Various Theatres of
War, an early non-fiction book written on World War I. There was a comment about my paternal
grandfather that read, “Lance-Corporal William T. Robertson took command of his platoon after
all the other N. C. O.’s had become casualties and carried on with great courage and
exceptionally good judgment” (Hayes, 1920, p. 145). I realized that my grandfather survived the
war by carrying on with the wounded and dead all around him. After recovering from his own
war wounds, he returned to Canada and carried on with life, eventually marrying my paternal
grandmother and having children. My father was the fifth of their six children and he never heard
his father speak of his war experiences. Whatever my grandfather experienced in World War I
was silenced into his body, and the unresolved emotional trauma passed down in various ways to
different descendants, including me. It appeared that the death around my grandfather became
the death around me. My parents and siblings did not have death around them to the same extent.
Through further systemic healing myself, I noticed that descendants continue to carry this trauma
until it is acknowledged, expressed, and emotionally worked through.
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My second son had a deeper transgenerational entanglement with my grandfather’s war
experiences. It was as if he emotionally inherited war into this life. At the tender age of six, he
began to read great tomes about war, and as soon as he could print, he started writing long war
stories. At the time, there was a sense that this behaviour was quite unusual. I did not particularly
want my young son to focus his attention on war; however, his attention did not shift. He was so
interested in war, extending from the ancient wars of the Romans and Greeks to more modern
wars, that it seemed he embodied the knowledge base of a war prodigy, much like a musical
prodigy comes into their life carrying their musical talent. He spent hours diagramming war
battles from any number of past wars. His purpose seemed to be to redraw and rewrite the
endings of the battles, perhaps to re-write history.
Through observation at systemic constellation workshops and trainings, work with
clients, and experiences in my own life, I realized that past family war experiences can create
many energetic challenges for those descendants who carry the transgenerational trauma. They
may carry a similar version of the energetic and emotional responses of war veterans, including
the sense that no one will understand what they have experienced or a sense that it is not good to
taint the lives of loved ones with their negative or heavy experiences, such as fear, anxiety, or
depression, with their lived experiences silenced into their bodies. Yehuda, Schmeidler, and
Elkin et al. (2010) studied the adult children of Holocaust survivors, stating that war experiences
can manifest in the lives of descendants as intrusive thoughts, distress at reminders, flashbacks,
nightmares, avoidance of thoughts, avoidance of situations, psychogenic amnesia, dissociation,
diminished interest, emotional detachment, restricted range of affect, a sense of foreshortened
future, difficulties with sleep, irritability, impaired concentration, hypervigilance, increased
startle reflexes, and physiological reactivity (p. 644). Op den Velde (2010) would concur and add
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that descendants of war may experience social isolation; inability to express emotions or
emotional numbness; fear of intimacy; feelings of bitterness, failure, or grief; conflict with
authority figures; aggressive feelings; work and relationship challenges; problems at school;
delinquent behaviour; psychoses; poor performance; the need to be a caregiver to a parent;
feelings of helplessness and loneliness; resistance to parental expectations; a lack of selfconfidence; PTSD; and/or success at school that does not bring contentment. I have observed
descendants of war leading regimented lives with controlled obsessive behaviours and others
carrying obsessive emotional body holding patterns. As well, they may be very loyal and
honourable, being motivated in life to serve and protect others in some way. Descendants
carrying the energy of war may be entangled with the victim or the perpetrator, or they may carry
survivor guilt or shame, depending on what is unresolved with the ancestral emotional
experience.
Embracing change. Trauma reduces a person’s capacity to adapt or change (Karr-Morse
& Wiley, 2012; Levine, 2015; van der Kolk, 2014). When trauma occurs, the energy flowing
through the body contracts or freezes in place. When left unresolved, these energy patterns pass
to the following generations. Strong resistance to change can be transgenerational. To work
through transgenerational trauma with systemic healing, openness to change is essential and
openness to the messages of the body or the universe are important. Within the terms of the
consent waiver of PPCI, filled out and signed by clients before each introductory session, they
need to consciously consent to change. Sometimes there can be an intense identification with
victimhood, keeping a person from moving forward in a good way. Some people cling to
victimhood unconsciously, entangled through blind love and loyalty to the family system or the
collective system. Victimhood can help a person feel connected to their family or ancestors, or
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their society. Many people cling to victimhood as if it were a lifeline. In letting go of victimhood
a person may feel like they are betraying the family system. Letting go of victimhood is found
through looking humanely at the perpetrator. The perpetrator is given a face and a family system.
The process of humanization needs to occur. In my own systemic healing journey, the greatest
transformation seemed to come into my life when I openly embraced change. I must confess that
was not my natural way of being. My worldview was often intractable. 38 During the first few
decades of my life I would often resist change, stubbornly digging in my heels to defend my
position, or to maintain the status quo, for what I understand today to have been a quest for some
control in my life. It was difficult for anyone to convince me that my viewpoint or mindset was
not the most meaningful or effective possibility, given that one of my gifts in life was strong
common sense. When I was young, I was not taught that each person can bring a very different
and equally worthy perspective to the table.
Close-mindedness and open-mindedness are taught, often transgenerationally. Today, I
am mindfully aware that resisting change was not a successful strategy, and it did not bring ease
into my life. Resisting change and seeking control seemed to draw even more trauma into my
life, bringing unwellness to my body, mind and spirit. This became especially problematic once I
became a mother, having added another generation to my family system. Raising children
frequently brings the unexpected into one’s life. Rather than tightly holding the reins of control, I
learned to go with the flow of life regardless of what presented itself. I opened to risk and I
opened to vulnerability. Allowing myself to travel around the world alone to many new places
and to engage with people with very different cultural, religious, or political mindsets opened my

38

Other words to describe this intractable worldview at various times might be obstinate, wilful, stubborn,
inflexible, pig-headed, or headstrong.
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capacity for risk-taking. I stepped into years of university study or alternative training exploring
the diverse perspectives of others and I experienced my viewpoint being constantly challenged.
This process of education helped open my path to vulnerability. It was not easy but eventually I
let go of my extreme defensiveness and I let go of many old fears which were often
transgenerational in nature.
I let go of the need to protect my own viewpoint so fiercely, and the wall of armour that
surrounded me began to crumble. Without the emotionally impenetrable armour, I experienced
opportunities to shift from surviving to thriving. I learned to stumble, brush myself off, and get
back up. Open to taking more risk, I learned to see blunders as opportunities to grow rather than
as mistakes or failures. I learned to forge my own path rather than follow others. Having taken
off the blinders of close-mindedness, with my eyes wide open I learned to see the niche that
needed to be filled. Through it all my viewpoint constantly shifted, letting go of childhood
conditioning that no longer served my highest good. That conditioning was transgenerational in
nature. I encouraged my children to let go of the childhood conditioning I had passed down to
them. With the armour gone, I took the time to find out who I am deep inside, to really get in
touch with my own values and beliefs without the oppressive emotional overlay of others. I
embraced an entirely new animated worldview. As my worldview changed my level of health
and wellness also began to flourish. Old symptoms, conditions, and repetitive behaviours eased
up on their constant messages. Through life experiences such as raising children, travel and lifelong learning I built a strong foundation for change. Rather than resisting change — change had
become my way of life. I stopped attempting to control aspects of my life and opened to a more
natural flow of life.
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It was through reflexive writing and integration that I continued to embrace change,
welcoming different perspectives, exploring my world with wonder and awe, and it provided me
with a smoother, yet nonetheless, stimulating ride in life. The alternative was to let my ego fight
change, clinging to the status quo, and be offered more of the same, a life filled with
overwhelming challenges and trauma. My research is presented from this more emotionally
mature open-minded stance, fully aware that at any other previous time along my path, the
research and the writing of this dissertation could not have been achieved. I am aware that the
right time is present, not linear time as many consider it to be, but time as a multidimensional
spiralling energy that unravels as it is meant to, when it is meant to. This perception of time is
indeed a part of my expanded worldview, and relevant to my understanding of transgenerational
trauma and the systemic healing of it, with any sense of past, present, and future merging as one,
with the past held within the present which is then held within the future.39 40 Understanding
space and time is a continual work in progress for me.
Helping professionals are invited to embrace change as an inevitable part of daily life,
with space and time as constantly in motion, vibrating in relationship to the movement of the
interaction between people, events, and situations. I believe that change is the essence of life.
Working through current life trauma and transgenerational trauma is the essence of life. Letting

I have recently become acquainted with the concept of time proposed by Rovelli (2014), that “the passage of time
is internal to the world, is born in the world itself in the relationship between quantum events that comprise the
world and are themselves the source of time” (p. 44). Rovelli added that “time sits at the center of the tangle of
problems raised by the intersection of gravity, quantum mechanics, and thermodynamics” (p. 63), where “the heat of
black holes is like the Rosetta stone of physics, written in a combination of three languages—quantum, gravitational,
and thermodynamic—still awaiting decipherment in order to reveal the true nature of time” (p. 64). His explanation
suggests that space and time are still a mystery, so it is important not to get too attached to a current theory. A key
point made by Rovelli was that, “elementary processes cannot be ordered in a common succession of ‘instants’” (p.
44).
40
I acknowledge that many people may not share this concept of time; however, presume it to be present within the
findings of this dissertation.
39
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transgenerational trauma sit in one’s body and resisting change keeps one frozen in time,
trapping one in a field of unwellness and holding one within relationships fraught with
difficulties. Resisting change keeps one from living life fully. Through reflexive practice one can
sort out where they have been, where they are now, and what can be done to invite forward
movement.
Valuing curiosity and wonder. Many questions arose through transdisciplinary life
experiences, workshops, trainings, and educational programs; however, one stood out
prominently: Why do so many helping professionals, practitioners, and instructors experience
burnout, secondary trauma, vicarious trauma, or compassion fatigue? I wondered whether these
individuals gravitated to their career choices because of unresolved current life trauma and
transgenerational trauma in their own family systems. Since transgenerational trauma
underpinned many of my own motivations, I wondered if it were the same for others.
Janet (1930) revealed that psychologists, including himself, were too close to their own
work to understand “the influences which have unknowingly drawn us in certain directions”
(para. 1). It is a challenge to understand underlying or unconscious motivations or drivers behind
the behaviours and actions of people. However, through curiosity and asking questions, I feel
that underlying motivators can be revealed. I wondered whether other helping professionals, like
me, were drawn into their helping line of work by an inner desire to create peace in the world
and in the lives of others. Had different helping professionals just found numerous diverse ways
of attaining this same inner goal? I was curious whether other helping professionals were
unconsciously drawn into their work by the transgenerational trauma they carried deeply
imprinted within the cells of their bodies. Perhaps there was a lack of peace experienced within
their family systems. I wanted to explore whether helping professionals experiencing burnout,
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STS, VT, or CF unconsciously avoided turning inward toward their own deep systemic healing
journey, focusing instead on the concerns of others, even after decades of work in their
respective professional helping fields. I wondered if this avoidance indicated a professional or
collective blind spot, perhaps something transgenerational.
As I learned to look back with curiosity and wonder, while letting go of blame and
judgment, one experience in particular stands out as an example of potentially unresolved
transgenerational trauma inserting itself into the present. When my oldest son was three, living
with CP and just having undergone 10 hours of major surgery on his back, he refused to get out
of bed and stand up when commanded by the doctor. This notable neurosurgeon, with extensive
professional experience and an impressive practice, threw a temper tantrum and stormed out of
the room. It was as if the angry wounded two-year-old within him sprang to the surface when he
didn’t get his own way. Looking at the situation reflexively, I wondered whether the surgeon
was just tired or whether there were underlying unconscious dynamics at play. I wondered what
kept this successful man locked in this childhood emotional response pattern well into adulthood.
I was curious whether some transgenerational family dynamic was revealed by his actions. This
behaviour seemed to bring the surgeon’s inner woundedness to the surface and depending on his
reaction to the situation, whether he was consciously aware of his response, it had been an
opportunity for this expressed emotion to be systemically healed or suppressed once again.
If the doctor’s underlying goal was bringing greater peace into the world, his behaviour
that night as a helping professional certainly did not bring peace into the life of either my son or
me. As observed through this example, any heavy, low vibrational emotions that are suppressed
within the bodies of helping professionals will rise again and again when triggered by life events
and situations such as my son’s refusal to stand upon command. Reflexively looking back at this
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scenario, I was curious to understand the overall consequences of helping professionals showing
up to work with individuals who are traumatized without awareness of their own inner
woundedness or without working through their inner wounds, which may originate with
unresolved transgenerational trauma. I was curious whether these wounded helpers were the ones
who experienced the worst symptoms of burnout, STS, VT, or CF or adverse relationship
difficulties as a result of their work with those who are traumatized. As a helping professional a
healthy stance is one of inquiry, valuing curiosity and wonder, continually open to new ideas and
different ways of knowing and letting go of any fear-based or ego driven reactive stance of the
trained professional who knows it all.
Expanding worldview and peacebuilding. To shift normalized life events from the deep
recesses of the unconscious mind to the surface for examination, to be able to see trauma, one
may need to expand their worldview depending on where they are at in that regard. Once I could
see the trauma of First Peoples and my own trauma, I was able to recognize the relational
conflict that exists between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples, the result of colonization
and the lingering unresolved collective transgenerational trauma lying between us.
The expansion of my worldview was also intensified through social activism at the
national committee level of the United Church of Canada (UCC) between 2004 and 2010 and as
an active elected member of the national Justice, Global, and Ecumenical Relations Unit
Committee (JGER) (UCC, n.d.).41 What was gathered was shared at the congregational level. In

41

JGER committee work that crossed my path included advocating for justice related to Indigenous rights, ecology,
economic justice, health care, housing, human rights, interfaith and interchurch relations, peace and reconciliation,
and refugees and migration. My committee work involved building relationships and working together with
Canadian and global organizations such as KAIROS: Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives, Project Ploughshares,
Canadian Council of Churches, and the World Council of Churches. The committee work also involved education
on social justice topics important to Canadians and global partners. I offered many photo presentations in my
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my life, social activism and peacebuilding have tended to go hand in hand. My time with JGER
was life changing. There were opportunities for interaction and learning from very experienced
and knowledgeable committee members and global partners from many regions of the world. My
understanding of systemic racism, marginalization, and privilege grew rapidly.
My worldview continued to expand as a member of the Public Witness/Ecological Justice
Committee and the Sustainable Global Partnerships Committee. This committee work included
immersion on a month-long social justice and peacebuilding trip to North Korea and militarized
regions of the Philippines such as Mindanao in 2009. There were inherent risks to this exposure
trip. For example, the regions in question meant that the government of Canada would do little to
help me or my colleagues if things went awry. It also meant my travel medical insurance was no
longer valid. Any fears I had about going to North Korea were tempered by the knowledge that
my two colleagues had both been to North Korea in the past. The trip to North Korea included
city excursions as well as adventures into the countryside, generally revealing the most
impressive aspects of the country as would be expected; however, we also visited the infamous
active Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) between North and South Korea, there were
interesting opportunities to view the ancient farm manual labour systems used in the rural areas,
to view communal farms in the distance, and also to explore the practice of Christianity in the
country through participation in services held in the two main churches in Pyongyang and
participation in a small intimate house church service. These church visits were all opportunities
for me to interact with North Koreans and to present peace candles from the congregants in
Canada to the congregants in North Korea. We also visited two new social justice food

community and in neighbouring urban centres that blended my travel with social justice issues in the world.
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processing centres associated with these churches that provide extra food to young children and
seniors, baked buns for the children and packaged noodles for the older members of society.
Social justice had previously been an unspoken concept in North Korea where the leaders are
considered to care for the needs of all the people. I was quite aware that a couple social justice
projects do not outweigh the injustice of living under the control of the oppressive regime and
the difficult living conditions and harm done to many people. The trip did add a different
perspective to my worldview.
The trip to the Philippines revealed the most impoverished regions of the country such as
the swatters living hidden behind the large white fence built off a runway at the Manila airport,
families living under bridges and along a heavily polluted river that is filled with sewage and
garbage, or Tondo, where thousands of people live and scavenge the garbage dumpsite of
Smokey Mountain. I also stayed overnight with several others in an eight by ten foot hut built on
stilts high in the mountains of Sarangani Province in southern Mindanao, an opportunity to listen
to the Indigenous Peoples who are living with discrimination, militarization, and displacement,
threatened with or experiencing their ancestral domains taken for ecotourism and mining.
I experienced a typhoon while travelling north by bus to the Cordillera region of Luzon to
visit Abra, Benquet, and Ilocos Sur Provinces. There were opportunities to visit sites of
environmental destruction, in particular land, ground water, and ecosystems damaged and then
left behind by Canadian mining companies, and opportunities to meet with family members of
political and social justice activists who were the victims of extrajudicial killings and forced
disappearances under the direction of government officials. My worldview continued to expand.
From global social justice rights and issues to domestic Canadian concerns, inherent
privilege and systemic racism can limit the expansion of worldview. Both privilege and systemic
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racism require a focus that is transgenerational. I was particularly drawn to focus on the
transgenerational trauma impact of the Indian Residential School System (IRSS) on people in
Canada of Indigenous ancestry, with the last federally run residential school closing in 1996 in
Gordon, Saskatchewan. I heard JGER committee members state bluntly that the IRSS legacy of
trauma was not ancient history, but rather, a current trauma for First Peoples and a current
challenge to society. Through participation in large gatherings of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Canadians from across the nation, exploring ways to live in right relations with one another, I
had the opportunity to address my early childhood and adolescent socialization and conditioning.
This is about recognizing that I was born into a society characterized by pervasive systemic
racism which is still administered by institutions that are systemically racist, and with this
acknowledgement there is no room for pointing fingers of blame. I believe it is important for all
of us to take responsibility for the systemic racism in the region where we live and work, to do
what we can within the field of our purview and then reach beyond that point.
The opportunities to expand worldview through social activism or social movements are
abundant. Through reflexive praxis, I realized that my social justice interests over the past two
decades served to plant seeds where an important niche was not being given adequate attention.
This included organizing a Sisters in Spirit42 campaign workshop in 2004 under the guidance of
the Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC, 2019). I did not come from a family
system with violence against women and the number of Indigenous women named by the

42

In 2004, with a few other women I was drawn to organize a workshop called Sisters in Spirit for Indigenous and
non-Indigenous people to come together to recognize and address the violence against Indigenous women and girls.
Several Indigenous women shared their life stories that included much violence and sexual abuse. I spent five years
as friend and emotional support for one woman who shared her story. The workshop had a powerful impact in my
life and the direction of my work and studies. https://www.nwac.ca/resources/sisters-in-spirit/
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NWAC who were murdered or missing astounded me. I printed out hundreds of names to
remember and honour each one, with each name on a separate sheet of paper, and I covered the
walls of the room in which we gathered. The evening brought together Indigenous and nonIndigenous people to gain awareness around the topic of violence against Indigenous women, a
response to the overwhelming number of missing and murdered Indigenous sisters, daughters,
mothers, grandmothers, and friends. On October 4th, 2019 vigils across the country marked the
15th annual Sisters in Spirit Day to honour the lives of these First Nations, Inuit, and Métis
women and girls. I did not realize it at the time; however, it seems I was one of many to plant
early seeds back in 2004 and after fifteen years of many more people holding vigils and other
events, the Government of Canada finally decided it was ready to listen and take affirmative
action to show it cares about the lives of Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA43 people.
Reclaiming Power and Place: The Final Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (NIMMIWG) (Volumes 1a and 1b) along with other
publications were released June 3, 2019 and the inquiry called for justice and a “decolonizing
approach” (NIMMIWG, 2019, p. 170), stating the evidence demonstrates that “human rights and
Indigenous rights abuses and violations committed and condoned by the Canadian state represent
genocide against Indigenous women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA people” and require the nation to
address “historical, multigenerational, and intergenerational trauma” as well as “social and
economic marginalization” (NIMMIWG, 2019, p. 167). Through reflexivity, I realized that one
can plant seeds of hope and peace, not knowing if or when the seeds will ever bear fruit, and then

2SLGBTQQIA “stands for Two-Spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, intersex and
asexual” (https://www.npr.org/2019/06/03/729258906/genocide-has-been-committed-against-indigenous-womenand-girls-canadian-panel-sa).
43
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discover one day 15 years later that the seeds one helped plant had transformed into a flourishing
tree with strong branches spreading outward across the nation, and from that tree was created a
two-volume published document calling for justice from the Government of Canada.
From Sisters in Spirit to Returning to Spirit44, I continued to expand my worldview
through self-development and growth, participating in transformation and reconciliation
workshops with an organization called Returning to Spirit, which focuses on Indigenous and
non-Indigenous relationships, self-discovery, personal empowerment, and community leadership
in response to the divisive legacy of the Indian Residential Schools in Canada. Eventually, I
stepped into the role of helping to plan a few of these valuable transformation workshops for
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous regional community members. Creating peace within
myself was part of this journey and then I took that peace out into my community.
Supported by a group of other women, I founded a Women in Black chapter in the town
of Cochrane, AB. It was a connection to a “world-wide network of women committed to peace
with justice and actively opposed to injustice, war, militarism and other forms of violence”
(Women in Black, 2020).45 Once a month for several years we dressed in black, held posters
with peaceful messages, and held a silent vigil on the main street of historic downtown
Cochrane. We held the vigils at the location of the bronze Legacy Statue (affectionately known

I participated in Returning to Spirit workshops from 2009 to 2012. Returning to Spirit is about “reconciling You
with You, Others & Life” (Returning to Spirit, 2020). “Our work is NOT about psychology or education or religion
or litigation or money or fixing people. It’s about YOU embarking on a journey of self-discovery – to see what
keeps you stuck and to discover ways that you can let go and move forward in life” (2020).
45
Women in Black (WiB) began with women living in Israel and Palestine in June 2001, calling for vigils “against
the Occupation of Palestinian lands” and 150 WiB groups were organized in countries all around the world. WiB
continued to expand from there. The WiB group we organized in the town of Cochrane from 2006 to 2009 stood a
monthly vigil, rain or shine, on First Street in the centre of the historic downtown that promoted nonviolent
solutions, raised awareness about peace, and engaged the community. http://womeninblack.org/about-women-inblack/
44
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as the chicken lady) that commemorates pioneer women of the community who helped make
Cochrane a successful town. It was an interesting expansion of worldview to see who would join
us, who would engage in dialogue, or who would quickly turn away when they drove past or
cross the street to walk on the other side. When Canada World Youth were being hosted in
Cochrane and the rural area surrounding it, they would always join us on the street. Indigenous
community members or neighbours from the nearby Stoney Nakoda First Nation would usually
strike up a conversation.
Through many diverse activities, I learned that peacebuilding, whether it is global,
national, in one’s local community, or in one’s home, comes from within and radiates outward.
Again, seeds of peace and hope were energetically planted in the town of Cochrane and on June
14, 2020 a “peaceful Black Lives Matter and Anti-racism march and rally” wrapped up in front
of that same Legacy Statue in the historic downtown of Cochrane (Edey, 2020). Whether it was
through JGER and global or domestic social justice issues, or through Sisters in Spirit, Returning
to Spirit, Women in Black or any number of other social advocacy roles, the opportunities for
expanding my worldview and taking action were many. There are so many opportunities for
helping professionals to engage with the world around them, with many available right in their
own backyard.
The topics of systemic racism and privilege are vitally important to any helping
professional regardless of how one serves one’s community. Systemic racism and privilege are
finally showing up on the radar screen of mainstream society as subjects for consideration and
are triggering the unresolved transgenerational trauma of people around the globe. A focus on
the lives of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls and 2SLGBTQQIA People or the
focus on Black Lives Matter are needed to emphasize the violence and injustices that permeate a
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society and to show how pervasive systemic racism is throughout the institutions that serve that
society, forcing the marginalization of certain groups of people. All of these workshops and
social justice activities had a huge impact in my own life, shifting my worldview and guiding me
in the direction of more research and the desire to create an intercultural peacebuilding model
applicable anywhere in the world.
Research and practice. I felt I had more to learn and more research to do so I enrolled in
the two-year Master of Arts degree program in Conflict Analysis and Management (MACAM)
through Royal Roads University (RRU) with the requirement of a year-long major research
project. Through the program I developed the capacity to question the status quo, looking for
underlying origins to conflict. The program contributed to greater personal self-development and
growth in various ways. It opened my mind to the basic concepts of systems thinking as
developed by theorists such as Laszlo (1996) or Checkland (2000). Systems thinking embraces a
big picture or helicopter view of any scenario. In the MACAM program, systems thinking was
applied to situations of conflict, violence, and war occurring all over the world, while also
delving deeply into the finer details, much like viewing grains of sand while sitting on the beach.
The program affirmed the need for all stakeholders of any conflict situation to be present at the
table, whether that was physically possible or not. It meant gathering members of the family,
organization, community, government, or NGOs, victims and perpetrators alike.
Within me, a strong understanding of transgenerational trauma was just beginning to
meld together from many perspectives. I recognized that an understanding of transgenerational
trauma required similar systemic viewpoints; a broad helicopter view of all the surrounding
systems that impact the individual and their family system, and the view while sitting on the
beach, examining the details of the individual’s lived experience of the transgenerational trauma,
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and the interconnectivity between the two positions. Recognizing whether trauma is
transgenerational, current life, secondary, or vicarious requires a systems approach. This formal
education provided me with the incentive to explore transgenerational trauma and the systemic
healing of it in greater depth and that research prepared me with a strong foundation for this
doctoral study.
Formal coursework. Through the Master’s program coursework, a perplexing quandary
developed within me. On the one hand, there was the formulation of international peace
institutions such as the United Nations following World War II, and the participation of most of
the world’s countries, territories, and dependencies in these international peace institutions. On
the other hand, there was the recognition of peacekeeping and peacebuilding and the differences
between them. It seemed to me that with peacekeepers deterring violence and conflict between
states in many regions of the world, and with many functioning international institutions in place,
that global peace would be the result. However, a shift occurred and instead of creating greater
peace in the world there was something contributing to conflict between different groups within
states — intrastate conflict. Globally, “protracted internal conflicts have become more common
and more deadly, [and] the impact on civilians has multiplied” (Branczik, 2004, p. 1). UN
Secretary-General Annan (1998) asserted that the main goal in these conflicts “is the destruction
not of armies but of civilians and entire ethnic groups” (para. 3). Christie (2000) added,
The twentieth century has been a century of violence with the state at the forefront in the
exercise of violence against usually helpless citizenries. Revolution, insurrections,
guerrilla warfare emerged as significant contenders to state power in the last 100 years.
(Christie, 2000, p. 3)
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I wondered whether unresolved transgenerational trauma and old animosity played a role in this
intrastate conflict.
Through knowledge of intense shifts in conflict patterns from interstate to intrastate
power struggles, with lateral killing occurring between traditional neighbours, there seemed to
me to be a heightened call to search for and work through the origins of the conflict and to
address the “deep and abiding scars on ordinary people” (Christie, 2000, p. 3). It seemed to me
that these macro situations of intrastate conflict were replicated at the micro level as tension and
conflict within the bodies of each citizen. I was left wondering: why isn’t the level of peace in
the world where it should be?
Zelizer (2013) stated that conflict is complex, unpredictable, often long-term, and rarely
the result of one root cause” (p. 71). I wondered whether the root causes of intrastate conflict that
are considered socioeconomic, territorial, ethnic, religious, political or some other dynamic,
reveal unresolved transgenerational trauma. When neighbours are deemed to be enemies and
dehumanized, and when neighbours are willing to go as far as killing one another, it feels like
there is a long history of unresolved transgenerational trauma smoothed over by a façade of
enforced peace. It struck me that a lack of authentic or deep-rooted peace in the world may be
commonplace and underpinned by transgenerational trauma. It seemed to me that deep-seeded
authentic peace in the world will be found by addressing and systemically healing
transgenerational trauma from all perspectives, those seen as the victims or oppressed and those
seen as the perpetrators or oppressors.
While engaged in my degree, nearing the completion of my first year in the program, I
had the opportunity to spend some quality time learning from Ovide Mercredi, a Canadian of
Cree ancestry, a lawyer, author, and Indigenous leader who was formerly the Grand Chief of the
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Assembly of First Nations. Mercredi instructed a deeply emotional and body felt full-week
course entitled The Cree Perspective on Peacebuilding, which was the first of its kind held at the
Canadian School of Peacebuilding at the Canadian Mennonite University in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. Mercredi stressed that “context is everything” and “that as long as people only have a
single understanding, there is no understanding” (Mercredi, 2010). For me, the importance of
listening to other perspectives and experiencing different worldviews was reinforced. He
emphasized that finding ways to expand awareness was critical and that one person can make a
difference, which was very empowering. Mercredi emphasized the role of women as
peacemakers in their communities, speaking directly to my heart and soul as a woman, mother,
and social activist, and he challenged each of us students, “if you have peace within yourself,
take it out to others” (Mercredi, 2010). This peacebuilding course served to create an intense
body felt calling within me. As a community peacebuilder, really beginning to plant the seeds of
deep inner peace within myself, his words pushed me to turn emotionally inward toward
systemic healing, a path I could not have imagined for myself.
Truth commissions. Mercredi accompanied our peacebuilding class to the first TRCC
National Event in Winnipeg, Manitoba in June 2010, which was running concurrently to our
peacebuilding course in the same city. He had an explicit role to play in the proceedings of the
TRCC as an Indigenous leader and Elder. My greatest take away was learning how to effectively
bear witness to the trauma experiences of others. I learned to sit listening to the immense trauma
of others, hearing the IRSS Survivors46 and their families describe the experiences and impacts

46

In the context of the IRSS, those individuals who lived through the culturally destructive and traumatizing
experience of the schools are referred to as Survivors by the TRCC, written with a capital S.
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of the residential schools, which were often horrific, letting it wash over me, impacting me, yet
not letting it settle into my body.
Learning to bear witness to trauma and transgenerational trauma while maintaining
wellbeing, balance, and wholeness is an important embodied skill for helping professionals to
adopt. Through the TRCC, I learned from the trauma of others, developed compassion through it,
then released it to the greater collective field (see Chapter 2) that surrounds us all. I knew the
trauma of others was not mine to carry. The TRCC helped me understand that everything fits and
belongs, the joyful, the gratifying, the unpleasant and the disturbing. The residential schools
were no longer abstract, and I realized how important it was for both the victims and perpetrators
and their respective family systems and ancestors to have a place at the table. The needs of all
stakeholders have to be considered for peaceful resolution to be a possibility. I learned that both
the First Peoples and the settlers carry transgenerational trauma related to colonization.
The national TRCC event provided the opportunity to listen to the voices of IRSS
Survivors and their family members as they emotionally recalled trauma experiences and the
destruction of culture and spirituality, lamenting how the trauma of the past fills their lives and
how it lingers on within their descendants, ever present for individuals and families. Space was
also made available to listen to former school administrators and teachers, and their family
members, who often remembered the IRSS very differently. It seemed to me that developing a
strong sense of equity is valuable when working with those who carry transgenerational trauma,
for both the victims and the perpetrators. The TRCC served to highlight the balance needed in
systems, a reminder to all those participating, that a one-sided representation that focuses on
blame and judgment does not serve the greater collective field that seeks wholeness and balance.
This was an important takeaway for me, and essential for helping professionals wherever they
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live and work in the world. What I learned from the TRCC was that social justice activism or
advocacy work that dispenses blame or judgment toward one side of any situation is problematic
and it limits conciliatory efforts. When examining the big picture of Canadian society, as a
whole, a greater understanding of each trauma situation came to fruition.
As a researcher, I have benefitted from the literature compiled from dozens of truth
commissions and studies on the descendants of war, violence, and conflict throughout the world.
In the search for truth, Hayner (2011) stated that truth commissions from numerous societies
often stir up old hurts and trauma, frequently retraumatize, and as the work of the truth
commission ends, much trauma is left unaddressed. She revealed,
The impact of a truth-telling experience will clearly differ from person to person. Some
victims, survivors, and witnesses will feel much better after giving testimony, will be
glad for having had the opportunity to speak, and will feel acknowledged and supported
by the commission’s work. Some will feel an initial rush of adrenaline and relief,
especially if they speak at a public hearing, a process often described by participating
commissioners and other observers as a powerful and apparently cathartic event. Yet
some of these same deponents may feel much worse later, especially if they had hopes
that their cases would be investigated. (Hayner, 2011, pp. 161-162)
Referencing the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa (TRCSA), Hayner
commented, “researchers have concluded that the majority of deponents had either a negative or
an ambivalent reaction” (p. 162). Hayner referred to a study by Picker (2005), stating that
interviews with those who gave victims’ perspectives at the Human Rights Violations Hearings
in South Africa reveal that it was common to experience “a significant deterioration of the
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overall physical and psychological health after testifying” (Picker as cited in Hayner, 2011, p.
162).
“Reconciliation efforts do not always take into account the long-term trauma of both
women and men, and the young in particular. In many cases, domestic violence has also
increased, reflecting a social propensity to violence and a failure to heal trauma” (Advisory
Group of Experts, 2015, p. 23). I realized that truth commissions often expose deep inner
emotional wounds for all to see, often transgenerational; however, the scope of most truth
commissions tends to fall short of seeking systemic healing for individuals, families, and
communities, leaving the wounds to openly fester often just beneath the surface of civil society.
Having travelled to South Africa in 1998 and 2019, visiting sites such as the Iziko Slave
Lodge in Cape Town, and with my two older sons having extended family living in South Africa,
I have been particularly interested in the process of the TRCSA. Christie (2000) noticed that
what emerged from the TRCSA was the prominence of guilt and shame, which he described as
“very much alive”, with the concept of shame frequently discussed in “casual conversations in
white South Africa” (p. 3). He proposed that the word shame “will have meaning for all the
citizens of this new democracy whether they want to understand it or not” (p. 3).
Through the study of truth commissions, I learned that whatever is left to fester beneath a
façade of civility will come around and erupt again, often transgenerationally, with the
descendants behaving or acting out in some seemingly irrational way. Another understanding I
gained during this time was that community group identity or collective identity is frequently
linked to unresolved transgenerational trauma for both victims and perpetrators. I observed that
victims and perpetrators cannot be understood simply through their individual context. To
understand what is happening in the present one needs to explore the wounds of the past to
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gather a greater societal context and to understand the collective societal trauma. Conflict does
not develop in isolation. It is important to gain an understanding of how and why the perpetrators
felt like victims in order to justify their perpetrator actions. Sometimes the answers can be found
within the current generation and sometimes an exploration of the ancestral past is necessary. I
noticed through my work with PPCI clients that family systems carrying victim and perpetrator
energies often unconsciously come together. I noticed that the family systems of the ancestral
victims often become energetically entangled with the family systems of the ancestral
perpetrators, often through marital or other relationships. The descendants become linked
together in some way, often mirroring negative or unpleasant qualities back and forth at one
another, seeking resolution to the unacknowledged and unresolved transgenerational trauma of
their family systems. Sometimes families come together so that one can hold the space for the
systemic healing of the other.
Systemic constellations. My Master’s project research conclusions would not have been
drawn precisely as they were without an introduction to the phenomenological practice of
systemic and family constellations early in 2011, a few months into my research. Systemic
constellations are a way to map out life issues and challenges before one’s eyes in an experiential
body felt way (Franke, 2003; Hausner, 2011; Hellinger, 2010; Hellinger, Weber & Beaumont,
1998; Mahr, 1999; Payne, 2005; Ulsamer, 2005). Systemic constellations work is a
phenomenological47 approach for addressing family, organizational, or nature challenges, and a
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The discipline of phenomenology may be defined initially as the study of structures of experience or
consciousness. Phenomenology studies conscious experience as experienced from the subjective or first-person
point of view. Literally, phenomenology is the study of phenomena. When one studies a phenomenon such as the
systemic healing of transgenerational trauma one may describe how things subjectively appear, how one experiences
things, the ways one experiences things, and the meaning of the things one experiences. A good source on
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way to delve into the transgenerational trauma that passes down the generations of family
systems, organizations, and natural settings (see Appendices A, D, K, and Chapter 2 for further
explanation). For example, transgenerational trauma can be held in the energy of the land or any
geographical location. Systemic constellations work is one way to access the embodied
knowledge held within each of us.
Within days of each other, several individuals from different walks of life
synchronistically pointed me to this field of learning, suggesting it would be a useful practice to
explore the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma for members of both Indigenous and
non-Indigenous community members. Family constellations, the phenomenological approach
that was founded by Bert Hellinger of Germany, is not new (see Appendix D for Hellinger’s
professional background). It evolved late in the 1980s and early 1990s; however, it was new to
me. There are systemic and family constellations facilitators in vast regions of the world, with
the International Systemic Constellations Association (ISCA) listing facilitators working in at
least 40 countries (ISCA, 2019). This gives an indication as to how rapidly this
phenomenological approach has spread around the world, and how appropriate it is cross
culturally.
Within a few months, I was enrolled in a year-long training in this systemic practice
under the gifted direction of Francesca Mason Boring, a bicultural woman enrolled with the
Western Shoshone Tribe in the USA (Mason Boring, n.d.). Mason Boring is renowned for
facilitating family, human, and natural systems constellations, and constellations as ceremony
(n.d.). She facilitates systemic constellations as transformational work, exploring human systems

phenomenology is Smith, D. W. (2018). Phenomenology. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. E. N.
Zalta (Ed.). Retrieved Dec 16, 2019 from https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2018/entries/phenomenology/
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in a way that is not therapy48 and where trauma is not pathologized. It was a natural extension of
the relationship mapping49 I had been introduced to during my Master’s program by John
Radford, an instructor at RRU. It felt organic to work with transgenerational trauma as
transformational and considered simply an important part of life that needs attention.
The training in systemic and family constellations facilitation was the beginning of my
shift from researcher as researcher to researcher as practitioner. Through the experience of many
large systemic constellation workshops and trainings, and the concurrent completion of my
Master’s project, I was challenged to prioritize personal healing over collective healing, since my
natural tendency was to go towards large collective fields like the issues between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Canadians. It was vital to explore the relationship between the personal and the
collective. While collective trauma still requires attention, I was guided by my research findings
to move toward the systemic healing of personal trauma within family systems and letting that
energetic work naturally contribute to the collective healing field that already exists. This
collective healing field has been birthed into existence over time by the work of many helping
professionals around the world.
A systemic praxis. Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting Incorporated (PPCI) was
established in 2011 upon the completion of my Master’s degree program at RRU. While still
working on my final research project, and before the systemic constellations training with Mason
Boring was complete, friends, family members, and colleagues, as well as, their friends, family
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A bio and the work of Francesca Mason Boring can be found at https://allmyrelationsconstellations.com
Relationship mapping was developed by Dr. John Radford in South Africa where he lived through apartheid and
its dismantlement. He developed a way of exploring systems utilizing foam building blocks of all different shapes
and sizes. Stakeholders, organizations, and other relevant objects were represented in a relationship map very much
like a systemic constellation. https://www.royalroads.ca/people/john-radford
49
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members, and colleagues, began to trust me with their life challenges and the complex trauma of
their ancestral family systems. They were willing to explore the transgenerational trauma of their
family system with me positioned to guide the journey. I was grateful for their early support as I
watched my client base expand locally. Over the next few years, I continued to intensely engage
with systemic and family constellations under the instruction of many facilitators/trainers from
around the world, including Hellinger, the acknowledged founder of the work. As time passed, I
engaged in more coursework and gathered more energy healing skills through training in
additional practices, and the client files began to collect. PPCI evolved in two directions: 1)
integrating and sharing what I had learned to date about transgenerational trauma and systemic
healing through research, online blogging, and writing books, and 2) engaging in work as an
integrative wellness practitioner, guiding clients through the systemic healing of the deepest
emotional transgenerational trauma of their family systems. Although both branches of my
praxis have the same overall goals of educating about the systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma, this research project pertains to the latter purpose, the transformative systemic healing
work with clients of PPCI. Utilizing a reflexive approach to praxis, PPCI addresses
transgenerational trauma through various ancestral, systemic, and body focused activities,
including body focused systemic constellations work as ritual.
My praxis continued to evolve. During one intensive week in the summer of 2013, a
teenaged schoolmate of my youngest son helped me set up a website for PPCI, and people from
other regions of the world showed some interest in having client sessions. I realized that my way
of guiding systemic healing work for transgenerational trauma was easily transferrable to other
cultures and contexts. My transformative work with clients could be effectively achieved using
online communication media such as Skype, FaceTime®, WhatsApp™, or Zoom™, expanding
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the potential client base of PPCI exponentially and globally. After working with clients in this
way for several years, I had a growing collection of client files representing diverse family
systems that were ancestrally from many regions of the world (see Appendix B for some client
file synopses). Together they presented a broad array of different manifestations of
transgenerational trauma. I knew that each client file represented more than one person, since
the work is energetic, and a session effectively engages and connects with dozens of other family
members. It seemed apparent to me that there was a wealth of knowledge gathering in the client
files of PPCI about how to address, transform, and systemically heal transgenerational trauma.
At the same time, there was enough client feedback received by email following the PPCI
sessions to indicate that the client activities during the sessions were seemingly effective and
meaningful for the clients (see Appendix E for examples of informal PPCI client feedback). It
appeared from the informal feedback that I might have a package of tools and techniques to offer
other helping professionals seeking to work through transgenerational trauma.
The meandering pathways of my life, including the ones that seemed so random at times,
synergistically gathered together into one broad roadway heading toward the systemic healing of
my current life trauma and the transgenerational trauma I carried for my family system. In the
process, I acquired the capacity to guide others through the transgenerational trauma they carried
for their family systems. The formal and informal research I conducted along the way, and the
perspectives of the many people that crossed my path, are embodied within me, as important
resources, definitely meaningful to me as a systemic practitioner researcher. My praxis is a work
in progress, always shifting and changing with the context of the client and their family system
and providing me with a continual learning environment. Through the convergence of my
research and praxis, the transgenerational trauma that was embodied within me was transformed,
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and I was able to release myself from the energetic, epigenetic, and emotional entanglements that
had so heavily influenced earlier decades of my life. Through awareness and healing ritual that
took me to a deep level within my body, I was able to let go of the elements of my ancestral
emotional inheritance that no longer served me well.
Research Conceptualization
This doctoral study is a case-within-a-case study of my praxis and this introduction
expands upon my development as a reflexive systemic practitioner researcher, first as a
researcher then as a practitioner. It would be difficult to engage with the findings of this research
without a strong sense of my positionality as a reflexive systemic practitioner researcher. The
relationship between the reflexive systemic practitioner researcher and those engaged with the
study findings is central to the research and openly acknowledged. This research promotes the
work of helping professionals and practitioner researchers, appreciating the years of experience
and the skills and talents they have developed while working with those who are traumatized
within diverse populations. For anyone seeking a greater understanding of transgenerational
trauma and the systemic healing of it, perhaps aspects of my research and practice journey can be
explored within the context of one’s own life and work, serving as a suggestive template to
highlight the twists and turns I felt were important along the path. The challenge of my doctoral
study was exploring the significant ways I might share my praxis and activities of PPCI client
sessions with other helping professionals, including the transformative embodied experience of
PPCI clients and the embodied practical wisdom that had accumulated within me as it pertains to
addressing unresolved transgenerational trauma and the systemic healing of it. I was challenged
to find ways to access that embodied experience and that embodied knowledge in order to share
it with others.
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This research concentrates on transgenerational trauma rather than current life trauma;
however, transgenerational trauma is entangled with the current life trauma of parents and
ancestors as patterns of energy. One cannot be addressed without some attention to the other and
it is true in reverse. One does not have to know everything about trauma to work through
unresolved transgenerational trauma; however, some knowledge about the manifestation of
trauma is useful. I am aware that most individuals experience moments of overwhelm in their life
and frequently at a young age when the functions of memory and emotion are not well developed
in the brain. These feelings of overwhelm may be enough to traumatize whether one is
consciously aware of it or not.
I would like to see transgenerational trauma acknowledged, addressed, and systemically
healed through a transformative proactive paradigm rather than a therapeutic reactive paradigm,
with a strong emphasis on transgenerational trauma rather than deeply suppressed current life
trauma. This may expand to include aspects of current life trauma in situations where current life
trauma seems entangled with unresolved transgenerational trauma. As mentioned previously, this
does not disparage the work of therapeutic helping professionals working with individuals who
are traumatized in the world today since there will likely always be a need for reactive therapy.
To create a safe healing space, helping professionals need to be aware of their limitations and
aware of the needs of those they deem to help, pointing those individuals requiring a slower
therapeutic process for current life trauma or PTSD to appropriate helping professionals.
Rothschild (2000) suggested that “the pace of the therapy should be no slower than necessary,
but no quicker than the client can tolerate while maintaining daily functioning” (p. 80). My
proactive emphasis is based on my belief that individuals and families can be proactively taught
how to respond to trauma and how to integrate trauma experiences before they have the
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opportunity to settle too deeply or long-term into the cellular structure of the body, reducing
vulnerability. My focus on transgenerational trauma calls for a change in direction toward a
proactive and preventative transformative body focused approach for transgenerational trauma
and where appropriate for current life trauma as well to reduce the vulnerability of helping
professionals.
My vision for society. In describing the conceptualization of this research, I felt it might
be helpful to share my broad vision for society. I would like to see action to address and
systemically heal transgenerational trauma being considered a sign of emotional wellness not
unwellness, a sign of strength not weakness. Rather than gaining entrance to institutional support
systems through deeply entrenched chronic unwellness and receiving reactive responses, I would
like to see proactive approaches to traumatizing events or situations before they create chronic
symptoms, conditions, or behaviour patterns. I would like to see the topic of systemically healing
transgenerational trauma discussed outside the therapeutic model as a part of everyday life
within families and schools without stigma attached. I would like to see young children taught to
share their trauma experiences and be taught what to do to respond to trauma in healthy ways so
that it need not transmit down to their children and grandchildren. In a deep body felt way, I
would like to see individuals proactively and systemically heal the transgenerational trauma they
carry as an important part of life before they even reach an age for engagement in long term
intimate adult relationships or before they conceive children. I would like to see parents of
newborns address any prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal trauma early in the child’s life to develop
an emotional wellbeing praxis. I would like to see more people intentionally engage in daily
emotional wellbeing regimens from a young age. I would like to see families share their ancestral
stories in their entirety, not just the happy, joy-filled, or powerfully positive aspects, but the
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challenges and obstacles too, and to also share the stories of how the ancestors overcame their
challenges to help build healthy resilience and resources within the family system.
I would like to see immigrants and refugees work through their trauma experiences upon
arrival in their adopted land and not feel like they need to silence, exclude, or hide this part of
their lives. I would like to see a world that embraces radical inclusion where the missing,
excluded, forgotten, and shunned in family systems and in collective societies are remembered
and brought into the light through ritual and ceremony. I would like to see collective trauma
addressed in profoundly respectful, culturally appropriate ways, without blame or judgment, and
without attempting to rewrite history but making it more accurate and complete. I would like to
see truth commissions address and engage in the systemic healing of the transgenerational
trauma carried by people that gets stirred up when seeking the truth. I would like to see
democratic governments address and systemically heal the transgenerational trauma that festers
under the façade of social civility. I would like to see embodied practical wisdom valued and
accessed. My vision requires significant paradigmatic shifts for many individuals, families,
communities, and societies.
Accessing embodied practical wisdom. The practical wisdom of the helping
professional and the systemic practitioner researcher is embodied. I feel that accessing this
embodied practical wisdom is vital to the process of working through transgenerational trauma. I
am particularly interested in the way Thomas (2010) connected phronēsis, practical wisdom or
judgment, to the tacit knowledge of Polanyi (see Chapter 2). Thomas paved the way for a strong
connection to the choice of tacit or embodied knowledge as a conceptual framework for this
research and a call for self-development and growth, an inward turn that is not considered out of
the ordinary, but rather, viewed as part of daily life. The inherent challenge in sharing practical
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wisdom that is held within, the pathic or tacit knowledge gathered through experience, is
retrieving this information that is by definition difficult to access. These ideas are examined in
greater detail through the voices of many others in Chapter 2.
Sachs (2002), Thomas (2010), Smith (2011), and Hursthouse and Pettigrove (2016) all
explored the idea of practical wisdom as phronēsis, a concept proposed by Aristotle under the
broad subject of virtue ethics. It was interesting to note the transdisciplinary nature of Aristotle’s
scholarship back during antiquity (Shields, 2016). Throughout my research on the systemic
healing of transgenerational trauma, I continually circled back to practical wisdom as phronēsis,
the practical discernment and judgment that develops within through self-development and
growth, experience, education, and practice. Utilizing “practical wisdom (phronēsis) involves
moving between the particular and the general” (Smith, 2011, para. 8) or embracing a systemic
viewpoint that moves between the view from the beach and the helicopter view. The early work
of Aristotle on phronēsis intrigued me, drawing together discussions about discernment, practical
wisdom, character (ethos), ethics, morals, principles, virtues (arête), vices, honour, happiness or
a flourishing life (eudaimonia), desires, feelings, emotions (pathos), motives, and actions, all
relevant to the study of transgenerational trauma (Hursthouse & Pettigrove, 2016; Sachs, 2002;
Shields, 2016; Smith, 2011; Thomas, 2010). While there is a tendency to look at selfdevelopment and growth as a relatively new concept, Aristotle was interested in selfimprovement back in his lifetime, which was 384 to 322 B.C.E. (Shields, 2016). What has
changed over the centuries is the purpose for that self-improvement, sometimes it has served the
common good, sometimes the family, sometimes individualistically one’s own happiness, and
sometimes it was meant to create a good life. For the purposes of this study, I refer to self-
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development and growth as inner peacebuilding, creating inner peace to benefit the greater
whole.
Through observation, experience, and praxis, I noticed that the sharing of practical
wisdom is a challenge for both the practical and academic worlds. In the practical realm,
individuals with years of experience and a wealth of knowledge are often abruptly let go from
advanced positions of employment. They are downsized or retired without any regard for
accessing the practical wisdom held within their bodies and minds. I have researched the idea
that this valuable information does not disappear but is known within the collective energy field
that surrounds us, available to anyone who recognizes that it exists (see Chapter 2). In the
academic realm, there are some scholars and some disciplines that do not openly value practical
wisdom in their research practices; however, they are often aware of its significance. As a
systemic practitioner researcher, my phronēsis continues to evolve through research and praxis.
Emotional holding patterns in the body. Embodied practical wisdom is by definition
held or imprinted in or on the cells of the body. Through observation of participants at
workshops and trainings or people in my life more broadly, and through work with clients, the
emotional holding patterns of the body shown in Figure 1 are just some of the ways that
unresolved trauma and transgenerational trauma become embodied. When we pay attention to
the messages of the body, a wealth of information can be accessed. Behind the emotional holding
patterns in the body are moments of emotional overwhelm and protective contraction in the
body. The overwhelm may be one’s own response to traumatic situations or the overwhelm may
be that of one’s parents or ancestors, the lingering residue of traumatic situations in their lives.
The emotional overwhelm may also imprint as relationship challenges; addictive behaviours;
repetitive or obsessive behaviours; withdrawing body postures such as slouching or making
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Headaches & migraines
Tension & tightness
in the jaw
Crossing arms for
emotional protection
Tightness in
the chest region
Back problems

Tightness in the
pelvic region

Reproductive &
fertility issues

Crossing legs for
emotional
protection

Nervous head &
facial movements
Neck & shoulder
tension
Nervous hand
movements & nail
biting or picking
Holding the breath
or shallow breathing
Tension or knots in the
solar plexus
Tension & churning
in the abdomen

Nervous leg or foot
movements

Figure 1. Emotional holding patterns of the body
Background diagram: Da Vinci, L. (1492). The Vitruvian Man. Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice,
Italy. Retrieved April 10, 2018 from https://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-vitruvian-man.jsp. The
language of the body frequently manifests as emotional holding patterns in the muscles, tissues,
organs, and systems. This image shows some of the common emotional holding patterns and places
of the body where transgenerational trauma can be held cellularly. The Vitruvian Man is thought to
be showing the proportionality of the human body (cosmografia del minor mondo—cosmography of
the microcosm) (Heydenreich, 2020). Leonardo da Vinci “believed the workings of the human body
to be an analogy, in microcosm, for the workings of the universe” (the macrocosm) (Heydenreich,
2020, para. 4). Da Vinci viewed man systemically, describing man’s connection to the natural world
and the Earth (Heydenreich, 2020). His work was an early transdisciplinary approach to human life,
bringing together art, natural science, languages, mathematics, philosophy, history, anatomy,
mechanics, and cosmology, utilizing both the total picture and the component parts (Heydenreich,
2020).
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oneself small; body rocking for emotional comfort; anxiety, depression, or other chronic
symptoms and conditions; boundary issues; numbness in the body; flashbacks; or as dissociation
or emotional fragmentation. These embodied holding patterns manifest significantly when
people are put under emotional pressure or stress, or when they experience traumatic events in
their life or vicariously through others. Each emotional holding pattern has a story behind it and
one can access this story if ready, willing, and open to listen to what the holding pattern has to
say. There are many inner peacebuilding skills to be learned and being in a healthy relationship
with one’s body is one of them. Once this skill is learned, helping professionals can teach others
to do the same.
Inner peacebuilding. Developing inner peacebuilding skills engages with one’s practical
wisdom and embodied knowledge, expanding capacity where needed for working with those
who are traumatized. This research embraced the challenge of exploring some of these skills. To
be clear, developing inner peacebuilding skills is not about eliminating all inner conflict or
turmoil since some inner tension, chaos, turmoil, and conflict serves to generate creativity,
motivation, and forward movement in life. It is about addressing the relationship struggle within
the family system and with others in the community, relationship struggle that may be
transgenerational in nature. It is about seeking to lessen struggles that are physical, emotional,
mental, spiritual, psychological, relational, or financial in nature, since they are often
interconnected and may be rooted in transgenerational emotional trauma. It is about addressing
symptoms, conditions, or adverse repetitive behaviours that no longer serve one’s highest good,
keeping one from moving forward in a strong way.
As I have illustrated in Figure 2, inner peacebuilding is a journey of self-development
and growth and it takes intention and effort involving an array of contextual formative steps.
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Developing inner peacebuilding skills is an iterative process on many systemic levels, generating
a spiral motion, sometimes forward and sometimes seemly going back but into a deeper iteration
of a past issue, visiting some challenges over and over in different ways, and moving ever closer
toward a felt sense of inner peace. Developing inner peacebuilding skills involves looking back
and agreeing to one’s fate, what is and was, and agreeing to one’s life as it was offered,
regardless of whether one likes what is discovered or not. It is about creating space for

Lack of
Inner
Peace

Many Steps & Stages Along the Journey

Felt Sense
of Inner
Peace

Figure 2. Inner peacebuilding journey toward wellbeing and balance

everything and everyone, eliminating exclusion as it is revealed. Developing inner peacebuilding
skills is about sitting with any tension or emotional discomfort that arises, sitting with it, being
with it, and breathing through it. Given the deep contextuality of transgenerational trauma, I
suggest there is no one-size-fits-all inner peacebuilding model to follow. My experience,
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research, and praxis affirm that there are no healthy quick fixes or remedies for a lack of inner
peace. It is a journey.
Having put in the effort to develop inner peacebuilding skills, the helping professional
has the capacity to teach inner peacebuilding skills to others. To quote an aphorism with an
untraceable history, sometimes attributed to either Thomas Stearns Eliot at the turn of the 20th
century or to a much earlier 16th century French philosopher Michel de Montaigne, which seems
appropriate when describing inner peacebuilding, “the journey, not the destination matters…”
(Maudlinstreet, 2020).
Research Timeliness
This inquiry is exceedingly timely for helping professionals worldwide who are seeking
to create greater peace within their own families, communities, or society. First, I am drawn
immediately to the overwhelm of many helping professionals doing their best on the medical
frontlines responding to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. From a Canadian context:
There can be no denying the psychological impact the pandemic will have on workers
who are in the thick of the battle against COVID-19, and on their family members.
Operational stress injuries, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), were taking
their toll on Canadians long before this crisis, so we know the potential effects of
stressful work environments. (Maxwell, 2020, para. 3)
With little time to process the traumatic emotional experiences of many life and death situations,
the trauma may begin to settle into the bodies of these helping professionals, and if left
unresolved, it may flow down to their descendants.
Second, it appears that many societies are proving unwilling to address the unresolved
transgenerational trauma within family systems or collectively within their societies, from the
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perspective of either the victims or the perpetrators. Many people struggle to look at both
perspectives or to hold them both within themselves with a balanced or equitable stance, and this
limits the capacity for peace in the world. In many societies it is much simpler to blindly move
forward satisfying desires dictated by modern technology. Through the Internet or television, one
is told what one wants and needs. Looking back to the past to explore what is there does not
provide instant gratification. As I have mentioned, it is a long journey, and it takes work. Instant
gratification is the mindset that has been taught by rapid technological growth. Developed along
with this mindset is a throw-away society. This mindset is especially problematic in nations
where they skipped centuries of development. Leaping generally from rural tribal subsistence
living to modern globalization can have catastrophic impacts on the delicate layers of familial
and societal development. The web of connections can go missing. It becomes easier to throwaway the past and avoid looking at one’s own history and how it has been written. One might
attempt to throw-away the past, but it is never truly possible. The transgenerational layers of
trauma lie within the cells of each body and they linger until they are addressed and systemically
healed. Because they have often lived repeated cycles of trauma, it is the elders that encourage
this systemic healing to occur. It is the elders who know the stories of the ancestors. The history
written by the colonizers is rarely complete or accurate. When the elders are missing to guide the
youth, many societies and the people in them are afraid to do the hard work to learn vitally
important lessons from the past that might positively influence the present and create a better
future. To move forward without regard for the past means drifting aimlessly and endlessly with
the current of life without a strong anchor to keep one grounded.
After visiting numerous African nations, I realized that there is a greater challenge to
creating authentic peace in societies where children under the age of eighteen constitute at least
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half the population. Many elders are missing. Nations such as Niger (56.9%), Uganda (55.0%),
Chad (54.6%), Angola (54.3%), Mali (54.1%), Somalia (53.6%), The Gambia (52.8%), Zambia
(52.6%), or the Democratic Republic of the Congo (52.6%), and other regions of the world such
as Afghanistan (51.4%) or Timor-Leste (49.1%), report a significantly young demographic
(Burton, 2017). The children may not know their history; however, their bodies will remember it.
It occurred to me that when vast numbers of mature and senior adults are missing from a
population, it might provide some indication as to how extensive the unresolved
transgenerational trauma is within the society. Those who remember and value the history may
be missing. Those who tend to pass on intergenerational wisdom and skills may be missing. The
practical wisdom gathered through years of experience may be missing. However, a lack of
elders in a society is only one indicator of overwhelming transgenerational trauma.
In countries with older populations such as Japan transgenerational trauma can also be
greatly impactful. There has been great silence following the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki during World War II, leaving open wounds and pain festering beneath the surface of
society (Fukazawa, 1972; Shibusawa, 2001; Tatara, 2010; Yuzaki, 1978). The victims of the
Japanese atomic bombings, and their descendants (labelled Hibakusha and Hibakusha Nisei),
continue to experience transgenerational stigmatization as risky marital and reproductive
partners, and they are considered socially inferior (Tatara, 2010). Without the transgenerational
trauma of the atomic bombings addressed and systemically healed, it seems to me that the
victims of the more recent Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident may also suffer the same kind of
stigmatization. These big traumatizing events contribute greatly to transgenerational trauma in a
society, often creating societal divisiveness or exclusion that can limit inner peacebuilding.
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Third, there are other transgenerational challenges to inner and outer peace in the world.
Certain countries, including those with the highest populations in the world, have some very
skewed male to female birth sex ratios which are transgenerational (Ritchie & Roser, 2019).
These male to female birth sex ratios do not follow the expected natural male-bias of about 105
males to 100 females and the male-bias becomes extremely skewed for second, third, or fourthborn children in families (Richie & Roser, 2019). In countries such as China, India, Vietnam,
Pakistan, and Azerbaijan, where birth sex ratios are greatly skewed and have been for decades,
there are transgenerational patterns of male-bias sex discrimination, sex-selection abortion, or
greater female mortality through infanticide, neglect, or poor treatment practices that account for
these imbalances (2019). The maternal stress on women before and during pregnancy to meet
familial and societal expectations raises fears and anxiety around reproduction and birthing,
which pass to the developing child and impact brain development. Women may be forced into
traumatizing reproductive decisions they do not want to make (see Chapter 2 for further details).
Transgenerational trauma transmits through the excluded and missing in society (see
Chapter 2 for further details). This is not about pro-life or pro-choice decision making; in fact, it
is not rational at all. Transgenerational trauma is held within a much more ancient energetic
field. Transgenerational trauma around sex selection may impact living descendants in various
ways including carrying the energy of the vast collective field of female babies that did not come
to life, which can greatly impact their living siblings; the collective field of mothers in mourning
who may carry guilt or shame for killing their offspring; the collective field of men who may
carry guilt, feel responsible for killing their offspring, or feel impotent or helpless in protecting
their family; the collective field of silence around offspring selection; and the collective field of
missing women and prospective mothers. It also creates a systemic energy of first-born girls
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feeling unwanted in life or feeling that it is unsafe to be a girl. The challenge to peace in these
regions is the relationship dynamics involved in generating this skewed birth sex ratio (Ritchie &
Roser, 2019), and the associated inner and outer conflict created when many men who desire
intimate life partners of the female gender are unable to find them.
Fourth, this research is timely because many instances of transgenerational trauma were
disclosed with the ending of the Cold War, with the reunification of East and West Germany; the
dismantling of complex political groupings such as the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia; and with
the discovery of and admission to utilizing mass graves in Bosnia, Burundi, Cambodia,
Germany, Mexico, Spain, the former Soviet bloc, and many other regions of the world. With an
interest in cultural burial techniques, it seems to me that mass graves suggest trauma,
overwhelming violence, overwhelming disease, and expediency. I wondered who was impacted
transgenerationally by that trauma. Mass graves often reveal a disregard for the lives of
individual human beings and a devaluation of ancestral wisdom and contribute to the collective
missing in any society. Through all of this trauma, healthy emotional expression and emotional
closure was rarely found for the victims and their family systems or for the perpetrators and their
family systems. To me, these mass graves mean transgenerational trauma, with one or more
generations born carrying the wounds of the past.
The transgenerational trauma generated by centuries of empire building, overt
colonization and the inappropriate partitioning of many regions of the world, such as the Middle
East and Africa, has been exposed. Situations of immense oppression and persecution that have
been in place for decades or centuries all over the world are being revealed. The exploitation of
unbalanced power structures between dominant and minority populations continue to be
uncovered. The effect of long-term religious and spiritual persecution, patriarchy, abuses, or
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violence in the name of religious or ethnic superiority over individuals, families, and
communities are also being brought to the light for examination. Recognizing these situations
does not systemically heal the transgenerational trauma; however, it is a first step toward
acknowledgement of the trauma. Intentional systemic healing actions have to occur for the
transformation of transgenerational trauma.
Fifth, this research is timely in that it follows in the aftermath of many major human
energy movements and global societal shifts. Historically, those in a position of power — the
winners — tended to tell the story and create the written historic record, and many members of
society were silenced, maligned, or forgotten. Much injustice was suppressed. Resentment and
rage over these injustices percolated just under the surface of civil society and passed down from
generation to generation. There was and continues to be energy focused on Human Rights, Civil
Rights, Women’s Rights, Gay Rights, and Indigenous Rights movements. More recently the
Black Lives Matter movement revealed deep connection to earlier freedom movements and the
Civil Rights movement. The significant shifting initiated by these large human energy
movements of the past have slowly turned the wheel of justice. Analysing successful human
rights movements of the past, pertaining to the treatment of minority groups or the marginalized
in society, a critical mass of dominant society needs to gather in support of the cause for
authentic change to occur. There is a global call to systemically heal transgenerational trauma.
The festering wounds that were left unattended in the past, hidden just beneath the façade of civil
society, now seek attention. The marginalized, silenced, and excluded of society want to be
heard. And they call for transformation.
Those who see themselves as victims in the world are finding the courage to be seen and
they are willing to fight to have their voices heard. There have been recent riots in France, Chile,
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Columbia, Algeria, Sudan, Lebanon, India, Spain, France, Hong Kong, and the USA. These are
only a small percentage of the “47 countries that experienced an uptick of unrest in 2019”, a
quarter of the world’s nations, and where “unrest is unlikely to die down in 2020” (Nugent,
2020, para. 2). Societal clashes that are often transgenerational in nature are occurring between
the citizenry and those in positions of power and these citizens are protesting discrimination,
systemic racism, power and economic imbalances, and in many countries, the silencing of the
press. According to risk consultancy Verisk Maplecroft’s analysts, “Policymakers across the
globe have mostly reacted with limited concessions and a clampdown by security forces, but
without addressing the underlying causes” (as cited in Nugent, 2020, para. 9). It appears that the
trend is for the transgenerational trauma being carried to continue unresolved and that is highly
disturbing to me. It is not moving in the direction of a healthy transformational paradigm shift.
Change can occur, as witnessed in the past with the large social movements mentioned,
and it would be wise to look to the past for successful strategies moving forward. In many
regions of the world a new story is being written, including a more complete history. Truth
commissions continue to play an important role in revealing a more accurate accounting of
history; however, everyone involved in the truth commission comes away with a different truth
based on the trauma held within their family and community. The underlying transgenerational
trauma does not tend to be addressed. There is a potential for peaceful change when dominant
society is ready to learn from the past, willing to see and own its own inner perpetrator, and to
open itself to exploring new strategies going forward.
Although there are many more reasons why this research is timely, I bring one’s attention
to a significant point of global convergence, when it is finally being acknowledged that
unresolved transgenerational trauma is widespread and at the same time the knowledge is being
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developed to understand how the transgenerational trauma is carried in each body, family
system, or collective community. Peace is created by one person, one family and one community
at a time. Each nation, meaning the citizens within it, needs to address their own past and the
collective transgenerational trauma of their region and consider the transgenerational trauma that
underpins conflict across and within current borders. As Christie (2000) asserted, “individuals
and entire nations are seeking to overcome their traumatic legacies and move forward: the past in
that sense needs to be ‘got over’ and perhaps more importantly needs to be seen to be ‘got over’”
(p. 1). He explained the importance of hearing the voices of both “victims and aggressors”, with
a particular focus on how they “remember, understand and explain past events” (p. 4).
For an example from my own backyard, the nation of Canada is just beginning to
acknowledge and understand the transgenerational impact of destructive assimilative government
practices and legislation on Indigenous individuals, families, and communities during more than
150 years of colonization. The country is just awakening to an understanding of how the issues
witnessed today for Indigenous Peoples and their communities are the direct transgenerational
legacy of the government’s culturally destructive past actions. In 2008, the Canadian government
made a national apology to the Survivors of the residential school system, people who
experienced immense suffering, abuse, and transgenerational cultural dislocation; however, that
apology did not include the students from provincially run schools in Newfoundland and
Labrador. That exclusion has been acknowledged. On November 24, 2017, the Right Honourable
Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada, made the following apology:
For every Innu, Inuit, and NunatuKavut child in Newfoundland and Labrador who
suffered discrimination, mistreatment, abuse, and neglect in residential schools – we are
sorry. While this long overdue apology will not undo the harm done, we offer it as a sign
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that we as a government and as a country accept responsibility for our failings. It is our
shared hope that we can learn from this past and continue to advance our journey of
reconciliation and healing. We have the power to be better and to do better. (Trudeau,
2017, para. 5)
This transgenerational trauma is not something one can just ‘get over’. The apologies are a first
step. Widespread education is now needed throughout society. It’s time for the deeper systemic
healing work to occur around transgenerational trauma and the Government of Canada can be a
strong leader in that regard. While the Prime Minister wants to “continue to advance our journey
of reconciliation and healing”, which has promise, he has these objectives backwards, in that, the
healing has to occur before reconciliation can even be considered (see Chapter 2). The work has
just begun, and it is time “to be better and to do better” (Trudeau, 2017, para. 5). This needs to
become a rally cry in Canada and around the globe.
Research Questions & Sub-questions
My doctoral research is an extension of my own systemic healing journey. It seemed
important to take my work as a practitioner, as it pertained to transforming and systemically
healing transgenerational trauma, and shift it from the smaller context of my life and the lives of
my clients and our extended family systems out into the much greater context of the academic
realm through reflexive systemic practitioner research and at the same time out into the world
globally. I realized that situations of transgenerational trauma experienced by my clients and
their family systems would provide excellent examples for others to better understand the
complexity of transgenerational trauma, the nuances of trauma transmission, and the necessary
body focused transformative healing process. In setting up my research study, the clients of PPCI
were envisioned as helping professionals seeking to develop inner peacebuilding skills to benefit
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their own world and the world more broadly.
My reflexive journey as a systemic practitioner researcher returned full circle to the
research project at hand with the creation of the following four research questions and subquestions:
1) In what ways can this research expand knowledge around transgenerational trauma
and create a useful body of knowledge for recognizing, addressing, integrating,
transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma for helping
professionals seeking to develop inner peacebuilding skills?
a. How is addressing transgenerational trauma interrelated with the selfdevelopment and growth of inner peacebuilding?
b. What shifts need to occur in worldview through self-development and growth
to address unresolved transgenerational trauma?
2) Understanding that a comprehensive body focused approach is needed to address
trauma, and to recognize, work through, integrate, transform, and systemically heal
transgenerational trauma, how might the embodied knowledge of transgenerational
trauma be accessed?
a. How might we better understand the mechanisms or systems of knowing that
support or hold transgenerational trauma in place within the body?
b. What might we learn about the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma
from the client sessions of my praxis through Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting Incorporated (PPCI) and other transdisciplinary sources through
listening to the voices of others?
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3) How might I best present awareness, presence, transformative learning, and inner
peacebuilding to helping professionals so they might engage with and trust their
relevant explicit and tacit (embodied and not-yet-embodied) knowledge to resolve
their own transgenerational trauma and facilitate others in the same process?
4) In what ways might resources, tools, and techniques be discovered through this praxis
that can be effectively utilised proactively and preventatively by helping professionals
who are seeking specifically to reduce the incidence of burnout, secondary or
vicarious trauma, compassion fatigue, and other thoughts, beliefs, and behaviours that
limit inner peace, and who are interested more broadly in the long-term wellbeing and
effectiveness of helping professionals in life and in the field of their work?
I understand the study of transgenerational trauma as one of self-discovery, requiring an inward
turn to learn more about oneself, develop inner peacebuilding skills, and explore one’s helping
practice. Additionally, it is an opportunity to develop a strong connection with one’s greater
family system, community, and society. This introductory chapter has provided some examples
from my reflexive inward turn.
Dissertation Outline
In summary, the preface outlined a complex global human problem that leaves many
individuals, families, communities, and societies emotionally unwell and struggling to adapt to
societal change under the weight of the transgenerational trauma they carry.
Chapter 1 introduced reflexive systemic practitioner research and my positionality in the
research (Research Source 1). Through a reflexive inward turn, I shifted from researcher as
researcher to researcher as practitioner to reflexive systemic practitioner researcher. Practice
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shifted to praxis. I explored the ways in which my positionality impacted and directed my
research and my praxis.
The voices of others can be heard through the literature review. Chapter 2 explores
various research concepts that are critical for understanding my research findings, bringing in
five transdisciplinary themes.
Chapter 3 provides the methodological design of my research based on the four research
questions and sub-questions. There is elaboration on how reflexive systemic practitioner research
melds with case-within-a-case study methodology and why the case study of my praxis was
conducted. The chapter outlines how case-within-a-case study provided an effective container for
gathering informative material and subsequent analysis. The three material sources include: 1)
the archived PPCI client files (Research Source 2), 2) a PPCI client interview (Research Source
3), and 3) a PPCI retroactive email feedback survey (Research Source 4). An understanding of
PPCI as praxis is found through the study of the client files and an in-depth look at Client File
001 (CF001) in rich descriptive detail. The interview and survey responses bring in a variety of
voices for the analysis of my praxis.
The findings and discussion in Chapter 4 bring in rich description and utilize a variety of
presentation styles.
Chapter 5 provides a reflexive analysis of my inquiry, describing the inevitable circle of
self-development that is experienced by the practitioner conducting research on one’s own
practice. Finally, a path of systemic healing was created with 50 potential steppingstones for
addressing and systemically healing transgenerational trauma in any family system.
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Chapter 2: Listening to Other Voices

Once research questions and sub-questions were developed to guide my research, I
decided that a broad transdisciplinary review of the literature was needed to situate and provide
context for my research, inviting in many foundational perspectives and voices on the complex
subjects related to rapidly transforming and systemically healing transgenerational trauma within
the context of inner peacebuilding for helping professionals. As outlined in the preface, helping
professionals are those individuals helping others address complex life challenges and this
includes, but is not limited to, counsellors, social workers, medical personnel, first responders,
peacebuilders, humanitarians, spiritual leaders, educators, alternative practitioners, politicians,
and family members. The focus is on helping professionals who assist those who may be
traumatized. Helping professionals should have the capacity to self-identify. There is no list of
exclusions. This chapter is not a typical academic literature review. It is not meant to be an
exhaustive, left-brained, logical exposition of all the scholarly thought on transgenerational
trauma and helping professionals. Rather, this chapter is an opportunity to really listen to the
voices of numerous scholars on five themes: 1) the struggle of helping professionals, 2)
transgenerational trauma, 3) inner peacebuilding, 4) systemic approaches, and 5) a body focus
through an inward turn. Each theme contributes important foundational information for
developing or assessing a new approach to reduce the vulnerability of frontline helping
professionals. The themes are not hierarchical in any way, with the last theme or last point being
made just as important as the first theme or point. Helping professionals need to develop the
capacity to draw from all five themes simultaneously in a transdisciplinary manner,
understanding how they are all interconnected. Sometimes the process seems linear, logical, and
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rational, and sometimes the process requires shifting in a new and unexpected direction. Any
gaps in the literature or missing links that need to be remedied within a new approach to
systemically heal transgenerational trauma will be highlighted.
This chapter is intentionally written in a style to mirror the workings of the embodied
mind during a PPCI client session. For the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma, it is
vital to learn the skill of listening to idiosyncratic language without offering interpretation or
feedback. It is the art of listening effectively and completely with one’s whole body, not just with
one’s ears or with partial attention. When listening completely, one’s mind is not simultaneously
formulating a comeback. Through experience working with clients and observation in daily life,
I noticed through listening completely that each family system speaks a different language and
each family member reveals a unique dialect of that language. The quotations are fragments of
important information, some of which will be stored in one’s unconscious mind and others will
be filtered out. Some bits of information will trigger deep intuitive messages to arise, perhaps
something within one’s own family system that remains unresolved. These idiosyncratic pieces
of information are often vitally important to an individual’s systemic healing journey as it
pertains to transgenerational trauma. These diverse voices may be a challenge to one’s
worldview or an opportunity for critical thought and dialogue. The reader is invited to listen
completely and to engage with these unique voices and the many positions and perspectives they
raise on subjects pertaining to transgenerational trauma.
Theme 1: The Struggle of Helping Professionals
Engaging with helping professionals in the field of peacebuilding, new employees or
volunteers enter the workplace expecting to do good work in the world and they may be totally
unaware of the profound long-term negative effect of peacebuilding (Hayner, 2011). These
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helping professionals are often influencers, catalysts, and multipliers who may have the capacity
to impact the lives of many others through their initiatives; however, many of these people have
not developed the emotional capacity to work with individuals who are traumatized without
experiencing seriously debilitating emotional harm themselves. Trauma has only recently been
mentioned in academic articles related to formal peacebuilding (Thompson, 2014), having been
overlooked because it is a common aspect of the human condition (Langmore, 2003; Levine,
2008). Another contributing factor to this oversight is that many Western medical models
continue to pathologize trauma, which stigmatizes the person involved and encourages silence
and suppression.
Dangers of helping. Exposure to trauma at any level, whether direct or vicarious or
whether familial, communal, or societal, carries influences and impacts that are relative and
contextual (Langmore, 2003; Levine, 2008). Connorton, Perry, Hemenway, and Miller (2012)
stated that “humanitarian relief work is dangerous” and the “danger is emotional as well as
physical”, with the exposure to trauma impacting the mental health of practitioners (p. 145).
Friedman, Warfe, and Mwiti (2003) pointed out the serious negative impact on those
responding to “acute refugee or disaster emergencies, human rights officials gathering evidence
on crimes against humanity, or social service providers dealing with human misery” such as
“social deprivation; social injustice; aggression and injustice against women; child abuse;
religious or ethnic repression; or discrimination against disabled individuals or the elderly” (p.
323). Mason Boring (2011) noted that daily work with others “who suffer from generational
poverty, spousal and child abuse, lack of education, insufficient job training, substandard
housing, inadequate communication skills, frustration, anger, depression and situational stress
can be an exhausting vocation” (p. 169). “In part, the difficulty lies in continuing to provide
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services that seem to have little impact on the individual client, or their family system” (Mason
Boring, 2011, p. 169). Through exposure to the trauma experiences of others over time, burnout,
STS, VT, and CF exact a toll emotionally from the helping professional, reducing their
effectiveness personally and professionally.
A systemic constellation perspective. Hellinger (2010) stated that professional helping is
more dangerous than helping in normal daily life due to the high involvement with life and death
matters, requiring the professional helper to “support individuals to connect with their own
destiny so that they can develop and grow according to their own calling” (Hellinger, 2010, p.
113). Hellinger stated that helping professionals are only permitted to help if they can be “in tune
with the greater forces that decide over life and death of human beings” (p. 113). He asserted that
helping professionals do not have “the right to feel responsible for protecting a family from life –
and everything that belongs to it” (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 324). This is supported by the earlier
work of Fromm (1967), who outlined two distinct ways of helping, with one approach involving
the need to control the situation, the people who are being helped, and the events in life itself,
effectively denying “people and life of their own possibilities” (as cited in Díaz, n.d., p. 6). The
second approach allows “the situation and the people to be what they potentially may be” and
allowing “other people and events to unfold into what they may become”, while respecting “the
freedom and creativity of human beings” and trusting that life will unfold as it is meant to (p. 6).
Hellinger et al. (1998) added that “the illusion that therapy can change the realities of life (or
improve life) is the source of a lot of hurt, especially in relationships. Life is the way it is, with
all its joys and sorrows” (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 324). “When we help people, we must respect
their fate and must connect to their fate and the events that caused this fate” (Hellinger, 2010, p.
113). Hellinger described these forces as the familial and ancestral relationships and events of
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the past that create fate, perhaps having been forgotten or excluded, that continue to effect
descendants in the present (Hellinger, 2010, p. 113). Helping professionals are encouraged to
engage with the greater systemic fields that surround an individual who is traumatized, really
taking the time to understand the dynamics of the world one has entered and letting go of the
need to impose one’s will on the situation.
Negative symptoms of helping. In the context of the South African Truth Commission,
Hayner (2011) elaborated on the impact of exposure to the trauma of others upon helping
professionals, labelling staff “‘sponges’ who absorb the grief, pain, and trauma of the stories they
heard”, responding with “classic post-traumatic stress symptoms” such as “short tempers,
aggression, sleeplessness, nightmares, paranoia, headaches, ulcers, substance abuse problems,
and other physical and behavioral problems” (p. 159). Krog (1998) added that truth commission
media reporters, helpers throughout the whole intense process, were “‘breaking down’, packing
up, or freaking out” (p. 221), exhibiting physical symptoms such as “neck ache, back ache,
ulcers, rashes, lack of appetite, tiredness [and] insomnia” (p. 222). A psychologist queried the
reporters about their wellbeing, and it was revealed that due to cultural norms and bound by
honour, the male black journalists were forced to hide their emotional pain, to be silent and to
respond without showing emotion (Krog, 1998). Krog further stated that the extreme
suppression of emotion manifested in behaviours that were sometimes uncharacteristically severe
or violent toward others, including their children, and they found themselves suddenly seething
with unexpressed anger or hatred, sometimes catching themselves heading towards being abusive
to their intimate partner. With each traumatic event experienced or heard, the layer of unhealthy
emotional overlay becomes thicker. “Your body is not stupid – your body knows. And the
cooped-up emotions manifest in physical symptoms” (Krog, 1998, p. 224).
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In contrast, white journalists tended to carry “a lot of guilt”, and they overcompensated
through greater “involvement with the commission. But it [took] its toll” (Krog, 1998, p. 224).
Krog suggested that “the more you empathise with the victim, the more you become the victim;
you display the same kinds of symptoms – helplessness, wordlessness, anxiety, depression” (p.
225). For some people involved in the South African commission, it was considered “so
unbearable being a victim that they become a perpetrator instead” (p. 225). In response to
unbearable feelings, they rid themselves “of the pain by putting it into someone else”, becoming
violent and making “someone else [their] own victim” (p. 225).
Related to the field of medicine, Nguyen et al. (2020) conducted research that revealed
the negative symptoms of helping. Data was gathered rapidly by a Smartphone App, which
placed some limitations on who participated in the study. The sample population included
2,135,190 individuals from the United Kingdom and United States who did not have a baseline
positive COVID-19 test. The results revealed that “front-line health-care workers had at least a
threefold increased risk of reporting a positive COVID-19 test and predicted COVID-19
infection, compared with the general community, even after accounting for other risk factors”
(Nguyen et al., 2020, p. e480). “This risk was especially high among Black, Asian, and minority
ethnic health-care workers and individuals in direct contact with patients with COVID-19 who
reported inadequate PPE availability or were required to reuse PPE” (Nguyen et al., 2020, p.
e482).50

50

PPE: Personal protective equipment for COVID-19 may include impermeable and fluid-resistant gowns or
coveralls, disposable medical gloves, facemasks, integrated hoods or surgical hoods with integrated full-face shields,
goggles, N-95 or higher respirators, powered air purifying respirators, and other protective supplies (CDC, 2020).
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A study on the mental health of frontline nurses and associated factors during the
COVID-19 cases in Wuhan, China found that the “prevalence of burnout, anxiety, depression,
and fear was high in frontline nurses”, and “skin lesions were very common for frontline nurses
wearing PPE”, with these skin lesions positively correlated with mental health issues (Hu et al.,
2020, p. 6). As of March 1, 2020, “25 healthcare workers died not only because of being infected
with COVID-19 but also because of cardiac arrest or other ailments due to fatigue and overwork
during the COVID-19 outbreak”, increasing the level of fear in other frontline colleagues (p. 9).
A study of the impact of the second phase of COVID-19 on daily life and the associated
social and lifestyle changes taking place in a population sample in Mexico revealed that 22% of
the participants had intrusive thoughts, 22.3% avoidance behaviours, 12.2% hyperarousal, and
27.7% had clinically significant post-traumatic stress symptoms (González Ramírez, Martínez
Arriaga, Hernández-Gonzalez, & De la Roca-Chiapas, 2020, abstract). These social changes
included the closure of non-essential businesses causing “unemployment and grave economic
consequences”, “panic buying, discriminatory behaviour, and violence against health
professionals and suspected cases” (para. 1).
The trauma of COVID-19 has been suppressed by millions across the world. While these
examples may seem extreme, they are in fact comparable to seemingly less traumatizing events
or situations that are still overwhelming, since each person reacts differently to the trauma event.
Whether the discussion is about the intense trauma discussed through truth commissions, trauma
of the COVID-19 pandemic, or other trauma in everyday life, suppressing emotional responses
leads to adverse body symptoms, body emotional responses, and behaviours, and when they are
left unresolved, these responses pass down to future generations in various ways.
Negative emotional response patterns. The negative symptoms of helping may evolve
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into long-term emotional response patterns, impairing all aspects of life on and off the job
(Friedman et al., 2003). The abuse of alcohol and drugs is a common avoidant strategy to dull the
“impact of intolerable mission-related intrusive emotional reactions” (p. 329). Avoidance
reactions can occur due to vicarious or secondary traumatization or compassion fatigue (Figley,
1995; McCann & Pearlman, 1990), and field personnel may avoid “thoughts, feelings, people, or
places” and even those they are meant to assist (Friedman et al., 2003, p. 329). Psychic numbing
refers to the suppression of “intense emotional feelings” and this means the helping professional
may be “incapable of empathy and other emotional acknowledgements of the suffering of
others”, rendering them insensitive and ineffective in their work (p. 329). Some of the inherent
risks of emotional suppression, and subsequently, “behavioral avoidance or psychic numbing”,
are errors in judgment on the job and misjudging the level of danger, urgency, or severity of
situations (p. 329). Dissociation is an avoidant emotional strategy, where the frontline worker
detaches “from the world and themselves”, impairing judgment, performance, discernment of
danger, and appropriate emotional responses (p. 329).
Institutions that organize helping professionals have been called to task for not
adequately addressing the emotional wellbeing of helping professionals before, during, or after
deployment (Friedman et al., 2003; Good Sider, 2001). When institutions that employ helping
professionals fail the personnel, symptoms experienced by individuals include “emotional
distress during deployment;” “alcoholism and drug abuse/dependence;” “insensitivity to the
needs of others” due to “numbing, dissociation, hostility, and cynicism;” “burnout;” “persistent
psychological distress;” “posttraumatic stress disorder;” and “persistent functional impairment”
(Friedman et al., 2003, p. 327). Working with individuals who are traumatized, helping
professionals may end up with a “spectrum of intrusive reactions including feelings of
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helplessness, horror, frustration, anger, guilt, and enmeshment” (Friedman et al., 2003, pp. 328329) as they attempt to cope with the suffering of others in situations that sometimes threaten
their own personal safety. Helping professionals are encouraged to assess the impact their work
has had on their own life, perhaps consulting those around them as one way to gather this
information.
PTSD, inflammation, depression, and autoimmune disease. Exploring common
symptoms or conditions associated with burnout, STS, VT, and CF, priority is given to PTSD,
inflammation, depression, and autoimmune disease from a transgenerational perspective. Putting
PTSD experiences of helping professions in perspective, Tick (2014) documented that traumatic
war experiences can result in disorders such as “stress and anxiety disorder, identity crisis,
interrupted initiation, attachment/love wound, social disorder, soul wound, [and] the soul’s cry of
anguish” (p. 147). He described the “invisible wound”, a consequence of extensive work related
“stress, anxiety, and trauma”, impacting and altering the body’s “central nervous system and
biochemistry”, explaining “our body-mind system has readapted to a life of constant danger,
threat, and violence” (p. 147). Tick reflected on this trauma, stating, “The invisible wound is
like Edvard Munch’s painting The Scream. It is the soul’s silent cry. The sun and sky, sea and
sands vibrate from the scream. Only the distant unknowing civilians stroll on their ways
seemingly unaffected” (Tick, 2014, p. 148). For those who have not experienced the direct
trauma experience, especially family members or other close relationships, this description is so
appropriate.
Studies revealed a high degree of PTSD amongst helping professionals, with the stress of
the PTSD symptoms leading to inflammation in the body and this inflammation is now
implicated in the development of depression, a common symptom described by helping
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professionals experiencing burnout and STS (Friedman et al., 2003). Compiling the
transdisciplinary results of almost 500 studies, Slavich and Irwin (2014) commented that “the
development of tools for assessing neural activity, peripheral biology, genetic variation, and gene
expression has been extremely impactful”, and they are very helpful in the identification of
“mechanistic pathways that may link the external social environment with internal biological
processes that have the ability to promote depression” (Slavich & Irwin, 2014, pp. 774-775).
These researchers indicated that “there is now substantial evidence that psychological stress can
trigger significant increases in inflammatory activity”, and the inflammation can then “elicit
profound changes in behavior, which include the initiation of depressive symptoms such as sad
mood, anhedonia, fatigue, psychomotor retardation, and social-behavioral withdrawal” (p. 775).
Creating a vicious circle, “these findings thus support the hypothesis that external social
conditions, and even people’s mere perceptions of such conditions, may regulate molecular
processes that initiate biological and behavioral changes that increase risk of depression” (p.
775). It seems that PTSD, inflammation, and depression are integrally interconnected, and this
calls for an examination of many autoimmune diseases.
Inflammation is also a “classic sign of an autoimmune disease” (MedlinePlus, 2020, para.
3) and helping professionals who experience any of these symptoms or conditions need to seek
the underlying origins of these autoimmune conditions including any transgenerational emotional
patterns that may run through one’s family system. With autoimmune disease occurring, the
“immune system attacks healthy cells in your body by mistake” (para. 1). I question whether it is
by mistake or by design. When you turn inward and listen carefully to your body, important
messages are forthcoming. I have included autoimmune diseases with PTSD, inflammation, and
depression because they tend “to run in families” (para. 2), indicating there may be certain
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unhealthy emotional patterns passing from generation to generation.
It appears that attention to early intervention for intense emotional responses such as
PTSD, inflammation, depression, or autoimmune disease can be expected to have a long-term
payoff with regard to mental health, quality of life, and a sense of personal achievement for those
working in the field of peacebuilding (Friedman et al., 2003). Proactive and preventative
approaches are key. Since this is a study of transgenerational trauma, a suggestion may be
important here. I have observed through praxis that some transgenerational emotional patterns to
consider when autoimmune diseases are present are the rejection of one’s mother, father, or
ancestors. Rejection of one’s parents or ancestors is inherently a rejection of oneself, since one’s
body is composed genetically 50% mother (and her ancestry) and 50% father (and his ancestry).
It is possible that self-rejection may be showing up as an aggressive attack on the cells of one’s
body, perhaps manifesting as an autoimmune disease by design with the message to shift some
emotional dynamic of one’s life. This suggestion does not negate any genetic possibilities that
may be present; however, what is considered genetic may have been the result of shifting gene
expression that is epigenetic over many generations, and the outcome may potentially be
transformed in some way. When PTSD, inflammation, depression, or autoimmune diseases are
present, there is a need to explore transgenerationally.
Reduced morale, performance, and productivity. Figley (1995) and Pryce, Shackelford,
and Price (2007) suggested that STS is a strong predictor of whether a helping professional will
decide to leave their work, increasing the cost of peacebuilding or humanitarian projects when
they are already underfunded. “Mission-based psychological problems increase the costs of UN
and Non-governmental Organizations (NGO) operations because of performance deficits in the
field of operations as well as the attrition of trained personnel” (Friedman et al., 2003, p. 333).
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The costs of burnout, STS, VT, and CF for any institution employing helping
professionals include “decreased productivity, low morale, attrition of trained personnel, and
higher monetary expenses” (Friedman et al., 2003, p. 327). These psychological issues make it
“increasingly difficult to achieve the goals and objectives of UN and NGO missions” or any
other institution, raising the concern of tarnished credibility (p. 333). Leaders in particular need
to learn:
…to recognize traumatic stress symptoms in themselves and others, since they not only
have responsibility for the welfare of others but must also make the critical decisions that
determine mission success and the safety of those they lead. Because of this, leaders are
more susceptible to stress and are more affected by additional stressors than are
subordinates. (p. 337)
I would argue that leaders are not more affected by additional stressors than subordinates since
trauma impact is contextual; however, leaders may have an added layer of stress and trauma to
content within in their workplace setting and in their systemic healing.
Friedman et al. (2003) pointed out that “predeployment training is the major opportunity
for reducing mission-related stress reactions” (p. 335). They discussed having a “focus on
education about stress, preparation for mission-specific stress management, preparation for
general stress management, and preparation of leaders” (p. 335). Friedman et al. (2003)
mentioned emotional preparation of helping professionals is key to peacebuilding mission
success; however, there is no mention of encouraging the helping professional to engage in their
own emotional healing work as it pertains to transgenerational trauma. The above comments
from the field of peacebuilding are transferrable to any field of helping professionals where one
is expected to work with others who are traumatized. Something needs to be done proactively
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and preventatively to lessen the vulnerability of helping professionals; reduce the incidence of
burnout, STS, VT, and CF; and increase workplace morale, performance, and productivity.
Helping professionals and transgenerational trauma. Sending helping professionals to
the frontline to work with others who are traumatized without adequate and appropriate training
is disconcerting and irresponsible. When helping professionals have a history of conscious or
unconscious trauma in their own life or transgenerational emotional inheritance flowing down
from the lives of parents or ancestors, they may be triggered by and especially vulnerable to
stress and trauma on the job or in daily life (Weinstein, 2013; Yehuda et al., 2010). The level of
knowledge and training to respond to trauma varies across different helping professions. Helping
professionals in fields such as peacebuilding frequently have little knowledge and inadequate
training to respond to the trauma or pain of others in a healthy way (Hayner, 2011; Thompson,
2014). When there is a lack of training, Thompson (2014) purported that trauma creates identity
for helping professionals and informs practice, with the helping professional often becoming desensitised or emotionally numb to trauma. Through lack of training many practitioners
mistakenly refer to trauma as a disease, an idea that seriously needs to be reframed (Thompson,
2014).
Minimizing or eliminating the emotional vulnerability of helping professionals needs to
become a priority. Action is necessary since trauma impacts the helping professional and
everyone they interact with in life (Fairbank et al., 2003; Friedman et al., 2003), including one’s
partner, children, and future generations (Green, 2003; Mason Boring, 2015). Whether helping
professionals work within their own families or home communities or whether they enter
traumatized regions of the world as a third-party, they need to be aware that they may carry
unresolved transgenerational trauma embodied within themselves. This transgenerational trauma
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is a legacy of their own familial and ancestral systems and collective society, and it may increase
their vulnerability to negative emotional impacts from their work and limit their capacity to
create peace in their own life and in the world.
Theme 2: Transgenerational Trauma
Transgenerational trauma is the outcome when trauma that is not addressed, expressed, or
fully emotionally processed in some way by those who experience it passes from one generation
to the next “either directly or indirectly” (Dass-Brailsford, 2007, p. 22). “Traumagenic” is the
term coined by Hooker to describe events or situations that have the capacity to cause a trauma
response that may become embodied and transmit down from generation to generation (Hooker
& Czajkowski, 2013. p. 14). Yehuda (2015) asserted that traumatic situations change people
epigenetically, and “a necessary prerequisite for healing” (para. 97) is to recognize the trauma
and “feel it” (para. 101), and I believe the same is needed for transgenerational trauma. Danieli
(2010a) revealed that unresolved trauma repeats in families down the generations, “even to
children born after the trauma”, as “certain behavior patterns, symptoms, roles, and values
adopted by family members, family sources of vulnerability as well as resilience and strength,
and job choices (following in the footsteps of a relative, a namesake)”, although the way it
manifests may differ (p. 9).
Although transgenerational trauma may be a relatively new concept to many people, it
was used broadly across Canada and the USA by Indigenous communities for centuries through
the oral history of the “Seven Generations”, which is shared as follows:
Our Elders tell us of a legend that was based on the renewal of strength and sufficiency
for Aboriginal people. It was told that after the First people lost the battle for their
homelands, the people lost a great deal of their strength. However, each generation of
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Aboriginal people would learn a new teaching and share this new strength with the next
generation until we had reached seven generations. The seventh generation would be
strong in numbers and have all of the seven teachings of their ancestors. (AHF Youth
Conference, 2001, p. 2)
For the past sixty years, transgenerational trauma was recognized in the field of psychology
under various labels making it difficult to track down and consolidate information on the subject.
Early family system and transgenerational theorists, Boszormenyi-Nagy and Krasner (1986),
referred to “transgenerational mandates”, legacies and obligations impacting at least three
generations (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986, p. 129). Kerr and Bowen (1988) discussed the
concepts of “multigenerational transmission process” (p. 13) and “multigenerational emotional
process” (p. 221), and they referred to families as “multigenerational emotional units” (Kerr &
Bowen, 1988, p. 255). Framo (1992) shared his intergenerational approach to “family-of-origin”
issues (p. 6) and Roberto (1992) spoke of unaddressed “transgenerational stressors” (p. 24).
Schützenberger (1998) 51 proposed “the ancestor syndrome” and encouraged looking “beyond
what is transmitted consciously from generation to generation and bringing to light what is
transmitted transgenerationally, that is, what is transmitted without being ‘assimilated’ because
it was never verbalized and remains hidden among unspoken family secrets” (p. 4). Muid (2004)
suggested that what was once called “time-space continuum trauma has come to be called
transgenerational trauma” (p. 20). Danieli (2010a) referred to multigenerational legacies of
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Anne Ancelin Schützenberger (1998), in her book The Ancestor Syndrome, and many other scholars aimed their
findings on transgenerational trauma at psychotherapists and other counsellors (p. 7). I believe everyone has the
right to this information and access to the approaches, resources, tools, and techniques to transform and heal
transgenerational trauma, beginning with self first. Schützenberger (1998) suggested that “it is possible to seize the
opportunity and take on your fate, improving your lot and avoiding the traps of unconscious transgenerational
repetitions” (p. 3).
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trauma (Danieli, 2010a, p. 11), claiming that trauma is “transported” across generations, and this
realization raised an alarm within her research about “the universal existence of intergenerational
transmission of trauma and its effects” (p. xvi). Klain (2010), Yellow Horse Brave Heart (2003)
and Sotero (2006) examined historical trauma. Schwab (2010) focused on “haunting legacies”
passing through generations (p. 1). Levine (2015) referred to generational trauma and Wolynn
(2016) referred to inherited family trauma. The history of transgenerational trauma reveals its
complexity and troublesome nature and helps to explain why proactive systemic healing
approaches are not widely available. I believe it is time for the greater diverse field of helping
professionals to embrace this body of information about how carrying transgenerational trauma
impacts helping.
Not widely recognized or understood. At the current time, the greatest conundrum
existing around transgenerational trauma is that it is not consciously recognized or understood by
most of the individuals affected by it. It tends to be normalized, pathologized, or ignored
altogether. Transgenerational trauma is difficult to recognize because it is normalized within
family systems and contextual for each individual, and if it is consciously recognized at all, it is
often viewed as an undesirable but normal part of life (Fairbank et al., 2003). Though there is
growing international recognition of transgenerational trauma, it continues to be “treated as a
secondary phenomenon, perhaps because it is not as obviously dramatic as the horrific images of
overtly traumatized people” (Danieli, 2010b, p. xvi). While transgenerational trauma and its
transmission is slowly being accepted as a phenomenon, it is far from understood by the
academic world or by mainstream society. There has been a proprietary nature to much of the
written work on the subject, with psychologists and psychotherapists often writing for other
medical professionals and counsellors, often using a model of pathology.
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Transgenerational trauma needs to be moved beyond this silo of pathology and into a
field of transdisciplinarity as a natural phenomenon. Achotegui (2010) provided some excellent
arguments for why trauma and any resulting transgenerational trauma associated with
immigration should not be pathologized. The plight of the immigrant is finally being
acknowledged in some sectors today, although it has existed throughout human development
(Achotegui, 2015). With migration so prevalent in the world today, the impact it has on
individuals, families, and communities needs to be taken more seriously. “The UN estimates that
there are currently 210 million migrants worldwide and that this number will double in the next
20 years to constitute what is called the sixth continent, the mobile continent” (Achotegui, 2015,
Part 2.1). Achotegui (2019) pointed out that migration today can be met with walls and fences.
He stated that, “the migrations of this new millennium require invisibility in order to survive,
without identity, without social integration and the consequent risks of those demands for mental
health” (Achotegui, 2019, p. 253).
Achotegui (2015) used the label Ulysses Syndrome in 2002 in reference to the evolving
diagnosis of Immigrant Syndrome. Ulysses Syndrome is “an emerging health problem in our
societies” (Achotegui, 2019, p. 264). Achotegui suggested it is a compilation of physical and
psychological symptoms, what he refers to as “Ulysses Symptoms” (Achotegui, 2015, Part II:
3.1-3.2) such as deep emotional heartache, sadness, crying, loneliness, fear, despair, tension,
insomnia, irritability, migraines, “temporal-spatial disorientation, depersonalization,
derealization”, and/or fatigue (Achotegui, 2019, p. 264). These symptoms are the result of
experiences of extreme inhumane levels of chronic and multiple stressors, what he refers to as
“Ulysses Stressors”, associated with emigration, levels that push a human being beyond their
capacity to adapt (Achotegui, 2015, Part II: 3.1-3.2). These extreme stressors might include
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“forced separation, dangers of the migratory journey, social isolation, absence of opportunities,
sense of failure of the migratory goals, drop in social status, extreme struggle for survival, and
discriminatory attitudes in the receiving country” (Ulysses Syndrome, 2017, para. 4).
Achotegui (2019) asserted that Ulysses Syndrome52 is not a mental disorder, it is an
“extreme migratory mourning” or grief outside psychopathology, that is “making itself manifest
in the current context of globalization, in which the living conditions of a large majority of
immigrants have deteriorated dramatically” (Achotegui, 2019, p. 264). Achotegui (2019) stated
that how the immigrants process their migratory grief (or not) “profoundly influences the
attitudes that future generations adopt towards the host country” (p. 259). Achotegui (2019)
added that “migratory mourning is transgenerational” (p. 259). He wrote,
The children of immigrants often experience migratory grief that is even more complex
than that of their parents. They are individuals that may have been born in the host country
and educated in its culture, but, because of family ties and contact with the country of
origin, they have also absorbed the culture of their parents. (p. 259)
He further stated that exclusion and marginalization by the host country can “give way to a
prolonged grieving process that can last for generations, making difficult the processes of
integration and cultural adaptation” (p. 259).

52

Jacobus Achotegui Loizate (2002) first labelled the Ulysses Syndrome to describe the depression he recognized in
those who immigrate. Ulysses: the Latin form of the name Odysseus, the hero of Homer’s Greek epic poem The
Odyssey. The Odyssey is one of the greatest works of classical literature and is one of two epic poems attributed to
Homer” (Ulysses syndrome, 2017, para. 1). Ulysses spent “ten years living in a distant land and another ten seeking
to return to his city-state of Ithaca” (para. 2). The ancient Greek hero Ulysses lamented the loss of his homeland,
describing his general malaise as follows, “…the days found him sitting on the rocks or sands, torturing himself with
tears, groans and heartache, and looking out with streaming eyes across the watery wilderness…”(Odyssey, Song V,
150, as cited in Achotegui, 2019, p. 252; Homer, 2003). “You ask me my name. I shall tell you. My name is nobody
is what everyone calls me”, a reflection that might seem appropriate for many immigrants in the 21st century
(Odyssey, Song IX, 360; Homer, 2003).
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Achotegui (2019) believed that creating the category Ulysses Syndrome helped keep
society from incorrectly diagnosing immigrants “as depressive or psychotic or antisocial” when
that was not the case (p. 252). These inappropriate diagnoses “imply psychopathology, and only
contribute further to the stress of the adverse effects of treatments, health care currently
available” (p. 252). Achotegui was adamant that Ulysses Syndrome is within the scope of mental
health; however, it does no good to pathologize the symptoms. Ulysses Syndrome is a
disconnection from one’s ancestral past, one’s roots and rootedness to family and loved ones,
childhood experiences, land, culture, language, history, and aspects of identity such as social
status and belonging (Achotegui, 2019). It is disconnection felt in the body as “migratory
mourning”, “more of a separation than of loss” related to time (nothing remains the same) and
space (distance) from those roots (p. 255).
Achotegui suggested that migration in the 21st century takes place in extremely difficult
conditions that are “filled with loneliness, fear and despair” (p. 253). While Achotegui (2019)
asserted that “emigrating by boat in difficult conditions is not the same thing as emigrating in a
raft in extreme conditions”, he was highlighting the vast difference in experience and impact on
how the individual or family is impacted, implying today’s refugees experience more trauma
than immigrants of the past travelling by boat (p. 253). I would argue that these differences
cannot be generalized in this way. There is no way of easily knowing the level of trauma
intensity that proceeded the journey by boat or raft. There is no way of easily knowing what
transgenerational trauma is already being carried in the bodies of each individual in each
situation contributing to a heightened trauma experience. It needs to be remembered that trauma
is contextual, transgenerational trauma is contextual, and absolute generalizations cannot be
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made. Silence and the suppression of these high levels of stress create trauma in the body that
carries downward through family systems as transgenerational trauma.
The conscious mind can attempt to silence the past, but the past is remembered within the
unconscious embodied mind. The body remembers. It is important to explore immigration
trauma and how it has impacted immigrants, refugees, undocumented immigrants, foreign
workers, earlier immigrants, those left behind, and the First Peoples on the land. It is fascinating
to observe old immigrant families as they become resolute in their refusal to accept new
immigrants, which is happening in many developed nations today, an emotional response born of
fear and the need to protect and defend what has been developed. It seems to me it is born of
transgenerational trauma and an action in defense of the ancestors. It is a fear of change. And the
victim once again becomes the perpetrator.
While the recognition of transgenerational trauma has grown out of psychological fields
of study, van der Kolk (2014) stated that continuing to pathologize transgenerational trauma is
inherently problematic and his comments hold significant meaning for helping professionals:
The brain-disease model overlooks four fundamental truths: (1) our capacity to destroy
one another is matched by our capacity to heal one another, implying that restoring
relationships and community is central to restoring well-being; (2) language gives us the
power to change ourselves and others by communicating our experiences, helping us to
define what we know, and finding a common sense of meaning; (3) we have the ability to
regulate our own physiology, including some of the so-called involuntary functions of the
body and brain, through such basic activities as breathing, moving, and touching; and (4)
we can change social conditions to create environments in which children and adults can
feel safe and where they can thrive. (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 38)
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Danieli (2010a) asserted that “multigenerational transmission of trauma is an integral part of
human history”, “transmitted in word, writing, body language, and even in silence, it is as old as
humankind” (p. 2). “It has been thought of, alluded to, written about, and examined in both oral
and written histories in all societies, cultures, and religions” (p. 2). These arguments strongly
suggest that transgenerational trauma is a natural aspect of the human condition, outlining why
there is a need to go mainstream with new approaches to effectively transform and systemically
heal trauma and transgenerational trauma.
Ubiquitous nature. Since all human beings come with a vast history of ancestors,
whether they can be named or not, the descendants can be viewed as potential carriers of
transgenerational trauma. It doesn’t take a catastrophic event to create transgenerational trauma
(Langmore, 2003; Levine, 2008). The emotional overwhelm of traumatic events such as a death
in the family, the miscarriage of a child, a tragic accident, the threat posed by harassment in the
workplace, government persecution or oppression, or a loss of employment is enough
(Langmore, 2003; Levine, 2008). Unresolved trauma passes from generation to generation.
“Children of all nations are touched by events that happened in their nation’s history”,
and they “often share the symptoms of their forefathers, and many years later, they still
participate in the fate […] of those who went before them” (Beaumont, 2012, p. 91).53 Beaumont
would concur that “no country is free of stress and trauma, whether it is at war or in peace” (as
cited in Langmore, 2003, p. xvii).
In my praxis working as an integrative wellness practitioner, I discovered that current life
trauma and transgenerational trauma are two very different phenomena impacting the lives of
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In this dissertation, the words child or children refer to any person regardless of their age, since each person is the
child of some family system.
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helping professionals, each one providing clues to the other. While the systemic healing journeys
of each can be quite different, they both require a body focus. Since trauma precedes all
transgenerational trauma by definition, some awareness of the impact of trauma on the body of
the first generation is important.
Biology. Understanding transgenerational trauma requires some basic comprehension of
the biological fundamentals of trauma, to grasp how the experience of one generation might
impact future generations. In simplest terms, Siegel (2018) defined trauma as “an experience we
have that overwhelms our capacity to cope” (p. 3). Van der Kolk (2018) explained that
…every part of the brain, more or less, is affected by trauma. The right brain lights up
more. The left brain is shut down more. The back of the brain is more hyperactive. The
front of the brain becomes less active. (p. 3)
He added that trauma “involves multiple brain structures”, where the person ends up “frozen in a
state of paralysis or of hyper-alertness” (van der Kolk, 2018, p. 3). Van der Kolk (2018)
elaborated, stating that the experience of trauma ends up being damaging because there is a sense
of inescapability and helplessness. Siegel (2018) commented that for the brain to cope with a
traumatic situation, it needs to engage with its environment through the five traditional means of
perception or sensing, that of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch, plus “the sixth sense, the
body”, and “all of that input is basically energy and information flow through the nervous
system. And then the nervous system has to take it and do something with it” (p. 5). When a
stressful situation occurs, the hormone cortisol is released from the brain into the body to “shut
off the way the hippocampus functions” and at the same time the adrenal glands release the
hormone adrenaline “increasing the way the amygdala functions” (p. 6). While “adrenaline is
going to increase the laying down of certain kinds of memories”, the “cortisol will decrease the
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integration of those memories” (Siegel, 2018, p. 6). The biology of trauma helps to explain why
trauma can linger so long in the body of a human being and be stored within the embodied mind
in such a fragmented, non-linguistic way.
Van der Kolk (2014) emphasized that the stress hormones of traumatized people return
to baseline more slowly and “spike quickly and disproportionately in response to mildly stressful
stimuli” (p. 46). This is a key point for helping professionals working in stressful or traumatizing
situations, or working with those who are traumatized, regardless of whether the trauma is
current life or transgenerational. Ongoing elevated levels of stress hormones create “memory and
attention problems, irritability, and sleep disorders” and contextual “long-term health issues”,
impacting the most vulnerable body systems (p. 46). In relation to trauma, van der Kolk
suggested that for “real change to take place, the body needs to learn that the danger has passed
and to live in the reality of the present” (p. 21), rather than dwelling on the past or worrying
about the future. He added that “overwhelming experiences affect our innermost sensations and
our relationship to our physical reality – the core of who we are” (p. 21). Van der Kolk stated
that trauma imprints the experience “on mind, brain, and body” and that “imprint has ongoing
consequences for how the human organism manages to survive in the present” (p. 21). “Trauma
results in a fundamental reorganization of the way mind and brain manage perceptions. It
changes not only how we think and what we think about, but also our very capacity to think”
(van der Kolk, 2014, p. 21).
Understanding the biology of trauma provides helping professionals with some insight as
to how unresolved trauma of one generation passes down to subsequent generations. It aids in the
development of compassion for the parents and ancestors of the victims and the perpetrators. A
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big picture view that looks across several generations is needed to address the biology of
unresolved transgenerational trauma.
Transmission. Transgenerational trauma is transmitted from generation to generation in
a number of ways that are not wholly understood at this time. Schützenberger (1998) avowed
that her work with family systems raised a huge red flag for her and alerted her to family trauma
that can transmit for multiple generations in family systems spanning several centuries in some
situations. Early studies on transgenerational trauma revealed its impact on the children and
grandchildren of Vietnam War veterans and Holocaust survivors, many of whom experienced the
suppression or silencing of their parents’ trauma (Yehuda et al., 2010).
Borysenko (2018) discussed the passing of trauma from one generation to the next,
stating that,
…if your parents were Holocaust survivors, or there were pogroms two or three or four
generations back in your family, or [you] have a history of slavery, then you can expect
that you’re going to have some of the same patterns as trauma survivors. Even actually if
you were adopted - I’ll add that - so that they were not coming from beliefs and
patterning of your parents but they were in the epigenome itself. (Borysenko, 2018, p. 9)
A study by Vincent Felitti revealed that Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) are
unfortunately common, they occur in clusters, and contribute to “high risk health behaviors in
adulthood” (as cited in Buczynski, 2018, p. 19). ACE involves multiple generations of family
systems. Parents and grandparents with unresolved trauma contribute to ACE, and when the
emotional trauma of ACE is not systemically healed or worked through, the lingering trauma of
ACE passes down to children, grandchildren, and future descendants.
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As mentioned in the preface, when trauma is silenced, the impact on the next generations
continues to increase with each subsequent generation (Auerhahn & Laub, 1998; Mucci, 2013).
Through the mother, transgenerational trauma and the emotional state of the mother may pass
down to the developing child preconceptually, epigenetically, emotionally, energetically, and as
memory via the egg, during prenatal bonding in the womb before birth, during perinatal bonding
at birth, and through postnatal bonding after birth (Verny & Weintraub, 2002; Yehuda, 2015). It
is important to note that, through the father, transgenerational trauma can also be passed via the
sperm to the developing child (Kaneshiro, Rechtsteiner & Strome, 2019). From my own
observations, transgenerational trauma also passes through the bonding relationship with father
after birth through life experiences.
The rapidly evolving field of epigenetics is important to helping professionals concerned
with understanding trauma and how it transmits as transgenerational trauma (see Appendix F for
epigenetics, as a resource for trauma). Epigenetic studies have often involved women who were
pregnant during natural or man-made disasters and other trauma situations where helping
professionals are called to work. It is the transgenerational outcome for the offspring of these
women that is epigenetically studied (Cao-Lei, Elgbeili, Massart, et al., 2015; Cao-Lei, Massart,
Suderman, et al., 2014; Champagne, Bagot, van Hasselt, Ramakers & Meaney, 2008). More
voices will be heard on epigenetics later in the literature review. In brief, epigenetics explains the
constantly changing expression of the genes via environmental, dietary, chemical, or emotional
impacts. These impacts shift the nervous system, creating a different emotional outcome for
human beings and other species. Epigenetics changes how we show up in the world. Epigenetic
studies have also taken some of the mystery out of the understandings gained through various
other energy healing practices including systemic constellations. What tended to be experienced
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phenomenologically in systemic constellations often defied simple or logical explanation, with
many occurrences being quite mysterious, and now epigenetics has provided at least some aspect
of that explanation. Epigenetic inheritance is now being linked to the transgenerational family
dynamics observed phenomenologically in thousands of systemic constellations over the past
few decades (Jelinek, 2015).
Research with various species 54 in the field of epigenetics, including human beings, make
claims with huge ramifications now and in the future for the wellbeing of human beings
(Marques et al., 2010; Santos, Hyslop, Stojkovic, et al., 2010; Szyf & Meaney as cited in Hurley,
2013). Given the immense quantity of potentially unresolved transgenerational trauma there is in
the world today, an understanding of epigenetics and systemic constellations would be greatly
beneficial for helping professionals. Though the transmission of transgenerational trauma is not
fully understood, some of the following means of transmission are relevant to this discussion.
Through silence and secrets. Research reveals that in addition to epigenetics, or
entangled with it, transgenerational trauma also transmits in some complex way via silence
(Abraham & Torok, 1994; Bar-On, 1995; Boszormenyi-Nagy & Spark, 1973; Danieli, 1993;
Hardtmann, 2010; Payne, 2005; Schwab, 2010). As an element of systemic healing, anything that
is silenced or kept secret needs to be brought into the light for examination. Schützenberger
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Many species have been studied for epigenetic inheritance including mice (Dolinoy, Weidman, Waterland &
Jirtle, 2006); rats (Konycheva et al., 2011); European sea bass (Navarro-Martin, Viñas, Ribas, et al., 2011), Red-ear
slider turtle (Matsumoto, Buemio, Chu, Vafaee & Crews, 2013), American alligator (Parrott, Kohno, Cloy-McCoy
& Guillette, 2014); Antarctic polychaete (Marsh & Pasqualone, 2014); Guinea pigs (Weyrich et al., 2016); and Reed
corals (Dimond & Roberts, 2016). An epigenetic “temperature-induced change in expression” of the genes in the
species Caenorhabditis elegans or C. elegans, a type of roundworm, was found to “endure for at least 14
generations” (Klosin, Casas, Hidalgo-Carcedo, Vavouri & Lehner, 2017, p. 1).
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(1998) described the passing of transgenerational trauma through memory as “secrets, unspoken,
kept quiet – hidden events which are sometimes banned even from thought, sometimes they are
unthinkable” (Schützenberger, 1998, p. 92). Payne (2005) elaborated on the impact of silence in
the family system, saying “family secrets especially can have a deep residual impact on an entire
family system for several generations” (p. 75). Analysis of systemic constellations conducted in
Germany revealed that some young people who were depressed or suicidal were unconsciously
carrying “secrets” for the larger family system and that they were “in some way recruited by the
larger family system to compensate for hidden guilt and denials” (Beaumont, n.d., para. 2). In
effect, the “children were suffering the consequences of and atoning for, things done long before
they were born” (para. 2). Exploring suicide, an event often silenced by family systems, from the
phenomenological perspective of systemic and family constellations, Beaumont explained that
“suicide continues injustice, and puts pressure on a younger member to repeat that fate”
(Beaumont, n.d., para. 4).
Searching for a simple way to explain this phenomenon experienced in systemic
constellations, Beaumont (n.d.) stated, “the Old Testament ‘eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth’
turns out to be a pretty good description of the dynamics we see operating in family systems”
(para. 4). He elaborated, “but this is a blind justice which perpetuates injustice, especially when
it starts leap-frogging generations and children and grandchildren wind up paying with their lives
for what grandmother did” (para. 4). Beaumont (n.d.) explained further,
…this is where Hellinger’s [Family Constellations] work is so radical. He’s seen that love
follows a different set of regularities, and that we sometimes have a possibility to align
ourselves with the orders of love rather than to blindly follow the archaic law. (para. 4)
Beaumont indicated that by aligning with the orders of love there is a way, “to lift love out of the
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mire of blind retribution and to strip Justice of her blindfold” (Beaumont, n.d., para. 4). The
silence can be individual, familial, or collective.
In reference to the silencing of IRSS experiences by Canadians of Indigenous ancestry,
Elder Kirby Littletent, attending the TRCC hearings in Regina, Saskatchewan, said, “I never
told, I just told my children, my grandchildren I went to boarding school, that’s all. I never
shared my experiences” (TRCC, 2015c, p. 28). At the first TRCC National Event in Winnipeg,
Manitoba in 2010, Desarae Eashappie commented that it was humbling to sit amongst the Elders,
the IRSS Survivors, and the intergenerational Survivors and listen to their stories and
experiences (TRCC, 2015b). She added, “I can take this home with me now and I can take it into
my own home. Because my dad is a residential school Survivor, I have lived the traumas, but I
have lived the history without the context” (p. 273). What is not spoken about is usually not
emotionally processed and what is not emotionally processed is often not shared. As each
subsequent generation lacks context, it explains why the transgenerational trauma impact
increases with each subsequent generation.
Through the missing and excluded. Interrelated with silence and secrets, systemic
constellations reveal that transgenerational trauma can also be transmitted via exclusion from
families and communities (Hellinger et al., 1998; Payne, 2005). Payne (2005) described this
phenomenon, avowing that “whenever anyone or anything is excluded, we see consequences
within the family system” (p. 75). He maintained that these consequences apply “to both the
individual Soul and the Soul of the family, which is the collective conscience, and
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consciousness, of a biological family group spanning many generations” (Payne, 2005, p. 75).55
Payne intimated that “the nature of the Soul is to be equal to and inclusive of all things” (p. 75).
Emphasizing the extent of the inclusion, family systems are “not only concerned with the
living, but, even more important, with the dead” (Hellinger & ten Hövel, 1999, p. 57). “All those
who can be remembered, back to the grandparents’ generation – sometimes as far back as the
great-grandparents – have an effect as if they were there. That’s especially true of those who
have been forgotten or excluded” (p. 57). Everyone has a right to belong in the family system,
community, and society as a whole. Besides those who are missing, excluded, disappeared, or
forgotten, systemic constellations reveal phenomenologically that particular attention needs to be
paid to those who have been “denied respect or who have been denied their right to belong or
their equal status” (p. 9). This latter comment refers to those excluded from family or community
life, such as those institutionalized or shunned in some way, and these voices challenge systems
of justice and retribution considered to be acceptable by many societies today. It is often thought
that those who do wrong give up their right to belong. The literature states that this attitude
creates obstacles to peace. Reddy (2012) added a systemic constellation “rule of thumb”, that
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One might take offence to this focus on the biological family and biological parents rather than adoptive parents,
same gender parents, stepparents, single parents, foster parents, multiple parents, or any other parenting
configuration. All of these parenting dynamics are integral to a child’s integrative wellbeing; however, utilizing
some of the principles of epigenetics, neurobiology, and systemic constellations, it is the biological parents that pass
down the transgenerational trauma of the family system, whether the parent is physically present or not. These
principles do not focus on heterosexual parenting per se, but rather, they look upon the child as the product of a
sperm cell and an egg, and that is true of all human children. For systemic healing purposes, the child’s wellbeing is
entangled with the biological parents epigenetically, psychosocially, energetically, culturally, preconceptually,
prenatally, and perinatally. Through the biological parents, the child can connect to the embodied knowledge within
themselves. It is important to remember that transformation of transgenerational trauma and systemic healing can
occur even if the child has no conscious knowledge of their biological family system.
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“what you don’t deal with, if it’s major, one of your children or grandchildren may face again in
some form” (Reddy, 2012, p. 20).
When seeking to recognize the missing and excluded, the unresolved transgenerational
trauma carried within the family system to include them, albeit it in an unhealthy way, takes
many forms. The carriers within the next generation may respond unconsciously out of blind
love and loyalty to the missing and excluded of the family system, without having any sense of
why they are drawn to think, believe, or act in a particular way that may not serve them well
(Hellinger et al., 1998; Neale, n.d.; Payne, 2005; Reddy, 2012). Unfortunately, in some situations
the transgenerational trauma carried may cost the descendant their life, or threaten their life, if
the symptoms, conditions, or behaviours they carry are not recognized, acknowledged,
addressed, transformed, and systemically healed (Hausner, 2011). When transgenerational
trauma is carried for the victims or perpetrators missing, excluded, shunned, rejected, or
forgotten following past wars, for many generations descendants may feel “compelled to hate the
enemy of their ancestors. This gives them a sense of belonging, not only to their family, but also
to their social, racial, religious, national or ethnic group” (Payne, 2005, p. 102).
Through collective memory. Transgenerational trauma can be passed psychosocially and
culturally through history and politics, inherited stories, writings, literature, oral histories,
traditions, religious ritual and ceremonies, and drama (Danieli, 2010; Green, 2003; Puljek-Shank
& Puljek-Shank, 2008). The literature points out that perception plays a significant role in the
transmission of transgenerational trauma as well, and how it can positively or negatively
influence how it is carried by descendants (Christie, 2000). Christie (2000) added that “folk tales,
anecdotes, stories, myths, and so on are all relevant, whether they are true or not; what matters
ultimately is that they are believed” (p. 5). Social or collective memory, or “common
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remembrance”, creates identity, having a “direct bearing on our present condition” (Christie,
2000, p. 5). Christie (2000) elaborated, “social memory is not only selective, but it is often
distorted and inaccurate” (p. 5).
Collective memory that carries transgenerational trauma can be destructive for
generations. In reference to Indigenous children, the TRCC revealed how the IRSS in Canada
was “intent on destroying intergenerational links of memory to their families, communities, and
nations” (TRCC, 2015b, p. 271). The commission stated that, “the process of assimilation
profoundly disrespected parents, grandparents, and Elders in their rightful roles as the carriers of
memory, through which culture, language, and identity are transmitted from one generation to
the next” (p. 271). Elder Noel Starblanket, National Chief of the National Indian Brotherhood
(later the Assembly of First Nations) and a Survivor of the IRSS, attended the Saskatchewan
National Event of the TRCC, and commented that his great-grandfather passed down the legacy
his family experienced after his grandparents were forced into the IRSS. “They called him a
pagan, a heathen ... and that was in the late 1800s” and “I’ve been living with that in my family
since then” (p. 220).
By giving TRCC testimony, “Survivors reclaimed their rightful place as members of
intergenerational communities of memory” (TRCC, 2015b, p. 272). It was highlighted that
Survivors “remembered so that their families could understand what happened. They
remembered so that their cultures, histories, laws, and nations can once again thrive for the
benefit of future generations” (TRCC, 2015b, p. 272) (see Appendix G for the TRCC and
Aboriginal Healing Foundation as resources). Importantly, “they remembered so that Canada
will know the truth and never forget” (p. 272). The literature also points out the fallibility of
memory and I suggest the accuracy of conscious memory is not critically important for the
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systemic healing of transgenerational trauma. What is needed are approaches that encourage the
act of remembering. It is the act of remembering, bringing the excluded and missing into the
light for examination, and awareness that contributes to the systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma. And accessing what is held in the body is very important, since the body accurately
remembers the trauma that has been passed down.
Through epigenetic cellular memory. Trauma experts revealed that trauma is imprinted
or carried within the cells of the body as memory by those who experience it (Levine 2008; Pert,
1997; van der Kolk, 2014). The field of epigenetics has shown that emotional inheritance
manifests in a similar manner (Cao-Lei et al., 2014; Champagne et al., 2008).
Razin revealed that the “action of genes could be modulated by structures called methyl
groups” (as cited in Hurley, 2013, para. 20). Razin and Cedar discovered that the “methyl groups
could become married permanently to the DNA, getting replicated right along with it through a
hundred generations”, and the “methyl groups significantly altered the behaviour of whichever
gene they wed, inhibiting its transcription” (para. 21). Razin and Cedar realized that “without a
mutation to the DNA code itself, the attached methyl groups cause long-term, heritable change in
gene function” (as cited in Hurley, 2013, para. 22). Weaver et al. (2004) revealed that besides
epigenetic changes being caused by diet and chemicals, “variations in maternal care directly alter
the methylation status” (Weaver et al., 2004, p. 849). These finding are immensely important to
the study of transgenerational trauma and the systemic healing of it. Weaver et al. (2004)
discovered that “a DNA methylation pattern can be established through a behavioral mode of
programming” without transmission via the egg or sperm (p. 849). Behavioural transmission
occurs in addition to the more recognized methylation patterns that occur during the maturation
of the sperm and eggs with transmission to the offspring (p. 849). Szyf and Meaney call the
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impact of maternal care “postnatal inheritance” (as cited in Hurley, 2013, para. 33). Champagne
added that “stress is a big suppressor of maternal behaviour” (as cited in Hurley, 2013, para. 42).
Weaver et al. (2004) revealed ways in which these methylation patterns are potentially reversible
(pp. 850-852).
I carried what I learned about epigenetics into other situations of unresolved
transgenerational trauma. I have frequently heard the immigrants of Canada and the USA say
that Indigenous People should “just get over” their past, and through the findings of epigenetics I
discovered why this may not be readily possible. Through the stress and trauma of a childhood in
residential schools, experiencing cultural genocide and other long-term traumatizing situations,
methyl groups may have been added to the genes in each child’s brain, effectively “handcuffing”
the child’s “mood to feelings of fear and despair” (Hurley, 2013, para. 36). Szyf and Meaney
discovered that timing matters, that the younger one is when one experiences the emotional
trauma, the more impact on the “epigenome of your brain” (para. 38). The residential schools
often impacted multiple generations of some families likely generating a greater cumulative
transgenerational affect. The collective transgenerational trauma of one generation may be
passed epigenetically to the offspring where it is held as memory in the body and that is why a
body focus is needed to bring about transformation.
Levine asserted that we likely remember everything that we have ever experienced as
“reaction patterns in our body and as emotions that seemingly erupt out of nowhere”, not as
memories (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 46:24). He stated that working through trauma means
bringing these “unconscious memories into greater and greater consciousness and then they can
begin to be formed into a narrative which is also important to healing” (46:40). Levine
elaborated that meaning making through narrative or ritual “can only occur after we’ve been able
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to access these procedural and emotional memories and begin to put them in the past where they
belong” (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 47:03). As it pertains to healing trauma, Levine asserted
that “you don’t have to have a memory to work on it. You have to have some kind of a symptom.
Everybody has a symptom. Everybody has a behaviour. Everybody has a haunting and that’s all
you need” (49:16). As Levine pointed out, “in many ways we are able to make sense, because we
are meaning creatures, we are meaning animals” (46:54). The symptom can be found within any
inner disturbance, imbalance, discomfort, turmoil, chaos, instability, or unrest within a person’s
life, and provide a way to access cellular memory. It seems the approaches useful for accessing
the cellular memory of trauma would be useful for transforming unresolved transgenerational
trauma when they have an ancestral focus.
Cellular, relational, and embodied. Transgenerational trauma passes unconsciously and
relationally from generation to generation where it is held in the cells of the body, of where it is
embodied. The systemic healing of transgenerational trauma requires a body focus at the same
level of energetic embodied existence. Lipton (2008), through his mind-body studies, noted that
“cells read their environment, assess information, and then select appropriate responses to
maintain their survival” (Lipton, 2008, p. 156). Since emotional overwhelm or trauma have the
potential to threaten survival, it seems likely that the information to systemically heal it becomes
stored in the body with the trauma. This follows the scientific knowledge about healing physical
wounds in the body, with the body often carrying within it the capacity to initiate and generate a
healing response.
Pert (1997) asserted that the unconscious mind is not centred in the head or brain, but
rather in the cells of the whole body as cellular memory, and that the brain can create molecules
of emotion to override the powerful habitual patterns of the unconscious mind. Pert stated that
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we sense the outer world by filtering “along peptide-receptor-rich sensory way stations, each
with a different emotional tone” stating that we cannot “objectively define what’s real and what’s
not real” (Pert, 1997, p. 146). This may explain why the brain is unable to distinguish between
current trauma or a flashback, reacting just as strongly with the flashback. It is my sense that
emotion is held in the body as chemical neuropeptides and to transform or systemically heal
transgenerational trauma these chemical neuropeptides need to be released from where they are
stored or frozen in the body. This requires access to the unconscious embodied mind.
For helping professionals to understand the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma,
it is vital to explore the unconscious mind, particularly one’s own. Living within the influence of
the Age of Reason, Jung (1990) called for less emphasis on the conscious mind and more on the
unconscious mind, letting it,
…take precedence. Our instincts have ridden so infinitely many times, unharmed, over
the problems that arise at this stage of life that we may be sure the transformation
processes which make the transition possible have long been prepared in the unconscious
and are only waiting to be released. (Jung, 1990, p. 293)
Jung (1990) pointed out that the unconscious mind is a valuable source of information. I feel that
the unconscious mind is particularly significant to the study of transgenerational trauma and the
ways to work through it, transform it and heal it. Through my work as an integrative wellness
practitioner, it became deeply apparent that the answers for finding greater wellbeing and inner
peace were embodied within the unconscious mind of each client, an entry point into the
transgenerational trauma of an ancestral family system. What is needed is a way to access this
wealth of cellular knowledge, which is embodied, pathic, or tacit, to reduce the vulnerability of
helping professionals.
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Talk therapy insufficient. For addressing trauma, the literature stated that traditional
Western psychology or psychotherapy methods such as Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy (CBT),
talk therapy, or intellectual debriefing are not working or sufficient (Hayner, 2011; Heller &
LaPierre, 2012; Levine, 2008, 2010; Yehuda et al., 2010). Van der Kolk (2014) explained that
“for a hundred years or more, every textbook of psychology and psychotherapy has advised that
some method of talking about distressing feelings can resolve them” (p. 47). He asserted that
“the experience of trauma itself gets in the way” of talking about distressing feelings (p. 47). Van
der Kolk (2014) elaborated on the problem with talk therapy for addressing trauma:
No matter how much insight and understanding we develop, the rational brain is basically
impotent to talk the emotional brain out of its own reality. I am continually impressed by
how difficult it is for people who have gone through the unspeakable to convey the
essence of their experience. It is so much easier for them to talk about what has been
done to them – to tell a story of victimization and revenge – than to notice, feel, and put
into words the reality of their internal experience. (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 47)
If talk approaches are not working to address trauma; it is my contention that they will also be
inadequate for addressing the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma for helping
professionals or those they help. Another point to consider, with transgenerational trauma carried
extensively throughout the world, a rapidly transformative approach is needed to respond to the
rapid changes that human beings face in their daily lives, stepping away from any paradigm that
encourages weekly therapy sessions to address transgenerational trauma that go on month after
month or year after year.
Van der Kolk (2014) stated that talking about trauma is insufficient because “all trauma is
preverbal” (p. 43). Brain scans taken when trauma flashbacks were re-created moment to
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moment showed that Broca’s area of the brain, which is “one of the speech centers of the brain”,
is deactivated or shutdown and Brodmann’s area 19 is activated (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 44).
Brodmann’s area 19 is known to be activated by somatosensory stimuli (Hyvarinen, Carlson &
Hyvarinen, 1981). Brodmann’s area 19 “is a region in the visual cortex that registers images
when they first enter the brain” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 44), and for individuals who experience
trauma this can be activated or re-activated many years later as if the trauma had just occurred,
re-emerging as “terror, rage, and helplessness, as well as the impulse to fight or flee” (p. 43).
Van der Kolk asserted that trauma can be exceedingly difficult to describe to others, since
“trauma by nature drives us to the edge of comprehension, cutting us off from language based on
common experience or an imaginable past” (p. 43). I suggest that the preverbal nature of trauma
is particularly poignant with regards to transgenerational trauma, since it is the unresolved
trauma of parents or ancestors in its non-verbal or preverbal state that was not emotionally
processed, creating the setting for transgenerational trauma transmission to occur. Another
reason that talk therapy is problematic, as Christie (2000) pointed out, is that memory can be
highly inaccurate and inconsistent (p. 5). If the individual has created a rational cover story
around their trauma experience or the transgenerational trauma of their family system, it may be
considerably inaccurate and incomplete. Repeating the story over and over through talk therapy
reinforces it. Whatever is excluded from the cover story may be an obstacle to finding inner
peace.
There are educational programs available that focus on physical, biological, spiritual, and
psychological trauma symptoms such as the offerings of Puljek-Shank and Puljek-Shank (2008),
which concentrate on educating ‘multipliers’ such as helping professionals and peacebuilders to
recognize burnout and secondary traumatization when working with individuals who are
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traumatized (Puljek-Shank and Puljek-Shank, 2008, p. 155). Within their program, there does not
seem to be attention focused on educating about the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma
or how it is stored unconsciously in the cells of the body contributing to burnout and secondary
trauma. Their program, which appeared worthwhile, also seemed reactive rather than proactive.
A more accurate truth about trauma and transgenerational trauma can be found within the
unconscious language of the body. Rather than helping professionals addressing trauma or
transgenerational trauma utilizing approaches with a focus on rational talk, what is needed is a
focus on the language of the body.
Victims and perpetrators. When working with families or communities to systemically
resolve transgenerational trauma and build peace, the needs of both the victims and the
perpetrators need to be considered. If the helping professional “is aligned with the victim and
feels outraged, it has a negative effect on everyone in the system” (Hellinger & ten Hövel, 1999,
p. 20). Krog (1998) concurred, stating that “if you look at the past only from the viewpoint of the
victim, or the viewpoint of the perpetrator, the ultimate consequence is hatred…” (p. 314).
Ulsamer (2005) referenced systemic constellations, stating the past has “an ongoing effect on
relationships in the present”, with the perpetrator often having a hard time looking the victim in
the eyes and seeing “an equal human being” (p. 92). Being “blind, stubborn and hard-hearted”,
and “continuing the fight of the forefathers”, is often easier than looking back at the forefathers
to “see what they suffered and what they did” (Payne, 2005, p. 92). Payne (2005) elaborated,
It is not that some external source is punishing future generations, but that such heavy
burdens of guilt associated with injustice and ill-gotten gain are carried by the entire
family Soul and passed down from one generation to the next. (p. 73)
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These transgenerational burdens tend to travel down the family system “when the
perpetrators do not accept responsibility for their acts” (Payne, 2005, p. 73). As the greater soul
of the family seeks balance, and seeks to “include all that is excluded, even guilt”, “it will simply
be carried by another member of the family” (p. 73). Systemic constellations reveal current
descendants of family systems struggling in some way, whether they are the families of the
perpetrators or the families of the victims. Payne (2005) asserted that family members of
perpetrators may show patterns of suicide, gambling debts, alcoholism, and/or lack of success in
life. He suggested that family members of the victims may show patterns of self-sabotage, bonds
of guilt or a tendency to not live life fully out of loyalty to those who suffered (Payne, 2005).
Payne (2005) found that when he asks a family member if there are any situations of injustice or
tragic death in the family system, the individual often responds that there is not. He notes that
this lack of recall is not a human failing, “but rather how family groups choose, consciously or
otherwise, to forget tragedy and death” (Payne, 2005, p. 74). This phenomenon can be referred to
as motived forgetting (Weiten & McCann, 2007). The points made by Payne highlight the
reasons why silence, suppression, and exclusion are so commonly found transmitting
transgenerational trauma, and why it is important to understand victim and perpetrator energy.
In discussing parents and ancestors as victims and perpetrators, Beaumont (2012) stated
that it may seem simpler to look at relationships with parents at the physical level; however, it
provides an incomplete picture, with the descendants “believing themselves to be different from
their parents” (p. 90). He elaborated, systemic constellations reveal that divisiveness, or setting
up these feelings of difference, are “not enough to free children from the effects” of any
traumatizing event that has occurred in the past (p. 90). Beaumont asserted that victims of abuse
often become abuse perpetrators, adamant that they are different from their perpetrators, yet
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blindly revealing their “allegiance” to their parents or perpetrators through their behaviour
(Beaumont, 2012, p. 90). Ulsamer (2005) explains the tendency of victims to become
perpetrators, as seen in many global conflicts today. “The root of ruthlessness is suppressed pain.
The cruelest person can be a former victim in his blind fight against being victimized again”
(Ulsamer, 3005, p. 92). If the “original victim” is too weak to fight, the descendants carry the
trauma for their parents and ancestors, feeling “entitled to fight without mercy”, while still
portraying themselves as victims (p. 92). To understand victim and perpetrator energy in family
systems, a transgenerational perspective is required.
Consequences and benefits. Transgenerational trauma can guide and shape the work of
helping professionals, sometimes positively, in the direction of their work, and sometimes
negatively, keeping them from finding life wholeness, balance, and inner peace.
Transgenerational trauma can interfere with the healing of current life trauma or block the flow
of love from generation to generation in family systems and communities. The literature
mentioned the secondary and vicarious trauma impacting helping professionals in Theme 1;
however, the transgenerational trauma that helping professionals bring into their work from their
own family systems is not mentioned. The underlying transgenerational origins of relationship
conflict are frequently ignored.
Zelizer and Oliphant (2013) accentuated the need to address deeper sources of conflict,
outlining how change needed to occur for individuals, groups, and societies and emphasising
trauma healing (p. 14). Conflict can be positive or negative, depending on the transgenerational
emotional response to it. Conflict may shake up the status quo and lead to creative outcomes or it
can be traumatizing, leaving heavy emotional residue behind. If unhealthy conflict is left
unresolved, it may pass as transgenerational trauma to descendants (Barsalou, 2001; Leaning,
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2008; Pearrow & Cosgrove, 2009). Transgenerational trauma can be an entry point into the
global challenges mentioned in the preface, or wherever conflict is present in any human system
or human organizational system. Transgenerational trauma needs to be recognized as an
invitation to take responsibility and action, being a potential way to peace in any human system.
As such, transgenerational trauma is a gift, a starting point and catalyst toward systemic healing.
Inclusion. Creating inclusion by lifting what is silenced, secretive, or excluded
transgenerationally to the light for examination goes a long way toward alleviating the weight of
transgenerational trauma. What is needed are helping professionals who are well informed and
inclusive about the past, having processed the transgenerational trauma one carries for one’s own
family system, so as to not add to situational trauma. This reduces the vulnerability and
susceptibility of helping professionals to burnout and secondary trauma and can allow them to
create greater inner peace.
Hellinger and ten Hövel (1999) stated that any helping professional needs “to connect
with the excluded member of the system” to help “bring things back into order for the others” (p.
20). Summerfield (1995) explained that the missing and forgotten “have lost their place in the
order of things, in the social and historical fabric. There are personal memories of them but no
external evidence or sign to embody these memories” (p. 495). The desire to be remembered, to
prove existence, and to illustrate being a part of something greater is inherent in human beings
(Summerfield, 1995). For the wellbeing of the whole community, it is vital to “show that these
people once lived, had values and causes” and that their lives and deaths carried meaning (p.
495). Summerfield suggested that otherwise, family members left behind can be locked into
“frozen mourning”, and the dead can become “wandering souls of a kind” (p. 496). Systemic
constellations reveal that “when those who have been feared and shut out regain their rightful
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place, they bring healing and good instead of disruption. Also, if they are accepted, they go away
again and leave the family in peace” (Hellinger and ten Hövel, 1999, p. 57). “When the dead
have their place, they are peaceful and are experienced as a positive energy” (p. 58). Payne
(2005) reflected “that the dead have feelings concerning these matters” (p. 102).
Inclusive means bringing attention to those who are excluded, such as those who are
marginalized as social minorities, those who are institutionalized such as seniors, those left
behind with mental or physical challenges, or those incarcerated. Many people who are excluded
are vulnerable members of society. When the vulnerable of a society are included and their needs
are addressed and cared for in a healthy, compassionate way, the society as a whole will be well.
There is a need to address the underlying origins of exclusion and marginalization. It is important
to delve into underlying transgenerational origins to assist helping professionals working with
the vulnerable in society. These helping professionals may be overwhelmed by the challenges
they face. Inclusion involves bringing in the unresolved issues, prejudices, and biases of one’s
own family system or community. The missing or excluded in the family systems of helping
professionals or those who are traumatized in the field of their work need to be included to bring
about peace and balance in the family, community, or societal system (see Appendix H for an
example of the impact of transgenerational trauma on subsequent generations). To find peace, it
appears that inclusion is needed for both the living and the dead.
Theme 3: Inner Peacebuilding
Creating peace in the world requires an inward turn and a journey of inner peacebuilding.
Inner peacebuilding is self-development and growth. The helping professional is always called to
turn inward toward self-development and growth. Self-development is necessary for helping
professionals to function in a healthy way and one form of this is to address one’s own
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transgenerational trauma. The decision to turn inward may be difficult for some due to the
impact of the transgenerational trauma they carry; however, it is certainly vital for creating
greater inner peace and radiating peace out into the world regardless of one’s helping profession.
Self-development is important to become aware of any unconscious transgenerational prejudices,
biases, and blind spots one might carry that may impact the effectiveness of one’s work or one’s
emotional response to one’s helping work. Self-development and growth can take many different
directions and embrace many different modalities, alternative practices, therapies, spiritual
practices, and philosophies. The choices can seem overwhelming and it can be helpful to follow
one’s interests, passions, and innate callings.
Utilizing research from the field of peacebuilding, Durno (2000) suggested that peace is
often misunderstood, even within the field of peacebuilding, as something that can be imposed
upon the external world. Durno shared some of the lessons she learned during her many years of
engagement. She highlighted the point that “peace is meaningless if not evident in everyday life”
(para. 14). She implied that helping professionals need to ‘walk their talk’, that peace must be
felt within and felt in one’s own daily life to have the capacity to move it out into the lives of
others. One needs to ‘walk their talk’ to effectively teach the concept of peace to others who
have no prior experience of it in their lives. Durno also offered that “peace can’t be imposed but
must be cultivated from within” (Durno, 2000, para. 14). It can be inferred from this statement
that attaining inner peace requires some level of self-development and growth.
A journey of self-development and growth is a learning process that helps identify inner
obstacles to peace. Hellinger (2010) observed that many people working in helping professions
have a “degree of blindness” in their attitudes and procedures that is not healthy (p. 113). They
fail to understand that helping others is a way of “furthering growth, inner growth”, to be exact,
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one’s own inner growth (Hellinger, 2010, p. 114). Freire (1947) claimed that the “vocation of all
human beings is to become more human” (as cited in Díaz, n.d., p. 4), and perhaps selfdevelopment and growth is becoming more human, indicating the need for an inward turn.
Hellinger (2010) explained that “helping is an art” and as with “any other art, there are skills to
be learned and practiced” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 114). Empathy is one skill that needs to be learned
if it does not come naturally. Empathy can be lacking if burnout, STS, VT, and/or CF are
present. I am referring to empathy “with the person who comes for help”, where “empathy refers
to insight into what is appropriate for this person, and at the same time, expands the person’s
understanding of self and of his or her fate into a larger, more comprehensive context” (p 114).
Like empathy, living peaceably is a skill that helping professionals need to learn through selfdevelopment and growth.
Proactive and preventative. Within the field of peacebuilding, the topic of proactive and
preventative inner peacebuilding, related to the work of helping professionals to address
transgenerational trauma and to build peace in families, communities, and societies, is generally
absent from the literature. As mentioned previously, trauma itself has only just recently been
mentioned in academic articles within the field of peacebuilding (Thompson, 2014). To become
more proactive and preventative, a prospective helping professional would be called to confront
their own inner woundedness and the unresolved transgenerational trauma of their family system
during their initial training programs.
A challenge to implementing proactive training for helping professionals might be a
reluctance of those entering a profession to disclose unresolved inner woundedness. Referring to
wounded healers in the field of psychology, Zerubavel and Wright (2012) stated, “Sadly, early in
psychologists’ careers may be the most important time for dialogue about this topic, but the
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perceived risk of an adverse professional consequence may appear greatest at this time”
(Zerubavel & Wright, 2012, p. 484). To implement successful proactive training programs, those
in teaching roles would need to lead by example, open to discussing their own trauma and
transgenerational trauma in training sessions. This would open the door for trainees to be
vulnerable and share their own transgenerational trauma. The researchers refer to the
professional gatekeeping responsibilities of psychologists, tending to “err toward wariness
regarding the woundedness of colleagues, and may be especially concerned when wounds are
disclosed by trainees” (Zerubavel & Wright, 2012, p. 486). Zerubavel and Wright (2012) noted
that more experienced psychologists “can more readily risk being open about their wounds” (p.
486). This collective professional attitude is certainly an obstacle to addressing transgenerational
trauma proactively, leaving helpers to cumulatively manifest unwellness in their lives and work
for perhaps decades.
The goal is to eventually reduce the need for reactive responses, reducing vulnerability to
burnout, STS, VT, and CF. Overarching paradigm shifts will need to occur in many helping
professions. For example, treating trauma is currently given priority over systemically healing
transgenerational trauma. In the field of peacebuilding, both attention and financial priority are
currently given to peacekeeping and reactive peacebuilding, at the expense of proactive and
preventative inner peacebuilding (Branczik, 2004; United Nations Peacekeeping, 2016; UNPBF,
2019a; UNPBF, 2019b; UNPBF, 2019c; UNPBF, 2019d). Zelizer and Oliphant (2013) asserted
that, “in the absence of high-level peace efforts”, such as work sanctioned by the UN, “grassroots
and midlevel peacebuilding are less effective” (p. 260) and not given the proactive attention they
deserve. UN Secretary-General António Guterres declared that “we must work better together
across the peace continuum, focusing on all the dimensions of conflict”, with greater focus on
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“preventing conflict and addressing its root causes” long before unhealthy conflict even
emerges (Guterres, 2018, para. 3). I suggest these root causes may be transgenerational, flowing
from mother to child and from motherland to citizen, limiting inner peace.
Participation of women and youth. As it pertains to inner peacebuilding, the
relationship between the mother and child can not be underestimated. With the transmission of
transgenerational trauma heightened through maternal stress, the wellbeing of women and
mothers needs to be central to peacebuilding given their immense role in the transference of
healthy inner peacebuilding skills from generation to generation. However, it is well documented
that women and youth are missing from crucial peacebuilding work and decision making,
especially at the upper echelons of peace work, with those who are involved, namely men,
missing the importance of inner peacebuilding, thus making the creation of peace more difficult
(Bruce-Lockhart, 2015; Das Gupta et al., 2014; Del Felice & Wisler, 2007; Kuehnast, 2011;
UNSC, 2015; UNGA, 2015; UN Women, 2018). Kuehnast (2011) added that this “absence of
women from formal peace negotiations is all the more astonishing given the fact that women are
increasingly parties to conflicts” and other traumatizing events (p. 1). Fairbank et al. (2003)
stated that a heightened level of unresolved transgenerational trauma carried long-term by
women and the youth in their care leads to the “erosion of the basic fabric of society”, cycles of
increased violence, and the “intergenerational transmission of mental and physical health
problems” (pp. 8-9). The issues of women and youth need to be addressed as they pertain to
transgenerational trauma because they are frequently the greatest proponents of inner
peacebuilding, seeking more safety, security, inner peace and wholeness in life for their family
members. When women feel safe, secure, and peaceful within, I posit that the world will become
more peaceful.
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Unresolved transgenerational trauma. Zelizer and Oliphant (2013) recognized the
complexity of creating peace and peacebuilding, and they focused on “integrating peacebuilding
across diverse sectors” (p. 4). They asserted that sources of conflict need to be addressed and
suggested “focusing on promoting change in individuals that will then lead to change in society”
(p. 14). Annan (2003), former Secretary-General of the United Nations (UN), lamented that
trauma created by natural disasters, and human disasters such as “war, torture, violence, poverty,
disease, discrimination, and domestic abuse”, which tear families and societies apart, has the
tendency to transmit “from one generation to the next: a sad and painful legacy indeed” (p. xv).
Barsalou (2001), Leaning (2008), and Pearrow and Cosgrove (2009) would concur, with Zelizer
and Oliphant (2013) adding that “these psychological impacts on survivors of trauma can ruin
lives and families, predispose communities to recurrent cycles of violence, and result in the
transmission of destructive behavior and beliefs from one generation to the next” (p. 252). It is
recognized that sources of conflict and trauma symptoms may be transgenerational, hindering
peaceable movement forward.
Al-Falah (2015) suggested that to move toward greater peace in the world, to resolve
“difficult conflicts or external wars” in families, communities, or societies, we must first “find
our way out of the internal wars that are poisoning our thoughts, feelings, and attitudes toward
others” (p. 66). He lamented, “if we can’t put an end to the violence within us, there is no hope
for putting an end to the violence without” (p. 66). Al-Falah suggested that, “in order to
understand how to improve our peace, we first must understand how and why we have turned
toward war” (p. 66). He referred to both inward and outward war and conflict; however, he did
not mention that some sources of inner conflict or inner warring are conscious, and some are
unconscious. Sometimes the sources of inner turmoil are recognizable within current life
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experiences and sometimes they are not. Although al-Falah did recommend looking back to
understand inner conflict before moving forward, he did not mention that transgenerational
trauma may be a significant source of that inner war and conflict that needs to be addressed.
Many people are attracted to peacebuilding centres like the Centre for Justice and
Peacebuilding (CJP), registering in courses and workshops on trauma because they have
experienced trauma in their own lives (Price Lofton, 2013). They often participate with “the hope
of addressing their own post-traumatic stress disorder or burnout” (para. 1). The Center for Peace
Through Culture (CPC) promotes “peace, in thought, word and action, beginning with the
individual, expanding to the community and spreading out into the world” (Center for Peace,
2017). The CPC believes that the best way to build a peaceful world is to promote a society
where the members learn skills such as mindfulness which are necessary to create lives that are
compassionate and peaceful (2017). In these pages, I explored peace as an inner state of being
that emanates the energies of calm, quiet, tranquility, mindfulness, restfulness, contentment, and
compassionate agreement to what is and was. Peace is a relative lack of inner turmoil and
excessive conflict. Inner peacebuilding utilizes the talents of the human body as an instrument
for detecting and picking up on the energetic subtleties of conflict and its origins, seeking to
understand the underlying causes of conflict and initiating transformation. Peace and conflict are
influenced by the greater surrounding energy fields. I believe it is time to educate helping
professionals as to how and why they may have been drawn into their line of work by current life
trauma or by the transgenerational trauma they carry for their ancestral system and why it is
important to address the trauma to increase effectiveness.
I have observed that any transgenerational trauma that is decidedly present or subtly
lingering adds greater complexity to the inner world of helping professionals. Addressing
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transgenerational trauma can be a proactive and preventative activity to reduce the vulnerability
of helping professionals. Zerubavel and Wright (2012) reviewed the current literature on the
subject of the wounded healer amongst helping professionals and while “sufficiently recovered
wounded healers may make uniquely talented therapists” (Briere, 1992), the negative effects of
the wounded healer need to be examined (Briere, as cited in Zerubavel & Wright, 2012, pp. 483484). They stated that “commonly noted negative effects include decreased ability to be
emotionally present, poorly managed countertransference, overidentification, projection, and
having a personal agenda regarding the therapy process (Briere, 1992; Gil, 1988). The greatest
concern pertains to boundary confusion or violation (Briere, 1992)” (as cited in Zerubavel &
Wright, 2012, p. 484). Drawing from the work of Pearlman (1995) and Salston and Figley
(2003), the researchers added that “in studies of compassion fatigue that wounded healers are
more vulnerable than other therapists to being traumatized by the clinical work itself” (as cited in
Zerubavel & Wright, 2012, p. 484). A recent study by Ashenberg Straussner, Senreich, and Steen
(2018) stated that “the social work profession needs to pay far more attention to the behavioral
health of its workforce”, claiming that “40 percent of social workers reported experiencing
mental health problems before their social work careers, and almost 52 percent indicated that
they experienced mental health problems over the course of their social work careers, with 28
percent currently experiencing such problems” (p. 7).
The wounded healer is a common archetype found in the field of peacebuilding (Mahr,
2005), the field of psychology (Zerubavel & Wright, 2012), and the field of social work
(Ahenberg Straussner, Senreich, & Steen, 2018). Mahr, a medical doctor, psychoanalyst and
international systemic constellations facilitator from Germany, who has focused his attention on
conflict resolution and peacebuilding, shed some light on the difficulties experienced by helping
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professionals. Mahr (2005) suggested that wounded healers “are not useful tools for peace
building” when they are: 1) “caught in deep unresolved conflict with our parents, rejecting them
because of their failures and love deficiencies”, 2) stuck thinking about “sorrowful, burdensome,
tortured and hateful images of our dead ancestors however difficult their fates may have been”,
and 3) trapped in “a narrow, dualistic and naïve sense of identity”, rather than connecting
through common humanness (pp. 2-3). Mahr (2005) stressed the need for peacebuilders and
other helping professionals to look back into their own family systems without blame or
judgment to understand the transgenerational trauma they carry into the work they do with others
who are traumatized. The process of looking back would be most effective during training. Mahr
(2005) implied that there is a deep connection between whether an individual has the capacity to
create peace or not and the weight of any unresolved transgenerational trauma embodied within
them.
Hellinger (2010) stated that one must first find peace with one’s parents, ancestors, and
fate to develop the capacity to respond to challenging situations and to be able to extend to the
parents and ancestors of those who are traumatized the “respect and love in our hearts, regardless
of how they were as people and what is said about them” (p. 113). At a practical level, to be a
strong healthy helping professional, one must first delve into one’s own familial and
transgenerational trauma by going inward, exploring and working through it. Unresolved
transgenerational trauma is a common source of conflict, limiting the capacity of helping
professionals to create peace within or out in the world.
Professional blind spots. Through observation and practise, I noticed that many helping
professionals are unaware of their professional blind spots. Some professional blinds spots
discussed in the literature include the bias blind spots of mental health professionals giving
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professional opinions in legal matters (Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002), blind spots that are prevalent
in nursing education and practice leadership (Regan, Thorne, & Mildon, 2009), and blind spots
common amongst family physicians (Kannai & Alon, 2018). When unacknowledged, these blind
spots may lead to inappropriate actions, irrational behaviours, and ineffectiveness when working
with individuals who are traumatized. A blind spot is what one cannot see or struggles to see for
any number of reasons. Through self-development and growth activities, helping professionals
can discover what they are able to give to others and where they might be challenged or limited
in helping others without becoming unwell themselves. For example, Hellinger (2010) stated that
a helping professional who exhibits arrogance or superiority over whose who came earlier,
referring to parents or the ancestral field or the events that occurred in the past, puts themselves
and those seeking help “into grave danger” (p. 113). To avoid this danger, Hellinger stated that
the helping professional needs to “look at the ancestors and at the events of fate that happened in
this family”, and “bow to it all, thus coming into harmonious contact with these fates and with
the whole background and with the great soul as it is at work there” (p. 114). It appears that
helping professionals who live and work with this sort of professional blind spot would benefit
from working through their own transgenerational trauma to have the capacity to pay attention to
and respect the ancestral family or community system of those they work they and have a greater
propensity to work in a healthy systemic way with those who are traumatized.
Blind spots are often found in situations where one’s own emotional response patterns
learned in childhood, adolescence, or young adulthood for survival in life interfere with
practitioner openness or expansiveness, perhaps limiting one’s capacity to hold space in one’s
heart simultaneously for both the victim’s family system and/or community and the perpetrator’s
family system and/or community. A common topic of discussion in the community of systemic
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constellations facilitators is the acknowledgement of blind spots. Some questions that arise in
regard to blind spots include: Are there particular situations, perhaps parallel with one’s own past
experiences or situations, or those of one’s parents or ancestors, where there is blindness, where
one puts on blinders, where blind love and loyalty is present, or where there is unconscious
inability to look at certain situations that arise in the field in a strong effective way? Are there
situations where one might find oneself unable to hold a safe, healthy healing container for
transformation and systemic healing to occur? Are there situations where one gets empathically
drawn into the trauma of others? It needs to be recognized that both sides of any conflict or
relationship challenge are likely seeking what is best for their own family or community. Each
individual does the best they can with the emotional response strategies learned through their
respective family system. By working through professional blind spots, a healthy systemic
practitioner may find the capacity to hold safe space for situations where each side of any
conflict feels right in their convictions within their own context.
Helping professionals are encouraged to continually engage in emotional healing work to
maintain a high level and quality of healthy presence with clients, and in this way, one becomes
aware of one’s own blind spots and ways to work through them. One learns how these blind
spots may be transgenerational in nature. It seems only practical and ethical to look at one’s own
unresolved transgenerational trauma proactively and address it before stepping into a role to
assist others or train others in doing the same. One’s own trauma or transgenerational trauma
may be recognized or triggered through working with others who are traumatized, and that needs
to be viewed as a positive outcome. It is an opportunity for systemic healing to occur. I have
observed that the inner wounds of helping professionals continue to manifest unwellness as
burnout, STS, VT, CF, other chronic symptoms, repetitive adverse behaviours, or relationship
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challenges until the helper embraces an inner journey. Being aware and mindful to one’s own
blind spots tends to reduce the incidence of burnout, STS, VT, and CF.
This research promotes adequate training to assist helping professionals in the
recognition of professional blind spots. It seems appropriate to expect helping professional to
engage in self-development and growth practices or inner peacebuilding to develop skills of
practical discernment and judgment, of practical wisdom. This practical wisdom develops over
time through the experience of acknowledging, working through and transforming one’s own
deep emotional inner woundedness. It is valuable for helping professionals to receive training to
work within traumatizing situations that arise, letting go of any unrealistic notion that one will
organically sort one’s way through any emotional situations that impact oneself or others.
After years of working with peace initiatives, Kraybill lamented that the greatest
limitation of peacebuilding organizations and the peacebuilders within them “is not a lack of skill
or money”, but rather the inability of staff to “get along with each other and with other
organizations around them, compounded by fatigue and burnout of individuals in them” (as cited
in Price Lofton, 2013, para. 3). Fuertes (2013) confronted his peacebuilding students at CJP
about their professional blind spots. “We cannot give what we don’t have”, and then he
challenged them with a controversial question: “Who heals the healers?” (as cited in Price
Lofton, 2013, para. 5). It is important for peacebuilders and other helping professionals to see
themselves as systemic healers, even though the association is not often explicitly made or
recognized within the literature. The recognition of professional blind spots may end the use of
inappropriate approaches for working with those who are traumatized and assist helping
professionals to find the wellbeing, wholeness, and life balance they need so badly, reducing
their vulnerability to burnout and secondary trauma.
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Collective blind spots. Professional blind spots may be entangled with collective blind
spots. Discussing the legacy of slavery in the USA, DeGruy (2017) asserted that “little
understanding exists between black and white America” (p. 16). DeGruy illuminates the ongoing
symptoms and conditions of Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) (p. 16). Highlighting a
collective blind spot in society, she explained that “on the face of it we are at best civil with each
other, but all too often this civility masks unresolved resentments and hatred” (p. 16). During
2020, the Black Lives Movement has challenged the denial or disbelief by many people that
racism continues to exist in the USA. DeGruy (2017) stated that it all began with the belief in
different races, which is a destructive myth. There may not be different races of people; however,
there are many differences in the circumstances of people caused by this convenient myth. Race
may not be real, but historic and present-day racism is a reality. DeGruy (2017) pointed out why
it is destructive to state that one does not see colour:
Noticing difference is most important because it is the first step in arresting the national
hemorrhaging of African Americans. It is through such awareness that we can take the
first steps toward healing the wounds passed on to the present generation through
centuries of ignorance and neglect at the hands of the governing and governed alike.
(DeGruy, 2017, p. 16)
DeGruy added, “this is not only between black and white America”, emphasizing that “the
overwhelming majority of the world, are people of color. If humanity is to evolve, we need to
notice the differences among people, understand them, celebrate them, learn how to integrate
these differences, and become a true world community” (p. 16). She reflected on racism, calling
it America’s “most serious illness”, pointing out that it has festered for “almost 400 years”,
running “like poison through the blood of American society since Europeans first landed on
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these shores”, and the denial of this racism by “America and Americans…has become
pathological” (DeGruy, 2017, p. 12). It seems that collective blind spots are present within most
communities and societies around the world, transgenerationally embodied in the citizenry
through historic events, family, ethnicity, culture, ritual and ceremony, songs and dances,
religious or spiritual practice, educational and social institutions, and political governance.
Helping professionals need to understand that they are not immune to collective blind spots and
know that the acknowledgement of these blind spots provides an opportunity to initiate
transformation within an individual, a family, or a collective system.
Collective energy field. Since it is highly relevant to understanding the systemic healing
of transgenerational trauma, it is wise to examine the collective field of knowledge that is
considered to surround and flow through us. The collective field has been described by others as
the spiritual field (Hellinger, 2010), the knowing field (Mahr, 1999), the Akashic field (Laszlo,
2004), or the morphogenetic field (Sheldrake, 2009). It may seem that the air around us is empty
of content; however, I envision a busy highway of energy and vibrational movement invisible to
the naked human eye. Sheldrake (2009) stated that “gravitational and electromagnetic fields are
spatial structures that are invisible, intangible, inaudible, tasteless, and odorless; they are
detectable only through their respective gravitational and electromagnetic effects” (Sheldrake,
2009, p. 63). We know that electromagnetic waves of energy are accessed for many important
uses: radio waves, X-rays, ultraviolet rays, microwaves, visible light waves, infrared waves, and
gamma rays. We are unable to see them and yet we know they exist. These waves of energy
move at immense speeds. It is via these waves of energy and the use of satellites that the Internet
travels around the world in nanoseconds (Schweitzer, Whitehead, Zweigle, Skendzic & Achanta,
2016).
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Laszlo (2004) shed more light on these collective energy fields. He explained that
“interactions between things in the physical world are mediated by energy”, which can take
many forms (p. 67). These energies can be “kinetic, thermal, gravitational, electric, magnetic,
nuclear, and actual or potential”, and in all forms “energy conveys some effect from one thing to
another, from one place and one time to another place and another time” (p. 68). Laszlo argues
that energy “does not act in a vacuum”, but rather, it “must be conveyed by something” (p. 68).
Scientists now have the insight that energy acts in a “quantum vacuum”, which is not empty (p.
68). The quantum vacuum is “an active, physically real cosmic plenum” (p. 68). “It conveys not
only light, gravitation, and energy in its various forms, but also information; or as Laszlo terms
it, “in-formation” (p. 68). Laszlo describes in-formation as “a subtle, quasi-instant, nonevanescent and non-energetic connection between things at different locations in space and
events at different points in time. Such connections are termed ‘nonlocal’ in the natural sciences
and ‘transpersonal’ in consciousness research” (Laszlo, 2004, p. 68). This description creates a
different way of understanding space and time, linking past, present, and future, and connecting:
Particles, atoms, molecules, organisms, ecologies, solar systems, entire galaxies, as well
as the mind and consciousness associated with some of these things…regardless of how
far they are from each other and how much time has passed since connections were
created between them. (pp. 68-69)
This cosmic plenum “is a fundamental medium that recalls the ancient concept of Akasha” (p.
77), a word that originates in the Sanskrit and Indian cultures, meaning, “an all-encompassing
medium that underlies all things and becomes all things. It is real, but so subtle that it cannot be
perceived until it becomes the many things that populate the manifest world” (p. 76). In my
view, this collective energy is held at the cellular level of the body and it is integral to the
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transmission of transgenerational trauma, and also pertinent to transforming and systemically
healing it.
Sheldrake (2009) suggested that morphic resonance is “nonenergetic” and “not attenuated
by time and space” (p. 86). Rather, he posited that “morphic resonance takes place only from the
past, that only morphic units that have already actually existed are able to exert a morphic
influence in the present” (p. 86). Sheldrake elaborated on the concept of morphic resonance as “a
process whereby self-organising systems inherit a memory from previous similar systems”
(Sheldrake, n.d.a, para. 1). He stated that “morphic fields underlie our mental activity and our
perceptions”, connecting “together members of the group even when they are many miles apart”
(Sheldrake, n.d.b, para. 18). Sheldrake explained that morphic fields “extend far beyond our
brains” (para. 22), containing “a built-in memory given by self-resonance with a morphic unit’s
own past and by morphic resonance with all previous similar systems. This memory is
cumulative” (n.d.b, A summary). In relation to human beings and ancestral family systems,
“each individual inherits a collective memory from past members of the species, and also
contributes to the collective memory, affecting other members of the species in the future”
(Sheldrake, n.d.a, para. 1), thus connecting past, present, and future as one whole.
Important to understanding the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma, collective
memory can create national identity and reveal transgenerational trauma (Puljek-Shank &
Puljek-Shank, 2008). It seems possible that collective memory and transgenerational trauma
might transmit from the past through morphic resonance and through space and time through the
quantum vacuum.
Interconnectivity. When the helping professional is open to the surrounding greater
collective field, they may take a more expansive metaphysical position. This position permits
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one to systemically understand the complexity, links, and patterns of transgenerational trauma. It
is an expansion that requires and embraces serenity and surrender, letting go of the need to know
everything or to understand every outcome. This expansive metaphysical position embraces the
Butterfly Effect proposed by Lorenz (1993), that while discussing changes in weather conditions,
the question of whether the mere flap of a butterfly’s wings “can be instrumental in generating a
tornado” or “instrumental in preventing a tornado” in some other region of the world (p. 181).
Likewise, when we take actions in life that may seem insignificant, “minuscule disturbances” or
“perturbations of small amplitude” may or may not have substantial influence in the life of
another (Lorenz, 1993, pp. 181-182). Embodied knowledge, held within the unconscious
embodied mind, may not be readily apparent or even consciously accessible, and yet, through
any action, however small, there is influence within and on the surrounding environment.
As a systemic practitioner researcher, I believe it is vitally important for helping
professionals to willingly open to this influence in order to address their own transgenerational
trauma and effectively guide others through the transgenerational trauma of their family systems
and communities. The systems are sometimes extremely complex and daunting, and where there
appears to be no connection, an energy connection still exists.
Contextuality. Systemic practitioner research occurs within an expansive world filled
with context and complexity, with the environment having a huge impact on what is created and
one having a reciprocal impact on the environment. One wisely knows that a rational
understanding of the ‘why’ or ‘how’ of the impact is sometimes not attainable, and that is
accepted. Much like tiny ballooning gossamer spiders56 that can have web dispersal distances of

Yong, E. (2018) explained that the ballooning gossamer spider can detect the Earth’s planetary electric field,
created when about “40,000 thunderstorms crackle around the world, collectively turning Earth’s atmosphere into a
56
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a few hundred metres or several hundred kilometres (Reynolds, Bohan & Bell, 2007), the
facilitator and client impact one another in an integrative wellness session or systemic
constellation and the environment impacts what is created, and at the same time, the movement
of the energy work impacts the environment. It is not possible to know every outcome. Context
is everything, and like the tiny spider, impacted greatly by the external environment,
transgenerational trauma and body focused systemic healing are integrally and systemically
entangled with external energies, including the external meteorological conditions of the day
(Reynolds et al., 2007), or internally by emotional and spiritual positioning of the facilitator and
client on any given day. Holding a healthy neutral presence is a vital but continual challenge for
the practitioner. The practitioner requires constant reflexivity while moving through the
transformative space of the session.
Like the spider, sometimes one’s energetic thread is extended outward to another thread
and the consequences of that action may never be known; however, that does not preclude a
remarkable impact and it does not make the resulting impact anecdotal. Moving outward along
delicate threads, the spider inadvertently shakes all the other webs that are interconnected with
its own, sending out a contextual ripple effect. Transformative affect is the inherent outcome of
any PPCI client session, just as it is the goal of most academic research. Transforming
transgenerational trauma, the practitioner flies fearlessly into the unknown internally and
externally along proffered, yet invisible, energetic gossamer threads. The systemic practitioner

giant electrical circuit”, with the upper atmosphere having positive charge and the Earth’s surface a negative charge.
Every day “the air carries a voltage of around 100 volts for every meter above the ground”, with this increasing
exponentially on “foggy or stormy” days (Yong, 2018, para. 5). The ballooning gossamer spider utilises electrostatic
repulsion to move through its environment (para. 5). It is suggested that this electrical field may be the same field
utilised by other species, including human beings, to communicate and connect with one another and outward
universally through the collective field of consciousness and knowledge.
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understands that in the silence of the moment, undetectable by the sensory systems of many
human beings, something contextual is still happening. The helping professional must remain
open to these energetic subtleties.
Theme 4: Systemic Approaches
The systemic healing of transgenerational trauma calls for a systemic viewpoint and a
valuation of systemic history in all areas of exploration. The systemic transformation and healing
of transgenerational trauma calls for systemic and inward body focused exploration. For the
purposes of this study, a systemic viewpoint is inclusive and involves systems thinking, which
“manifests as an omnidirectional matrix that sheds light on the interconnectedness of all levels

Figure 2

Figure 3. Systemic interconnectedness
(Robertson, 2011, p. 15, copied with permission)
and institutions of society”, linking the layers of societal connection to “complex systems of
individual wellbeing”, including the physical, emotional, spiritual, mental, psychological,
relational, and financial (Robertson, 2011, p. 14). The diagram in Figure 3 shows a visual
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representation of the meaning of systemic interconnectedness (p. 14). It calls for “equitable
treatment at all levels and eliminates the societal propensity to give some systems greater
hierarchical importance” (Robertson, 2011, 15).
Adapted from an earlier Universal Systemic Model of Interconnectedness (Robertson,
2011, p. 17), Figure 4 illustrates the concentric systemic circles that surround an individual,

Multiversal Interconnectedness

Global Village

,
Nation State & Political
System
Region & Political System

Ethnic & Cultural Systems
Gl & Spiritual
Religious
Systems
Community & Workplace
Family & Ancestors
Self

Figure 4. Multiple layers embraced within a systemic view
(An adaptation of Robertson’s earlier System Layers of Interconnectivity, 2011, p. 16)
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beginning with a small inner circle labelled Self (individual consciousness), moving outward in
increasingly larger circles to Family & Ancestors (family consciousness), Community &
Workplace (group consciousness), Religious & Spiritual (group consciousness), Ethnic &
Cultural Systems (group consciousness), Region & Political System (collective consciousness),
Nation State & Political (collective consciousness), and Global Village (collective
consciousness). The two directional arrows indicate mutual relationship and interrelationship
with the natural world (universal consciousness) and connection to the rest of the cosmos
(multiversal consciousness). Understanding the multi-layered, multi-faceted dynamic of any
familial, ancestral, or community human system to address transgenerational trauma is
imperative for finding an entry point with the capacity to shift the status quo of the system and to
set transformation in motion (Robertson, 2011, p.15).
Systemic models often suggest entry points of change or transformation at any level of
the system, which might be grassroots, regional, national, or global. The entry point can differ
from the systemic layer where the helping professional is involved with their work. Systems
thinking calls these entry points into the system leverage points, proposing that “small, wellfocused actions can sometimes produce significant, enduring improvements, if they’re in the
right place” (Senge, 1990, p. 64). Senge (1990) elaborated:
Tackling a difficult problem is often a matter of seeing where the high leverage lies, a
change which – with a minimum of effort – would lead to lasting, significant
improvement. The only problem is that high-leverage changes are usually highly
nonobvious to most participants in the system. They are not “close in time and space” to
obvious problem symptoms. (Senge, 1990, p. 64)
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While family systems are explored as a collective, taking a systemic viewpoint to transform and
systemically heal transgenerational trauma, Self is the only truly effective entry point into the
system (see Figure 4). It requires one to commit to that inward turn that leads to inner
peacebuilding, identifying one’s own symptoms and exploring from there.
Systemic healing. Systemic healing is about liberating oneself or others from fears,
thoughts, attitudes, belief systems, early social and religious conditioning, obsessive compulsive
behaviours, emotional entanglements, and trauma responses and strategies that limit potential.
For example, it is important to identify one’s belief systems and seek their origin from within the
greater surrounding systems. DeGruy (2017) stated that “beliefs strongly influence how we
think, feel, and behave. And their influence can be negative or positive” (p. 167). Positive belief
about one’s value, worth, skills, or abilities, tends to lead to more success in attaining goals (p.
167). Carrying negative belief about oneself can lead to “self-sabotage”, or the tendency to stop
trying (p. 167). When the belief system has little basis in fact, or it cannot be reconciled as
belonging to one’s current lifetime, it might rightfully belong to parents or ancestors. Complex
situations of transgenerational trauma call for a helping professional to embrace an expansive
worldview, systemic viewpoint, and a systemic healing approach to wellbeing,57 wholeness, and
balance in life.
Wholeness and wholism. The systemic healing of transgenerational trauma embraces
both wholeness and wholism. Both terms refer to the need to give attention to the big picture or

Hanson (2019) considers the foundations of wellbeing in today’s world to include at least twelve pillars: selfcaring, mindfulness, learning, vitality, gratitude, confidence, calm, motivation, intimacy, courage, aspiration, and
service, and he emphasized that the meaning of each of these pillars is contextual, felt within the body of the one
involved as an internal process. I engaged in the self-development and growth work offered by Hanson as a yearlong course that focused on these 12 pillars.
57
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the whole of anything. For the purposes of this study involving the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma, wholeness calls attention to the whole, the big picture view of the
whole human body as one, the big picture exploration of the extended family system, and the big
picture view of the many systems surrounding the human being.
Jung (2011a) stated that wholeness is a state strived for by all living creatures. For human
beings,
…the inevitable one-sidedness of our conscious life is continually being corrected and
compensated by the universal human being in us, whose goal is the ultimate integration
of conscious and unconscious, or better, the assimilation of the ego to a wider
personality. (p. 78)
Jung called “the mind’s quest for wholeness” individuation, suggesting “that dreams are doing
the work of integrating our conscious and unconscious lives” and developing applied wisdom,
what I refer to as practical wisdom or phronēsis, which is the quality that “separates elders from
grumpy old men” (as cited in Hurd, 2009, para. 4). Jung focused on the integration of the
conscious and unconscious minds.
Attention to body focused wholism is important for attaining a sense of wholeness and
balance. It is my view that body focused wholism is the integration of a variety of approaches to
address the whole body, which is not viewed as component parts or pieces, but rather, having an
emphasis on the whole being greater than the sum of the parts. While I prefer the spelling
wholism to holism, based on the root word whole, Freeman (2005) discussed holism in the
context of medicine and the helping work of general practitioners. He stated that “everything
affects health, and as physicians dedicated to maintaining and improving health we must
understand and honour the whole, in each of its parts and with the synergies that are created as
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they act together” (Freeman, 2005, para. 7). He also commented that “no one is quite sure what
anyone else means” when the terms holism and holistic are used (para. 1), lamenting the fact that
authors often presume that the reader understands their meaning (para. 2). He stated this
vagueness is unacceptable given that “holistic modelling” is one of the “six core competencies”
expected of the family doctor or GP in 2002 under EURACT, the European Academy of
Teachers of General Practice/Family Medicine (para. 1). The holistic model involves addressing
“health problems in their physical, psychological, social, cultural, and existential dimensions”,
with existential referring to the spiritual dimension (EURACT, as cited in Freeman, 2005, para.
5). Freeman (2005) stated that holism involves looking at the social context of the individual and
identifying relationship problems with the nuclear and extended family, the neighbourhood and
the workplace. Freeman (2005) was adamant that “everything affects health” (para. 7).
Miller (2007) stated that “holistic education is founded on three basic principles: balance,
inclusion, and connection” (p. 6). The connections and relationships he explored included the
“balance between linear thinking and intuition”, the relationship between “mind and body”, the
relationships “among domains of knowledge”, the relationship between “self and community”
(p. 13), the relationship to “the Earth”, and the relationship to “the soul” (p. 14). It is my view
that wholism includes all that lies within the environment, taking into account the health and
impact of the energy field and shifting dynamics that surround and flow through the body. There
is no separation, only connection.
Mindfulness. Practical wisdom is inherently interconnected with mindfulness, a term
used today to describe the need to remain present in one’s body and present with one’s feelings
and emotions in order to be open to transformation and to fully experience life. Van der Kolk
(2014) explained mindfulness as,
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…being able to hover calmly and objectively over our thoughts, feelings, and emotions
[…] and then take our time to respond allow[ing] the executive brain to inhibit, organize,
and modulate the hardwired automatic reactions preprogrammed into the emotional brain.
This capacity is crucial for preserving our relationships with our fellow human beings.
(van der Kolk, 2014, p. 62)
Siegel (2012) used the phrase mindful awareness, which was described as,
…awareness of present-moment experience, with intention and purpose, without grasping
on to judgments. Traits of being mindful are having an open stance toward yourself and
others, emotional equanimity, and the ability to describe the inner world of the mind. (p.
A1-51)
In a discussion on epigenetics and mindfulness, Siegel mentioned that “epigenetic impacts of
trauma appear to involve alterations in parts of the genome that would otherwise be preventing
inflammation. So, many of the disorders of stress are disorders of inflammation” (p. 18). In
discussing mindfulness training, Siegel added that it is only through mindfulness that one is able
to “get actual changes in the epigenetic regulation of regions of your genome that will help you
prevent inflammatory diseases” (p. 18). Mindfulness is integral to developing wellbeing,
wholeness, and balance in life.
Mindfulness and emotional equanimity serve helping professionals well. When helping
professionals develop the capacity to be open to experience joys and sorrows in balance they can
be exposed to the emotions, pain, trauma, and suffering of others while maintaining a sense of
inner balance and stability. Equanimity involves being mindful of one’s limits and blind spots
when helping others, serving helping professionals, integrative wellness practitioners, and
systemic practitioner researchers alike.
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Resilience. Resilience is a greatly useful evolutionary and transgenerational emotional
adaption passed down from generation to generation, until it is not. Apparently, resilience can go
too far if it stops one from feeling or processing negative or heavy emotional experiences.
Exploring the work of Engdahl, Dikel, Eberly, and Blank (1997), Danieli stressed the point that
outward signs of resilience such as “occupational achievement or establishing families” can be
deceiving, with other trauma adaptation strategies being “largely internal and intrapsychic” (as
cited in Danieli, 1998, p. 10). Solomon, Kotler, and Milkulincer (1988) demonstrated that while
some studies on children of trauma survivors report “good adjustment”, there can still be a
“special vulnerability to traumatic stress” (as cited in Danieli, 1998, p. 10). These earlier studies
revealed that children of survivors classified as “those who made it”, often exhibiting “overly
optimistic views”, may in fact “describe defense rather than effective coping”, with this group of
survivors and their children showing the “highest rates of suicide” (Solomon, Kotler, &
Milkulincer, 1988, as cited in Danieli, 1998, p. 10). Yehuda et al. (1995) noted that time can heal
unwellness in many people; however, time may not heal the wounds of traumatized people.
Rather, time may “magnify their response to further trauma” and may carry intergenerational
implications (Danieli, 1998, p. 10).
Resilience can get in the way of developing a systemic viewpoint, or hinder systemic
healing, especially if the traditional ancestral family pattern was to survive not thrive, holding
oneself back from showing up in one’s full magnificence. Thriving involves letting go of any
limiting early childhood conditioning, emotional suppression, and current life or
transgenerational trauma carried within the body to create the capacity to live life fully. Buruma
(2015) explored societies that purposefully silenced the trauma of the past or swept their guilt or
shame or victimhood under the carpet with resilience in order to push forward. Countries such as
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Japan following the bombings of Hiroshima or Nagasaki, the USA following the attack on Pearl
Harbour, or Germany following the Holocaust intentionally moved forward silencing rather than
addressing the burdens or atrocities of the past (Buruma, 2015). Buruma reflected that “a
‘normal’ society, a society not haunted by ghosts, cannot be achieved by ‘normalizing’ history,
or by waving cross and garlic” (Buruma, 2015, p. 249). Buruma suggested that the opposite
might be more true, that “when society has become sufficiently open and free to look back, 58
from the point of view neither of the victim nor of the criminal, but of the critic, only then will
the ghosts be laid to rest” (p. 249).
Systemic Constellations. Research shows that the general public knows very little about
the phenomenology of systemic constellations (Jelinek, 2015), a means to understand
transgenerational trauma. Within this research, family constellations can be considered a subset
of systemic constellations, since the approach extends beyond the family system and is also
useful for organizational, collective societal, or natural environmental issues (see Appendices A,
D, and K for detailed descriptions related to the approach). The reader is cautioned to not take
the principles of family and systemic constellations out of context and into other traditional
worldviews, otherwise, ethical and moral challenges can arise.
Mahr (2005) stated that systemic constellations are facilitating,
…the natural tendency of any system to move, to change permanently, to loosen standstill
and blockage. That is not in any way a moral movement to make things better in a moral

For those familiar with the adage, “those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it” (attributed to
Santayana [1905], in Reason in Common Sense, Vol. 1, p. 284) it has been suggested that Santayana was only half
right (Leder, 2019). Leder (2019) commented further, “it is also true that those who only remember the past are also
doomed to repeat it” (p. 29). Leder explained that “this is the trap of memory that causes so much pain in so many
families” (p. 29). To evolve requires us to be mindful, to learn from the past, and to integrate what was learned about
the past with the present, which is only a fleeting moment in time, and to imagine and create a new future.
58
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sense but a most natural movement inherent in every system: allowing the natural flow to
unfold and to go on. (Mahr, 2005, p. 4)
Mason Boring (2015) asserted that, “Hellinger’s [family constellations] may be one of the
most constructive tools in existence to interrupt trans-generational pain” (p. 116). Discussing
transgenerational wellbeing, Beaumont commented:
Our lives are intimately dependent upon people we have never known and who died long
before we were born, yet we are loath to pay them much mind. On the contrary, it is
commonplace to assume that they are dead and gone. Yet because we are alive, they are in
some sense present too, present as sand is present in the glass that was made from it,
present as the tree is present in the wooden statue. In this sense, the dead are all around us
and in us, and they affect our lives whether we remember their names or not. (Beaumont,
2012, p. 44)
New approaches for systemically healing transgenerational trauma need to embrace this aspect of
systemic constellations, the assertion that the ancestors remain within us.
Far from simple, a family constellation has been described as a way to look at the life
challenges of an individual or group, set up as “an evolving spatial arrangement of
representatives chosen intuitively from the participants in the workshop” (Reddy, 2012, p. 30).
Constellation simply refers to the “geometric arrangement in the space contained by the circle of
participants” (p. 30). “The original German word that names this (“aufstellung”) means
something more like simply a “placement” (p. 30). Within a family constellation, “the
representatives, or “reps”, stand for, feel, and act as different family members, symptoms, goals,
or events relevant to the issue at hand” (Reddy, 2012, p. 30). I would argue that the
representative does not act or engage in acting. In setting up a systemic constellation, “the
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Family Energy Field resonates, is felt and sensed by the others within it, mostly on an
unconscious level that exists chiefly beyond the scope of the rational or conscious mind. It exists
as a magnetic pull” (Faust & Faust, 2005, p. 61). One may energetically feel drawn away from
the family system, feel pulled in through blind love and loyalty, feel excluded from the family, or
carry a powerful sense of belonging (Faust & Faust, 2005).
Peterson (2005) stated that practitioners of systemic constellations continually ponder
how it is that the participants in constellations are able to “tap into these lived histories to reveal
the underpinnings of our lives” (p. 44). She proposed that,
…we can’t point to scientific evidence, the currency of present-day “knowledge,” to
provide measurable data or a cogent theory. Instead, we are tapping into a more ancient
stream of knowledge, one that connects us to life itself; that is, embodied knowledge. (p.
44)
It seems to me that if the ancestor is present within the living, as suggested by Beaumont (2012),
which eliminates any sense of time discrepancy, then the energetic connection felt by
representatives within systemic constellations is through the embodied knowledge of the client
that is present. Miller (2017) reflected that,
Systemic constellations are not incredibly easy to explain if you have not experienced
one. You can bring a question or problem to be constellated. It could be a personal issue,
like a difficult family relationship. It can also scale up to the world level and you could
look at global warming. (Miller, 2017, para.7)
Hellinger et al. (1998) explained some of the key phenomenological aspects of Family
Constellations, stating that calm and clear perception can only come when one “consent[s] to the
world as it is, without any intention to change it” (p. 91). Hellinger explained that without this
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consent, “wishes, fears, judgments—my constructs—interfere with my perception” (Hellinger et
al., 1998, p. 91). This consent aligns the facilitator with “a greater whole”, not presuming to
know more than the “inner forces already at work in the system” (p. 91). With humility, the
facilitator consents to what is terrible in the world and also to what is beautiful, and from that
position clear perception as a facilitator can be realized (p. 91).
The facilitation of family and systemic constellations can be useful to helping
professionals seeking greater inner peace and for helping “others to realize and accept that fate
expects them to face conflict and to acquire skills and even mastery in dealing with the
adversarial and the repulsive” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 114). These comments provide some key
elements of the positionality of the helping professional in systemic constellations and supports
the contention of this inquiry that inner peacebuilding, which can be initiated through systemic
constellations, is the first step to creating greater peace in the world.
Wisdom from the knowing field. Systemic constellations work has spread to many
regions of the world, and regardless of where in the world it is utilized or what culture it is
applied to, there is a powerful array of principles that seem to apply almost universally to family
systems at a deep ancestral level (see Appendix K for some of the Principles of Systemic
Constellations Work). Booth Cohen (2009) reflected that “in our hearts we carry the hearts of
those who gave us life, those who gave us love”, and even those who may not be in our family,
such as “those victims or perpetrators whose fate is entangled with ours” (p. 19). He lamented
that these hearts carry “tender love and blessing”, but also “suffering and grief” (p. 19). Booth
Cohen (2009) elaborated that “those captured hearts retain ancestral memories of the orphan’s
grief, the exile’s lament, the soldier’s guilt, the widow’s anguish, the slave’s humiliation, the
mother’s anxiety, the father’s emptiness, [and] the child’s loneliness” (p. 19). Systemic
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constellations have revealed representatives with “hearts [that] can be murderous, the heart of a
rapist or the heart of a saint” (Booth Cohen, 2009, p. 19). These comments tie into the trauma of
the past and the transgenerational emotional patterns that linger in family systems.
For anyone who has not experienced a systemic constellation, Beaumont (2012)
contemplated that “it is truly a curious phenomenon”, that with little prior information about a
family, a stranger can be placed as a representative for a family member and begin “to
experience physical symptoms very similar to those of the person they are representing” (p. 150).
Beaumont described his own experiences as representatives in constellations, taking on
symptoms of the family members represented, such as nausea or dizziness, or “stomach cramps,
partial paralysis, pain, and headaches”, or “been flooded by murderous hate and incestuous
impulses” (p. 150). He explained further that just as quickly as these symptoms appear in the
representation, these symptoms disappeared as soon as the constellation was over, and more
often than not, they had something to do with the lives of the real persons who were represented
(p. 149). Beaumont (2012) added that,
Family constellations are a technique for enhancing memory, helping us to recognize
dynamics affecting us that have been forgotten even though they continue to operate. Of
special concern today are deceased people who influence our lives, but whose names we
may never know. (Beaumont, 2012, p. 149)
Somewhat cautious, Beaumont (2012) proposed three hypotheses for consideration as they
pertain to Family Constellations:
1) Family and other social systems remember and transmit memory in ways that we do
not yet understand.
2) Such memories can affect members’ behavior outside of their awareness.
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3) The technique of family constellations may prove a useful tool to investigate this
form of memory. (Beaumont, 2012, p. 150)
Manné (2009) explained that,
Family constellations show that family is destiny. However, we are not caught up
helplessly in this destiny, but can achieve healing. Most importantly, we are empowered,
through understanding the mechanisms, to control our behaviour so as not to cause
suffering to following generations. (p. 3)
Hausner (2011) stated, “Constellation work can be regarded as simply a treatment method, but in
a wider sense it is a teaching of human relationships, a life philosophy, a life posture, and a way
of living” (p. 285). He believed that “systemic constellation work with health issues has earned
the right to a place of regard within the field of medicine”, emphasising the need for
“consideration of trans-generational perspectives when looking at the origins and contributing
factors in illness” (p. 285). Systemic constellations often reveal blind love and loyalty to the
family system, and it can be one key factor contributing to illness or holding symptoms or
conditions in place.
Blind love and loyalty. Blind love and loyalty can make one unwell and be present as
symptoms. Reddy (2012) discussed the concept of “blind love”, frequently revealed through
family constellations, as “hidden loyalties that have anchored suffering in place”, where these
“loyalties express a forgotten, but still active love for family and ancestors” (p. 11). Reddy
explained that when blind loyalty “can be shifted, when it can open its eyes, so to speak – the
results are life altering” (p. 11). With blind loyalties brought into the light, “emotional or
physical suffering either recedes on its own, or yields dramatically to remedies that previously
failed”, often vastly improving the health and happiness of those impacted by the constellation
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(Reddy, 2012, p. 11). The work of helping professionals can be limited when others adhere to
blind love and loyalty in family systems and communities, and while it is in place it will be
difficult to implement change. When a child of the family system or community takes up the
hatred, violence, or revenge of the ancestors through blind love and loyalty, and this refers to a
child of any age, including those in their senior years, this child is seduced “into assuming a
responsibility inappropriate to his position” (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 161). The child blindly
uses revenge to seek balance in the system, “as if more deaths could heal the emptiness left by
past deaths” (p. 161).
With greater adherence to the “Orders of Love” developed by Hellinger and his
colleagues in the field of systemic constellations, one can extract oneself “from this battlefield”,
gaining wisdom and developing humility (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 161). The child is able to step
out of their “inflated sense of self-importance”, returning to their “designated place in the family
order, while those who have come before regain their higher place in the hierarchy” (p. 161).
Peace is not able to return to this family system until the child takes their appropriate place in the
family system, as the small one, and out of love and respect pays homage to the suffering and
loss of the mothers, pledging not to pick up his sword, and to leave the suffering to the mothers
where it rightfully belongs (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 161). Hellinger et al. (1998) have found
through systemic constellations that in the heart of every grandmother there is longing, that “her
grandchildren live in peace. Then the deaths of those who have gone before have a good effect
on those who come after. That is the greater love” (p. 161).
Entanglement and identification. Hellinger et al. (1998) described what is meant by
entanglement or identification with other family and community members as a “strange, almost
uncanny phenomenon” (p. 165). They explain the dynamics revealed in systemic constellations,
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where, “the systemic dynamic of completeness in the family group defends the rights of any
earlier person who has been excluded, and it isn’t concerned with the rights of those who come
later” (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 165). Hellinger et al. (1998) stated that those carrying the
transgenerational trauma “don’t choose their fate. In fact, they usually don’t even notice what’s
happening and can’t defend themselves against it” (p. 164). What is found is “a crude justice for
the earlier person at the price of injustice for the others, and the injustice is passed on from
generation to generation” (p. 165). In relation to the helping professional and those they are
attempting to help,
The family group ‘re-members’ the excluded, the ignored, the forgotten, the
unrecognized, and the dead. When a legitimate member of the group is shut out, someone
in a later generation must compensate for this injustice by suffering a similar injustice.
(Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 164)
The fate of the individual is entangled with “the excluded person”, and the individual
unconsciously recreates “that person’s experience, complete with the guilt, the innocence, and all
of the other feelings that belong to that experience” (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 164). Systemic
constellations have revealed that “people who are fanatic about being right are often entangled.
When they ‘fight’ with exaggerated bitterness and vehemence, they may well be representing
someone else in the system” (p. 162). “Any reaction or emotion that seems exaggerated, or
inappropriate, or amplified may be an identification” with parents or ancestors (p. 162). It seems
the energies of the greater system take priority over the energies of the individual and the
energies of the past take priority over the energies of the present.
In contrast to the philosophies of individualism that are so prevalent today, systemic
constellations have discovered that,
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The dynamics of a family bind all members in full participation. One bird in flight may
turn in many directions, yet we watch the flock turn as a whole. Every bird submits to the
greater whole of the flock, and through this submission, maintains its membership in the
group. (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 160)
Hellinger et al. (1998) stated that family members are so firmly bound to one another that, “the
obligations and sufferings of one member are experienced by other members as debts and
obligations” (p. 160). The “interests of the family” take priority over the “happiness and
suffering” of the individual, “just as a whole constrains its parts” (p. 160). “Any family member
can become blindly entangled in other members’ debts and privileges; in their thoughts, cares,
and feelings’ and in their conflicts or goals” (p. 160). These comments help explain why taking
everything in life personally does not make sense and they help describe the underlying energies
that hold transgenerational trauma in place.
Long line of women. The role of the mother in systemic constellations and systemic
healing cannot be understated. Each human being has a biological mother and the child
developing within the mother’s womb is being impacted by the mother’s emotional journey even
before conception (the trauma of her parents and ancestors), during her time within her mother’s
womb, her birth, and everything that follows (Verny & Weintraub, 2002). Transgenerational
trauma also “includes all the learned behavior that was once necessary in order to survive”
(Beaumont, 2012, p. 45). When our mothers were not available to us emotionally, “we can safely
assume that the damage to her own mother was caused by some transgenerational accumulation
of injury in addition to whatever else her mother personally experienced” (p. 45).
A long ancestral line of traumatized women implies an equally long line of men unable to
hold them, perhaps even contributing to their suffering. In this sense, the phrase ‘my
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mother’ includes the person we call ‘mother’ and all the previous generations whose
influence she carries, for better or worse. (Beaumont, 2012, p. 44)
Beaumont (2012) elaborated on the relationship of the mother to systemic healing, by stating
that, this
…implicitly carries ‘father,’ for there are no mothers without fathers. Healing ourselves
can sometimes require healing them, or healing how they are remembered in the sense of
finding possibilities to change the effects their woundedness has on us and on our
children. (p. 44)
Any new approach to systemically healing transgenerational trauma needs to embrace the
emotional journey of the mother and child.
Training helping professionals for peace. Training healthy, balanced helping
professionals is not unlike the challenges inherit in training systemic constellation facilitators,
who are just one example of helping professionals. One intention of training is to reduce the
vulnerability of helping professionals, so they do not end up with the symptoms of burnout and
vicarious trauma from exposure to the trauma of others. Lynch (2005) suggested that burnout
and STS can be viewed as “manifestations of a dysfunction in the family dynamics” (p. 91). As
with practitioners in the field of systemic constellations, helping professionals are often highly
sensitive individuals seeking to create peace in the world, and their symptoms of burnout and
STS “come out of love” and they “are the soul’s way of calling out for help” (p. 91). Lynch
explained that “the symptom bearer is often the most caring member of the system, reaching out
for assistance for the family but, not knowing the words to use, doing so in other ways (p. 91).
These symptoms, behaviours, or actions may temporarily shift “the system in a manner that
somewhat resembles health. However, this is short-lived, and in time, the symptom becomes the
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problem” (Lynch, 2005, p. 91). Lynch (2005) suggested that it is valuable for systemic
constellations facilitators to have “training or grounding in trauma work” (p. 101). The reader
needs to understand that systemic constellations are a first step on the journey through
transgenerational trauma, not the whole journey, perhaps revealing a hidden family dynamic or
providing new insight, a different perspective, or a new inner image of how the family system is
carried within the body. Helping professionals require comprehensive training and an
expectation that extensive self-development and growth will continually occur.
In many ways the emotional training of a systemic constellation facilitator is comparable
to the emotional training needed by many helping professionals to address difficult emotional
situations of conflict and trauma. Peterson (2005) describes the reason why helping can be
dangerous for practitioners. It is “one thing to read about fearlessly facing whatever unfolds in a
constellation, but another to live the experience of it” (p. 53). Ulsamer (2005) stated that Bert
Hellinger was adamant that practitioners need to know their limitations (p. 241). The same is true
for helping professionals in many paths of work. Peterson (2005) comments that “it takes a
special kind of courage to facilitate constellations, and this is difficult to communicate to
students” (p. 53). I would agree with Peterson’s assessment, and add that this courage comes
from having done one’s own emotional healing work, having stepped into the chaos, the
mystery, the darkness, and the unknown, and learned to trust that the collective field will guide
one through to the other side. It is the same for any helping professional working with
individuals who are traumatized. Providing some examples, Lynch (2005) asserted that it can be
emotionally difficult to address a family where the mother has been murdered, where a woman
experienced several dozen abortions, or a family where the son murdered his friends then took
his own life. Exposure to trauma situations that may be shocking is a common experience for
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systemic constellations facilitators and helping professionals alike. Appropriate training is a
must.
Lynch (2005) insisted that “the therapeutic process undertaken by the facilitator opens
one up to the tolerance of tragic and traumatic events” (p. 90). To maintain emotional wellbeing,
wholeness, and effective balance in life and work as a helping professional, it is essential to work
through one’s own trauma, inner woundedness and transgenerational trauma proactively and
preventively. This journey of self-development and growth is essential, and it can occur in many
different ways. As it pertains to healing through systemic constellations, “to know the work in
oneself through having experienced it a number of times makes for a unique form of personal
integration that results in an understanding, knowledge, and trust in the process” (Lynch, 2005,
p. 101). Lynch went on to describe the self-development and growth needed for helping
professionals, to experience and be touched by intense emotions and “yet remain strong” (p. 90).
Lynch (2005) stated that it is vitally important for the facilitator and the client to remain strong
and present in systemic constellations work, and to avoid working beyond the emotional
capacities of either the facilitator or the client. Comparable to the trauma experienced by other
helping professionals working with individuals who are traumatized in the field, Lynch
elaborated from the field of systemic constellations, stating, regardless of how horrendous the
issues are that arise in constellations, “the facilitator needs to be able to hear it with compassion
and still move within the work” (p. 90). It is vital that the facilitator “stay present and strong so
disabilities, trauma, and life and death issues can be held and effectively contained in the
constellation” (p. 91). These systemic constellation principles and training suggestions are
important for professional helpers working in many contexts with individuals and families who
are traumatized.
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Teaching awareness. Peterson (2005) discussed the importance of “teaching the inner
states of awareness” that are needed to facilitate systemic constellations, which she admitted can
be challenging (p. 54). These comments are just as important for helping professionals in any
field. This included the challenges of working within a phenomenological approach and the
teaching of presence. Peterson added, “we need to assist students in finding their own paths into
the constellation work”, to “find a way to use his or her own body as an instrument of knowing
and understanding” (Peterson, 2005, p. 54). Along the way the student “will be changed and
challenged by the journey” (p. 54). A student of constellations facilitation needs to “develop a
sense of bodies in space” (p. 54). The student needs to feel into the big picture of a whole field of
representatives, to understand what distance between bodies means, to maintain “contact with
their own bod[y]”, to remain “alert to the subtle physical responses of the representatives’ bodies
when they make a movement or a change in the constellation” and at the same time to be attuned
to the client who is central to the constellation (p. 55). Peterson (2005) stated that in her early
years of teaching constellations facilitation the pressure felt by the students “to do something for
their clients” when they were facilitating was overwhelming, leading them to “second-guess the
clients’ systems and fate and start with the solutions” rather than the questions (p. 53). They were
unable to “trust the knowing field to respond to their question, or trust their own embodied
knowing, nor were they willing to risk simply being present and exposing their inner beings to
the client for a few moments (or longer!)” (pp. 52-53). Peterson added that, “their focus was on
their own roles as ‘helper’ not on their clients’ system or fate” (p. 53). This capacity to be present
to the unknown and the uncomfortable is crucial for many helping professionals. There are
numerous ways to develop these capacities.
Cultivating intuition. Faust and Faust (2005) stated that,
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Intuition can be innate or cultivated. Using techniques to develop auditory, visual and
kinesthetic awareness, the constellation facilitator can begin to utilise skills that already
exist within him or herself. All of us are born with a heightened ability to perceive,
however it is often shut down, or not given space to emerge. (Faust & Faust, 2005, p. 63)
Intuition is taken very seriously by systemic constellations facilitators and teachers. Faust and
Faust explained that they teach students “to understand first how they process information
through their own “Individual Energy Field” (p. 63). The students are asked to inquire for
themselves how they’ve learned to intuit their home environment, or Family Energy Field, for
this is where our intuitional abilities began” (p. 63). Each individual is asked to figure out how
they knew “when their parents were happy or sad”, gaining an understanding of whether they
were “kinesthetic, knowing and through a gut feeling or felt sense” (p. 63). Others may discern
their learning as “visual, recognizing a frequency of light or color between their siblings as
loving or contrary” (pp. 63-64). Still others may discover they heard “a voice that guided them to
follow a certain path” (p. 64).
Faust and Faust (2005) described some of the ways to apply energy and intuition in
constellations, including:
•

Discerning and deciphering facial emotions and body language,

•

Sensing lines of energy that can be described as clear pathways or barriers in the
constellation,

•

Tapping visual intuition to get a sense of the energetic space and relationships
between representatives including separation, closeness, what belongs, and what does
not,
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Utilizing kinesthetic intuition by standing within the energy field of another person
and using our active unconscious mind to feed us information through feelings in our
body,

•

Discerning feelings of the heart and taking the time to allow “the conscious and
unconscious mind to work in unison to gather a complete picture” (Faust & Faust,
2005, p. 70),

•

Utilizing auditory intuition, which involves a deeper unconscious level of listening,

•

Trusting direct knowing from the beginning of a constellation until the end,

•

Patiently feeling for the rightness of a moment, and

•

Tuning into the greater circles of energy in the constellation, such as the long lines of
supportive women behind the client’s mother. (Faust & Faust, 2005)

Regardless of what helping profession is involved, heightened or trained intuition is a valuable
skill to develop. Being able to trust intuition is another step in the systemic healing journey.
Safe space to look back. Key to the transformation and systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma is the creation of a safe space for the work to commence. Creating a
safe container through boundary setting is important for helping professionals such as systemic
constellations facilitators. Lynch (2005) recommends that facilitators intentionally set boundaries
to “allow the work to unfold in a safe and trusting environment. Such limits ensure the freedom
to facilitate the process” (p. 87). A safe and trusting environment is set up to encourage
individuals who are vulnerable to address their systemic healing.
Ulsamer (2005) suggested that “when somebody looks back, feels the enormous
heaviness and honors what happened, then a solution begins” (p. 94). Hellinger (2010) asserted
that when “all look at the dead from both sides and they grieve together: without reproach, only
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with sadness. This has a healing effect” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 190). This refers to the inclusion of
both the victims and the perpetrators. It opens the potential for peace and reconciliation in
situations of violence and conflict (p. 190). Hellinger added that a solution involves the end to
exclusion, “of mutual exclusion” (p. 190), which is the beginning of radical inclusion.
All parties need to come to an understanding that “there are no bad ones anymore, no
perpetrators and no victims; all of them are simply humans, the same. Then they can have a
common future” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 190). Hellinger lamented that not all conflicts can be
resolved in a simple way. Providing the example of setting up systemic constellations for groups
of Israelis and Palestinians, and the insight gained in the process was that they needed to “look at
each other as individuals” (Hellinger, 2013, p. 60) and they had to see “beyond the limits of their
own group conscience” (p. 61). Anything is possible if they meet person to person,
acknowledging the “common suffering on both sides” rather than strictly meeting within their
group identity as Palestinians or Israelis (p. 61). It allows for the “common mourning for what
the people on each side had suffered, the friends and the enemies. That reconciled them all” (p.
61). Another example is the deep reconciliation needed between Japan and the USA. Hellinger
(2013) stated that reconciliation will come for Japan and the USA when they can look together,
mourn and grieve the victims of Japan’s military actions in World War II and also the victims in
Japan of the American atomic bombs. Any journey toward authentic reconciliation requires
much systemic healing to occur first.
Victims and perpetrators. Ulsamer (2005) asserted that “all actions carry consequences.
If perpetrators refuse to take responsibility for the consequences of their actions, their children
carry this burden” (p. 88). Since systemic constellations developed in Germany, the Holocaust is
often used as an example when discussing systemic healing for victims and perpetrators.
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Hellinger et al. (1998) stated that when discussing the aftermath of fields of conflict and
violence,
You must decide whether you are thinking morally, legally, or systemically. All deeds of
great evil are done by people who think that they’re better than the others in some way –
and because those who judge them also think that they themselves are better, they, too,
are in danger of doing evil. (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 214)
This is why it is common for victims to become perpetrators, and how they now believe that they
are better than others. “Assuming any position of moral righteousness and acting as if we know
what’s right for others always causes injury to the larger systemic orders” (p. 215). Hellinger was
asked specific questions about the Holocaust, “So you wouldn’t condemn the concentration
camp guards – or officers, for that matter – who sent thousands of Jews to the gas chambers?” (p.
214). Hellinger responded adamantly, “On the contrary! I do condemn them. They committed
terrible crimes against humanity, and they must accept the consequences of their actions” (p.
214). Hellinger clarified his position,
Nevertheless, they were entangled, caught up in something larger than they were.
Holding them responsible for their actions, and, at the same time, seeing that they were
caught up in a far greater evil, is different from morally judging them to be evil persons –
and feeling morally superior to them. (p. 214)
These points are critical for understanding how to move in a good way beyond any situation of
violence or conflict.
Creating systemic peace. Hellinger (2010) stated that conflict could be resolved very
differently if the interests of all parties were acknowledged, healthy boundaries were established,
and solutions were mutually satisfactory (p. 188). He added, “in the end, peace is achieved by
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some renouncement” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 188). Hellinger was succinct in stating that peace
cannot be found when “I am arrogant enough to think that spirit is more concerned with me than
with some other person, when I think I am higher than the other person” (p. 202). Hellinger et
al. (1998) asserted that “at some point, the past, whether good or tragic, must be allowed to be
past in order for the system to find peace” (p. 170). It is vital that all members excluded from the
system be welcomed back in and be given their proper “place in the hearts of the other
members”, creating a system where all members will feel “whole and at peace” (p. 170).
Also essential in creating peace is the respect of boundaries, both the boundaries of others
and one’s own boundary, creating overall spiritual harmony and balance for all concerned
(Hellinger, 2010). Any new approach for peace and systemically healing transgenerational
trauma needs to renounce old paradigms of winners and losers, victims and perpetrators, or good
and evil, and include the development and respect of healthy boundaries.
The whole picture. Beaumont (2012) asserted that “methods of identifying the
transgenerational effects of habits learned long ago” are needed, “to deal with difficulties, and
we need methods for resolving those habits or behaviors” (p. 163). He suggested that rituals of
mourning found in all cultures attempt to address these difficulties (Beaumont, 2012). Beaumont
(2012) maintained that what is not well understood about this process of mourning, and what is
revealed through systemic constellations, is that “in order to stand before the dead and look at
them with an open soul, we have to live in a way that we can allow them to look at us”, which
involves embracing “the full truth”, seeing and welcoming both the good and the bad, and
accepting “responsibility for the whole picture” of what it means to live in an “affluent society”,
both the advantages and the burdens (p. 163). The need to look at the whole picture is
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exceedingly important for systemically healing transgenerational trauma. It is vital to look at
ourselves, our families, our communities, the modern world, and the past in its entirety.
Looking at the big picture, Hellinger et al. (1998) reflected on the concepts of guilt and
innocence, stating that they are “not the same as good and evil” (p. 10). They asserted that,
We do destructive and evil things with a clear conscience when they serve the groups that
are necessary for our survival, and we take constructive action with a guilty conscience
when these acts jeopardize our membership in these same groups. (Hellinger et al., 1998,
p. 10)
An example where a systemic shift occurred for perpetrators was the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission in South Africa (TRCSA), with some perpetrators feeling “genuine and deep
remorse” (p. 11). When the government of Nelson Mandela granted “amnesty to members of the
former secret police who were willing to testify publicly about their former activities”, this
“created an atmosphere in which the effect of membership in social groups on the perception of
good and evil is clear” (pp. 10-11). It was shared at the TRCSA hearings that those working as
members of “the secret police during the apartheid government”, were responsible for torture and
murder, committed under the belief that “they were doing good, acting in defense of their
endangered nation” (p. 11). The act of granting amnesty, with consideration to the wellbeing of
both the victim and the perpetrator, opened a space in the field for transformation to occur. What
can remain incomplete with truth commissions is the unresolved transgenerational trauma of the
individuals, families, and communities which longs for systemic healing to occur.
Within my praxis, body focused systemic constellation work as ritual blended with other
systemic body focused approaches follows these many principles, becoming a catalyst for
recognizing, working through, rapidly transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational
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trauma and initiating significant life change (see Appendix I for additional body focused
approaches).
Theme 5: A Body Focus through An Inward Turn
How we know, what we know, and how to access what we know is deeply important to
the inward turn needed for systemically healing transgenerational trauma. We go to the body in
search of knowledge and learn to trust this knowledge. Puusa and Eerikäinen (2010) spoke of
embodied knowledge and tacit knowledge interchangeably and suggested that tacit knowledge
includes “subjective views, intuition and perceptions as well as experience, ideas, values and
feelings” (p. 309). They described tacit knowledge as “quiet, silent, not speaking, peaceful,
unmentioned, unthought-of, undealt with; wordless, secret and unnoticed” and as “hidden,
implicit knowledge and practical know how” (p. 309). Polanyi (2015) described knowledge that
is tacit as “ineffable knowledge” (p. 81) or “something I know and can describe even less
precisely than usual, or even only very vaguely” (p. 88), or “subsidiary or instrumental
knowledge” stating a person may “know many more things than they can tell, knowing them
only in practice, as instrumental particulars” (p. 88). He attributed the label tacit to knowledge
with origins that are “pre-linguistic” (p. 70), “non-linguistic” (p. 106), “intuitive” (p. 130),
“unconscious” (p. 61), “primordially preformed” (p. 132), or picked up unconsciously. Drawing
on the work of Koivunen, Puusa & Eerikäinen (2010) described tacit knowledge as “all the
genetic, bodily, intuitive, mythical, archetypal and experience-based knowledge that we have and
that cannot be articulated” (p. 309). The work of Kuronen, Säämänen, Järenpää, and Rintala
pointed out that “tacit knowledge is bound to different contexts and time” (as cited in Puusa &
Eerikäinen, 2010, p. 309).
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This study framed embodied knowledge as a quality knowledge claim. Helping
professionals are encouraged to trust their relevant explicit and tacit (embodied and not-yetembodied) knowledge. In trusting one’s embodied knowledge, it is a way to initiate the healing
of one’s own transgenerational trauma and facilitate others in the same body focused process.
Peterson (2005) reflected upon why it is a struggle for human beings to access the
embodied knowledge that is readily available to them, stating,
Our modern way of life favors mental abstractions of the mind over the embodied,
chthonic knowledge of the body. We are cut off from the wisdom of the flesh and from
the embodied knowledge of our relationship to our world. (p. 47)
She lamented that this lack of connection with our body, or what she refers to as
“disembodiment”, then “leads to many of the illnesses of modern life”, and when we are
“floating free in the imaginal realms of the mind, we are out of relationship with our bodies, our
families, our communities, and our planet” (p. 47). Without close connection to our body “we are
out of contact with the ‘knowing field’ of our ancestors and unaware of our lived history. No
longer in relationship, we have no sense of belonging to something greater, both to the earth and
to life itself” (p. 47).
It needs to be pointed out that this lack of connection to one’s body is learned through
families, communities, societies, and the media. Lack of connection is often reflected within the
escapism of many forms of addictive behaviour. I avow that this lack of connection to the body
may have traumatic underpinnings that are transgenerational.
The necessity of an embodied approach. Kraybill (2015) conducted studies on the
effects of secondary trauma on aid personnel, discovering that within her field of work little is
known about preventing and reducing STS in caregivers. She was succinct in stating that brief,
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traditional one-off psychosocial training workshops are not adequate to address secondary
trauma (Kraybill, 2015, pp. 101-102). Levine (2015) claimed that “trauma shocks the brain, stuns
the mind, and freezes the body”, and he cautioned that traditional forms of psychotherapy and
cognitive behavioural approaches may not be useful for addressing trauma (Levine, 2015, p.
xxi). Levine asserted that “these avenues of alleviating human suffering are of limited value in
work with trauma and its underlying memory imprints”, and he elaborated further that they are
“unable to reach its primal core” (p. xxi). More specifically, “they do not sufficiently address the
essential body and brain mechanisms that are impacted by trauma” (p. xxi). Van der Kolk agreed
with Levine, explaining that,
…allowing yourself to observe your inner processes activates brain pathways that
connect the rational and the emotional parts of the brain, and this is the only known
pathway through which a person can consciously rearrange the perceptual system of the
brain. (van der Kolk, 2015, p. xvii)
Addressing trauma and transgenerational trauma requires an inner body focus to reach the
memory imprints left behind in the body by traumatizing situations. (see Appendix I for
additional body focused resources and approaches).
Fight or flight. Like other animals, human beings may respond with active or passive
emotional coping strategies in response to stressful or traumatizing situations (Keay & Bandler,
2002). Active response strategies, such as fight or flight, help human beings “react quickly to
life-threatening situations” (Harvard Health, 2020, para. 2). The sympathetic nervous system
“triggers the fight-or-flight response, providing the body with a burst of energy so that it can
respond to perceived dangers” (para. 6). In fight or flight response, the heart rate escalates and
pumps strongly, pulse and blood pressure increase, blood flow to the muscles increases, the
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airways to the lungs open for increased respiration, increased blood flow to the brain increases
alertness, and the senses such as sight and hearing heighten, all preparing the body for sudden
movement (Harvard Health, 2020, para.7). When the sympathetic nervous system is activated,
“epinephrine triggers the release of blood sugar (glucose) and fats from temporary storage sites
in the body” (para. 7). Hormones travel to the adrenal glands, “prompting them to release
cortisol. The body thus stays revved up and on high alert”, until the threat level drops (para. 10).
When the threat subsides, the parasympathetic nervous system responds to reduce the stress
response (para. 10). “Chronic low-level stress” can keep this heightened stress response on high
alert for too long, eventually harming the body (para. 11).
Persistent epinephrine surges can damage blood vessels and arteries, increasing blood
pressure and raising risk of heart attacks or strokes. Elevated cortisol levels create
physiological changes that help to replenish the body’s energy stores that are depleted
during the stress response. But they inadvertently contribute to the buildup of fat tissue
and to weight gain. (para. 12)
These autonomic responses occur so quickly, even before the “brain’s visual centers have had a
chance to fully process what is happening” (para. 8).
Buczynski (2018) stated that the “the brain stem is our first line of defense” when there is
a threat (p. 7). The brain stem is “critical in fast, defensive responses” (Lanius, 2018, p. 7). The
brain stem is directly connected to the retina of the eye, and “if you see something, even if you’re
not aware of it, that [information] can be transmitted to the brain stem immediately” (p. 7). This
response happens before the higher levels of the brain have time to even think about the threat or
respond to it (Buczynski, 2018). If a threat seems imminent and close, the activity of the
periaqueductal gray (PAG), “an anatomic and functional interface between the forebrain and the
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lower brainstem” (Benarroch, 2012, para. 1), increases as the level of dread increases and there is
“decreased confidence of escape” (Mobbs et al., 2007, para. 13). The PAG is activated by
internal stressors such as pain or external stressors such as threat (Benarroch, 2012, para. 1). The
PAG is part of a network involving “the prefrontal cortex, amygdala, hypothalamus, and
nociceptive pathways” (para. 1). Understanding the body’s response to threat and stress aids the
helping professional in understanding the parts of the brain that were impacted within the firstgeneration individual who experienced the trauma directly and then subsequently through the
transmission of transgenerational trauma.
If not fight or flight, what? “When fleeing or aggressive responses are likely to be
ineffective, a freeze response may take place” (Schmidt, Richey, Zvolensky & Maner, 2008,
para. 1). Roelofs (2017) considered freeze to be “a parasympathetic brake on the otherwise active
motor system, relevant to perception and appropriate action preparation”, rather than a passive
response (para. 25) to threat, fear, imminent pain, or no possibility of escape (para. 6). Nunez
(2020) stated that other labels for the freeze response are “reactive immobility or attentive
immobility” (para. 4). She described the freeze response as “fight-or-flight on hold, where you
further prepare to protect yourself” (para. 4). Although freeze might seem to be a passive
emotional coping response to threat, it is in fact an active response.
Schmidt et al. (2008) referred to “tonic immobility” as a freeze response (para. 1),
suggesting these responses have “adaptive value” (para. 2). Roelofs (2017) differentiated
between freeze and tonic immobility, stating that they both have an “absence of movement in
response to severe threat”; however, she asserted that freeze “can take place early in the defence
cascade” while “tonic immobility occurs later” (Roelofs, 2017, para. 7). Freeze is the extreme
response of the parasympathetic nervous system when exposed to threat, where the heart rate
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decreases, respiration slows, the muscles of the body tense into a defensive state, vocalizations
reduce, movement stops, and body temperature may shift (Roelofs, 2017). On an MRI, when the
person first becomes aware of a threat, the ventromedial prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices
of the brain are activated and when the threat becomes too close, the central amygdala and PAG
are activated (Mobbs et al., 2009). Roelofs (2017) stated that, “insight into how these defensive
reactions are controlled in the brain is relevant for individuals in high-risk professions who have
to perform optimally under stress” (para. 2). This comment is particularly poignant for helping
professionals who work with those who are traumatized.
Moving past or through trauma. It is important to understand trauma to some degree to
work through transgenerational trauma. Maté (2019) asserted that “the essence of trauma is
disconnection from the self” (15:34) or “the loss of self” (Maté, 2018a, 1:05:33). Trauma is
“disconnection from your emotions and disconnection from your body and you have difficulty
being in the present moment and you develop a negative view of your world and a negative view
of yourself and a defensive view of other people”, and these perspectives continue to repeat in
the present moment throughout life (1:04:39). “Trauma is not what happens to you”, what Maté
called traumatic events, “trauma is what happens inside you” (1:04:20), and he suggests that this
is good news. He explained that if trauma is what happens to you internally, “that disconnection
from yourself”, then “that connection can be regained at any time” (Maté, 2019, 16:05). Maté
(2018b) stated that the past traumatic event “is important only in so far as it illuminates what is
happening in the present” (2:46) and that anything that happened in the past cannot be changed,
reversed, or fixed. He elaborated on this point:
The essence of trauma, which is underneath all human disfunction, addiction, affliction,
disease, confusion, is separation from the self, and when people are manifesting
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behaviours or symptoms that is what they are manifesting. So therefore, the essential
intention of therapeutic interaction needs to be helping a person reconnect with
themselves. Knowing that as they do their own innate wisdom will guide them in the
right direction. (Maté, 2018b, 0:22)
Maté (2019) lamented about the lack of support for internal healing processes within the context
of Western medicine, especially during his own medical training. He suggested the use of
“compassionate inquiry” to help people “see how they are not connected to themselves at that
moment” (Maté, 2018b, 3:00). Maté (2019) emphasized that “the healing is in that reconnection
with self” (16:40), and in “restoring the connection with your body primarily and with your
emotions that you lost” (Maté, 2018a, 1:05:14). Where trauma is a loss of connection to self,
transgenerational trauma can be considered a loss of connection to one’s familial and ancestral
fields.
Levine (2008) stated that to heal trauma, “we need to learn to trust the messages our
bodies are giving us” and learn how to listen to the messages and use them (p. 24). Developing
the capacity to rapidly draw on the parasympathetic nervous system can positively shift the
expression of the genes. By drawing on resources and support, relaxation can be attained, and the
trauma imprint can be reduced. The family system is central to the transmission of
transgenerational trauma and when the concerns of an individual are addressed in the context of
the family, using the family system as an intervention, it may positively impact the family itself
(Fairbank et al., 2003). Beaumont (2012) and Mahr (2005) both suggested that healing
transgenerational trauma means changing the relationship one has with one’s parents and
ancestors, how one holds them within oneself. This follows along the same vein as trauma, with
Maté (2018b) suggesting that while the past cannot change or be fixed, one has the option of
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changing the relationship one has with the past. Helping professionals need to consider the
importance of these comments for a healthy process of systemic healing to occur.
Accessing embodied knowledge. Two key points discussed in Chapter 1 were
understanding a detailed animated worldview and what counts as knowledge in this research. To
build from that, accessing embodied knowledge requires one to learn to communicate with one’s
body and to learn the language of the body. It requires strong development of the right
hemisphere of the brain and even stronger cooperative interaction between the two hemispheres
of the brain to interpret and speak about what is felt and sensed through the language of the
body. Van der Kolk (2014) remarked that brain scans conducted while re-creating past trauma,
“activate the right hemisphere of the brain and deactivate the left” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 44).
Van der Kolk stated that science has revealed that the “two halves of the brain do speak different
languages” (p. 44). The right side of the brain is,
intuitive, emotional, visual, spatial, and tactual, and it is involved in storing trauma, and
the left side of the brain is linguistic, sequential, and analytical. While the left half of the
brain does all the talking, the right half of the brain carries the music of experience. (p.
44)
Accessing the right brain is key to understanding the language of the body, and “it communicates
through facial expressions and body language and by making the sounds of love and sorrow: by
singing, swearing, crying, dancing, or mimicking” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 44).
Early communication between the mother and her developing infant in the womb,
including the transmission of nonverbal messages such as transgenerational trauma, occur
through the right brain, which develops first in the womb (van der Kolk, 2014). Alternatively, it
has been shown that the left hemisphere becomes active when “children start to understand
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language and learn how to speak. This enables them to name things, compare them, understand
their interactions, and begin to communicate their own unique, subjective experiences to others”
(van der Kolk, 2014, p. 44). The language of the body is complex; however, through exposure to
it, and practise, it can be learned.
Recognizing and acknowledging language of the body is important. For example, a
person carrying the transgenerational trauma of the ancestors might exhibit powerful bouts of
anger or even rage towards his family members or coworkers at the least provocation, and he and
others will be mystified as to why he behaves in this manner (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 45). He will
not consciously realize that he is “reexperiencing and reenacting the past”, feeling “furious,
terrified, enraged, ashamed, or frozen”, and through his feelings of shame “after the emotional
storm passes, [he] may look for something or somebody to blame for it” (p. 45). The reenactment that occurs in the lives of people carrying transgenerational trauma might be the rage
of the mother or the shame of the grandfather, reflecting moments of helplessness and
vulnerability with varying outcomes for descendants. There are more voices and perspectives to
add to this discussion on accessing embodied knowledge and they are laid out under the
following subheadings: body memory, rewiring the brain, and pathic knowledge.
Body memory. The retrieval of memory held in the embodied mind is highly useful for
understanding, working through, transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational
trauma. The storage of traumatic memory is very different from the storage of positive memories
(Weiten & McCann, 2007). The amygdala plays a vital role in memories that relate to learned
fears (Armony & LeDoux, 2000), certain emotional memories involve the subcortical structure
(Cahill & McGaugh, 1998; McGaugh, 2004), and there is research suggesting that the prefrontal
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cortex contributes to memory related to temporal sequences, short-term memory, and working
memory (Gershberg & Shimamura, 1998; Smith, 2000).
The recall of rational memory is dependent on how the memory was encoded, stored, and
retrieved (Weiten & McCann, 2007), and these functions are frequently unconscious. They affect
how or if one remembers or whether one might forget something. “Memory is surprisingly
unreliable” (p. 293). The issue of forgetting needs to be addressed as it pertains to
transgenerational trauma. Forgetting may happen due to ineffective coding, memory fading over
time (decay), interference from other material stored, retrieval failure, or motivated forgetting
(Weiten & McCann, 2007). When working through transgenerational trauma, motivated
forgetting is found quite commonly in family systems. Emphasizing the work of Freud (1960),
Weiten and McCann (2007) asserted that, “people often keep embarrassing, unpleasant, or
painful memories buried in their unconscious” through the repression of these memories (as cited
in Weiten & McCann, 2007, p. 289). Many generations of the past were shamed into silence
about their trauma experiences and symptoms, including war veterans (van der Kolk, 2014).
There are numerous studies that demonstrate that people commonly bury their traumatic
situations and incidents in their unconscious minds (Del Monte, 2000; Karon & Widener, 1997;
Wilsnack, Wonderlich, Kristjanson, Vogeltanz-Holm & Wilsnack, 2002).
Van der Kolk (2014) stated that some of the impacts described by his traumatized
patients included: 1) the inability to tell others about the event immediately after it occurred,
often with a tendency to “sit in stunned silence, dumbfounded by terror”, 2) flashbacks were
common and they were “overwhelmed by images, sounds, sensations, and emotions”, and later,
3) having a sense of “knowing” what happened to them and the ability to tell others “the memory
of the trauma” (pp. 193-194). He added that the “different sensations that entered the brain at the
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time of the trauma are not properly assembled into a story, a piece of autobiography”, and as a
result, “they are dissociated” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 193). Memories are frequently
reconstructed, and “part of what people recall about an event is the details of that particular event
and part is a reconstruction of the event based on their schemas” (Weiten & McCann, 2007, p.
284).
Finding the language to describe the traumatic event “can be transformative, but it does
not always abolish flashbacks or improve concentration, stimulate vital involvement in your life
or reduce hypersensitivity to disappointments and perceived injuries”, and this is why using
cognitive behavioural therapy (talk therapy) such as contemporary exposure treatment to address
trauma symptoms has “disappointing results” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 194). With cognitive
behavioural therapy, individuals who are traumatized continue to be “haunted by unbearable
images and physical sensations” (p. 194). To access memories related to trauma, a body focus is
needed, moving the individual away from the activities of the rational mind and giving attention
and space to the embodied unconscious mind.
In working to transform and systemically heal transgenerational trauma, it is vital to use
methods that are not entirely reliant on conscious memory recall since “research demonstrates
that all our memories are imperfect reconstructions of the past that are subject to many types of
distortion” (Weiten & McCann, 2007, p. 293). It is important to note that the distortions of
memory may in fact be adaptive in nature for human beings over the long-term (Schacter, 1999).
Retrieval cues such as context are key to the retrieval of long-term memory (Weiten & McCann,
2007). In seeking to address transgenerational trauma, it is the role of the helping professional to
attempt to separate the details or facts of the traumatic event from the story that was created
around it, sorting out how the past might be impacting the present.
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Rewiring the brain. A study by van der Kolk (2014) and his colleagues revealed that
when addressing trauma, language cannot substitute for action. Some intentional action needs to
occur along the lines of Hebbian Learning Rule or what is called cell assembly theory.
When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently
takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both
cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased. (Hebb, 1949, p.
62)
Hebb’s theory is often summarized as cells that fire together wire together; however, that
summation misses the key point that the cells do not fire together. Cell A needs to take part in
firing cell B, with cell A firing just before cell B, in a causal relationship, meaning cell A and
cell B do not fire at the same time (Hebb, 1949). In other words, cell A is the catalyst. It seems to
me that my role as facilitator of a PPCI session is cell A in the theory and the client’s response is
cell B. The unconscious mind of the client will associate certain PPCI client session activities to
certain emotional responses, bringing about positive action, efficiency, growth, and change. And
the efficiency of the facilitator, cell A, is increased as actions repeatedly occur. Deep body
focused ritual guided by the facilitator is cell A acting as catalyst for the client who is cell B,
moving and shifting the client’s unconscious mind. However, actions that occur with close
timing do become associated with one another.
Siegel (2012) suggested the key to wellbeing is to inspire people to rewire their brains in
positive ways, creating and integrating new neural pathways, therefore bringing health and
resilience (sec. 3-6). Individuals can be empowered to “take charge of their lives and learn the
skills that can help them begin to change the neural proclivities that, without awareness, could
remain on automatic pilot and leave an individual passive” (sec. 3-6). Siegel stated that knowing
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“about the embodied aspect of the mind, we can alter the mechanisms through which energy and
information can flow” (Siegel, 2012, sec. 3-5). “The mind can change the activity and the
structure of the brain” (sec. 3-5). Siegel asserted that how we focus our attention and the
resulting “recurring patterns can alter the way we connect with each other, how we experience
our subjective inner lives, and even how we come to shape the architecture of our own brains”
since the “mind, brain, and relationships are profoundly interwoven with each other” (sec. 3-6).
Siegel (2018) elaborated on the involvement of the mind in healing, stating, “Your mind
is not just your brain. Your mind is both your whole body and your relational world, and yet they
have this self-reinforcing loop by which you can create your own havoc” (p. 22). He went on to
say,
We now know what you do with your mind and what you do with your relationships
changes the molecules of health. It literally changes enzymes. It literally improves your
telomeres. It literally optimizes the non-DNA histones and methyl groups that are helping
to prevent inflammatory disease. (Siegel, 2018, pp. 21-22)
It is important to have some awareness of these complex brain processes and neuroplasticity to
understand how transgenerational trauma held in the body is not permanent, and that it can be
transformed through a process guided by a facilitator.
Ritual and ceremony. For centuries, human beings have used ritual and ceremony to turn
more deeply inward; to emotionally connect and touch a deeper essence within themselves; to
access embodied knowledge; to conduct rites of passage; and to connect to the universe, the
divine, and the natural world within which they live. I have discovered through my own praxis
that ritual and ceremony is an essential element for the systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma, especially when one considers the enormity of the task that any family member faces as
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they intentionally step into the silence, exclusion, unwellness, and conflict of the ancestral family
system with the hope of benefitting themselves, their family, their own generation, and the
descendants of the family system. Proactively engaging with the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma is essentially a rite of passage.
From the field of social and cultural anthropology, transformative ritual, rites of passage,
and ceremony are present in all cultures (van Gennep, 1960). “Rites of passage resolve lifecrises; they provide a mechanism to deal with the tension experienced by both individuals and
social groups during ambiguous occasions” (Freeman & Fleising, 2003, para. 1). “Rites of
passage hold considerable emotional importance for both the individual and society” (para. 1),
with the participants in a rite of passage experiencing “an often-arduous status passage” in order
to “take on a new social identity” (para. 2). These rites of passage are used “to mark the change
from the old status to the new one” (van Gennep, 1960, p. 48) and the shift tends to be
“identified with a territorial passage”, a movement from one location or physical space to
another (p. 192).
Van Gennep’s early research in 1909 revealed an underlying pattern of three common
stages to rites of passage (van Gennep, 1960, p. 191), which may vary in form, position, or
elaboration (p. 193). The three stages are as follows:
1) “Preliminal rites (rites of separation)” (van Gennep, 1960, p. 11) “comprises symbolic
behavior signifying the detachment of the individual or group either from an earlier
fixed point in the social structure, from a set of cultural conditions (a ‘state’), or from
both” (van Gennep, as cited in Turner, 1969, p. 94).
2) “Liminal rites (rites of transition)” (van Gennep, 1960, p. 11) involve an “ambiguous”
intervening period, where the individual or group “passes through a cultural realm
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that has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming state” (van Gennep, as
cited in Turner, 1969, p. 94). Turner (1969) stated,
“The attributes of liminality or of liminal personae (‘threshold people’) are
necessarily ambiguous, since this condition and these persons elude or slip
through the network of classifications that normally locate states and positions
in cultural space. Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt
and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention,
and ceremonial” (Turner, 1969, p. 95).
In the liminal stage the individual receives “special instruction and knowledge” from
someone who knows the transformative process (Freeman & Fleising, 2003, para. 5).
“The human body is itself the object of ritual process” (para. 5).
3) “Postliminal rites (rites of incorporation)” (van Gennep, 1960, p. 11) is where “the
passage is consummated” (van Gennep, as cited in Turner, 1969, p. 95) and where
there is “reintegration of the transformed individual into the social group, albeit in a
new capacity” (Freeman & Fleising, 2003, para. 6).
The transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma seems to be a rite of
passage that tends to create significant contextual life changes and new phases for those
impacted.
Huebl reflected on the subject of ritual and stated, “ritual is an amazing way to create
group coherence and our nervous systems, bodies and minds start to get into a mutual field
vibration” (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 43:33). However, he insisted that “healing needs
precision. Some group ritual can create very lovely spaces where people feel good but without
the right precision it is not going to have the sustainable change effect” (43:59). By precision, it
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seemed that Huebl was referring to addressing the particular context of the individual. When
looking for significant life change, Huebl asserted that “ritual with precision is an amazing thing
to do” (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 44:13).
Within my praxis, I consider the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma to be a rite of passage shifting from emotional entanglement toward adult emotional
maturity. It is a journey through liminal space, leaving the mundane behind and entering the
profound and sacred. It is a transformative space with greater access to other dimensions and the
ancestors, providing an opportunity to stand before the ancestors. It is a space where
imagination, hope, and creativity are encouraged. I utilize body focused systemic constellation
work as ritual as a catalyst for recognizing, working through, rapidly transforming, and
systemically healing transgenerational trauma and initiating significant life change. In the liminal
space, the client is able to try on different ways of being that are not often encouraged within
civil society.
Pathic knowledge. Van Manen (2007) argued that “there has been increased attention
given to the phenomenon of embodiment in human action” (p. 21). Van Manen (2007) drew
from the work of Merleau-Ponty (1962), explaining that “the whole body is pathic”, providing
access “to our world” (as cited in van Manen, 2007, p. 21). Van Manen argued,
…that such pathic knowledge does not only inhere in the body but also in the things of
our world, in the situation(s) in which we find ourselves, and in the very relations that we
maintain with others and the things around us. (p. 21)
He explained that pathic knowledge “inheres in the world already, in such a way, that it enables
our embodied practices”, manifesting “in the confidence with which we do things, the way that
we ‘feel’ the atmosphere of a place [or] the manner in which we can ‘read’ someone’s face”
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(Van Manen, 2007, pp. 21-22). Drawing from his own earlier scholarship, van Manen (2007)
stated that pathic knowledge can “seem invisible” to us since it is “so immediately in our lived
practices”, dwelling “or resonat[ing] in the body, in our relations with others, in the things of our
world, and in our very actions” (p. 22). There is much about “the pathic dimensions of practice”
that we struggle to put into words, that “cannot necessarily be translated back or captured in
conceptualizations and theoretical representations” due to their “corporeal, relational, temporal,
situational, and actional nature” (p. 22).
Taking what seems invisible and presenting it as research findings was the very essence
of this research and its greatest challenge. It might be suggested that bringing tacit, embodied,
and pathic knowledge into the research provided a way for the reader to produce the “naturalistic
generalizations” suggested by Donmoyer (2012), finding meaning within the complex data of
social phenomena when open-ended research designs are utilised (p. 862). Each of us has access
to the pathic knowledge held in the body; it is just more readily available to some than others,
naturally or through practise. Many human beings are shut off from a strong sense of their
natural pathic knowledge due to early conditioning in life. It would seem that those individuals
believing firmly that experimental natural sciences have all the answers or that the rational
reasoning mind has all the answers may have been shut off from their strong natural pathic
knowledge at a young age.
This form of knowing is the root of empathy or being empathic, what I describe as
feeling within one’s body, as best one can, the emotions and feelings that others are feeling in
their bodies. Ioannidou and Konstantikaki (2008) described empathy as,
… ‘the ability to see the world through someone else’s eyes’, which simply implies
developing the ability to imagine what someone else is thinking and feeling in a given
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situation. This is an attempt to understand one another, to live and feel things in the same
way. (Ioannidou & Konstantikaki, 2008, p. 119)
They were adamant that helping professionals such as health care personnel need to develop
empathy and “try to imagine what another person is experiencing” (p. 119). Empathy implies
connection and relationship. Where trauma has created feelings of disconnection, it is often
difficult to be in touch with one’s empathy. Empathy is valuable in developing healthy energetic
connection transgenerationally with one’s parents and ancestors.
When accessing pathic knowledge from the embodied unconscious mind, the key
concepts of embodiment, embodied, unconscious mind, embodied imagery and symbolism,
intuitive knowledge, and claircognizance require elaboration:
Embodiment. Kosslyn, Thompson, Wraga, and Alpert (2001) asserted that “embodiment
means not just the physiological body – or worse yet, just the physiological brain – but the bodyin-space, the body as it interacts with the physical and social environment” (p. 5). Understanding,
transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma require a strong working
knowledge of embodiment, which can provide “the foundation for how people interpret their
lives and the world around them” (Gibbs, 2005, p. 2). Gibbs (2005) purported that “human
cognition is fundamentally shaped by embodied experience” (p. 3). He stated that “many aspects
of cognition are grounded in embodiment, especially in terms of the phenomenological
experience of our bodies in action” (p. 3). “Embodiment may not provide the single foundation
for all thought and language, but it is an essential part of the perceptual and cognitive processes
by which we make sense of our experiences in the world” (p. 3). Embodiment “cuts across the
many areas of cognitive science research, including perception/action, concepts, mental imagery,
memory, language, development, consciousness”, and more (Gibbs, 2005, p. 275). Rohrer (2007)
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identified at least twelve different important senses of embodiment with respect to ways of
knowing.
Levine stated that the development of the pre-frontal cortex of the brain, which
differentiates human beings from many other species, “receives its information from the senses,
and in particular, the senses coming from within the body, so embodiment is really an iterative
process” (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 55:25). Through each iteration, the human being has
“enough distance” from these “most primitive and most conscious and elaborative” sensations
and emotions to hold onto them, rather than suppress, deny, or dissociate from them (55:40).
Understanding embodiment is key to understanding the different ways of transmitting
transgenerational trauma from generation to generation, and essential for recognizing, agreeing
to, transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma.
Embodied is a descriptive term that refers to the ways in which something arises from
within the body, what is felt in the body, or what is known through the body. Things are
described as embodied if they arise from embodied experience and continue to remain rooted in
systematic patterns of bodily action” (Gibbs, 2005, p. 12). Gibbs (2005) referred to the embodied
nature of experience, mind, cognition, memory, metaphor, perception, reasoning, thought,
creativity, imagination, action, language, conversation, grammar, interpretation, meaning,
knowledge, consciousness, time, connections, and emotions. Gibbs (2005) discussed the concept
of embodied mind, outlining 11 specific characteristics to its nature. He stated that “the brain
does not work in isolation, but is part of an organic whole that includes the nervous system and
kinesthetic sensations of the body in action” (p. 275). Gibbs declared that it is time for “our
bodies, and our felt experiences of our bodies in action” to “finally take center stage in the
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empirical study of perception, cognition, and language and in cognitive science’s theoretical
accounts of human behavior” (Gibbs, 2005, p. 13).
“Embodied knowledge is sensory; it highlights smell, touch, and taste as well as more
commonly noted sights and sounds. Knowledge grounded in bodily experience encompasses
uncertainty, ambiguity, and messiness in everyday life” and encourages acknowledgement that
the “researcher’s body – where it is positioned, what it looks like, what social groups or
classifications it is perceived as belonging to – matters deeply in knowledge formation”
(Ellingson, 2008, p. 245). Rohrer (2007) posited that,
…the body shapes the embodied mind” and “the experiences of the body-in-the-world
also shape the embodied mind. But the experiential worlds with which we interact are
more than simply physical; we are born into social and cultural milieus which transcend
our individual bodies in time. (p. 345)
Levine asserted that one needs to understand that “trauma is primordial” and recorded or stored
through the senses of the body (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 54:51). He elaborated on healing
trauma through the senses of the body, stating,
…the key is in being able to feel those sensations and emotions as gently as possible and
the trick there is to have the frontal parts of the brain, the more elaborate parts, the frontal
cortex and the medial part of the pre-frontal cortex of the brain online. (Science &
Nonduality, 2019, 55:01)
Understanding transgenerational trauma requires an openness to embodied knowledge as a way
of knowing and as an underlying means for gathering, recording, analyzing, and interpreting
material sources. This way of knowing tends to run counter to the scientific need to observe and
measure; however, transgenerational trauma can be observed and measured (see Appendix J for
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study results). Openness to all embodied knowledge is key and that pertains to the embodied
knowledge of the systemic practitioner researcher, the researcher as facilitator, the client, the
familial and ancestral fields, and the greater collective field.
Embodied mind. Working with transgenerational trauma also requires a strong
understanding of the distinction between the conscious and the unconscious mind and how the
two interact. In a fascinating survey, Siegel (2012), pioneer in the interdisciplinary field of
interpersonal neurobiology, asked 100,000 mental health professionals around the world if they
had ever received a lecture on “what the mind is” and only 2-5% responded, ‘yes’ (sec. 1-4). He
felt this huge gap needed to be addressed. The study helped to explain why understanding and
trusting the content of the unconscious mind is so problematic and elusive. Siegel (2012) found
resistance to the idea of defining the mind; however, he was adamant that practitioners and
educators that presumably work with the issues of the mind should have at least a working
definition of the mind as a starting point (Siegel, 2012, p. xxiii).
In the early 1990s, Siegel (2012) brought together about forty individuals from over a
dozen academic departments to come to a transdisciplinary consensus about “the connection
between the mind and the brain” (p. xx). The field of interpersonal neurobiology is the
compilation of work by researchers and practitioners in the disciplines of anthropology; biology
including developmental, evolution, genetics, and zoology; cognitive science; computer science;
developmental psychopathology; linguistics; neuroscience including affective, cognitive,
developmental, and social; mathematics; mental health; physics; psychiatry; psychology
including cognitive, developmental, evolutionary, experimental, of religion, social, attachment
theory, and memory; sociology; and systems theory including chaos and complexity theory
(Siegel, 2012). Interdisciplinary common ground was found amongst these fields in the
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following definition of the mind: “A core aspect of the mind can be defined as an embodied and
relational process that regulates the flow of energy and information” (Siegel, 2012, p. xxvi).
Siegel (2012) added that “the mind is both embodied in an internal physiological context and
embedded in an external relational context. Embodied and embedded is the fundamental nature
of mind” (p. xxv). It is important to note that the physical brain is not mentioned as the location
of the mind, but rather, the mind is embodied and relational. Significant to understanding
transgenerational trauma, Siegel pointed out that “the structure and function of the mind and
brain are shaped by experiences, especially those involving emotional relationships” (inside
cover). Since the mind is embodied and relational, and the trauma of the ancestors is imprinted
on the cells of the body, it seems that systemic healing is needed to transform what is held within
the embodied mind in a relational way.
Embodied imagery and symbolism. There are many complex systems developed for
helping human beings understand the layers of consciousness and knowledge one possesses
oneself and the greater layers that surround and create one’s world. For example, Alexander
(n.d.) tapped into the complexity of Kabbalah commenting that,
The Tree of Life lies at the heart of Kabbalah. Scholars say it offers us a map to the
conscious and unconscious, to the world around us and to the many hidden worlds that lie
above and below our everyday consciousness. (n.d., para. 10).
The tree is highly symbolic of the family system and relevant to this research: the roots are the
ancestors, the trunk is the parents, and the branches, large to small, are the children and extended
descendants, providing a transgenerational picture of the movement of emotion and the flow of
love, like the movement of water throughout the inner layers of the tree to nourish its cellular
structure. A family system is like a tree, the health of the roots is important to overall wellbeing.
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To provide another example for understanding conscious and unconscious knowledge,
Scharmer (2001) followed Jung’s trail, using a simplistic model of the iceberg to describe three
different forms of knowledge, explaining that “above the water line is explicit knowledge”,
which “is the least difficult to disseminate and distribute” (p. 5). He stated that “below the water
line are two types of tacit knowledge: tacit-embodied knowledge and self-transcending
knowledge. Both forms of tacit knowledge are very difficult to disseminate” (p. 5). It is
frequently considered that 10 percent of the iceberg can be seen above the water line and that 90
percent lies below the water line. The same percentages are often used in reference to the mind,
with the rational mind composing 10 percent of the whole mind and the unconscious embodied
mind making up the other 90 percent. To continue with Scharmer’s example, he defined selftranscending knowledge as the tacit knowledge “prior to its embodiment in day-to-day practices”
(p. 6). Referring to Scharmer’s work, Puusa and Eerikäinen (2010) suggested that selftranscending knowledge which is defined as not-yet-embodied knowledge could be considered a
pre-stage of tacit knowledge that comes up as sensations, feelings, and intuition (p. 309). They
asserted that these definitions are not rigorous, since different researchers will use them in ways
that are subtly different (p. 309).
To understand transgenerational trauma that is held within the unconscious embodied
mind, one is encouraged to let go of rigid mindsets and inflexible rules that no longer appear to
be complete and no longer serve one well. One is invited to remain open and flexible to the
possibility that there is more to know about any topic of discussion, beyond what is revealed
through scientific study, since one does not know what it is that one does not know. Suddenly
through inspiration and tapping into the greater collective field of knowledge that surrounds
oneself, new information may be made available. Rovelli (2014) asserted,
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What we see does not cease to astonish us. We realize that we are full of prejudices and
that our intuitive image of the world is partial, parochial, inadequate. Earth is not flat; it is
not stationary. The world continues to change before our eyes as we gradually see it more
extensively and more clearly. (Rovelli, 2014, p. 49)
A more recent discovery in the natural sciences accentuated the need to remain flexible, revising
old rules and understandings about water, the basis of life itself. For centuries, it was believed
that water existed in three states: liquid, solid, and gas; however, there is now recent discussion
in the scientific community about a fourth state — liquid crystal (Ledesma, 2016). It is vital to
embrace the axiom that one does not know what one does not know, realizing that human beings
do not fully understand the possibilities of the natural world. One cannot be too certain or
definitive about the wholeness or completeness of what is believed to be known or believed to be
true. As well, beyond what is and is not known by human beings, each individual carries a
different truth and perception of what is known because of their unique experiences of life and
the world more broadly, and the unique ways in which they filter and store information. That is
why engaging with different perspectives is so important. The inherent limitations of science are
what constantly drive experimentation forward. The unknown realms hold the mysteries of the
universe, holding the capacity for new discoveries and perspectives to be revealed, perhaps
shifting the way any dynamic is known.
Jung (2011b) postulated that grasping the whole is the goal of science; however, as much
as possible, experimentation eliminates anything that is “disturbing and irrelevant” and “it makes
conditions, imposes them on Nature”, forcing her to give an answer to a man-made question
(Jung, 2011b, p. 35). Nature is “prevented from answering out of the fullness of her possibilities
since these possibilities are restricted as far as practicable” (p. 35). In seeking to understand
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transgenerational trauma that is held deep within the unconscious, a method of inquiry is needed
that “imposes the fewest possible conditions, or if possible no conditions at all, and then leaves
Nature to answer out of her fullness” (Jung, 2011b, p. 35). Jung proposed that to grasp the whole,
“the total situation” (p. 34), that, “Judgement must therefore rely much more on the irrational
functions of consciousness, that is on sensation (the ‘sens du réel’) and intuition (perception by
means of subliminal contents)” (p. 35). To work through transgenerational trauma, one is
encouraged to remain open to the unknown, the indefinite, the strange, the synchronicities, the
vague, the undetermined, and the unfamiliar because real life experiences of human beings are
sometimes beyond belief and understanding. One is encouraged to be open to ways of knowing
that may not carry scientific certainty at this point in time. These different ways of knowing may
hold elements of truth, sometimes having the potential to complete the bigger picture.
Intuitive knowledge. In his iceberg model, Scharmer (2001) did not explicitly name
intuition as a way of gathering knowledge. Intuition is an inner knowing without knowing how
one knows. Scientists and decision makers have given this means of gathering information the
label intuitive knowledge (Koestler, 1971; Sadler-Smith & Shefy, 2004), “knowledge arrived at
by means of intuiting” (Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012, p. 548). Beyond scientific experimentation,
scientists are aware that “step-by-step reasoning is not the only way of knowing”, and that
sometimes they just “‘know’, in a moment without knowing how or why they ‘know’” (p. 548).
Intuition is considered to be a valuable source of knowledge when there is a certain level of
expertise attached to it (Crossan, Lane & White, 1999; Miller & Ireland, 2005). I suggest that
most intuition carries value for the individual involved, with the expertise coming from the lived
experience within a particular body. Dörfler and Ackermann (2012) suggested “a provisional
distinction” between “intuitive judgement and intuitive insight”, to aid in a greater understanding
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of the complexities of “creative intuition” (Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012, p. 546). They
elaborated on the work of many others, including Kahneman (2003) and Sadler-Smith (2008),
proposing the following three features of the process of intuiting: 1) it is “rapid (often labelled
instantaneous)”, 2) it is “spontaneous (does not require effort and cannot be deliberately
controlled)”, and 3) it is “alogical (meaning that it does not necessarily contradict the rules of
logic but does not follow them either)” (Dörfler & Ackermann, 2012, p. 547).
Dörfler and Ackermann (2012) added the following three features of the outcome of the
intuiting process: 1) it is “tacit (in that the intuitives cannot give account of how they arrived at
the results)”, 2) it is “holistic (also often called gestalt, as it is concerned with the totality of a
situation rather than parts of it)”, and 3) “the intuitor feels confident about their intuition (with no
apparent reason in terms of evidence)” (p. 547).
Vaughan (1979) discusses four different levels of awareness and associated experiences,
stating “mystical experiences are intuitive experiences at the spiritual level”, and, “intuition at
the physical level is associated with bodily sensations, at the emotional level with feelings, and at
the mental level with images and ideas” (p. 66). Through the following example, the
complexities of intuition are realized, with Miller and Ireland (2005) explaining that the
distinction between a “holistic hunch”, which tends to relate to “judgement or choice made
through a subconscious synthesis of information drawn from diverse experiences” and
“automated expertise”, which is the “subconscious application of learned rules” (Miller &
Ireland, 2005, p. 21). Dörfler and Ackermann (2012) elaborated on this distinction, saying that
“for the holistic hunch to be able to synthesize information from diverse experiences, that
information needs to be there” (p. 549). The literature inferred that intuitive knowledge has basis
or roots, that it is somehow already present within the embodied mind or energy field of the
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human being. This points to the possibility of intentionally accessing this intuitive knowledge in
some way, although seeking this knowledge with intentionality would render it no longer
intuitive.
Claircognizance. Claircognizance is clear knowing without knowing how one knows,
perhaps from a source that is external and unknown, yet also interconnected energetically, such
as the collective field. Scharmer did not mention claircognizance in his iceberg/water metaphor.
There was very little found within academic literature on claircognizance. Wahbeh, Yount,
Vieten, Radin, and Delorme (2019) utilized a survey to measure the extent of extraordinary
experiences and beliefs, and claircognizance was grouped with 27 paranormal experiences. I do
not consider claircognizance to be a paranormal experience; but rather, an occurrence of daily
life. Claircognizance might be differentiated from intuitive knowledge, in that, it is just suddenly
present within the embodied mind without knowing precisely how it got there, without a sense
that something had to be present in the first place for synthesis to occur. Claircognizance may or
may not be related to what Puusa and Eerikäinen (2010) refer to as self-transcending knowledge
(not-yet-embodied knowledge) (p. 309). With claircognizance, the individual component ideas
that arrive in the silence, if they can be broken down, have not previously crossed the mind of the
recipient of the information, at least knowingly. The information was not waiting in the wings, if
you will, as potential or possibility. It was not intuition or a hunch. It was not on the person’s
mind in any way or at any time. It does not come through experience or expertise. There is just a
sudden knowing of something big or vital that had not even been pondered or considered.
Nevertheless, this sudden knowing often has usefulness in some way in one’s current life, one’s
work, or in the life of someone emotionally close to the receiver of the information. It is thought
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that this might be how many inventors arrive at their original ideas and how they receive the key
piece of information to complete their inventions.
Bringing Together the Voices of Others
Any approach to creating inner peace needs to address the emotional wellbeing of the
helping professional; the women, children, and men; the victims and the perpetrators; the
bystanders; and the families and the communities of all these stakeholders. For example, in the
aftermath of the IRSS in Canada and the context of colonization, Reverend Stan McKay of the
UCC, an IRSS Survivor, stated that we cannot continue to “perpetuate the paternalistic concept
that only Aboriginal peoples are in need of healing.... The perpetrators are wounded and marked
by history in ways that are different from the victims, but both groups require healing....”
(TRCC, 2015c, p. 7). He suggested that everyone involved in a quest for reconciliation move
forward with humble and respectful attitudes, listening to the experience stories shared by others
(2015). Harvey called for “an ethical response to Survivors’ life stories”, listening in “ways that
recognize the teller’s dignity and affirm that injustices were committed” (as cited in TRCC,
2015b, p. 273). Agreeing with McKay, Harvey asserted that non-Indigenous witnesses to
Survivors’ life stories must be willing to “risk interacting differently with Indigenous people—
with vulnerability, humility, and a willingness to stay in the decolonizing struggle of our own
discomfort ...” (TRCC, 2015b, p. 274). Harvey stated that it is time to embrace stories about
IRSS experiences “as powerful teachings—disquieting moments [that] can change our beliefs,
attitudes, and actions” (p. 274).
There is wisdom in considering the positions of both the victims and the perpetrators,
since all parties and their descendants might be seeking wellbeing, wholeness, balance, and
resolution through relationships to address unresolved transgenerational trauma which originated
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in relationships. Participation of victims and perpetrators creates the potential for greater inner
and outer peace and systemic healing. Huebl provided his thoughts on healing trauma, “I always
start with the issue closest to you, so even if there is an entanglement with a collective issue, I
would start with your symptoms, because the symptoms guide us” (Science & Nonduality, 2019,
49:38). He reflected, “First let’s start with your pain and when we are there let’s go to a bigger
circle but not the other way around” (50:27). Doing it the other way around “creates a lot of
confusion and then people bypass their own difficulties to deal with the collective” (50:35).
Huebl elaborated, stating that when the individual is “more stable”, then they are able “to reach
out and become aware of bigger radials” (Science & Nonduality, 2019, 50:50). Huebl calls these
“radiuses of intimacy” that permit the individual to “consciously experience more of the world in
me” (50:52). He goes on to say, “There is a lot of confusion sometimes when people go too fast
to collective issues”, because there is a tendency to “lose track of the energy” (50:59). Systemic
healing involves energy that is contextual and that needs to be grounded within oneself and to the
planet one person at a time. The need for embodied mind, heart, and spirit-focused approaches to
trauma has a major impact on helping professionals. While many peacebuilding schools offer
courses to address the psychosocial trauma of helping professionals (Price Lofton, 2013), it does
not appear that they fully work through unresolved transgenerational trauma using the deep body
focused and systemic approaches necessary to bring about significant, rapid, and long-lasting
transformation.
From another viewpoint, Friedman et al. (2003) maintained that cultural diversity
amongst UN and NGO personnel is significant, as with many peacebuilding projects all over the
world, and their response in situations of trauma tended to be related to whether they come from
a more individualistic society or a collective society. “Collectivists may be more responsive to
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family interventions or ceremonies and rituals that involve the tribe or community at large”
(Friedman et al., 2003, p. 334). They suggested that “it may be useful to think of UN/NGO
military or civilian units as communities/tribes in which distressed personnel may benefit more
from collective than from individual interventions” (p. 334).
This research asserts that addressing an individual’s issues utilizing a community or tribal
perspective is important. It is a systemic approach; however, moving entirely toward
collective/tribal issues without first recognizing, acknowledging and addressing the challenges of
the individual runs the risk of losing or ignoring vital contextual and embodied information that
is held within individuals, concurring with the suggestions made by Huebl (Science &
Nonduality, 2019). A collective approach, differentiated from a group approach by measure of
scale, can be effective to some degree; however, it cannot address the contextual nuances and
subtleties of the embodied and contextual nature of transgenerational trauma held within a single
human body.
This research adamantly supports the concept that systemic healing begins with the
individual and their systemic healing journey and then moves outward into the world. This is
supported by the CPC in explaining its goals:
We are guided by a core belief that the best way to achieve a peaceful world is to begin
with the individual. We work with children and adults, helping them develop core life
skills including self-awareness, self-expression, and self-regulation, in order to lead more
mindful, peaceful and compassionate lives. Our experience over decades shows that the
positive impact of building individual life skills quickly multiplies outward. Working
individual by individual, and community by community, we believe we truly can achieve
a world culture of peace. (CPC, 2020, What we do, para. 4)
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The literature review placed my research and practice within a greater context and made
the connection between building greater peace in the world and building inner peace, including
the necessity of addressing transgenerational trauma within that inner peacebuilding journey. In
greater depth, we learned that helping can be dangerous without adequate training to work with
individuals who are traumatized and helping professionals often suffer from their work as
helpers. Carrying transgenerational trauma can be an underlying contributor to unwellness in life
and limit workplace effectiveness.
To summarize the review and pinpoint gaps in knowledge for the benefit of helping
professionals:
•

The literature touched onto the subject of how underlying unconscious
transgenerational motivators drive people to help others or to seek peace in the world.
Emotional vulnerability is associated with carrying transgenerational trauma,
contributing to burnout, STS, VT, and CF when working with individuals who are
traumatized. Current symptoms and adverse behaviours need to be connected to the
past where origins are often found, and then systemic healing can be effective in the
present. An approach that is systemic and expands awareness is needed.

•

The review pointed out that the long-term emotional unwellness of helping
professionals working with individuals who are traumatized is addressed with
approaches that are afterthoughts and reactive. A proactive and preventative approach
is needed.

•

The literature revealed that some disciplines firmly acknowledge the existence of
transgenerational trauma; however, from the top down or the bottom up,
transgenerational trauma is being normalized, ignored, or pathologized and these
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behaviours need to stop. A transformational approach is needed.
•

Most contemporary literature focuses on current life trauma and potential treatments.
There needs to be more attention to transgenerational trauma and the transformative
systemic healing of it, especially since transgenerational trauma can underlie any
struggle with current life trauma or other symptoms and conditions. A broad systemic
and ancestral approach is needed.

•

The literature pointed out the need to shift emotional strategies and patterns that are
no longer effective. An approach is needed that initiates emotional maturity.

•

The literature indicated that many helping professionals do not have a strong
understanding of the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma, calling for an
inward turn and inner peacebuilding. An approach that focuses on inner
peacebuilding is needed.

•

The literature discussed the importance of silence, exclusion, maternal stress,
epigenetic transmission, and collective memory in transmitting transgenerational
trauma, calling for integrated body focused practice. The literature review indicated
that many helping professionals do not have a clear understanding of the various
means of transmission of transgenerational trauma, contributing to a lack of
wellbeing. A body focused approach is needed.

•

The literature pointed out that talk therapy (CBT) and intellectual debriefing are
insufficient for addressing trauma and transgenerational trauma because a body focus
is needed, and while body focuses were provided for working with trauma, there were
no proactive and preventative approaches suggested for working specifically with
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embodied transgenerational trauma. A proactive and preventative body focused
approach is needed.
•

While the review provided discussion on embodied knowledge, pathic knowledge,
and different ways of knowing, the link needed to be made between pathic knowledge
and the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma. There was little research that
took this wealth of knowledge and transformed it into useful approaches to address
and systemically heal the deep inner layers of unconscious transgenerational trauma
for individuals, families, or communities. On their own, other existing approaches do
provide certain steps toward the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma, such as
systemic constellations or integrated body psychotherapy; however, what is needed is
an approach that focuses on the body and provides the potential for rapid,
comprehensive change to address the exponentially changing conditions faced by
humanity today. Approaches that require repetitive appointments week after week or
month after month are not sufficient for the rapid systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma that is needed globally. A rapidly transformative approach is
needed.

•

The literature pointed out that ritual and ceremony are important elements for human
transformation. An approach that includes ritual and ceremony is needed, with the
session long enough to constitute and complete a rite of passage.

•

The literature repeatedly stated that attention to language and language of the body is
important. An approach that focuses on language is needed.

•

Systemic constellations are utilized worldwide to uncover systemic familial,
ancestral, and community entanglements. Most written material on the subject tends
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to have a therapeutic bent promoting the approach itself as a tool. Little was
specifically found written on how to take systemic constellations and integrate the
approach into other practices to address transgenerational trauma specifically or
comprehensively, or how to use the approach proactively or preventatively as
transformative ritual for systemic healing purposes, turning systemic constellations
from a helpful first step to an integral part of the comprehensive systemic journey. An
approach is needed that integrates the positive transgenerational aspects of systemic
constellations.
The methodological research design outlined in Chapter 3 addresses the many knowledge
gaps and missing links outlined by the literature review. The literature review highlighted the
lack of interconnectivity between many valuable elements potentially useful for systemically
healing transgenerational trauma. This research attempts to bring together what is currently set
apart from systemic healing, and brings the benefit of integrated, transdisciplinary reflexive
systemic practitioner research. To bring together the findings of many different fields of study, to
pull together the many scattered pieces into a cohesive whole, my research has been designed to
provide a new approach for the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma. I have attempted to
include the following beneficial features so this approach will: be proactive and preventative;
serve to expand awareness; initiate rapid transformation; focus on the inward turn and inner
peacebuilding; comprehensively address the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma with a
body focus; have an ancestral and systemic big picture focus; utilize ritual and language in
creating an effective rite of passage; integrate the positive transgenerational aspects of systemic
constellations; initiate transformation to emotional maturity; and be transferrable to other
contexts.
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In attempting to shift the paradigm present in the world today, I have discerned through
practical wisdom that a new approach that does not require multiple successive sessions would
be greatly advantageous. The world is changing rapidly, and human beings need an approach to
the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma that allows them to adapt rapidly. I am aware
that there is a need to complete the puzzle, not to totally start from the beginning. A significant
challenge in designing the research was finding a way to share the analysis of material and a
different approach with a broad audience of helping professionals. Numerous appendices support
that objective.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodological Design

After listening to the voices of others through the literature review, it seems imperative
that a comprehensive proactive approach to the transformation and systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma is needed to reduce the vulnerability of helping professionals and to
generate wellbeing in their lives and work. Through the systemic analysis of my professional
praxis through PPCI, the intention here is to identify key elements for rapidly transforming and
systemically healing transgenerational trauma and compiling useful resources, new approaches,
activities, tools, and techniques transferrable to other helping professionals. My own praxis was
selected for examination in this research because I claim to guide individuals and families
through the transgenerational trauma of their familial and ancestral systems, providing them with
the skills to recognize, work through, transform, systemically heal, and move beyond the impact
of transgenerational trauma. Reflexive systemic practitioner research and case-within-a-case
study were chosen methodologically as ways to increase my understanding of my systemic
praxis, develop the context within which I engage in praxis, transform my praxis for my own
benefit as a practitioner and for future PPCI clients, discover how I may serve the greater good,
and contribute to a collective field of knowledge. The following research design describes how
material sources were gathered from PPCI to respond to the research questions in Chapter 1.
Research Design
This entire study was designed around the emotional transformation experienced by PPCI
clients within my praxis, a transformation that I have deemed is applicable and adaptable to the
wellbeing of helping professionals in any walk of life. The transferability can be described in
very simple terms, in these common organic factors - the clients of PPCI have long lines of
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ancestors from diverse regions of the world and helping professionals from all around the world
are the descendants of long lines of ancestors. The voices of others in Chapter 2 explicitly stated
that trauma experienced by ancestors in any family system can be passed down to living
descendants in various ways as transgenerational trauma. The clients of PPCI reveal significant
diversity both demographically and in the ways that transgenerational trauma is carried for their
family systems. I propose that helping professionals from many cultural walks of life will be
taking a step toward inner peace if the complex phenomena of transgenerational trauma is
recognized, worked through, and emotionally processed. This process supports the development
of inner peacebuilding skills. My research identifies key elements within my praxis through
PPCI that are effective in transforming and systemically healing transgenerational trauma,
aspects that can be implemented proactively and preventatively within the context of inner
peacebuilding. The following sections describe many relevant elements of the research design.
Case study. After much back-and-forth deliberation, case study was the methodology
selected for this research utilizing reflexive systemic practitioner research methods, and more
specifically, case-within-a-case study methodology. Miller (2011) described this decisionmaking process in research as follows:
Processes of logical inference in real research are in fact quite messy. Ideas for research
will come partially from the researcher’s conceptual knowledge, partially from their
personal experiences and perhaps partially from intuition. There will be false starts and
backtracking. (p. 2)
Stake (2005) stated that “case study is not a methodological choice but a choice of what is to be
studied” (p. 443), and that explanation seems very appropriate for this research. While my praxis
through PPCI can be identified as the main case under investigation, it is the contextual client
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experiences of transgenerational trauma and the subsequent PPCI client sessions, identified as
the subcases, that are of greater interest. Referring to work of Stake in 1994, Grandy (2012)
suggested that utilizing thick descriptive instrumental case study is useful in situations where the
“case itself is secondary to understanding a particular phenomenon” (p. 474). The activities
within the client subcases of PPCI were instrumental in facilitating the primary study of the
systemic healing of transgenerational trauma, which was the phenomenon deemed to be more
important than the overall study of my praxis itself.
I was called systematically and systemically to analyze the client subcases of PPCI that
seemed to hold valuable informative themes and patterns that might be useful for other helping
professionals. It is important to point out that the intention is not to cross compare or contrast
PPCI with other practices or cases. There may be many other worthy practices to study;
however, that is beyond the scope of this research.
Gondo, Amis, and Vardaman (2012) pointed out various additional reasons for selecting
case-within-a-case methodology, including the potential for gaining “new ways of seeing and
understanding how a given phenomenon may unfold in each of the subcases” (p. 135). The
authors showed how subcases can be used as “independent ‘natural experiments’ in order to
confirm or disconfirm emerging conceptual insights”, for dispelling myths, and for identifying
and examining differences between cases or revealing what did not occur and what was missing
(p. 135). The use of a case study is helpful “to describe a sequence of interrelated, contextually
bound activities” (p. 135). This case-within-a-case study was bound and limited by the
aforementioned research objectives, questions and sub-questions.
The scope of the study is narrowed to one branch of my praxis through PPCI, that being
my work as an integrative wellness practitioner guiding clients through the transgenerational
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trauma of their family systems in a two-and-a-half-hour introductory session. Follow up PPCI
sessions and the writing side of my praxis, as mentioned in Chapter 1, have not been included in
this study. I studied each PPCI client file subcase individually and also grouped them together in
various ways to reveal embodied patterns, linkages, activities, tools, and techniques of
importance, while also recognizing the deep contextuality of the client information. These
transformative knowledge gathering sessions involved numerous activities, which included, but
were not limited to, creating a detailed family genosociogram, 59 exploring the fundamental body
felt energetic relationship of the client with their parents and ancestors, recognizing the client’s
embodied emotional holding patterns and their deep embodied inner fears, identifying the
client’s embodied childhood emotional response strategies and patterns that no longer seemed to
serve them well, engaging in body focused boundary activities to understand the client’s
relationships with others, synthesizing the client’s unconscious body language, and utilizing
body focused systemic constellations for exploration, discovery, and systemic healing ritual. It
was strictly the clients who experienced a two-and-a-half-hour introductory PPCI session, these
introductory PPCI client sessions themselves, and my involvement in these PPCI client sessions
that were systematically evaluated during the study.

59

A genosociogram of the family system is a powerful complement to any systemic constellation. Through a series
of questions, many relevant members of the family system and explicit pieces of the family’s emotional strategies
and emotional holding patterns can be placed on the tree. It is often conducted fairly early in a PPCI client session as
one entry point into the family system, getting to key unhealthy emotional relationships and minimizing the need for
as many exploratory systemic constellations. Participation in the genosociogram activity triggers the client’s deep
layers of unconscious memory to surface, providing systemic awareness that may have been previously hidden or
unrecognized. It is one step toward the systemic healing of the transgenerational trauma for the client and the
ancestral family system. As I evolved as a systemic practitioner, the skill of creating genosociograms was a natural
fit, since creating and understanding family trees was an integral part of my genealogical path. For a greater
understanding of genosociograms or genograms see Schützenberger (1998) and McGoldrick, Gerson, and Petry
(2008). See Photographs 1 and 3 for samples of genosociograms within the complete client file reports for CF001 in
Chapter 4 and CF008 in Appendix M.
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This case-within-a-case-study was instrumental in bringing greater understanding of the
systemic healing of transgenerational trauma and for shifting the view of transgenerational
trauma from pathological to a natural aspect of the human condition, a common phenomenon
impacting the daily lives of most people, even if they are not aware of it. I observed that many
people struggle in life when the impact of transgenerational trauma is normalized or taken for
granted as just a part of life, with little thought given to actively doing something about it. Casewithin-a-case study is a good fit with the goal of researching in-depth the phenomenon of
transgenerational trauma; seeking to find the missing, excluded, or forgotten of family systems;
discussing ways to access that embodied knowledge; listening to the voices held within each
client subcase; utilizing thick description to generate a body of knowledge about the systemic
healing of transgenerational trauma that might benefit other helping professionals; and
identifying patterns and themes within and across PPCI client subcases.
Case study and phronēsis. Thomas (2010) suggested that phronēsis generates a better
case study that can unapologetically “look to the anatomy of narrative for the justification of its
processes and its conclusions”, and construct emotional “valency” in the process (p. 575). In
terms of designing a case study, Thomas recommended utilizing “the experiential knowledge of
phronesis rather than the generalizing power of induction and theory in explanation and
prediction” (p. 575). Thomas (2010) drew from the work of Back (2002) in providing the
following contrast between phronēsis and absolute theory development:
In Aristotelian terms theory exists as a way of establishing absolute laws that can be laid
out in an organized framework that can explain. It must be able to withstand tests as to its
validity, and it needs to be consistent. By contrast, in the practical (or tacit) knowledge of
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phronesis, there are none of these expectations as to consistency; phronesis is about
understanding and behaviour in particular situations. (Thomas, 2010, p. 578)
Thomas (2010) was adamant that, “the goal of social scientific endeavor, particularly in
the study of cases, should be exemplary knowledge unselfconsciously based on abduction gained
and offered through phronesis rather than through theory” (576). Thomas and Myers (2015)
commented that when “case study is concerned with phronesis rather than theory”, and case
study is no longer connected through an “inductive frame of theoretical analysis” or “generalized
knowledge”, then the validation of case study emerges as “essence” through “understandability”,
“through the connections and insights it offers between another’s experience and one’s own” and
“connection to one’s own situation” (Thomas & Myers, 2015, p. 49). Elaborating on the
comments of Thomas and Myers (2015), one can take from their comments that in being
provided with examples of a phenomenon one engages with the detailed descriptions to create
one’s own meaning. Through examples, one draws one’s inference from the evaluation of the
situations of others and through the development of practical discernment.
Within the bounds of this case study, one hope is that the reader will glimpse an
understanding of their own familial and ancestral context and begin to process any unresolved
transgenerational trauma contained within their own body and their extended family system and
find ways to help others do the same. To help with that process, Thomas (2010) outlined some
vital ways that phronēsis is useful in gathering tacit knowledge from the practical wisdom of
practitioner researchers, including:
1) the use of analogy to compare one case to another, encouraging the reader to compare
the case example to one’s own experience;
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2) an emphasis on “context sensitivity and negotiability” of text, where the interpretation
is contextual, and it is the role of the reader to agree or disagree with the points made
(Thomas, 2010, p. 580);
3) the acceptance of “particularity” of situations, without judging them in reference to
other situations;
4) the valuation of thoughts, feelings, beliefs, desires, and values;
5) the awareness of “narrative diachronicity”, where certain sequences may be revealed
as important;
6) the encouragement of awe, wonder, curiosity, questioning, and the element of
surprise as elements of “intelligent noticing and serendipity”;
7) the use of “heuristic and incremental chunking”, where the individual learns
something or discovers something on their own; and,
8) the analysis of cases for difference and exploring why it is different. (Thomas, 2010,
p. 580)
These characteristics of phronēsis help in the analysis of the embodied nature of
transgenerational trauma within the PPCI client subcases and for understanding the subtleties
within the examples described in the findings of this dissertation. It needs to be said that it tends
to be easier for some people to analyze the situations of others and much more difficult to assess
one’s own issues, enveloped as they may be in a fog of silence, sometimes generations old, and
concealed within a cover of unconscious blind spots.
To expand on how phronēsis is useful in case study involving transgenerational trauma, I
valued practical judgment, practical wisdom, and practical sense-making, traits that develop over
time through training, experience, and extensive self-development and growth. Phronēsis
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encourages an inward turn and deep inner peacebuilding work. It is the retrieval of embodied
deep and meaningful practical common sense gained through the observance and experience of
practice involving the human condition in all its complexity. It is my observation that this deep
ancient common sense, which I call universal knowledge, is frequently transmitted and stored
transgenerationally within one’s body and energy field, and it can be found within the energy
field of each PPCI client subcase explored in this study. Jung (2011a) referred to this as the
universal human being in us (p. 78).
The embodied practical knowledge may be difficult to access because it may be silenced,
excluded, emotionally swept under the carpet, emotionally suppressed during some distant event
or era of the past, or lost through oppression by the power struggles within the greater political,
social, economic, religious, and/or academic realms that have surrounded one’s familial and
ancestral systems over the past few centuries. Each of these greater human organizational
systems or institutions constructed by humankind throughout the ages has significance within a
reflexive transdisciplinary discussion of the transgenerational trauma carried by helping
professionals and those they seek to help, since they are all interconnected and influence the
effectiveness of building inner and outer peace in the world. Through the practice of phronēsis
and drawing from the resources made available today, I emphasized the retrieval of what has
been lost through omission, oppression, repression, and suppression, benefitting from the wealth
of embodied transgenerational knowledge that is at the core of this study.
Embracing praxis. The phronetic approach wholeheartedly and openly embraces
practice, practical knowledge, and context. It is through practise that phronēsis is developed and
through practise that it comes into play (Thomas, 2010, p. 578). Thomas (2010) suggested “the
Artistotelian notion of phronesis is about practical knowledge, craft knowledge, with a twist of
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judgment squeezed in to [sic] the mix” (Thomas, 2010, p. 578). Thomas (2010) referred to the
scholarship of others, suggesting that in the applied social sciences phronēsis has emerged as the
essence of Polanyi’s (1998) tacit knowledge and Grundy’s (1987) implicit discernment,
assessment, or judgment. He commented specifically on judgment “made on the basis of
experience and without recourse to the external guide that theory putatively provides” (Thomas,
2010, p. 578). In learning to recognize transgenerational trauma and ways to transform and
systemically heal it, the process of phronēsis takes place over time, and it is integrally
interconnected with one’s life background, experiences, and inner world. At a basic level,
considerable practical judgment is needed to facilitate a session with a client seeking systemic
wellbeing, wholeness, and balance in their life. The practitioner gains practical judgment and
knowledge over time, and eventually, through training and the experience of many sessions with
many different clients, practical wisdom develops.
Sharing embodied practical wisdom gathered is admittedly a challenge. My research
addresses the benefits of qualitatively accessing embodied knowledge in the social sciences and
making knowledge claims through the analysis of this information. Gathering practical wisdom
is possible through an animated worldview, open to material sources that may not be visible or
observable, understandable without context, or scientifically proven through experimentation. In
systemic healing, the need for control is often associated with a fear of change, or a desire for
certainty and structure. The need for control often manifests as the need to hold on to the status
quo. An animated worldview in the social sciences releases the need to control findings or
discussion, just putting them out there for others to engage with and interpret as they see fit.
There may be the need to step into the unknown, to embrace uncertainty, to forgo known support
systems, and to open to vulnerability and change. I have observed that when one embraces an
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animated worldview, one may need to release oneself from deep-seeded fears that may reveal
blind love and loyalty to a familial or ancestral system that defended or benefitted from the status
quo and old institutions. It is a resistance to change even when the status quo no longer serves
one’s highest good.
Resistance to change may be transgenerational in nature and it may have been
unconsciously passed down as an emotional response strategy. A client may be a descendant
who resists change and transformation, having no idea why that is so. One may feel
overwhelmingly right in this resistance even if it seems irrational to others. One may find the
idea of change creates discomfort in the body. For example, transgenerational resistance is a
common occurrence in the political realm, found in the voting patterns of many individuals and
families. I have observed that election after election an individual may vote for the same party
regardless of the policies involved or the character of the politicians. Each election the ballot is
cast for the same party that has been supported by the family system for generations. This
decision may be motivated by deep unresolved transgenerational fears, as victim or perpetrator.
The development of practical wisdom and judgment can be hampered by transgenerational
resistance to change.
The complexity of this discussion calls for a broad mindset (as discussed in Chapter 1),
which is important to the development of practical judgment. Sachs (2002) draws our attention to
the difference between sophia (wisdom) and phronēsis, which he translated as practical
judgment, rather than the more common interpretation of phronēsis as “practical or moral
wisdom” (as cited in Hursthouse & Pettigrove, 2016, para. 6). Practical judgment, or the ability
to know what to do in certain circumstances, can also be referred to as practical discernment, a
self-development phase in the broad development of practical wisdom. The development of
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practical wisdom is not static. Rather, it involves decision making and action. It can be
envisioned as a container held within oneself that accumulates the essence of countless
experiences of practical judgment over time. Through expansive lived experiences, this container
gradually fills with broadened mindset and expanded worldview, enabling wise decision making
and choice that is not the product of blind love and loyalty to one’s familial or ancestral system
or some greater community. Referring to the work of Aristotle on sophia, Sachs (2002)
commented that “knowledge becomes wisdom (sophia) when its sources are grasped by the
contemplative intellect (nous, 1141a 18-20),60 a necessary component of skilled making (technê)
and of deliberate choice” (Aristotle, as cited in Sachs, 2002, p. 208). While wisdom and skilled
making rely on a “rational understanding of something invariable within their material or
circumstance” (1139a 27-b1), but these capacities work with things that can be other than they
are”, calling for the “know-how” developed through experience, “while the latter also requires a
judgement that depends on good character” (Aristotle, as cited in Sachs, 2002, p. 208). Through
intentional self-development and growth, it can be suggested that the goal of practise and
experience is gaining practical judgment or discernment that develops into knowledge over time,
eventually evolving into sophia or wisdom.
Case study and inference. Having decided on case-within-a-case research methodology,
which took considerable discernment, it was a struggle to answer the question, “What comes
next?” It was in struggling to describe the methodology of the research project that important
elements of the study began to emerge. Reichertz (2013) referred to the “anthropology of Charles

60

The works of Aristotle are usually identified with Bekker numbers, a list published in 1831 by the German
scholar Immanuel Bekker, considered the most authoritative edition yet of Aristotle’s surviving works in Greek.
Found in How to cite Aristotle, retrieved September 22, 2018 from http://minerva.union.edu/WAREHT/aristotle/
how_to_cite_aristotle.pdf
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Sanders Peirce (Peirce, 1931-1935)” to assist humans to answer the question, “What do I do
next?” (Reichertz, 2013, p. 124).
Inference arose as the next concept to explore and this study took the approach that any
research in the social sciences related to the understanding of the human condition and
responding to research questions requires many types of inference in the process: induction,
deduction, abduction, and retroduction. Reichertz (2013) asserted that “induction, deduction and
also abduction are forms of logical reasoning that are used in every type of research (qualitative
and quantitative alike). Together with observation, they create the basis of all research” (p. 124).
She concluded that “induction, deduction and abduction are not separate, unconnected entities,
but actually three stages of research” (p. 123). Reichertz explained that the various forms of
inference are “forms of thinking”, that they “are not concepts, nor are they methods or tools of
data analysis, but means of connecting and generating ideas. Because they represent the
intellectual building blocks of research, they are method neutral” (p. 123). Reichertz challenged
researchers to “take a close look at the logic of the logic of their thought processes – if they are
to avoid falling victim to their own scientific common sense” (p. 123).
In addition to induction, deduction, and abduction, Miller (2011) raised the importance of
retroduction, suggesting that a combination of these forms of inference often go on
simultaneously. Retroduction is a process of inference “that recognises its ‘retro’ or constant
backtracking, nature” (p. 3). These views are contrary to the practices found within many
academic disciplines, where researchers consider themselves to be focused on one means of
inference within a certain specific method.
In my opinion, the shifts between the different forms of inference can be understood as an
embodied process, inherent and frequently unconscious, moving from one to the other without
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the need to delineate or identify. Within the complex study of transgenerational trauma, it was
accepted that all forms of inference were involved in the process of research design, information
collection, analysis, and meaning making at various points in time. Labelling inference in
specific instances was not considered beneficial to the outcome and expectations for the research,
deciding it was not necessary to know precisely when the inference shifts occurred. The
following descriptions speak further to the four means of inference mentioned above.
Induction. Induction was utilised throughout my research, allowing the voices of the
literature review, research participants, and material sources to speak for themselves. Brewer
described induction as “associated with qualitative research and naturalism”, “where the intent is
to be ‘true to the data themselves’, allowing the data ‘to speak for themselves’” (Brewer, 2011, p.
155). Olsen (2014) stated that induction is the gathering of “small details together” to “develop a
general theory or a series of small generalisations that are grounded on the details” (p. 215).
Brewer (2011) elaborated on induction, introducing the term ‘analytic induction’, “that is, a
priori assumptions and theoretical ideas should not be used to interpret data, rather the social
meaning inherent in the data alone should be used as the basis for any empirical generalization or
theoretical statement” (p. 155). Induction is vital to understanding the human condition and this
study emphasized the need to let the voices of others be heard and speak for themselves in
context.
Deduction. Deduction was involved in establishing the premise underlying this study that unresolved transgenerational trauma might contribute to the burnout, STS, VT, and CF
experienced by helping professionals. In modern times, researchers have used “deduction to
make implications from premises that were only empirically (and therefore probably) true. These
resulting implications were themselves used as the basis for making further empirical tests and
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were called hypothesis” (Shank, 2012, p. 208). Considered a “hypothesis testing” method,
deduction “begins with theory and works out some predictions. Then data are collected
(consistent with the theory) and the predictions are compared with the data. If they do not match,
the deduction is falsified” (Olsen, 2014, p. 216). Shank (2012) pointed out that if used properly,
deduction will begin with induction, in “the process of observation and data gathering” (p. 208).
And the researchers “establish the likelihood that certain claims about nature are most likely
true” (p. 208). He added that “these claims are used as premises, and implications are deduced
from those premises. These implications then serve as hypotheses, which are tested to see
whether they are most likely true as well”, beginning a cyclical process of testing hypotheses
over and over to get to hypotheses worth pursuing with research (p. 208). Shank suggested that
deduction “is important for all forms of research, qualitative and quantitative alike” (p. 208).
Without deduction, this study would not have been conceived.
Abduction. The suggestion that abduction involves the process of revealing tacit
knowledge was integrally important to the study of transgenerational trauma in each client
subcase, tacit knowledge of the client and the facilitator. Olsen (2014) described abduction as
gathering data about phenomena from inside, somewhat ethnographical or anthropological, with
“immersion in social situations”, often limited by the blind spots of those within the situation
who may not know or be aware of other viewpoints (pp. 217- 218). Blaikie (2011) elaborated on
abduction as “the logic used to construct descriptions and explanations that are grounded in the
everyday activities of, as well as in the language and meanings used by, social actors” (para. 1).
He associated abduction with interpretivism, stating that it has two stages: “(a) describing these
activities and meanings and (b) deriving categories and concepts that can form the basis of an
understanding or an explanation of the problem at hand” (para. 1) or moving “from the way
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social actors describe their way of life to technical, social scientific descriptions of that social
life” (Blaikie, 2011, para. 1). Blaikie admitted that his description varied significantly from the
concept of abduction as defined by those who used it in the past such as “philosopher C. S.
Peirce (1931, 1934) and the sociologist David Willer (1967)” (para. 3).
My research embraced abduction and the sense of immersion in social situations through
the sharing of two complete PPCI client introductory sessions in Chapter 4 and Appendix M.
Particularly important to this study, Blaikie (2011) referenced his earlier work in 1993, stating
that the “logic of abduction is used to discover why people do what they do by uncovering
largely tacit, mutual knowledge and the symbolic meanings, motives, and rules that provide the
orientations for their actions” (para. 2). He referred to “mutual knowledge” as “background
knowledge that is largely unarticulated, constantly used and modified by social actors as they
interact with each other, and produced and reproduced by them in the course of their lives
together” (para. 2). It is vital that the social researcher uncover and adequately describe this
mutual knowledge interspersed through the behaviours, actions, and interactions of the social
actors, revealing mundane everyday beliefs and practices (Blaikie, 1993). What is embodied or
carried in the cells of the body, the unconscious embodied mind, is vital information attained
through abduction.
Retroduction. Backtracking through ideas, concepts, and informative material gathered
with curiosity, asking the important why and how questions, and taking the time to step back to
allow integration to occur were all retroductive phases that benefited my research. Olsen (2014)
suggested that “retroduction is just one more technique in an arsenal. It is a technique that makes
the researchers curious; it does not offer a simplifying protocol but a guide to complexity.
Retroduction is also very different from deduction” (2014, p. 216).
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The user of retroduction is not just a scientist, they are also human. They care about what
people think but they are not blinded by what people say. They care about the data but are
not limited to a single data type or a single dataset. They are inquirers. (Olsen, 2014, p.
216)
And as such, they ask important questions like: “why these data, why these things happened this
way, and how people interpret things themselves – which implies also asking why people see
things as they do” (p. 216). Retroduction is essential for the study of transgenerational trauma
and how to systemically heal it.
Inference and gathering data. While in agreement with Thomas (2010) that phronēsis
has a strong place in case study, I struggled with his suggestion that phronēsis be specifically
paired with abduction in case study. Reichertz provided some illumination as to why Thomas
(2010) would align phronēsis with abduction, asserting that induction and deduction “both share
the impossibility of creating new knowledge” (p. 133) and “only abduction can promise the
discovery of truly new knowledge and theories” (p. 126). Since I had hoped at the outset to
generate some new knowledge within my study, it appeared that abduction needed to be
somewhat prominent in the process, and that certainly was the situation. However, I would agree
with Reichertz (2013) and Miller (2011) that induction, deduction, abduction, and retroduction
were all important forms of thought utilized in my social science research at different points in
the process. Due to the complexity of transgenerational trauma and ways to transform and
systemically heal it, this analysis of inference was necessary, to understand how one knows and
how one creates or generates thoughts or connects ideas and how much of it is transgenerational.
Given the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma, the focus tends to be on
accessing information from the unconscious embodied mind. There was a sense that the scholars
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discussing inference in the previous passages were overly focused on cognitive, logical, and
rational processes as ways of knowing and making knowledge claims. For example, Reichertz
(2013) seemed to limit the storage of “all manner of worldly knowledge” to the brain “or the
consciousness” (p. 128), which can be perceived as significantly self-limiting. Defining and
delineating various means of inference was a practice undertaken within traditional research
paradigms. It would seem that the scholars mentioned above are somewhat caught in the trap of
emphasizing the rational mind, giving little attention to the more powerful unconscious mind and
its importance in social science research and the human condition. Delineating inference was
avoided during this study as it would have narrowed the research viewpoint and added greater
complexity to a study that was already complex enough. Research pertaining to transgenerational
trauma and finding resources for the wellbeing of helping professionals called for openness to all
forms of inference, various sources of data, different viewpoints, and expansion in all regards.
Case study and generalizations. It is acknowledged at the outset that generalization was
not a goal of this case-within-a-case study. When discussing the complexity of research in the
social sciences, MacIntyre (1985) suggested that, “pervasive unpredictability” is inevitable and
that any attempt to develop predictive theory is “permanently vulnerable and fragile” (p. 103).
This is due to “the contingency of social life and the necessary limitations on the kind and
quantity of confirmatory evidence that can be disclosed, theory, in any kind of technical sense, is
unattainable” (Thomas, 2010, p. 577). Thomas and Myers (2015) pointed out that the “emphasis
on generalized knowledge is a problem for case study, which offers little in the way of
generalizable information” (p. 30). Thomas (2010) emphasized this point, stating that even if we
utilise Stake’s (2005) intrinsic case study or instrumental case study, generalization is not
possible (Thomas, 2010). In seeking to understand the transformation and systemic healing of
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transgenerational trauma, I did not strive to develop generalizable findings that could be
considered “rationalistic, propositional, law-like generalizations” (Stake, 2011, p. 23); however,
there was significant possibility for the development of naturalistic generalizations, a term
coined by Robert Stake and Deborah Trumbull (Stake & Trumbull, 1982).
Whether it is possible for naturalistic generalizations to emerge from this case-within-acase study or not is in the purview of the reader, requiring one “to apply ideas from the natural
and in-depth depictions presented in case studies to personal contexts” (Melrose, 2012, p. 600).
Melrose (2012) stated that “naturalistic generalization is a process where readers gain insight by
reflecting on the details and descriptions presented in case studies”, recognizing similarities that
“resonate with their own experiences”, and “consider[ing] whether “their situations are similar
enough to warrant generalizations” (p. 600). Understanding and remaining open to the potential
for naturalistic generalizations is critical for one’s understanding of this study and the
phenomena of transgenerational trauma, and vital to the systemic integration, transformation, and
healing of transgenerational trauma. Naturalistic generalizations are essential to the development
of any effective approach to the contextuality and uncertainty found in the field of helping,
which ties into the unwellness of helping professionals and manifests as burnout and secondary
trauma. Understanding the value of naturalistic generalizations to social science research is
important because the human condition is contextual and organic similarities may be found but
rigid absolutes and lawlike generalizations are much less likely. Tacit knowledge, practicality,
thick description, vicarious experience, transferability, and fittingness are considered important
elements of naturalistic generalization that need some elaboration.
Tacit knowledge: Stake (2011) explained that naturalistic generalizations “develop
within a person as a product of experience” and from “tacit knowledge of how things are, why
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they are, [and] how people feel about them” (Stake, 2011, p. 22). To attain personal
understanding of cases and stories, this form of generalization develops upon one’s own tacit
knowledge through interaction with the information presented (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Melrose
(2012) described this process as “constructing tacit interpretive understanding inductively from
qualitative inquiries”, and explained that it “involves a transfer of knowledge from a study
sample to another population” (p. 600). It is vital to go within to access the tacit knowledge one
carries about the transgenerational trauma of one’s family system.
Practicality: Melrose (2012) suggested there is potential for naturalistic generalizations
where “practical insights from narrative descriptions can evolve naturally and then be transferred
or generalized to comparable situations” (p. 601). A more detailed description of events or
situations in case studies may potentially alter an individual’s viewpoint of “similar
circumstances in their lives with new empathy and intentionality” (Melrose, 2012, p. 600).
Elaborating on the practicality of naturalistic generalizations, Melrose (2012) asserted that due to
a “heavy dependence on context” within the thick description provided, the reader is responsible
for how they interpret the information (2012, p. 600). The practical application of the findings of
this research requires one to go within to access the transgenerational trauma one carries for
one’s family system, creating the opportunity for practical insights to emerge.
Thick description: To encourage naturalistic generalization, the researcher is expected to
provide the reader with the “thick description and vicarious experiential accounts they need to
determine if and how they will use the information in their own lives” (Melrose, 2012, p. 601).
Geertz (1973) stated that to understand a science “you should look at what the practitioners of it
do”, which he refers to as ethnography and through analysis it becomes “a form of knowledge”
(p. 311). With ethnography, the researcher focuses on “establishing rapport, selecting informants,
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transcribing texts, taking genealogies, mapping fields, keeping a diary, and so on” and putting in
the “intellectual effort” (Geertz, 1973, p. 311) to create thick description (Ryle, 1971). Ponterotto
(2006) based his study on the work of Ryle (1971), Geertz (1973), Denzin (1989), Holloway
(1997), and Schwandt (2001) to create a “working definition” of thick description:
Thick description refers to the researcher’s task of both describing and interpreting
observed social action (or behavior) within its particular context. The context can be
within a smaller unit (such as a couple, a family, a work environment) or within a larger
unit (such as one’s village, a community or general culture). Thick description accurately
describes observed social actions and assigns purpose and intentionality to these actions,
by way of the researcher’s understanding and clear description of the context under
which the social actions took place. Thick description captures the thoughts and feelings
of participants as well as the often complex web of relationships among them. Thick
description leads to thick interpretation, which in turns leads to thick meaning of the
research findings for the researchers and participants themselves, and for the report’s
intended readership. Thick meaning of findings leads readers to a sense of verisimilitude,
wherein they can cognitively and emotively “place” themselves within the research
context. (p. 543)
Whether it was the interaction occurring across the generations of a family system, the
interaction of the client with their family of origin, or the interaction of the facilitator and client,
the findings are presented in a way that provides thick description, the only way that seemed to
invite interaction between the reader and the deep transgenerational trauma experiences of
others.
Vicarious experience: To encourage naturalistic generalisation, Melrose (2012) and
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Stake (1995) stated that the researcher needs to construct the narrative in such a way that it feels
as if the readers actually experience the situation themselves. Through the exploration of the
transgenerational trauma described in the PPCI client subcases, an unconscious vicarious
experience is possible. Stake (1995) asserted that it is essential for case researchers “to provide
opportunity for vicarious experience”, taking the steps to include “time, place, and person” (as
cited in Melrose, 2012, p. 601). Stake (1995) described the researcher’s process, “accounts need
to be personal curiosity dictates. A narrative account, a story, a chronological presentation,
personalistic description, and emphasis on time and place provide rich ingredients for vicarious
experience” (as cited in Melrose, 2012, p. 601). Although the “researcher is not responsible for
directing readers’ naturalistic generalizations, it is a responsibility researchers must not ignore”
(p. 601). This study provides the opportunity for the reader to experience the transgenerational
world of each client and their family system vicariously.
Transferability: Naturalistic generalization can emerge through a quality of
transferability. Lincoln and Guba (1985) pointed out the potential for a more intimate and unique
transfer of knowledge that can be created through interaction with the in-depth subjective
descriptions found within the narrative findings of case studies, transferring from one context to
another (as cited in Melrose, 2012, p. 600). This transfer of knowledge from “a study sample to
another population of interest” is found in one form or another in all generalization (Melrose,
2012, p. 601). When exploring the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma, the potential for
transferability can be immense given the common occurrence of similar traumatic events in
family systems.
Fittingness: My research provides sufficient description for the reader to discern if
information from one family context is “sufficiently congruent” or “fits” within other familial or
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ancestral contexts or situations (Melrose, 2012, p. 600). It is expected that naturalistic
generalizations may form in one’s mind as one interacts with and evaluates findings of this
study; however, caution is suggested in forming any sort of rigid, law-like generalizations since
transforming and healing transgenerational trauma is highly contextual. Rather than forming
rigid generalizations between subcases, recognizing organic patterns within the context of a
single subcase is a skill that is greatly encouraged. Understanding the responsibility of the
researcher in doing research, and the reader in responding to research, especially as it pertains to
the emergence of naturalistic generalizations, calls for phronēsis, the practical wisdom or
judgment that evolves through experience and training, involving ethical and moral discernment.
Ethical Challenges
During the dissertation process, to expand my knowledge of ethical practice I completed
the Tri-Council course on research ethics (TCPS 2: CORE) and the draft research proposal for
this project passed an ethical review by the Royal Roads Research Ethics Board, complying with
the terms of the Royal Roads Research Ethics Policy.
As a helping professional, I value ethical behaviour, complying with the ethics in
research requirements of Royal Roads University. In the study of the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma, I am exploring my relationship with my praxis and with the PPCI
clients, and the relationship between the clients and their ancestral family systems. Ethical
behaviour should be evident throughout my example of reflexive systemic practitioner research,
and in seeking transparency, I openly acknowledge my multiple roles within the research as
researcher, practitioner, facilitator, guide, analyst, and holder of the archived client files,
minimizing any potential conflict of interest in the research process wherever possible. When
gathering valuable information material, any PPCI client file that was not at significant arm’s
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length with me was eliminated from the study in the preselection process. Participation letters
and Informed Consent Forms provided ample information to clients outlining my multiple roles
in the inquiry.
Research Source 2, engaging with archived client files of PPCI, differed from many
systemic practitioner researcher project formats, in that, it was not explicit action research. The
action had already taken place in past client sessions and any sense of my influence over the
client during the past client sessions were retrospectively thematically analyzed. The PPCI client
subcases were analyzed for patterns and themes revealing my influence in the client sessions. I
was obviously influential in guiding the time each client spent in the liminal and transformational
space of the session. My influence can be assessed in the findings of Chapter 4 within the PPCI
introductory session client file report for CF001 or for CF008 found in Appendix M.
Ethical practices were continually maintained to protect client privacy, confidentiality,
and anonymity, including the use of coded identifiers to ensure no direct or indirect identifying
information was used in reporting. In some situations, this protection went as far as using the
names of continents instead of countries to protect the client’s identity. The research was
conducted utilizing the policy that no harm was to come to research participants through ethical
practice in all phases of the research. Each of the clients who agreed to be interviewed or to be
survey participants, or those who consented to having their client file involved in the research
had previously signed consent waivers at the time of the introductory PPCI integrative wellness
client session, verifying that they were not currently involved in psychotherapy, that they had not
been recently hospitalised for mental illness, that they were not currently taking psychotropic
medication, and that they gave permission for basic information from the client session to be
used by the practitioner as source material for research and writing. It is important for the client
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to be upfront about the status of their own wellbeing. It is valuable intake information to know if
the client is involved in any type of therapy or counselling and what their experience has been.
Working through transgenerational trauma can be intense, requiring the client to be open and
vulnerable, and it is best that they are not in a fragile state. As well, medications can mask
symptoms and interfere with the capacity to discern the subtle language of the body.
As an ethical systemic practitioner researcher, a second level of comprehensive informed
consent was deemed essential for this particular research and therefore, a detailed Informed
Consent Form was included with the participation letters sent out to the former clients (see
Appendices L, N, and O). This required a physical response from the client to show consent.
It is important to point out that during the client sessions, my role as facilitator was to
continually influence the process for the client, through shared ideas, concepts, interpretation,
and activities; however, following the session, once the client stepped out of the liminal
transformative space of the two-and-a-half-hour introductory PPCI session with their embodied
mind filled with new information, I did not have any overt power or influence in the ongoing life
of the client. The client may have voluntarily sent along some follow up feedback comments
about the introductory session to me in an email; however, once the PPCI session was complete
and the PPCI follow-up notes were sent out to the client two weeks after the session, no
intentional follow up interaction with the client occurred. To maintain healthy energetic
boundaries with clients, it is appropriate for the integrative wellness practitioner to respect the
clients’ autonomy and let go of the outcomes.
In addition, within my systemic praxis through PPCI, multiple client sessions are not set
up at the time a client session is booked, frequently a common practice used in many therapeutic
practices. Rather, the client maintains autonomy, guided to go back into their own life to let any
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potential transformation that was initiated by the introductory client session continue to occur.
The client is responsible for stepping forward into their life in a new way, for envisioning and
creating a new future less entangled in familial and ancestral trauma that does not serve them
well, and much practice is needed in doing so. Some clients do book follow up PPCI sessions,
sometimes weeks or more commonly months after the first session, to address new issues that
surface following the energetic transformation that has occurred following the introductory
session. Throughout the research and writing process, reflexivity has provided the means for
attaining ethical transparency and awareness, navigating the multiple roles of the researcher
within the context of systemic practitioner research.
Ethics and blind spots. Helping professionals need to be highly aware of professional
and collective blind spots, which are abundantly prevalent, and cognizant of the ethical
implications of blind spots. Transgenerational trauma carried by the helping professional can
effectively mask underlying motivations. Within fields and disciplines filled with helping
professionals such as peacebuilding humanitarians, counsellors, first responders, medical
professionals, educators, clergy, or alternative practitioners, mindfulness to ethical behaviour is
essential. Ethical behaviour requires attention to the wounded healer within and to selfdevelopment and growth. The wounded healer often unconsciously seeks their own deep internal
emotional healing from those they deem to serve, help, or heal in the workplace, regardless of
what might be written into the ethical code of conduct they follow in their work. This need is
often transgenerational, unconsciously motivated through familial and ancestral trauma. It is
essential for helping professionals to consider the validity of this statement within one’s own
context without defensiveness. If defensiveness does arise, it is valuable to sit with those feelings
of discomfort. It is important to breathe through any tension or conflict that wells up. The
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transgenerational trauma one carries may be generating that defensiveness. It is difficult to take
responsibility for unconscious actions; however, it needs to occur. Helping professionals need to
consider whether it is ethical to unconsciously seek their own healing through the individuals,
families, and communities they aim to help, often emotionally struggling or traumatized
themselves, or whether a deep inward turn of self-development and growth would be more
appropriate.
Information Collection
Having discussed the relevant concepts behind the research design and information
analysis, the study gathered four material sources, the first being my positionality in Chapter 1. It
was a reflexive exercise to aid in understanding the remaining research analysis and findings.
The other three research sources, in response to the research questions, pertain to the systemic
analysis of my praxis through PPCI. First, with permission granted, a thematic analysis was
conducted on the archived client session files of past clients of PPCI (Research Source 2),
second, there was an extensive private interview conducted with one client of PPCI a month after
the client session to provide a client’s perspective on their session and outcome (Research Source
3), and third, a retrospective email feedback survey was conducted with past clients of PPCI
(Research Source 4) to understand how the client sessions impacted their lives over time and
what aspects of any transformation could be attributed to the PPCI client session that was
experienced.
Research source 2: Archived PPCI client files. This phase of information collection
involved accessing the details held within past PPCI client files. It was the real-world content of
each client session, including body focused activities and the gathering of transgenerational
family system information. The client files also explored the inner journey of the client and the
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facilitator. These subcases were analyzed thematically through case-within-a-case study
methodology. The extent of the transgenerational transformation experienced by the clients in
these files was deemed highly significant and potentially applicable to the wellbeing of helping
professionals in other contexts. The individual client files or subcases represented individuals
facing any number of challenges in life, with many of them helping professionals themselves,
perhaps feeling stuck in life in some way or experiencing intractable repetitive struggles in life,
symptoms, conditions, or facing relationship difficulties. For these individuals to step into the
workspace of PPCI, they had some sense that their life challenges were somehow interconnected
with their ancestral past, although how that might be possible was unknown. People tend to
engage with a practitioner when they find it beyond themselves and their own current capacities
to shift these life difficulties. Some clients had sought the assistance of traditional counsellors or
psychotherapists in the past. Many others had explored their concerns with family or friends in
their inner circle. All of these individuals had decided that a new perspective and a new approach
might be helpful in shifting their life challenges and circumstances, and they found their way to
Peaceful Possibilities Consulting.
Client file process and procedures. Past clients of PPCI were contacted by email to gain
permission to use the client file information recorded during and after their 2 ½ hour introductory
PPCI integrative wellness client session which was held prior to the beginning of this research.
All client participation and informed consent was elicited via email, the primary medium used
for communicating with all PPCI clients in the past and present. It was vital to select a large
enough number of subcases for meaningful analysis and at the same time a small enough number
to generate a rich in-depth study (Gondo et al., 2012).
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The client files contained descriptive information about recognizing and healing
transgenerational trauma within diverse family systems. Utilizing purposive sampling, a large
body of client files of PPCI were initially reviewed with particular attention to the information
on the family genosociograms. These diagrams are large family trees drawn to include multiple
generations. The family members placed on the genosociogram are overlaid with the
accompanying events and situations of family trauma that occurred in the past and the extensive
family emotional patterning that has been flowing down the generations of the family. The client
files were preselected for their level of diversity for further study and their capacity to inform
others, and importantly, for the amount of pertinent information in the file. The files were further
filtered by 1) diversity of client homeland, 2) diversity of family transgenerational trauma
patterning, and 3) diversity of client demographics. With regards to information collection and
the number of subcases selected, Gondo et al. (2012) suggested the researcher “remain flexible to
allow the pursuit of new data sources and questions as contextual understanding increases” (p.
135). All client files were eliminated from selection if the degree of separation from me was not
substantial. Realizing the quantity of information in each file during the preselection process, an
initial proposed desire to gather the consent of 25 to 30 clients from 60 preselected files dropped
to an expectation for approximately15 files holding good information from 41 preselected client
files. There was a realization at the outset that the information within 25 to 30 client files would
have been exorbitant to process in a timely manner within the scope of the study. The
preselection included individuals with ancestral systems touching six continents, with an age
range from 18 to 75 years old and it included 10 men and 31 women. All clients preselected for
the potential participation of their client files in the study had a session with PPCI within the
previous five years.
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Client participation letters were sent out to past clients of PPCI via MailChimp email.
The email sought permission from the past clients of PPCI to conduct confidential archival
information collection from their client files. The letters included an Informed Consent Form
(see Appendix L) and all the details of how this doctoral study would use and protect the
information in the client files. This invitation was extended midway through 2017 and there was
no pressure imposed on the past PPCI clients to give permission for their client files to be used in
the study. The self-determination of the client was protected as they were given a month to
respond to the invitation and also given the option to withdraw after responding, all prior to my
work analyzing the client files was to begin.
As participation acceptance occurred, the information in the client files was entered into a
computer with an alpha numeric code assigned for identification. For protection of the data, the
digital files were stored on my computer and they were backed up locally using an external hard
drive. The computer was password protected. The physical files along with a master code key
with the client’s identification were locked away in a safe cabinet. The use of alpha numeric
identifiers was helpful in the process for providing confidentiality and anonymity in analyzing
and reporting the findings. No finding details were reported singularly or in combination that
would identify the client.
Besides the Informed Consent to Participate Form in the research, each of these PPCI
client files already included a signed waiver for participation in the actual session at the time it
originally occurred, including the use of general information for research and writing. The client
files contained notes made by the practitioner during and after the introductory sessions related
to the client and their family system, their relationships, the activities of the client session, a
family genosociogram, diagrams of client experiential body focused activities such as boundary
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work, diagrams and final photos of body focused systemic constellations, extensive notes on
client emotional responses, vital client language of the body responses, client emotional holding
patterns, symbolic language of the body, family patterning and linkages, client responses during
deep emotional ritual activities, and notes on my thoughts and actions as the PPCI session
facilitator.
Participating archived client files. This section focuses on the PPCI client files as casewithin-a-case-study research sources, explicating significant findings from the two-and-a-halfhour introductory PPCI client sessions. The email invitation was sent out to the 41 preselected
clients, with two emails undeliverable, reducing the potential number to 39 client files. One
reminder email was sent out to the prospective participants, resulting in 22 of the 39 clients
opening the email (56%) and 17 of those 22 clients (77%) consenting to have their PPCI client
file made available as informative material for this inquiry. Stated another way, of the total
emails sent to PPCI clients, 17 of 39 total clients (44%) consented to participate in the study and
most of those responses occurred in the first twenty-four hours after the email was delivered.
This level of participation was deemed to be extremely satisfactory, meeting and exceeding the
expectation for gathering 15 archived client files, considering that many people do not regularly
open their emails. Of the 17 clients who consented to the participation of their client file, one of
these clients asked that the details of their ancestral family history not be revealed in detail and
that has been honoured. This client file was included in the study for analysis without revealing
any of the specific family history, except in a very general way for reporting client demographics
or transgenerational trauma patterning.
It also seemed important to consider non-responses to the participation letter, realizing
that many clients might be inundated with emails and some of them never get opened, or
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perhaps, the client may have moved on in their lives, beyond the realm of PPCI, perhaps
skipping past PPCI emails, and that could be interpreted positively, as the client moving on in
their life in a good way, or negatively, the client was not drawn to continue any sort of
relationship with PPCI. For these reasons, the decision was made to also send out a retroactive
email survey to past clients of PPCI to gather feedback on client sessions (Research Source 4).
Client file transcriptions. The PPCI client files had never been analyzed in a systematic
or systemic way and that is why this research was conducted. Transcriptions of the client files
were created with consistent headings to ensure that the information gathered was in relatively
uniform and usable form across the sub-cases. These headings represented the first level of
thematic analysis and further analysis continued from there. The computer software package
NVIVO was utilised for storing the client file transcriptions in one location for analysis. At the
outset, for the purposes of analysis, I deemed it important to thematically write up all 17 PPCI
client sessions in their entirety and this turned out to be an extremely time-consuming task;
however, it seemed like a way to honour the clients who gave me permission to utilize their
client files for research. I thought it might be helpful to those clients to give them a copy of their
client file transcription when the research was complete. The information from the 17 client files
was gathered from rough notes, written on a PPCI Language of the Body Form, as well as,
relevant diagrams, genosociograms, and photos, and consolidated into detailed transcriptions.
Working one-to-one with clients provided me with the opportunity to jot extensive notes and
diagrams during session activities. These notes explained and provided diagrams of session
activities, added important phrases or statements made by the client during the session, and
detailed the client’s process. The exact wording of the client was recorded for the description or
comments around emotional experiences, the core fear activity, the boundary activity, or for any
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questions asked. It was important to listen to the client’s voice to understand the language of
their body and their family system. The genosociograms provided extensive detail on key
generations of the clients’ family system and transgenerational patterning to flesh out the
transcriptions.
After the longer transcriptions were created for each participating client file of PPCI, a
shorter version of each transcription was generated to really get to the core issues and patterns
evident in the data. The transgenerational trauma of each family system was tracked and
analyzed on a spreadsheet as it moved down through the generations toward the descendant, who
was seeking guidance in the original client session. The full transcriptions evolved into
comprehensive narrative reports which were about forty to fifty single spaced 12-font typed
pages long including various diagrams and photos to illustrate the systemic constellations created
in the sessions. The client session reports were created in narrative form from pages of facilitator
notes, including words, phrases, exact quotes, thoughts and actions, diagrams, a genosociogram,
and photos. Other than creating sentences to form a narrative or provide a full explanation, there
was no information added to expand or embellish the client file reports. It was felt that since the
body focused, integrative introductory PPCI client sessions were quite different from traditional
talk therapy, providing an entirely new approach for working through, transforming, and
systemically healing transgenerational trauma, a rich descriptive narrative was essential. These
comprehensive narrative reports for the 17 client files amounted to over seven hundred pages of
single-spaced typed notes and diagrams filled with rich description. The file notes provided the
means for describing and understanding the facilitator’s inner journey throughout the client
session, including the reasoning behind session activities and the ordering of session activities.
The files contained a wealth of detail about the work of recognizing, working through,
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transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma within each family system. My
journey as a systemic practitioner researcher was challenged throughout the creation of the
detailed narrative reports, continually analyzing reflexively why I made one decision or another
and how my positionality was involved behind the decisions made.
Qualitative thematic analysis. The following list of helpful guidelines provided by Gavin
(2013) outline the stages “consistent in all thematic analysis”, and the list was utilized in guiding
the thematic analysis on the PPCI client file transcriptions:
•

Examine the data for the emergent themes.

•

Identify all data that relates to these themes.

•

Combine related patterns into sub-themes, units derived from patterns that can be
brought together.

•

Check that the sub-themes are truly representative, by referring back to the data
and/or the participants or checking with a co-researcher (not applicable in this study).

•

Identify the argument for choosing the themes, possibly by relating to the literature.
In this way the reader can identify the process by which the researcher has developed
the themes. (Gavin, 2013, p. 280)

Lapadat (2012) suggested common methods of thematic analysis, such as coding, categorising,
linking, identifying patterns, searching, reconstructing, theory-building, and model building and
these methods were followed where appropriate. Ayres (2008) recommended that during
thematic analysis, the researcher continually “consider the relevance of each theme to the
research question and to the data set as a whole, thus keeping the developing analysis integrated”
(p. 868).
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Comprehensive qualitative thematic analysis was consistently applied to the client file
transcriptions to interpret and make sense of the information collected from the archived PPCI
client file subcases. Although thematic analysis was primarily qualitative, some quantitative
demographic information was gathered during early stages of analysis. While the client files
were highly contextual to family systems and experience, aspects of file information were
grouped for extrapolating further meaning, rather than the use of structural cross-comparison.
Client file analysis continued within the time constraints of the study until there was a sense that
thematic repetition was occurring, and saturation had occurred. Once thematic repetition was
recognized, file information took on greater meaning. The material gathered was analyzed for
themes related to: process, content, context, session activities, transmission of transgenerational
trauma patterns, emotional and behavioural patterning, client response patterning, client family
relationship issues, especially as it pertained to biological mother and father, and the relationship
dynamics between the client and the facilitator. It was important to reflect upon my influence
during the client sessions under investigation and also on my role as systemic practitioner
researcher in analyzing the client files. As practitioner, facilitator, and scribe during the client
sessions, notes were intermittently provided in the transcriptions related to facilitator inner
thoughts or actions. The voices of the clients and their family systems were allowed to come
forward in all their diverse richness, without bias or dilution. Interspersed with the client’s voice
is my inner journey and actions, providing a complete running commentary of why particular
thoughts occurred or particular actions were taken. The facilitator’s inner journey provides a path
through the client session.
PPCI integrative client session report. It seemed vitally important to provide at least two
complete client file reports developed from the session transcriptions including diagrams and
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photos that illuminate some of the practical activities. I felt this would be useful to other helping
professionals who might want to delve deeply into the minute details of the client session. The
sessions included body focused approaches and emotions experienced by the clients during the
PPCI introductory session, showing the thread of transgenerational trauma flowing down the
clients’ family systems, and tracking the inner journey and actions of the practitioner during the
PPCI session. The two complete client session reports, CF001 in Chapter 4 and CF008 in
Appendix M, provide examples and extensive commentary related to the facilitator’s inner
journey, including the facilitator’s inner and outer voice.
Only by experiencing a session can one really have a comprehensive understanding of the
embodied nature of my praxis; however, by comprehensively reviewing the narrative of an
introductory PPCI client session one might get a vicarious sense of my praxis and the activities
involved, enough to understand what is being discussed here. These findings endeavour to
present the experience of a PPCI session in the best way possible within the scope of the study. It
is essential to point out that a phenomenological process that is experiential and energetic can
only be described in written language text to a certain extent, with its deepest essence potentially
energetic and still left a mystery.
It was important to provide access to sample PPCI client sessions to illustrate the whole
embodied flow of a session and the activities included in the session, and to provide context for
the client interview in Research Source 3 or the survey in Research Source 4 and the respective
clients’ comments, as outlined in Chapter 4. It was important to follow the flow of
transgenerational trauma from the ancestors down to the deep inner fears of the client and their
intention for the session.
Client session CF001 is provided in the Findings and Discussion section in all its fullness,
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revealing how body focused systemic constellations can be used as healing ritual to access and
communicate with the embodied mind. Fully embracing the client session report in its entirety is
the only way to really grasp the many dynamics needed to recognize, work through, transform,
and systemically heal the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma. When it comes to the
transformation of transgenerational trauma, there are no shortcuts along the journey in the real
world and there are no shortcuts in presenting the relevant findings. Any shortcuts taken will
only result in the transgenerational trauma continuing to travel down the family system. The
approaches, resources, tools, and techniques for understanding, transforming, and systemically
healing the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma can be found within the fine details of
the session reports included (see Chapter 4 and Appendix M for full client session reports).
Complete findings from the archived PPCI client files can be found in Chapter 4.
Research source 3: One illustrative PPCI client interview. The intentions behind the
client interview included: 1) listening to the voice of one client (the interviewee) and
thematically making meaning of what the client was willing to share about their PPCI client
session, 2) gaining a better understanding of what the client consciously and unconsciously took
away as insight from a single introductory session, 3) obtaining feedback from the client to better
understand the systemic practitioner researcher’s role as a facilitator and guide within the
professional practice of PPCI, 4) examining the client’s short-term embodied experience of an
integrative wellness session, with a body focus on what potentially addressed, transformed, and
systemically healed transgenerational trauma that had travelled down the client’s ancestral
family system, and 5) creating a body of information that would potentially assist me in the
development of an effective online doctoral feedback survey (Research Source 4).
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This phase of information collection involved a 90-minute in-depth interview held in July
2016 with a first-time client of PPCI. The initial motivation behind the client interview was to
satisfy a doctoral course requirement (SOSC 730 Qualitative Research) at Royal Roads
University in Victoria, BC. The course required an interview and extensive qualitative thematic
analysis on the content. A written paper was prepared that outlined the client interview questions
(see Appendix N), the interview transcription, the analysis, and the research findings for grading.
This interview was imported into this doctoral study for further analysis.
One month prior to the interview the client had experienced a two-and-a-half-hour
introductory PPCI integrative wellness and systemic constellations session with me. The
introductory client session had no connection to the doctoral program at the time it took place.
For this research, the illustrative client interview served the purpose of a pilot project for guiding
the rest of the methodological research design for this inquiry. The interview responses and
thematic analysis were useful for identifying topics and themes that might be relevant to the
examination of the client files of PPCI (Research Source 2), aiding in the early selection of
potential client files. The illustrative interview serves as Research Source 3 in this study,
allowing a means to exam my role as facilitator more closely through the eyes and experiences of
the client. The illustrative client interview assignment also provided an analysis of question
styles and wording, including strengths and weaknesses, aiding in the development of the
questions included in the retroactive feedback email survey (Research Source 4).
Interviewee selection. The client was selected because she had just experienced a recent
PPCI session, which held the potential to maximize the amount of information the client could
share about the PPCI session. It was important to have at least a month between the session and
the interview to allow a significant degree of the natural energetic and embodied transformation
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to continue after the session without interruption, for both the client and her family system. A
client was chosen that lived within close proximity to the work location of PPCI since it was
decided that the interview was to be conducted in-person. This was important because many
client sessions of PPCI are held at a distance utilizing various media communication
technologies. In a preliminary test, the client also indicated willingness to be interviewed.
Interview questions. The interview script consisted of fourteen small sections with fortysix questions in total (see Appendix N for the survey questions and informed consent). It was an
extensive interview and the intent was to ask as many of the questions as possible in an openended style. The exceptions to this process were a few closed-ended questions followed up with
another question asking for elaboration. The client signed an Informed Consent to Participate
Form prior to the interview, which described the purpose of the interview for the doctoral course
and provided agreement to the use of her interview for qualitative thematic analysis. Since the
client interview served a dual purpose, first, to satisfy the requirements of a doctoral course
(SOSC 730), and second, to be used as a research source for this study, the client was contacted a
second time to have her sign another consent form giving permission for the earlier interview
results to be used as informative material for this research analysis and dissertation findings.
Findings from the PPCI client interview can be found in Chapter 4.
Client session under investigation. During the client session, I had the role of facilitator
or navigator, gently guiding the client through the deepest transgenerational trauma of her family
system with a body focus and with the potential to initiate transformation and systemic healing.
As previously mentioned, the client session central to the interview had no connection to my
doctoral program at the time it was originally facilitated, and as such, it was not manipulated in
any way or arranged to specifically suit the doctoral program requirements. Although deeply
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contextual, the client session under investigation was conducted just as any other client session
of PPCI would be contextually conducted. By choosing this client for the interview, it minimized
any doctoral-directed effect that I might have on the client session or on the client. At the outset
of the client session, there was no set agenda other than exploring ways to transform and
systemically heal the transgenerational trauma the client was entangled with in her family
system, transgenerational trauma that seemed to be holding her back in life and keeping her from
moving forward with ease.
Reviewing the file of the client session discussed in the interview, it included a
genosociogram of the client’s family system, questions asked about the client’s intention for the
session, the gathering of language of the body related to the client’s intention and other
symptoms and behaviours the client was experiencing, exploration of the client’s
transgenerational inner fears with a body focus, exploration of the client’s transgenerational
energy boundary with a body focus, recognizing identifications and entanglements with those
who came before the client in her family system, descriptions of relationships with her mother
and father, and two body focused systemic constellations. Since the session was not conducted
with doctoral study in mind, there were likely additional conversations and activities in the client
session that were not recorded in the client file.
The client had also received twenty pages of PPCI Session Follow Up Notes two weeks
after the session to assist her in consciously understanding and integrating session concepts. This
was done to compliment and potentially further the client’s emotional and spiritual selfdevelopment and growth. Sending out the PPCI Session Follow Up Notes is a common follow up
practice for all client sessions of PPCI, really not considered a separate follow up, but rather,
thought to be a part of the client session process. The notes serve the client by aiding in the
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understanding of many important systemic healing concepts that may be new to the client and
providing some additional assistance moving forward in the systemic healing process. Sending
out the PPCI Session Follow Up Notes to a client with a two-week delay is intentional: 1) to
keep the client from moving too quickly or intentionally to their head for rational thought to
analyze the activities of the PPCI session immediately following our work together, and in so
doing, 2) to keep the client from losing all the deep unconscious internal movements that may
have occurred or been initiated during or after the session, including the valuable transformations
that are body focused, somatic, or energetic that may help the client’s integration of embodied
mind, heart, or spirit, or impact their greater family system, and 3) to keep from interfering with
any new inner images, new perspectives, or fresh insight that may be developing and integrating
within the client following the client session.
Interview process and procedures. The interview was recorded three ways, utilizing a
digital recorder, a cell phone, and a computer, to ensure at least one successful recording was
created. The client signed an Informed Consent to Participate Form just prior to the interview.
While the interview was originally intended to be approximately one hour long, it was extended
by thirty minutes beyond the original time estimate because the interviewee had additional ideas
to share that seemed relevant and meaningful.
Information analysis. Following the interview, the audio-recording was transcribed
verbatim with every hmm and uh-huh in place. This seemed appropriate for a professional
practice where language and certain significant phrasing used by the client are precisely
handwritten in each session. Each client uses language and phrases that flow transgenerationally
down the family system and it is important to capture these important idiosyncratic pieces of
information that contribute to an understanding of the big picture. Precisely recording these
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phrases is why the client files of PPCI hold so much rich description and detail in the first place.
Recording key language in written form has been found to be a valuable technique for
interpreting and finding meaning within the symbolic, fragmented, and metaphoric discourse of
the unconscious mind of one member of a particular family system. Writing down these phrases
as they arise also eliminates the need for the facilitator to continually remain stuck in her own
rational mind remembering details of the session rather than being freed up to engage
energetically and phenomenologically.
Information gathered during the client interview was subsequently thematically analyzed
eight different ways. The exercise of qualitatively and thematically analyzing informative
material gathered was highly beneficial to the development of the practitioner as researcher in
the study. These themes represented the patterns that were evident within the interview context,
just one interpretation of multiple potential realities. This interpretation was highly contextual,
with content analyzed through the lens of my worldview, training, background, education, and
ways of knowing, as outlined in my positionality as a helping professional in Chapter 1.
As the interview questions were being prepared, and during analysis, it became quite
apparent that the results of the interview might be highly beneficial to the further design of this
inquiry. While the interview initially served the purpose of successfully satisfying a qualitative
doctoral course requirement, it also revealed immensely valuable feedback about the process of
the client during and following a PPCI session and provided direct motivation behind the choice
of several successive aspects of this study. Following thematic analysis of the data, the client was
provided with the details, hence, furthering her transformative healing journey. As it pertains to
my journey as a systemic practitioner researcher, developing the skill of seeing patterns within
text was excellent praxis for seeing patterns as a practitioner within family systems.
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Research source 4: PPCI retroactive email feedback survey. This phase of
information collection involved conducting a retroactive email survey to gain feedback from past
clients on the experience of their two-and-a-half-hour PPCI introductory integrative wellness
client sessions. The computer survey software LimeSurvey was utilised for this phase of the
research. The feedback survey served the following purposes:
1) It was vital to the study to find out whether the initial two-and-a-half-hour
introductory PPCI integrative wellness session was effective for understanding,
addressing, transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma. This
was determined by whether the client’s life shifted positively in some way following
the client session and the transformation was attributed by the client to the PPCI
client session.
2) It was an opportunity to listen to the voices of past PPCI clients to determine whether
the PPCI client sessions held valuable resources, tools, and techniques transferrable to
helping professionals who need to address the unresolved transgenerational trauma
they carry for their family systems.
3) It was critical to understand what a client retained from an integrative wellness
session both consciously and unconsciously, indicated by what the client had
integrated into their own life long-term, even if they did not consciously associate the
change with the client session.
4) It was essential to discover what activities of the session were most useful to the
client long-term in their daily life.
5) It was crucial to gather valuable information to continually improve my praxis
guiding PPCI clients through the transgenerational trauma of their family systems.
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Survey process and procedures. A retroactive email feedback survey was the research
tool used to gather this information (see Appendix O for survey questions and informed consent).
The themes of the PPCI client interview (Research Source 3) were used to generate the survey
questions for Research Source 4. The survey was sent out to 53 past clients of PPCI who had
experienced an introductory PPCI client session sometime within a five-year period immediately
prior to the survey invitation, hoping to gain a longer perspective, and who were significantly at
arms-length with me, defined as having no relationship in my personal life. This arms-length
distance reduced conflict of interest where possible between the client and me as practitioner
researcher/facilitator. Other than eventual access to the findings of this dissertation, the clients
were not offered any monetary or in-kind incentives for their participation in the survey. Each
client participated of their own volition.
An email introducing the LimeSurvey online retroactive feedback survey was sent out to
prospective PPCI participants with a link to the survey itself on May 4, 2018 (see Appendix O).
Of the 53 invitations to participate sent out to past clients, it was discovered that two email
addresses were no longer deliverable, and three individuals requested that they be removed from
receiving further communication about the email survey. Of the 48 individuals who remained on
the potential survey participation list, three wrote private emails to me explaining why they
couldn’t respond to the survey at this time. One individual, who had not opened the email when
it was first sent out, asked if they could still do the survey after the survey deadline had closed,
and the response given to the past client was that it was too late to respond for the research.
Survey format and questions. The survey was complex with twenty-nine minimal
responses required and spaces were frequently provided for comments to be added where
appropriate. Some of the questions allowed multiple relevant answers to be chosen. The survey
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was divided into six sections labelled Part A to Part F and the questions showed up online for the
client as twenty separate pages. This aided the participant in starting and stopping their survey
response in small chunks as needed, saving all answers within a completed section when the
client’s participation time in any one sitting period was limited. Each question included in the
feedback survey had great significance for the underlying understanding and interpretation of
further information collection from PPCI.
The email survey was a blend of open-ended and closed-ended questions. The first page
of the survey provided the past client of PPCI with a detailed description of this doctoral study,
the survey, and all that the survey entailed. The first response on the survey required past clients
to state their free and informed consent to participate in the survey (see Appendix O for the
survey questions and Informed Consent Form). The consent form was followed by ten
demographic questions to demonstrate the diversity of past PPCI clients and they were followed
by eighteen mostly open-ended client session content questions. Many of these questions
provided comment spaces for the responding participant to elaborate on their answers. Each
survey respondent was given a two-digit identification (ID) number assigned by their random
position on the original email list of 53 potential participants. The use of the ID number ensured
participant anonymity and confidentiality when analyzing and reporting findings.
Survey limitations. In today’s world of information overload, it was considered
significantly risky to send out a survey by email and especially to PPCI clients from so long ago.
It was realized at the outset that there were two obvious limitations to the use of email surveys
for the research project: 1) some people do not check their emails regularly and may not do so
before the deadline date of the survey and 2) it was easy to opt out of participation without
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feeling any pressure or experiencing any consequences and this could reduce the number of
survey responses.
Survey responses. Fortunately, 19 of the 48 individuals (40%) who received the online
survey opened the email and started to respond to the in-depth survey, and nine (19%) proceeded
to complete the survey in its entirety and submit their final results. Although partially completed
survey responses were available within LimeSurvey reports, it was decided that only the results
of fully completed surveys would be included in the survey findings. Interestingly, only two of
the earliest clients to open the survey actually completed it. It was mainly the clients who opened
the email later that did finish it. The interpretation of this observation being that those who
flagged the email survey as important were the ones who set it aside for completion when they
actually had time in their life to start and finish it. It is acknowledged that nine completed
surveys are not a large sample size by some standards; however, given the complexity of the
survey, and upon analyzing the survey responses, the sample size was deemed to be sufficient for
the qualitative purpose for which it was intended. This sample provided information on the
effectiveness of the introductory PPCI client sessions and answered many of the Research
Questions and Sub-questions as outlined in Chapter 1. Findings from the PPCI retroactive email
feedback survey can be found in Chapter 4.
Research Methodological Design and Information Collection Conclusion
While keeping the broad global issues from the dissertation preface in mind, bringing in
my positionality as the reflexive systemic practitioner researcher and the research questions and
sub-questions from Chapter 1, and engaging with the many voices and perspectives included in
Chapter 2, the research methodological design and information collection were given context. It
was felt that examining my praxis through PPCI from various perspectives would be beneficial
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for me as a systemic practitioner researcher and as a facilitator, for past and present clients of
PPCI, and for other helping professionals. Within the findings that follow in Chapter 4, the client
files of PPCI (Research Source 2), the single illustrative PPCI client interview (Research Source
3), and the PPCI retroactive email feedback survey (Research Source 4) highlighted a number of
central themes important to understanding the path of transformation and systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma for helping professionals. The appendices to the text provide
elaboration on many topics of discussion.
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Chapter 4: Research Findings and Discussion

According to the many voices we listened to in the literature, the transformation and
systemic healing of transgenerational trauma is body focused and understanding the language of
the body is key. Whether one is a systemic practitioner researcher, a practitioner, a helping
professional from any walk of life, or someone receiving the guidance or assistance of helping
professionals, an exploration of pathic and tacit embodied knowledge in all its various forms is
necessary. For an increased understanding of pathic knowledge, the body focused work of PPCI
was chosen to provide perspective from a variety of viewpoints.
PPCI is an existing wholistic body focused integrative wellness practice where I guide
clients through the transgenerational trauma of their family systems. As systemic practitioner
research, the activities of PPCI constitute my ongoing praxis. In discussing the findings of the
research, and when evaluating and discussing the client sessions of PPCI, I am referred to as ‘the
facilitator’, a role I fulfilled in the lives of these clients at an earlier point in time prior to this
doctoral research. The inherent researcher within me melded with the facilitator as practitioner,
continually evolving to create the systemic practitioner researcher within this study. I organized
the findings in such a way as to make them transferrable and useful in other scenarios where
transgenerational trauma is present and unresolved. The findings from the archived PPCI client
files provide step-by-step detailed descriptions of the client’s emotional journey during the
introductory client session and many of the elements that need to be worked through to find
transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma.
Research Source 2 provides two extensive PPCI client file written reports, CF001
presented within this chapter and CF008 presented in Appendix M, which are rich descriptions
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of liminal and systemic transformative space and reveal as precisely as possible how I guided the
clients to emotionally work through the transgenerational trauma of their family systems. The
comprehensive reports include the details of family system genosociograms, descriptions of
inner fear activities and body focused boundary activities, and step-by-step diagrams of body
focused systemic constellations work as ritual. Additional body focused inner fear activities can
be found in Appendix P and additional body focused boundary activities in Appendix V.
The findings and discussion illuminate the four research sources, with the points made in
Research Source 1 integrated within Research Sources 2, 3, and 4:
1) Research Source 1: My positionality as systemic practitioner researcher that was
outlined in Chapter 1,
2) Research Source 2: The archived client session files of past PPCI clients who
experienced an introductory PPCI integrative wellness session as outlined in the
methodology of Chapter 3,
3) Research Source 3: An in-depth 90-minute illustrative interview with one past client of
PPCI who had recently experienced an introductory PPCI integrative wellness session
as outlined in the methodology of Chapter 3, and
4) Research Source 4: A retroactive email feedback survey with past clients of PPCI who
had experienced an introductory PPCI integrative wellness session at some time during
the previous five years, as outlined in the methodology of Chapter 3.
Presenting Findings
Addressing and systemically healing transgenerational trauma is a grand challenge. The
findings for Research Sources 2, 3, and 4 are presented in three sections with supplementary
information gathered into the appendices following the reference list. The three sections are
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presented in a number of formats to communicate and demonstrate a new or different body
focused systemic approach to building inner peacebuilding skills. Body focused systemic
constellations and other activities are described in detail for recognizing, working through,
transforming, and systemically healing the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma, both
practically and academically. Presenting the findings in a number of different ways, as
appropriate, was supported by a recent study by Reay, Zafar, Monteiro, and Glaser (2019), where
they suggested that the presentation of qualitative research can take a number of forms, even
within the reporting of one study, and they strongly supported “variety in presenting qualitative
findings” (p. 202). Reay et al. asserted that many qualitative researchers continue to present their
findings in ways that are commonly found in the physical sciences (as cited in Strang & Siler,
2017), using old templates that supposedly help to provide rigour to qualitative research
(Eisenhardt, Graebner & Sonenshein, 2016), and forcing “the evaluation of research by
establishing shared conventions” (Reay et al., 2019, p. 202). Eisenhardt, Graebner & Sonenshein
(2016) avowed that “addressing grand challenges requires thinking ‘big’ and thinking ‘new’ (p.
1113). These grand challenges are described as “highly significant” and “potentially solvable
problems” experienced by society (p. 1113), and they lamented that “sometimes the publication
process forces authors to think small and stay wedded to old ideas – just the opposite of what
grand challenges need” (p. 1119). They suggested that researchers who seek rigour and quality
by forcing their rich descriptive qualitative findings into narrow templates can shift “rigor” into
“rigor mortis” or “false rigor”, and this needs to be avoided (pp. 1119-1121). Reay et al. (2019)
declared that “one size does not fit all”, and while they were discussing journal articles, it is my
opinion that the same philosophy can be applied to all contemporary social science research (p.
201). The research findings are now presented in formats appropriate for transformation to occur.
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Research Source 2: Archived PPCI Client Files
The exploration of individual PPCI client session experiences, as comprehensive
subcases, provided the basis for case-within-a-case study. The client session subcases revealed
extensive information about the phenomenon of transgenerational trauma and the way it travelled
down family systems, even more effectively than initially thought possible. The following
sample PPCI client file provided rich description of the embodied nature of transgenerational
trauma, how it is held in the body as emotional holding patterns, how one can engage with the
embodied mind, and how it can be transformed and systemically healed at the same energetic
and cellular level of the body where it is imprinted in the cells through various activities and
ritual. The PPCI session client file report provided a basis for understanding the findings of
Research Source 2, the archived client files, Research Source 3, the in-depth 90-minute PPCI
client interview, and Research Source 4, the results of the retroactive email feedback survey with
past clients of PPCI. Within the client file report, I am the facilitator under investigation and this
role is described in third person rather than first person. My positionality, as the reflexive
systemic practitioner researcher outlined in Chapter 1, can be understood to be present within
this facilitation role.
Those keenly interested in the wellbeing of helping professionals are encouraged to
examine the sample PPCI client session report in detail to recognize the capacity for developing
inner peacebuilding skills and their function in systemically healing transgenerational trauma.
The client session report provides the continual dialogue between the facilitator and the client
from the moment the client stepped into the liminal transformative space of the PPCI session
until the client left. In rich detail, the report highlights the relational movement between the
reflexive inner journey of the systemic practitioner researcher/facilitator and the facilitator’s
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actions in space and time in relationship with the client. The inner body felt emotional responses
of the client are outlined in detail, and where it seemed important or where it was available in the
client files, my body-felt emotional responses as facilitator were also revealed. The client file
report is admittedly complex, however, there are no short cuts to the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma.
My role as systemic practitioner/facilitator was intended to fulfill the role of the helping
professional as catalyst for co-creating Peaceful Possibilities™ with the clients of PPCI,
providing them with the tools to move toward inner peacebuilding, and guiding them to
transform their own lives, their greater ancestral family systems, and the world around them.
Reflecting on a well-known old analogy, Noah (2016) commented, “People love to say, “Give a
man a fish, and he’ll eat for a day. Teach a man to fish, and he’ll eat for a lifetime.” Noah
lamented that the part that is not often added is, “And it would be nice if you gave him a fishing
rod” (p. 190). He suggested that important phrase was usually missing from the analogy (Noah,
2016). The clients of PPCI are not handed inner peace, they are taught to create inner peace for
themselves. They are given the tools, techniques, and other necessary activities for inner
peacebuilding, and in that process, through the example of living, sharing, and practicing the art
of inner peacebuilding, their families and communities by extension can also learn to thrive in
life, living in peace, and living more fully through inner peacebuilding. By providing the
complete client file report, any helping professional interested in the details of systemically
healing transgenerational trauma also receives the fishing rod. The following comprehensive
client file report shares some of those tools, techniques, and other necessary activities beneficial
to inner peacebuilding.
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In presenting the PPCI session client file report for Client File 001 (CF001), it follows the
anthropological approach of Reay et al. (2019) as “a classic case study: a long description with
headings and sub-headings that organize the text according to the points deemed salient given
their theoretical concerns” (p. 211). Reay et al. (2019) asserted that the anthropological approach
is useful for ethnographic research, suggesting it allows the researcher the “freedom to organize
the data into an in-depth story (or stories) rich in contextual details, thus facilitating the
development of a manuscript that can fully engage readers” (p. 211). Utilizing this
anthropological approach and drawing in the PPCI client session raw data transcription, I
attempted to illustrate the whole picture of the client session by crafting “a persuasive text in
which the relationships across themes of interest and the lived experience of the research are
foregrounded in the narrative” (p. 211). This presentation style does take considerable space in
this dissertation; however, it did provide the opportunity to richly describe the client session
context and also highlight the dialogue and interaction between facilitator and client, which can
sometimes be missed or receive inadequate attention (p. 212). This presentation style can
admittedly be challenging for the reader since the narrative interruption and the raw data are
often not distinguishable (p. 212).
With this analytic and presentation style in mind for the complete client file report, the
qualitative research findings for the remainder of Research Source 2 were presented in various
forms, as appropriate for the context, to maintain the deep richness of the clients’ voices and
experiences as they pertained to the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma (see Appendix M for another full client session systemic healing report for CF008). The
full report of CF001 is presented following the demographics of all the client files utilized.
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Client file demographics. The following summary outlines the demographics of the 17
client files utilised to gather research data. Of the 17 client files, 53% of the clients were referred
to PPCI by past clients or mutual colleagues, 23% found PPCI through a random online web
search, 18% had met me briefly sometime in the past, and 6% saw a workshop poster advertising
my work with PPCI. The client sessions documented in the 17 client files occurred anywhere
from 10 to 59 months prior to consenting to participate in the study. In-person sessions
accounted for 88% of the participating client files and 12% of the sessions were conducted
online with the media communication software Skype. Sixteen of the 17 client files represented
clients living in Canada, with one living in the USA. Fifteen of the 17 client files
contained the inner peacebuilding process of women and two involved the inner peacebuilding
process of men.
Age and calling. As indicated in Figure 5, the participating clients ranged in age from 25
to 65 years at the time of their client session. Four clients were in their 20s, four were in their
30s, two were in their 40s, five were in their 50s, and two were in their 60s. The average mean
age was 43.3 years. Occupations represented in the participating client files were diverse,
including a community peacebuilder/teacher, a social activist, a salesperson, two business
managers, two office administrators and managers, a soldier, an inspirational coach, an
acupuncturist, an information technology specialist, a teaching assistant, a homemaker, an editor,
a university student, an alternative wellness practitioner, and a non-profit fundraiser. Many of
these participating client files hold the systemic healing work of helping professionals.
Maternal homelands. Within the gathered 17 client files, the maternal ancestral family
lines represented 16 homelands within one to four generations, with origins in Argentina, Brazil,
Canada, Chile, England, France, Germany, Holland, Ireland, Italy, Lebanon, New Zealand,
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Russia, Scotland, Serbia, and the USA. It is vital to note that some of these ancestral homelands
are immigrant societies such as Canada, New Zealand, and the USA, with Indigenous First
Peoples impacted by colonization. Deeper maternal ancestry also included North American
Indigenous family lines. Sometimes clients were unaware of their deeper ancestral roots outside
of these borders. It is also important to note that many nations did not exist in their current form
when the ancestors of the PPCI clients lived in that region of the world and those big societal
changes may have resulted in transgenerational trauma passing down family lines.
Understanding the transgenerational trauma carried by the client requires inquiry into the
historical dynamics of a region at the time the ancestors were present, and as it pertains to
immigration and the questions: Why did they emigrate? Were there situations of trauma
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impacting whole societies such as war and conflict? Was political or religious oppression or
persecution imposed on certain groups of people? Within each client file there were many
dynamics to be explored.
Maternal religions. While religion was not specifically asked about in most client
sessions, it became transgenerationally important when the client raised the topic in the session
or made a comment that seemed to have religious underpinnings. With a university BA
(Honours) in Religious Studies, I find the religious dynamics of transgenerational trauma
particularly fascinating. It is important to understand the power of unacknowledged or silenced
religious persecution or oppression, whether the family holds the position or energy of the victim
or the perpetrator. Religious persecution has sent people fleeing since the beginning of time.
Many religious institutions have upheld patriarchy over time, which greatly influences family
systems transgenerationally. Religious persecution or abuses of power are a significant source of
transgenerational trauma. Religious or spiritual practices can also create a system of avoidance as
it pertains to emotional trauma of the past, especially when one is encouraged to sacrifice or
martyr oneself, which in turn can create transgenerational trauma. Alternatively, religious and
spiritual involvement can also be greatly healing.
In addition, it is essential to explore the strong influence of clergy or religious vocations
in the family system, which often send powerful energetic ripples and expectations down
generations of family systems. Clergy impact pertains to the idealogy involved, the dogma
followed, or the actions taken by the ancestor who may have been very influential in the lives of
many others.
Religious conversion is another important dynamic to explore in family systems, and the
impact of conversion. Religious conversion often divides greater family systems and
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communities. Questions to ask include: Who converted? From what religious practice did they
convert and why did they leave it behind? To which religious practice did they convert and why?
Is the religious or spiritual practice exclusionary? Did a family separation occur?
The religious backgrounds that were mentioned in some of the 17 client files as they
pertained to their maternal ancestral lines included High Anglican (1 client file), Pentecostal (1
client file), Presbyterian (1 client file), unspecified Protestant (1 client file), and Roman Catholic
(5 client files). For all other client files participating in the study, religious or spiritual practices
were not mentioned in the introductory session. When religious or spiritual practices are not
mentioned in the introductory client session file it cannot be assumed that it lacks significance.
An omission in the introductory session file may just indicate that the session took an alternate
path toward other more explicit transgenerational trauma. Religion or spiritual practice, or
alternatively, a lack of religious affiliation or mention of spiritual practice, may just be a deeper
layer of the overall picture, and it may arise in the future as an important topic for the client.
Paternal homelands. Within the space of one to four generations, the client files revealed
16 homelands for the paternal ancestral family lines, including origins in Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Canada (French), England, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Northern Ireland, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Scotland, Serbia, and the USA, with one client specifically mentioning family
sailing on the Mayflower to North America. Comments like this latter one, related to the earliest
of settlers to North America, may travel openly down the family system. These details are
particularly important to the establishment of identify in a family system. These identities may
be felt in the body as being either positive or negative energies and may be interconnected with
the energies of the victim or the perpetrator historically. Each piece of information potentially
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leads to an understanding of the transgenerational trauma carried by family members. Paternal
ancestry within the client files also included North American Indigenous family lines.
Paternal religions. The religious backgrounds mentioned by some clients as it pertained
to the transgenerational trauma of their paternal ancestral lines included Eastern Orthodox (1
client file), Pentecostal (1 client file), unspecified Protestant (1 client file), and Roman Catholic
(4 client files). While a deeper investigation did not develop, it was interesting to note the
significant involvement of Roman Catholicism in the transgenerational trauma of several
maternal and paternal family lines. Past work with PPCI clients has shown that religious
practices that involve an emphasis on sins, guilt, patriarchy, and sacrifice can greatly impact the
lives of individuals and their family systems over many generations.
Immigration. As outlined in the dissertation preface, it is vital to look at the movement of
family members to urban centres from traditional rural settings, to different regions of the world,
or to anywhere where beloved people, culture, land, and country are left behind, and the
emotional transgenerational impact. As it pertains to immigration, 30% of the clients represented
in the participating client files were first generation immigrants to Canada, with their lands of
birth including Argentina, Brazil, England, New Zealand, and the USA, with some immigrating
more than once. Within the client files, the ancestors that were deemed significant to the
wellbeing of the client in the introductory PPCI client session, described as those who were
revealed by the client in the session, included the following dynamics: 12% of the clients’
parents were immigrants (which included 2 mothers and 2 fathers of a possible 34), 24% had
known grandparents who were immigrants, 22% had great-grandparents (1G grandparents) who
were known and labelled immigrants (while only 2 of the 136 possible 1G grandparents were
known to have North American Indigenous ancestry), 6% of the great-great-grandparents (2G
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grandparents) or earlier ancestors were known and labelled immigrants (only 1% of 272 possible
2G grandparents were known to have North American Indigenous ancestry), and one client was
adopted as a baby and had no biological ancestral knowledge. Many of the 1G and 2G
grandparents were not identified in the PPCI sessions, although some were identified by general
ethnic background or land of origin.
Thematic analysis. It would not be appropriate to say that these clients were typical or
representative of any other particular population, since transgenerational trauma is highly
contextual. However, these clients were a useful population to study because many of them are
helping professionals and they share a common critical characteristic with other helping
professionals. Each client is a descendant of long lines of ancestors, whether they knew the
details of these ancestors or not. Each of the client files strongly illuminated the phenomenon of
transgenerational trauma. The client files demonstrated how transgenerational trauma was
transmitted down through diverse family contexts demographically and regionally in the world.
Information gathered revealed family transgenerational trauma patterning and emotional
responses that make good examples, applicable for understanding the situations of helping
professionals. These client files were relevant to this research because each client was carrying
unresolved transgenerational trauma for their family system, community, or culture, and each
client seemed to make progress toward transforming and systemically healing the
transgenerational trauma they carried in some way.
Working with these data, it rapidly became evident that subcase detailed crosscomparison was not particularly meaningful due to the contextual nature of the client files. While
themes were certainly evident within the transcriptions, it was the overall process and
interrelationship between the themes and activities that were more important. The greatest value
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was found in the big picture view laid out in its entirety. The whole was certainly greater than the
sum of the individual themes and activities. During the process of setting up the first two client
file transcriptions, central themes emerged that eventually developed into subheadings within all
the transcriptions. Some of these themes included: client’s inner peace disturbance; client’s deep
inner fear; client’s language of the body, 3-person systemic constellation, boundary activity,
relationship with mother, relationship with father, genosociogram information, family
transgenerational trauma thread, immigration, religion, birth experience, client’s grandparents,
energetic entanglements, moments of highest emotional charge, and body focused activities. One
useful theme that did emerge when gathered across all subcases as a whole was the
transgenerational trauma chart (Figure 15a and Figure 15b). Looking across all the subcases, the
subheadings for all the client file transcriptions, synopses, and full client file narrative reports
were established. Within these subheadings certain details were gathered into tables across all the
subcases. For example, the relationships of the 17 clients with their mothers or the 17 client
session intentions which hold the clients’ deepest inner fears were grouped together for greater
analysis and learning purposes, providing a big picture view of systemic healing elements over
many family systems (see Appendices R, S, and T for portions of these tables). These groupings
were useful for understanding the diversity of family dynamics and for gathering key resources,
practices, and tools for integrating, transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational
trauma.
The findings and discussion of Research Source 3 and Research Source 4 found later in
this chapter were based on what is experienced in a two-and-a-half-hour introductory client
session with PPCI (Research Source 2). Systemic healing is experienced in the body of each
family member. Without the experience of an actual PPCI client session, it was felt that vicarious
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observation can be achieved through the detailed exploration of a PPCI client session report,
which shares what it can of the physical, mental, spiritual, emotional, psychological, relational,
energetic, and embodied process experienced by the client, the transformative progress of the
client, and the embodied process of the facilitator guiding the session. What is provided is the
next best thing to direct experience, a rich description of the experience, allowing one to study
the subtle nuances that contribute to body focused systemic wellbeing and wholeness. Deciding
how to present various aspects of the PPCI client files was a significant challenge.
Client File Report 001 (CF001). In each situation, the client entered the PPCI
workspace, sometimes energetically by Skype and sometimes in-person, encouraged to sit on one
end of the sofa in the room. I sat two cushions away at the other end of the sofa, observing the
client, and sensing into the energy of the client. After a brief welcome and very little preamble,
the introductory PPCI client session would begin with questions that drew out the
transgenerational trauma of the client’s family system that needed to be worked through and
resolved. Ritual is a powerful and deep body focused path to systemic healing that is utilized
from the first moments of the PPCI session. There is the lighting of a candle to begin the session,
creating a safe space and container for healing to occur, and for connection with an expansive
context of time and space. The ancestors and greater collective field are invited into the space
before the session begins, referring to those greater energies focused on the highest interests of
the client and their family system. Additionally, to get the person out of their intellectualizing
left brain and connected to their creative right brain and emotional body, there might be an
activity to select a card from a larger inspirational deck, an emotional self-development and
growth card with an message on it to interact with the session in some way, or the selection of a
few gemstones from a larger gathering of stones, with emotional messages carved into them.
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With that introduction, the session begins….
CF001
Date of session: Fall of 2014, 32 months prior to the client’s consent to be a research
participant. The session was in-person. The client file included a client waiver, facilitator’s
notes, a detailed genosociogram and multiple systemic constellations diagrams, and a photo of
the large final systemic constellation. It was explained to the client that all work involving
their family system is done by looking back at the family system without blame or judgment to
understand what was or is.
Inner Peace Disturbance: The client is a woman in her early 30s who immigrated to Canada
in her mid 20s from South America. At the time of the session, her inner peace was disturbed
by the deep inner fears of feeling like nothing and not feeling loved. She felt that others are
everything – of greater value. She feels unwanted and not loved. She is married with two
young daughters and at the time of the session she is currently at home with her children as a
homemaker. She immigrated with her intimate partner before she was married and before she
had children. She was originally in Canada on a student visa that ended, so she felt compelled
to marry to stay in the country. She felt fearful of returning to her homeland and felt
energetically forced to start a new life abroad. She is the only child of her mother and father as
a couple. The client states that her mother was disappointed that she wasn’t a boy at birth.
Intention for the Session: The client seeks healing, to feel happy and relaxed, and to gain a
sense of belonging to her family without feeling judged. She wants to feel free to be herself.
She was drawn into the session because she was seeing the patterns of her own life showing up
in the life of one of her two daughters. It was at this point that the client found Peaceful
Possibilities™ Consulting online. She was interested in looking ancestrally at her issues using
body focused systemic constellations. She wanted to stop the emotional patterns from
continuing so that they would no longer pass to her children or future generations. The
intention for the session was brought back to the client herself.
Additional language of the body around the client’s intention: “When I talk to my family, I
sweat a lot. I’m not myself. I feel not in my body. I’ve been biting my nails since I was about 8
or 9 years old. When I was that age my friend told her mother that I was jealous of my mom. It
was not true. Mom heard about this and got mad at me. It really hurt me that Mom believed
my friend and her mother, and she didn’t stand up for me. My father and my aunt stood up for
me. My worst nail biting occurs when I am anxious, like when I have to write a test or when
I’m watching a scary movie. I think sweating a lot replaces the nail biting in some way, so I
don’t get judged as much. My father and his side of the family bite their nails.”
Transgenerational Trauma Patterns: Family secrets and silence; abandoned spouses and
children; immigration trauma; attachment wounds with mothers; attachment wounds with
fathers; relationship struggle and divorce; relationships with former partners problematic; war
impact on the family; victim energy; illness identified as related to trauma; excluded, shunned,
or silenced family lines; inappropriate sexual behaviour or affairs that led to excluded
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children; religious extremism and issues with clergy; gender bias in the family system
favouring boys and men; and slavery.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client that feels like nothing, feels judged, and feels like she
doesn’t belong to her family system may have abandonment issues and attachment and bonding
wounds with her mother. The wounds may be transgenerational, passing down the line of
women. Someone seeking freedom from what is energetically uncomfortable in the body will
often move a long distance away, to a new town or city, across the country, or through
immigration to a new country, or distance themselves in some other way emotionally or
energetically. It is all relative. The important question is what or who did the client want to leave
behind?
Identifying the client’s deep inner fear through a brief activity:
(see Appendix P for more samples of PPCI client file inner fear activities)
This activity is introduced by stating to the client that the deep inner fears she carries are likely
unconsciously ruling her life relationships and many of her choices in life, and that these fears
tend to originate with others in her family system, such as her parents or ancestors. She has
inherited these fears transgenerationally. The client is told that by identifying the fear, she can
learn to minimize the effect the fear or fears have in her life. The client is told that this activity
will intentionally push her emotionally, or trigger her emotionally, and that it will only take
about seven or eight minutes of her time to go to a bit darker emotional place, and then she will
be able to step out of that energy into the light to continue the session.
Client’s response: “Yes, I’m ready to begin.”
Step 1: The facilitator (me) uses the client’s intention for the session in a negative way, reversing
the client’s intent. The client is asked to respond with her first thoughts with no time given to
ruminate, rationalize, or think about the responses. 61 It is helpful to write the client’s responses
verbatim to be able to restate the same language back to them as questions. These spontaneous
responses are the language of the body. Once these inner fears are identified they are useful at
various future points in the client session.
Intention for the Session: The client seeks healing, to feel happy and relaxed, and to gain a
sense of belonging to her family without feeling judged. She wants to feel free to be herself.
The facilitator asks:

61

In working with clients, seeking a back door into the unconscious mind, the facilitator asks questions and wants to
hear the first thing that comes to the client’s mind without using thought to provide an answer, and it is these
“spontaneous products of the unconscious” mind that are valuable, and they are “not inventions of the conscious
mind” (Jung, 2011b, para. 870).
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What is your worst fear if you are unable to feel free or relaxed, or you are unable to find
happiness, and you continue to feel judged by your family?
Client’s response: “Being alone, no one remembers me, being forgotten, and everyone blames
me.”
Step 2: The facilitator continues to chunk back with the client’s worst fears using the latest client
responses to get to her deepest inner fear. This deep inner fear can usually be reduced to a short
simple phrase, such as: I am alone, I am unworthy, I am not loved, I will hurt them, or they will
hurt me, etc.
The facilitator asks:
What is your worst fear if you are alone, forgotten, and not remembered, and you are
blamed for everything?
Client’s response: “I am alone and there is hopelessness.”
Step 3: The client tends to feel in an emotionally dark place by this point in the activity and the
facilitator reminds her that the emotion that is rising and the feeling of discomfort will only be
for a few minutes. The client is asked to sit with this discomfort for a few more minutes and to
breathe through it. Taking in deep slow breathes of oxygen encourages connection with the
calming nature of the parasympathetic nervous system. It is important to check in with the client
to be sure she feels ready to continue with the activity – maintaining client autonomy is
important.
Client’s response: “Yes, I can go on.”
The facilitator asks:
What is your worst fear if you are alone and filled with hopelessness?
Client’s response: “I will blame myself even if I know it is not true. I’m crazy. I don’t have
confidence.”
The facilitator asks:
What is your worst fear if you blame yourself, you lack confidence and you feel crazy?
Client’s response: “Everyone leaves me. I feel they are right even if I am right.”
The facilitator asks:
What is your worst fear if everyone leaves you, you lack confidence, you feel crazy, and you
are stuck needing to be right?
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Client’s response: “I am nothing. They are everything.”
The facilitator asks:
Do you resonate with the statement, “I am nothing. They are everything”?
Client’s response: “Yes, I resonate with it.” (there are tears forming in the client’s eyes)
Step 4: By repeating this statement back to the client, the facilitator can discover whether the
client resonates with this inner fear statement. The facilitator can tell if the client emotionally
resonates with this fear by observing her facial expression and body language. Her eyes begin to
water, and she has slumped a bit in her seat. She begins to feel pressure at her chest, and she has
a heavy heart. Sometimes an even deeper inner fear phrase may be revealed when the client is
asked this question. The facilitator can feel the heaviness of the client’s fear within her own
body.
The deep inner fear is identified, and the activity is complete.
Client’s deepest inner fear: “I am nothing. They are everything.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The facilitator is left to wonder, who else in the family system felt
like nothing. Often someone who felt like nothing, or alternatively felt that others were
everything, was excluded from the family system in some way. Perhaps others were given
priority in some way. The facilitator makes a mental note to work on the family genosociogram,
seeking to reveal all those in the family systems that were excluded. The client will tend to
resonate with one family member more than another, or one traumatic story more than another;
however, in the situation of this client, she is an only child picking up energetic entanglements
from both her mother’s and her father’s family systems. The transgenerational trauma of both
family systems has one place to go, and that is directly down to this client and her children.
(Each helping professional needs to understand their transgenerational inner fears and
unconscious motivators to minimize their impact)
Facilitator’s action: The client is told she can step out of this heavy energy now – she can let it
go and shake it off. The facilitator observes the client shake off the heavy energy and her
demeanor brightens.
Client’s inner fear activity summary: I am nothing. They are everything. This feeling of being
nothing is linked to other deep inner fears of being alone, no one remembers me, being forgotten,
everyone blames me. I feel alone and hopeless. I feel crazy. I don’t have confidence and I blame
myself. Everyone will leave me feeling that they are right, even though, I feel that I am right.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The inner fear of not feeling wanted, feeling like nothing, and
feeling alone tend to come through the relationship with mother. There is immediate interest in
the emotional trauma experienced by mother when she was a child. The use of the words they
and everyone within the phrases, “I am nothing. They are everything” and the phrase, “Everyone
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will leave me feeling that they are right, even though, I feel that I am right” suggests a more
systemic ancestral transgenerational trauma flowing through the mother’s lines. Intense feelings
of needing to be right can suggest an ancestral entanglement. She is likely carrying
transgenerational trauma transmitted down from various levels of the family system. The only
child carries all the unresolved transgenerational trauma from both sides of the family and from
various generations of the family system.
Facilitator’s action: The decision was made to set up a systemic constellation to get an
energetic sense of the relationship between the client and her parents.
Systemic Constellation #1: A 3-Person Systemic Constellation (see Figure 6) is used to reveal
the client’s unconscious alignment with her mother and father. The 3-Person Systemic
Constellation is set up with 3 representatives: One representative for the Client, one
representative for her Mother, and one representative for her Father.
Facilitator’s action and reasoning: Since this is a one-to-one client session, the client is asked
to select three felt mats (two feminine and one masculine) to represent the energy of her mother,
her father, and herself. The felt mats used in the session are different from these diagrams (see
Photograph 2). The felt mats are cut differently to show masculine or feminine energy and there
is a notch cut out of the mat to show the direction the representative is facing (as represented by
the arrow in Figure 6). The client is asked to pick up one mat at a time, to take a couple of deep
breaths, to feel into her body, and to take her time placing the mats on the floor in the open work
area, feeling into the distance each representative needs to be placed from one another and
feeling into the direction they face in relationship to one another. This activity gives the client an
opportunity to get in touch with her feelings and the energy in her body.

Client

Mother

Father

Figure 6. 3-Person systemic constellation (position 1)
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Discussion of Figure 6: Round mats represent the client and her mother, and the square mat
represents her father. Figure 6 shows the way the client set up the 3-Person systemic
constellation relationships as they were felt in her body. The client has placed her mother very
close to her own mat and her mother is looking directly at the right front side of the client’s
body. The father of the client is looking off in another direction, although he can see his partner
and his daughter in his left peripheral vision. His focus is not on them. The client has placed
herself looking just past her father and she can see her mother is very close to her and looking
directly at the right side of her body.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to step onto her own mat, facing the same direction as
the mat.
Client’s response: “I feel sad. I don’t want to look at them. They are looking at me.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to absorb the image in Figure 6. After a few moments,
the facilitator steps into the energy and onto the mat belonging to the client’s mother. The
facilitator is very close to the client and looking directly at the front right side of the client’s
body. The client immediately feels overwhelmed by her mother’s energy.
Client’s response: “I feel frozen to the spot.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to absorb that image and the facilitator steps off the
mother’s mat. The facilitator observes the client immediately breathe easier without her mother’s
overwhelming presence so close. The client is asked to step off her own mat, to step out of the
constellation and to shake off the energy of the constellation.
Facilitator’s action: The client is told that the constellation is going to be shifted a bit (see
Figure 7). The mats representing the mother and father are left as they are and the mat
representing the client is shifted further away to give her some space. The client’s mat is facing
her mother and father at a distance.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client could have been allowed to gently move as her body
was beginning to indicate in Figure 6; however, there was a sensation felt within the facilitator
that the client just needed a bit of distance from her mother and father.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to stand on her own mat as it is placed in Figure 7.
Client’s response: After a moment the client says: “I feel more relaxed.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: With a little more distance between the mother and daughter, the
client is drawn to look at her mother.
Facilitator’s inner journey: These two systemic constellation images reveal that the client is
entangled in her mother’s energy boundary. The client feels the mother’s energy as
overwhelming and it may indicate that the client is taking care of her mother’s emotional needs
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in some way. The two constellations reveal that both mother and father carry unresolved
emotional trauma and the client appears to be in service to the greater system in some way. Since
the client feels more relaxed when she is placed at a distance from mother and father, it indicates
that the client has emotional healing work to do with both mother and father. First, because of
the powerful relationship between mother and child, it is decided the client needs to do a
systemic constellation as ritual with her mother to release the emotional burdens she carries for
her mother.
Facilitator to client: The mother is the emotional barometer for the child until about two years
of age when the hippocampus and amygdala (emotional memory) of the child’s brain become
more fully developed. Until that time, the child feels what mother feels. The child fears what
mother fears. That is about the same time that the child begins to store and retain her own
memories as language. Prior to this, memories are only imprinted in the cells of the body as
fragmented feelings and sensations, or sights, sounds, smells, or tastes.

Client

Mother

Father

Figure 7. 3-Person systemic constellation (position 2)
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Facilitator’s inner journey: All of the unresolved issues for mother are not understood at this
point in the session. The client needs to do emotional healing work with her father because she
feels he is not present to her. She feels him looking away. The reality is that if the client is
energetically entangled in her mother’s energy boundary, she is unable to get close to her father.
The child gets to her father through her mother. It would be helpful to do a boundary activity to
get a better understanding of whether the client feels more strongly that she got too much of
mother (feelings of inundation) or not enough of mother (feelings of abandonment). The
boundary activity is an excellent way to connect the client with the emotional holding patterns of
her body, to teach her how to interpret the energy sensations of her body, and to teach the client
to have a healthy porous energy boundary. (Each helping professional needs to understand their
embodied relationship with their mother and father)
Facilitator’s action: It is suggested to the client that a boundary activity might be meaningful:
(see Appendix V for more samples of PPCI client file body focused boundary activities)
For an in-person session the body focused boundary activity is done as indicated by the steps
below, whereas, for an online client session the body focused boundary activity is built into the
large systemic constellation as ritual using wool to set a boundary around the client’s mat, and
the healthy energy boundary is continually reinforced throughout the systemic constellation.
1. The facilitator and the client both participate in the boundary activity. The facilitator and the
client each select a small ball of wool from a basket (The ball of wool is about 20 feet or 6
metres in length). The facilitator continues to facilitate; however, at the same time the
facilitator represents the energy of the client’s mother to reveal the early relationship that was
developed between the client and her mother. The client learned her sense of boundaries and
her sense of safety through her early relationship with her mother. The client seems
overwhelmed by her mother’s energy.
The facilitator and the client sit on large cushions on the floor across from and facing one
another about 10 feet or 3 metres apart. The client is told that this activity will intentionally
elicit an emotional response from her. The activity will push her emotional buttons and
trigger emotional responses. She mentions that she is okay with that. She is told that she will
not be left in the discomfort for more than a few minutes. The client is told to breathe into
and through any discomfort she feels during the activity. She is told to let the facilitator know
if she feels any changes in her body. The client is asked to take the ball of wool and set up a
boundary around herself (No instructions are given).
2. The client creates a boundary around herself with the string of wool that is fairly small,
circular, and symmetrical, a bit less than 3 feet or 1 metre in diameter. The client
immediately states, “It feels too small. I feel compressed in my chest.” The client
automatically puts a hand to this region of her body.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s physical and emotional responses are new insight for
the facilitator and the client. The client is told that she is free to adjust the boundary if she feels
drawn to do so. The client may feel compressed in the boundary since she has likely not had a
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healthy energy boundary of her own – since it appears that she has been entangled in her
mother’s energy boundary since her time in the womb.
3. The client adjusts the boundary around herself making it bigger and says, “I don't want
anyone in my space.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The relationship with mother was overwhelming energetically and
the client is seeking more space and freedom. The client’s comments indicate higher feelings of
inundation at this point in the boundary activity.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to take a couple of deep breaths once the boundary is set
and to get in touch with the boundary. It is suggested to the client that her boundary might be
thought of as an island or a meadow or an oasis – whatever resonates with her. The client decides
her energy boundary is an island.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Given all the information presented so far, the client may have set
up an emotional response pattern of higher inundation early in life in response to carrying her
mother’s emotional burdens. She likely sacrificed herself in the womb, attempting to care for her
mother’s emotional needs – an unconscious survival mechanism for any child. It might have felt
like she experienced too much of mother’s energy – still entangled in her mother’s energy
boundary. However, it might also be the response to the activity itself and having to set a
boundary if she had not previously experienced having one. She may be experiencing higher
abandonment and responding with inundation when placed in a situation that is meant to stress
her or trigger her emotionally. This energy exchange has a push me/pull me feel to it. The client
is asked how she knew this boundary felt right for her and she responded that she felt more
relaxed. At this point in the activity, other than the compression she felt in her chest, the client
was not able to consciously identify what she was feeling in her body energetically.
Facilitator’s action: To help bring the client more solidly into her body, the facilitator had the
client join her in doing ten quick charged breaths in her upper chest area to trigger the
sympathetic autonomic nervous system.
(This unconscious body system brings oxygen into the body and increases the level of energy,
preparing the body for activities like fight or flight. These breaths increase heart rate, allow more
oxygen into the lungs, constrict many blood vessels in the body, dilate the pupils of the eye and
bring energy to the arms and legs. A few charged breaths can help a person connect with their
body to become more present. These breaths trigger the adrenal system to provide adrenaline to
the body. The hormone norepinephrine is released into the blood stream by the adrenal system to
increase focus, alertness, and vigilance, and to focus attention and retrieve memory. The body
can tend to get a bit more restless and more anxious.)
4. The client took the ten charged breaths and she immediately feels lighter. She mentions that
she cannot feel any energy at her feet.
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Facilitator’s inner journey: Lack of energy at the feet may indicate a lack of groundedness to
the family system, to the planet, and to life itself. After the 10 charged breaths, the client is now
aware of the energy in her body, so the boundary activity is continued.
5. The facilitator sets a boundary around herself with the ball of wool she has been holding.
Both the client and the facilitator now have boundaries, and the client commented, “It feels
like you want to be separate from me – that maybe you don’t like me.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: This comment indicates higher abandonment. The client has a
sense of aloneness once the facilitator sets a visual boundary.
The client suddenly and sharply focuses her felt response on her prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal
relationship with her mother. She volunteers the following details during the boundary activity:
her mother’s pregnancy while she was carried in the womb, the client’s own birth, and all her
mother’s fears around the birth process.
“Mom smoked some during the pregnancy. She didn't want a normal natural birth. She didn’t
want pain. She wanted a C-Section. She came up with many excuses why she needed one and
got one. My mother was medicated for my birth (not conscious) and there was no breastfeeding
afterwards. I was told that I was breastfed only once by an aunt.”
Facilitator’s action: After listening to these statements and feeling into them, it felt like the
right time to interrupt the client’s narrative. The client was asked to pause for a moment, and she
was asked to take a few deep breaths to really take in what she was saying – to really feel it. It
was important for the client to really feel her birth process emotionally, not just intellectualize it
and talk about it. The client needed to feel this immensely important time in her life – to feel it as
she had as a baby. This was her emotional welcome into the world.
Facilitator’s inner journey: This was all very key information for understanding the client’s
inner world.
Client’s response: As the client breathes deeply into her womb and birth experiences, emotion
arises in the client and it is obvious on her face.
Facilitator’s comment: While the baby is in the womb, she absorbs her mother’s fears. She
feels her mother’s emotions. The baby unconsciously sacrifices herself to care for the emotional
needs of her mother and this becomes a lifelong emotional response pattern in her body and
actions. Out of unconscious love and loyalty to her parents and the greater family system, the
child willingly and unconsciously sacrifices her own wellbeing. The cells of the baby’s body
begin to emotionally contract when there is no welcome into the world by her mother.
Client’s response: “My mother wanted a boy, so she was disappointed when I was a girl. I was
not loved as a girl. I was told that I was a good baby and slept well. As a baby I had many health
issues, so my mother stopped working. My mother put me in a daycare when I was three months
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old even though she was at home. When it was time for me to go to preschool Mom wasn't ready
to let me go.” “I am struggling to let my daughter go to preschool.”
Facilitator to client: You have identified two more of your deep inner fears: “I am not wanted. I
am not loved.”
Facilitator’s action: I asked the client to breath in deeply and to take the time to really feel what
she has just told me, to feel the emotional enormity of it. (People learn to rationalize or
intellectualize their feelings and talk as if nothing is out of the ordinary during long narratives
about their deeper emotional world.)
Facilitator’s inner journey: Just as the client’s mother didn’t want to let her go to preschool,
the client is struggling to let her daughter go to preschool. The emotional patterns pass from
generation to generation. The reaching out bonding movement with mother was not completed at
birth for the client, or afterwards in early childhood. The client’s mother was not emotionally
present for the client (stated without blame or judgment, just observing what was). The client’s
mother was not emotionally or physically present at the client’s birth. It is apparent that the client
has no clear energy boundary from mother and struggles to individuate strongly as self. In
adulthood, the client is still held in her mother's energy boundary taking care of her mother
emotionally. Unconsciously, the client’s mother did not emotionally want to let the client go
because the client was unconsciously carrying her mother’s emotional wounds and that felt good
to the client’s mother (even if it caused the daughter to suffer).
Facilitator’s comment to client: We look back at your family system without blame or
judgment. We look back to gain an understanding of what was or is.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is decided that it might be important after the boundary activity
to set up a systemic constellation ritual activity with the client and her mother to shift that
relationship dynamic from an unhealthy one to a healthy one energetically.
6. Continuing with the boundary activity, the facilitator shifts forward toward the client about
15-18 inches or 40 centimetres and brings along the boundary that surrounds her, adjusting it
once again. When asked how that is for the client, she mentions, “I feel loved as you move
closer.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: This confirms that the client is feeling higher abandonment rather
than higher inundation, although the client shifts back and forth between the two emotionally.
7. The facilitator once again moves forward toward the client about 15 inches or 40 centimetres,
and pulls the wool boundary along with her, adjusting it once again. When asked how that is
for the client, she begins to touch her fingernails. She states, “I wanted to start biting them. I
decided to pick at them instead.” The client is being triggered by the facilitator’s proximity.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s earlier response to the facilitator’s boundary was
abandonment, feeling okay with the facilitator moving closer. Once the facilitator gets even
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closer, the client responds with higher inundation – she is emotionally triggered, and she has the
desire to energetically push the facilitator away. This is the overwhelm the client felt as a child
whenever her mother was too close and focused on her, as shown in the first 3-Person Systemic
Constellation.
Facilitator’s comment to the client: It is important to understand the emotional holding
patterns of your body in order to shift them. Fingernail picking or biting is an emotional response
strategy you developed in early childhood when feeling under stress or duress. It was a way to
self-soothe when you felt discomfort or uncomfortable energy in your body. Many of our
childhood emotional response patterns no longer work well for us as adults. It is time to learn
healthy adult ways to self-soothe. Healthy self-soothing and self-caring might include
intentionally taking some deep breaths to create space, it might mean going for a walk or taking a
relaxing bath or reading an inspirational book or taking some time alone. There are many ways
to self-soothe. It is important when we self-soothe to remain present to the feelings we are
experiencing and not to zone out, numb out, or be absent emotionally. (Each helping professional
needs to develop a toolbox of self-soothing and self-care techniques)
Client’s response: “I like to be out in nature.”
Facilitator’s comment: It is suggested that the client create a self-soothing toolbox for herself
with various techniques for self-care including walking in nature while remaining very present.
8. The client is asked if she is okay to continue the boundary activity. The facilitator once again
moves forward toward the client letting her boundary get close to the client’s boundary,
without crossing over it.
Client’s response: “I still feel loved.”
9. The next step is for the facilitator to move slightly forward crossing her boundary (the wool)
over the line of the client’s boundary. The client immediately tenses her body and pulls back,
picking at her fingernails. Her anxiety is obvious. In the transcript there are no facilitator’s
notes on this step; however, by the client’s response it can be assumed that the client had a
strong emotional response to her boundary being breached.
Facilitator’s action: Witnessing the client’s strong response, the facilitator moves back quickly
about 2 feet or 60 centimetres outside the client’s boundary. It is important to respect the client’s
response and to release her from its intensity. The client’s sense of safety in the session is
important. It is the inner image of the moment that is vitally important to the client. The client
needs to gain an understanding of how she responds to others emotionally through her body
when she is triggered by events, situations, or language used by others. She needs to understand
her boundary or lack thereof. The client is asked to take several deep breaths, bringing calm to
her body. The client noticeably relaxes in her body, though she is still picking at her fingers. The
facilitator moves back once again.
Client’s response: “I’m beginning to feel a bit lonely.”
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Facilitator’s inner journey: The client feels fairly high abandonment since her response to the
breach of her boundary when under duress was to pull back quickly with higher intense
inundation. The two energies go hand in hand shifting back and forth.
Facilitator’s action: The facilitator moves way back to the position where she started the
boundary activity and the client is definitely feeling high abandonment.
Facilitator’s comments to the client: The facilitator explains how it is important to understand
these relationship energy dynamics because they will be impacting all of her relationships with
others, including her intimate partner, children, parents, friends, or coworkers. It is important to
reduce this impact to be able to have healthy intimate relationships. The client is told about the
different emotional response styles of people, about higher abandonment (not enough of mother
energetically) and higher inundation (too much of mother energetically), and how most people
oscillate back and forth between the two creating a push me/pull me dynamic with others. She
wants someone close, but when they get too close, she wants to push them away. When they do
move away, she feels abandoned.
There is an explanation provided about how these relationship dynamics develop with mother
while in the womb, at birth, and in early childhood. The client is told that she is fluctuating
between energetically feeling like she did not get enough of mother (mother was not present
physically or emotionally at birth, mother placed her in daycare at 3 months of age) and getting
too much of mother (entangled in mother’s energy boundary in an unhealthy way caring for her
mother’s emotional needs). It was pointed out that she leans toward higher abandonment as
shown by her feelings of loneliness as the facilitator moved back from her in the boundary
activity, likely from her birth experience and her early childhood separation from mother.
The client is given an explanation about give and take in relationships and how love is passed
downward from those who came first in the family system to those who came after. She is told
that when these dynamics are reversed, the child giving to the parent rather than the parent
giving to the child, then the child learns a pattern of too much giving. She is told how those who
are givers often give more than the other person can receive and it will tend to destroy a
relationship.
The client was told about the importance of self-care, about caring for her own emotional needs
before caring for the needs of others. This is not selfish, but rather, it reflects self-love. It is about
consciously choosing to step out of living in agency with others and choosing to embrace selflove, self-care, self-soothing, and self-parenting. The emotional pattern of being the giver was
learned in the womb, at birth, and in early childhood. The client needs to learn to take from
others or receive from others. She needs to learn to step out of living in agency with others,
ensuring her own wellbeing before stepping in to help others. (Stepping out of agency with
everyone is a key practice for all helping professionals)
In discussing self-parenting, she is told that once a child becomes an adult, past the age of
majority, what we feel we did not get from our parents as children, we need to go in search of as
adults, and to let go of any further expectations on our parents.
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Other self-soothing tools were discussed with the client. Examples include asking for some time
to be alone, spending time with a pet, spending time with children playing while very present,
taking a warm bath, or listening to music that is loved. The key is remaining present.
10. To continue the boundary activity, the client is asked to imagine that there is a two-sided sign
at the edge of her boundary – the edge of her island – perhaps where the beach is present
around the outer edge of the island, where the porous sand meets the water. She contemplates
what the sign would say on the inside reflected back at herself and also what the other side of
the sign would say to the outside world. She is reminded to engage in self-care. First, the
client uses a word in her mother tongue to describe the boundary of the island and then she
adds that the sign on the inside toward herself says, “I’m okay. I’m taking care of myself”,
and the sign to the outside world would say, “I will tell you when I need space.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: This was certainly a good beginning since many clients have
difficulty voicing any message on the sign. Their throat chakra is often closed, having been
silenced many times in the past as children and youth. When the client carries the emotional
burdens of her mother, she will tend to be an emotional giver and she will have difficulty asking
for what she needs for herself.
Facilitator’s comments: The boundary activity continues with a little more discussion. The
client is told that the only child tends to carry transgenerationally for both family systems, and
although she immigrated, she is not able to move away from the transgenerational trauma of her
family systems. She is told that the unresolved emotional trauma she carries in her body moves
with her. She is told, “You can run but you can’t hide.” Transgenerational trauma travels with
you until you address it. It is pointed out that she is living in agency with her mother,
unconsciously choosing to care for her mother’s emotional needs at the expense of her own. The
same emotional pattern transferred to her young daughter and that is why she is seeing the same
patterns in her daughter. Learning to create healthy porous boundaries is key. The boundary
needs to be porous enough to let in those you want in and porous enough to keep out those you
decide not to invite in. Creating a healthy energy boundary will take practise every day with
everyone the client comes into contact with, noting who she lets in close and how that makes her
feel and who she keeps at arms-length or a distance, and why, and how that makes her feel.
(Developing a healthy porous energy boundary is important practice for the helping professional)
In this family it is especially important to practise healthy boundaries because the client has two
daughters herself and the daughters of this family system tend to unconsciously sacrifice
themselves to take care of their mothers emotionally. This is a transgenerational pattern that
needs to stop. It was explained to the client that it is important not to seek energetic and
emotional healing from her daughters. Her daughters need to be energetically free to live their
own fate and destiny. Any unhealthy energetic entanglement with her daughters needs to end.
The client needs to seek feelings of being loved from within. She needs to seek feelings of being
someone of importance from within. She needs to seek feelings of being wanted or belonging
from within. Self-soothing, self-parenting, self-care, and self-love are important for selfresourcing in a strong way. It is never too late to shift relationships from being unhealthy to
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healthy. With these new skills, the client can now teach her children to have healthy boundaries,
shifting the outcome for her daughters.
11. Continuing with the boundary activity, the facilitator slowly rolls up her wool boundary.
(There were no notes in the transcript; however, the client is normally asked how it feels for
her when the facilitator has no boundary.)
12. The client is asked to roll up her boundary. (There were no notes in the transcript; however,
the client is normally asked how it feels to be without a boundary. Also, the client is asked
how it feels when neither of them have a boundary.)
13. The boundary exercise is complete.
Facilitator’s directive to self: It would be helpful to know more about the client’s parents and
her relationship with her mother and father. It’s time to ask some questions to enter the back door
to the client’s unconscious mind and her family system.
Facilitator’s action: When we discuss the client sharing or carrying the emotional wounds of
her mother, it is important to understand these emotional wounds. The facilitator uses a form to
record the client’s responses. The client is asked a few questions about her mother and father and
their relationship to find out a little more about them. The client’s shared information will also
provide information for the family genosociogram to provide a greater understanding of the
client’s mother and father and their emotional journeys as children, adolescents, and adults. The
client is asked to give the first responses that come to mind to the questions asked without
engaging her rational brain to alter the answers. It is the old memories stored in the unconscious
mind (the language of the body) that reactively come forward.
Facilitator’s question: Is your mother alive?
Client’s response: “Yes, she lives in my homeland in [South America].”
In 4 or 5 words or phrases, describe your mother: “Mom fights when she is not comfortable.
She picks about things – nitpicks. When you are her friend, she is friendly. Nothing is good
enough when you live with her. I would get nervous when expecting Mom to come home. She
would complain even if everything was tidy. She was never content. If I was studying too much,
she would tell me to go outside. She was always organizing everything even if we were just
going to the beach. All this tidying and organizing makes her feel worthy. If we all wanted to go
to the beach, then she would hold back and not go.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: This is not a particularly positive description of her mother. This
are no strengths attributed to mother. It shows rejection of mother and merging with mother in
that rejection and attempting to help mother carry her emotional burdens. Mother obviously has
unresolved issues from her own childhood, perhaps in relationship with her parents or other
transgenerational trauma. Mother’s self-worth is an issue. Mother is not able to relax. Mother
lacks contentment. The client’s intention with the session is healing, to feel happy and relaxed,
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and to gain a sense of belonging as part of her family without feeling judged. She wants to be
free to be herself. Who is not able to relax? It is mother – always cleaning and tidying to feel
worthy. Mothers nitpicking about nothing important makes the client nervous – and the client is
also picking like her mother - at her fingers and fingernails. These symptoms are
transgenerational emotional holding patterns in the body of the client that remain from her
childhood. They are emotional burdens that belong back with her mother, or perhaps even further
back with her grandmothers.
Facilitator’s next question: What do you blame your mother for?
Client’s response: “I don’t blame her for anything.”
Facilitator’s next question: Are you your mother’s confidante? (which may indicate strong
entanglement between the mother and child)
Client’s response: “Yes, it’s complicated, but she hasn’t sent me an email for two years.”
Facilitator’s next question: Do you get along with your mother?
Client’s response: “It’s complicated. We are not attached like mother and daughter. She wants
to be my friend, but I have friends. I was spanked a lot when I was young. Mom didn't raise me
like a girl - not feminine at all.” “Mom’s mother acted like she was Mom’s friend rather than her
mother. My mother wants to be my friend. If you are her friend, then things go better, and if you
are not her friend, things don’t go well.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client revealed a family pattern, the women struggle to mother
their daughter’s, they want to befriend them instead. Noting the client’s date of immigration, this
description reveals that mother stopped emailing the client at about the same time that the client
immigrated to Canada. The mother would unconsciously feel the separation from her daughter in
a powerful way since the client is energetically entangled with her mother, attempting to carry
her mother’s emotional burdens. The client is no longer physically present to carry mother
emotionally. Mother feels like nothing, forgotten, not wanted and alone if the client, her only
child, moves away from her and is no longer there to be her confidante or to be her friend.
Facilitator’s next question: Did your parents remain together?
Client’s response: “No, they divorced when I was 16 years old. My father had an affair for 4
years and that ended the marriage. In the beginning when they divorced, they fought a lot. When
they first divorced, my father was more distant. Before they separated, when they were together,
we were all very attached. We hiked a lot. With my father gone, things with Mom and I got
worse. He was able to calm everything in the family.” “When my parents divorced, I wanted my
mother to be dead. I have more issues with women than men, including my grandfather. If I was
my mother, I wouldn't have married my father.”
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Facilitator’s inner journey: These comments show rejection of mother and yet sympathy as
well – so a merging occurs. It shows rejection of father in stating he was an unacceptable marital
partner for mother. In this rejection of father, merging will also occur with him in some way. The
child will manifest something in her own live to maintain blind love and loyalty to her rejected
parent. This might be a symptom, condition, or behaviour that is linked to the rejected parent. It
may be the fingernail biting and picking.
The facilitator continues with questions:
In 4 or 5 words or phrases, describe your Father: “My father is alive, and he lives in my
homeland in [South America]. He is lonely. He lives with his sister and his mother. Sometimes
he has a girlfriend.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is not a positive description of father. There are no strengths or
positive traits attributed to him. There does seem to be some sympathy for his plight. Although
this reveals entanglement with father, this will be a resource for developing compassion.
Facilitator’s next question: What do you blame your father for?
Client’s response: “I don’t blame him for anything.”
Facilitator’s next question: Do you get along well with your father?
Client’s response: “Yes.”
Facilitator’s directive to self: It’s time to set up a family genosociogram to gain a greater
understanding of the whole family system, to pinpoint as many trauma situations as possible in
the family system, and to track the transgenerational emotional patterning in the family.

Family Genosociogram of the Ancestors: (Temporary interruption to CF001 transcript)
A genosociogram is integrated into every client session and usually started fairly early in
the client session. 62 A large sheet of drawing paper is ideal for this activity and other supplies
include a ruler, pencils, a pencil sharpener and an eraser. It is time to piece together the

62

For a greater understanding of genosociograms or genograms see: Schützenberger, A. A. (1998). The ancestor
syndrome: Transgenerational psychotherapy and the hidden links in the family tree (A. Trager. Trans.). London &
New York: Routledge and McGoldrick, M., Gerson, R., & Petry, S. (2008). Genograms: Assessment and
intervention (3rd ed.). New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company.
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family system by beginning near the bottom of the page with the placement of the client and
building a family tree of parents and ancestors above the client. Once the client is positioned at
the bottom of the page, add the client’s siblings if there are any in the order of birth from oldest
to youngest (left to right), the client’s parents and the parents’ siblings, and continue upward on
the sheet of paper to the grandparents and great-grandparents or any other known information

Photograph 1: CF001 Genosociogram

Comments on Photograph 1: The photograph is shown as an example of how to set up a basic
genosociogram. This photograph is not CF001’s original genosociogram but a replica with all of
the client’s identifying details removed. The details on the genosociogram above do not have to
be entirely clear or readable by the reader because the details are outlined in text below.
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about the family ancestry that seems relevant. All men and boys are represented with squares
and all women and girls are represented with circles. Other genders can be represented as
appropriate. When there is unknown gender, such as miscarried or aborted children, a triangle is
used. The biological families of the father and mother belong on the genosociogram, and other
parents, such as adoptive parents, stepparents, sperm donors, or surrogates can be added within
the genosociogram or along the top of the page when appropriate. The father’s side of the family
is placed on the left side of the page and the mother’s side of the family is placed on the right
side of the page. When placing the parents, it is important to ask how many siblings they have
and where they are in that lineup of children in order to place them easily in the diagram and to
avoid having to move them later if space on the page becomes an issue. Continue to ask the
client questions to uncover the extend of the transgenerational fallout or legacy or inheritance,
the unresolved transgenerational trauma of the family systems and the family emotional response
patterns.
Filling out the genosociogram. Transgenerational trauma patterns that have a heightened
emotional charge to them indicate the first places where systemic healing, wholeness, and
balance may be desired for the individual and their family system. Early in the PPCI client
session the client’s intention for the session and their deep inner fears are identified. Identifying
the client’s deep inner fears tends to be a quick way into the family’s transgenerational trauma.
The genosociogram was used to identify which family members and ancestors the client might
be entangled with through her fears and other issues, symptoms, or conditions. The way forward
is to look for the family member who is the rightful owner of a particular fear, or the one who
may have originated the passing of that fear transgenerationally down the family system. It is
important to look for the trauma situation(s) that could create that particular fear. In creating the
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genosociogram for the client, it was my role as facilitator to draw out the contents from the deep
recesses of the client’s unconscious embodied mind, including any family trauma situation that
might have some transgenerational impact on the client’s life. An extensive list of questions that
are helpful for filling out a genosociogram are presented in Appendix Q. After a few questions
are asked, it may trigger the client to provide additional details on their own, having gained a
sense of what may constitute transgenerational trauma issues. The genosociogram can be started
at any time in the session and it is a work in progress throughout the client session.

Continue with the transcription of CF001:
Relevant facilitator’s background: The genosociogram was a natural fit for me, blending my
long history of genealogical research (5 decades) with my knowledge of integrative body
focused family emotional patterns and strategies. For anyone without experience in recording
family history research, a little practice might be needed to get proficient at quickly creating a
genosociogram.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The genosociogram is completed for the family system to gain an
understanding of where the client’s feelings of higher abandonment come from as identified in
the boundary activity and or where her fears identified in the deep inner fear activity originate: “I
am nothing. They are everything.” For CF001, a genosociogram is utilised to understand the
client’s family systems. There is a leaning toward the issues of the mother’s experience of life
and family lines due to the noted energetic entanglement with mother. It is discovered that the
client’s maternal family lines created much transgenerational trauma between parents and their
children through a lengthy process of immigration. Transgenerational trauma was passed down
to the client and her descendants, and she may also be the creator of unresolved trauma that may
be passing down to the next generation. There is transgenerational trauma passed down through
the client’s father’s family lines as well; however, we are following the trail within her mother’s
family lines using the client’s intention for the session and her deep inner fears as a guide.
Who do these deep inner fears belong to in the ancestral family system? We go to the
client’s ancestral lines in the genosociogram to understand why the client feels like nothing and
why she feels others are everything. Vitally important is that we look back at the family system
without blame or judgment to understand what was or is. The genosociogram illuminated some
possible origins for the client’s deep inner fears that appear to be ancestral. “I am nothing. They
are everything.” “I feel alone and hopeless. I feel crazy. I don’t have confidence and I blame
myself. Everyone will leave me feeling that they are right, even though, I feel that I am right.”
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While the genosociogram is created from the bottom up, the family generations are
described below from the oldest ancestors identified at the top of the genosociogram down
to the client and her daughters as the youngest at the bottom of the genosociogram. This is
the easiest way to track the transgenerational trauma down the family system. The
genosociogram helps identify who is excluded, missing, forgotten, or shunned by the family
system. It helps identify the family’s unresolved transgenerational trauma, the family’s
emotional wounds, and the family’s emotional response strategies to this trauma and these
wounds.
Client’s mother’s family lines:
Religion: The client mentions that mother’s family lines are all Roman Catholic (the Church). It
is important to recognize the influence of the Church over many generations of the family
system.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Given the client’s Latin American background which embraces
machismo, and the influence of the Church, the client’s maternal ancestral family systems will
likely be quite patriarchal and favour boy children. How else might the religious element be
relevant to the client’s transgenerational trauma?
Generation 1:
Looking back to the client’s mother’s paternal lines:
Client’s Maternal Paternal Great-Great-Grandparents (2G Grandparents):
Client’s Maternal 2G Paternal Grandfather (mother’s father’s father’s father): Mother’s
paternal great grandfather was a married man who left his first spouse and three children back in
his Southern European homeland. He left his homeland to begin a new life in South America.
The reasons for his immigration are not known by the client. He did not initially tell anyone
about his family back in Southern Europe and it became his secret. After immigration to South
America, this 2G paternal grandfather of the client enters a relationship with a woman who has
also emigrated from the same homeland.
Facilitator’s comments: The secrecy of mother’s paternal 2G grandfather created energetic
exclusion and the transmission of transgenerational trauma down the family system. This
original family, which was left behind, would feel excluded and rejected, they would not feel
loved or wanted, and they would be missing members of the family system of the client. Living
under the dogma of the Church, this man may or may not have carried significant guilt and
shame for his actions.
Client’s Maternal 2G Paternal Grandmother (mother’s father’s father’s mother): This
ancestor arrived in South America from Southern Europe and she entered an intimate
relationship with a man from her own homeland (see above). While in this relationship, she soon
learned that her partner already had a spouse and children back in their homeland in Southern
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Europe. Upon discovering this information, 2G paternal grandmother decided to leave this
relationship. After leaving the relationship, she found herself in the predicament of being
pregnant out-of-wedlock, which was considered totally inappropriate, especially when marriage
was not an option.
Unbeknownst to 2G paternal grandfather, 2G paternal grandmother also had a secret. As a young
woman living back in Southern Europe, she suffered the immense trauma or emotional wound of
having her first intimate partner die young. The client did not know the cause of this man’s
death. The client did not know if this grandmother was married or not to the man that died. She
does know that they had a daughter together. His death was a significant part of her decision to
immigrate to South America to start a new life. When she immigrated to South America, whether
she was forced to or not is not known; however, she left her first child behind to be raised by her
deceased partner’s family. She never reconnected with her first child.
Facilitator’s comments: This young daughter was left behind by her mother, and the resulting
secret created an energetic exclusion and family emotional wound, sending transgenerational
trauma down the generations of the family system. This daughter is missing and excluded from
the family system of the client. The daughter may feel unwanted and unloved. She may feel that
she is nothing because her mother left her behind. This 2G grandmother lost her first love to
death and she may struggle to be fully present within any future intimate relationships, with her
energetic attention drawn to the dead.
Facilitator’s inner journey: An out-of-wedlock pregnancy would have been frowned upon by
the Church, community members, and family members during the time period under discussion.
Facilitator’s comments to the client: The client needs to develop compassion for this ancestor
by stepping into her shoes and imagining what was going on for her emotionally. Through her
affair and unborn child, this woman may have energetically carried the guilt of having an affair
with another woman’s marriage partner, of being the other woman, and carrying the shame of
being pregnant out-of-wedlock. This is suggested by the fact that she left the relationship as soon
as she knew the man had another family. All of these events go against the teachings of the
Church. She might have carried the fear that someone back in her homeland would learn of her
pregnancy with a married man. The child this young mother carried in her womb would feel all
of her emotional turmoil, a woman alone in a new land without a supportive partner, a young
woman likely attempting to hide her predicament from the Church, distancing herself from the
support she might attain there, and a woman unable to find support with her family back in
Southern Europe. The child in her womb would feel this anxiety and not feel wanted or loved or
worthy. The transgenerational trauma of 2G paternal grandfather and 2G paternal grandmother
travels down to the next generation through this child (mother’s father’s father - 1G maternal
paternal grandfather). The transgenerational trauma of those excluded members of the family left
behind in Southern Europe travels down to the next generation as feeling not wanted, sad,
rejected, alone, and not worthy. They would unconsciously feel like nothing in relation to new
family members born receiving all the attention and feeling like everything.
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Shifting to the other side of the maternal family lines to the 2G grandparents of the client’s
mother’s maternal lines:
The Maternal 2G Maternal Grandparents were not discussed in the client session.
Continuing to follow the transgenerational trauma threads:
Generation 2:
Shifting back to the client’s mother’s paternal lines:
Client’s Maternal Paternal Great-Grandparents (1G Grandparents):
Client’s Maternal 1G Paternal Grandfather (mother’s father’s father): This grandfather was
born in South America and he is now deceased. According to the client, he had a good marriage.
This 1G paternal grandfather was the out-of-wedlock child of the maternal 2G paternal
grandparents who immigrated to South America from Southern Europe. His parents never
married and never remained together as a couple. His mother ended the relationship with his
father because she discovered he was already married with children back in the European
homeland, and when he was born, his mother abandoned him, giving him up to be raised by
some of his father’s relatives in another city. He was abandoned by both his mother and his
father. His whole life, this child never learned of his father’s other family back in Southern
Europe, including a spouse and three children – his older half-siblings. His mother may or may
not have been a widow officially when he was born; however, she was certainly one
energetically as a woman in mourning with a deceased partner and a daughter left behind in her
Southern European homeland. This trauma was not known by her new acquaintances in South
America where she was considered to be a single woman, and although this grandfather didn’t
know it while he was alive, he had an older half-sister back in Southern Europe. According to the
client, the fact that this grandfather was not raised by his mother became his greatest shame. He
was not raised by his father either. This child was told by the relatives of his father that raised
him that his mother was his older sister. This was a big family secret. He never learned that this
“older sister” was his mother.
Facilitator’s comments: Maternal paternal 2G grandmother has now abandoned both of her
children, a daughter in Southern Europe and a son in South America. Maternal paternal 2G
grandfather has abandoned his spouse and three children back in Europe and also abandoned this
newborn son in South America. He obviously knew about the pregnancy since the boy was
raised by his relatives. As a young child, mother’s paternal grandfather might have felt like
nothing to his mother and his father. He might have felt unwanted and unloved. In the family
story, it was his greatest shame that he was not raised by his mother. Like the client, he is the
only child of his biological parents. It appears he may be energetically entangled with and
patterning after the two sets of deserted children back in the Southern European homeland – his
excluded half-siblings, since he was living a similar family energetic dynamic. This son, the
client’s maternal paternal 1G grandfather would carry transgenerational trauma, feelings of
abandonment, shame, not being wanted, not being loved, not being worthy, rejected, shunned,
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perhaps angry about his situation, and feeling left behind. Many of these feelings are carried
within the client as her deep inner fears: “I am nothing. They are everything. I am not wanted. I
am not worthy of taking up space. I am alone. I am not loved. I am forgotten.”
The client’s maternal paternal 1G grandfather died suddenly and traumatically by
electrocution when he was 50 years old, when the client’s mother was just 13 days old and
the client’s mother’s father was just a young man.
Facilitator’s comments: The sudden death of this 1G grandfather by electrocution creates
unresolved family trauma. The birth of the client’s mother is entangled with this premature
family death, the trauma and mourning of 1G grandfather’s life partner – 1G grandmother - and
the trauma and mourning of mother’s young father. Mother’s father is impacted by the
widowhood of his mother. His parents had a good marriage. As a young man witnessing the
emotional suffering of his mother as she experiences mourning and loss, he would unconsciously
step in out of love and loyalty to emotionally support his mother, to carry this trauma for his
mother, or at least share it with her, and to ease her emotional burdens. In a patriarchal family
dynamic, he would be expected to step in as the man of the family at a young age. The client’s
mother’s father is energetically entangled with his mother. He is not able to be fully present to
the client’s mother when she is young since he was emotionally overwhelmed when he was a
young man. The client’s mother is born into a family in mourning and this would significantly
impact her early emotional development. The attention of the adults around her would be on
mourning rather than the celebration of her birth – especially the birth of a girl child. Through all
the unresolved transgenerational trauma the client’s mother carried for her father, paternal
grandmother, and past ancestors, as the oldest daughter the client’s mother would not be able to
be fully present emotionally to the client when she was born, since she carried her own
emotional wounds and sense of abandonment. She would have struggled to be seen and loved. In
this family, fathers are not there emotionally for their children.
Client’s Maternal Paternal 1G Grandmother (mother’s father’s mother): This ancestor was
born in South America but is now deceased. She and maternal paternal 1G grandfather had a
good marriage until he suddenly died from electrocution (see above). The mother of the client’s
mother was in the hospital and quite unwell when the client’s mother was pregnant with the
client. Again, pregnancy and birth were timed when a dear family member was unwell, and the
attention was diverted elsewhere. As the oldest daughter in her family of origin, the client’s
mother would be carrying the weight of the world on her shoulders when pregnant with the
client. The client’s mother was close to her father’s mother. The client’s maternal paternal 1G
grandmother died 15 days after the client immigrated to Canada, setting the client up emotionally
with loss and regret for not being present when her grandmother died. In this family, mothers are
not there emotionally for their children.
Facilitator’s comments: When the client is carried in the womb by her mother, her mother is
concerned, worried, and anxious for the health of her newly widowed mother-in-law, a woman
she is close to emotionally, and the client’s father struggles to be present emotionally for the
client’s mother when they are newly married, even though she is pregnant at the time, because he
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is so energetically entangled with his own mother who is recently widowed. This unresolved
emotional trauma carries down transgenerationally to the client.
Shifting to the client’s mother’s maternal lines:
Client’s Maternal Maternal Great-Grandparents (1G Grandparents):
Client’s Maternal Maternal 1G Grandfather (mother’s mother’s father): Maternal maternal
1G grandfather was born in South America but is deceased now. He had a good marriage. He
died unexpectedly on the same day as his wife, just before her expected death. What was unusual
and unexpected was that his wife was unwell in the hospital and her death was pending. There
was no sign of his impending death. On the day that his wife was expected to die, and maternal
1G grandfather was still at home and not yet at the hospital to visit her, he suddenly said aloud to
everyone in the room, “She is coming to get me”, and with that he died at home. 1G grandmother
died almost immediately after him in the hospital and they left the world together. It becomes the
idyllic family love story.
Client’s Maternal Maternal 1G Grandmother (mother’s mother’s mother): Maternal
maternal 1G grandmother was born in South America but is now deceased. She had a good
marriage. When it was her time to die, she was in the hospital. Her husband wasn't there with her
at the moment of her death. She died right after him on the same day (see her husband’s story
above). The client mentions this as the family’s true love story.
Continuing to follow the transgenerational trauma threads:
Generation 3:
Client’s Maternal Grandparents:
Client’s Maternal Grandfather (mother’s father): Maternal grandfather was still alive at the
time of the client session. He was born in South America, the oldest of two sons. There were
issues in his marriage. He was 30 years old when the client’s mother was born. He was in the
military, within the air force, although he did not fight in a war. He had a job that involved him
in communications. What was unusual was that he volunteered to go into the military, and this
was more common in families that were poor. They were not a poor family. The family story is
that he went into the military because he wanted to leave his family behind. He travelled a lot
with work and was gone months at a time working in a neighbouring country. He would come
back and children would be conceived, and he would be gone again. Maternal grandfather
immigrated to another South American country for a number of years then returned to his family.
He survived a plane crash that landed in the ocean. He had an affair with a woman while living
and working in another country and the client doesn’t know if there were children born of this
relationship. Maternal grandfather eventually brought this younger woman back to his home
country and set her up to live in the same city as his marital partner and children. This other
woman was slightly younger than the client’s grandmother. The client’s grandmother knew
about the affair, which began about 32 years before the client session. After learning of the
affair, the client’s grandmother left her husband and took her children with her. Now this
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grandfather has cancer and his kidneys are not functioning well. He is on dialysis. He is still
surviving but does not have much time left. Because he was rarely at home, the client’s mother
never really knew her father and this is part of her trauma.
Client’s Maternal Grandmother (mother’s mother): This maternal grandmother is alive. She
was born in South America with deeper ancestral family origins in Western Europe. She was a
wise woman but has dementia now. She lives in a senior's home and has Parkinson's Disease.
She is the oldest child of her parents. As a child, she had Spanish Fever and was separated from
her family because of her illness. She lived with her aunt while she was unwell. After her illness,
she did not return to her family home. She was not raised by her parents. She was raised by a
neighbour. She went to a private boarding school. When she was a young woman, she married
but had marital problems. Her husband was in the military and worked away from home much of
the time (see his story above). He would come home on a leave and she would get pregnant
again, and then he would leave. When she discovered her husband was having a long-term affair
with another woman in another country, she left him and the family home, taking their five
children with her. They were divorced but she regretted leaving him for years afterwards. Her
ancestral family was involved in slavery. The client mentioned that this grandmother attempts to
be her daughter’s friend (the client’s mother) rather than behaving as a mother.
Facilitator’s comments: There is another generation of spouses separating and children not
being raised by at least one of their parents. Transgenerational trauma can pass down from one
generation to the next or it can skip generations. Mother’s father seemed to be energetically
patterning after and entangled with his paternal grandfather (his father’s father who left his
family back in Southern Europe), manifesting when he left his own family behind to live in
another country of South America. Like his father’s father, mother’s father did not remain
physically with his wife and children either. Mother’s paternal and maternal grandmothers were
not emotionally available to mother their own children (the client’s mother’s father and mother),
and the client’s mother carried this emotional transgenerational trauma from childhood into her
adult life, leaving the raising of her daughter (the client) to her mother (the client’s maternal
grandmother). The client’s maternal grandmother was raised by another couple in their
neighbourhood, so she was missing from her biological family system.
Facilitator’s comments: Because the client is the only child of her parents, she is carrying
transgenerational trauma for both family lines. After looking at the client’s mother’s family lines
in detail, it is important to take a quick look to see if there are similar transgenerational patterns
being mirrored in the client’s father’s family lines. When looking systemically at family systems,
it is commonly noted that family systems marry or come together with other family systems for a
reason. Sometimes the family systems mirror similar family trauma, or one family may have the
capacity to hold space for the systemic healing of the other, and in other situations the
relationship of a couple may represent some greater dynamic that seeks systemic healing and
reconciliation.
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Brief details on this generation in the client’s father’s family lines:
Client’s paternal grandfather (father’s father): Paternal grandfather is deceased. He was born
in South America and he was a Roman Catholic. He was one of four children. He obtained a
divorce once the client’s father was old enough to start working outside the family home. The
client’s father’s home life as a child and young man was problematic. Father’s father’s ancestral
ties were from the Iberian Peninsula in Western Europe. Father’s father was injured in World
War II. He died young at about 45 to 50 years of age. The client’s father was about 25 years old
when his father died – the same age the client was when she left her homeland and immigrated to
Canada.
Facilitator’s comments: The client’s maternal and paternal 1G grandfathers died suddenly and
unexpectedly. This might have impacted how the client’s mother viewed death and influenced
how the client’s mother responded emotionally to sudden death or trauma.
Client’s paternal grandmother (father’s mother): Paternal grandmother is alive. She was born
in South America, the second oldest of five children born to her mother and father. She spoke of
having a beautiful life when she lived in the city as a child. She and her husband divorced once
the client's father was old enough to work outside the family home. She is Roman Catholic and a
nervous woman. The client stated that she has a sharp tongue. The client knows there is a family
secret in this family line. According to the client, the secret is related to her cousin’s child being
switched in the maternity ward at birth, and because there is “a lot of ignorance” in the family,
no one wanted to solve the issue of the switched babies, even though they knew about it.
Facilitator’s comments: There are ancestors not marrying, separating, or divorcing on both
sides of the client’s family system. There are fathers dying at about 50 years of age on both sides
of the client’s family system. Since both sides of the family are Roman Catholic, divorce was
sometimes not an option and the marital struggles create a certain level of guilt and shame down
the family lines. Descendants may struggle to maintain healthy marital relationships. Because
emigration occurred, there are extensive family systems left behind in Europe on both sides of
the family. The descendants are disconnected from their origins and ancestral roots. Father’s
father fought in World War II and was injured, so it is assumed that he saw active duty. He
would return home from the war to start a family and would tend to be emotionally distant, likely
carrying survivor guilt because he survived, when many others didn’t. He likely did not speak of
his war experiences to his children, yet, they would be impacted by it transgenerationally. When
father was only 25 years old his father died relatively young. This transgenerational trauma
manifests as separation from parents at 25 years of age, the age of the client as she leaves her
homeland and immigrates to Canada, leaving all her family members behind. The client’s
paternal grandmother seems to carry the trauma or shame of marrying down, from a life that was
wealthier in childhood to lesser circumstances with her husband. She may be bitter about this
situation, consciously or unconsciously, and this resentment manifests as having a sharp tongue.
It is not surprising that there is parentage controversy in the client’s father’s lines, since family
systems marry other family systems for a reason. In this situation, mother’s family lines mirror
father’s family lines, in that, there are children not knowing the identity of their real biological
mothers and fathers.
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Continuing to follow the transgenerational trauma thread:
Generation 4:
The Client’s Parents:
The Client’s Mother: She was born in South America and is still alive today. She is the oldest
of five children born to her mother and father as a couple. She does not know if she has halfsiblings through her father’s affair and long absences. She was named after Mother Mary, the
mother of Jesus within the Christian Church, to serve as a feminine role model. She uses a
nickname. As the oldest child, her parents were disappointed that she was born a girl rather than
a boy. The client’s mother is not feminine because she was not raised feminine. She saw little of
her father as a child and knows little about him, since he was in the military working in another
country much of the time. Mother’s mother left her father taking all the children with her and
they were raised by a single mother. Mother is the oldest child and likely had a lot of
responsibility placed on her shoulders early in life. Mother knows a secret about her own family
that her own father did not know. Mother marries father but they later divorce. They have only
one child together – the client. Mother doesn’t raise the client – she is raised by mother’s mother.
Because of energetic entanglement, mother is not ready to let her young daughter go off to
preschool when the time comes. Mother’s siblings are all alive and living in South America.
Mother has a younger sister (divorced, no children, chronic illness, her mother’s confidante), a
brother (life is okay, named after father), another brother (who has had three marriages, is
irresponsible, and has three children born out-of-wedlock), and a younger sister (she was
pregnant at the time of her marriage which shamed the family, and this first child of hers was not
accepted as a grandchild). Another child is shunned and missing from the family system. The
influence of the Church is definitely present – with the shame and guilt around out-of-wedlock
pregnancies.
Facilitator’s comments: In mother’s family of origin there is marital struggle, multiple children
born out-of-wedlock, which is seen as shaming to the family, and another child is excluded from
the family system. The client’s mother is not wanted as a daughter, she is not raised to embrace
her feminine side, she lives within a family with gender bias and a preference for males, she is
impacted by the patriarchy of the Roman Catholic Church, and she does not feel loved by her
absent father or her emotionally overwhelmed mother who struggles living on her own with five
children. These unresolved emotions, feelings, and experiences pass transgenerationally to the
client while she is in the womb, at her birth, and during her childhood.
The Client’s Father: Father was born in South America and is still alive today. He is the second
of four children, and the second of two sons, born to his parents as a couple. His two younger
sisters were born in another part of the country. His siblings are still all alive today. He has an
older brother (divorced, no children, lives with his mother), a younger sister (married an
Indigenous man, lives a distance away, two sons), and another younger sister (not claimed by
father’s father as his child - although she is his child, divorced, two children, lives with her
mother). There is an energetic split created by father’s father between the oldest three children
and the fourth child who is not claimed as his offspring. When father is 25 years old his father
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dies. He goes on to marry the client’s mother and the marriage eventually ends in divorce. He
lives with his mother and two of his divorced siblings. The client’s father is an emotional nail
biter and so is one of his sisters.
Facilitator’s note: In father’s family of origin there is another child shunned and excluded from
the family system. In this generation there tends to be marital struggle ending in several divorces.
The only surviving marriage is the one sister that moved a distance away. Father and two of his
siblings seem to be heavily entangled with their mother. The one sister who moved away may
have unconsciously done so to put some distance between her mother and herself. The client is
merged with her father as a nail biter. Through the entanglement of the client’s father and his
mother, who lost her husband young, the father may have felt like he betrayed his mother
energetically and emotionally while married to the client’s mother. He married only a short time
after his mother was widowed at a relatively young age. He fails to be there for his mother
emotionally. He isn’t present for the client’s mother either – too much energetic entanglement
with his own mother. As father’s older brother was married and living away from home, and
through father’s entanglement with his mother, father may have felt drawn in to be mother’s
support at home after her husband’s death. Father’s early childhood was uprooted when the
family moved to a new part of the country and he may have been impacted by this emotionally,
through feelings of disconnection as a child.
Continuing to follow the transgenerational trauma thread:
Generation 5:
The Client: The client is a woman in her early 30s, the only child born to her mother and her
father. Her mother wanted a son not a daughter. Her mother demanded to have a C-Section for
her delivery and was successful. Her parents were disappointed she was a girl. The client’s
mother treated her like she was a boy, without encouraging her to connect with her feminine
energy. The client was actually raised by her maternal grandmother (mother’s mother). Her
parents separated and divorced when she was sixteen years old. The marriage ended when her
mother discovered that her father had been having an affair for several years (similar to the
pattern of mother’s own parents). The client was born in South America and immigrated to
Canada at the age of 25 with her boyfriend. The client was on a student visa when she came to
Canada, and when it ran out, she was afraid to end up back in her homeland. She married her
partner, also born in her homeland, and stayed in Canada. Like her mother, the client was fearful
that she would deliver a daughter as her first child, and she ended up eventually giving birth to
two daughters. The client continually fears for the wellbeing of her own marriage. At the time of
the client session the client referred to herself as a homemaker. In the past, back in her homeland,
she worked as a physiotherapist, a helping professional. The client fears she passed on the family
gender bias and her transgenerational fears to her daughters. The client stated that, like her
mother, she was not ready to let her daughter go off to preschool. She started to recognize the
patterns of her own life in the life of her one daughter in particular. As an immigrant, the client
feels a sense of not belonging. The client feels the exclusion of the many children in the family
system.
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Facilitator’s comments: The transgenerational trauma thread passes to the client, who does not
feel wanted as a girl child. Like her mother, the client is the first-born child. The client is born
into a family that favours the boy child. This family has gender bias in favour of boys. As the
only child of her parents, the client would carry maternal grandmother’s and mother’s cultural
longing for male children first. This indicates the strong influence of patriarchy in the family
system. The client would not feel wanted as a child. She would not be raised to celebrate the
strong feminine aspects of who she is. As the first born, the client’s mother wasn’t wanted as a
daughter either. The client carries the feelings of not being loved. She feels forgotten and she
feels like nothing. She has a sense of not belonging to her family system. Her mother and father
divorced, living the pattern of both sets of grandparents. There were men in both family systems
who had extramarital affairs that split up the family. The client’s fears for her marriage originate
transgenerationally from within the family systems. Family systems are attracted to other family
systems for a reason, to mirror the same wounds or to hold space for healing to occur. The
client’s daughter inherits the emotional wounds of the client. The daughters of this family system
carry the unresolved emotional wounds of their mothers and also the emotional wounds of their
fathers. The client is holding on too tightly energetically to her daughter, which needs to shift.
The client needs to learn healthy energy boundaries and then to share the skill of setting healthy
boundaries with her children.
Where did the deep inner fears originate?
Following the trail of transgenerational trauma down these family systems, children might feel
like they are nothing to their parents, that others are everything, that they do not belong, or that
they felt rejected, unwanted, unloved, alone, forgotten and hopeless. These unresolved
transgenerational feelings would likely have been present with:
•
•
•
•

The spouse and 3 children left behind in Southern Europe by the client’s mother’s
paternal great grandfather when he immigrated to South America. They were never
reunited.
The first daughter of the client’s mother’s paternal great grandmother who was left
behind in Southern Europe with her deceased father’s family when her mother
immigrated to South America. They were never reunited.
The client’s mother’s paternal grandfather was abandoned by both parents and not
raised by either of them. He never knew the identity of his mother.
The client’s mother had a father who was physically and emotionally absent,
frequently living and working in a different country. The client’s mother’s mother
wanted a son not a daughter. This grandmother carried her own unresolved emotional
trauma and would not be available to her daughter (the client’s mother). These
grandparents separated permanently impacting the life of their daughter (the client’s
mother) who was still young at the time. The client’s mother had her childhood
shortened by the need to help care for her younger siblings when her parents
divorced.

Regarding the client’s inner fears of not feeling wanted and not feeling loved, perhaps lacking
confidence and blaming herself, of feeling alone and hopeless and feeling crazy, the client is
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entangled in the energy boundary of her mother, who was also not wanted as a daughter, and
transgenerationally in the energy boundaries of these maternal ancestors. During the session, the
decision was made to follow the client’s mother’s family lines first to discern the patterns of
transgenerational trauma through preconception, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal trauma
transmission. Transgenerational trauma passes epigenetically through conception and
emotionally through gestation, birth, and early childhood development. Several children had
their births entangled with a significant death in the family.
With the main focus of the session on the mother’s family lines, it was also noted that the client
is also entangled with her father’s loneliness and his nail biting. His family also shunned and
excluded children; had marital breakdown, and children not raised by their own parents. In this
family system both the mothers and fathers are emotionally wounded. With time of the essence
in one introductory client session, not everything can be systemically addressed in one session.
During the inner fear activity, the client mentioned blaming herself and alluding to feeling like a
failure in not doing a good enough job at carrying the emotional burdens of her mother.
Mothers in this family unconsciously allow their children to sacrifice themselves to
unconsciously carry or share their emotional needs out of love and loyalty to the greater family
system. In giving to their mothers, rather than taking from their mothers, the children suffer.
Mothers are entangled with their children, unable to let them go off and fully individuate as self
and separate from mother. With this template for life, the children do not develop healthy
boundaries with others. They become givers and struggle to take or receive from others. In
situations such as this, the child will often feel like a failure in many sectors of life, even when
there is much life success. No child can carry the heavy burden of those who came before them,
regardless of how they attempt to do so. Even though the child is unconsciously willing to
sacrifice themselves out of love and loyalty to their parents and the greater family system, these
burdens do not belong to the child. The emotional load is far too much for any child to carry –
not just this child. The feelings of being a failure are not really personal, although they feel
personal, and the client needs to shift that inner embodied perception and image. While living in
agency with her mother, caring for mother’s emotional needs with little regard for her own
needs, the client sets up the emotional response pattern of self-abandonment or self-betrayal. She
will feel that others are abandoning and betraying her when it is actually unconsciously selfinflicted. The client’s needs go unmet. It is time to learn self-love, self-parenting, self-caring, and
self-soothing.
Summarising the family transgenerational trauma threads:
In this family system there are several noticeable family patterns:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continual immigration is a pattern.
Gender bias favouring boys and men is a pattern.
Excluding and leaving spouses and children behind is a pattern.
Children not raised by their biological mothers or fathers is a pattern.
Mother’s attempting to be friends rather than mothers to their daughters is a pattern.
Mother’s not emotionally available to their children is a pattern.
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• Father’s not emotionally or physically available to their children is a pattern.
• Men dying relatively young is a pattern.
• Marital struggle is a pattern.
Immigration trauma: The client and her partner are recent immigrants from her homeland in
South America to Canada. All their extended family is back in South America. South America is
not the client’s ancestral homeland. The ancestral homelands for the maternal lines are back
mainly in Southern Europe with earlier immigration from Western Europe, and for the paternal
lines, immigration is from Southern Europe and originally from the Iberian Peninsula. The client
and her boyfriend selected Canada for immigration because it was considered to be a more
welcoming country at the time for people from her homeland compared to some other countries
in the world. She had hoped to leave all of these deep inner fears and feelings behind and to start
life fresh in her new country. She felt she had to leave her homeland to feel free. She followed
her partner who had a job offer in Canada. She was on a student visa which ran out and she
became desperate. She feared that she might have to return to her homeland. She felt that she
would be left behind if she didn’t marry. After living in Canada for a few years, she found that
she still felt like nothing and that others were everything. She continually compared herself to
others and came up short. Her feelings followed her transgenerationally to Canada within her
body. These feelings could not be rationalized away.
Facilitator’s comments: As the only child, the client carries transgenerational immigration
trauma for both her maternal and paternal family systems. It is not unusual for an immigrant to
carry transgenerational trauma from the ancestral homelands. She left her homeland to escape all
the heavy feelings and drama. Creating physical distance does not disconnect the energetic and
emotional ties that bind family systems together. The transgenerational trauma is imprinted in
her body and it immigrated to Canada with her. Related to immigration, close family members
were left behind when emigration occurred from Southern Europe to South America in the late
1800s. Some pertinent immigration questions might include: Who was left behind when
emigration occurred and what happened to them? Did those left behind suffer after the family
members emigrated? What were the longings of those who were left behind?
Religious trauma: Religion definitely becomes important in understanding a family system if
the client mentions it. The family has gender bias that is patriarchal. The family of CF001 is
Roman Catholic. In this family boys are more desirable. Opportunities are made available in the
Church traditionally for boys not girls. Mom was not wanted as a girl and she was treated as a
boy. Mom wanted a boy. The client was not welcomed into the world as a girl and was not raised
to embrace the feminine aspects of herself, which creates a rejection of the feminine and a
rejection of part of herself. The masculine/feminine energy within the client is not balanced.
Facilitator’s comments: The client needs to come to terms with her Roman Catholic
background and this involves understanding the benefits, gifts, and talents she received through a
Roman Catholic upbringing and background, and also understanding the stigmas and limitations
it placed on her and her family system. It is about acknowledging the past and agreeing to the
past, and then, moving forward. It is about accepting life as it was given to her. It is about saying
YES to life as it was offered.
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Identifying the client’s energetic entanglements:
1. Attachment wounds with mother: Yes, the client experienced attachment and bonding
wounds with her mother. The reaching out movement at birth was not complete. Mother was
not physically or emotionally present for the client’s birth because she insisted on being
medicated and having a C-Section with full anaesthetic to avoid experiencing any pain
connected to childbirth. The client pointed out that her mother didn’t breastfeed her as a
baby. The client’s mother and father wanted a son not a daughter and were disappointed
when she was a girl. The gender bias pattern continued from generation to generation.
Mother was not emotionally available to be a mother since she was carrying emotional
wounds from her own childhood: not feeling wanted as a girl, very little connection with her
father, and raised by a struggling single mother with four other children, who also carried
heavy regrets. Mother likely had great pressure put upon her at a young age, as the oldest
child, to step in as mother’s helper. As a child, mother was likely forced to mother younger
siblings. The client was not encouraged as a child to connect with her feminine energy. The
client had early separation from her mother when she was put in daycare at three months of
age even though her mother was at home. In this family, the mothers are not emotionally
available to their children because of the unresolved transgenerational trauma they carry.
Early in the session the client mentioned emotional separation from her mother when she was
8 or 9 years old – the age she started to bite her fingernails. “When I was that age, my friend
told her mother that I was jealous of my mom. It was not true. Mom heard about this and got
mad at me. It really hurt me that Mom believed my friend and her mother, and she didn’t
stand up for me. My father and my aunt stood up for me.” Through entanglement with her
mother, the client aligned with her father rather than her mother.
2. Attachment wounds with father: Yes, the client experienced attachment wounds with her
father at the time of her parents’ divorce at age 16. They were no longer physically living in
the same home. Since her father had a calming effect, the client lost her energetic and
emotional buffer between herself and her mother and this may have left her feeling
unconsciously angry with him. The 3-person constellation indicated that her father’s attention
was drawn elsewhere and not on her. Her father had his own share of emotional trauma being
raised by a father injured in World War II and having his father die when he was a young
man, not long before marrying the client’s mother himself.
3. Merges with mother: Yes, “Like you Mom, I will feel like nothing.” “Like you Mom, I feel
unwanted and unloved.” “Like you Mom, I can’t relax.” “Like you Mom, being a daughter
and not a son, I was a disappointment to you.” While there is no blame, the description of
mother isn’t very positive, and it reveals merging with mother through rejection of her. The
client takes on characteristics and traits of her mother over time. The client was mother’s
confidante until two years ago when she emigrated. “Like your mother with you Mom, you
want to be my friend, not my mother.” “Like you Mom, I was not raised feminine.” “Like
you Mom, I wanted to keep my daughter close and not let her go.” The client carries
mother’s emotional burdens. The client needs lots of practise setting healthy energy
boundaries to fully individuate from others. A body focused systemic constellation ritual
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with mother would be helpful to release the energetic and emotional transgenerational
burdens she carries.
4. Merges with father: Yes, father’s family pick and bite their nails. Yes, father is lonely, and
the client is empathic without healthy boundaries – picking up his loneliness. “Like you Dad,
I feel alone.” The client doesn’t blame him for anything, although, he is not described in a
positive light. Father understood my discomfort at age eight when Mom didn’t stand behind
me. The client connects to her father in an unhealthy way through the same emotional
response pattern of biting her nails. When a child’s parents divorce and it is not amiable, the
child will likely feel unable to openly show love to one of her parents and do so
unconsciously through behaviours, symptoms, or in some other way.
5. Rejects mother: Yes, description of mother is not positive. “When my parents divorced, I
wanted my mother dead.” “Mother was never content with anything I did, nothing was good
enough, she complained about everything even when I did my best. Mother did not stand
behind me when I was eight years old – she took the word of the neighbour and her daughter
against me.” The client stepped out of her role as mother’s confidante by moving to a new
country – I want a mother not a friend. The client has more issues with women than with
men. In this family system, there is a rejection of girls and women – so a rejection of mother
and a rejection of yourself is unconscious.
6. Rejects father: When the client is sixteen years old her father and mother separate, and her
father leaves the family home. “They fought a lot when they first divorced.” The client stated
that if she were her mother, she would not have married her father, so there are qualities he
possesses that the client does not like. The client said she didn’t blame her father for anything
and yet she blamed him when he left in the divorce, “things with mother were worse.” The
client is not close to father and yet she says she gets along with him. He is a lonely man. He
lives with his mother and sisters. This might set up fears for the client that her intimate
partner will leave.
7. Identifies with whom in the family system: Who experienced feeling like nothing, feeling
unwanted, feeling forgotten, feeling alone, and feeling hopeless? These feelings permeate the
client’s family system. The client followed the family pattern by having a mother who chose
to be medicated and unavailable at birth. The client’s mother chose not to breastfeed her,
setting up emotional distance. Mother put the client in daycare at 3 months old even though
she was not working outside the home, setting up more emotional distance. The client feels
like nothing to her mother, feeling unwanted, feeling forgotten, feeling alone, and feeling
hopeless. Possibilities for entanglement in the greater system – feeling unwanted and alone:
the spouse left behind in Southern Europe, the four children left behind in Southern Europe
from the two families of the 2G grandparents, great maternal paternal grandfather was not
raised by his mother so he would have felt unwanted and alone – it was his greatest shame,
maternal grandmother was raised by a neighbour and separated from her family so she would
have felt unwanted and alone, and mother was not wanted as a daughter. Mother had to
mother her younger siblings at a young age and she had nothing left to give to her daughter.
The client was raised by her grandmother. Mother set up the emotion and physical distance
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from her child like her ancestors but in different ways. On father’s side of the family, father’s
youngest sister was rejected by her father and one of father’s aunts or uncles was switched at
birth and never retrieved. There are many possibilities for these feelings and inner fears.
Facilitator’s directive to self: Systemic healing needs to begin somewhere. It is time for a
constellation with the client and her mother. The inner image the client holds emotionally in her
body of her mother from her time in the womb, her birth, and her early development needs to
transform energetically in order for the client’s relationship with her mother to shift from an
unhealthy energetically entangled relationship to a healthy compassionate relationship. The
client will experience this shift when she is able and willing to develop compassion for her
mother’s emotional journey, understanding fully what mother carries for her family system. The
creation of the genosociogram helped the client understand about her family dynamics. A big
step needed is letting go of blame and judgment and learning self-care, self-parenting, selfsoothing, and self-love.
The following is a transcript of an hour-long body focused systemic constellation as ritual
including the facilitator’s notes, thoughts, process, and actions. Within the client’s intention for
the session, she mentioned the following: “I want healing. I want to be happy and relaxed. I want
a sense of belonging as part of my family and to not feel judged. I want to be free to be myself.”
She did not feel free to be herself because of her entanglement with mother and many others.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The first step is separating the client from the unhealthy energy
entanglement with her mother and releasing her of any emotional burden she may be
unconsciously carrying for or sharing with her mother from her time in the womb.
Facilitator’s actions: The same felt mats are re-used from the earlier 3-Person Constellation.
The mat representing the client’s father is set aside for the moment since Systemic Constellation
#2 engages with the mother’s family line. This decision was made in response to the boundary
exercise showing higher abandonment and the early attachment wounds and relationship struggle
with her mother. The mat representing the client is set up about 10 feet away (2 metres) from the
mat representing her mother and they are facing one another (see Figure 8).
Systemic Constellation #2: A body focused systemic constellation as ritual was set up with
two mats to begin with - one representative for the Client and a representative for her
Mother (see Figure 8):
Facilitator’s actions: The client is asked to step onto her own mat and to feel into her body. The
client is asked to soften her body at the knees and at the jaw, and then she is asked to take a
couple deep breaths.
Stepping into a dual role as facilitator and systemic constellations representative for a few
minutes, the facilitator steps onto the mat representing the client’s mother. The facilitator feels
into the representation of the client’s mother and her energy.
Client’s response: “When I stand across from my mother it makes me feel nervous.”
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Mother

Client

Figure 8. Client and mother systemic constellation (position 1)
Facilitator’s actions and inner journey: The client is instructed to allow any slow movement
that might want to occur. The client begins to move extremely slowly across the workspace
around to the back of the mat representing her mother (see Figure 9). At the same time, in
representing the client’s mother, the facilitator connects with the energy in her body and feels the
client moving slowly in the workspace. The mother feels comfortable observing the client (her
daughter) moving closer to her. The mother remains in the position where she started as the
client moves behind her right shoulder. As the mother’s representative, it feels familiar to have
the client’s attention directed at me. It feels familiar to have my child close to me, supporting me
and willing to share or carry my emotional burdens. The client is told about these feelings of her
mother.
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Mother

Client

Figure 9. Client and mother systemic constellation (position 2)

Discussion of Figure 9: After the movements of the constellation come to a natural completion,
the facilitator steps off the mat representing the client’s mother, shakes off the energy of that
representation and returns solely to the role of facilitator. The facilitator and client observe the
positioning of the systemic constellation together.
Client’s response: “She’s not facing me. I’m left out.” The client feels her inner sense of
abandonment rise.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to describe how old she feels.
Client’s response: “I feel 25 years old.” She suddenly adds: “I was 25 when I left my
homeland.” “There is conflict – a war – between Mom and I.”
Discussion of Figure 9: After gaining a snapshot of the client’s energetic relationship with her
mother and remembering the earlier 3-Person Systemic Constellation (Figure 6) where the
mother was very close to the client and looking at her, the entanglement of the mother and child
can be understood. There is a strong sense of energetic role confusion – who is the parent and
who is the child? The flow of love in the relationship seems to be unconsciously reversed.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The entanglement between mother and daughter is unhealthy, with
the daughter energetically held in her mother’s energy boundary. The mother is not emotionally
present to her daughter. The daughter is looking toward her mother, attentive to the needs of her
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mother, and seeking the attention of her mother. The daughter is unable to get her mother’s
attention. The daughter is living in agency with her mother, unconsciously attempting to care for
the emotional needs of her mother with little regard for her own needs, and as a young mother
herself, she struggles. This unhealthy energetic entanglement has been present since the client
was in the womb.
The client is drawn to share some thoughts that spring to mind during the constellation.
Her comments were added to the family genosociogram as previously described.
Client’s response: “My mother’s maternal grandparents died on the same day. It is the great
love story of our family. Grandmother was sick in hospital and she knew she was going to die.
Mom was there visiting her. Grandfather wanted to go to the hospital, but he was still at home.
Just before grandmother died in the hospital, grandfather suddenly said without any notice,
“She’s coming for me”, and with that he died. I wasn’t born yet when all this happened.” (Added
to genosociogram)
Client continues with comments that arise: “Mom’s paternal grandmother died 15 days after I
arrived in Canada. She had lived a long time by herself. My great grandfather (Mom’s father’s
father) had been electrocuted when he was 50 years old. He died when my mother was 13 days
old. My mother’s grandparents both had good marriages. My mother’s parents did not. My
mother’s father went into the military because he wanted to leave his partner and children
behind. It is often the poor that voluntarily go into the military in my country. They were not
poor.” (Added to genosociogram)
Facilitator’s inner journey: Did mother get pregnant out-of-wedlock forcing the marriage?
Why didn't mother have more children? Did pregnancy force mother to sacrifice career
aspirations? What was evident was that mother didn’t feel emotionally strong enough at the time
of the client’s birth to be an emotionally healthy mother. When the mother is emotionally
unavailable, the child sacrifices herself to take care of her mother’s emotional needs – an
autonomic survival mechanism to escape annihilation. This occurs while the child is in the
womb, at birth when mother isn’t emotionally present, and in early childhood when mother puts
her in daycare. The child learns to give to mother rather than to take from mother. The natural
flow of love in the family system is reversed. This becomes a template for the client’s
relationships in life. The client is the giver.
Facilitator’s action: In the systemic constellation, the client is asked to move back to where she
started about 10 feet away from her mother. A body focused systemic constellation as ritual is set
up to find out if the client has the capacity to step out of living in agency with her mother, which
is currently energy deadening for the client.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The systemic constellation will reveal whether the client is
emotionally willing and ready to leave the transgenerational emotional burden she has
unconsciously been carrying all her life back with her mother and the ancestors, stepping out of
the unhealthy entanglement. The systemic constellation will also reveal whether the family
system is willing to release the client from the role she serves – this entanglement – to let her go.
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Figure 10. Client and mother systemic constellation (position 3)
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to light a candle for her mother and to place the candle
on the mat representing her mother (represented by the yellow dot in Figure 10).
Facilitator’s inner journey: Candle lighting is a way of bringing the relationship with mother
out of the darkness and into the light for examination. It connects the client to the inner light
within her mother.
Facilitator’s action: The client is intentionally asked to use the matches on the table to light the
candle rather than making a lighter available, bringing the client more deeply into her body
through a felt sense of ritual. The candle is placed into a small clear glass bowl to keep the
melted wax from spilling onto the felt mat. After the candle is placed on the mother’s mat, the
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client is asked to return to her own mat and to use a ball of wool to place a boundary around
herself. This step helps to re-enforce the inner body movements of the boundary activity
completed a short time ago (this approach is used for online PPCI client sessions when the 2person boundary activity is not available). The client is asked to get in touch with her healthy
energy boundary, the island surrounded by the sand beach. The client is reminded about the
desire for a porous boundary to let in those she loves and to keep out those who do not serve her
highest good. She is reminded that a healthy boundary forms when she takes care of her own
needs first.
Note to reader: Whenever the client is asked to speak to another representative in a
systemic constellation, using language of ritual and language of the unconscious mind or
body, she is asked to use her mother tongue. Much of the early life trauma is embodied or
understood internally through the mother tongue. The development of relationship with
her mother was in her mother tongue. It is important to remember that early life trauma,
which may be pre-conception, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal, is preverbal – meaning
there is no language to describe it. The trauma is felt, held, or imprinted in the cells of the
body unconsciously and often in fragments.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to get in touch with the energy of her mother. The client
is asked to say to her mother (in her mother tongue or language), “Dear Mom, I have suffered.”
Making this statement brings up emotion for the client. The client is asked to breathe in the
emotion of this statement. After the client has a moment to let it settle and integrate into her
body, the client is asked to say, “I am over here Mom … I see you over there.” This is repeated
several times to help the client connect with her healthy boundary and to set up a healthy
energetic distance from her mother. The client is asked to say, “Dear Mom, the distance between
us can be the love between us.” The client is asked to breathe in this statement. The client is
asked to say to her mother, “I am the small one … I see now, you are the big one.” The client is
asked to breathe in this statement.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The nervousness, anxiety, and discomfort of the client is felt.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked if she resonates with this last statement.
Client’s response: “I am not able to feel this in my body. I feel like the big one, not the small
one.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client deeply feels within herself that it is her job to take care
of her mother. There are many steps to be done with the client in the systemic constellation to
shift this deep feeling and inner image she carries unconsciously within her embodied mind. The
client needs to feel her mother supported from behind by others in the family system to relieve
her from feeling responsible for her mother’s fate.
Facilitator’s action: The decision is made to add support behind the client’s mother, to assist the
client in feeling her mother supported by others. The client is asked to select felt mats
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representing her maternal grandmother, maternal grandfather, and her four maternal greatgrandparents on her mother’s side of the family. The client is asked to take her time to place
these ancestors, addressing each one with the name she called them as their grandchild (if they
were alive to her), placing each one into the systemic constellation.
Facilitator’s inner journey: These ancestors are all added to the systemic constellation since
they seem quite energetically and emotionally relevant to the client, her issues, her deep inner
fears, and her intentions for the session.
Discussion of Figure 11: The client takes her time selecting certain mat colours for each
representative. This contemplation connections the client to her ancestors and to her deep
embodied feelings and emotions – especially those from childhood. After her family members
are set up in the systemic constellation, the client is asked to return to her mat facing her mother.
Once the client is back standing on her own mat, she is asked to reconnect with her healthy
porous energy boundary – to envision and really feel the island around her. She is asked to take a
couple of deep breaths and to feel into her body.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked if she has any back problems and she responds with
“No.” Two heavy books are placed in her arms and she is told they represent the emotional
burden she has been attempting to carry unconsciously for her mother since her time in the
womb. It is suggested that she hold them close to her body so that she doesn’t put strain on her
back. The client will be holding these books for a length of time and they will get heavier with
time, representing the heaviness of the emotional burden she carries for others and how the
emotional weight of it gets heavier with every year she carries it. She has been carrying this
emotional burden for 30+ years already. Her conscious mind needs to wake up and feel the
weight that her embodied mind has carried for decades.
Facilitator’s action: The client is again asked to take a few deep breaths and to feel into her
body. After a few moments, the client is asked to say to her mother, “Dear Mom, I am the small
one … I see now, you are the big one.” The client is asked whether she can now resonate with
this statement.
Client’s response: “It is now better with my grandmother and grandfather behind my mother in
support.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to connect with her porous energy boundary. The client
is asked to slowly repeat the following statements a few times, “I am over here Mom … I see
you over there.” “The distance between us can be the love between us.” “I am the small one … I
see now you are the big one.” “Dear Mom, I now feel the support you have behind you.” “I am
the child … you are the parent.” The client is asked to breathe in these statements and asked to
repeat them in various ways and arrangements a few times, pausing between each of them.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The repetition of these simple yet powerful and impactful
statements begins to connect the client’s heart and spirit with her unconscious emotional
embodied mind, initiating the set-up of new neuronal pathways in her brain. The use of slow
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deep breath work is to connect the client with her calming parasympathetic nervous system to
slow things down to a speed that allows the inner world of the client to transform - to make space
in the client’s body for something new to emerge – a new inner image, a different perspective or
fresh insight. There is potential for letting go of the old and bringing in the new.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client continues to carry the heavy emotional burdens of her
mother (represented by the two heavy books). The client begins to feel the weight of the
emotional burden she carries for her mother. Her conscious mind begins to understand what has
been unconsciously carried for so many years.
Facilitator’s action: While the client observes, a boundary is now set up around the client’s
mother with wool, so the client can gain an even stronger feeling of her own healthy energy
boundary separate from the energy boundary of her mother.
Slowly, and at intervals, the client is asked to repeat the following statements a few times, “I am
over here Mom … I see you over there.” “It is good to see you with a healthy boundary.” “The
distance between us can be the love between us.” “I am the small one … I see you are the big
one.” “Dear Mom, I now feel the support behind you.” “I am the child … you are the parent.”
The client is asked to breathe in these statements and asked to repeat them in various
arrangements a few times.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The embodied unconscious mind, heart, and spirit of the client are
being taught her rightful place in the family system. Simple language repetition in her mother
tongue, breath work, and connection to the feelings in her body are most effective for teaching
the embodied mind something new.
Facilitator’s comment to the client: It is mentioned to the client that it is also very important
for her to establish a healthy porous boundary between herself and her two daughters … to stop
the transgenerational trauma patterns travelling downward … to correct the flow of love and
pattern of giving in the family system so that it is downward from parent to child and not
reversed … to stop the pattern of mothers seeking emotional support and healing from their
children. This statement lands with the client in a significant way and the client lets go of any
final resistance and opens to change.
Facilitator’s action: Upon request, the client continues to repeat, “I am over here Mom … I see
you over there. The distance between us is the love between us.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s unconscious embodied mind begins to embrace these
statements and a new inner image begins to form. These statements are repeated slowly several
more times allowing the client time to deeply breathe in space for these new inner images with
each repetition. These statements are a catalyst for change…they plant the seed for change to
occur. The facilitator is continually attuned to the client’s body and emotional state. It now feels
like the right moment to have the client begin to move toward her mother. It is vital that the
client moves toward her mother and not the other way around. It is the client that set up the
emotional distance from her mother not the other way around. This action requires the client to
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move slowly one step at a time. The client is to step out of her visual wool energy boundary if
possible, and off her own mat, yet continuing to envision the healthy boundary around herself.
Because the client’s mother wasn’t present physically or emotionally for her at birth (medicated
for C-Section), creating an unconscious and unhealthy independence in the child for survival, for
example: “I will do it on my own. I don’t need anyone”, the child needs to find her way back to
her mother energetically in a healthy way – this is her systemic healing work to do. The client
holds her inner image of her mother as half of herself and to love oneself one needs to have
compassion for mother. For emotional maturity to develop, the client needs to stop putting
energetic distance between herself and her mother and replace it with a healthy flow of love.
Because the client is an adult, any expectations of the parent need to end. There can be no more
blame or judgment directed at the parent. There can be no further expectation that the parent will
change. The parent has done the best she can with the emotional resources she had passed down
through her family system. The parent’s work was done in giving the child life. The client needs
to find her way towards gratitude for life itself.
Facilitator’s action: The client is instructed to take one step toward her mother (see Figure 12).
She is asked to take a deep breath and to feel into her body. She is asked to reconnect with her
own healthy porous energy boundary and feel it separate from her mother’s energy boundary.
“Dear Mom, I’m over here … I see you over there.” This is a very slow process, and nothing is
rushed. The client’s deep inner self requires slow movements for transformation to occur. The
same simple statements are repeated as needed.
Facilitator’s action: The client is instructed to take one more step toward her mother. She is
asked to take a deep breath and to feel into her body. She is asked to reconnect with her own
healthy porous energy boundary and feel it separate from her mother’s. “Dear Mom, I’m over
here … I see you over there.” “It feels good to see you supported.” Once again, this is a very
slow process, and nothing is rushed. The client’s deep inner self requires slow movements for
transformation to occur, to initiate a new emotional pattern, and initiate a new neuronal pathway
in the brain. A change is observed in the client with this step forward. As the client draws nearer
to her mother, she is asked what she is feeling in her body.
Client’s response: She says, “I feel a churning in my stomach – almost nausea.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: There is a felt sense of the anxiety of the client and there is a felt
sense of her emotional overwhelm. This nausea might be understood as feeling she is
unconsciously betraying her mother in some way if she releases herself from carrying this
lifelong burden. The nausea might also indicate that the client is struggling to hold down the
emotional nourishment transferring to her from her mother – a new sensation in her body.
Discussion of Figure 12: The arrows in front of the representative for the client represent the
slow movement forward towards her mother.
Facilitator’s action: With the client feeling nauseated, the systemic constellation is slowed
down even more. The systemic constellation is expanded once again, bringing in the maternal
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family line, a strong line of women in support behind mother and grandmother (see Figure 12).
The long line of women, including mother, are encircled with a different coloured piece of wool
than mother’s energy boundary. This shows the client the support that mother has behind her,
and the unconscious embodied mind begins to recognize the support behind herself as well.
Facilitator’s comment to the client: This long line of women behind mother represents all the
strong women in your family system who did the best they could for their families. These strong
women did the best they could given the circumstances and challenges they were faced with in
their lives. These strong women did the best they could with the emotional resources that were
passed down to them by their family systems. Each grandmother did the best she could, just as
your mother did the best that she could do, and you are doing the best that you can do. It is
pointed out to the client that she is also supported by this long line of strong women.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is key that the client feels into her rightful place in the family
system as the child of the system. The child receives… the child does not give to those who
came before in the family system.
Client’s response: When the client sees the long line of women set up in the systemic
constellation behind her mother, maternal grandmother, and maternal great grandmother, she
inhales deeply, and she remembers the big family love story of her great-grandparents dying on
the same day. The client is emotional, and she comments, “I am now able to be the small one
with all my grandmothers present.”
Client’s comments: “The masculine and feminine in my family is unbalanced. Mom didn’t raise
me like a girl – I was not feminine. As the first child, Mom was supposed to be a boy – her
gender was not wanted. She felt not wanted.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s words bring the family gender bias into the light for
examination and processing… the family system that favours boys and makes girls feel like
nothing, less than, unwanted. Through her comments, it is realized that the client is developing
compassion for the emotional journey of her mother. This is a very important step prior to
releasing the emotional burdens she has been carrying for her mother and others.
Facilitator’s comments: As facilitator, it is explained to the client how important it is for each
of us to have our own energy boundary. The difference between a person’s energy boundary and
the circle of energy of the long line of women or men of the family is explained. At the same
time, it is described how important it is for girls to be placed firmly in the circle of energy of
their mother and the long line of strong women behind mother by the time the girl is reaching
puberty, and how often this doesn’t occur. It is explained that this is true for her own young
daughters as well and she has time to accomplish this important task. It is explained that the
same is true for boys, and how important it is that they connect with their father and the strong
male line by about the age of puberty. It is important for the client to go away with the
understanding that while she has daughters, and we are looking at the maternal family line, the
same energetic relationship is important for boys and men, including the experiences and
emotional journey of her marital partner, her father, and all the men in her ancestral lines, who
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may or may not have experienced this connection with, or support from, their own fathers and
the strong male line.
Facilitator’s inner journey: What the client does not readily integrate during the session the
unconscious mind of the client, held within the cells of her body, will piece together after the
session.
Note to reader: All of this information helps the client develop compassion for those who
came before her. The systemic constellation is transgenerational, phenomenological, and
transformational. It is a visual and visceral mapping or presentation of the client’s energy
dynamics in life. The systemic constellation connects the client to her ancestral family
system, giving her a sense of belonging to the bigger picture, definitely unconsciously if not
always consciously at first. Any systemic healing experienced by the client, as a parent,
energetically impacts the lives of her children and future descendants, and this is amplified
if the client takes action to alter her own inner images, belief systems, or behaviours.
Facilitator’s action: The systemic constellation ritual continued with the client still carrying the
heavy emotional burden belonging to her mother (the books). The reality sinks into her body that
she has been carrying this heavy burden unconsciously since conception. This burden includes
several deep inner fears carried for the greater family system. The client is told she has been
carrying the inner feelings: “I am not wanted. I am alone. I am forgotten. I am hopeless. I am to
blame. I am a failure. I am nothing. They are everything.” She is asked whether she wants to
release herself from carrying this burden.
Client’s response: “Yes - definitely.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to advance one more step toward her mother and to
breathe in deeply.
Facilitator’s comments to the client: It is explained that the burden cannot be passed back to
mother or the other women in the family line, unless the client can feel each of them strong
enough to carry their own burdens and their own fate in life. The burden needs to be passed back
with respect and compassion for the emotional journey of mother and each of her ancestors.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It suddenly feels important to complete the deep emotional
interrupted reaching out movement or bonding between mother and baby that occurred during
the C-section birth process when mother was medicated for the client’s birth. Mother was not
present physically, emotionally, or spiritually when the client was born or immediately after her
birth, and as a result, the client was not welcomed into the world in a healthy way.
Facilitator’s action: As facilitator, the client is asked to feel into her body, checking to see if
she still feels like the small one.
Client’s response: “Once again I feel too big.”
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Figure 13. Scarf activity: Complete reaching out movement with mother (position 6)
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Facilitator’s inner journey: As suspected, old energetic and emotional response strategies,
habits, and patterns held in the body are difficult to shift, and more steps need to be taken before
the client can pass the emotional burdens she carries back to her mother with deep compassion
and respect for her mother’s early emotional journey.
Discussion of Figure 13: While the client remains on the spot where she is standing, a few steps
ahead of her own mat and about 1 metre (3 feet) from her mother’s mat, she is instructed to set
the heavy books down for a moment, and the facilitator steps onto the marker representing the
mother’s energy. About 10 minutes of valuable time is spent engaged in completing the reaching
out movement between mother and daughter right in the middle of the systemic constellation. It
is the opportunity for the client to feel in her body the completion of the reaching out movement
of the mother and baby that was not completed at her birth. It is time to unblock the flow of love
in this family system, teaching the client’s embodied mind to take love from her mother rather
than always unconsciously giving to her mother … by carrying mother’s emotional burdens.
Facilitator’s action: Two long wool scarves about 1 ½ metres long are twisted together and
brought into the systemic constellation. The client is handed one end of the scarves and the
facilitator holds the other end with both hands for stability. The client is instructed to keep the
scarves taut, creating a firm line between mother and child. This can be envisioned as an
energetic umbilical cord between the mother and baby. The client is instructed to put a constant
pulling movement on the scarves without letting up. It is a hand over hand movement pulling on
the scarves to simulate the action of taking and receiving from her mother. The facilitator stands
firmly on the mother’s marker at the other end of the scarves to keep from being pulled forward.
Note to reader: Sometimes the client can yearn for the nourishment of their mother so
much that they get aggressive pulling on the scarves. This hand over hand pulling motion
needs to be slowed down, steady, and methodical so the embodied mind and soul can take
in the movement.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is time to create a healthy connection between the client, who is
the small one, and her mother, who is the big one in the family system. This pulling action
empowers the client, providing autonomy and helping her take responsibility for her own
wellbeing. It teaches her to take action when something is amiss in her life. The action of pulling
on the scarf is an action of strength for the client, resourcing her to be strong energetically, and it
simulates the daughter taking or receiving from her mother, rather than unconsciously giving out
of blind love and loyalty.
Facilitator’s comments: The client is instructed to focus on looking into the facilitator’s eyes
(representing the eyes of her mother). At the same time, the facilitator simulates all that the baby
wants to experience when she is birthed into the world and all that she wants to hear and feel. A
description is given to the client of the baby’s emotional needs at birth, the desire to feel warmth
from mother as she lies on her mother’s chest, the desire for body contact with mother, the desire
for soothing words spoken by mother, the desire for eye contact with mother, and the desire to
move toward mother’s breast for nourishment.
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Client’s response: The client’s eyes well up with tears during the experience.
Facilitator’s inner journey: This indicates the activity is reaching the client’s embodied mind
and soul. It also indicates that this movement was important in helping the client move forward.
Facilitator’s action: The birth narrative is continued.
Client’s response: The client experiences the sense of being welcomed into the world for the
first time – that this new world outside the womb is a safe place to be. The baby hears that she is
wanted and loved. The baby sees mother’s joy in giving birth to a daughter. The baby feels that
she is not alone in the world – she is loved and supported.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to be present to her mother’s energy … to be open to
receive and breathe in her full life force energy from her mother, which is her birthright.
Facilitator’s inner journey: While representing the client’s mother there is a deep feeling of
emotional relief and a sense that this feels right, it is long overdue, and there is healing for the
client’s mother too.
Facilitator’s actions: Throughout the activity the client continues to pull on the scarf and she is
reminded to continue doing so if she happens to stop. The client creates a new inner image of her
birth experience. As the reaching out movement nears completion, the client mentions that the
activity has given her “a burpee feeling” (her words). That indicates that things are getting stirred
up inside and that is good. It indicates the nausea may be dissipating.
Facilitator’s comment: “It seems that it might be the burpee, gassy feeling of the baby after she
takes in nourishment from her mother.”
Client’s response: The client’s face lights up in acknowledgement. After a moment, the client
automatically inhales deeply.
Facilitator’s inner journey: There is a deep sense of settling in the energy of the client. It feels
like the moment is right and the reaching out movement between mother and child is complete.
Facilitator’s action: The facilitator steps off the mat representing the client’s mother. The scarf
activity ends, and the scarves are set aside. The systemic constellation continues with the client
in a new state of being. The client is standing facing her mother, about 1 metre (3 feet) apart, and
the ancestral lines are supporting mother. The client is instructed to once again pick up the two
heavy books – the emotional burden she carries for her mother. The client is asked to once again
reconnect with her healthy porous energy boundary. The systemic constellation ritual with her
mother continues. The client is asked to say to her mother (all verbal language by the client
continues in her mother tongue to connect with the language that was stored very early in her
body, including the preverbal language as symbols, pictures, sound, taste, touch, and metaphor,
while she was in the womb and for months after birth), “Mom, I am over here. … I see you over
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there. The distance between us can be the love between us.” These sentences are repeated slowly
several more times.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The embodied mind of the client is thoroughly engaged in the
systemic constellation with her mother.
Facilitator’s action: The client is instructed to take one more step toward her mother. She is
asked to take a deep breath and to feel into her body. She is asked to make sure she is connected
with her own healthy porous energy boundary and to feel it separate from her mother’s energy
boundary, yet, still connected through the long line of strong grandmothers. She is asked to say,
“Dear Mom, I’m over here … I see you over there.” This is a very slow process. Nothing is
rushed. The deep inner spirit and embodied mind of the client requires slow movements for
transformation to occur. As the client looks to her mother’s family system laid out in front of her,
the client is asked if she feels like the small one.
Client’s response: “I feel like the small one now.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: There is a calming felt within and a felt sense that the timing is
right to move forward.
Facilitator’s action: When the client appears ready, she is asked to take the final step toward her
mother, leaving her standing just outside her mother’s energy boundary and the greater circle of
energy of the long line of women in her family system. She is asked to take a deep breath and to
feel deeply into her body. She is asked to reconnect with her own healthy porous energy
boundary. Even though mother and daughter are standing very close together, the client is asked
to feel her own energy boundary separate from her mother’s and to say, “Dear Mom, I’m over
here … I see you over there.” “The distance between us can be the love between us.” This is a
very slow process. Once again nothing is rushed. The deep inner spirit of the client slowly
integrates the whole transformational experience.
Facilitator’s comments: It is mentioned to the client that she has reached the tricky part about
letting go of blind love and loyalty or severing an entanglement with her mother, or anyone else
in the family system, or passing an emotional burden back to the rightful owner, the one it
belongs to in the family system. She is reminded that energetic emotional burdens need to be
passed back with compassion for the journey of other family members and ancestors. The client
is reminded that burdens need to be passed back with respect for the journey of others, without
blame or judgment. It is explained that we each stand stronger when we carry our own burdens in
life, regardless of how difficult those burdens might be. The client was provided with the
example that someone with a physical challenge or handicap is stronger when they carry their
own fate, regardless of how difficult that might be. It is explained that we are energetically and
emotionally weaker when we attempt to carry or share the emotional burdens of others, and they
are energetically weaker too.
Client’s response: “I’m ready to leave the burden I carry back with my mother.”
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Figure 14. Leaving the emotional burden back with mother (position 7)
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Facilitator’s action: With the client standing just in front of her mother’s energy boundary, she
is asked to kneel down and set the two heavy books she has been carrying this whole time during
the systemic constellation within the energy boundary of her mother. The client is asked to say,
“Dear Mom, whatever it all is, I leave it back with you.”

Photograph 2: Leaving the emotional burden back with mother
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Discussion of Figure 14 and Photograph 2: The client has released the emotional burden she
carried for her mother (represented by the black books). After setting the books down and
releasing herself from this heavy emotional burden that she has been carrying for decades, the
client stands up and immediately stretches and takes a deep breath, mentioning how light she
feels. The client’s embodied mind, heart, and spirit are integrating the liminal experience of the
body focused systemic constellation as ritual, moving from the unconscious level to the
conscious level and out into the material world. The client fully recognizes the weight of the
burden that she has been unconsciously carrying, to really feel that weight, then feeling herself
released from the burden of that weight. In Photograph 2, the small circle of wool around the
client’s mother is the mother’s energy boundary and the larger oval of wool is the circle of
energy of the strong line of women in the family system.
Facilitator’s actions: The client is asked to take a step back from her mother. She is asked to
adjust the circle of energy surrounding the long line of women in her family system to make
space in front of her mother for herself. She stands outside her mother’s energy boundary and at
the same time within the circle of the energy of the long line of strong women with her mother,
grandmother and great-grandmothers. She is asked to turn around and face her future … with the
long line of women in her maternal line behind her in support over her left shoulder, with that
support including her mother … the left side of the body which embodies feminine energy …
allowing her to integrate her feminine and masculine energies in harmony … connecting
energetically in a strong way to her mother, maternal grandmother and all the maternal great
grandmothers. As she continues to look to her future, with her family system behind her in
support, the client is asked to throw her arms outward and upward in a jubilant way.
The client is asked to repeat the following lines in her mother tongue, breathing in each one
deeply (there is a pause between each statement): “I am magnificent.” “I am a beautiful and
talented young woman ready to fulfil all my life potential.” “I am ready to live my own fate free
of the burdens that have weighed me down.” “I have a healthy energy boundary.” “I am a mother
supported by the strong women behind me.” “I am lovable.” “I am wanted.” “I am in a healthy
relationship with my mother.” “I belong to my family system.” “I have found my place.” “I
embrace myself with self-care, self-love, and self-parenting.” “I accept my birthright, my life
force energy from my mother, just as it is offered.” The client is asked to breathe in her life force
energy deeply, allowing it to enter her body from mother to child. The client is asked to repeat:
“I take love from my mother as it is offered.” “I say YES to life as it was offered.”
The client is instructed to glance back briefly over her left shoulder to really feel the long line of
women behind her in support. She is asked to connect with her ancestors and ask them to bless
her. She is asked to slowly repeat the following phrases: “Please bless me as I live my own fate,
to be different, to be more, to be less.”
Client’s response: The client continues to breathe in this new inner image. She questions the
aspect of being less.
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Facilitator’s comment: The client is told that this indicates to her unconscious embodied mind
that she will no longer live her life through blind love and loyalty to others, that she will embrace
her own fate whatever that is meant to be without feeling the pull of expectation from others.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Releasing heavy energies is important and this ending to the body
focused systemic constellation as ritual is so valuable. The transformation occurs with releasing
the old energetic entanglements and bringing in the new healthy connection to her mother and
ancestors. The energetic space that was taken up by the emotional burdens of mother needs to be
filled with new sensations, feelings, and emotions that are often taken for granted and often not
expressed. The body needs to make an adjustment from carrying transgenerational heavy
energies to the emotional pattern of embracing joy, awe, and delight in life. It is vital that the
client take the time to really breathe in and embody feelings of joy. The imagination is needed to
envision a new future.
Facilitator’s action: After the client takes a few more deep breaths, she is asked if this feels like
a good place to leave the systemic constellation.
Client’s response: “Yes.”
Facilitator’s action: The constellation is left at this point. The client steps out of the
constellation and moves to sit down on the sofa.
PPCI Session Review
Moments of Highest Emotion (tears)/Emotional Charge during the Session: It is important
to be in touch with the moments when the client is triggered emotionally. These emotions may
show up as tears, watering eyes, change in facial expression, a shift in body language, a holding
pattern in the body may be triggered, or a deep inhale may occur. The client may also verbally
mention what is happening for her emotionally. For client CF001, emotion arose in resonance
with the realization of her deep inner fear – I am nothing. Emotion arose as the facilitator moved
closer to the client during the boundary activity and she felt inundation and when the facilitator
moved away from the client and she felt abandonment. The client was also triggered emotionally
when she was talking about her daughter(s) having the same patterns. She was quite emotional
when she was talking about her mother not standing up for her or having her back when she was
about eight years old. She was emotional at various points during the final evolving systemic
constellation, feeling into her body, such as when she said she felt nauseated when standing
immediately in front of her mother contemplating releasing herself from carrying her mother’s
emotional burdens. The client felt emotional during the completion of the reaching out
movement with mother. A noticeable change in demeanor had occurred between the time the
client stepped into the PPCI workspace until the completion of the systemic constellation as
ritual.
Client Body Focused Awareness: The client became aware of her patterns of abandonment and
inundation in relationships during the boundary activity. The body holding patterns that surfaced
during the session included nail biting, nail picking, playing with her hands and fingers
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(significant since the client was a healer/helper working with her hands for a time as a trained
physiotherapist in her homeland before she immigrated to Canada), tightness felt in her chest as
pressure, trouble breathing deeply, boundary issues around not feeling worthy of taking up space,
her throat felt blocked (what needs to be said and to whom?), excessive sweating, and abdominal
churning and nausea. The client became aware of how these body holding patterns transmitted
down her family lines through the genosociogram and the systemic constellations. “When I talk
to my family, I sweat a lot. I’m not myself. I feel not in my body. I’ve been biting my nails since
I was about 8 or 9 years old. My worst nail biting occurs when I am anxious, like when I have to
write a test or when I’m watching a scary movie. I think sweating a lot replaces the nail biting in
some way, so I don’t get judged as much. My father and his side of my family bite their nails.”
Session activities to enable the client to move forward:
1. Inner fear activity. This activity was a step for the client to first, identify her inner fears, and
second, begin the process of freeing herself from the control the inner fears hold over all her
life experiences when they are not identified. It was important for the client to understand her
inner fears through the big picture of the greater family system so their impact could be
minimized.
2. Genosociogram. The genosociogram enabled the client to connect to her parents and
ancestors. It helped her see the big picture, crucial for stepping out of the child-centric
narrow viewpoint of childhood. It was beneficial for learning to see the patterns of
transgenerational trauma coming down the family lines and discovering where inner fears
originated. It started the process of developing compassion for the journeys of mother, father,
and all the grandparents and great-grandparents.
3. Boundary activity. The boundary activity helped the client understand her feelings of
abandonment and the emotional holding patterns of her body. It helped her understand that
she did not feel worthy of taking up space. It helped her understand how she might selfsoothe and relax when she takes space for herself. It helped her understand how to shift from
being a chronic giver to someone who deserves to take and receive equally. It helped her
understand how loneliness arises, abandonment, and feeling not loved when others move
away – this activity was all about the birth and early childhood relationship developed with
mother. It helped her to sit with energetic discomfort and breathe through it, self-soothing to
lessen overwhelming feelings when they arise. It was essential for the client to embrace a
porous boundary in daily life, to develop healthy energy boundaries between herself and
others, including her parents, intimate partner, and daughters. The client fulfilled the role of
mother’s confidante much of her life and she needed to begin to develop a healthy
relationship with her mother as the child, consciously stepping out of the role of mother’s
confidante or mother’s friend rather than setting up these boundaries unconsciously through
emigration. These actions will allow the client to mature emotionally and fully individuate as
an adult.
4. Systemic Constellations. The first 3-Person Systemic Constellation helped the client feel
and understand her energetic relationship with her mother and father. It helped with
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understanding the unconscious embodiment of early emotional experiences. The second
evolving body focused systemic constellation as ritual with her mother created
transformative liminal space, a catalyst for the client to get in touch with her emotional body,
a catalyst for seeing the big picture, a catalyst for the client to create a healthy energy
boundary, a catalyst for the client to initiate her own strong individuation process to feel a
sense of self and wholeness separate from others, a catalyst for completing the reaching out
movement with mother, a catalyst for learning the importance of breathwork, a catalyst for
developing compassion for her mother and other family members, a catalyst for connecting
with the long lines of ancestors, and much more. Experiencing the systemic constellation
with the family system laid out before her allowed the client to feel part of a much greater
whole. Her issues were no longer isolated or personal. It was vital for the client to connect to
the long line of women in her family system to feel their strength flow through her body and
to feel supported from behind. Through authentic compassion for her mother, the client was
able to release the emotional burdens she carried and begin a healthy energetic relationship
with her mother. The systemic constellation enabled the client to release the emotional
burden she has attempted to carry for her mother since she was in the womb – I am nothing, I
am unworthy, I am not wanted. She was able to step out of living in agency with her mother
and to stop taking care of mother’s emotional needs before her own. She was able to step into
her own life and her own fate in a healthy way. The systemic constellation offered an
opportunity for the client to agree to life as it was offered to her.
This completes the narrative report developed from the transcription of the two-and-ahalf-hour introductory PPCI client session report of CF001, highlighting the transformative
process for the client and the role and inner journey of me as the facilitator. It provides a rich
descriptive example of guiding the transformation and systemic healing of the transgenerational
trauma and epigenetic inheritance the client carried for her family system. As demonstrated in
the report, the PPCI client session satisfies a number of key aspects for healing trauma as
outlined by Siegel (2012) and van der Kolk (2014) in the literature review. The PPCI client
session teaches the client to embrace mindful awareness as described by Siegel (2012),
remaining in the “present-moment experience, with intention and purpose” (Siegel, 2012, p. A151), while letting go of judgement. The client is encouraged to take an open stance toward self
and others, with “emotional equanimity, and the ability to describe the inner world of the mind”
(p. A1-51).
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It is important to revisit a key statement made by van der Kolk (2015), that by,
…allowing yourself to observe your inner processes activates brain pathways that
connect the rational and the emotional parts of the brain, and this is the only known
pathway through which a person can consciously rearrange the perceptual system of the
brain. (van der Kolk, 2015, p. xvii)
The client is given the opportunity to learn that the trauma belongs in the past and to learn by
example to live in the present, mindful of what they are feeling in their body in the moment. This
is a shift away from constantly dwelling on the past or worrying about the future. The client
session addresses the body and brain mechanisms that are impacted by trauma and transmitted as
transgenerational trauma. The client session is a catalyst for a new inner image or imprint to be
laid down in the cells of the body and for the brain to be rewired. The client is taught to “hover
calmly and objectively over [their] thoughts, feelings, and emotions”, which allowed the
“executive brain to inhibit, organize, and modulate the hardwired automatic reactions
preprogrammed into the emotional brain” (van der Kolk, 2015, p. 62). Van der Kolk stated that
this process is “crucial for preserving our relationships with our fellow human beings”, a key
focus of the PPCI client session.
It seems to me that the facilitator and the client meet in liminal space, shifting between
different levels of consciousness, where it seems the unconscious embodied mind of the
facilitator connects with the unconscious embodied mind of the client under the protective
support of the greater collective field which seeks overall balance and wholeness. It is important
to contemplate how one feels the ancestors energetically participated in the session. During the
introductory PPCI client session no issue is looked at in isolation. This follows the premise that
life issues and concerns do not develop in isolation. The challenges one experiences in life
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develop in relationship. Deep embodied resolution is found for relationship challenges when one
steps into the energy of the big picture. There is no going back to old ways of being.
Research Source 2 reflection. Each client arrived at PPCI wanting to change one or more
aspects about their life. Within each client file subcase, the client stepped across the threshold
from their own daily life into the client workspace of the practitioner and into what was certainly
transgenerational and potentially a transformative liminal space for the client and their family
system. Each client arrived in one state of being and was required to willingly step into the
unknown, hoping that upon leaving the client session two-and-a-half-hours later they would
somehow be in a different state of being or have initiated a different state of being for moving
forward. The intention was for the client to leave the PPCI transformative workspace with fresh
insight, a different perspective, and/or a shifted worldview, somehow emotionally changed or
carrying a different inner image of their parents, family system, or their place in the world. The
clients evolved through openness and willingness to take responsibility for their own wellbeing,
having already made that first vital decision to step forward into the unknown.
The 17 archived client files revealed ancestral family systems filled with transgenerational
trauma, generally stored within the body of the client unrecognized, unacknowledged, and
unprocessed emotionally. The interconnections between familial and ancestral trauma of the past
and issues being lived in the present by the descendant were not being made. A significant role
of the facilitator was bearing witness with equanimity and assisting the client in making these
important links where needed. The consequences of carrying patterns of transgenerational trauma
were not recognized, understood, or appreciated. Throughout the PPCI client session it was
essential to illuminate the ways in which the unresolved transgenerational trauma might be
holding the client back in life. Within the introductory PPCI client session, the facilitator took a
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practical approach, bringing what is abstract or not always visible down to earth for the client.
The client was firmly placed within the big picture of the ancestral field and within their familial
history. Ways were sought to integrate feelings, emotions, perceptions, and inner images;
abstract concepts and ideas; inspirational insight; tacit and pathic knowledge; unconscious
wisdom of the body; and mysterious, phenomenological, and experiential events into reality,
grounding them in material form.
Reaching out for help. Through working with clients for a number of years, it was
observed that the client frequently booked a PPCI client session with an intention or concern in
mind, and more often than not, by the time the client walked through the door of the PPCI
workspace or connected online their intention had shifted and/or evolved significantly. It seemed
as if the PPCI session began before the in-person or Skype session appointment time arrived. It
appeared that the action of setting up a PPCI session set an energetic field in motion that
included the client, the practitioner, and both their ancestral fields which are held within the
greater collective energy field, triggering everyone involved in different embodied emotional
ways. The client often came to a session wanting to share stories about strange or unusual shifts
and changes that had occurred in their body and/or their family relationships during the previous
few days or weeks, or the significant shifts happening in the world around them just prior to the
session. They may be somewhat shocked to suddenly hear from someone in the family who is
estranged or hear meaningful details about their family history they had not been privy to in the
past. Since the client’s main goal was usually to change something about their life, this early
energetic movement can shift their intention for the session prior to the session taking place,
getting them out of the rational story of their conscious mind and into their body. Clients were
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encouraged to state intentions that are open or flexible in nature since the client is not always
consciously aware of what is in their best or highest interest.
Expecting precise outcomes from the PPCI client session was not encouraged. Outcomes
often involved intentionally moving forward to address the conscious and unconscious
transgenerational trauma the client carries for their family system, and also, the conditioning they
received in early life by caregivers and other adults of influence. The two are interrelated. In a
PPCI client session it became readily apparent that the client’s childhood imprinting,
conditioning, and emotional responses and strategies were no longer serving the client well as an
adult. As well, the narrow inner image the client was holding in their body of their family
relationships and family history needed to transform. The PPCI client session involved working
through unresolved transgenerational trauma in the family system and shifting unhealthy
relationships into healthy relationships. Across all the subcases, the 17 PPCI client files involved
in Research Source 2, it was revealed that the client was being impacted by lingering
transgenerational entanglements with living and dead family members, those who came before
them, and this was unconsciously and significantly influencing their belief systems, motivations,
thoughts, ideas, decisions, behaviours, actions in life, wellbeing, and sense of wholeness.
Findings from 17 subcases. To gain the tools and resources to address, transform, and
systemically heal the embodied dynamics of transgenerational trauma, this study details the
extensive body focused client session (CF001) found in this chapter (or the report of CF008 in
Appendix M, core fear activities in Appendix P and boundary activities in Appendix V). Each
body focused activity provides another piece of the transgenerational puzzle in the lives of the
clients and their ancestral family systems. Findings cannot be discussed without first providing
the rich descriptive context of what is being evaluated. The following tables serve to provide
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context for the client files, and a broad picture of the work of PPCI. The first table briefly
describes three of the clients represented by the PPCI client files, outlining briefly what was
disturbing the client’s inner peace at the time of their session and stating their intention for the
session (for more samples see Appendix R). This demonstrates the common nature of the issues,
concerns, and life struggles represented by this group of clients and illustrates how transferrable
these body focused approaches are to people in many walks of life and in many regions of the
world.
The collection of information from client files created a single greater whole, a big
picture, that was more than the sum of the individual subcases. Each client set an intention for
the session and this intention could describe many of the life challenges experienced by helping
professionals who suffer from burnout or secondary trauma, as outlined in the literature review.
The clients described many family relationship challenges on and off the job that can be applied
to the family systems of helping professionals. These challenges include chronic symptoms and
conditions such as hypervigilance, excessive worry, unresolved grief and loss, a sense of
unworthiness, feeling trapped, not feeling comfortable in one’s body, feeling entangled with
others emotionally, feeling undeserving, feeling cursed, experiencing anxiety, setting up
emotional distance, unhealthy relationships, loneliness, guilt, fixated on the need to help others,
anger, resentment, feeling abandoned, lack of healthy boundaries, inability to take healthy risks,
feeling stuck in life, addictive behaviours, having regrets, feeling emotionally numb, feeling dead
inside, avoidance behaviours, insomnia, not feeling safe, fear of betrayal, lacking dignity, feeling
unlovable, feeling ineffectual, irrational fears, bonding issues and/or shallow breathing. Although
these symptoms may not be mentioned in every client file, within the entire body of client file
reports many of them can be found passing down family systems from generation to generation.
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Transgenerational sources of trauma that disrupt family peace and harmony were identified very
quickly within the clients’ family systems by creating genosociograms.
Client Intentions for the Session
CF002: The client is a woman in her late 40s, she is married with no children. She is the
oldest of two children in her family of origin and she intentionally chose not to have children
because she “didn’t want to inflict the pain on anyone.” “In my family we have lung issues, I
have asthma, my dad had asthma, and my grandmother was put in a sanatorium with
tuberculosis (TB).” The client’s inner peace is disturbed by a deep inner fear of feeling like
she is not good or she is bad. She is hypervigilant. Her intention for the session was to
address the heavy grief she feels around her father’s death. Her father and his friend both
died of a rare brain condition. They worked together at an earlier time in life at a plant in
Ontario, Canada and she feels the condition could be chemical in nature. The client said,
“There are unsettled ghosts in my family system.”
CF004: The client is a woman in her mid 20s, she is not married and has no children. She is
the oldest of two living children, although there were six children in total and the client is the
second child. She follows a child that was aborted. The client carries the deep inner fear of
being trapped and not feeling like herself. She wants to intuitively separate her stuff from
stuff that belongs to others. The client’s inner peace is disturbed by the feeling that she is
carrying a burden for someone else.
CF017: The client is a man in his mid 20s, he is not married and has no children. He is the
youngest of three children of his mother and father, who never married; however, they had a
relationship off and on over many years. Their first child was miscarried. The client’s inner
peace is disturbed by constant stress brought on by ruminating about the past and worry
about the future. He fears losing his loved ones. “I’ll lose them.” “I’m not good enough. I
don’t deserve their love.”

Other transgenerational trauma patterns. Figures 15a and 15b reveal the many
transgenerational trauma patterns that emerged in the 17 client files, including immigration
trauma which was already discussed, and they show a total of how many different patterns were
collected from each client family system (across the bottom of the chart page 2) and how many
times that particular transgenerational trauma showed up across the 17 client files (down the
right column of the chart). Most notable in the client files was that every family system had
multiple traumatic situations, ranging from eight to twenty-three significant trauma situations,
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unusual stressful dynamics, or sources of unresolved transgenerational trauma over several
generations, with each having the potential to flow down the family system transgenerationally
to the descendants (clients) or future generations as unresolved embodied emotional trauma. The
transgenerational trauma recorded for the clients’ family systems in Figures 15a and 15b would
be a conservative collection of data, since many traumatic situations in families may have
occurred without the client having conscious memory of the event, or the stories of trauma may
have been silenced intentionally by parents or grandparents in an attempt to get on with life, to
leave the trauma behind, or to spare their descendants from suffering. What was not understood
in the past, and what we are just beginning to understand today, is that any significant unresolved
emotional trauma that is swept under the carpet without being expressed and processed may set
up the descendants as the beneficiaries of this unconscious emotional inheritance.
Also contributing to a conservative illustration of transgenerational trauma in the 17
family systems, some of these traumatic situations may have occurred generation after
generation; however, they are only listed once in Figures 15a and 15b. For example, a system
may have shown war impacting multiple generations in multiple ways, including grandparents
and parents born during war time with the anxiety, vigilance, and lack of safety that can be sent
down a family system due to the stress of mothers pregnant during war. The same families may
have had young people go to war as soldiers; parents addressing the fears created by their
children fighting, being wounded, or dying in a war, or the emotional stress of watching children
return from war as different persons, psychologically wounded with symptoms of PTSD. The
same family system may have lived with the fears created by hostile occupation during war or a
soldier may have ended up in a prisoner of war camp with the hardship that entails, including
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Transgenerational Trauma Themes in Family Systems
Client →
Traumatic Situations ↓

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Attachment wounds with mother
Attachment wounds with father
Relationship struggle & divorce
Relationships with former
partners problematic
Immigration trauma
War impact on the family
Victim energy
Tragic death in the family
Drawn to the dead, depression or
suicide ideation
Illness identified as related to
trauma
Adoption, fostering, children not
wanted or given up in some way
Physical violence, bullying or
severe parenting style
Exclusion, shunned or silenced
family lines
Inappropriate sexual behaviour &
affairs with excluded children
Children die young, grief &
exclusion
Financial trauma, losses &
poverty
Addictions & self-medication
Religious extremism, clergy &
residential schools
Suicide to escape, drawn to the
dead
Sibling separation

Figure 15a. Transgenerational trauma patterns in blue (page 1 of 2)

Trauma
Total
17
17
17
15
14
13
12
12
12
11
11
10
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
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Client →
Traumatic Situations ↓

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Perpetrator energy

395
Trauma
Total
5

Family secrets & silence

5

Gender bias in the family system
favouring boys and men
Institutionalization of family
member
Abandoned spouse and/or
children
Fertility & reproduction issues or
chose no children
Gender bias in the family system
favouring women

5
4
4
4
3

Regret for lack of action

3

Jealousy issues

3

Slavery, indentureship

3

Aborted children

2

Indigenous victims of
colonization, residential schools
Children take on parenting roles at
young age

2
2

Trauma during immigration

2

Family curses

2

Parents die when children young

2

Pattern of freezing trauma

1

Sibling experiences trauma

1

Death in childbirth

1

Initiative society

1

Trauma Total Per Client File

15 23 15 14 17 14 20 9 16 15 23 16 12 16 15 18 16

Figure 15b. Transgenerational trauma patterns in blue (page 2 of 2)
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torture. The family may have experienced the huge impact of survivor guilt of the soldiers who
are stuck ruminating on why they did not die when so many others did, sometimes creating a
draw to the dead, or manifesting as depression or suicide ideation, wishing they had died
alongside their comrades or officers. Each family system shows only one marker for the impact
of war in Figures 15a and 15b. It is important to note that while trauma situations carried by the
clients’ children and grandchildren were sometimes gathered on the family system’s
genosociogram, manifesting as symptoms, conditions, behaviours, and relationship struggle
related to the transgenerational trauma they are carrying for the family system, these trauma
situations were not included in the totals for Figures 15a and 15b. Information used in the study
begins with the client and goes back ancestrally in time.
Transgenerational trauma trends. While transgenerational trauma is contextual to a
particular family system, there are some trends that can be shown for this specific group of 17
clients. These statistics cannot be generalized to other populations, although, many of the trauma
situations would be similar in other populations. It needs to be pointed out that some of the 17
client files do reveal family systems with different sexual orientation or gender identity, and
same gender or trans intimate relationships, and while these life dynamics did not arise as
problematic in the session, they can be shown to be entangled with unresolved transgenerational
trauma. It is essential during the PPCI client session that the practitioner and client look back at
the past without blame or judgment. It is an opportunity to look back to see what is there, without
getting into old stories or creating new unhealthy stories. Across the subcases as shown in
Figures 15a and 15b, there were some transgenerational trauma family dynamics and situations
common to all 17 family systems, passing down generation after generation, and these include:
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1) Mother attachment wounds (multigenerational): In all 17 client files there were
interrupted reaching out movements between mothers and children, attachment wounds with
mother, mother not available emotionally for any number of reasons, mother physically
unavailable (due to illness or she left the family), emotional stoicism, mother wounded as a child,
the child entangled and carrying mother’s emotional burdens, the child does not individuate well,
overbearing mother, abandonment, inundation, giving too much, struggle to receive or take, the
child doesn’t have strong healthy boundaries or mother wants to be the child’s friend, and these
many mother wounds lead to transgenerational trauma situations where sons and daughters are
too energetically close or entangled with their mothers (multigenerational), creating unhealthy
relationships.
Within the 17 PPCI client files, it was common for the client to initially lack healthy
compassion with empathy for the journey of mother, father, or other ancestors in the family
systems. The child can be locked into an unhealthy entangled relationship with their mother with
little regard for the big picture. The child is caught in child-centric emotional patterns and
responses taking every adverse situation personally. In all 17 client sessions, this unhealthy
entangled relationship had to be shifted into a healthy relationship through slow moving body
focused systemic constellations as ritual. Through a series of questions, the following chart
outlines briefly the relationships of some of the clients and their mothers, likely highly
comparable through their diversity to the relationships of many helping professionals and their
mothers. Each client was asked to describe their mother with four or five words or phrases and
asked to give the first thoughts that came to mind. This taps into the information that is stored in
the unconscious embodied mind rather than using thoughts generated by the rational mind. The
relationship with mother tends to be rather complex, sometimes rejecting her, sometimes
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merging with her, and often blaming her for something without a deep understanding of the big
picture. It is the inner image of mother that is often key to wellbeing. Besides the three
descriptions of mothers in the table below, more examples can be found in Appendix S.
It was discovered through analysis that most of the clients knew little about the early
emotional lives of their mothers and fathers, and even less about the emotional patterns passed
down in their family systems. The connections were not made between the way the biological
parents showed up in relationship with the client, their parenting skills, and the bigger emotional
Client Relationship with Mother
CF005: Describe your Mother: Mom is alive. Mom loves kids. She totally lives out loud –
verbalises everything. When she is not good - she suffers because she doesn’t have an ounce
of self-confidence. She is also insecure and personally unaware. When she is good – she is
funny, the life of the party and filled with aliveness. Mom wears her heart on her sleeve. The
last 10 years she has been drinking. I’m concerned over mom’s drinking – I’ve tried to speak
to her. What do you blame your mother for? Having to carry her. Are you your mother’s
confidante? (greater entanglement with child) Yes. Do you get along well with your mother?
Yes. My mother and father both tranquilise themselves – they seek tranquility and peace
through alcohol.
CF007: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive. She has no power anyone can see. Our
relationship is not loving and close. Since I was young my mom was jealous of me, my life
took a completely different path than hers. She was controlled by Dad and never fought back.
She is a very, very warm person. She is the aunt everyone loved, and friends loved our house.
My mother was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s a year ago – it was noticeable the last 3 or 4
years – it is progressing quickly now. What do you blame your mother for? Many things, not
rocking the boat, accepting life, and not standing up. Are you your mother’s confidante?
(greater entanglement with child) I’m mom’s protector. Do you get along well with your
mother? No.
CF013: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive. She is not available. She has digestive
issues and cancer. My mother is entangled with her dead mother who died young and was
replaced immediately after her death by her father (my grandfather). He remarried
immediately. Mom was separated from her siblings when her mother died. Her father didn’t
raise her either. What do you blame your mother for? She wasn’t emotionally available. Are
you your mother’s confidante? (greater entanglement with child) Yes. Do you get along well
with your mother? Yes.
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picture of the ancestral family system. When reviewing these descriptions of client/mother
relationships, it is important to remain open to the long-term transgenerational energetic
entanglements involved, perhaps revealing how the next generation will parent.
What frequently occurred in family systems was that the son or daughter merged
energetically with mother in some way, or merged through rejection of mother, revealing blind
unconscious love and loyalty entanglements with mother and the greater family system. This
merger also manifested as sons and daughters unconsciously attempting to carry mother’s
emotional burdens from the earliest moments preconceptually, at conception, or during their time
in the womb, leading to sons and daughters having a difficult time getting energetically close to
their fathers. Analyzing the 17 archived client files, mother wounds may have occurred in as
many as six different ways in different generations, sometimes with conscious awareness and
sometimes without; however, these multiple occurrences were conservatively listed as
transgenerational trauma patterns only once in Figures 15a and 15b. The emotional patterns in
family systems were rarely consciously noticed by the clients.
2) Father attachment wounds (multigenerational): In all 17 client files there were fathers
who were physically or emotionally absent due to various scenarios including fathers with
attachment wounds with their own fathers, fathers dying young, fathers abandoning the family,
fathers who were deeply emotionally wounded as children, fathers who were emotionally distant
or stoic due to trauma in the family or community, fathers entangled in unhealthy relationships
with children who unconscious attempt to carry their father’s emotional burdens, and fathers
energetically at a distance from their children because the children are energetically entangled
and too close with their mothers and unable to get to their fathers. In several situations, it seemed
apparent that women were seeking to find or energetically connect with their fathers by marrying
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older male partners. The transgenerational connections had not been made to develop
compassion with empathy for the early emotional journey of many fathers. The following table
provides the diverse ways that some of the clients described their fathers, the marital status of
their parents, and their relationships with their fathers (for more samples see Appendix T).
From the tables outlining the relationships with mothers and fathers, one is able to
explore the way that the transgenerational trauma often begins ancestrally behind the parent and
Client Relationship with Father
CF009: Describe your Father: My father is not alive. He was peaceful, loving, and physically
affectionate. He was quiet. He didn’t say he loved me. Since my sister was chatty, he didn’t
notice me. She was the one he loved. My sister would put her feet onto my father’s feet under
the table. My sister needed more help with her schoolwork, so she got more attention that
way too. I felt out of his attention. The last 13 years after my mother died, my father and I
travelled together. In the last hours of my father’s life I didn’t say “I love you” to him. I
regret this. I didn’t talk about death because he didn’t. What do you blame your father for? I
felt out of his attention. Did you get along well with your father? Yes. Did your parents
remain together? Yes.
CF010: Describe your Father: My father is alive. He is jovial. He is a joking guy but angry,
maybe resentful, dedicated, loving, hardworking. Dad has said, “I wish I could have done
more for you guys.” What do you blame your father for? For his anger, and he was always in
your face. Do you get along well with your father? Not really. Did your parents remain
together? Yes, they are still together.
CF014: Describe your Father: My father is not alive. He was authoritarian. He was a weak
doormat around other adults, so he had power over us kids to compensate. He was moody,
grumpy, high strung, and he had anxiety. What do you blame your father for? Making me
anxious and fearful and scared in the world. For making me feel useless. Did you get along
well with your father? I was a good little girl and my dad was on a pedestal, and not in a
healthy way. Because of abuse I was scared of him. Did your parents remain together? Yes,
Dad died when he was age 52 and I was age 18. Mom died at age 66. Mom was 42 years old
when Dad died. I was 42 years old when she died.

then impacts the child. The way that mothers and fathers tend to parent their children begins
within their own family of origin a generation before, where they learned how to be emotionally
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present, absent, distant, or numb in the world. For example, one is not born into the world angry
or resentful, exhibiting addictive behaviours, or emotionally absent without traumatizing
situations behind it all. In all 17 client sessions, it was noted that this unhealthy entangled
relationship with father needed to be shifted into a healthy relationship through slow moving
body focused systemic constellations as ritual. Vitally important, if the PPCI session addressed
the relationship of the client and their mother, shifting it from unhealthy to healthier and less
entangled, a shift often energetically followed in the relationship with father. Compassion
developed for mother often expanded to compassion for father. Sometimes, due to the time
limitations of the introductory two-and-a-half-hour PPCI session, a follow up session was
requested to address more specific father issues.
3) Other transgenerational trauma patterns: In all 17 client files, relationship struggle,
separation, and divorce were present (multigenerational), creating disruptive traumatic situations.
Other transgenerational trauma dynamics found in the client files that were quite common
included the following: there were 15 family systems where relationships with former partners
(perhaps first love relationships) when considered over several generations were traumatically
impactful in some way; 14 family systems with extensive immigration issues; 13 family systems
impacted by war; 12 family systems carrying victim energy from past trauma; 12 family systems
experiencing tragic death; 12 family systems where family members were drawn to the dead for
various reasons, manifesting as depression or suicide ideation; 11 family systems where illness
was identified as related to trauma; 10 family systems where children were not raised by their
biological parents for any number of different reasons; 10 family systems with violence, bullying
or severe parenting style in the system; 9 family systems that excluded, shunned, or silenced
certain family lines; 8 family systems had inappropriate sexual behaviour for that family system
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including significant intimate sexual affairs outside the marital/main significant relationship with
children born of these relationships often excluded, or there were situations of incest or sexual
assault; and 8 family systems that had children die in the womb or young that tended to be
excluded from the family system, with the parents of those children and other family members
carrying on with life without adequate grieving. It was noted that tragic death in a family system
will tend to be associated with family members being drawn energetically to the dead, to those
who have died, and carrying symptoms of depression and/or experiencing suicide ideation, or not
living life fully as an unhealthy entanglement honouring or remembering the dead. Through the
exploration of the 17 family systems, where a family line was forgotten, excluded, or silenced
entirely, and the client had little or no knowledge of that ancestry, it could be generally assumed
that there was trauma behind the silence, although the specific trauma might not be known.
It was informative to look at the types of transgenerational trauma themes that were
present in the 17 family systems and note the family systems with the highest number of
situations of transgenerational trauma. These included CF002 and CF011, presented across the
bottom line of Figure 15b, both with 23 situations of transgenerational trauma. In one generation
or another, CF002 experienced extreme trauma during immigration, involvement in slavery or
indentureship, involvement in an initiative society, gender bias, war, tragic death, violence,
depression, suicide ideation, suicide, both victim and perpetrator energy, addictions, financial
difficulties, children not wanted or given up, children dying young, sibling separation,
inappropriate sexual behaviour, relationship struggle, unsettled issues with former intimate
partners, as well as, attachment wounds with mothers and fathers, common to all family systems.
What was notable as highly traumatizing and impactful in the earliest generations of the family
system of CF002 was the disappearance/loss of a young child when the immigration ship crossed
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the Atlantic Ocean to North America, a child that was never found or heard of again by the
family, violence and war leading to alcoholism, poverty, a mother with tuberculosis, and a
woman forced by her family to give away a child.
In one generation or another, CF011 experienced death in childbirth, institutionalisation
of family members, suicide, addictions, family secrets, family silence, parents dying young,
children dying young, siblings experiencing trauma, sibling separation, inappropriate sexual
behaviour, exclusion of family lines, regret, violence, tragic death, children not wanted or given
up in some way, immigration trauma, victim energy, illness related to trauma, relationship
struggle, unsettled issues with former intimate partners, plus, mother and father attachment
wounds. What was notable as highly traumatizing and impactful in the earliest generations of
family system CF011 was a man completely banned or shunned by the family system because of
his inappropriate sexual behaviours, another man involved in a relationship with a married
woman and murdered by gunshot by the woman’s marital partner, a woman raised in an
orphanage then later adopted, and a woman dying during childbirth leaving behind a number of
young children.
Although context is everything when studying or resolving transgenerational trauma, the
client file subcases were reviewed beside one another looking for any trends that could be found.
While the role of outliers in population groups can provide vital information for a qualitative
study, Client File 008 (CF008) was removed as an outlier before the following calculations were
generated (see Appendix M for the complete client session report). CF008 was deemed an outlier
because the client was adopted and had very little information about the traumatizing situations
experienced by her biological mother, father, or the biological ancestral systems. CF008 was
recorded as having the lowest traumatic situations with nine, significantly lower than all the
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other files, with the next lowest client file having 12 transgenerational trauma situations. While
CF008 had the lowest number of transgenerational trauma situations, adoption tends to have an
immense impact on all the family systems involved, the parents giving up the child (two family
systems) and the parent(s) adopting the child (one or more family systems), perhaps related to
fertility issues, inability to have children, reproduction and/or birth trauma, or the desire not to
raise biological children in both the biological and adoptive family systems for any number of
reasons.
It is recognized that not all adoptions today have two parents adopting; however, there
are always two biological parents creating the child, even if one parent is a sperm donor.
Transgenerational trauma flows biologically through both the female egg and the male sperm.
Surrogacy adds complexity to pregnancy and birth trauma, adding to the transgenerational
trauma mix the emotional impact of the surrogate and her family system onto the developing
child and the obvious incomplete reaching out movement with the birthing mother at the time of
birth. It is important to point out that systemic healing is vital for those who are adopted or
fostered if they struggle to move forward in life in any way. The reason for this is that there are
usually early attachment wounds left unresolved with the biological mother, biological father,
and the biological family systems, whole family lines are often silenced, and the individual may
have little conscious knowledge of their epigenetic inheritance, although their body
unconsciously remembers. It is important to create healthy energetic relationships wherever
unhealthy energetic relationships might currently exist. It is important to shift the inner image
held in the body.
With the outlier CF008 removed, for the remaining 16 client files a calculation of the
Mean revealed an average of 16.56 transgenerational trauma situations per family system as
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revealed by the client (remembering that these are conservative estimates). The Median for this
set of 16 client files was 16 transgenerational trauma situations and there were two Modes: 15
and 16 transgenerational trauma situations. With the Median and Modes lower than the Mean of
16.56, it reflected that there were a few family systems with significantly higher situations of
transgenerational trauma to generate this average. In an attempt to notice any trends in these
data, realizing that all the calculations are confounded by other variables, a few interesting
statistics were generated by asking some specific questions. Question 1 can be found in the table
below and to review Questions 2 to 5 and the associated transgenerational trauma for this group
of 17 client files see Appendix U.
Question 1: Do family systems with addictions present have a greater number of
transgenerational trauma situations in their family systems?
Addictions and self-medication strategies to escape the impact of trauma (ex. drugs,
alcohol, gambling, workaholism, shopping, technological gadgets, or other extreme behaviour
escapes) were found across several generations in the following 7 family systems with the
number of transgenerational trauma situations provided for each: CF002 – 23X, CF003 – 15X,
CF005 – 17X, CF007 – 20X, CF011 – 23X, CF012 – 16X and CF016 – 18X. Acknowledging
that other factors are confounding the findings, the Mean of 18.86 transgenerational trauma
situations for the family systems with addictions is significantly higher than the overall
Average Mean of 16.56 transgenerational traumatic events for all 16 PPCI client file family
systems. It needs to be noted that addictions tend to have one or more transgenerational trauma
sources behind them. There tends to be some traumatic event(s) that set the addictive
emotional behaviours and responses in motion. Recognizing the source of addictive
behaviours can be significant for understanding and systemically shifting them, helping an
individual understand that the trauma they carry in their body belongs somewhere back in the
family system and that it is okay to release it back to where it belongs.

Research Source 3: Findings of In-Depth PPCI Client Interview
Along with the exploration of the archived PPCI Client Files as Research Source 2, it
seemed like a good fit to interview one PPCI client in-person shortly after a client session to gain
a greater understanding of the internal embodied mind, heart, and spirit transformation and
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integration experience of the client, the timing of inner embodied movements, and any
transformation in the greater family system (see Appendix N for interview questions). A detailed
interview provided a doorway into the deeper emotional body focused experiences of the PPCI
client session and provided insight into the many steps of transformation experienced by the
client. Of course, it was the experience of just one client. Numerous themes were recognized
during analysis that appear essential to the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma or any
epigenetic inheritance.
The interviewer. As a systemic practitioner researcher, I filled multiple roles within the
interview process as interviewer, transcriber, participating practitioner or facilitator within the
client session under investigation, and analyst. Knowing that interviewers have influence and
power over interviews through the questions asked and the approach taken and realizing that this
dynamic might skew some of the thematic analysis, additional thematic analysis was conducted
with and without the interviewer’s contribution to the interview included. In the end, with or
without my contribution as interviewer in the transcript, the same general themes emerged with
keyword searches due to the way the interviewee tended to respond to questions using some of
the same verbiage used by the interviewer when asking questions. During the interview, I
worked diligently to stay out of the usual teaching-guiding-facilitating role adopted during client
sessions whenever possible, although, at times it was difficult when the interviewee posed a
direct question. For this reason, allowing the client opportunity to pose questions during the
interview was minimized. When the client did ask a question, I would intentionally pause and
not speak, and this encouraged the client to ponder and answer her own question. The
relationship between the interviewer and interviewee during the interview was relaxed and
trusting, having developed earlier rapport during the integrative 2 ½ hour PPCI introductory
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client session conducted a month earlier. The interviewee seemed comfortable in openly sharing
whatever she wanted to disclose to me when answering the questions, whether the responses had
a positive or a negative bent, or whether the response was highly personal.
The interviewee. Demographically, the participant selected for the in-depth client
interview was a woman who was 49 years old at the time of the session and interview, a few
years older than the average mean age of the 17 archived client files utilized in Research Source
2. Although the client was born in Canada, her ancestral background included close generational
association with Eastern Europe, Germany, Scotland, and England. The client’s intention for the
PPCI client session she experienced was to find clarity in her life and to answer some of the big
questions: “Who am I? What is my purpose?” At various times during the session, the client
described herself as inactive, lost, groundless, purposeless, invisible, and scared, and she
elaborated on her feelings as follows: “high anxiety has become a big part of my life and my
mom is freaking out causing me more stress. I don’t know which direction to face” (Anonymous
interviewee, shared with permission).
Interview findings. There were many key points illuminated by the client interview;
however, two points seemed particularly relevant to the transformation of transgenerational
trauma and systemic healing. First, the language used by the client during the interview was
fascinating and definitely in a process of transformation. It was important to note how quickly
the interviewee had learned the extensive healing vocabulary of the session and how she was
able to integrate this language into her responses quite proficiently, even if offered somewhat
tentatively at times. Transformation occurred in a number of ways, highlighting the different
speeds at which the conscious mind and the unconscious mind process information and stimuli.
Through several comments, it was obvious that the conscious mind was a few steps behind the
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unconscious mind at integrating information. During the interview, the unconscious mind
appeared to be leading the way and teaching the conscious mind to shift and change. It was quite
evident that the conscious mind was not yet fully aware of all that the embodied mind had
learned and stored from the session. For example, when the client was asked whether she had
noticed any shifting occurring in her greater family system following the session, she responded,
“I can’t say that I pursued any exploration of the greater family system” and then moments later
reflected that “it certainly has made me think about the greater family system, in that … I have
all these people to place in that system.” It was thought that the session follow up notes might be
involved in helping the conscious mind catch up with the somatic experiences of the unconscious
mind. Second, the interview itself also seemed transformational, advancing the client’s
transformative process initiated by the integrative PPCI client session. There seemed to be inner
transformation experienced at the micro level of the individual, which could be labelled inner
peacebuilding, and at the same time, transformation occurring at the macro level within the
contexts of greater relevant systems, including her family of origin, extended ancestral family
system, culture, and workplace. It was evident that each systemic layer surrounding the client
created challenges in her quest for inner peace.
Interview key word cloud. One of the eight thematic analysis methods used to
thematically analyse the client interview was the creation of a word cloud (see Figure 16)
utilizing the keywords identified within the interviewee’s languaging. The font size of each word
in the word cloud reveals how often the word was used by the client in the interview relative to
other words. The larger the font size the more often the word was used. Visualizing the main
themes of the interview through the word cloud image provided a fresh perspective on the PPCI
sessions and the transformational process experienced by the client. Some of the significant
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Figure 16. PPCI client interview thematic word cloud

words used most frequently during the interview by the client included Mother, Healing,
Relationship, Family, Feeling, Connection, and Boundaries, also key themes that arose during
the analysis of the introductory PPCI client sessions.
Major interviewee life themes. The thematic analysis of the client’s choice of language
during the interview highlighted the following themes, revealing the depth and breadth of the
client’s PPCI session. The exact wordage of the client that created the theme is shown in
Appendix W. Precise language reveals how global these themes are in the lives of people and
their family systems wherever they live in the world, albeit, in different contexts and languages.
Through work with clients, it seems that each family system has its own language and each
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member of the family speaks a different dialect of that language that is developed and embodied
through their experience of their family system and the world more broadly.
Having guided PPCI client sessions individually with all members of several family of
origins, and then worked with all of the family members together in another session, it became
crystal clear that each member of the family experiences the family system in immensely
dissimilar ways, each of them speaks about the family system in very distinct ways, each of them
takes away and stores experiences and knowledge about the family system in very different
ways, each of them keeps significant secrets from the others, and each family member differs
greatly in how much or how little, and what they know about the family system. The differences
can be so acute that it can feel like each family member belongs to an entirely different family
system.
Tapping into the language used by the interviewee was a way to understand her inner
world and her experience of family. Her understanding of her family system provided a map of
the key elements of the transgenerational trauma held within the family system. The client’s
language provided the keystone to transformation and systemic healing for her own wellbeing
and for the wellbeing, wholeness, and balance of her family system within the greater context of
community and society. To understand transgenerational trauma, one may need to engage with
some of these major content themes plus any additional relevant themes that arise within a
particular context. The themes are as follows:
•

Current intention/issue/symptom/condition/behaviour: The current concern grounds
the emotional systemic healing work to the present, to daily life, to the family system,
to the material world, and down to Earth.
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Connection:
o Connection with deep inner self
o Connection and relationship with mother
o Connection and relationship with father
o Connection with family of origin
o Connection with greater family system
o Connection to long lines of ancestral women
o Connection to long lines of ancestral men
o Connection with community
o Connection with ancestral homeland
o Connection with natural world

•

Sense of place, role, belonging, and how one fits within the family system

•

Family expectation for work, productivity, and success

•

Development of healthy boundaries with the living and dead

•

Give and take in relationships

•

Flow of love in the family system

•

Responding to relationship challenges and separation

•

Body focused systemic healing

•

Action steps

Major client session process themes. The in-depth illustrative client interview was
thematically analyzed using keywords to understand the PPCI client session, revealing
significant elements, themes, and steps within the client’s journey, and exploring the integrative
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process of the PPCI client session. The following process themes of PPCI client sessions arose
from the interview and they can be generally overlaid over any session:
1. The client
2. Reaching out and asking for help
3. The initial issues and concerns
4. Systemic energetic connection of the client and the facilitator
5. Entering the session workspace
6. Creating the safe space or container for emotional healing work to occur
7. Desiring healthy connection with self and others
8. Willingness to transform
9. Taking responsibility
10. Clarifying the intention:
a. Relationship issues with self
b. Relationship issues with others
11. Exploring unconscious embodied mind with a body focus
12. How one knows:
a. Sensing and feeling emotion
b. Intuition
c. Consciousness
d. Seeing
13. Body awareness and body emotional holding patterns
14. The context of the client within greater systems
15. Creating ancestral connection
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16. Radical inclusion
17. Emotional maturity resources: Understanding emotional body holding patterns,
creating healthy boundaries, understanding inner fears, self-parenting, self-care, and
self-love
18. Recognizing idiosyncratic family system language use
19. The family system
a. At the micro level:
i. The child or client and their placement and role in the family system
ii. Family of origin
iii. Preconceptual, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal early transmission of
trauma
iv. Impact on descendants
b. At the macro level:
i. The greater energy field that surrounds the facilitator and client
ii. The greater ancestral system
iii. Bring in others with energetic significance
iv. Resourcing
20. Agreement to what is and was in the greater systems
21. Releasing and letting go of what no longer serves one well
22. Elements of transformative ritual
23. Action steps during the session
24. Moving forward into one’s own destiny
25. Session completion
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26. Return to daily life with new insight, different perspectives, and new inner images
27. Commitment to action after the session
28. Dreaming or imagining a new reality
29. The follow up notes sent to the client
30. Follow up session if requested, return to step 2 above and the process continues with
a new issue, or a deeper layer of an old issue
Client interview discussion. The following themes about the embodied nature of
transgenerational trauma and the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma were emphasized by the client interview:
New approaches. Body focused integrative and systemic healing practices are very
different from traditional talk therapy and vital for working through and transforming
transgenerational trauma that is held in the cells of the body (embodied). The client mentioned
some traditional talk therapy she had recently experienced:
I go to a therapist and chat, it’s cognitive therapy where I am asked, “What do you feel?
What do you think?” It’s talking about feelings, not feeling it. I feel that there is a lot of
somatic work, yes, somatic work that I need to do, body work that I need to do that’s very
deep and goes beyond the head and stuff. I’m trying to connect my head to my heart now.
I think what the therapist is trying to get is where you are feeling it in your body, but for
me, with cognitive therapy, feeling is still above the neck. I came to Peaceful
Possibilities™ because I needed to go beyond just Cognitive Behavioural Therapy and do
something that really involved the body and going to that deeper level. (Anonymous
interviewee, shared with permission)
Transformation. One comment made by the interviewee late in the client interview while
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reflecting upon the overall session experienced through PPCI was very telling, “there is
something very powerful about being in the room with you and going through this stuff and
getting into the body and thinking about it from a different … you know, getting into that
unconscious piece.” Through various interviewee responses, it became clear that the client
session was experienced as transformational, and yet, it was not always easy for her to describe
the embodied experience with language. The client revealed that it was paramount to address the
embodied nature of transgenerational trauma through a body focused transformative process. It
was a challenge for the client to accept the concept that decisions are made unconsciously, as
early as in the womb, and still, one needs to take responsibility for them. The client elucidated
that transgenerational trauma is embodied by the carrier as emotion, suppressed emotion, or as
entanglement and burdens that belong to others. She explained that when the transgenerational
trauma is recognized and acknowledged, there is a strong desire to shift the inner image or
memory held in the body. The client understood that it required taking responsibility, that it was
a choice, and that it required intentional action to move forward, releasing herself from
emotional response patterns that no longer served her well and releasing herself from carrying
the unresolved transgenerational trauma of her parents and ancestors, and in so doing,
transforming her world.
Liminality. At the time of thematically analyzing the client interview, the concept of
transformation lead to greater exploration into the concept of liminal space. It led to an
examination of whether an integrative PPCI client session, which was filled with emotional ritual
and ceremony, could be characterised as sacred liminal transformative space and perhaps a rite
of passage. To better understand how this process is liminal, and a rite of passage, see the work
of Mills and Bettis (2015), Turnbull (1990), and the earlier research of Turner (1967, 1977).
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Turner defined liminality “as a transitional period and status during rites of passage” (as cited by
Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 105). Turner “argued that the liminal period is an “interstructural stage"
in which individuals or groups give up one social state but are yet to enter the new prescribed
social state, with its accompanying responsibilities and perspective” (as cited by Mills & Bettis,
2015, p. 105).
The PPCI client transitioned from a state of being unconsciously entangled with ancestral
family members, both the living and those who have passed to the other side, into a process of
becoming unentangled with her family system. She shifted from reacting through child-like
emotions and childhood woundedness to being more strongly individuated and feeling greater
emotional maturity and life wholeness. The shift in a PPCI session is stepping away from the use
of childhood emotional strategies and patterns into emotional maturity, letting go of all that no
longer serves one well. There is a strong sense of gratitude involved in this transition, grateful to
all the early childhood emotional strategies that were developed for survival. These energetic
movements are significant changes in human status and development, and I would suggest that
these immense emotional transformations can be labelled rites of passage.
Looking further at liminal states, “Turner (1967) found that the symbolism surrounding
people in liminal states is often complex” (as cited in Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106). “Symbols
used to represent liminal people incorporate images of both life and death” (p. 106). Mills and
Bettis (2015) referred to the work of Turner, asserting that differences or separation between
people falls away in liminal space; letting go of status, fixed social or political identity, property,
hierarchy, or kinship rank. During the PPCI session the client had to step away from her egodriven placement in the family system as the big one, the responsible one, the superior one, or
the more spiritually advanced one. She had to acknowledge the ineffectual inner image held
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within her body and be willing to let it go, not knowing what might replace it. That can feel like
a scary place to be. Turner (1967) found that there are typically “guides who help individuals
negotiate this undefined status or liminal state and prepare them for the transition to their new
status” (as cited in Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106). That is my role as PPCI facilitator or
practitioner. By these definitions, and through the comments made by the client during the
interview, it is evident that the integrative PPCI client sessions create transformational liminal
space, connecting deeply with the client’s inner emotional and body focused world. Utilizing the
thematic analysis of the interview, the client left her daily life and activities behind and stepped
with courage into PPCI liminal space. The client entered the PPCI workspace having no idea
what to expect; however, she was open to exploration and transformation. The client felt
disconnected or separate from others in some way, creating inner turmoil. In seeking connection
and inner peace, the client knew she was the only family member willing to intentionally look
back at the transgenerational trauma patterns of her family system as a source of knowledge.
Following the session, the client left the PPCI client liminal space and crossed the
threshold back into her own daily life and activities. A transformation in the client’s state of
being definitely occurred during the PPCI session. The interviewee felt less energetically
entangled with the transgenerational trauma of her familial and ancestral systems, and more
strongly connected to the greater family system in a healthier way, through healthier
relationships with the living and those who had passed to the other side. For the interviewee,
there appeared to be a liminal movement or shift from here to there. Time in liminal space
seemed to be a valuable catalyst to further forward movement, although, this shift was definitely
identified as being an ongoing continuous journey of transformation.
As it pertains to this ongoing process, the PPCI client session might be compared to the
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purpose of a marriage ceremony in some ways, an important rite of passage in many societies
where the ceremony serves to shift the status of the individuals involved emotionally and
energetically from single to married. A commitment is involved. Some sense of responsibility is
involved. With marriage, the shift involves a lifelong journey ahead for each individual as they
figure out how to be a married person or marital partner and how to be part of an intimate
married couple without disappearing as an individual.63 Over time, the PPCI client learns how to
be an emotionally mature person. With marriage, all the unresolved transgenerational familial
and ancestral trauma of at least four family systems steps into the marriage as well, seeking to be
addressed and healed. Unfortunately, with marriage, many participants are not emotionally
mature, and they react to stressful or traumatizing events and situations through the
transgenerational trauma of the family system. For the client who steps into a PPCI client
session, many family lines seek systemic healing and a sense of integration and balance.
Transformative space. To recognize, understand, work through, transform, and
systemically heal transgenerational trauma, helping professionals are invited to create a body
focused transformative process to benefit the one who is the carrier. This is work for any helping
professional that is best addressed proactively or preventively, to pre-empt the manifestation of
burnout, STS, VT, or CF when confronted with the trauma of others. The intent is to express and
work through the embodied transgenerational trauma that is carried for the greater familial,
ancestral, or societal systems. There are no shortcuts. The emotional transition that needs to
occur will in some way resemble a rite of passage, one that all human beings need to experience,
yet it is rarely acknowledged in many circles. This rite of passage may need to be experienced

63

This comment can apply to intimate couples who cohabitate but are not married as well. The big decision to
publicly move into one shared living space together, and all that entails, serving as the transitional rite of passage.
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many times over in response to the rapidly changing world today, particularly as new life
challenges arise. Some people live within families, cultures, and societies that create these
experiences or rites of passage as part of life; however, many do not. Most individuals just
stumble from childhood into adulthood without any education, training, or rite of passage for
moving toward emotional maturity. The individual continues to respond emotionally to complex
adult problems through the emotional response strategies learned as a child for survival. Working
through transgenerational trauma and corresponding early life conditioning with a body focused
approach is key to emotional maturity. New approaches to transgenerational trauma tend to
highlight the importance and focus of the human body as the “object of ritual process” (van
Gennep, 1960), with the development of body emotional awareness and knowledge being
critical.
The interviewee emphasized the need to work more intentionally with the emotional
body, what is held somatically in the embodied mind, rather than solely with the conscious mind.
The familial or social status shift experienced during the PPCI client session by the interviewee
could be labelled the journey from “Emotional Entanglement” to “Emotional Maturity.” It is
important to note that not everyone is drawn to do this sort of self-development, emotional
growth, and inner peacebuilding work. Not everyone will reach out for help or want to be guided
through the transgenerational trauma of their family system. Many people are afraid to look
back. For this reason, a gentle approach is needed and a touch of humour when working with the
complexity of family systems is also welcome. People need to be met where they are at
emotionally and spiritually, with any introduction to systemically healing transgenerational
trauma following many steps and stages. It is acknowledged that many people will not
intentionally engage with their own systemic healing in this lifetime, and that is alright too.
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Everyone is in a different place emotionally, spiritually, and energetically, an appropriate space
and time meant just for them. Sometimes a prolonged journey toward death later in life is
systemically healing depending on one’s reaction to it, and sometimes it is systemically healing
for the greater family system. Underlying these observations, when systemic healing work does
not occur the unresolved transgenerational trauma continues to pass down to children,
grandchildren, and future generations until someone addresses it.
The interview was important for understanding that within transformative liminal space
the role of the practitioner is guiding the rite of passage, a journey of interconnection without
entanglement and compassion with healthy equanimity. The interview analysis involved gaining
an understanding of the layers of connection during the client session. A practitioner with
compassion experiences her own unconscious embodied mind in relationship with the client’s
unconscious embodied mind. This connection takes the practitioner and the client to deeper
levels of expression in the way language, the body, movement, energy, and silence are used and
understood. Paradoxically and to a somewhat lesser degree, when healthy boundaries are present
this connection enables the practitioner’s conscious mind to engage with the client’s conscious
mind at a deeper level of relationship. Simultaneously, while in relationship with the client at
these deeper levels, the practitioner is also continually connected into the greater surrounding
collective energy field, perhaps gaining support from their own ancestors, guides, or higher self,
and/or gaining permission and support from the client’s ancestors and guides. The practitioner
remains open to receiving embodied and intuitive assistance as needed.
During the client session, the practitioner needs to maintain embodied awareness and
mindfulness. The practitioner is continually engaged with the body focused process, one’s own
and that of the client, compassion felt for the client, yet remaining centred, calm, peaceful, and
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emotionally balanced. A healthy energy boundary needs to be maintained at all times between
the practitioner and the client and between the practitioner and the client’s ancestral field to
avoid manifesting burnout, STS, VT, or CF. The fate of the client and their ancestral system
needs to be considered and held central to the systemic healing of the transgenerational trauma of
their family system. The ancestral system needs to be honoured and respected. Stepping into
energetic territory where one is not wanted, where one lacks ancestral permission to enter, or
where one lacks the appropriate training or capacity to be effective will only lead to one’s own
suffering and unwellness. This sense of knowing comes through phronēsis. Wanting to help the
client, yet, integrating the practical wisdom or phronēsis developed through training, life
experience, and practice. Through phronēsis, awareness, and mindfulness, one engages with
embodied knowing, bringing everything that needs to be seen and heard into the light. One feels
and understands what is embodied, recognizes one’s professional and collective blind spots, and
vitally important, understands one’s own limits in helping.
Knowledge is gold. The client interview pointed out that the PPCI session follow up notes
were very helpful for understanding systemic healing concepts and ideas and furthering
transformation. The client stated that she had made some use of the PPCI session follow up notes
which were emailed to her two weeks after the session. The two-week interval was intentional to
help the client continue to remain in her body feeling the session and out of her head
intellectualizing, which she had mentioned was her automatic go-to response. It was important to
keep the client from rationalizing the session for as long as possible. Sharing knowledge about
the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma and the relevant aspects involved in the
transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma are vital for the continuing
advancement of this inner peacebuilding work. The PPCI session follow up notes can be
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integrated as a delayed element of the client session, blending with the somatic and energetic
transformative movements being experienced by the client and radiating out into her familial
relationships and into other relationships in her life.
Client interview reflections. The thematic analysis of the informative material gathered
from the interview revealed that exploring the minutiae of the process of working through
transgenerational trauma with one person was a worthwhile pursuit as it affirmed the
effectiveness of the introductory PPCI client session for accessing transgenerational embodied
knowledge and the value of the sessions as a systemic and body focused approach for initiating
and instilling transformation. The interviewee shared the many ways that transformation was
occurring. There was an emphasize on connection to greater systemic relationships such as her
parents and her ancestors, with the health of the relationship with her mother integral to her own
emotional wellbeing. This seems appropriate since maternal stress and trauma are significant
means for epigenetically transmitting transgenerational trauma down family lines. Having
explored talk therapy and cognitive behavioural therapy without finding satisfactory results, the
client interviewee repeatedly mentioned that getting to the wisdom of the unconscious mind is
through the body where the transgenerational trauma is held within the cells, not through the
rational mind.
The interview analysis helped with understanding how the unconscious embodied mind
communicates with the conscious mind. The interview assisted with understanding the
transformational process and how we know, and also the different ways of knowing such as the
use of all our senses, following gut instincts, intuiting, feeling, imagining, and experiencing.
From the interview, it was learned that some transformation can be immediate and
sometimes it can take a long time. An important discovery was that the unconscious mind leads
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the way for the conscious mind, teaching the conscious mind what it needs to know to respond
and take responsibility for one’s own wellbeing and for transgenerational trauma transformation
to occur. It seems to me that although the unconscious mind may be reactive in nature, the
information that enters it and becomes embodied or stored within the body can be proactively
accessed. As well, the analysis intersected with a review of brain neuroplasticity, exploring the
way the brain can continually learn through life experiences, and it informs us that it is possible
through the process of inner peacebuilding to transform and develop new brain pathways as a
lifelong pursuit.
The interview helped in understanding that it is never too late to engage in systemic
healing work and that one family member can be a catalyst for healing to be initiated throughout
the whole family system. Through the thematic analysis of the client interview, it seemed that an
in-depth exploration of the transgenerational trauma process for one person was beneficial for
showing key themes, what is needed and what is involved in identifying, working through,
transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma, which are potentially useful to
helping professionals in diverse applications around the world. It needs to be remembered that
since each family system is unique that each application will be contextual, requiring the helping
professional to be flexible and reflexive.
Research Source 4: Findings of PPCI Session Retroactive Email Feedback Survey
Having studied Research Source 2, the client session files of PPCI, in detail, and
analyzed the findings of an in-depth interview with a client of PPCI, Research Source 3, it
seemed valuable to seek further evidence to show what long-term benefits were derived from a
single two-and-a-half-hour introductory PPCI session. In other words, how might the suspected
transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma capacities of PPCI client
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sessions be further affirmed. The survey provided an excellent opportunity to explicitly share the
voices and opinions of a greater number of past PPCI clients. The feedback survey served in
understanding what experiences and knowledge gained during the PPCI session were integrated
by the client during and after the session, what could consciously be remembered of the session,
how might the session be useful to the client in their daily life, and what changes or
transformation in a person’s life might be attributed to the PPCI session in the role of catalyst.
It was evident from the survey results that the PPCI client sessions were indeed
transformational, especially in shifting unhealthy relationships into healthy relationships,
establishing connection, and contributing to greater inner peace. These findings are important
since trauma is considered to be disconnection. The survey results highlighted how important
healthy relationships are to the overall wellbeing of a person. Through the activities of a PPCI
client session, it was apparent that unusual and mysterious energetic circumstances can be
initiated in family systems through connection to the greater collective energy field. In addition,
the survey revealed which experiential and body focused practices were most effective for
working through and systemically healing transgenerational trauma and which resources,
techniques, or tools might be easily transferrable into the lives of other helping professionals and
other contexts. Sending out a focused retroactive feedback survey to past clients of PPCI was a
good way to gather information on the effectiveness of client sessions and provided some
direction as to which activities of the client sessions seemed most effective for addressing
complex embodied transgenerational trauma.
Survey respondents. The following summary outlines the demographics of the nine
clients that completed the email survey. One third of the survey participants originally
discovered my praxis through the website of PPCI: www.peacefulpossibilities.ca, and connected
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via the online contact form, 22% heard about PPCI through a friend, 22% had met me at a
systemic constellations workshop, 11% had met me at another alternative wellness workshop,
and 11% learned about PPCI through a workshop poster. Of the survey participants, 34%
experienced their introductory PPCI session with me less than one year prior to filling out the
survey, 33% had their session two to three years earlier, 11% had their sessions three to four
years earlier, and 22% had their session four to five years earlier.
As shown in Figure 17, each survey respondent came to their introductory PPCI client
session with various intentions, with the nine respondents marking an average of four different
intentions for an overall total of thirty-six selections. The survey respondent could choose
multiple responses to this question. Each client was seeking to transform something about their
current life to bring about greater inner peace and life balance. Eight respondents had emotional
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issues to address, eight had spiritual concerns, six had relationship challenges, six had
psychological issues to address, five had mental health concerns, two had physical issues, and
one selected the ‘other’ category, specifying that there was need to address grief following the
death of a child. This ‘other’ selection could be added to the emotional column. None of the
participants in this survey arrived specifically wanting to address financial issues, although it is
common for other PPCI clients to focus on career and financial issues.
Survey respondent backgrounds. One third of the participants were immigrants not
living in their country of birth, and two-thirds were born in Canada. Eleven percent of the survey
participants identified as male and 89% as female. Of the respondents, the maternal ancestral
family lines originated in Alsace (an old region in France specifically emphasized by the client),
Brazil, England, France, Germany, Holland (the label used rather than The Netherlands), Italy,
Ireland, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Prussia (now a part of Germany), Scotland, Spain, and Ukraine,
and in client situations where their deeper ancestral origins were not known, from Canada, both
English and French speaking regions. The religious backgrounds of the participant’s maternal
lines included Baptist, Greek Catholic, Methodist, Quaker, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic,
Ukrainian Orthodox, and unidentified Protestant Christian. The paternal ancestral family lines of
the participants included origins in Brazil, England, France, Germany, Northern Ireland, Peru,
Poland, Portugal, Scandinavia, Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, Ukraine, the USA (as early as the
time of the Mayflower), Wales, and Canada, including English and French speaking regions and
Indigenous ancestry. The religious backgrounds of the paternal lines included Atheist, Jewish,
Mennonite, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic, Ukrainian Greek Catholic, UCC (originally
Congregationalists, Methodists, and Presbyterians), and a description of no religion for multiple
generations. Asked if the survey participants’ families had North American Indigenous ancestry,
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11% responded Yes, 56% responded No, and 33% provided other answers, including: “Brazilian
Indigenous”, “DNA testing shows 2% Native American”, and “I might but I’m not sure.”
Time and memory recall. Survey results indicated that the passing of time and memory
recall did not seem to play a huge role in the clients' capacity to associate the PPCI client session
with transformation in their daily lives. However, time did play a role in memory recall for the
respondents when the survey questions related to specific PPCI client session activities, and this
was expected since two-thirds of the survey respondents had their session two to five years
earlier, and also, because the embodied mind and spirit would have been more engaged during
the session than the rational mind. The survey revealed which activities of the PPCI client
session made the greatest conscious impression on the survey respondent, in other words, the
activities that could be consciously pulled from memory storage or remembered. For example,
the survey respondent may remember glimpses of activities that were the most appealing to
them, activities that generated the most explicit emotion for them, or activities that generated
great “AHA” moments for them. It is important to point out that these consciously remembered
activities may not have had the most direct influence in the client’s transformation and systemic
healing. Stated another way, the greatest systemic healing would likely have occurred at the
unconscious level within the embodied mind of the client (embodied transformation), not at the
level of the conscious mind.
It needs to be highlighted that during the PPCI client sessions investigated by the survey,
the practitioner intentionally and continually worked to keep the client out of their head or
rational mind as much as possible and more focused on their emotions, sensations, and feelings
of their body. This attention to the body is very different from traditional talk therapy or
activities where trauma debriefing is involved. During the PPCI client sessions, the rational mind
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was often bypassed to initiate the healing of the wounds held deeply within the cells of the body,
and vitally important, as shown in Research Source 3: The Client Interview, integration between
the unconscious and conscious minds continues to occur over time relative to the client’s level of
self-awareness and commitment to self-development and growth. It was revealed that the
unconscious mind helps the conscious mind integrate crucial information for self-healing and
self-awareness.
Anything that the survey respondents attributed to the single PPCI client session they
experienced has been taken at face value. This was critical to understanding how the activities of
PPCI were important for working through and transforming the transgenerational trauma
embodied by the client and carried for their family system, and how the client session was
valuable in contributing to greater inner and outer peace for the participant in the areas of their
life where it was desired. While more completed surveys might have been helpful, overall, the
surveys received provided sufficient feedback as to how much the clients were able to remember
about their sessions and how much of the PPCI session concepts they remember integrating into
their lives. The surveys were also helpful for providing long-term feedback about whether the
PPCI client sessions made a longer lasting difference in the life of the client or not. With client
sessions sometimes four and five years prior to the survey participation, it would appear that
anything directly attributed to the PPCI client session indicated lasting impact.
Client context. Context, rather than time, seemed to be a more significant factor in the
survey responses. Only one survey respondent, who had more recently experienced the PPCI
client session, seemed to struggle at times in associating client session activities to results in
daily life. This respondent indicated being at an especially difficult crossroads in her life, so that
may have impacted her responses. Alternatively, this client may still be in a transformative stage
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following the session. The written comments of this survey participant indicated that English was
not the first language. It can only be speculated as to whether language or the particular wording
of the questions might have had an impact on the individual’s survey responses as well.
Otherwise, this respondent may have had a very different experience than other past clients in
whatever way that is defined, or this client may have been more in her head or her rational mind,
perhaps with worry at the time of her session or when answering the survey, and less open to the
transformative impact through the embodied mind. This survey respondent did help to show that
the individuals who did participate were not necessarily the happy ones.
As with any client of PPCI, as shown in the archived client files, the family systems of
the survey respondents will also carry a number of patterns of transgenerational trauma (see
Figures 15a and 15b). These patterns of epigenetic inheritance transmit contextually down their
family system. Depending on the emotional context within each family system, the way
transgenerational trauma is carried can vary greatly and also respond differently to the various
activities of the PPCI client session, impacting how the client transforms and integrates their
inner and outer worlds. The survey responses revealed how the philosophies and activities of the
PPCI sessions might be useful for supporting helping professionals who have similar intentions
for change in their lives as these particular clients and how the responses might be interpreted
even further afield.
Client session effectiveness. The general consensus of the survey respondents was that
the single two-and-a-half-hour introductory PPCI client session served a useful and
transformative purpose in their lives and contributed to the systemic healing of some of the
transgenerational trauma of their family systems. While the comments had general themes, the
comment of one respondent covered the thoughts of many, “I felt understood and accepted by
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Patricia. The family constellation system approach seems to allow me to allow a whole system to
do its work and know I am not alone. The burden has shifted.” When asked what the phrase
“transgenerational trauma” meant to the survey respondents, one comment seemed to sum up the
thoughts of others, “We are ALL connected whether alive or dead or unborn. Time is not linear.
Old traumas experienced by my ancestors tend to remain in the present and future unless dealt
with.”
PPCI activities that seemed particularly effective included the following (more than one
answer could be selected on this question): Genosociograms (44%) were useful in understanding
transgenerational patterns and relationships; Welcoming of Excluded, Missing, Shunned, or
Forgotten Family Members in a Systemic Constellation as Ritual (44%) was key to
understanding how transgenerational trauma transmits down the family system, and Learning
about Epigenetics (22%) was thought to provide a better understanding of how emotional
inheritance passed from mother to child, sometimes skipping generations.
Understanding systemic healing. Asked what the phrase “systemic healing” meant to
the survey respondents; they shared the following themes:
•

Knowing that they are influenced by a greater field of energy.

•

Realizing that there is interconnection between all peoples in the greater collective
system.

•

Realizing that the healing of one radiates out to the healing of the whole.

•

Knowing they were responsible for their own wellbeing and responsible for how
much they practise and integrate what they learned in the session.

•

Understanding that systemic healing of transgenerational trauma involved developing
compassion for other family members and ancestors.
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Understanding that systemic healing can occur at the energetic level, impacting the
physical level, and impacting everything surrounding them.

•

Understanding that all of humanity is involved in resolving collective historical
trauma.

•

Realizing that transformation continues after the client steps out of the session
workspace.

•

Realizing that when one family member sets out on a journey of systemic healing, it
is a catalyst that forces an emotional response from everyone interacting with them,
radiating out to the greater systems that surround them, sometimes hours, days,
weeks, months, and even years later.

The PPCI client session is a catalyst that is meant to shake things up. The intent is to end the
status quo, shifting old familial and ancestral emotional patterns by creating new inner body
images and transforming old neuronal pathways in the brain through experiential activity, by the
process of neuroplasticity. It is important to note that a fear of change in the family system will
be revealed very quickly if one exists. Resistance to change may surface when one family
member shows up in the world with a new emotional strategy, for example, creating healthier
energy boundaries or caring for their own needs first. The other family members are forced to
respond emotionally to these changes, and some will resist the change and initially create greater
tension. Survey respondents revealed that family members within the same family system may
be at very different places emotionally in their self-development and growth and also in the way
they carry transgenerational trauma. The respondents revealed that some family members may be
willing to look back, and others may not, some may be interested in self-development and
growth through looking inward, and some may not, and some may be willing to do systemic
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healing work, and others may not.
Relationship transformation. The survey results indicated that transgenerational trauma
is embodied and relational. The responses indicated that when unhealthy relationships were
shifted into healthier relationships, by shifting the inner image held within the body/unconscious
mind about that relationship, greater inner peace can be found.
For this particular group of participants, it appeared that the closest family of origin
relationships benefitted the most from the single introductory PPCI client session. However, the
survey results did not preclude transformation within more distant relationships. Sometimes the
clients found it difficult to definitively attribute the transformation to any one element of selfdevelopment and growth. Some clients did not consciously recognize that new seeds were
sometimes sown during the PPCI client session or in the aftermath, and the obvious fruits of that
labour were not explicitly evident. In one situation, lines of communication were opened with
extended family members using Facebook and email, and while the communication was shortlived, the client did not recognize the potential that this short-lived communication may have on
the extended family members and system broadly. The influence on the relationships or lives of
other extended family system members, the consequences of their actions, may not be fully
known or understood. Perhaps the seeds that were sown with extended family members were
later blown along with the energy of the wind to some distant place, as with the Butterfly Effect
(Lorenz, 1993); however, just because one does not see or feel the results, does not necessarily
mean there was not an energetic effect and it is misguided to assume so.
Relationship with mother and life in the womb. The participants were asked if there
was improvement or not in the relationship with their biological mother, whether she was living
or not, or whether they were adopted, following the session experienced at Peaceful
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Possibilities™ and 78% of the participants responded, “Yes”. Some comments added to the
question responses included:
“I feel more acceptance of my mom and the choices she made.”
“I don’t feel so impacted by my mom’s way of relationship…there is some acceptance and
more distance…observing rather than being impacted.”
“She wrote me a letter, finally after 40 years, explaining her side of the breakup from my dad.”
“Recognizing I tried to take on my mother’s emotional/psychic burdens when I was a child. It
helped to give back to my mom what is hers. I now speak to my mom who is no longer in a
physical body.”

Of the total survey respondents, 44% selected learning about how transgenerational
trauma transmits before conception, in the womb, at birth, and in early childhood as an impactful
PPCI session activity. This involved discussing 3-generational emotional transmission in the
womb from grandmother to mother to oneself, as potential life, an egg within the ovaries of
mother, who is the 5 to 9-month-old developing fetus in the womb of grandmother. The client
survey respondents shared what they had learned about the unconscious nature of
transgenerational trauma and how it is held in the body:
•

Understanding the emotional journey of the developing child in the womb, even
preconception, and the development of the baby and young child through the
emotional journey of the mother is very important.

•

Understanding the early childhood emotional experiences of parents and grandparents
is essential to discerning what is embodied within oneself.

•

Understanding that children unconsciously and transgenerationally sacrifice
themselves and take on the emotional burdens of their parents and grandparents out of
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unconscious love and loyalty to the greater family system.
•

Understanding that the living and the dead remain genetically, epigenetically, and
energetically connected. The ancestors live on within us through the burdens,
challenges, emotional wounds, or resilience we inherit, or other gifts and talents
passed down to us.

•

Recognizing unconscious relationship patterns of grandparents with parents and
subsequently parents with their children.

Relationship with father. The participants were asked if there was improvement or not
in the relationship with their biological father, whether he was living or not, or whether they
were adopted, following the session they had at Peaceful Possibilities™ and 55% of the
participants responded, “Yes”. The survey respondents provided an interesting array of
comments:
“He called, intuitively/coincidentally, immediately following the session asking if everything
was okay with me and told me the story of my grandfather.”
“Even though he was dead at the time, my understanding and sympathies for him grew.”
“There is a huge let go, and shift to allow him to live his life, but not to make it my business to
fix or enable him…setting better boundaries.”
“Our relationship is strong and continues to be strong. The only improvement I can offer is his
maternal ancestral line has been coming out of the woodwork to be discovered.”

Relationship with siblings. The participants were asked if there was improvement or not
in their sibling relationships following the session at Peaceful Possibilities™ and while 11% of
the respondents had no siblings, 44% responded, “Yes”. The comments made by the survey
respondents reveal some of the dynamics that can be shifted:
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“My sister and I got closer.”
“I explained the process to a sister who is struggling.”
“Perhaps my relationship with my one sister with whom I have been very close for many years
has deepened. The relationship with my other siblings is the same or I feel they may be more
distant and as I perceive it, more closed and protecting. My sister and I seem to be the only
ones who can accept with compassion the choices our parents made.”
“As my relationship with my mother improved, the relationship with my brother disintegrated.
It is as though one of the main things we had in common was our defence against our mother.”

The last comment highlights a common phenomenon about systemic healing, that when a
client sets up new healthy boundaries with other family members, or a child stops being the
confidante to mother, it may initially create a feeling of separation from others, which may not
feel good. This sensation may feel threatening in some way or may feel like the betrayal of a
loved one, especially if the other family members are initially not open to change or may never
be. It is important to embrace the notion that disconnection or separation is not really possible,
since we remain energetically connected even without conscious knowledge.
Relationship with intimate partner. The survey participants were asked if there was
improvement in their relationship with their intimate partner following their session at Peaceful
Possibilities™ and with 11% having no intimate partner, 56% responded, “Yes”. The
participant’s added various comments to their survey responses:
“Understanding myself better helped me understand our relationship better and to release
some expectations.”
“I have always had a good relationship with my husband. Perhaps there is more acceptance,
understanding, and gratitude as time goes on.”
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“The relationship itself did not improve, but it became easier for me to share some of my
feelings with him.”

Whether it is knowing oneself better, setting healthier boundaries, understanding give and take in
relationships, being more open to communicate one’s needs, willingness to be vulnerable, or
understanding how intimate partners can mirror family wounds or echo something unresolved
emotionally in the family system, intimate relationships seem to benefit from the activities of
PPCI client sessions. There is a powerful realization in knowing that if one’s family system has a
great amount of transgenerational trauma impacting one’s life than there will likely be a similarly
intense transgenerational influence on the life of one’s intimate partner and their family systems.
This can lead to an energetic softening.
Relationship with children: The survey respondents were asked if there was any
improvement in their relationships with their children following their session at Peaceful
Possibilities™ and while 11% responded that they did not have children, 78% responded, “Yes”.
Additional comments that were shared by the participants included:
“My relationship with my only daughter has improved significantly after getting more
challenging after initially working with Patricia.”
“I’m better at letting them go. I have better boundaries.”
“I feel more humble towards them.”

It was interesting to note that the relationship of one mother and daughter was initially
problematic after the session. This comment was not a surprise since the PPCI client session
shakes up the status quo, and as the client stepped out of entanglement with her own mother it
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likely encouraged the survey respondent to step back out of entanglement with her own daughter.
As the client takes responsibility for carrying her own emotional burdens in life, this energetic
movement stops the pattern of the child carrying the emotional burdens of the parent and the
client’s daughter becomes free to live her own life and follow her own path. These movements
can feel unsettling at first to both the client and her daughter. Initially, for the client, that
energetic movement can feel like a betrayal or abandonment and it can feel very uncomfortable.
For the daughter, she may have felt some energetic abandonment initially if her mother has set
healthier boundaries. The daughter may also have felt a loss of purpose initially, albeit
unconscious, if she was no longer carrying the heavy weight of her mother’s emotional burdens.
Relationship with extended family. Looking at the greater family systems, the survey
participants were asked whether there was any improvement in the relationship they had with
members of their extended maternal family line and 22% responded, “Yes”. Some clients did not
know any of their extended maternal family members. The survey participants were asked
whether there was any improvement in the relationship they had with members of their extended
paternal family line and 33% responded, “Yes”. One survey response to this question was
particularly noteworthy:
Two generations of my father’s maternal line have come out of the woodwork to be
discovered through genealogy. I inherited my grandmother’s sewing machine and since
the day that it entered my home, records of her and her ancestral line have been literally
stitched together. I now speak to or text or email one cousin twice removed every other
day…we are like soul sisters! (Anonymous survey respondent, with permission)
It was not surprising that extended family relationships were not as noticeably shifted as closer
family relationships after one session. The fact that some of the survey respondents did not have
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extended family members living may have contributed to low positive responses to these two
questions. As well, the relationships with maternal and paternal extended family lines may not be
noticeably problematic if little contact exists. The focus of the first session is often on the client
and their transgenerational relationship with their mother or father. Once those seeds are planted,
the extended family system may shift without the client having any knowledge of the changes
occurring.
Transgenerational issues related to extended family systems can sometimes give rise to
future follow up client sessions once the client has worked through some of the deeper emotional
layers with mother and father. After some self-development and growth, the client may suddenly
have space within themselves to address the transgenerational trauma of the greater collective.
Relationship with oneself. The survey respondents were asked whether they experienced
a new relationship with themselves following the session at Peaceful Possibilities™. This would
indicate that the clients had experienced some change to their level of inner peace after the
session. There was a change indicated by 89% of the respondents with a fairly solid, “YES” from
all but one of these respondents, and 11% stated having a more complimentary relationship with
self. The survey participants provided the following comments:
“Yes, I’m much more self-aware.”
“Yes, I would say it did make me look inside a little deeper than I had previously.”
“Yes, it’s a mighty good feeling to know the strength of women I come from.”
“I am able to get control of myself through my breathing and it helps me form my
boundaries.”
“Yes, it helped especially in being more gentle with myself.”
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“Absolutely. So much anger was released and decades’ worth of resentment and repetitive
blame are 95 percent gone. My health and physicality have improved so much and my
relationship with the source of my anger (my own thoughts) largely resolved.”
“I’ve started a podcast, for better or worse.”
“Maybe not a new relationship, but a complimentary relationship.”

There was one respondent who did not think they had developed a new or different relationship
with themselves following the PPCI client session; however, they stated that they felt some inner
peace during the PPCI client session. It is important to note that many of the respondents felt the
PPCI session was a catalyst for later change that occurred and/or that it provided resources to be
called upon when life difficulties arose.
Developing inner peacebuilding. In another question, the survey participants were asked
specifically whether the session guided them toward greater inner peace, elaborating further on
their previous responses about a change in relationship with oneself. There was a significant
change indicated by 89% of the respondents with a fairly solid, “YES” from 75% of these.
Where 11% indicated that there was a positive change during the session, they mentioned it was
not as obvious after the session, and 11% indicated that the change was conditional. The
respondents shared the following comments:
“Yes. Acceptance makes way for peace!”
“I’m beginning to let go of the emotional weight I’ve taken on from my mother.”
“Yes, there is a huge shift towards feeling quietness and my mind is quieter.”
“The breathing brought me to an inner perception of my Self and brought harmony to my
being.”
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“Yes, my access to inner peace is improved. When I am feeling uncomfortable or slipping
back into a blaming pattern, I can self-soothe by remembering the paths of my ancestors.
Also, to imagine them behind me, literally, and supporting me, gives me huge comfort and
joy.”
“It helped in continued healing in regard to the death of my daughter.”
“If anything, it initially shook things up, and I started thinking more about the past, about stuff
I’d ‘forgotten’ about.”
“I do have a great deal of inner peace, yet not sure I can say that the session guided me to
greater inner peace as I look for work in a recession.”
“I felt good in the moment doing the session.”

The greatest sign of life improvement was whether the survey respondent thought they had
experienced a new relationship with themselves following the session with PPCI, and all but one
respondent thought they had. A transformed relationship with oneself can indirectly indicate a
shift toward greater inner peace; however, there was no measurement in the survey of how great
this change might have been. The only measurement is through the qualitative comments of the
survey respondents. In the creation of wellbeing for helping professionals it is this relationship
with oneself, through one’s relationship with one’s parents and ancestors, that will tend to
require the greatest amount of transformation. Some reflections on inner peacebuilding that I
experienced from analysing the client survey responses included:
•

The realization that systemically healing transgenerational trauma leads to greater
inner peace which helps quiet both an unsettled embodied mind and a conflicted
rational mind.

•

The realization that there is a collective field involved in one’s life and this can
increase feelings of inner peace because it releases one from taking everything
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personally.
•

An understanding of the contextual nature of transgenerational trauma and the
contextual nature of inner peacebuilding draws one closer to one’s ancestral system.

•

Since there is truth in the adage that to heal one needs to feel, then feeling present
during transformative systemic healing work, rather than numb or dissociated, is a
first step towards feeling inner peace long-term.

•

The realization that inner peace is not a permanent state and that new
transgenerational trauma challenges may continually arise challenging that state of
inner peace, encouraging an ongoing journey. It is how one responds to these
challenges over time that sustains inner peace or not.

It can be gathered from these survey results that positive transformation did occur in many of the
relationships of the clients following the introductory PPCI client session. Negative relationship
results were indicated in a few situations, stating that an initial negative shift occurred
immediately following the session once the familiar status quo was interrupted, even if it was
unhealthy. This may reveal a more resistant systemic response to change. It may also reveal a
person getting stuck within the negative and unable to see the big picture. This past client may
not recognize the association between the client session and the later positive healthier results
within the same relationship that were mentioned in the survey. Overall, it can be surmised that
PPCI sessions can lead to healthier relationships which create the conditions for greater inner
peace and greater peace in one’s surrounding environment.
Gaining new insight. Survey respondents were asked to briefly describe any "AHA"
moments or any great insight they took away from their PPCI client session that helped them in
life in some way. Some of the comments provided by the survey participants were as follows:
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“I could finally put myself into my mother’s shoes and really see from her perspective. This
helped to soften my views of her enormously and made me realize that we are more alike than
I’d ever seen.”
“It’s so hard to see or describe, but I just feel more aware of my entanglements and
motivations with my relationships, my moments of self-sabotage…feeling much more like an
adult now.”
“Knowing that I did try to take on my mother and father’s burdens. I thought I was supposed
to help them (when I was a small child). Giving it back to them and really feeling that it is
theirs, and they can do it. This has helped me be clearer with my own children about what is
mine and what is theirs (emotional/psychological). It helped me not to worry so much and to
know I have done enough, I am enough, and that they are fully entrusted and equipped to live
their own lives.”
“The way I experienced my mother relationship and then I brought it to other people in my
life.”
“Releasing the past leads to a happier future.”
“No real AHA moments that I can remember. Perhaps a better understanding of the stuff my
parents experienced in their childhoods.”
“It was healing including unborn and deceased children as well as ancestors in the
constellation.”

These realizations are highly significant and contribute to a positive evaluation of the potential
within the activities utilized in PPCI client sessions for transformation.
Creating healthy energy boundaries. The survey participants were asked whether the
PPCI session guided them to have a healthier energy boundary with others, and the following
responses were provided:
“I have been practicing saying no, and I like it ;-0.”
“Yes, I would say my boundaries improved.”
“Yes, I’m still working on it, but there is a huge shift.”
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“I feel better equipped to understand the suffering of others.”
“The awareness of the breath helped develop a more accurate setting of boundaries.”
“I am not sure. Perhaps. I can still get enmeshed with my adult children at times, but I am
generally aware of this and am able to breathe through it.”
“I don’t really know about that. Perhaps I don’t get sucked into other people’s dramas as much
and nor do I take responsibility for others’ happiness or success. Maybe I’m not as arrogant to
think I need, or even can, change anyone else’s outcomes. In this I feel less compassionate for
others but stronger for myself.”

The last two comments mentioned above were interesting, while not resounding “YES”
responses to the question, both qualified their tentative responses with descriptive ways that they
are more attentive to their own needs and reveal they have healthier boundaries with others.
These two responses may illustrate where the unconscious mind is functionally a step ahead of
the conscious mind.
Identifying emotional body holding patterns. The survey participants were asked to
share whether the session guided them to have a greater understanding about the emotional
holding patterns of their body, and if it did, where these holding patterns are in their body. The
responses to this question were as follows:
“It is located in my chest, and I learned to pay attention to my breath, and how it is important
to support me when I need it. “
“I didn’t find this as strong a lesson as some others, but I do understand how lung and
bronchial problems in my family on my father’s side, particularly, are the result of holding
patterns of emotion.”
“I don’t think we got that far in our one session, but I have since then made a connection
between childhood traumas and my physical health.”
“I am not exactly sure. Connecting with deep breath is always helpful.”
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“Hmmmm…I’m not sure I remember this specifically…yet, I am consciously aware of where
I hold my stress.”

These answers helped improve my praxis through PPCI. It needs to be noted that there was an
increase in breath work with clients during PPCI sessions as time went on, ensuring that they
were very consciously aware of their own emotional body holding patterns. It seems that earlier
clients may have remembered less of this intentional body work. Body work is about feelings in
the body and the rational brain may not have fully engaged to register what was felt. As my
research progressed, this was one area of my work with ongoing clients that definitely received
benefit, ensuring the clients knew precisely at least two or three of their emotional body holding
patterns (see Figure 1 in Chapter 1).
Meaningful PPCI activities. The survey participants were asked which PPCI client
session activities were most helpful or meaningful for them and the question was asked in two
very different ways on the survey. The first time it was asked it was an open-ended question with
no choices provided and it was worded, “What activities from the session were helpful in your
life?” This question was intentionally difficult, providing no suggestions or triggers to prompt
memory recall. As an open-ended question, some of the survey respondents shared that it was
difficult to remember specific activities, stating that many of the activities were helpful. The
responses of the past PPCI clients participating in the survey included:
“The ritual release was helpful.”
“The boundary work was helpful and the ceremony including those that were excluded.”
“Many activities were helpful, including integrating the knowledge about living in agency and
implementing strategies not to do that.”
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“The felt shapes placed on the ground that represented ancestors really helped me to “step into
their shoes”, and into my own space in the family as well as recognizing those who did not
survive birth or pregnancy. The wool on the floor exercise to show boundaries was also very
interesting. Releasing the burdens of others in my family was helpful and gaining
compassion for all members of my family.”
“Recognizing I tried to take on my mother’s emotional/psychic burdens when I was a child. It
helped to give back to my mom what is hers. I now speak to my mom who is no longer in a
physical body.”
“I’m not sure I remember them all…just going to say they were all helpful.”
“The exercises with Mother were helpful and looking at my family genealogy.”

Two questions later in a different section of the survey, the respondents were asked a
closed-ended question, “Which of the following session activities were most meaningful for
you?” and they were provided with 27 potential choices. The participants could choose multiple
answers for the question, plus the response Other was also available to expand the response list,
softening the closed-ended nature of the question. The response list was scrambled for each
survey respondent to keep them from reading only the same top listed responses, ignoring the
rest of the responses, and moving to another question. It was interesting that one participant
added the comment, “I would like to participate in some of the other activities.” The activities
selected by the survey respondents have been grouped below into the five original and key PPCI
client session activities experienced by the clients and the number of times the activity was
selected is shown in parentheses after the activity description (the highest number in brackets can
be 9):
1. Inner Fear Activity
•

Understanding your underlying deep inner fears and where they originate in one’s
family system (3)
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2. Genosociogram
•

Diagramming a genosociogram (family tree of relationships and patterning) of
one’s extended family system (4)

•

Understanding the unresolved childhood and adult emotional wounds of one’s
mother, father and grandparents (5)

•

Discussing 3-generation emotional transmission from grandmother to mother to
oneself (4)

•

Discussing one’s birth and early childhood (3)

•

Answering questions related to one’s relationship with one’s mother and father
(2)

3. Boundary Activity
•

Participating in a boundary exercise done sitting on the floor using lengths of
wool (4)

•

Learning about how transgenerational trauma transmits before conception, in the
womb, at birth, and in early childhood (4)

•

Learning about letting go of living in agency with others (4)

•

Learning about inundation & abandonment (push and pull) energy dynamics in
relationships (2)

•

Learning about body emotional holding patterns (2)

•

Learning strategies for self-care and self-love (1)

4. Systemic Constellations
•

Visually mapping out one’s issue as a family or systemic constellation (4)
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Setting up family or systemic constellations as ritual with candles and meaningful
phrases (4)

•

Welcoming excluded, missing, shunned, or forgotten family members in a
systemic constellation as ritual (4)

•

Learning about systemic and integrative wellbeing and the connection to one’s
ancestors (4)

•

Releasing the burdens carried or shared with other family members (4)

•

Connecting with the long line of strong women or men in one’s family system (4)

•

Setting up a family constellation with self & mother (3)

•

Setting up a family constellation with self, mother & father (3)

•

Gaining compassion by letting go of blame and judgment (3)

•

Completing the interrupted reaching out movement with mother (learning to take
from mother - pulling on the scarf) (1)

5. Resourcing
•

Reading the explanatory Peaceful Possibilities™ Follow Up Notes that were
emailed after the session (7)

•

Learning about epigenetics and the transmission of transgenerational trauma (2)

Survey reflections. The PPCI retroactive feedback survey provided evidence that the
two-and-a-half-hour introductory PPCI client sessions were effective for bringing about
transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma in the lives of those respondents
who experienced a session. Among those persons, the transformation was sustained for up to five
years, the longest time period between client session and participation in the survey. Through the
comments of the past clients, it seems apparent that the session activities were catalysts for
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developing long-term new ways of showing up emotionally in the world. The survey results
revealed that shifting unhealthy energetic relationships into healthy energetic relationships
generated greater inner peace for this group of individuals. The findings demonstrated that the
five key body focused activities of an introductory PPCI client session, the inner fear activity, the
genosociogram, boundary activity, systemic constellations, and resourcing the client did provide
these clients with body focused experiences to understand:
•

The embodied nature of transgenerational trauma as it pertained to their family
system,

•

The ways that trauma stores in the body of the ancestor or parent as emotional holding
patterns and how it can be transmitted down through the generations of the family
system and also transformed,

•

The way that breath work helps to create space for change in the body, and

•

The way deep body focused ritual can be instrumental for systemic healing, shifting
how the transgenerational trauma is held in the body.

It was made clear in the survey that the PPCI integrative wellness sessions were
transformational and a catalyst for change that continued to evolve in the daily lives of these
clients long after the PPCI client session. These past clients of PPCI described some interesting
ways that changes to their family system and to themselves occurred during the session or
immediately following the session. Some clients experienced the desire to return for a follow up
session as new layers of transgenerational trauma were revealed and others carried on with their
life without one, feeling they knew enough about systemic healing to address their own issues as
they arose. It can be speculated that some clients may have gone to other practitioners and taken
up other complimentary practices to carry forward with their work toward greater inner peace.
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The responses from the client feedback survey helped improve my praxis, in that, they
highlighted some areas of the practice that could use more emphasis. For instance, following the
survey, new clients of PPCI experienced changes to some of the body focused activities to
provide them with an even greater understanding of the emotional holding patterns of their body
and how to find healthy ways to work through emotional stress and trauma to keep it from
settling further into the body, including breath work and body release work. From the survey
responses, it was realized that some of the earlier clients did not consciously integrate enough
about how trauma was held within their body. With training, the body focused activities of PPCI
can be learned, and they are certainly transferrable to different situations and settings.
An interesting point made by several past clients of PPCI was that they let go of feeling
responsible for the wellbeing of others or feeling the need to fix the lives of others, and most
importantly, they let go of putting their own emotional needs aside as less important than the
needs of others. These mindsets are essential for reducing the occurrence of burnout and
secondary trauma in the lives of helping professionals. These clients had come to the realization
that taking on responsibility for the wellbeing of others, without regard for their own wellbeing
first through self-care and self-love, without the development of healthy boundaries, and without
addressing their own conflict with parents and ancestors, tended to lead to unwellness and
symptoms of burnout and secondary trauma. They became aware of how the unconscious
emotional holding patterns of their childhood often limited their wellbeing as an adult,
beneficially realizing that these patterns could be changed.
These past clients discovered through the client session that specific outcome
expectations were not possible, since one does not always consciously know what the most
important healing steps are for oneself and one’s family system. The client may have known
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what felt emotionally satisfying; however, they didn’t always know what was in their highest
interest. They were often unaware of what transgenerational trauma was impacting their life and
this changed during the client session. Sometimes change occurred and it was not attributed back
to the session, and yet, the session may have been the catalyst to shift something significant in
the family system that was not an intentional hope or expectation for the session. For a helping
professional, this aids in letting go of any agenda or any set intention when working with others,
knowing that the family system will transform as it is needed after the session. The revelations
made by the survey respondents are helpful at the personal level, to understand how important it
is not to take on the trauma issues experienced by others. One can be compassionate for the
struggle of others without taking on responsibility for their struggles. This retroactive feedback
illuminated how each client and their family system moved and shifted as needed contextually,
and that the individual, while having little control, can be an energetic catalyst for transformation
within the greater system.
Findings Summary
The findings of this reflexive systemic practitioner research respond to the research
questions and sub-questions outlined in Chapter 1, filling and bridging knowledge gaps and
potentially remedying the conspicuous absence in the literature of a new comprehensive systemic
healing approach to address unresolved transgenerational trauma. The table below summarizes
many of these responses. The transdisciplinary voices of many others in Chapter 2 helped
provide background information and contribute to many responses to the research questions and
respective sub-questions. The experiential activities provided in Chapter 4, including the full
client session report for CF001, and the appendices which include inner fear and boundary
activities and the full client session report for CF008 (see Appendices M, P, and V) also
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contributed to responses to several research questions.
Research Questions & Sub-questions
1) In what ways can this research expand
knowledge around transgenerational
trauma and create a useful body of
knowledge for recognizing, addressing,
integrating, transforming, and
systemically healing transgenerational
trauma for helping professionals seeking
to develop inner peacebuilding skills?

•

a. How is addressing transgenerational
trauma interrelated with the selfdevelopment and growth of inner
peacebuilding?

The research revealed that what we inherit as
transgenerational trauma from our parents
and ancestors needs to be integrated into our
bodies and lives through self-development
and growth…by taking an inward turn:
• Creating healthy energy boundaries with
the living & the dead
• Letting go of blame & judgment
• Agreement to the past
• Understanding inner fears that may be
transgenerational & their origins
• Developing a healthy connection to the
ancestral field
• Developing healthy relationships where
unhealthy relationships currently exist
• Developing compassion for self & others
• Embracing self-care, self-parenting, &
self-love
• Releasing oneself from any heavy
burdens & entanglements
• Stepping out of blind love & loyalty
• Understanding how the wealth of
information stored in the embodied
unconscious mind motivates & guides
the conscious mind

•

The research contributed to the greater
academic body of knowledge around
transgenerational trauma in a direction
that was not pathological, reactive, or
therapeutic
The research involved the creation of rich
in-depth descriptive narrative for CF001
and CF008, opening an original academic
conversation around the systemic healing
of transgenerational trauma that is
comprehensive, rapid, transformative,
proactive, ancestral, transferrable, body
focused, language focused, ritual based,
& a catalyst for greater peace in the world
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b. What shifts need to occur in worldview
through self-development and growth to
address unresolved transgenerational
trauma?

The research revealed some important shifts
in worldview that aid in seeing,
transforming, & systemically healing
transgenerational trauma, including:
• Exploring an animated worldview
• Understanding helping as one’s own
self-development & growth
• Recognizing one’s own woundedness
• Taking responsibility for one’s own
wellbeing
• Opening to vulnerability
• Having a willingness to reach out,
change, let go
• Opening to diverse ways of knowing &
many perspectives including embodied
knowledge
• Opening to mystery
• Connection with the ancestral &
collective fields
• Embracing the big picture view of
beliefs, attitudes, motivations,
symptoms, conditions, behaviours, and
actions
• Learning to see trauma &
transgenerational trauma
• Addressing one’s own blind spots &
collective blind spots
• Listening with the whole body
• Listening for idiosyncratic language
• Engaging with the victim & perpetrator,
the light & the shadow

2) Understanding that a comprehensive body
focused approach is needed to address
trauma, and to recognize, work through,
integrate, transform, and systemically heal
transgenerational trauma, how might the
embodied knowledge of transgenerational
trauma be accessed?

The research showed that embodied
knowledge can be accessed by:
• Utilizing the six senses – seeing, hearing,
tasting, touching, smelling, & the body’s
sensing, feeling, & intuiting
• Feeling the body’s response to energy
boundaries in relationship to others
• Learning and interpreting the language
of the body & facial emotional language
• Cultivating awareness, presence, &
courage through one’s own body focused
emotional healing work
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Recognizing emotional body holding
patterns
Utilizing genosociograms to understand
the trauma held in the bodies of the
ancestors & the emotional patterns
flowing down the family system
Through breathwork, sitting with
discomfort in the body & breathing
through it
Trusting practical wisdom held within
Listening to the heart
Utilizing visual, auditory, & kinesthetic
intuition
Sensing lines of energy
Tuning into collective energy
Accessing ancient wisdom held within
Recognizing inner fears held in the body
Utilizing transformative ritual to reach
deeply into the body

a. How might we better understand the
mechanisms or systems of knowing that
support or hold transgenerational trauma
in place within the body?

The research showed that transgenerational
trauma can be transmitted & held in place
within the body in many ways, including:
• Silence & secrets
• Exclusion & disconnection
• Epigenetics
• Blind love & loyalty
• Ineffective energy boundaries
• Incomplete reaching out movements at
birth
• Bonding or attachment wounds early in
life
• Autonomic trauma freeze responses
• Incomplete fight or flight responses
• Collective memory
• Cultural songs, dances, language, ritual
& ceremony

b. What might we learn about the embodied
nature of transgenerational trauma from
the client sessions of my praxis through
Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting
Incorporated (PPCI) and other
transdisciplinary sources through listening
to the voices of others?

Through the demonstration of my praxis &
listening to the voices of others, we learned
much about the embodied nature of
transgenerational trauma:
• A genosociogram can help pinpoint
embodied patterns within family systems
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3) In what ways might resources, tools, and
techniques be discovered through this
praxis that can be effectively utilised
proactively and preventatively by helping
professionals who are seeking specifically
to reduce the incidence of burnout,
secondary or vicarious trauma,
compassion fatigue, and other thoughts,
beliefs, and behaviours that limit inner
peace, and who are interested more
broadly in the long-term wellbeing and
effectiveness of helping professionals in
life and in the field of their work?
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How trauma is stored or imprinted on the
cells of the body preverbal, non-verbal,
fragmented, & sensory, & how it passes
trans-generationally the same way
That transgenerational trauma can pass
epigenetically via the development of the
egg & sperm or through behaviour
That epigenetics is impacted by
environment, diet, chemicals, or
maternal stress
Learning to recognize patterns amidst the
chaos, including the emotional holding
patterns of the body
Learning about the interaction between
the unconscious mind, conscious mind,
nervous system, & brain & how to
rewire the brain with new pathways
Ritual can have a significant impact on
what is embodied by the descendant &
the ancestral field

The research served to demonstrate by
example transferrable resources, tools,
techniques, & body focused approaches for
inner peacebuilding, including:
• The circle of self-development & growth
• How to understand positionality in one’s
work & life
• Energy boundary activities
• Inner fear activities
• How to read & work with energy
• Expansive breathwork for calming &
integration
• How to listen, sense, know, &
understand with the body
• How to utilize genosociograms
• How to utilize body focused systemic
constellations as ritual
• How to release emotional burdens &
entanglements
• How to conduct ritual & rites of passage
• How to utilize the 50 steppingstones in
Chapter 5 & Appendix X
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presence, transformative learning, and
inner peacebuilding to helping
professionals so they might engage with
and trust their relevant explicit and tacit
(embodied and not-yet-embodied)
knowledge to resolve their own
transgenerational trauma and facilitate
others in the same process?
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It is through training and practice that
awareness and presence can be learned and
then taught to others. Through the full client
file reports, the boundary activities, and the
inner fear activities presence and awareness
were taught vicariously by example. The 50
steppingstones were created & designed with
simplicity to be used in any cross-cultural
way:
• To assist helping professionals turn
inward for inner peacebuilding,
especially those wanting to shift from
childhood emotional responses to
emotional maturity
• For teaching others in the same process
of self-development & growth
• To provide the basics for those creating
curriculum around the systemic healing
of transgenerational trauma

As was mentioned previously through the voices of many others in Chapter 2, a new or
different approach is needed to effectively replace traditional talk therapy or other similar
practices which are now deemed inappropriate, ineffective, or insufficient for responding to the
embodied nature of trauma and transgenerational trauma. As outlined in the research design in
Chapter 3, the findings and discussion in Chapter 4 included the qualitative analysis of three
research sources that were gathered from my praxis through PPCI. By analysing the information
gathered, a contribution was made to the overall existing body of knowledge about the embodied
nature of transgenerational trauma. Ancestral, systemic, and body focused approaches, resources,
techniques, and tools were shared that are applicable and transferrable to many different
contexts. A contribution has been made to increasing understanding, integration, transformation,
and the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma through one specific practice. The findings
in Chapter 4 provided an opportunity to listen to the voices of some past PPCI clients and to
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explore their embodied experiences. It was evident from the three material sources that the
activities of PPCI were an effective means for accessing the embodied knowledge held deeply
within these past clients. It was an opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the diverse
activities of PPCI in transforming and systemically healing transgenerational trauma.
Each helping professional who works with individuals who are traumatized brings their
own complex array of roles and skillsets. Through analysis, I realized that I fulfilled a broad,
complex array of roles within the archived PPCI client sessions: practitioner (engaged in
practise), inquisitor (as one who is interested, curious, and searching - taking back that term from
past harmful historic inquisitions), genealogist or modern Seannachaidh (embodying the Scottish
Highlander and Ulster Scot traditional role of my ancestors, empowering people by connecting
them to their ancestral history), scribe (the recordkeeper of precise language, events and
activities), navigator (weighing alternatives and plotting the course of the journey), educator
(through lifelong learning, shifting between student and teacher), guide (accompanying the client
on their journey to reveal possibilities and to influence where deemed necessary), systemic
constellations facilitator, systemic constellations representative, visionary (seeing patterns in the
chaos and filling unfulfilled niches), interpreter (translating the language of the body),
experiential energy worker, witness (participant who bears witness), integrator (connecting the
dots), intermediary (between the living and the dead), ritualist (providing an instrument and
catalyst for systemic healing to occur), and liminalist (creating a safe space for transformation to
occur). An essential practice for a helping professional is to reflexively examine the many roles
one takes on in one’s work, identifying one’s strengths and limitations, and sorting out one’s
influence in service to others. It is important to understand that for the systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma many different combinations of roles and skillsets can be effective.
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Chapter 5: Research Conclusions and Reflections

Within the broad study of transgenerational trauma and ways to systemically heal it, the
examination of one’s own praxis as a helping professional comes with inherent risks, whether
emotional, spiritual, psychological, intellectual, or relational, and varying in intensity by what
one might carry transgenerationally for one’s family system. Inner peacebuilding journeys can be
fraught with obstacles and challenges. Investigating Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting was an
opportunity for me to qualitatively, systematically, and systemically study what is embodied
within me and the clients of PPCI including transgenerational trauma, the inner workings of the
unconscious mind, practical wisdom and other tacit and pathic knowledge stored within, and
inner resources including the ancestors, ancient wisdom, and the messages that generate sudden
feelings of knowing. I was able to discover more about how my inner practical wisdom serves in
the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma and how the practical wisdom of the client
might be intentionally accessed through the client sessions of PPCI.
It seems to me that the opportunity to research the subtle nuances of my praxis was worth
any inherent risks. Through this research, I was able to examine and share a body of systemic
healing work with other helping professionals where it appeared that several niches were
currently not filled in both the academic and mainstream realms and vital links were not
currently being made across disciplines. My research revealed that the messages of the embodied
mind, which is the language of the body, is integrally involved in systemic healing and this inner
wisdom can be accessed more readily and with greater intention utilizing the many approaches
outlined and demonstrated within the complete client file narrative reports of PPCI and explored
through the PPCI client interview and feedback survey. The activities of my praxis found new
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meaning and usefulness once the broad global problem mentioned in the dissertation preface was
identified and envisioned. That problem involves the convergence of the vast levels of migration,
immigration, and dislocation in the world; globalization; systemic racism; government
oppression and instability; unbalanced division of resources; and rapid technological
advancement, and with an expectation that human beings adapt successfully to living peaceably
in communities that resemble global villages. In response, many people are being challenged in
unprecedented ways physically, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, relationally, psychologically,
and financially. Many people, including helping professionals within numerous sectors of
society, and especially those working with individuals who are traumatized, are struggling to
adapt to this overwhelm and experiencing burnout, STS, VT, and CF. When unresolved, the
overwhelm or trauma of one generation passes to the next generation until it is sufficiently
worked through by living family members.
Within societies there can also be unresolved collective fields of transgenerational trauma
needing to be recognized and addressed, requiring immense changes to be made to institutions
and structures of society. These unresolved collective fields of transgenerational trauma create
great challenges for helping professionals and it is vitally important to address their root causes.
Changes to collective fields require the buy in of individuals who have recognized and worked
through their own familial and ancestral transgenerational trauma to some extent. Systemic
healing of transgenerational trauma occurs within the cells of the bodies of the individuals who
carry it. I hope this will be an invitation for those helping professionals reading this dissertation
to consider that one may carry deep within one’s body the means to systemically heal any
transgenerational trauma one may carry for one’s family system, community, or society.
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Utilizing Practical Wisdom
Researching the practice of PPCI opened the path for understanding layers of inner
wisdom as developed within myself and the clients of PPCI. Through analysis of the PPCI client
interview and past client survey responses, relationship improvements that occurred with parents
and other extended family members following the PPCI client sessions supports the notion that
these clients were able to further the development of their practical inner wisdom to work
through some of the transgenerational trauma they carried for their family system, since
transgenerational trauma was shown to underpin and sustain much family relationship conflict.
Space was allotted for these data to speak for themselves. Embodied wisdom was found within
the experiential activities of PPCI including gaining an understanding of energy boundaries;
identifying inner fears with transgenerational origins; recognizing patterns of transgenerational
trauma found on ancestral genosociograms; identifying, locating, understanding, and shifting
body emotional holding patterns through breathwork; exploring childhood emotional strategies
and locating their transgenerational familial and ancestral origins; recognizing transgenerational
motivations and driving forces behind thoughts, behaviours, and actions; and exploring body
focused systemic constellations as transformative ritual. The clients involved in PPCI sessions
that ran concurrently with the research study were the beneficiaries of this inner wisdom and the
embodied research findings as they emerged.
Obstacles and Challenges
The research served to pragmatically ground the complex art and science of accessing
embodied knowledge, highlighting the various challenges involved. The development of
practical wisdom (phronēsis) served as a tool to address, transform, and systemically heal
transgenerational trauma for the benefit of the clients and the family systems involved.
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Interestingly, the research revealed a catch-22 situation. It appears that the
transgenerational trauma carried by a person can keep them from being able to see the
transgenerational trauma they need to address. Conscious awareness of transgenerational trauma
under any of its many labels, and a certain level of practical wisdom and inner peacebuilding
skills attained through any manner of life experience, may need to be present to even motivate a
person to desire to understand transgenerational trauma. It takes even more conscious intention
to discover through systemic analysis the practices, resources, tools, and techniques what might
be useful for working through, transforming and healing transgenerational trauma. Creating even
more complexity, personal, professional, and collective blind spots can limit success in
addressing transgenerational trauma. There are many ways in which the transgenerational trauma
that is carried within can block one’s capacity or willingness to look at transgenerational trauma.
Transgenerational trauma may present as deep inner fears, blocking the capacity to see ancestral
involvement in situations such as wars, slavery, colonization, oppression, immigration,
persecution, or family tragedies. Fear can keep a person from exploring the victim or perpetrator
energy held within as transgenerational trauma.
The research pointed out how the trauma experienced within one’s current life and the
unconscious love and loyalty to one’s greater ancestral system carried as transgenerational
trauma often encourages silence, stoicism, and avoidance. Resilience can also silence the
transgenerational trauma being carried. Although silence, stoicism, and resilience help one carry
on in life when there are emotional challenges present, these responses can be transgenerational
emotional avoidance strategies, perhaps a way to avoid exploring the shadow or dark side of
one’s personality or one’s family system, usually an important step for achieving wholeness.
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Unresolved embodied transgenerational trauma, which is held in place by silence, stoicism, or
resilience, may continue to flow down the family system to the descendants.
The emotional response of sweeping emotional challenges under the carpet can be very
powerful, making it difficult to bring issues to the surface without fear and defensiveness and a
significant challenge to finding resolution for transgenerational trauma. These response patterns
can become collective responses within whole societies. When current emotional responses
continue to follow the path worn smooth by the ancestors, movement forward to stop the
transgenerational trauma patterns from transmitting within the family or community may be
blocked. Living through these emotional response patterns that developed or were conditioned in
childhood can block one’s path to action. I have observed that many people seem content in not
doing anything about the transgenerational trauma they carry for their family systems even if
provided with relevant information to make change possible. Transgenerational blinders can
keep one from seeing. Transgenerational fear can keep one from acting. In the past, it was easier
to say that one did not have any idea of what was going on; however, in the world of information
overload we experience today that excuse holds little water. With the reach of social media
today, once one knows or sees transgenerational trauma it is not possible to go back to not
knowing or seeing without carrying great discomfort within one’s body. This discomfort may
manifest as guilt or shame or resentment or anger, and one may be called to address the
discomfort within.
Another challenge to systemically healing transgenerational trauma is not being willing
to set aside the time and energy for the process, when many in the world have become
accustomed to seeking instant gratification or quick fixes.
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Features of New Approaches
Through the process of analyzing the materials gathered and presenting the research
findings, I noted that to create an effective new comprehensive approach to transform and
systemically heal transgenerational trauma, which may be contributing to or intensifying the
symptoms of burnout, STS, VT, and CF, the following elements would serve helping
professionals who seek to reach their highest potential:
•

The approach needs a broad openminded, animistic worldview as outlined in Chapter
1 of the dissertation.

•

The approach needs to be open to a broad energetic approach to wellbeing and
wholeness.

•

The approach needs to be open to exploring life issues in a proactive, preventative,
systemic, contextual, and embodied manner.

•

The approach needs an inward turn to systemically and reflexively look at oneself.

•

The approach needs to link life challenges to the ancestral, cultural, religious,
political, social, geographic, economic, and historic sectors.

•

The approach needs to be wholistic in welcoming all aspects of the system revealed
by the person, including the light and the shadow, regardless of how challenging they
may seem, and open to bringing it all into the light for examination.

•

The approach needs to encourage agreement to the past as it was and then moving
forward.

•

The approach needs to be open to honouring the journey of the living and the dead by
transgenerationally giving all the ancestors a place without blame and judgment.

•

The approach needs to be wholistic in supporting the whole person including the
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physical, mental, emotional, psychological, spiritual, relational, and financial
elements; wholistic in supporting all the systems that surround the person including
their family, the community, the workplace, and society broadly; wholistic in
supporting the victim, the perpetrator, the resister, the bystander, the rescuer, and the
helper; and wholistic in creating space for the collective field and the entirety of the
big picture.
•

The approach needs to be open to exploring the interconnection of the embodied
mind, heart, spirit, and energetic brain; the movement of energy as it contracts and
expands; the storage of information in the body; interpersonal neurobiology;
epigenetics; quantum physics; breathwork; and the movement of information through
and around the body.

•

The approach needs to be open to embracing intentional body focused ritual to
connect and transform or transmute any deeply held knowledge of the embodied
mind, heart, and spirit that no longer serves a person’s highest interest.

•

The approach needs to honour different ways of knowing such as intuition, practical
wisdom, ancient wisdom, tacit knowledge, emotion, sensing, gut instinct, language of
the body, dreaming, or oral traditional knowledge.

It is vital for the helping professional that any new approach has the capacity to encourage
mindfulness, presence, and awareness, which means addressing all forms of energy escapism
such as addictive behaviours.
Emotional Growth of Helping Professionals
Through observation, praxis, and analysis, I discovered that retrieving the embodied
knowledge of transgenerational trauma from within the unconscious embodied mind or cellular
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memory requires helping professionals to embrace the following means:
•

Mindfully addressing one’s belief systems,

•

Mindfully listening to one’s own inner voice,

•

Mindfully learning the language of one’s body,

•

Mindfully learning to interpret the symptoms or messages of one’s body,

•

Trusting and respecting one’s feelings, intuition, and direct knowing as important
sources of knowledge,

•

Exploring awareness and presence in one’s life and work, and

•

Understanding the value of liminal space as a place for exploring, knowledge
gathering, body focused ritual, honouring, transformative learning, and systemic
healing.

In the case of healing transgenerational trauma, and developing inner peace, the role of the
helping professional is to guide people to look back in a loving, compassionate way to connect
with their parents and ancestors, to let go of blame and judgment, to move toward agreement to
their own fate and all that came before them, 64 and to connect them to the life force energy that is
their birthright. Similar to the reflexive inward turn of the systemic practitioner researcher, the

64

The word agreement is used in this context rather than acceptance. At a Systemic Constellation Workshop in
Halifax, NS from July 16-18, 2018, an in-depth conversation was held on the underlying difference between
agreement and acceptance. According to Stephan Hausner of Germany, the systemic constellation facilitator of the
workshop, with a background in psychology, osteopathy, and homeopathy, acceptance is energetically a “NO” not a
“YES” (S. Hausner, personal communication, July 17, 2018). The word acceptance can imply a degree of
resignation without agreement, an action that can be self-harming (2018). Acceptance can cut one off from one’s life
force energy and be the ticket to depression (2018). Hausner also stated that there is an energetic difference between
acceptance of the past and acceptance in the present (2018). Rather than acceptance, the goal is energetic agreement
to the past, which then allows one to move forward.
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helping professional and those they seek to help need to turn inward in order to step out of
entanglement with the past and to move forward in life in a good way.
Circle of Self-Development
Through the evaluation of PPCI as the overarching case study for this research, a central
finding of the inquiry was the realization that in researching and analyzing practice, the work of
researching produced a circular relationship for me as the practitioner, my praxis, and the study,
just as there is a circular relationship for any helping professional, those they are attempting to
help, and their helping efforts. Through inner peacebuilding, there was a continuous circle of
self-development and growth required of me, a necessity for anyone repeatedly exposed to
transgenerational trauma and the emotional transformative journey of others. This process would
be similar to the continuous self-development and growth required of helping professionals who
work in any field with those who are traumatized, requiring the development of healthy energy
boundaries and the cultivation of self-awareness and presence when subjected to stressful and
traumatizing situations to sustain life balance, wholeness, and emotional wellbeing.
The research design set me up as practitioner, my praxis through PPCI as a case-within-acase study, and the client files of PPCI were set up as subcases for analysis (Figure 18: Position
1). I had to intentionally take action to evolve from the role of practitioner into the role of
systemic practitioner researcher as it was outlined in my positionality statement in Chapter 1
(Position 2). As systemic practitioner researcher, the exploration of the archived PPCI client
files moved me around the perimeter of the circular diagram in Figure 18, analyzing the client
files that were filled with transgenerational trauma, noticing that the emotional body is
sometimes triggered after the fact when remembering a particularly difficult trauma situation in a
client’s ancestral family system and recalling the emotion that arose for the client. It was
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1. The practitioner,
practice as case and
client files as subcases

7. Practitioner
transformation shapes
the research

2. Role of practitioner
shifts to the role of
practitioner researcher
for the purpose of
study

3. Recognizing the
practitioner's influence
within the subcases
and on the subject of
study

6. Research process
impacts the
practitioner and the
ongoing practice

5. Increased
practitioner researcher
self-awareness

4. Reflexivity, reflection
and integration

Figure 18. Circle of self-development

inevitable that I would bump up against the consequences of my impact on the subject of the
study (Position 3). That focus, the transgenerational trauma carried by the client and their family
system, and ways to transform and systemically heal the transgenerational trauma, was
inescapably influenced by my ancestral, social, cultural, religious, political, economic, and
educational background. These same dynamics are relevant to any helping professional, with
their own extensive background, life experiences, and any transgenerational trauma they might
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carry for their family system creating inner conflict and tension with their experiences working
in the field every day.
Additionally, the phenomenon under investigation, unresolved transgenerational trauma
and its impact on the wellbeing of helping professionals, was influenced by my level of inherent
social privilege, innate biases, and current actions. These same influences need to be assessed for
any helping professional, again creating situations of conflict or friction. As I took the time to
explore this influence through reflexivity, reflection, and integration (Position 4), the increased
self-awareness and heightened consciousness attained through this process (Figure 18: Position
5) shifted my position further around the circle to an understanding of the transformative impact
of the client sessions and the research process itself emotionally on me, my life decisions, and
my way of practicing (Position 6).
In a similar manner, the helping professional’s life and practice can be influenced by each
stressful or traumatizing situation, and each traumatized person, family, or community they
interact with in their work. The helping professional may be emotionally triggered to varying
degrees by certain people and traumatizing situations encountered. This lessens if one is already
emotionally mature and continually in the process of healthy integration, or alternatively
emotionally numb or dissociated, and these latter emotional response strategies are not effective
emotional stances for any helping professional. The findings brought to light how essential it is
to develop healthy energy boundaries with those who are traumatized (both the living and the
dead in family systems), and to shift unhealthy relationships into healthy relationships to sustain
emotional wellbeing throughout this journey. Just as the clients of PPCI were taught how to
evaluate the impact of their own energy boundaries, or lack thereof, on themselves and others,
and how to develop healthy porous energy boundaries to create wellbeing, helping professionals
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need to develop healthy porous energy boundaries in all areas of life, learning to care for one’s
own emotional wellbeing first before assisting others with their respective wants and needs.
Continuing further around the circle, the transformative self-development and growth
motivated the direction of research decisions, including but not limited to, the inclusion of my
positionality in the dissertation text, the decision to write in first person voice, the review of
literature to raise up the voices of others and let them speak for themselves, the methodological
design that focussed on embodied knowledge and called for an animated worldview, the analysis
and findings of the study and their varied presentation styles, and the final conclusions and
reflections, open to discussing what worked and what did not without defensiveness (Figure 18:
Position 7). The self-development and growth of the helping professional will motivate how they
engage in their work and influence the decisions they make in the field. Coming full circle, the
process of research and exploration has inspired me through self-development and growth,
shaped the way I worked during ongoing client sessions in the present, and impacted how I
continued to investigate the phenomenon of transgenerational trauma and ways to systemically
heal it. One circle of self-development and growth shifted the practitioner and the process
continued with another circle.
Similarly, the helping professional is in a continuous loop, with ongoing selfdevelopment and growth affecting how the helper approaches helping opportunities. These
findings revealed how vital it is for the wellbeing of the helping professional to engage in selfdevelopment and self-assessment before, during and after engagement in helping activities. What
was difficult to illustrate in Figure 18 was that it did not take long before one rotation through the
relationship circle was followed by another, developing into a continuous whirling dance, with
circular loops occurring at several positions in the circle.
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Throughout the doctoral process, I was caught up in this circular relationship,
intentionally feeling the need to step out of the circle at intervals to catch my breath and for
periods of deeper reflexivity, ruminating upon the implications of this relationship on me, on the
research, and on PPCI going forward. Understanding that this dance is occurring is essential to
any researcher engaged in systemic practitioner research, or any research for that matter. The
researcher is not separate from the research. The researcher is in relationship at all times with the
research, with unconscious belief systems, motivations, biases, and decision making leading the
way. Every helping professional needs to have the opportunity to step back from the circular
motion, to take a few deep breaths, and to have time to evaluate and reflect upon the inner
peacebuilding journey they are living. Helping professionals working with those who are
traumatized regularly need this time to step out and assess reflexively. Without a deeper
development of conscious self-awareness, the practitioner researcher can end up on many
superfluous tangents attempting to dissipate the uncomfortable energy that may be generated by
this dizzying circular motion. Without this opportunity to step out, or the chance to continually
engage in self-development and growth, the helping professional becomes unwell, absorbing the
trauma of others, and carrying the symptoms of burnout, STS, VT, and CF.
Honouring oneself. The findings show that it is vital to recognize, acknowledge, and
honour one’s struggles and one’s discomfort. It is important to sense into one’s body to sort out
one’s emotional holding patterns and to track the sources or origins of the discomfort. Once the
discomfort is located in the body and understood, it can be shifted or transformed. During the
process of my research an unexpected realization occurred. It seemed possible that if any
avoidance of unpleasant or unnerving energy developed through the doctoral process, such as
unresolved emotional fears, numbness, anxiety, anger, depression, or emotional splitting off, and
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if the discomfort was not emotionally worked through, then it might account for the extremely
high levels of the academic phenomenon called “All But Dissertation (ABD).” After dedicating a
considerable amount of one’s lifetime to scholarly study, with high academic aspirations and
possibly transgenerational motivations driving the way, for one to get emotionally stuck or
trapped feeling there is no way forward is emotionally devastating. One’s body, mind, and spirit
may seem blocked and unable to move forward to write or complete the final dissertation.
It seems that ABD might be labelled academic or scholar burnout, not unlike the burnout
experienced by helping professionals. Engaging in doctoral research is a long emotional journey
and it triggers the emotional response patterns learned transgenerationally through the
researcher’s or practitioner researcher’s familial and ancestral systems. The doctoral study may
be experienced through the child-centric emotional response strategies learned in the womb and
early childhood for survival. If one is stuck in one’s rational mind throughout the doctoral
process, believing that is the necessary place for a scholar to be, one will likely end up
overwhelmed by the emotional journey being experienced by the embodied mind. One’s
ancestral emotional inheritances and/or deep inner fears will reactively take control. These
emotional inheritances might be overwhelming voices in the mind: “I’m not good enough”, “I’m
alone”, “I’m a failure”, “I don’t deserve success”, “I don’t know what I’m doing”, “I never finish
anything”, “I’m not worthy”, “I’m a procrastinator”, “I’m afraid to be seen”, or more
specifically, “I need that certificate to prove I’m worthy”.
The evolving scholar also needs to consider the influence of all those around them such
as their supervisor, committee members, institutional regulators and gatekeepers, colleagues,
family, or friends, and understand that they may also be carrying transgenerational trauma for
their family systems, perhaps creating obstacles and impacting the path forward. Just as helping
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professionals need to work through any transgenerational fear, anxiety, or trauma carried for
one’s own ancestral family systems to become highly effective, so too must the developing
scholar.
As with the helping professional, to move forward with one’s work in a healthy way, the
doctoral candidate will need to work through these transgenerational inner fears and emotional
responses in a body focused systemic way to open the path for the writing of the dissertation.
The candidate will need to sit with the discomfort, breathe through it, and let go of any old
patterns of fear or anxiety that may rightfully belong to the ancestral field (see Report of CF001
in Chapter 4, CF008 in Appendix M, and Appendices M, P, and V for transgenerational body
focused systemic healing activities). Sometimes there is a need to let go of attachment to ideas,
pieces of written work, relationships, or the doctoral journey itself. These actions will permit the
embodied mind to create space for fresh insight, new inner images, and different perspectives to
be present. Although contextual, it is the same systemic healing journey that each client of PPCI
had to experience for change to occur in their life and work.
Within the circle of self-development, I stepped out to engage in reflexivity and to allow
time to integrate one lap of the circle (see Figure 18). I engaged in a journey of systemic healing
to lighten the impact of any transgenerational entanglements and I waited for a moment that felt
right within my body to bravely leap back into the circle to once again confront and work
through any further challenges. I remained open to new experiences. Through systemic healing
the evolving doctoral candidate (reflexive systemic practitioner researcher) experienced
transformation and openness to change. I was able to release myself from rigid stances, letting go
of resistance to the inevitable change that occurs in the doctoral process. In the highly
competitive academic world today, without the weight of unhealthy entanglement and ancestral
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fears motivating the way, the doctoral candidate may finally see a clear path forward and the
written dissertation may reach completion. As with the journey of the academic scholar, to
honour one’s struggles, discomfort, and humanness is essential for the wellbeing and wholeness
of helping professionals, and for the creation of effective helping projects.
Honouring others. As a helping professional, one needs to embrace the inner stance that
it is an honour to help and serve others. The circular relationship of the practitioner, praxis, and
study emphasized the need to listen to the voices of the clients during the thematic analysis,
having already considered the voices of many others in the literature review. Bearing witness to
the journey of others, to their joys and to their struggles, is vitally important to their wellbeing.
The clients of PPCI graciously gave permission for some of their deepest transgenerational
emotional concerns to be put under the spotlight and for that I am deeply grateful. As reflexive
systemic practitioner researcher I required a humble attitude to step into the field of each
ancestral family system. Any contemporary helping professional requires the same humble
attitude and a sense of gratitude when given permission to enter the traumatizing situations of
those they are attempting to help.
Any frontline helper requires permission from the greater ancestral field to address
transgenerational trauma and when it seems a relatively smooth path forward is present, albeit
challenging, it can indicate that permission has been energetically granted. Otherwise, a path
filled with obstacles, roadblocks, and little energetic movement may indicate that ancestral
permission has not been given. If the latter is the case, the helping professional needs to step
back and sort out what aspects of honouring have been missed, including honouring one’s own
ancestral system and addressing and transforming one’s own transgenerational trauma.
Sometimes one needs to humbly accept that one is not the appropriate person to enter the
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energetic field.
The helping professional requires the blessing of the ancestors to move into the deep
emotional transgenerational trauma of a family or community. Charging into a situation of
conflict or violence without understanding the ancestral backgrounds of the stakeholders is
problematic. Without this knowledge one may overlook sacred information, harm sacred sites, or
arrogantly step all over ancestral burial grounds out of ignorance. A family history that is shared
is sacred information.
Attempting to force peace or a political system like democracy on a family, community,
or society weighted down with unresolved transgenerational trauma will likely be met
energetically, systemically, and transgenerationally with great resistance. Examples of this can
be found in many regions of the world today, where conflict drags on without finding peaceful
resolution. Humbly stepping forward with acknowledgement of what is and was, and with
acknowledgement and gratitude to the ancestral field, may create flow in the energy field.
Honour and integrity. Presented with integrity, rich description provided a gateway into
the transgenerational trauma impact on clients and their family systems, including access to their
deep inner fears and motivations and a glimpse at how the ancestral field was influencing their
contemporary life issues. Presenting the clients’ lived experiences with anonymity was my
academic moral and ethical obligation. In that regard, it is hoped that success has been found.
Social science research is about gathering valuable information, meaning making, and
taking action where appropriate. I have presented material for the reader to engage with actively,
providing one with the opportunity to take away meaning about the human condition of
transgenerational trauma that might be beneficial to one’s own life, work, and world. In doing so
I honour my journey and the reader’s. As with any complex social science research, the findings
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revealed through the analysis of the significant informative material gathered are likely to have
different meaning for each individual who engages with it. For that reason, absolute
generalizations are not possible; however, naturalistic generalizations are available.
In presenting the findings and discussion, integrity was maintained by presenting raw
informative material gathered from research sources interjected with body focused rich thick
descriptive narrative, appropriate for understanding the embodied nature of transgenerational
trauma and the transformation and systemic healing of this challenging yet ubiquitous
phenomenon. Detailed charts, tables, diagrams, photographs, and narrative, with ancestral,
systemic, and body focuses, supplied resources, tools, and techniques that are transferable with
integrity to different contexts and to different practices.
Transformation. The transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma is
best described as a journey. There are no quick fixes or cures. The reason there are no quick fixes
or cures is due to the contextual and embodied nature of transgenerational trauma that manifests
as deeper and deeper layers of embodied emotion within the individual that need to be addressed
over time. Working through one issue or one layer of the transgenerational trauma may allow
another deeper layer to reveal itself. The transformational and systemic healing journey of
transgenerational trauma differs for each individual within the family system, for each family
system within the community, and for each community within the greater society. Some distinct
themes for the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma are available
through the qualitative thematic analysis of Research Sources 2, 3, and 4 of this study. While
there are no quick fixes or cures, systemic healing does not preclude rapid transformation from
occurring.
The research findings provide the opportunity to walk vicariously through two diverse
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introductory two-and-a-half-hour integrative PPCI client sessions, utilizing the complete
narrative reports of CF001 in Chapter 4 and CF008 in Appendix M, which are focused on
working through, transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma, and it seems
apparent that the PPCI session creates transformative liminal space for the client. The PPCI
session constitutes a rite of passage, complete with ritual and ceremony, reverence for all that is
sacred, aiding the client in moving strongly into their own transformative journey. It is evident
that the role of the integrative wellness practitioner/systemic constellations facilitator is to bear
witness to the transgenerational trauma of an ancestral family system and serve as a guide for
each client that moves into the unknown and through liminal transformative space. The witness
becomes a participant in the client’s deep inner world and may also be transformed by the
session.
The PPCI client session provides a safe container for initiating the systemic emotional
healing work of the client. The session offers the client a safe space to explore difficult issues,
relationship challenges, life and death concerns, the shadow and the light, the energy of the
victim and perpetrator, and emotions suppressed by parents and ancestors. The PPCI client
session permits a conversation between the living and those who have passed to the other side,
and an exploration of topics that are often silenced or deemed taboo or dangerous. Having the
PPCI facilitator along as guide or navigator through the transformative liminal space serves to
ensure safety for each individual who courageously sets off “on a journey to the unknown”
(Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106), and it allows the transformative process to be witnessed.
Later in his academic career, Turner (1977) revisited the concept of liminality with
another anthropologist, Colin Turnbull (1990), and argued that in his earlier work he had
missed the transformative possibilities embedded in the liminal state, one in which
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individuals can try on new ways of being. (as cited in Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106)
In liminal space, “the lack of social status and fixed identity offer opportunities to explore
new identities and ways of being that are not allowed in the society at large” (p. 106). Frequently
during PPCI sessions the client is asked how a particular dynamic feels to them, effectively
trying “on new ways of being” as described by Turnbull (1990), to evaluate their level of
discomfort or level of resonance and to locate any associated discomfort felt within themselves.
Often the family systems within which we live restrict this exploration and limit expansion as
early as our birth. Within the safety of the PPCI client session a person learns to work through
this discomfort and to tap into their imagination to envision and create a different way of being.
During each PPCI session, as facilitator, inner peacebuilder, or helping professional I
guided the client through the maze of their family system and during that process the client was
resourced to step strongly into their newly evolving status as a more healthy, individuated person
and mature emotional adult with a clearer body felt sense of self. The person was no longer as
tightly entangled with the transgenerational trauma of their family system. The elements found
within an introductory PPCI session can be considered a comprehensive starting point for the
work of any helping professional, varying by the complexity of the transgenerational trauma
carried for the family system, and allowing time and resources for additional work to be
addressed as new layers of transgenerational trauma reveal themselves. Having stepped across
the threshold into liminal space, as evidenced by the complete report of CF001 in Chapter 4, the
client definitely left the PPCI session workspace in a different emotional state of being from the
way in which she arrived. The client understood that one PPCI session can be a seed for change,
without the need for conscious awareness or expectation from the fruits of that energetic and
systemic labour. This transformative process could certainly be transferred and applicable to any
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other context for working through the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma, proactively
and preventatively addressing emotional wellbeing, wholeness, and life balance.
Creating Sacred Space Towards Integrative Wholeness
The transferrable PPCI client session process examined in my research can be
summarized as follows (feel free to substitute helping professional wherever the words session
practitioner or client are used as appropriate):

The Session Practitioner and Client: The client steps across the threshold into liminal space
with their extended family system energetically present within themselves. The client tends to
arrive for the PPCI session with anticipation, trepidation, or suspicion. It is vital for the
practitioner to observe the energy and body movements of the client during the first important
few minutes of the session. The foundation for the client session can be felt in the first few
moments by whether the client is in their head and chattering away; whether the client arrives
thoughtful, open, and curious; whether the client arrives as the expert desiring to show their
superiority over the practitioner; whether the client is silent, emotionally numb, defensive, or
closed down emotionally; and/or whether the client is deflated looking, nervous, animated, or
exhibiting any other demeanour. The first systemic constellation occurs naturally through the
meeting of the practitioner and the client, a constellation that is filled with embodied
knowledge that can be missed without heightened awareness and presence. Whatever arises in
the client session, the practitioner maintains a safe container for systemic healing to occur and
bears witness to it all.
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Liminal Space and the Family System: With the guidance of the facilitator, the client
participates in identifying the key family members or players at each layer of their family and
greater system that are interconnected or entangled through transgenerational trauma
(including members who may have energetic connections rather than DNA connections).
Who is present and who is missing? The client needs to identify the greater system by
participating in the creation of a genosociogram or utilizing systemic constellations:
At the micro level:
The practitioner/facilitator/guide
The client (child of the family system)
Connection to the family of origin
The child’s placement and role in the family system with mother, father,
and siblings, the preconceptual, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal early
transmission of trauma
Connection down the family system to children or grandchildren if significant
After identifying the family of origin in the client session, awareness is brought to the greater
surrounding systems and fields.
At the macro level:
Connection to the greater ancestral system
Connection to others with energetic significance
Connection to the greater collective energy field that surrounds the client
Connection to all of humanity
Connection to the land
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Connection to the natural world
The field provides the continuous energy movement for systemic healing and transformation
to occur. The collective field is available to all of humanity; however, it shows up differently
for each client and their family system.
Session Activities: Client report CF001 in Chapter 4 and client report CF008 in Appendix M
demonstrate some of the activities of a transformative client session, taking the client from
some level of unhealthy entanglement to some more advanced level of emotional maturity.
Session Completion: The client initially took action to set up the PPCI session and once again
needs to be willing to take responsibility and continuous action steps once stepping out of the
transformative liminal space of the PPCI session and back into their daily life activities. The
client needs to understand that the session is a catalyst for transformation and the development
of compassion for oneself and others. Following the session, new issues may arise from the
systemic healing and transformation of initial concerns, which may have been for greater inner
peace, healthier relationships, healing for the family system, or greater understanding of life
and wellbeing. The path is multidimensional rather than linear. There may be deeper layers of
the initial concern to address before moving on to a new intention. Systemic healing tends to
take a round and round spiral motion through many of one’s concerns in life, looking at issues
from many dimensions and many perspectives, stepping into the shoes of others, stepping
back, and stepping forward, then going back once again and going deeper within, discovering
the interconnectedness of it all. At the completion of the session, the facilitator’s ancestors, the
client’s ancestors, and the client’s spiritual guides can be thanked for participating in the
session.
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Return to Daily Life: Following the PPCI client session, the client feels like they are no
longer the same person that arrived for the session. The client has taken responsibility to
transform their own life using the systemic healing concepts learned, connecting with their
family and ancestors, connecting with their body and embodied mind, practicing energetic
boundary setting, moving toward healthier relationships, reducing systemic entanglement,
stepping out of living in agency with others, minimizing the impact of systemic fears, and
shifting toward greater balance in life, wellbeing, and wholeness. The client embraces
emotional maturity and transforms into an active participant in charge of their own wellbeing,
knowing that whatever shows up in their life belongs and has a place. Once the client has a
strong sense of knowing about transgenerational trauma and systemic healing it is not possible
to go back to not knowing.
The Follow Up Notes: The client receives an email two weeks after the session from the
practitioner filled with information about systemic healing concepts and potential action steps
to assist the client in moving forward in a healthy systemic way. The practitioner steps back
from the client’s energy field and becomes a resource if needed at a later date.
Following the client session: The client moves back into their own world in many different
stages of emotional competency. There may or may not be a follow up session at a later date.
If there is a follow up session it might take place two months later, or it might be a year or two
later. The client takes responsibility and reaches out once again through emotional maturity,
ready and willing to explore their family system in a new way. The client embodies curiosity
and wonder and agrees to delve into the unknown to find resolution.
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The Follow Up Session: Once again the client steps across the threshold into the
transformative liminal space. The practitioner observes the client’s body language and feels
into the client’s energy. The client arrives with a new issue or challenge that has presented
itself. Working through one issue allows another to surface or be revealed, perhaps engaging at
a deeper level energetically. The returning client is a member of the same family system
revealed in the first session; however, the old family system may have shifted in some way
through the client’s willingness to look back, their transformation, and their evolving
emotional maturity. The client’s new intention will be named and explored using the language
of their body, guiding the creation of a new genosociogram if necessary, to follow the new
concern through the generations of the family system (or the earlier genosociogram can be
expanded if there is space on the page). The follow up session would begin with the client as
the child of a biological mother and a biological father, and their ancestral family systems are
added with any new information or insight that has come to light. Addressing
transgenerational trauma, an array of steppingstones toward systemic healing are provided in
Appendix X.

50 Steppingstones for Systemically Healing Transgenerational Trauma
To move toward wholeness and wellbeing, helping professionals and all those they set
out to help through their work and activities, whether it is in their professional or personal life,
are invited to work through and systemically heal the transgenerational trauma impacting each
life, family, or community. This includes tending to any unresolved transgenerational trauma one
may be carrying for one’s family system that may be contributing to burnout, STS, VT, and/or
CF. Inner peacebuilding, embracing that inward turn, is an important systemic healing journey
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for helping professionals all over the world today, and it can be envisioned as a series of
interconnected transformative steppingstones, with one transformative step leading to the next,
taking one from emotional entanglement to ever-advancing emotional maturity and wholeness.
Building from the positionality of the helping professional, listening to the voices of others, and
examining the research findings, Figure 19 provides s a word cloud synthesizing 50
transformational steppingstones toward the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma and the

Figure 19. 50 steppingstones toward inner peacebuilding and systemic healing
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creation of coherent wholeness. Each steppingstone can be an opportunity for learning and
teaching, perhaps as a transformational self-development and growth curriculum topic.
Depending on where the helping professional is in their emotional and spiritual selfdevelopment and growth, the focus on the different elements gathered into the word cloud is
contextual and it may shift over time, and what works for one individual or family system may
not work for another (for descriptive detail on the 50 steppingstones see Appendix X). The
concepts and steps can be applied in different ways to serve different family contexts. These 50
steppingstones provide elements of systemic healing for any helping professional seeking
resolution.
Body Focused Systemic Constellations
My research highlighted the effective use of systemic constellations for both exploration
and ritual. A systematic analysis of the PPCI client files showed how systemic constellations are
a good way to understand how each family member tends to carry a very different sense of
reality, emotional responses, and experience of their family system into adulthood. These data
provided many reasons why body focused family and systemic constellations are an excellent
versatile approach for addressing, understanding, agreeing to, transforming, and systemically
healing deeply contextual and embodied transgenerational trauma.
Systemic constellations are a good way to access tacit and pathic knowledge and the
contents of the unconscious mind. Systemic constellations reveal how the transmission of
transgenerational trauma is extremely complex and occurring in a number of ways within each
human body, family, community, and greater energy field. In the creation of liminal space for
transformation, body focused systemic constellations were utilised as ritual for transforming and
healing transgenerational trauma. Through body focused systemic constellations as ritual, it was
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recognized that a person does not become unwell in isolation, but rather within the context of a
family or community, and a solution to complex issues of unwellness are unlikely to be found
solely through the individualistic or compartmentalized approaches frequently utilised by the
fields of medicine and psychology today, although these fields may be effective in many other
ways.
We do not consciously choose to carry transgenerational trauma for our family system,
and we frequently cannot shift transgenerational trauma through rational thoughts and intentions.
Systemic constellations shift the healing process away from rational talk therapy and into the
emotional body to find resolution. As it pertains to resolving these extensive and frequently
interconnected life challenges systemically, it is important to point out that human beings do
have a variety of innate skills and resources that need to be accessed. A person may just need a
little help sorting out their innate skills and talents or help figuring out how to access them. Other
essential skills may need to be learned. Systemic constellations can be quite useful for
identifying resources suitable and available for familial and ancestral systemic healing. Systemic
constellations provide the opportunity to work through transgenerational trauma with approaches
that are systemic, ancestral, energetic, emotional, and body focused.
What Research Problems Occurred?
Engaging with my doctoral research, I discovered that working effectively with my
supervisor and committee from inception to completion was challenging. With one supervisor
and two committee members, I ended up having both original committee members step off my
committee for different reasons during the research process. Maintaining my wellbeing and
balance through these administrative changes certainly added dynamics I knew occurred
frequently but had not expected. It really challenged me to stand strongly in my integrity, and to
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clearly understand what it was I was attempting to achieve with my research, as committee
members stepped out and new ones were found. I learned to try on different stances while
writing up my dissertation and to stand up for what I believed presented my research in the most
useful light.
In gathering research material, another research challenge presented itself. There was a
fairly low participation level in the retroactive feedback email survey with nine completed
surveys (Research Source 4). Having just completed a complex quantitative statistical analysis
project on transgenerational trauma, I initially thought my nine responses were perhaps
inadequate. However, as I stepped away from a quantitative paradigmatic way of thinking about
surveys where big response counts tend to be preferred, I discovered that the nine in-depth
qualitative survey responses could provide plenty of valuable material for analysis. As a
pragmatic and reflexive systemic practitioner researcher, I knew it was important to appreciate
the research materials that I did have available to me and to gather the greatest meaning from
them.
Besides these issues, the most obvious challenge in the research process was not the
research itself but writing up the findings in a way that followed the criteria for quality systemic
practitioner research. I did not have a strong understanding of the technical aspects for making
this happen at the outset. Many drafts were required, and each successive draft got closer to a
satisfactory outcome, and in the process switching from using the first-person voice to third
person and back to first person. It was a new experience to write a significantly lengthy body of
work in first person and the first attempt at formally writing reflexively. Along with the firstperson voice, it was a natural fit to bring in my positionality as a systemic practitioner researcher,
giving the research the needed emphasis on sources of thought and researcher background. It was
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a relatively simple process to embrace systemic practitioner research, since everything about my
praxis, this research topic, and my role as practitioner researcher were systemic in nature, and yet
it was a whole different matter learning to research and write from a deep critical inward stance.
It was relatively late in the dissertation writing phase that I discovered my understanding of
systemic practitioner research was not as rigorous as the expectations of some scholars on the
topic and this needed to be addressed.
As it pertained to the PPCI client files, it was a challenge knowing that a wealth of
information was available to the reader, and yet knowing space in the dissertation was limited.
There was the need to present the findings for someone with deep knowledge on the subject of
systemically healing transgenerational trauma and also for someone with little knowledge. It was
a considerable task to find just the right balance of content, context, and findings to motivate the
reader to learn something new or to do something differently in their world. There were original
thoughts of presenting a synopsis of all 17 client sessions, with most of those to be included as
appendices; however, while that would have brought more samples of transgenerational trauma
to the dissertation, it would have been too superficial to demonstrate the various in-depth
elements of body focused systemic healing. Two full introductory PPCI client session narrative
reports were deemed necessary to show the various body focused activities used in different
contexts for initiating transformation and systemic healing of embodied transgenerational trauma
and emotional inheritance (see CF001in Chapter 4 and CF008 as Appendix M).
It eventually became crystal clear that the many voices presented in the literature review
and Research Sources 2, 3, and 4 needed to be heard without much extraneous interpretation. It
was apparent that these voices that represented lived experience provided valid embodied
knowledge claims. I felt that the research questions and sub-questions, and gaps in knowledge
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highlighted by the literature review, were thoroughly addressed by the research (see Chapter 4).
After oscillating back and forth seeking the best way to present the material and findings, a
reasonable balance seemed to be attained, with the potential to assist helping professionals to
strongly step into the work of transforming and systemically healing transgenerational trauma, in
their own lives and in the lives of others. With the many challenges outlined in the Preface, the
world undeniably needs the skills of many different types of helping professionals to address the
transgenerational trauma surfacing today.
What Could Have Been Done Differently?
During the research process, there was not a sense that the research project would have
benefited from a different approach, although numerous approaches, epistemologies, and
methodologies were considered. For reasons of validation, it might be suggested by others that
an alternative approach to this research might have been to work in a specific manner with PPCI
clients after the research was proposed, as participatory action research. Action research is a
common element when researching practice. That approach would have created PPCI client
sessions manipulated for the research project and client sessions with an agenda, creating very
different and more regimented information gathering or staged results. There would be a risk of
collecting artificially distorted data. The valuable phenomenological elements of the session
would have been circumvented. Most importantly, a current action approach would not have
served the highest good of the clients and would have been unethical to expect clients to follow a
set protocol since the client sessions are client led through their intention. The rest of the session
follows the energy of the collective field, moving forward wherever the greatest energy is felt by
the practitioner through the energy of the client. An alternative format such as participatory
action research would have adversely impacted the potential for and extent of the client’s
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emotion healing work, which was the priority. The organic approach to client sessions included
in this study, having already occurred in the past without a set agenda, created a rich body of
information on the embodied nature of transgenerational trauma and a way for me to learn more
about the subject of transgenerational trauma and share the practical embodied knowledge
carried within me.
With more time, a longitudinal study could have been conducted with the 17 clients who
gave permission for their archived PPCI client files to be used as research data, perhaps asking
survey questions at one or two-year intervals. Additionally, a survey might have been created to
follow up only with the 17 clients of Research Source 2, to get a strong indication of how well
they did after the client session and how life shifted transgenerationally after the session. Due to
anonymity, it needs to be pointed out that some of the 17 past PPCI clients may have participated
in the feedback survey; however, they were intentionally not asked to identify themselves in that
way. This type of study would have provided the opportunity for survey information analysis
with all the background transgenerational trauma information cross referenced, very different
from the current feedback survey. There would also be the opportunity to explore how perceived
transformation continues to shift over a period of time and how survey responses related to
transformational shift over time. Rather than contemplating different approaches to the research,
it was the inward turn that required emphasis.
What Further Research Would Be Useful?
The initial intention behind this doctoral study was to develop an online transformative
learning tool or manual to serve as a catalyst for self-development and growth as it pertains to
transgenerational trauma and systemic healing, moving helping professionals towards greater
inner peace, and increasing the flow of peace out to families, communities, and societies. It was
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determined that an intermediary step was needed, and this dissertation served that purpose. I
posit there is still a need for an online transformative learning tool to globally teach others to
interpret and trust the language of their body, to access embodied knowledge, and to systemically
transform and heal transgenerational trauma, without needing a private integrative session with a
practitioner. Perhaps the 50 steppingstones of the final reflection and conclusion would prove
useful for developing this tool? That may be the follow up act to this doctoral research project.
Another potential project would be attempting to create a contextual model that could
predict susceptibility to burnout and secondary trauma, given the identification of particular
original sources of transgenerational trauma in a family system, or alternatively, creating a
contextual model that can associate transgenerational thoughts, beliefs, behaviours, and actions
presenting today to original trauma. The challenge with these ideas is the contextuality of the
transgenerational trauma, how it is carried by the living today, and how models can be developed
that encourage naturalistic generalizations rather than requiring absolute generalizations.
Access to more transdisciplinary academic research on the subject of family and
systemic constellations would also be helpful. In particular, it would be valuable to have the
findings of more English language studies, since research on the subject is more commonly
conducted around the world in several other languages. There are numerous books written by
facilitators on the subject, many of whom work within the context of psychotherapy practices or
other psychological fields; however, that tends to limit connection between systemic healing
work and other practical fields in which it might be blended, integrated, and deemed highly
effective. This gap was addressed, linking helping professionals from many walks of life to the
benefits of inner peacebuilding and to the field of systemic constellations and other systemic
healing practices. Additionally, it would be important to take the research, practices, and
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treatment suggestions of leading trauma specialists to another level and into other
transdisciplinary arenas, with intentional academic focus on how different approaches for
addressing trauma can be adapted for working through, transforming, and systemically healing
transgenerational trauma.
The study of epigenetics needs greater cross investigation with fields of systemic healing,
especially where the primary focus is not drug production or medicating as final solutions. As it
is today, the research on epigenetics emphasizes the potential for drug production, which would
mask the authentic language of the body and silence the valuable messages of the body, the most
effective tools for systemically healing transgenerational trauma. The potential for awareness,
presence, understanding, and working through the emotional underpinnings sustaining chronic
symptoms and conditions or adverse repetitive behaviours can be lost with many medications.
Utilizing drugs as a solution addresses transgenerational trauma reactively, seeking the quick fix,
rather than resolving it through healthy proactive or preventative approaches.
Final Reflection
My research suggested a paradigm shift for helping professionals. Features of that shift
might include shifting wounded healers into healthy healers proactively, understanding that no
one is broken, and no one needs to be fixed. The new paradigm might include embracing the big
systemic picture and radical inclusion, the family and the ancestors, with humble respect for
everyone and everything. It involves developing healthy compassion for self and others and
reaching for one’s highest potential. The new paradigm is about healthy relationships.
Having gathered information in four ways (Research Sources 1, 2, 3, and 4), time spent
analysing this informative material generated the valuable realization that the emotional
development of the helping professional or practitioner needs more emphasis. Since this key
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theme emerged, it was not appropriate for the dissertation to solely focus on new approaches to
work through, transform, and systemically heal transgenerational trauma without also providing
guidance on how helping professionals might strongly step into the role of implementing the new
approaches.
This dissertation concluded that helping professionals are particularly suited for
transforming and working through transgenerational trauma. This refers to helping professionals
who embody wellbeing, who are inclusive, creating unity and harmony, and who embrace selfcare, self-soothing, and self-love in their lives and work. Helping professionals who are unwell
with symptoms of burnout, STS, VT, and/or CF, who inadvertently create situations of exclusion
and avoidance by dividing families and communities, are invited to address any
transgenerational trauma they might carry. Helping professionals who are currently unwell
emotionally, physically, spiritually, mentally, psychologically, relationally, or financially need to
shift their own unhealthy relationships into healthy relationships with the living and the dead.
Through the development of inner peacebuilding skills, these helping professionals may connect
with their own inner peace before stepping into the complexity of transgenerational trauma.
As with all helping professionals, it is essential to address one’s own balance and
wellbeing first, before presuming to impact the lives of others in a healthy way. Leading by
positive example is immensely important, effectively ‘walking your talk’. One needs to have first
travelled a systemic healing journey to guide others through the complexity of transgenerational
trauma, especially if one wants to maintain emotional balance, wellbeing, and wholeness. Some
adequate level of information needed to be inserted into the dissertation to address these
concerns. There needed to be something shared that showed what sort of mindset was required of
the helping professional to enable one to more easily step into the complexities of systemically
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working through transgenerational trauma. It was deemed important to provide some steps that
could be taken to engage with the powerful embodied and unconscious mind, to access the tacit
and pathic knowledge of the helping professional and those they seek to help (50 Steppingstones,
Chapter 5). It was decided that teaching by example would be useful and a section of the
dissertation was dedicated to my own inward turn, reflexively reviewing my positionality and
worldview (Research Source 1, Chapter 1).
Helping professionals who engage with overly individualistic settings or with
individualistic approaches, being unfamiliar with a systemic viewpoint, might need extensive
training in working wholistically and systemically before they have the capacity to see the
benefit of working through transgenerational trauma. Examples of suitable helping professionals
might include the spiritual leaders noted by Rachel Yehuda (2015) or the health workers
suggested by Zelizer and Oliphant (2013). It needs to be emphasized that many helping
professionals, including clergy, medical personnel, counsellors, teachers, and first responders,
tend to experience high levels of burnout, STS, VT, and/or CF when they fail to make self-care a
top priority and when they have not worked through their own familial and ancestral
transgenerational trauma. The new paradigm values helping professionals and makes certain that
their wellbeing is a priority.
With the focus of helping professionals on an inward turn toward inner peacebuilding, the
transgenerational trauma patterns and gems gleaned from the specific family systems explored
through this study have been helpful. While the findings were contextual for a particular family
system, they were conceptually transferrable to families across a wide spectrum regionally,
geographically, politically, socio-economically, ethnically, religiously, and culturally. Important
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to remember, while transferrable and applicable in different situations, the transgenerational
trauma patterns are not easily generalizable, although naturalistic generalizations are welcome.
Transferability means moving something or someone from one place to another. In the
context of this research, transferability was both a criterion of the research and a subject within
the research. From the preface of this dissertation to the final reflection, it has been noted that
human beings are moving about in vast numbers. For some it is a deep inner yearning to explore
the world and travel meets that need, and for others it is a necessity, with migration, immigration,
and displacement a common occurrence. Although many people seem to consciously feel it is
possible, unresolved transgenerational trauma cannot be left behind through travel, migration, or
immigration, unless systemic healing occurs along the way. Transgenerational trauma travels
unconsciously within the embodied mind, the psyche, the heart, the breath, and the spirit.
Transgenerational trauma is held within the carrier, travelling from one location to the next, and
it is usually held in place within the body until it is thoroughly worked through emotionally.
With transgenerational trauma, you can run but you cannot hide.
As a reflexive systemic practitioner researcher my interest is drawn to immigration.
Immigration is relevant historically in my own family system and a deeper understanding helps
me explore the early emotional journeys of my ancestors. I am not the only one with this interest
since it can be observed that millions of people are seeking to find connection to their ancestral
past and homelands through family history searches. Through globalization and the world
rapidly becoming a global village, one way or another immigration is relevant to all societies.
Immigration is particularly relevant to colonized societies and to societies that open their borders
to immigrants and refugees. Immigration may be welcomed openly, accepted reluctantly, or
shunned altogether. The individual micro thoughts will often reflect the societal macro thoughts.
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Each person will hold a different perspective of immigration that may indicate open-mindedness
or close-mindedness, and that perspective may be transgenerational. When a society as a
collective whole does not open its borders to immigration it also says something quite valuable
about the people living within that society, perhaps indicating a closemindedness with fear
behind it or some sense of superiority, and these fears and feelings may be transgenerational.
With globalization and the expansive migratory nature of the world today, the treatment of
foreign workers is another consideration. Is there one set of rules for the local citizens and
another discriminatory set of rules for the foreign workers? Do foreign workers have the option
of becoming landed immigrants or permanent residents of the country or not? All of these
explorations can potentially provide a piece of the transgenerational trauma puzzle for a
particular family system.
With the transgenerational trauma of immigration and colonization there is a need to feel
into the place and time of one’s family system within history. Exploring history is vitally
important to the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma for individuals, families, and
collective societies. It is especially important to consider whether the history is an accurate one
or a rather one-sided one, and to consider how one fits into that one-sided history. Are important
stories missing from the history? Is the story of only the good characteristics of the winners
taught in the school system or are the worst behaviours of history also taught? What is not taught
can be very telling about a society and the people within it. Are individuals and groups
traditionally marginalized by society finally being heard or not? Do their stories show up in the
history books? Only through openness to the whole picture, the good, the bad, and the ugly, and
willingness to look at the shadow or darker side of history can societies reduce the likelihood of
repeating the same grave errors in judgment. At the conclusion of a PPCI client session, the
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client is often sent off to research their family history and its context through other family
members or online. For wellbeing, wholeness, and balance in life, it would seem that helping
professionals need to be connected to their ancestral past.
Looking back to the past is a way to explore the colonized and the colonizer, the oppressed
and the oppressor, or the victim and the perpetrator, and the impact on descendants of each
family line. This includes situations such as the IRSS system in Canada, which was revealed in
two of the 17 PPCI client files. When the client reveals these destructive experiences within their
family story, it brings the history and treatment of whole communities of Indigenous Peoples
sharply and collectively into focus. I spent over a decade studying the legacy of colonization on
Indigenous communities, including the cumulative impact of transgenerational trauma moving
downward to descendants, generation after generation, with particular focus on contexts within
Australia, Canada, the Caribbean, Latin America, New Zealand, South Africa, and the USA. The
marginalization of Indigenous Peoples extends to many regions of the world and creates much
transgenerational trauma. Discrimination, prejudice, and systemic racism is often entangled with
immigration and the story of the colonized and the colonizer.
Personal and collective transgenerational wounds cannot be ignored without perilous
outcomes for living generations and future descendants. Understanding the relationship between
the First Peoples and the immigrants is essential. Extending this context to embrace the ancestral
experience is vital. The transgenerational emotional trauma of those with Indigenous ancestry in
Canada was outlined in Chapter 2 and Appendices G and J. The transgenerational experiences of
the First Peoples and the immigrants differ. Immigration, whether it occurred yesterday or 400
years ago, is one key source of transgenerational trauma. For the immigrant, there is a different
experience, a matter of context and a degree of trauma that is relative.
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Immigration may or may not involve displacement. The Internet, television, and modern
technology ensure that the displacement trauma of others, which can be horrific, is viewable in
real time and in our faces daily. These images can be vicariously traumatizing or desensitizing.
These images were available in the past as well. Artists have been rendering images of the
conquered and displaced throughout history. For example, related to my own ancestors, there are
many images of the massacre of the Huguenots in 16 th century France. My French Huguenot
ancestors would have had to flee for their lives, and they likely carried their trauma with them to
North America. Another more recent example, there are films and photographs of overloaded
ships of Jewish people and other marginalized groups attempting to flee Nazi Germany before
and during World War II. Their treatment by the world was made blatantly evident by the
number of potential host countries that turned them away from their shores, and this trauma for
the victims and the perpetrators passed down transgenerationally. I suggest that those journeys of
the past were no less terrifying to the soul than the journeys of the 21st century. Immigration
journeys are usually filled with uncertainty and frightening unknowns. The human psyche tends
to prefer the status quo, resisting change, therefore, the impact of immigration on the human
body, physically, psychologically, mentally, and spiritually needs to be addressed and
systemically healed. A reflexive look at one’s own society and how open and willing it is to
embrace those with refugee status has the potential to bring one back full circle to one’s own
inner fears, challenges, biases, and potential blind spots.
To gain even a small sense of the overwhelm and panic that can occur through
displacement, one only has to recall the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 when
the world was focused on thousands contracting the illness in China and several thousand people
rapidly dying of severe respiratory failure. Add to the mix, the plight of those aboard cruise ships
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with thousands of guests and staff and to discover that COVID-19 was on board too. It did not
matter how luxurious the cruise ship was or not (since COVID-19 was not choosy), being
trapped at sea and often isolated in one’s cabin for weeks on end amidst all the unknowns and the
uncertainty of the pandemic, hearing about the same frightening novel coronavirus spreading
onboard one’s ship, and finding there were no host countries willing to let one disembark or
quarantine on land. It must have been traumatizing for many.
The transgenerational trauma of the past can echo into the present, especially if past trauma
events have not been addressed and emotionally processed. For example, if the trauma and fears
of those marginalized individuals stranded on ships without a welcoming place to disembark
before World War II has not been appropriately or adequately emotionally processed by
individuals and societies, we can see a fractal occur, with many once again condemned to drift
upon the open sea in 2020 without a harbour willing to provide a place to anchor. These events
are held energetically in place by collective fear, guilt, and shame. Many of these individuals
might have felt like victims, perhaps feeling betrayed by uncooperative nations or feeling like
victims of fate. One is left to wonder if victims of the past or their descendants became
transgenerational perpetrators in the present. The trauma experienced by each individual on these
ships is relative and contextual; however, it does provide a small sense of what forced emigration
between the 15th and 20th centuries held for those who were displaced. Fortunately, the people
aboard the modern cruise ships today knew that if the novel coronavirus did not kill them (more
trauma for the family systems involved to address), the human rights promoted today would
eventually ensure that they would be allowed back on land at some point in time. The
immigrants of old had no such guarantee. It needs to be pointed out that the family members on
land watching the dynamics unfold for their loved ones travelling aboard the cruise ships may
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also have been traumatized depending on the adversity faced by their loved ones on board. Any
trauma experienced or any sense of overwhelm that has not been emotionally well processed can
travel down from one generation to the next.
As the early COVID-19 cases spread about the world through travellers, I experienced an
imminent sense of foreboding settle into my body. I took the time to sit with the discomfort and
breathe through it. I was one of those social pariahs travelling abroad in Southeast Asia, masked
up continually in public and having my temperature taken many times a day, even in the early
days of the pandemic. The locals avoided us, afraid we were carrying the virus, and we had to
quarantine for two weeks upon arriving home. I had to change my flights five times while
travelling as various airports closed to travellers. I also experienced numerous reservation
changes as hotels adapted to the new reality, harbours shut down, and sights remained closed to
the public. One fellow traveller shared his sense of impending doom with me, which was deeply
transgenerational. As a man of Jewish ancestry from the USA he feared being locked out of his
homeland, sensing the borders would close. He said he could feel this terror in his bones. We did
not know at the time that the USA was only days away from shutting the borders through travel
restrictions at airports. The parents and ancestors of this man experienced the borders of
Germany shutting down to Jewish citizens prior to World War II and they had to flee their
homeland (Holocaust Encyclopedia, n.d.). The fears of his parents and ancestors travelled
transgenerationally down to him. I shared the topic of my research with this man and simply
said, “I understand”. He cut his trip short and was able to get a roundabout series of flights the
next day, carrying his unresolved transgenerational trauma with him.
Both the immigrants and those they leave behind need to be considered. What is held in
the cells of the body? It is in working through any grief, rather than suppressing it, by adequately
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mourning the loss of land, culture, loved ones, and ancestral connection, perhaps through deep
body felt ritual, that systemic healing can be found. By elaborating on immigration trauma, a
confounding variable in many family systems, the various manifestations of transgenerational
trauma within the 17 PPCI client file family systems can be understood. Understanding how the
unresolved emotional transgenerational trauma passed down by migration and immigration,
intensifying with each successive generation, is vital to creating wellbeing for helping
professionals and the individuals, families, communities, and societies they seek to help.
Migration and immigration can sometimes tear apart ancestral systems, which continue to
yearn for re-connection and balance over time. The study of transgenerational trauma reveals that
most human beings carry the inner drive for connection and love and any denial of this need may
be a transgenerational emotional survival strategy. Perhaps we are all universally predisposed to
carry the inner drive for connection to family, ancestral system, community, or land. With so
many adopted people searching for their biological parents today and so many others searching
online and in person for their ancestral family histories, this does seem to be a possibility. Who
am I? How do I fit within the big picture? It seems natural to ponder these questions.
This study has shown that if transgenerational motivators are not carried in a healthy
way, they may be carried as blind love and loyalty in adverse ways. Perhaps the drive for
connection is a part of the human condition evolved over millennia for the purposes of survival
and wellbeing. It seems that if unwellness develops through one’s family system that the
resources for related systemic healing might also be found through one’s family system. It seems
to me that struggle occurs when one does not feel a strong connection to the greater whole and
one finds oneself unable to tap into these resources. In today’s world, the connection that is
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sought would need to be felt as highly contextual, not universal, since systemic healing flows
from within oneself and through one’s family system, which is also imprinted within.
Disconnection is relationship struggle. Most human beings seem to seek love through
relationships of one kind or another, beyond serving a reproductive purpose. Perhaps we are all
universally predisposed to seek a healthy flow of love in our lives, regardless of how abstract and
contextual the concept of love may be. Perhaps love is the connection mentioned above. We seek
love through our family system or within our community, and we seem to struggle when love
cannot be found or felt within, or the flow of love is out of order or reversed in relationships.
While we may be universally programmed to seek love, where that love is found tends to be
highly contextual. What transgenerational trauma we carry and how we carry it impacts the
quality of the love we search for or attract into our lives. An individual who is still carrying
extensive inner wounds will tend to find love with someone who is also quite wounded within.
Individuals often come together for some unconscious reason. This research also revealed how
love can be connected to immense harmony, balance, wellbeing, and wholeness when it is found
within through self-care and self-love, and how love can then radiate outward creating healthy
relationships beyond oneself with others and/or in service to others as a helping professional.
It is the responsibility of each helping professional to address the transgenerational
trauma carried within oneself, freeing the children of the future from living the same emotional
trauma impacts as their parents and ancestors and opening the path to the possibility of greater
inner peace and global peace. It is one way to reduce the high levels of burnout, STS, VT, and
CF experienced by helping professionals. As demonstrated by my research, I support an inward
turn of inner peacebuilding. The client files of PPCI revealed how transformative inner learning
occurred within the liminal space of the client session; shifting boundaries, inner fears, and inner
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images held about mother, father, and the greater family system; and in the process addressing
wounds that occurred preconception, prenatal, perinatal, and/or postnatal.
Most of the PPCI clients involved in this research project engaged in significant energetic
and emotional work with their mothers, whether their mothers were living or dead. It seems that
the early relationship bond with mother inevitably sets one up for the challenges, and the gifts
and talents, one desires to develop in this lifetime, and yet this difficult role is often maligned
rather than appreciated. Compassion is often lacking for any maternal stress experienced by
mother. Since no human being is perfect (however perfection is defined), then no woman is
perfect, and if no woman is perfect than no mother is perfect. To overcome this fallibility, the
child will unconsciously respond emotionally with strategies for its own survival. Within the
PPCI client sessions, the client, as the child of the family system, experienced transformation
that included but was not limited to a shift in relationship with their mother; expansion and
transformation within their embodied minds; the shifting and maturation of emotional patterns
and strategies; ancestral grounding; connection to Self, family, and community through ritual;
release from entanglement; resourcing for self-soothing, self-care, self-parenting, and self-love;
building capacity for compassion for oneself and others; relationship building with those who
came before them; and most importantly, movement forward into a different future. Each client
heightened the quality of the peace in their life.
My research suggested the need for a global paradigm shift and this dissertation has
shared my vision of the world and the many steps needed to make that shift happen. It is vital to
understand that while one cannot change the past, one can change the inner image one holds of
the past within one’s embodied mind, heart, and spirit. As a helping professional seeking to bring
peace into the world by researching the systemic healing of transgenerational trauma and seeking
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new approaches to initiate transformation, I honour the journey and the necessary intentionality,
and I honour the practical wisdom of the ancient ancestors.
In The Great Learning, Confucius suggested that the attainment of peace in the world
begins with the desire to investigate, which extends knowledge, which then generates sincere
will, which improves the mind, which then cultivates self, which harmonizes the family system,
which improves the governing of the nation-state, which then brings peace to the land
(Confucius, 1992).65 It is time for inner peacebuilding to be the catalyst for a global paradigm
shift …

65

物格而后知至。When things are investigated, knowledge is extended. 知至而后意誠。When knowledge is
extended, the will becomes sincere. 意誠而后心正。When the will is sincere, the mind is correct. 心正而后身脩。
When the mind is correct, the self is cultivated. 身脩而后家齊。When the self is cultivated, the clan is harmonized.
家齊而后國治。When the clan is harmonized, the country is well governed. 國治而后天下平。When the country
is well governed, there will be peace throughout the land. (Confucius, 1992)
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Appendices
Appendix A: Description of Systemic Constellations Work
Systemic Constellations are visual and visceral creations or mappings of physical,
mental, emotional, psychological, spiritual, relational, financial, organizational, or nature focused
issues, conditions, or symptoms using representatives or markers. Systemic constellations work
can be done in-person in a large workshop setting with a large circle of people participating, in
small groups, in dyads or triads, or one-to-one with a facilitator guiding the client through their
deepest transgenerational trauma. Systemic constellations can also be facilitated online using
Skype or other online video conferencing services or by phone. According to their experience
and background, each person will provide a different description of systemic constellations. I
have adapted a description of systemic constellations which was written for another project
(Robertson, 2019, pp. 6-8). In a workshop situation, the facilitator may give a short talk about
systemic constellations to set up the circle and to create a safe container for the emotional
healing work to begin. They may also briefly discuss the founder of Family Constellations, Bert
Hellinger, and discuss a short history of the work or describe their own connection to systemic
constellation work. The facilitator will then ask the greater circle of participants if someone
would like to do a piece of work or look at an issue. The person who responds to the facilitator’s
request becomes the client. The client usually leaves their original seat in the circle and sits down
in the empty chair set out next to the facilitator in the circle. The facilitator may ask the client to
briefly describe their issue, often in one or two sentences. This is to avoid having the client get
caught up in their whole story or their rational mind. It helps the client sink into their body, to go
inside and connect with their feelings to narrow the focus for the constellation. The facilitator
may then ask a few additional questions to get a greater feel for the client’s issue and the energy
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of the client, to learn a bit about the client’s family system, and to gain a sense of the energy
charge behind the issue that was been described. The facilitator tunes into their own body to get
a sense of whether the energy field is supporting the client’s request for work to be done or not,
or whether the client might be confused as to the real issue they want to address.
Throughout any systemic constellation, it is the role of the facilitator to monitor the
client’s emotional wellbeing and their capacity to continue the work if it becomes more
emotionally challenging. The facilitator usually decides what representatives are needed to set up
the dynamics of the issue, often seeking affirmation from the client. Many trainers suggest that it
is best to start with a small number of representatives. Representatives can be selected from the
circle of participants at a workshop or set up as objects or markers for one-to-one work. The
representatives may represent the client’s known family members or missing family members;
other relevant people; places; countries; occupations; land; the natural world; objects; emotions;
options; symptoms; situations such as murder or slavery; or war; or any other abstract energy
such as love, life, grief, anger, light, support, death, or the client’s highest good. The set-up of
relevant representatives is infinite. To look at a family situation, live representatives might be
asked to represent a family member such as the client’s mother, father, a sibling, or paternal
grandmother. Additional representatives are added as they seem relevant.
The facilitator may set up a representative in the constellation for the client themselves,
so the actual client can sit in the greater circle to observe and take in the constellation. The
facilitator may select the representatives, or alternatively, a more common practice, the facilitator
requests that the client select the representatives from the larger circle to represent the different
aspects of the client’s issue. Those asked to be representatives need to agree to represent, since it
can sometimes be emotionally challenging. The workshop participants sit in a large circle and
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the representatives are placed within the inner workspace of the circle. The client is asked to feel
into their body and to slowly place the representatives as it feels right to them intuitively. The
client places the representative by putting their hands on the outer side of the representative’s
shoulders and walks slowly and gently moving the representative to the spot in the circle that
feels right. Alternatively, the facilitator may ask the representatives to find their own place in the
workspace by feeling into the movement of their body. Once the initial representatives are all
placed in the workspace and an initial image is revealed, the representatives are asked by the
facilitator to feel into their own bodies to gain a sense of the energy they represent.
Miller (2017) described the experience of representatives in systemic constellations,
“touching into life’s interconnectedness”, taking on the energy of what they are representing in
their physical bodies as sensations, emotions, images, gestures, or movements (para. 9).
Representatives may begin to feel suspicious, vigilant, angry, sad, shy, lonely, indifferent, or
happy; they may feel that they want to move away from one of the other representatives, they
may want to turn to look in another direction, or they may want to lie down on the floor. Any
number of different responses are possible. Representatives may begin to feel emotional, feeling
angry enough to hit someone, or sensing that they are about to cry, which they may do.
Representatives are asked to remain aware of their own bodies and emotional needs, and to avoid
making any aggressive movements toward other representatives. The facilitator may or may not
ask the representatives what is going on for them at this point, and seemingly out of nowhere,
movements may feel urgent, or thoughts, ideas, or phrases may pop into the minds of the
representatives. Encouraged to keep their eyes open and remain in the present, the
representatives might be asked to slowly move at this point if it feels appropriate, and sometimes
they are asked to provide a brief comment or two about what they are sensing in their body. All
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of these comments and movements provide more insight into the client’s concern. Sometimes the
representative does not feel called to move and they just remain aware of what they may be
feeling, sensing, or suddenly receiving as messages in their embodied mind/body. The
positioning and movement of the representatives sets up a visual and phenomenological
constellation. The image may show the relationship between people, reveal different energies or
issues, or show emotional relationship, direction, or distance from one representative to another.
As the constellation progresses, the facilitator will then check in with the various
representatives and ask them what is going on for them or what they are feeling. The facilitator
tends to go from representative to representative asking what is going on for each of them in
turn. With the input provided by the representatives an image evolves, or a new image begins to
emerge. The facilitator may check in with the client to see if they resonate with this image.
Depending on the client’s response, the facilitator may have a representative say a short
meaningful phrase to another representative, perhaps a phrase that reveals a greater truth or a
phrase that aligns the client with the greater systemic field in some way. Alternatively, the
facilitator may ask the representatives to follow any further movement that they feel drawn to
make. The family or systemic dynamics around the client’s issue begin to emerge as the
constellation unfolds. Representatives may reveal new or hidden aspects about the family
system, the community, the organization, or the natural system under investigation as the
representatives feel into the energy of what they represent.
Systemic constellations may be initially set up in many different ways. For instance, they
may be set up blind or double-blind so that representatives or the client and facilitator have no
idea what they are representing. In blind constellations, the representative is usually handed a
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small, folded piece of paper identifying who or what they are representing. They won’t
consciously know what they represent until later in the constellation.
During one-to-one work with clients, systemic constellations are set up using markers,
which might be paper, felt, or ornaments, and these markers are placed on the floor or on a table
to represent the different aspects of the client’s family or issue. Within PPCI client sessions, felt
markers are placed on the floor for representatives in body focused systemic constellations.
When the representatives are placed in a systemic constellation, they seem to take on the energy
of what they represent, which may be a client’s family member or ancestor, or other abstract
concepts. The client interacts with the energy of the marker. This is one of the more mysterious,
phenomenological, and controversial aspects of systemic constellations work. The greater
collective energy field surrounding the systemic constellations work is known as the knowing
field. We are all connected to this greater collective energy field at all times; however, during
systemic constellation work the connection seems to be heightened. The connection manifests
through the body and energy of the representatives, who serve as instruments or conduits of this
collective energy. The messages of the greater collective energy field are brought to conscious
awareness in various ways through the presence of the representatives. A living human
representative is not needed for this transmission to occur, a marker will suffice.
As the client feels into the constellation, the facilitator guides them through their
emotional healing work. The client is asked to observe the constellation, and they may recognize,
acknowledge, and agree to what is revealed by a constellation at a deep emotional body felt
level, or they may resist what they see. A systemic constellation should not have a specific
agenda because the client response will be what it is meant to be, not what the facilitator might
like it to be. Clients are met where they are at emotionally since some clients can emotionally
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take in more than others. Sometimes clients are just taking their first steps into their systemic
healing journey and they may not have the capacity to go very far emotionally with the systemic
constellation and others may be well along on their journey and deeper emotional work can
occur. As a systemic constellation progresses, the facilitator continues to check in with the client
to see if they are able to take in what is revealed by the constellation. There is no point
progressing with systemic constellations if the client is unable to take it in. At this point, the
client may reveal sudden revelations that have come to light for them in response to the
constellation. Systemic constellations may or may not come to a satisfying completion for the
client; however, there comes a moment when the facilitator feels that completion has occurred.
The initial image of family and systemic constellations, the placement of the
representatives, can be envisioned like the placement of stars in a night sky constellation.
However, unlike the vast undetectable or subtle movements of the immense bodies of the night
sky, the movement in a systemic constellation is more easily seen and felt, flowing from the
emotional body felt responses of the representatives. Sometimes a constellation comes to an
energetic block and does not move further. The block may be that the family system does not
want certain dynamics revealed or that the client cannot take in any more emotionally. Various
techniques can be used to shift a block in a constellation if it seems desirable. This brief
description provides a look at what is meant by systemic constellations for addressing
transgenerational trauma. It is also useful for understanding the findings and discussion of the
dissertation. It is common practice in the field of systemic constellations to learn to guide the
phenomenological approach from more experienced practitioners. It is important to understand
that a systemic constellation is one step along an expansive path toward systemic healing. A
systemic constellation is not the destination.
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Appendix B: Synopses of 6 PPCI Client Files
Synopses of 6 PPCI Client Files and Some of Their Ancestral Transgenerational Trauma
CF006: The client’s great paternal grandfather left Ireland as a boy and immigrated to Canada.
There was a lack of opportunity in the ancestral homeland. His son, the client’s paternal
grandfather fought in World War II with the Allies and afterwards silenced his war
experiences. He lived with survivor guilt. The client’s father and his siblings were all born
after World War II and they all experienced marital separations and divorces. The client’s
father had addictive behaviours and misused prescription drugs. On the maternal side of the
family, the client’s grandfather was a German Nazi soldier during World War II. He was held
in a prisoner of war camp for the whole war and felt guilty for having done so. He had two
brothers killed in the war. A few years after the war, grandfather died by suicide, likely due to
untreated PTSD symptoms. The client’s mother was very close with her father. She was
separated from her siblings and sent to a boarding school during her adolescent years. She was
14 years old when her father suicided, so she was not at home when he died. She lived with
great sadness and regret her whole life, being the only one not at home when her father died.
The client’s mother was the only family member to leave Germany and immigrate to Canada.
She did not feel a strong connection with other family members and felt there was no space for
her in the family. The client’s mother and father separated when the client was 10 years old
and divorced when she was 16 years old.
The client’s inner peace is disturbed by a deep inner fear of not being good
enough. She is struggling to maintain romantic relationships and everyone else in her
family does too.
CF009: The client is a descendant of powerful clergy through both father’s and mother’s
family lines. The client’s paternal great grandfather left England as a clergyman and
immigrated to Australia. He was the 11th of 13 children. He had 4 older siblings die in infancy
and 2 more die young. The client’s paternal grandfather felt entitled to inherit everything after
working with his great aunt for a time. When she died, he was the sole beneficiary of her
considerable valuable assets, leaving other family members without inheritance. This
grandfather seemed to be spiritually dead, although he was known to be faithful to his wife
and not cruel. Father’s mother knew she had married the wrong man shortly after the wedding.
Father’s mother was an elegant, beautiful, accomplished musician and she was diagnosed as
mentally ill by the time father was 18 years old. She did not feel fulfilled in life. Father’s
younger sister was stillborn, and his mother suffered greatly over this loss. Father fought in
World War II and was wounded in the war. Father was a very cerebral man, not emotional,
and he silenced his war experiences. He felt guilty for surviving the war when many of his
friends were killed in action. The client’s father’s generation inherited more evenly. The
client’s maternal great grandfather was a high-profile member of the clergy who immigrated
from Scotland to the colonies. Great grandfather was on a mission “to convert the heathens”.
He zealously promoted the duty of men to enlist as soldiers in World War I, then lived with
much regret when over half these men were casualties in the war. This same great grandfather
was publicly humiliated in the media for his negative belief system around women seeking
fulfillment through careers outside the home. The client’s mother wanted to be a professional
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in the arts but was denied this path by her father. The client’s mother did not feel fulfilled in
life and felt stuck, becoming a nervous smoker. She died of lung cancer. The client comes
from a long line of unfulfilled women and she feels spiritually dead inside. The client was the
only family member to immigrate to North America, first to the USA at a young age and then
later to Canada. This helping professional has served her community for decades as a
community peacebuilder.
The client’s inner peace was disturbed by a deep inner feeling of being spiritually
dead. She wanted to address her frequent migraine headaches. The client has regrets
related to her father’s death and issues with her partner’s aggression. She also struggled
in her relationship with her mother who is now deceased. The client was seeking inner
peace and greater peace in the world.
CF010: In Italy, the client’s paternal grandfather was recruited into World War I at an
extremely young age because of his musical talents. He was traumatized by his war
experiences. He also enlisted as a soldier in World War II. After the war, grandfather
immigrated to Canada and stayed for 13 years, leaving his wife and 3 children behind in
Europe. Paternal grandfather was away fighting in World War II for the first four years of
father’s life. The youngest child was a newborn when grandfather left for Canada and she
finally met her father at age 13. The family eventually immigrated to Canada. The client is
named after this grandfather. Father and his younger brother were both physically abusive
men, with father physically abusing mother. The client comes from a large Roman Catholic
family where only one person in each generation marries and has children. The maternal lines
are also Italian. The older brother of the client’s mother had one child born out of wedlock.
The client’s mother was the only one in her family to immigrate to Canada. When the client
was 4 years old, she travelled to Italy with her mother to be with the extended maternal lines at
a time when mother was entering early menopause. The client said it can be very annoying
communicating with her mother because her mother still speaks her mother tongue and the
client continually has to translate everything for her.
Her inner peace is disturbed by the familial fears of committing to marriage and
deciding to have children. Deep within the client feels dead, and she feels that she doesn’t
exist in this life. She carries a deep inner belief that she is a wounded healer. The client
has a fear of showing up in the world creatively. She has struggled since she was young
with heavy menstrual cycles and hot flashes. She feels responsible for sorting out the
issues of her parents and siblings. “We are all about feelings – we just don’t want to talk
about the events.” She is currently planning to get married in a few months and finds
that the thought of it makes the menstrual cycle issues worse.
CF011: The client’s paternal grandfather was banished from the family for inappropriate
behaviour with women. At a young age, this grandfather got two women pregnant out of
wedlock, resulting in a stillborn child and a living son who was not part of his life. He then
married grandmother who was first raised in an orphanage and later adopted. The client’s
father was kicked off the family farm when he was young and continued to move every few
years. The client came from a large family and most of the client’s siblings “drank and smoked
like there was no tomorrow.” The client’s father died not long after his youngest son died,
killed tragically at a young age in a workplace accident. The client’s maternal grandmother
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died during childbirth and the child she was carrying did not survive. The client’s mother was
only 3 years old at the time that her mother and sibling died. Nothing is known about this
grandmother’s family line. The client’s maternal grandfather remarried immediately following
grandmother’s death without a period of mourning. The client’s mother did not feel much love
in the family and spoke of having no fun in life. An additional trauma impacting the family
system was that the client’s maternal uncle was murdered while attempting to kill his wife’s
lover. The first child of the client’s mother and father was stillborn and then they had six more
children together, and they eventually divorced. The client’s mother was hospitalised and
immediately fell into a coma in the early 1990s. She died shortly thereafter. The client’s
mother had suffered with arthritis and died related to alcohol abuse. The client was not present
when her mother was hospitalised and carried great guilt around the fact. The client did not get
to say goodbye to her mother. The client’s generation have struggled in relationships and
struggled with addictive behaviours. The client married young and miscarried her first child,
moving on and not mourning the loss. The client had 3 more children and her long marriage is
now ending because she discovered her husband having an extramarital affair.
The client’s inner peace is disturbed by a deep inner fear of feeling unworthy. Her
intention for the session was to address the many fears she carries in life and the desire to
get over them. The client was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis that set into her body
in her mid 30s, within the year of her mother’s death. The client is mostly impacted with
arthritis in her wrists, hands, fingers, and toes, and she has had numerous surgeries and
fusions on her toes and fingers. The client has sleep issues. She wants to address the
ending of her marriage.
CF013: On the maternal side of the family, mother’s paternal grandfather was German. Before
Germany was in World War I he had a premonition and decided to leave Germany. He
immigrated to Canada and bought a dairy farm. He was a smart farmer using crop rotation and
he used no chemicals. He knew about natural healing. Mother’s maternal grandparents were
from England. Mother’s mother contracted tuberculosis and she was kept in a small shack on
the family property. She was trapped in the shack, unable to move about. The client’s mother
is the oldest of 5 children. She was only 12 years old when her mother died of TB in that
shack, and the 5 children were separated and scattered to different relatives. Mother’s father
did not raise any of his children after her mother’s death and he remarried quickly. The client’s
mother and her youngest sibling went to live with the same aunt, and mother was given the
heavy responsible of raising her much younger sibling. He called her mom. Mother lost her
childhood. The client’s mother had digestive issues, breast cancer, and she eventually suffered
a stroke, trapped in her body with limited movement. Mother and her siblings all died of
cancer. The client’s paternal grandfather was from France. The client’s father was the 4th of 5
children. He was pulled out of school as a teen to manage the family hardware store during
World War II. He enjoyed school and missed it dearly. Two of his older brothers fought in
World War II. When his father (client’s grandfather) died, the cash inheritance was given to
father’s siblings and nothing was given to him or his mother (client’s grandmother). The
client’s father felt betrayed by his father – no reward for all of his years of sacrifice. He left his
family home behind and never returned. The client’s father died of Alzheimer’s, and the client
feels that her father did not deserve to die this way, without dignity, after doing so much for
others.
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The client’s inner peace is disturbed by the deep inner fear of betrayal: “If I take
my full power, they will betray me.” “I will be hurt or betrayed.” “I will die without
dignity.” For her, betrayal is related to being bound or locked up, unable to fly, psychic
betrayal. The client’s body has her feeling trapped with food sensitivities and food
allergies, including Celiac disease, and she is unable to take in life fully. The client has
one marker for Alzheimer’s.
CF015: The client’s parents were on opposite sides of a revolution in South America and they
were never life partners. The client’s mother had many intellectual friends killed or
disappeared in the revolution. The client’s mother was in university training to be a
professional during the revolution when she was imprisoned, tortured, and sexually assaulted
while in captivity. She was framed by propaganda. The client’s mother was blindfolded in a
lineup to be executed when a man with some authority pulled her from the lineup, helping her
escape death because she reminded him of his daughter. The client’s mother was introduced to
the client’s father through common friends and family members and they had a short romance.
When mother discovered she was pregnant she ran away to a neighbouring country to wait out
the war. The client’s father knew of the pregnancy. He eventually married another woman and
had 2 children. The client met these half-siblings a few times. The client’s paternal family
lines were ancestrally Italian. The client never met her paternal grandparents who lived in
Europe. Raised by her mother, the client knew much more about her mother’s family lines
than her father’s lines. Mother’s paternal lines lived in a neighbouring country to father’s
family lines. On mother’s paternal side, the client’s great grandfather was murdered at the age
of 45, leaving great grandmother alone. Maternal great grandfather was shot by a man who
suspected him of having an affair with his wife. In the next generation, the first-born son of
grandfather and grandmother was stillborn. They went on to have 3 children, mother was the
2nd child, having an older sister and a younger brother. Maternal grandfather was killed in a car
accident at the age of 38. He was running an unusual errand on the night of the accident. He
was not at fault in the accident. The client’s maternal grandmother remarried after grandfather
was killed in the accident and had 3 more children, half-brothers to mother. There was a child
born of incest in this line, with one of these half-brothers (grandmother’s second family raised
in a different household) fathering the child of grandmother’s daughter with her first husband.
Mother’s younger brother was killed in a car accident at the age of 38. He was not at fault in
the accident. Mother’s maternal lines lived through the revolution. They were ancestrally from
Italy. Some of the men in the line were in the military. The client’s maternal grandmother was
the one to tell the client about her biological father, stating he was excited to be a father and he
loved the client’s mother, but he was controlling and possessive. He ran with a scary crowd in
the revolution and was abusive. The client’s mother lamented the loss of her first love all her
life, a man she loved prior to the revolution. Mother lived with regret, sensing her life would
have been so much happier if she had built a life with her first love. The client’s mother never
married. The client and her mother immigrated to Canada in the early 1990s.
The client’s inner peace is disturbed by the strong pattern of early death in her
family. She has attachment issues and finds it scary to be in relationships with men. She
is seeking to be free, to follow her own career goals, and to stop feeling like she is faking
her intelligence. Her deep inner fear is that “they will rape me.”
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Appendix C: Reflexive Practice
Freshwater and Rolfe (2001) outlined a number of features characteristic of reflexive
practitioner research, with their Type II reflexive category seemingly an appropriate description
for this practitioner research project:
•

Type II reflexivity “is a reflection which goes beyond the usual introspective confines
to consider the social and political context in which practice takes place, and prompts
us to consider the ways in which these might be overcome through praxis”
(Freshwater & Rolfe (F&R), 2001, p. 531).

•

Reflexive practice helps bridge the research-practice gap (F&R, 2001).

•

Reflexive research inherently resists “dominant discourses and ideologies” (F&R,
2001, p. 533).

•

Within reflexive research, the “researcher has to adopt an ethical stance and a
political position – one that is concerned with resistance and change” (F&R, 2001, p.
534).

•

Reflexive practice emerges accountable through critical evaluation and making
results public (F&R, 2001).

•

Reflexivity provides an extension of communication into the deeper domains of
human experience (F&R, 2001).

•

The reflexive researcher attempts to understand and utilise “the effects of the
researcher” (F&R, 2001, p. 533)

•

The research field is a “construction of the researcher himself or herself” (F&R, 2001,
p. 534).
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The experience of the research participant is “shaped by the encounter with the
researcher” (Freshwater & Rolfe, 2001, p. 534).

•

Reflexive practice invites the researcher “to incorporate their social self into the
research project and, in the extreme case, researcher and researched merge into a
single person” (F&R, 2001, p. 534).

•

The context of the text “should naturally also include the author of the work” (F&R,
2001, p. 534).

•

Reflexivity is “a meta-methodology; a methodology which has itself as the focus of
its inquiry, and which constantly scrutinises and critiques itself as it is progressing”
(F&R, 2001, p. 532).

•

Validity is a “matter for the reflective users of the research” (F&R, 2001, p. 532).
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Appendix D: Bert Hellinger’s Professional Background
Family constellations has a history of its own. Bert (Anton) Hellinger, the founder of the
phenomenological work of Family Constellations, was born December 16, 1925 and he
experienced the following early life influences: growing up in Nazi Germany, being drafted as a
German soldier at age 17 during World War II, experiencing “the realities of combat, capture,
defeat, and life in a prisoner-of-war camp in Belgium with the allies”, becoming a Catholic priest
after the war, and spending 16 years as a missionary to the Zulu in South Africa, where he
“directed a large school, taught, and acted as a parish priest simultaneously” (Hellinger et al.,
1998, p. 327). From the Zulu, Hellinger learned the importance of aligning oneself with “the
forces of nature” (p. 329). He became sharply aware of “the relativity of many cultural values”,
“integrating Zulu music and rituals” into the Catholic mass (p. 327). A foundational shift
occurred in his life when Anglican clergy from the United States organized an interracial,
ecumenical training group in South Africa, which “valued dialog, phenomenology, and
individual human experience”, and they challenged him to decide whether his ideals or people
took precedence in his life (p. 328). After much contemplation, Hellinger’s response was people,
and this “orientation toward people” shaped his work from that time forward (p. 328). After 25
years in the priesthood, he gave it up and returned to Germany, no longer feeling that a religious
calling melded with the inner growth he had experienced (Hellinger et al., 1998). Back in
Europe, he trained in psychoanalysis in Vienna, devouring all of Freud’s works, and he
eventually married (p. 328).
Hellinger travelled to the United States to train in Janov’s Primal Scream therapy and
upon returning to Europe his body-based way of working with clients was challenged by other
practitioners (Hellinger et al., 1998, p. 328). He had to decide which was more important:
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“loyalty to a group or love of truth and inquiry”, and “love of free inquiry” won out (Hellinger et
al., 1998, p. 328). He parted ways with psychoanalysis and focused on body-based
psychotherapy (p. 328). Other influences in his life and work included the writing of Martin
Heidegger, Gestalt Therapy, Transactional Analysis, the analysis of scripts across many
generations in families, Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy’s book Invisible Bond, family therapy, Jay
Haley’s “perverse triangle”, “Milton Erickson’s Hypnotherapy and Neuro-Linguistic
Programming (NLP)”, which emphasized “working with resources rather than with problems”,
Frank Farelly’s Provocative Therapy, and Irena Precop’s Holding Therapy (p. 329). It was
Hellinger’s integration of all these life influences that was new, his recognition of blind loyalties,
and his enduring trust in the authority of “one’s own soul” that makes Hellinger’s Family
Constellations so valuable (p. 330). Bert Hellinger is the author of many books and his life work
evolved into Movements of the Spirit-Mind, leading many workshops around the world until he
died September 19, 2019 at the age of 93.
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Appendix E: Examples of Informal PPCI Client Session Feedback
(Quotations in italics for each client)
…My life has been shifting in interesting ways. As you know, I worked on my relationship with
my mother this month and for the first time in DECADES I feel that I have gotten off of that
particular hamster wheel of anger and resentment. Huge huge shift, ... I would say that it’s a
miracle I could not have ever conceived of. Our relationship has improved immeasurably, and I
don’t feel that I’m judging her anymore and I feel like I’m a grown-up now, handling things in a
grown-up way, not from the perspective of the child-victim.
…Sunday was very enlightening for me. Thank you so much for doing this with me. I have had a
few revelations about myself and can only expect to have more over the next while as I process
what we explored. It is all good. I look forward to the follow up. I hope to find a quiet time over
the next few days to read over and take in what the reading reveals. I am sure it will also expose
some revelations to me as well. I look forward to continuing the journey of contentment and
acceptance; not only of myself but of those around me. I’m sure we have opened a pandora’s box
of emotions for me to explore further... I look forward to what the future reveals.
…Working with you has been a total blessing with a profound effect. What you say about me
feeling like I am betraying my mother by loving another makes sense, even though it's weird to
think about. I'm realizing more and more that this stuff is on a deep level and I'm unaware of it
day-to-day and only acknowledge the symptoms, like feeling distant or confused about my
girlfriend.
…I have continued with the boundary practicing exercise at home. I set up a long piece of yarn
around me and work on it. I noticed that I need more space, so I make a big circle - after I am in
the circle, I close my eyes and just breathe. As soon as I do that, I noticed that my nose gets
clogged up, heart beats faster, throat constricted. One feeling that comes up is awe. I am in awe
that this is my space. I have this space to breathe. Some tears come out and I breathe. What I
found is that - this is the first time I am actually able to symbolically see that I have created a
space for "ME". I don't think I ever had the opportunity to have a space for me in my life. Also, I
am able to see my mom differently - it is a slow process and I am grateful. I also made a list of
all the relationships - love based and friendships I have shunned and hold grudges against slowly I want to make peace with all of them. I will do what you suggested - write out and do a
small ritual, etc.
…I truly appreciate the report you forwarded. It’s unbelievable how insightfully you’re able to
point to so many of my issues. Makes me seem textbook even. I’ve had a profound month I must
say, including my estranged father calling the same day of my treatment with you. Nothing yet
resolved but lots of resources now, so thank you!
…Thank you so much, That was an absolutely amazing session, thank you so much for allowing
the time for it all. It is so refreshing to have someone approach this huge movement for me
without any of the trauma I’ve had rise up before, you are perfectly on point to move into other
aspects of work before any of it came up...how do you do that?
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…Thank you SO much for everything...the amazing deep work! I will let the work settle before
doing the reading.........there was a big softening in my husband when I met with him over the
weekend, I could feel the deep love between us more present and so could he. Still lots of caution
and guarding around both our hurt hearts but he was more open to hope than in a very long
time. Not attached to where it will lead to of course, but it felt good and right. I needed to let go
of so much, especially blame and punishment, so I thank you for working your magic.
…It has been quite a journey since I saw you!! BIG TIME! I've actually referred a few friends
your way based on the already profound impact. I actually hit a very low point triggered by the
recent trauma of my friend, and I reached out for my mom’s support. And she jumped on a plane
and has been here to support me for 4 days now. Not only that we talk about our family tree and
I found out a bunch more info on the trauma in her father’s side of the family that absolutely
shocked me.
…Thank you so much for today. We covered a lot of ground and I have a lot to process. I am
deeply grateful for your gifts, generosity and presence in my life right now.
…Thank you very much, dear Patricia, for your kind assistance in my growth and helping me in
finding my mission on the planet Earth. It was MY pleasure and honor to have met you and learn
new things from you.
…My deep gratitude for your time and your assistance in my personal growth. It was a great
pleasure to see you again. The job you do requires lots of strength. I am amazed by your
strength and the depth of your kindness and compassion. Thank you for doing that for people.
…Please take my deep gratitude for the work done for the sake of my family. I do believe that the
job you are doing is meaningful and very important. I always think thankfully about you.
…Thank you so much for such an insightful session. Attached is my spontaneous watercolor
crayon drawing. I had no idea what I was doing when I started. As I sat with it my body felt so
much joy and fullness. I could feel very deeply this is exactly the work I need to be doing. Thank
you for all the help you are giving me. I am so grateful.
…Thank you so much Patricia for working with us. Today, I feel the “edge” on my hurt has been
smoothed a bit. What would the next step be if you would work with me?
…I enjoyed working with you and am impressed by the discoveries I made and keep making.
Thank you for your kind, gentle and firm approach. It was just what I needed. I may ask for more
help in the future.
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Appendix F: Epigenetics, a Resource for Trauma
Research shows that the general public knows very little about epigenetics (Jablonka &
Raz, 2009). Yehuda (2015) stated that, “epigenetics gives us the language and the science to be
able to start unpacking” the changes that occur within a person who experiences a traumatic
event (para. 2). The personal impact of trauma can be different for each person impacted and it
may or may not have a highly traumatizing affect (Yehuda, 2015). Yehuda explained why
epigenetics has made such a profound impact on the field of genetics, “that just because you’re
born with a certain set of genes, you’re not in a biological prison as a result of those genes – that
[epigenetic] changes can be made to how those genes function” (para. 30). She explained that an
epigenetic marker can sit “on a promoter region of your gene” and reproduce or transmit
precisely down to the next generation as epigenetic change (para. 35) or that change can occur
“either at conception or in utero or post-conception” in which “a set of circumstances” can occur
that forces the child to adapt “to those circumstances” (para. 36).
When asked if the science of her epigenetic studies is being brought into community,
Yehuda (2015) responded, “I don’t know. I’m not really dealing with things in that manner. And
ironically and interestingly, usually we have our religious leaders do a lot of this communal
trauma work…” (para. 87). She goes on to say that “Because you don’t have a mental health
professional up there in front of many families, praying because something bad has just
happened. So I think that we charge our spiritual leaders with doing a lot of this work” (para.
89). Yehuda (2015) added that beyond the faith community research has shown that
psychotherapy can initiate “some epigenetic changes” (para. 65). I would suggest that while
congregational group situations with members of the clergy may have some benefit at some level
of healing, when there is a trauma situation these group approaches may not get to the deep body
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focus and individual context needed to shift any underlying unresolved transgenerational trauma,
supporting the need for a more appropriate approach. While the field of epigenetics is rapidly
expanding the body of knowledge around the transmission of transgenerational trauma, it does
not get involved in the healing of individuals who carry transgenerational trauma, and it does not
provide a hands-on approach to transform and systemically heal transgenerational trauma
(Yehuda, 2015). This research is offering an approach to serve these purposes.
Yehuda (2015) shared her expertise on trauma and its relationship with epigenetic
transmission. She suggested there is a gap between the science of epigenetics and the body
focused systemic healing of transgenerational trauma. To understand transgenerational trauma, it
is important to understand trauma and Yehuda does offer some helpful advice on reducing the
impact of current life trauma, which will reduce the epigenetic impact and in turn reduce the
amount of transgenerational trauma passing down. Yehuda (2015) explained that one can reduce
the impact of a traumatizing situation in real time as it is occurring by remaining calm or
intentionally calming oneself. This keeps the body from epigenetically responding to the trauma
situation. Yehuda (2015) does mention some key approaches to trauma that might benefit anyone
who experiences sudden trauma in their own life, and these suggestions might be helpful for any
helping professional or others who have just been traumatized:
•

Take the time to recognize the trauma— “you have to recognize it” within the
relevant family system, and then take action (para. 97).

•

Find a quiet spot and take time to assess the damage— we need to “just listen to our
bodies and give ourselves the space to be quiet and to heal and to see, to ascertain
what has been damaged (para. 97).
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Allow the trauma and grief to be felt— “feel it, instead of running to someone to give
you a sleeping pill” (Yehuda, 2015, para. 101).

•

Put oneself in the most healing environment available to counter some of the damage
and to “promote a biological and molecular healing process” to keep some of the
“epigenetic and molecular changes” from occurring and passing down to the next
generation (para. 97).

•

Admit when help is needed and engage with at least one caring person—“many
Holocaust survivors got through because there was one person that became the focus
of their survival, or they were the focus of that person’s survival” (para. 108). The
“molecular biology” of someone who has just experienced trauma is impacted when
at least one caring person engages with them in a meaningful way (para. 108).

Yehuda (2015) adds some ways to initiate the healing of trauma, which include:
•

Understanding that “there is a wisdom in our body” (para. 57) — “an intelligence in
our bodies” (para. 56),

•

By carrying the trauma in “a way that promotes more reflection”, looking back to
understand “where you’ve come from” and to understand the big picture context of
what occurred in the past (para. 62),

•

By carrying the trauma “in a way that honors your past, but not in a way that
overtakes your past and makes a future predetermined or impossible” (para. 62),

•

By memorializing and compartmentalizing situations of trauma and by setting aside
time in life to remember and acknowledge trauma so that it doesn’t take over one’s
life and own you,
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By paying attention to how transgenerational trauma is discussed — it is not
“generational ‘scars,’” but rather “generational effects” (Yehuda, 2015, para. 62),

•

By acknowledging and mindfully carrying the past one can develop a “a greater
repertoire of behavior” (para. 63), and

•

By engaging in social justice work “to help prevent future tragedies” from occurring
and to reduce the suffering of other people (para. 68).

Putting trauma in perspective, Yehuda (2015) asserted that “the concept of post-traumatic
stress disorder has allowed us to acknowledge that trauma effects last. They endure. They don’t
all go away. And now epigenetics allows us to extend it to generational” (para. 59). She added
that epigenetics has adaptive potential that can be empowering and disempowering. “It doesn’t
all have to be negative. I think the purpose of epigenetic changes, […] is simply to increase the
repertoire of possible responses” (para. 55). These suggestions are important for addressing
current life trauma and preventing the transmission of transgenerational trauma. Understanding
trauma is key to moving forward and through trauma, and to stop patterns of transgenerational
trauma from manifesting.
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Appendix G: TRCC and Aboriginal Healing Foundation as Resources
The Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Commission 2015 Final Reports
Connection to the ancestral past in all of its expression seemed to be important for
addressing transgenerational trauma in many cultures. The TRCC 2015 Final Reports provided
some good direction for systemic healing and moving beyond the transgenerational trauma that
is the result of the IRSS imposed on Indigenous Peoples of Canada for about 150 years.
Reflecting upon the trauma experience of Indigenous children who were exposed to the IRSS in
Canada, the residential school system “was an attack on the health of generations of Aboriginal
peoples”, manifesting as “physical scars of sickness and abuse, but also one that continues to
punish Aboriginal peoples with a legacy of marginalized lives, addiction, mental health, poor
housing, and suicide” (TRCC, 2015a, p. 140). There was the direct “physical and mental damage
these students bore”, plus the transgenerational “affliction, one that would affect the ability of
Aboriginal peoples to embrace their languages, their cultures, and their trusted traditional healing
practices” (p. 140). Sabrina Williams, an intergenerational Survivor from BC stated,
I didn’t realize until taking this language class how much we have lost—all the things
that are attached to language: it’s family connections, it’s oral history, it’s traditions, it’s
ways of being, it’s ways of knowing, it’s medicine, it’s song, it’s dance, it’s memory. It’s
everything, including the land.... And unless we inspire our kids to love our culture, to
love our language ... our languages are continually going to be eroded over time. So, that
is daunting. (TRCC, 2015b, p. 157)
The TRCC final reports emphasized the contextuality of transgenerational trauma and the need
for diverse, wholistic, and systemic approaches to address and heal the different needs of
individuals and communities, which are described as becoming more supported by Western
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medicine (TRCC, 2015a). Acknowledgement is key. According to the 2015 Final Reports of the
TRCC, ritual and honouring are important elements for healing transgenerational trauma (TRCC,
2015a; 2015b; 2015c).
Chandler and Lalonde (1998) revealed that connection with ancestral languages, mother
tongues, and cultural traditions, where disconnection is the current status, were deeply healing,
and there was widespread transgenerational impact in communities where ancestral language is
known and used by the majority of community members. They studied Aboriginal communities
in BC to identify what factors were associated with lower suicide rates (1998). “They found that
in over half the communities studied, there were no known suicides during the targeted five-year
period, while the remainder of the communities experienced rates of youth suicide five hundred
to eight hundred times the national average” (as cited in TRCC, 2015a, p. 174). The TRCC
referenced the research of Hallett, Chandler, and Lalonde (2007), who stated that,
At least in the case of BC, those bands in which a majority of members reported a
conversational knowledge of an Aboriginal language also experienced low to absent
youth suicide rates. By contrast, those bands in which less than half of the members
reported conversational knowledge suicide rates were six times greater. (p. 398)
The authors of the study concluded that “these results demonstrate that indigenous language use,
as a marker of cultural persistence, is a strong predictor of health and well-being in Canada’s
Aboriginal communities” (p. 398).
The Survivors of the IRSS “know that the recovery of language and culture was and
remains critical for their own individual healing and for the health of Aboriginal families and
communities in the future” (TRCC, 2015a, p. 129). A 2014 study by the First Peoples’ Cultural
Council examined the health of Indigenous languages in BC, concluding that loss of language “is
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part of the oppression and disenfranchisement of Indigenous peoples” and it means “the loss of
culture and the knowledge systems that are encompassed by and through language” (Gessner,
Herbert, Parker, Thorburn & Wadsworth, 2014, p. 9). The vitality of First Nations languages has
been linked to higher levels of “social, mental and physical health, a reduction in harmful
behaviours (such as alcohol and drug abuse and suicide), an increase in high school graduation
rates and other positive educational outcomes, and higher employment rates” (p. 10). Beyond the
individual, healthy language and “language revitalization plays a vital role in community growth,
healing, education, development, strong families and reconnection to the past”, creating strong,
“healthy individuals, healthy communities, and contributing members to society” (Amrhein et
al., 2010, p. 7).
Many of the IRSS Survivors “explained to the Commission how they reconnected with
Aboriginal languages and cultures as the most powerful and restorative part of their very difficult
healing journeys” (TRCC, 2015a, p. 129). The TRCC recommended other essential elements of
systemic healing programs and suggested that,
Diversity-interventions [be] blended and combined to create holistic programs that meet
the physical, emotional, cultural, and spiritual needs of participants. Not surprisingly,
arts-based interventions were included in many cultural activities (including drum
making, beading, singing, and drumming) as well as in therapeutic healing (art therapy
and psychodrama). (TRCC, 2015b, p. 210)
Some key systemic points raised by the 2015 Final Reports of the TRCC include the need to
improve the political and economic systems in Canada to provide “whole health” for Indigenous
people (TRCC, 2015a, p. 183), to include all stakeholders in healing, including the victims and
the perpetrators, with adequate time for healing to occur before reconciliation can be considered
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(TRCC, 2015b; 2015c), to encourage traditional sacred gatherings and ceremonies to promote
healing (TRCC, 2015b), to give greater attention to health and healing services to improve the
effectiveness of child welfare services (TRCC, 2015a), and to provide helping professionals with
more training and education on the history of Indigenous people to improve their services
(TRCC, 2015a). These points affirm the systemic nature of healing transgenerational trauma,
requiring inclusion and engagement with all the systems that surround and impact an individual,
family, or community.

The Aboriginal Healing Foundation Series
There are over two dozen online research reports available on the Aboriginal Healing
Foundation (AHF) website (http://www.ahf.ca/publications). Some of the AHF research topics
include: the transgenerational legacy of the IRSS, cultural diversity, addictive behaviours,
suicide, domestic violence, elder abuse, historic trauma, mental health, sexual offending, fetal
alcohol syndrome, prisons, HIV/AIDS, decolonization, reclaiming connections, and healing.
In a report prepared for the Aboriginal Healing Foundation (AHF), Chansonneuve (2005)
identified a number of key characteristics for healing within Indigenous communities, addressing
addictive behaviours, and sharing many elements relevant for any helping professional working
through transgenerational trauma or the symptoms of burnout and STS. The list included some of
the following elements of systemic healing:
1) “In the Aboriginal worldview, healing is a lifelong process following the same
spiralling pattern as an eagle in flight…soaring “higher and higher by spiralling
upwards in ever-widening circles” (p. 72).
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2) “Addressing historical and intergenerational impacts of residential school abuse
means reviewing and assessing individual healing needs within the larger picture of
the healing needs of families, communities and nations” (Chansonneuve, 2005, p. 72).
3) “Culture-based healing strategies are creative and multi-dimensional, ranging from
crisis intervention and prevention to addictions recovery, and cultural reclamation
(including reclaiming positive, pre-contact parenting)” (p. 72).
4) “Culturally-based approaches” that embrace tradition and non-traditional spiritual
practices are at the very heart of healing and recovery (p. 71).
5) Restoring “physical, emotional, mental and spiritual empowerment” in healthy ways
enables individuals to connect with “their inner spirit”, gain some control over their
emotions, and feel safer in relationships (p. 73).
6) Learning to understand and honour emotional triggers helps individuals “overcome
their fears and are able to use them in new ways for the trauma recovery process” (p.
75).
7) Systemic healing includes “creating trust through a non-judgemental attitude and
an approach to support that aligns with the unique needs, pace and realities of each
individual” (p. 72).66
8) Healing encompasses a range of traditional and contemporary activities utilizing
healing circles, allowing “everyone to actively participate as teachers as well as
learners; to be healed as well as to heal” (p. 66).

66

Bold text in the original quote.
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9) Helping professionals working on the front lines of trauma recovery require training
on the impacts of “countertransference, burn-out and vicarious or secondary trauma”
(Chansonneuve, 2005, p. 87).
A 2009 study was commissioned by Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) to
understand the effectiveness of the AHF, a government funded organization mandated for 11
years, explaining that the “healing programs at the community level are effective in facilitating
healing at the individual level, and are beginning to show healing at the family and community
level” (INAC, 2009, p. 4). The AHF estimated that it “takes approximately ten years of
continuous healing efforts before a community is securely established in healing from
intergenerational IRS trauma” (p. 4) “due to the complex needs and longterm [sic] nature of the
healing process” (p. 5), and it was mentioned that the process of healing “has just begun” (p. 4).
The Canadian national apology occurred on June 11, 2008, the INAC study of the effectiveness
of AHF programs occurred in 2009, funding for the AHF was cut in 2010, and the AHF was
closed in 2014,67 ending many Indigenous healing programs across Canada. Systemic healing is
a lifelong journey, not a one-off apology, and that needs to be recognized by all Canadians if
significant change is to occur for the next generations.

67

When it closed, the AHF research library, records, and archives, constituting the Gail Guthrie Valaskakis
Memorial Resource Centre, were donated to the Children of Shingwauk Alumni Association and Algoma
University, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada (Helwig, 2011). I was fortunate to acquire 14 full sets of the AHF
Healing Series, which were distributed across Alberta and Northwest Territories to universities, health centres,
Indigenous community members, and RCMP offices.
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Appendix H: Impact of Transgenerational Trauma on Subsequent Generations
With German ancestry revealed in several PPCI client files utilized in this research, an
example is provided from the literature to show original trauma, the trauma of subsequent
generations, and systemic healing issues that might need to be addressed.
German Families
1) The Original Trauma: The extermination of millions of innocent and vulnerable people by
Nazi Germany during World War II: Hardtmann pathologically outlined this period of
German history, which until the late 90s was still “a marginal subject in German
psychological research”, referencing the devastation to lives, souls, and culture (Hardtmann,
2010, p. 85). Nazi perpetration and collaboration were silenced between 1945 and 1982, with
nothing published in Germany until 1995 (p. 85). The children of Nazi Germany “labored to
save what could be saved from the ruins of the Third Reich”, desperately seeking to
“understand what was going on inside the psyche of their parents, their fathers’ especially”
(p. 86). The greatest problem has been discussing topics such as Nazi Germany, National
Socialism, Hitler, the Holocaust, and classifications of Aryans and non-Aryans within the
silos of academic disciplines, piecemeal, in isolation or individualistically, avoiding looking
with transdisciplinarity at societal context and the collective big picture (p. 86). “One can
erase the traces, as the Nazis tried to do, and smear the references, but one cannot make it
undone” (p. 91). When you cannot blot out all the traces in the memories of the people, all
one can do is “blot out the traces from his or her memory” (p. 91).
2) The Transgenerational Trauma: Evaluating families of German victims and perpetrators,
the first generation was “defeated, debased, returning from the World War II laden with guilt
and shame [and] suffered from chronically deficient self-esteem” (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 89).
On the side of the perpetrators, children too young to be Hitler youth developed a raging
battle inside, unable to turn inward, self-reflect, self-observe, or self-criticize (p. 90). They
felt powerful and superior to others, yet paranoid of enemies, and inner peace eluded them
while these perceived external foes endured (p. 90). They experienced parents with splits in
their psyches, loving to family yet mass murderers in the war (p. 90). Many mothers denied
the father’s war crimes and war crime executions, often inventing phantom fathers for their
children to love and respect (p. 90). Mothers and fathers manipulated their children through
silence, lies, omission, and deception, and these children did not develop the capacity to trust
in relationships (p. 90). Some German children saw “themselves as the Jews of their
parents”, lacking historical context to process what was experienced or felt when their
parents had sudden erratic outbursts (p. 89). Aggressive language and incidents in families
undermined the wellbeing of children (p. 89). Some families were cult-like, passing on
“mutual defenses” that included denial, splitting, and projecting “their own denied parts
outward onto a third person” (p. 89). This hindered the important “separation and
individuation of the children” from their parents (p. 89). Suppressed feelings led to repressed
thinking (p. 89). Splitting helped one “save one own’s skin from the inner persecutor”, and
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in the process, the other was sacrificed as the scapegoat (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 91). Healthy
self-love and self-perception were missing (p. 91).
On the side of the victims, fathers who survived the Holocaust often carried their denial as
arrogance, and when this façade collapsed they projected their anger and other suppressed
emotions intended for their persecutors upon their children, lashing out at them and leaving
them feeling “like blind people slapped in the face” (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 89). Erroneously,
a German court ruled against reparations for “children who spent the first 3 years of their
lives in a concentration camp”, stating that they “could not have suffered any lasting
traumatization or psychic damage, because they did not have conscious memory of that
time” (p. 87).
The second and third generations tended to over or under-estimate self (Hardtmann, 2010, p.
91). Suppressed feelings created inner paralysis, loss of vitality, and poor decision making
(p. 89). Children felt like aliens in their own bodies and souls, often developing “psychosislike symptoms and symptoms of a split personality or a false self” (p. 89). There was an
inability to deal with weaknesses, faults, or even good qualities (p. 91). Kestenberg and
Kestenberg (1982) concluded that these children “showed severe and quasipsychotic
disturbances” (as cited in Hardtmann, 2010, p. 87).
Students of the third generation wanted no part in condemning most Germany people to
complicity (Kestenberg & Kestenberg, 1982, p. 87). Through silence, these children created
a family narrative of National Socialism that was “fragmentary and deceiving, and thus
false” (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 87). The loss of World War II for Germany was frequently
turned around in family narratives, called an “honorable defeat against a world full of
enemies” (p. 88). This deception was publicly stopped through the media and by teachers
wanting to portray a more accurate picture of the war (p. 88).
“Right-wing radical delinquents” or “Weltanschauung”, exhibit “splitting, idealization of the
self, disparagement of foreigners, and unquestioned anti-Semitism”, precisely mimicking
their grandparents without criticism (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 89). Their identity “depends on an
illusionary and brittle foundation”, growing up with partially “face- and history-less parents”
(p. 92). They found it difficult to develop self-identify distinct from their ancestors (p. 92).
Hardtmann asserted that many of them “are orphans inside, reliant on surrogate mothers and
fathers” (p. 92). Many had fathers who were not consistently kind to them, and in rejecting
these fathers they sometimes merged with their fathers and persecuted others, or some
merged with father taking on guilt and shame themselves (p. 89).
3) Systemic Healing: Hardtmann (2010) advised practitioners who work with the
transgenerational trauma of clients with Nazi German ancestry: 1) have a stable sense of
reality, 2) have no fear of psychotic-like communication from the client, 3) let the client lead
in the number of sessions that are planned, 4) help the client develop stable self-boundaries
and object-boundaries through open communication, and 5) help the client connect with their
traumatization and confront the trauma (p. 93). She suggested that for healing the collective
trauma of German family members, each generation will need to rely “on objects of positive
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identification outside the family, because their parents never worked through their own
shame and guilt” (Hardtmann, 2010, p. 93).
Some areas that may need attention for wellbeing include the paranoia and restlessness of
those who silenced or invented history, as they are continually internally threatened with
being caught by their own shadow and fear their true face will be revealed (Hardtmann,
2010, p. 92). “The self, mutilated and amputated by projection, is permanently threatened
from the inside by the reappearance of the suppressed parts, and from the outside by the fact
that the object normally resists the projective identification” (p. 92). “Cure would only be
possible if an inner reconciliation and a destruction of the false self-image took place” (p.
92).
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Appendix I: Additional Body Focused Resources and Approaches
Peter Levine and Somatic Experiencing (SE)
Levine developed a treatment for resolving trauma worldwide with a “state-of-the-art
professional training and public education” system which he called the SE method, and this
“powerful psychobiological method” is available through the Somatic Experiencing Trauma
Institute (https://traumahealing.org/). “The Somatic Experiencing® method is a body-oriented
approach to the healing of trauma and other stress disorders” (Somatic Experiencing Trauma
Institute, 2019, n.p.). “The SE approach releases traumatic shock, which is key to transforming
PTSD and the wounds of emotional and early developmental attachment trauma” (2019, n.p.).
As helping professionals working with those who are traumatized, training in SE would be
highly beneficial for working through one’s own trauma and learning the skills to work with
individuals who are traumatized.
Lynch (2005), a systemic constellations facilitator, stated that the trauma work of Peter
Levine, which is branded as SE, blends effectively with family constellations work and he
asserted that “many facilitators have profited by learning this approach” (p. 101). Reflecting on
the same phenomenon, Beaumont, a systemic constellations facilitator who worked as an early
colleague of founder Bert Hellinger, referred to the work of Peter Levine, stating that trauma is
more than “an event or traumatic incident that occurred sometime in the past”, it also includes
“the personal adaptations that were once needed to survive those terrible events, the limitations
we learned to accept, behavior patterns we automatically adopt, and the memories we do not
allow ourselves to know” (Beaumont, 2012, p. 45). “This information can lie dormant and then
suddenly appear as a compelling procedural memory when a similar situation is encountered,
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even after many generations” (Levine, 2015, p. 167). According to the SE website, the approach
offers:
A framework to assess where a person is ‘stuck’ in the fight, flight or freeze responses
and provides clinical tools to resolve these fixated physiological states. It provides
effective skills appropriate to a variety of healing professions including mental health,
medicine, physical and occupational therapies, bodywork, addiction treatment, first
response, education, and others. (Somatic Experiencing Trauma Institute, 2019, n.p.)
The institute highlights that SE is effective because it “facilitates the completion of selfprotective motor responses and the release of thwarted survival energy bound in the body, thus
addressing the root cause of trauma symptoms. This approach, which focuses on the body, gently
guides a client to develop increasing tolerance for difficult bodily sensations and suppressed
emotions (2019, n.p.). Although I have not personally trained in the SE approach, it is well
regarded by my colleagues who address current life trauma in their practices. However, the
influence of Peter Levine’s work is present in my praxis as I have read and learned from a
number of his books.
As a pioneer in the field, Levine’s books are important resources on trauma. In the
foreword of Levine’s (2010) book, In An Unspoken Voice: How the Body Releases Trauma and
Restores Goodness, Gabor Maté, a specialist in trauma and addictions, described the book as “a
master class in how to listen to the unspoken voice of the body” (as cited in Levine, 2010, p. xii).
Maté added that,
…the therapist/healer needs to be able to recognize the psychoemotional and physical
signs of “frozen” trauma in the client. He or she must learn to hear the “unspoken voice”
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of the body so that clients can safely learn to hear and see themselves. (as cited in Levine,
2010, p. xii)
Praising Levine’s work, Maté stated that Levine recognized “the therapist’s attuning to his or her
own experience serves as an essential guiding light leading the healing process along the right
path” (Levine, 2010, p. xiii). For helping professionals, the tools of SE are useful for working
through current life trauma and certainly adaptive for working through transgenerational trauma.
One can adapt the work for transgenerational trauma by understanding that the current life
trauma and how it settled into the body occurred within the generations of parents and ancestors.
The processes for working through trauma and integrating it in the body can be applied to
transgenerational trauma.

Integrated Body Psychotherapy (1BP)
The literature review revealed that talk therapy is not an effective approach to current life
trauma or transgenerational trauma. An alternative body focused therapy that is useful for
addressing some aspects of transgenerational trauma is IBP, effective for helping professionals
and those they help who “feel dissatisfied or disillusioned with other therapy modalities; they
feel something is missing, or they aren't experiencing real changes or lasting therapeutic results
in themselves or with their clients” (IBP, 2019, n.p.).
I studied this approach as an Integrative Body Psychotherapy Allied Professional and for
this reason I suggest training in this integrative body practice, or perhaps some other similar
body focused emotional practice may provide some direction for the integrative and body
focused aspects of transforming and systemically healing transgenerational trauma. IBP can
provide beneficial training in the following: body (somatic) awareness; boundary awareness;
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breathe work; sustaining energetic constancy; brain integration; sustaining integrated states of
wellbeing; gaining a strong sense of core self; shifting old habitual patterns and behaviours;
learning to be present in the body with emotional challenges (not fragmented or split off);
learning the skills of self-care, self-soothing, self-parenting, and self-love; and stepping out of
agency with others (IBP, 2019).
In addressing the human condition and human dilemmas, “it is necessary to integrate the
different parts of the human being – mind, body, emotions, and spirit”, rather than to take a
compartmentalized approach (Rosenberg, Rand & Assay, 2014, p. 14). IBP brings a number of
the “best approaches to mental health and human evolution including: Psychoanalysis, Object
Relations Theory, Gestalt therapy, Reichian therapy, Self Psychology, Bioenergetics,
Feldenkrais, Transpersonal psychology, Eastern philosophies and practices, and more” into “a
single non-invasive somatic implementation model that is simple, powerful, and often,
transformative” (IBP, 2019, n.p.). “What IBP offers is an effective, integrated approach, that can
transform states of fragmentation and stress into integrated and embodied states of wellbeing,
clarity, and serenity— changes that can be seen and felt in the body” (IBP, 2019, n.p.). IBP can
certainly be therapeutic in nature; however, it is integrated into my work with clients as
transformative and body focused.

Bessel van der Kolk and the Trauma Research Foundation
Bessel van der Kolk MD has spent his career studying how children and adults adapt to
traumatic experiences, translating emerging findings from neuroscience and attachment
research to develop and study a range of potentially effective treatments for traumatic
stress in children and adults. (van der Kolk, n.d.)
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His 2014 book, The Body Keeps the Score: Mind, Brain and Body in the Transformation of
Trauma is a well-regarded resource for understanding how trauma is held in the body and how
trauma needs to be integrated in the body. Van der Kolk discussed a number of useful tools for
trauma, such as “internal family systems, yoga, neurofeedback, psychomotor therapy, and
theater”, where there is a “focus not only on regulating the intense memories activated by trauma
but also on restoring a sense of agency, engagement, and commitment through ownership of
body and mind” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 256). He discussed Eye Movement Desensitisation and
Reprocessing (EMDR), a technique effective for integrating traumatic material, helping to
transform it into a “coherent event in the past” (p. 255).
Van der Kolk (2014) stated that,
Children have a biological instinct to attach – they have no choice. Whether their parents
or caregivers are loving and caring or distant, insensitive, rejecting, or abusive, children
will develop a coping style based on their attempt to get at least some of their needs met.
(p. 115)
Van der Kolk reflected on the loyalty of children under the age of ten to their caregivers,
regardless of whether the caregiver abuses them or tortures them, noting that this loyalty goes
beyond children to those held hostage who “put up bail for their captors” and express the desire
to marry their captors, or “victims of domestic violence often cover up for their abusers” (p.
133). “The price of this loyalty is unbearable feelings of loneliness, despair, and the inevitable
rage of helplessness. Rage that has nowhere to go is redirected against the self, in the form of
depression, self-hatred, and self-destructive actions” (pp. 133-134). These emotional response
strategies pass down from generation to generation. To understand the treatment of trauma and to
work with those who experience anxiety and depression he writes, “imagination gives us the
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opportunity to envision new possibilities – it is an essential launchpad for making our hopes
come true. It fires our creativity, relieves our boredom, alleviates our pain, enhances our
pleasure, and enriches our most intimate relationships” (van der Kolk, 2014, p. 17). Van der
Kolk added that “without imagination there is no hope, no chance to envision a better future, no
place to go, no goal to reach” (p. 17). This imagination piece is vitally important when working
through transgenerational trauma with clients. As the client releases themselves from carrying
the burdens of parents and ancestors, the client needs to actively envision a new future moving
forward, otherwise, old patterns may slip back into place. The work of van der Kolk is integrated
into my praxis through reading his book and enrollment in a number of online trauma courses
through the National Institute for the Clinical Application of Behavioral Medicine (NICABM),
where van der Kolk is one of the participating instructors.

National Institute for the Clinical Application of Behavioral Medicine (NICABM)
Addressing transgenerational trauma requires an understanding of the body, the mind,
both conscious and unconscious, and the brain. It requires new approaches that are proactive, and
body focused, rather than passive. NICABM has created a number of online accredited courses
for helping professionals on how to address the traumatized brain and the associated emotional
responses (www.nicabm.com/courses/). These courses are available wherever open Internet
services can be found and at a reasonable cost. 68 Although these courses generally focus on
working with trauma in one’s current lifetime, or trauma symptoms, when current life trauma is

Some of the course topics include: Treating Trauma Master Series (TTMS), How to Work with Trauma that Can’t
be Verbalized, How to Work with the Traumatized Brain, Why the Vagal System is Key in the Treatment of Trauma,
Polyvagal Theory can Revolutionize Your Work with Trauma Survivors, Rethinking Trauma, How to Foster PostTraumatic Growth, How to Work with Anxiety, and The Fear-Driven Brain: How a New Intervention is Changing
Trauma Treatment.
68
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left unresolved it passes to the next generation. That is how the courses are relevant to the
transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational trauma.
The NICABM courses discussed ways of working with clients who manifest all manner
of trauma symptoms. Van der Kolk (2019) revealed that when parents and grandparents are
traumatized, what occurs is the child experiences “disorganized attachment” with the parent,
becoming “more vulnerable to developing PTSD as an adult”, which is particularly relevant for
helping professionals (p. 17). The courses of NICABM provided suggestions and practical
techniques applicable for addressing trauma that can be extremely useful to helping professionals
for understanding how to work with the traumatized brain of self and others. The tips and
techniques for working with trauma that are described in these courses are integrated into my
praxis. NICABM provided the knowledge and suggestions for working with clients; however, it
tends to remain diagnostically within the therapeutic field of psychotherapy, pathologizing
trauma, rather than working through trauma held in the body as a healthy part of everyday life
within family systems.
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Appendix J: Is Transgenerational Trauma Measurable?
The field of epigenetics is continually advancing our understanding of emotional
inheritance through hundreds of scientific studies. However, while this study taps into the wealth
of knowledge generated through epigenetic research, epigenetics is not enough on its own to
understand the transmission of transgenerational trauma in its many forms, as body focused and
related to the embodied mind. Following up on the transdisciplinary research of others, as it
pertained to transgenerational trauma, I conducted a quantitative pilot study during the doctoral
research design process, utilizing informative material from the Canadian 2012 Aboriginal
Peoples Survey (APS) to understand the transgenerational impact on individuals living today
who had parents and other ancestors attend the residential school system in Canada (Robertson,
2018, p. 24). SPSS Statistics software was utilized for the study, statistical analysis, and
producing graphic representation of findings. The intention for the study was to determine if
transgenerational trauma was quantifiable, or whether it had to be viewed as anecdotal or as
some abstract notion. What was unusual about the study, as shown in Figure 20, was that the
individuals who attended the residential schools were removed from the data set to be studied in
order to tease out only the transgenerational trauma effect. This differs from most other
residential school studies, in that, those who directly attended the residential schools are usually
central to the research. That statistical study revealed that the transgenerational trauma impact of
cultural genocide on succeeding descendants, imposed for four or five generations on Canadians
of Indigenous ancestry through the destructive tool of the residential school system and
continuous federal government assimilative legislation, was statistically significant and
measurable, even skipping generations (pp. 4-6).
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The intention of the study was to uniquely show some of the transgenerational trauma
impacts of the residential schools on the descendants of residential school Survivors, particularly
as it pertained to self-perceived mental health and self-perceived general health experienced by
Canadians with Indigenous ancestry living off reserve today and who were over the age of six

Parents or
Ancestors
Attended
Residential
School

Transmission of Transgenerational Trauma

Included in
Study:
Respondents
Who Did Not
Attend
Residential
School

Deleted from
Study:
Respondents
Who Attended
Residential
School

Figure 20. Studying the measurability of transgenerational trauma

years of age (Robertson, 2018, p. 24). The descendants who participated in the 2012 Aboriginal
Peoples Survey were First Nation, Métis, and Inuit children, grandchildren, great grandchildren,
or nieces and nephews of whose who survived the deeply traumatizing and destructive
residential school system in Canada that existed for up to 150 years in some regions (p. 24). The
study revealed that transgenerational trauma manifested in the daily lives of descendants in many
ways, including, but not limited to, significant increases in the propensity to drop out of school,
experience suicide ideation, drink alcohol in binges, abuse drugs, and experience food insecurity
(pp. 69-77). For example, the study revealed that of the 53% of females who acknowledged that
they carried the transgenerational trauma impact of past generations of family members attending
residential schools, 24% experienced suicide ideation compared to 15% of the females who had
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no known family members attend residential school (Robertson, 2018, p. 66). Of the 47% of
males who carried the transgenerational trauma impact of past generations of family members
attending residential school, 18% experienced suicide ideation compared to 12% of the males
who had no known family members attend residential school (p. 66). Carrying the
transgenerational trauma impact of past generations attending residential school had a highly
significant relationship with experiencing suicide ideation for both females and males, modestly
more for females than males.
It was essential to understand the interrelationships between the numerous variables in
the study, sometimes having mutual relationships, one variable impacting another and vice versa
(Robertson, 2018, pp. 71). The findings of the study revealed lower self-perceived mental health
and lower self-perceived general health for both males and females who had past generations of
family members attend residential schools compared to those that did not (p. 71). A stronger
transgenerational trauma impact was felt by females who had past generations of their family
system attend the residential schools compared to those that did not, meaning that there were
many unresolved traumatic experiences of the residential schools passed unconsciously and
preverbally from generation to generation, from mother to child, via conception and prenatal,
perinatal, and postnatal transmission (p. 70). The study helped with the recognition and
acknowledgement that unresolved transgenerational trauma is carried in the embodied mind as
symptoms, conditions, and behaviours that drive unconscious patterns in life. The study assisted
with understanding how unresolved transgenerational trauma that is carried in one’s body, the
trauma belonging to one’s parents and ancestors, lowers resilience and negatively impacts one’s
wellbeing by increasing one’s likelihood of manifesting symptoms of burnout and vicarious
trauma; and when left unresolved, serving to limit one’s capacity to reach one’s highest potential.
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Appendix K: Principles of Systemic Constellations
Involvement in the phenomenological practice of family and systemic constellations
provides a powerful opportunity to appreciate how we know what we know, and to understand
the nature of our being as human beings, humanness, humaneness, compassion, and our
placement within family and greater systems. Through participation as a client, a representative,
a member of the greater circle at a systemic constellations workshop, a facilitator, or a trainee,
one can learn to trust the embodied mind as an instrument for knowing, understanding and
storing stimuli and the greater Knowing Field as a source of information and support. Although
law-like generalizations cannot be made through the phenomenological practice of family and
systemic constellations, when introduced to the practice one may find they get an inner sense or
feeling inside that it all makes sense. There is a sense that the principles followed are very
ancient and that they are already embodied and just need to be remembered. Resonance can be
felt with the principles as they interact with one’s amassed common sense and collective
wisdom. The principles followed are also undeniably practical. This resonance seems to be
amplified when exposed to these principles at more mature age, at a time in life when there is an
abundance of life experiences to draw from, or if one has deeper knowledge of the human
condition. Experience and practical discernment provide one with the capacity to determine how
these principles make sense situationally.
The principles of systemic constellations are not set in stone and they seem to function as
a subset of the greater flow of life and love. The action of gathering knowledge is frequently
taken for granted in the material world; however, that mindset needs to shift if one wants to grasp
what the ancestors want to share with the living that is connected to recognizing, addressing,
transforming, and systemically healing transgenerational trauma. Blind adherence to old rules
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and old emotional response strategies learned in childhood, especially those that no longer serve
a healthy purpose in adulthood, need to be transformed or released. This inquiry invites one to
embrace a greater and more intentional foundation of knowledge as to how one knows. This falls
into the discussion of wellbeing and its relationship to phronēsis, ethics, virtues, and morals in
one’s own life, or self-development and growth, and how it is important when working with
others who might be traumatized. These topics are highly interconnected with many of the
principles that underlie family and systemic constellations as they were initially established by
Bert Hellinger.
Phenomenologically, over the observance of thousands of family and systemic
constellations, Hellinger recognized that much goes on in life over which there is little control,
and yet, the choices one consciously and unconsciously makes, or the responses, are vitally
important to the wellbeing of the whole. These energies that impact one’s life, that flow through
and around each and every one in every moment of everyday, happen within a greater collective
system connecting each one to the greater whole energetically. Some of the principles that I
gathered from the field of family and systemic constellations include:
•

Everyone has a right to belong regardless of what they may or may not have done. The
greater system does not tolerate exclusion and it is vital to embrace radical inclusion,
welcoming in whomever or whatever is missing, excluded, forgotten, or caste out.
Everyone and everything have a place in the greater system, including both the victims
and the perpetrators and their family systems.

•

There is an Order of Family, with those in the family who came first having energetic
and emotional priority. It is not a hierarchy per se. It is a system for preserving family.
If the adults take care of themselves emotionally first than they will be emotionally
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present to care for the needs of the babies, children, and adolescents. The wellbeing of
the greater system takes precedence over the wellbeing of the individual. The wellbeing
of the ancestors takes precedence over the wellbeing of the descendants. The wellbeing
of the parent takes precedence over the wellbeing of the child, since the child would
not exist without the parent. The wellbeing of the parent impacts the wellbeing of the
child.
•

There are particular Orders of Love in family systems, with those who came first
expected to give love to those who came after. Those who came after are expected to
take or receive from those who came first. When there is a reversal to the Orders of
Love, such as when the parent takes from the child, the child gives to the parent, or
when the child takes care of the parent (except in old age or if incapacitated), it blocks
the flow of love in the family system. It is vital to agree to love as it is or was offered
by those who came first.

•

Energetic entanglements may be the result of unconscious or blind love and loyalty to
the greater ancestral system. Children will often show blind love and loyalty to their
parents and the greater ancestral system. Children will often unconsciously sacrifice
their own wellbeing and balance in life to benefit the parent or the greater family
system, even if it costs them their life.

•

Each family member does the best they can do given the emotional resources passed
down to them through the family system. Looking back at the family system requires
one to let go of blame and judgment.

Thousands of constellations have revealed that there are energetic and systemic consequences if
these principles are not generally adhered to by the members of the family system, although
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exceptions do occur. The flow of love in the family system becomes blocked when these
principles are ignored, consciously or unconsciously.
Adhering to these principles requires one to take responsibility for one’s own wellbeing
and what is held unconsciously or done unconsciously, as well as consciously. Taking
responsibility includes:
• Creating healthy family relationships;
• Recognizing the entanglements that motivate and drive thoughts, behaviours, and
actions;
• Understanding the value of emotional wellbeing, happiness, and balance in life;
• Agreeing to life as it is or was, and then taking steps to move forward;
• Gaining compassion for Self and others;
• Being okay with not knowing outcomes;
• Being mindful of the consequences of actions and the impact they have on others;
• Grasping the difference between the morals and conscience of individuals, families,
communities, and cultures, and the morals and conscience of the greater collective
system;
• Realizing the priority of rights pertaining to the greater system or the greater good over
the rights of the individual; and,
• Accepting one’s adult responsibility for contributing thoughts, words, beliefs, attitudes,
actions, and behaviours that create wellbeing, wholeness, and balance within the greater
system through awareness, mindfulness, and presence.
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Appendix L: Invitation Letter to Clients of PPCI
to Gain Informed Consent for the Participation of Their Client Files in Doctoral Research
Opportunity to Participate in Patricia's Research
View this email in your browser

Hello from Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities Consulting!
I hope you and your family members are shifting and transforming in new and refreshingly
wonderful ways!

An Invitation
As a past client of Peaceful Possibilities, I am inviting you to participate in my doctoral
research project. To participate in this phase of my research there is NO requirement of
your time.
By simply clicking the "YES, I CONSENT" button at the end of this Informed Consent
Email, you will be giving me permission to use information found in your client file
with Peaceful Possibilities Consulting in my doctoral research project described
below.

My Research
While I continue to guide clients through any transgenerational trauma issue they may
experience, I am also a Candidate in the Doctor of Social Sciences Program, College of
Interdisciplinary Studies, Royal Roads University, Victoria, BC.
My doctoral research project is entitled, Prioritizing the Wellbeing of Peacebuilders,
Healing Transgenerational Trauma, and Building Inner Peace.
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I am exploring how unresolved transgenerational trauma might:

1. Hamper an individual’s capacity to create peace in their own life;
2. Limit an individual's role as peacebuilder in their family, community, and society;
and,

3. Impede an individual's ability to respond in a healthy way to the trauma of others.
The intent of the research is to gather a body of knowledge on transgenerational trauma
patterns and their transmission down family generations, and to pinpoint practices that are
effective in transforming and healing transgenerational trauma. It is an exciting journey for
me to bring my praxis and research together!
Participate or not?
As a prospective participant, you are in no way compelled to take part in this research
project.
If you participate, all file information will remain private and confidential and all
findings would be reported with anonymity. There would be no information reported
that would identify you as the client or your family system. To utilize an exact
phrase you may have mentioned in the session would be done with anonymity.
If you elect to take part, you are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice until the
data analysis phase begins on June 30, 2017. Similarly, if you elect not to take part in this
research project, your decision and file information will be maintained in confidence.
Deciding not to participate will have no adverse impact on any future client sessions you
may decide to have with Patricia as facilitator at Peaceful Possibilities Consulting.

Use of Your File Data
Client information will be utilized to show the transgenerational impact of unresolved
parent, grandparent, and ancestral relationships; family tragedy; war and conflict; religious
persecution; displacement; immigration; financial loss or gain; and/or any other trauma
event. The body focused exercises of the session will be analysed for their potential
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significance in transforming transgenerational trauma.

Informed Consent Document
This email constitutes an agreement to allow your client file at Peaceful Possibilities
Consulting Inc. to be used as a source of data for my research project. To
participate, please click the "YES, I CONSENT" button at the end of this Informed
Consent Email.

The Benefit
As a participant, you will have access to the final findings of the research, which may
potentially benefit you and your family system. The full written doctoral dissertation will be
published and made available to the public and other researchers. It is my opinion that this
research will benefit society broadly and the field of peacebuilding specifically.

If You Have Questions
If you have any questions about this research project please feel free to contact Patricia
Robertson, the researcher. If you have any concerns or questions about the doctoral
program, this research project or my credentials, you may contact my research supervisor
Dr. Kenneth Christie, Professor and Program Head – MA Human Security and
Peacebuilding, School of Humanitarian Studies at Royal Roads University, Victoria, BC.

Further details about my project include:
•

I am both the researcher of this project and the practitioner/facilitator involved in
the practice to be researched
•
•

I am the only one who will view the client files

It is my work guiding you through the transgenerational trauma of your family
system and your transformational session that is under study

•

I am conducting this research without connection to any organization except Royal
Roads University

•

Transparency will be used throughout the research project to mitigate any conflict
of interest
•

All physical client files are currently stored in a locked cabinet
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•

Information obtained from the client file will be recorded in the computer software
NVIVO for thematic analysis. The data will be stored locally with me. My computer
is password protected after 5 minutes without use.

Next Phase in Research Project
As a heads up, in the near future I will also give you an opportunity to participate in an
online feedback survey, so watch for that email and please participate. I would love any
feedback you have about your session and any transformation you or your family may or
may not have experienced following the session.
By clicking the "YES, I CONSENT" button at the end of this Informed Consent Email,
you are stating that you have read this document and you are giving free and
informed consent to participate in this research by having your client file used for
data collection.

Thank you for considering this request,
Namaste,
Patricia Robertson
MA(CAM), BA(Hon), BComm
Integrative Wellness Practitioner, Educator, &
Body Focused Systemic Constellations Facilitator

YES, I CONSENT

Transform Your World with infinite Peaceful Possibilities,
Patricia Robertson
Integrative Wellness Practitioner, Educator, &
Systemic Constellations Facilitator
The facilitator’s work address & personal email address will remain confidential
Copyright © 2014 Peaceful Possibilities Consulting, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you are a past client of Peaceful Possibilities Consulting.
unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences
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This email was sent to Confidential Email Address
why did I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences
Peaceful Possibilities Consulting Inc.
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Appendix M: PPCI Client File Report 008 (CF008)

Date of session: Spring 2016, 14 months prior to client’s consent to include her client file in
the research, session was in-person, the file included a client waiver, facilitator’s notes, a
detailed genosociogram, and multiple diagrams and photos of systemic constellations.
Inner Peace Disturbance: The client is a woman age 50 who was adopted as a baby after a
few weeks in an orphanage. She was referred to Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting by another
past client. At the time of her session, her inner peace was disturbed by the deep inner fear
that, “I’m letting her down.” This lack of inner peace is manifesting in her daily life with
migraine headaches and a problematic relationship with her adoptive mother who is currently
90 years old. The past two years her adoptive mother has been very needy and showing signs
of dementia. The client feels her mother is disrespecting her boundaries and the client is
feeling angry at her. Her adoptive mother has done some somatic experiencing and focus work
the past few years. Having met her biological mother ten years earlier, interestingly, her
biological mother has been acting out erratically the past two years as well.
Intention for the Session: “It would be a breakthrough if I could stop holding onto the
negative feelings I have for my adoptive mother.” The client wants her adoptive mother to die
feeling her love rather than feeling that she is not loved by the client. As well, the client is in a
new relationship with a man she had a relationship with years before when she was young. She
is feeling her way into this relationship even though they live a great distance apart.
Transgenerational Trauma Patterns: Adoption or giving up children to others in some way;
sibling separation; attachment wounds with mothers; attachment wounds with fathers;
relationship struggle and divorce; relationships with former partners problematic; illness
identified as related to trauma; excluded, shunned, or silenced family lines; and inappropriate
sexual behaviour or affairs that lead to excluded children.
Facilitator’s (my) inner journey: In this situation, adoption brings four families together for the
healing of many systems, two biological family systems and two adoptive family systems.
Where are the client’s energy boundaries? Where is the anger coming from? Who was angry at
whom in the past? Boundary activities will be important.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is important to listen intently to the language of the symptoms or
the language of the body and let go of the conscious, rational story that has been created around
the issues.
Gather more details about the client’s issues and symptoms:
Facilitator’s question: Do you have any physical or mental health issues to add to your
intention?
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Client’s comment: “I have migraines.”
Facilitator’s question: When did the symptom or issue first arise? “At age 30.” “I met my
biological mother ten years ago. She is living in Vancouver. I met her when I was age 40. She
has migraines too - she said it must be genetic.”
Facilitator’s comment: I mentioned epigenetics and that something could be travelling down
the generations that is emotional, shifting the expression of the genes.
Facilitator’s question: What do the symptoms mimic, echo, simulate, mirror, or reflect in the
family system?
Client’s response: “My adoptive mother likely had signs of mental illness for years - she was
child-like.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The migraine symptoms may serve as a boundary for the client and
for her biological mother. The symptoms serve to keep others away when they feel overwhelmed
and when they need to be alone for self-development and growth. “Like you mother – I have
migraines too.” My body shows blind love and loyalty to you through the migraines. The
symptoms of migraine headaches is a way to fit within the maternal family line- it is an
entanglement. The symptom seems to be looking at the process of giving away a child and that
needs to be addressed. All the suppressed emotion about her adoption – abandonment and
rejection by mother - needs to be acknowledged, addressed, agreed to, and expressed. The young
biological mother held too tightly energetically to her child because it was painful to let go. The
client suppressed any feelings about her biological mother. The symptom is telling the client to
develop strong healthy porous boundaries with other people, to stop living in agency with others,
and to learn to take and receive from both biological and adoptive mothers rather than continuing
to give to the mothers by attempting to carry their emotional burdens. The client carries
conscious guilt about letting down her adoptive mother; however, it might be related to her
biological mother. The client’s fear in relationship to her adoptive mother, “That she will die and
not know I love her. Not protecting her when she needs me most” may be an entanglement with
her biological mother.
Constellation #1:
Facilitator’s action: Have the client set up a 3-Person Systemic Constellation with her
biological mother, her biological father, and herself (Mother, Father, Client). She is told to be
aware of the direction the representatives face and their distance apart.
Client’s action: The client takes a few deep breaths and feels into her body. One at a time, the
client slowly places the three mats on the floor.
Discussion of Figure 21: The client is given up for adoption and this is the relationship she feels
energetically with her biological parents. Her biological mother is looking at the client from a
distance. The client’s biological father is further away looking off at something in the distance.
He is not looking at either the client or her biological mother. This position seems in resonance
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with what the client has stated. She has met her biological mother and doesn’t know what to do
about her mother’s continuous calls. In the constellation, the mother’s attention is on the client.

Bio
Mother

Client

Bio
Father

Figure 21. 3-Person systemic constellation
Index to Figure 21: The arrow points to the direction the representative is facing. Round mats
are for feminine energies or women and square mats are for masculine energies or men.
Client’s comments: “I did not meet my biological father. I was conceived when my biological
father had an extramarital affair with my biological mother. He was married to another woman
who was young and terminally ill. His first partner died and then he remarried and had three
children with another partner. He died young at age 38 of melanoma.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is understandable that the father’s attention is elsewhere in the
constellation. The client did not meet her father and his attention is off in the distance perhaps
with his first love who died young.
As facilitator: I have the client stand on her mat and I step onto the mat representing her
biological mother. The client feels overwhelmed with the mother’s full attention on her. After the
client has time to emotionally take this image into her body, the client and I step off the mats and
we leave the constellation there. It has given us a snapshot of the overwhelm in the client’s inner
world. It would be helpful to understand the client’s deep inner fears that drive her relationships
and life.
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Deep Inner Fear Activity:
Brief activity to get to the Deep Inner Fear: This activity was opened by stating to the client
that the deep inner fears she carries are likely ruling her life and all her choices in life, and that
these fears tend to belong to others in her family system, such as her biological parents or
ancestors. She was told that by identifying the fear(s), she can learn to minimize the effect the
fear(s) have in her life. The client was told that this activity would intentionally push her buttons
emotionally or trigger her emotionally and that it will only take about seven or eight minutes of
her time to go to a bit darker place, and then she can step out of that energy to continue the
session.
Step 1: The facilitator uses the client’s intention for the session in a negative way, reversing the
client’s intent. The client is asked to respond with her first thoughts with no time given to
rationalize or think about the responses. The exercise seeks to understand the deep unconscious
fears that are embodied.
What is your worst fear if your relationship with your adoptive mother does not improve,
you continue to have migraines, and you are not successful in creating a new relationship
with your former partner?
“I can’t come together with my mom. She’s now like a young child. I don’t want her to die
feeling that I don’t love her - that she is unloved by me.”
Step 2: The facilitator continues to chunk back with the client’s worst fears using the latest client
responses to get to the deepest inner fear. This deep inner fear can usually be reduced to a short
simple phrase, such as: I am alone, I am unworthy, I will hurt them, They will hurt me, etc.
megankomenda@gmail.com
What is your worst fear about Mom dying and she feels you don’t love her?
“I feel guilty that I let her down. It is part my responsibility. I’m not capable.”
Step 3: The client feels in a dark place by this point in the activity and she is told to breathe into
the discomfort. She is asked if it is okay to continue the activity for a few more minutes and her
response is “Yes”.
What is your worst fear about feeling guilty, feeling partly responsibly, and feeling you are
not capable?
“I always took care of her, and when she needs me most, I’m not there for her.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client is living in agency with her adoptive mother, a mirroring
of the contract with her biological mother while in the womb. As the unconscious emotional
survival response of the developing fetus, the client sacrificed herself in the womb to
emotionally care for the needs of her biological mother - a young woman who got pregnant while
in a relationship with a married man – a young woman pregnant without a stable relationship - a
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young woman who knows she must give up her child - a young woman who has disappointed her
own mother and family - and an unconscious contract is made between biological mother and
child. The client went from caring for the emotional needs of her biological mother while in the
womb to caring for the emotional needs of her adoptive mother, who is childlike. The client
doesn’t know if her adoptive mother ever tried to have biological children of her own – the story
is that she feared childbirth. The client needs to step out of living in agency with both her
adoptive mother and her biological mother. Living in agency is caring for the emotional needs of
others first with little regard for one’s own emotional needs.
What is your worst fear about not being there for her?
“I’m a bad daughter, I’m not loving. I’m irresponsible. I’m callous.”
What is your worst fear about being labelled a bad daughter and being labelled not loving,
irresponsible, and callous?
“I’m letting her down emotionally.”
What is your worst fear about letting her down emotionally?
“I’m letting her down.”
Step 4: The facilitator can see that the client emotionally resonates with this fear by her facial
expressions and the tears glistening in her eyes. The facilitator asks if the client resonates with
this statement. (Sometimes an even deeper inner fear phrase may be revealed when the client is
asked this question)
Client’s Deep Inner Fear: “I’m letting her down.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: Where in the biological family system does the core fear originate?
The core fear may belong to biological mother letting her own mother down by getting pregnant.
Biological mother may have felt she let her baby down by giving her up for adoption. The baby
in the womb unconsciously sacrifices herself to carry the emotional burdens of her biological
mother. Through adoption, the child is not there for her biological mother – feeling in her body
that she is letting her down.
In addition to the deep inner fear, I’m letting her down, the client feels the following other fears:
“I can’t come together with my mom. She’s now like a young child. I don’t want her to die
feeling that I don’t love her - that she is unloved by me.” “I feel guilty that I let her down. It is
part of my responsibility. I’m not capable.” “I always took care of her, and when she needs me
most, I’m not there for her.” “I’m a bad daughter, I’m not loving. I’m irresponsible. I’m callous.”
“I’m letting her down emotionally.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: In the creation of the family genosociogram, the facilitator seeks to
reveal all those who may have let “her” down. Who let their mother’s or partners down? The
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client will tend to resonate with one family member more than another, or one traumatic story
more than another; however, in the situation of this client, she is an adopted child, and this may
be the inner fear of her biological mother who felt she was letting down her own mother - being
a bad daughter, being irresponsible for getting pregnant, not being capable because she got into
this situation. She too may have agreed to carry the emotional burdens for her mother (maternal
grandmother). Daughters in this family system agree to carry or share the emotional burdens of
their mothers.
Client’s Relationship with Her Parents
Describe your Mother: “My biological mother is cool, not warm. She is indifferent, not
feminine, fearful, confused.” “Ten years ago, I connected with my biological mother. It has been
good until about 2 years ago and now she keeps calling - what does she want from me?”
“I always wanted to meet my biological mom. I wasn’t angry at her. In my teens I just wanted
clarity. I wanted to understand why she gave me up. I didn’t feel. I didn’t feel at all. I didn’t feel
unlovable or unwanted. I didn’t feel unworthy. I thought it was the right thing for her.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is a negative description of biological mother as cool, indifferent,
fearful, confused, and not feminine. In telling herself she didn’t feel unlovable or unwanted and
in the same sentence saying she didn’t feel at all, the child had suppressed all her emotions about
biological mother. There is a rejection of biological mother, and through that rejection, there is
merging with biological mother. “I’m letting her down.” “Like you Mom, I will have migraines.”
Client’s comments: “My adoptive mother was always like a young girl - maybe there was
mental illness and low self-esteem. I had to protect her from my dad. He was not physically
abusive, but he was emotionally abusive. By the age of 5, I was her guardian. My friendships
tend to feel unwanted or unimportant. I held so tightly to partners and friends.”
As facilitator, the client is asked: What do you blame your biological mother for?
Client’s response: “Abandonment, rejection. I am always rationalizing and that might just be in
my head.” “All my life I was high abandonment. I would always draw people in. I would go on
trips with people and I wanted to be with them 24/7.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: Feelings of abandonment and rejection make sense for someone
who was given up for adoption. In two minutes, the client has gone from no feelings about
biological mother to feeling abandonment and rejection.
As facilitator, the client is asked: Do you get along well with your biological mother? (too
well?) “Yes.” Are you your mother’s confidante? (entanglement with child) “Yes.” “Two years
ago, when my biological Mom was asking for lots of advice about travel - she had never
travelled before - she started to treat me rudely, snappy and snarky - the way she treats her
daughters.” “I wanted to know what she wanted from me.” “I got triggered by my biological
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mother’s irrational behaviours and reacted with higher inundation.” “I started to push everyone
away – high inundation – I pushed away friends, partners.”
“About 2 ½ years ago, because she had a fear of flying, I drove to Calgary with my biological
mom. She tended to take trains.” “Six months ago, she took a ship to Europe. She was never
overseas before.” “Six months ago, my half-sister was getting married and I told her she looked
amazing. My biological mother snapped at me that it was not the time.” “I suspect that no one
had ever told my biological mother that she looked amazing.” “I sense the last two years that she
doesn’t like me - yet she keeps calling.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client has some knowledge about abandonment and inundation
and the push/pull in relationships. It seems the client is feeling her biological mother’s rejection a
second time. This is occurring at the same time she is feeling emotionally distant from her
adoptive mother.
Facilitator’s comment: Our relationship with our mother is generally our template for our
relationship with others - partners, children, friends. If mother was distant, cool, sad, indifferent,
or needy - we will draw to us those people who want us to be in that type of relationship – to
mirror the relationship with mother so that we can acknowledge that healing needs to occur.
Describe your Father: “My biological Dad’s second wife (widow) doesn’t like my biological
mom.” “After his first wife died young, he married another woman.” “He had melanoma and
died of skin cancer at age 38.” “My biological Dad and biological Mom remained friends until
he died.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client may be entangled with her biological father through her
deep inner fear, “I’m letting her down.” By getting biological mother pregnant he may have felt
he had let down his dying young wife (perhaps his first love). The client might be entangled with
the dying young wife – entangled with the former partner of his father who was betrayed by him.
Biological father didn’t marry biological mother after his first wife died, he married another
woman. Perhaps he felt he let biological mother down. Perhaps he felt he let his out-of-wedlock
young daughter (the client) down.
As facilitator, the client is asked: What do you blame your father for? “It was not right to have
an extramarital affair.” Do you get along well with your father? “No - he died - I didn’t know
him.” “His name was …. (the client is unable to provide the name from her memory). I seem to
have forgotten his name.” “I have no knowledge of his three children.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client has silenced her biological father’s line. Through lack of
knowledge about biological father, the client becomes entangled with him and his family system
(through blind love and loyalty). He is excluded from the client’s family system and she is
emotionally disconnected from 50% of who she is within her body and her long lines of
ancestors. The client is still blaming and judging both her biological mother and father. What
you reject in your parents you reject in yourself? It is impossible to find inner peace and self-love
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in one’s life if one rejects one’s parents. The child is 50% mother and 50% father, and to reject
both of them is to reject oneself 100%.
Did your parents remain together? “They were never together.” Did you feel that one parent
should have left or stayed with the other? “I was adopted so that wasn’t relevant.” Are you
mommy’s or Daddy’s girl? “Not really - with my adoptive father - when I was young, I was
Daddy’s girl.” Are you able to take in the love offered by your biological parents? “Mom no/yes, sometimes, and Dad - No.”
Pregnancy, Birth, and Early Childhood Trauma:
Facilitator’s inner journey: When there is adoption and a major attachment or bonding wound
has occurred with biological mother, it is important to ask the client if they know anything about
their prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal experiences.
Describe your birth: “I was put up for adoption. At birth I was given up immediately by my
biological mother – I was in a hospital orphanage for 2 months before I was adopted – there was
likely little touching, just the basics of being fed, clothed and changed.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: This early experience accounts for extremely high abandonment
and difficulty in sustaining healthy relationships. The client experienced no healthy relationships
for the first two months of her life and that became the template for her life. The client learned
not to feel because it was painful to feel emotions. The baby would have received little response
to any emotional cries in the nursery – only basic care was present – at least that is the story and
inner image carried. The client stated that she had no feelings about her biological mother;
however, the emotional wellbeing of an adopted child is found within the biological family.
Describe your adoptive parents: “My adoptive parents were protective and controlling. When I
became independent as a teen I started to fight with my adoptive parents. We fought from that
time forward.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: There is an unconscious energetic contract between biological and
adoptive parents. The biological mother gave up her daughter to adoption and from her time in
the womb the baby is already unconsciously conditioned to sacrifice herself to take care of her
mother’s emotional needs. The baby is given to her adoptive mother, who also has emotional
needs that are unmet. The child becomes the protector and guardian of her adoptive mother. Her
adoptive father was emotionally abusive to her adoptive mother, and yet, she is Daddy’s girl.
This is a rejection of adoptive mother. The client stated that when her adoptive father died in
their home, “I walked past him and felt no connection.” This is a rejection of adoptive father.
The rejection of the adoptive parents mirrors the rejection of biological mother and father. Again,
the client has no feelings. The client numbs herself emotionally to her loss. The client needs to
shift these childhood emotional response strategies and patterns for emotional wellbeing,
balance, and inner peace to be found. The client needs to feel in order to systemically heal.
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Family Genosociogram of the Ancestors
Facilitator’s inner journey: Guiding the client to look at the big picture is key. The facilitator
guides the client through the creation of an ancestral genosociogram, an important part of every
PPCI introductory client session. A large sheet of drawing paper is used for the diagram and it
begins near the bottom of the page with the client and the family system builds upward from
there (see Photograph 3 below, which is a copy of the origin genosociogram created more neatly
with any identifying names or features removed). The client’s half siblings are added, then the
client’s parents and the parents’ siblings, and the genosociogram continues upward on the sheet
of paper to the grandparents and great-grandparents or any other known information about the
family ancestry. The client is asked questions to reveal the unresolved transgenerational family
trauma and the family emotional response patterns. This activity brings together my long history
of genealogical research and knowledge of body focused family emotional strategies and
patterns. Some information is added at the top related to the adoptive parents and family systems.
Beginning to set up the genosociogram, facilitator’s inner journey: What is left unresolved?
Who was left behind? Who is missing? Who let “her” down? When a client is adopted, the
systemic healing inevitably begins with biological mother.
Facilitator’s inner journey: For CF008, the genosociogram was used to understand the client’s
biological and adoptive family system dynamics, honouring both systems. Realizing how little
she knew about either her biological mother’s family system or her biological father’s family
system was deeply profound for the client, and deeply telling. She had known her biological
mother for a decade. It was suggested to her that this research with extended family members
would be a good activity for her to embrace and might contribute to her emotional systemic
healing. It would help her ground to her ancestral family systems. It was pointed out to her that
she was blaming and judging without having any knowledge. Learning to see the patterns of
transgenerational trauma coming down the family systems through her biological parents was
important. It was important to connect to the biological family lines energetically. It was not
necessary to have the details to develop compassion for the journeys of biological mother, father,
and all the biological grandparents and great-grandparents.
Generation of Biological Parents:
Biological Mother: “She was born in 1945, of Irish and English ancestry, she was friends with
my biological father, and they remained friends until he died at age 38. She later married and
divorced, and this partner died too. My mother and her second partner had two daughters and
I’ve met these half-sisters – we see each other. In 2005, I met my biological mother and my halfsisters, and I’ve been in contact since then.”
Siblings of Mother: No details. It is suggested to the client that she start asking questions about
her maternal family system. It is healthy to be curious. She has known her biological mother for
ten years.
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Photograph 3: CF008 Genosociogram
Biological Father: “He was born in 1945, he was married young to his first wife when he and
my biological mother had an affair. His young wife became ill when they were about 20/21 years
old and wasn’t ever well again. He had an affair with my biological mother while his first wife
was still alive. He never married my mother – they were never together as a couple. My mother
got pregnant and I was given up for adoption. After his first wife died, he later remarried and had
three children. I don’t know the genders of these half-siblings. He died at age 38 of melanoma.”
Facilitator’s comments: Again, biological mother will likely know the details about biological
father and his third family – the client’s half-siblings, since she was friends with him until he
died. Biological mother and the client are considered biological father’s second family even
though marriage did not occur – because a child was conceived.
Siblings of Father: No details.
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Children of Biological Mother and Father:
Child 1: The Client: “I was born in 1965, I’m 50 years old now, adopted by a couple of Scottish
and Swedish ancestry, they married at age 40, my adoptive mother was fearful of childbirth – she
is like a child and was likely a virgin when she married, my adoptive father died at age 70 of
heart failure, my adoptive mother is still alive at age 90 - she has dementia.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client is the only child of her biological mother and father
together. She will inherit the emotional transgenerational trauma that wants to be seen from both
family systems even if she knows little about the family systems. The client was raised as an
only child by her adoptive parents. The client feels like an only child; however, that is not the
truth. She is the oldest of six children, a fact and inner image she needs to embrace.
Biological Father’s other children – half-siblings to the client:
Child 2: No details
Child 3: No details
Child 4: No details
Facilitator’s inner journey: Biological father and his family system are entirely excluded by
the client and the client’s three half-siblings from that side are also missing even though the
client knows that father’s third partner doesn’t life biological mother, so a source of information
is available.
Biological Mother’s other children – half-siblings to the client:
Child 5: Sister, client has met this sibling and sees her.
Child 6: Sister, client has met this sibling and sees her.
Grandparent’s generation:
Maternal grandmother: “My mother was born of grandmother’s first relationship, which
ended, and then she had a second partner. My grandmother had dementia and had to be locked in
the house in her room. My biological mother – her daughter – had to put her in an institution.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s adoptive mother has dementia, mirroring the dementia
of the client’s biological maternal grandmother. Biological mother has a mother who steps away
from reality with dementia and because the client is just starting to look at her own emotional
suppression and merging with her biological, “like you mother – I have a mother with dementia.”
The client is patterning after her biological grandmother – both were institutionalized.
Siblings of maternal grandmother: No details
Maternal grandfather: No details
Siblings of maternal grandfather: No details
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Paternal grandmother: No details
Siblings of paternal grandmother: No details
Paternal grandfather: No details
Siblings of paternal grandfather: No details
Maternal great grandmother: No details
Biological Family Immigration Impact:
The client knows nothing about the family immigration. The biological mother’s ancestral
families are from various regions of the United Kingdom. This is an area for her to explore since
it is important to connect with ancestral homelands and to understand why her ancestors
emigrated – what trauma was involved.
Facilitator’s inner journey around family transgenerational trauma threads:
Connecting to the client’s deep inner fear: “I’m letting her down”, and other inner feelings,
feeling guilty of not being there when she needs me most, feeling incapable, feeling
irresponsible, feeling callous, feeling like a bad daughter, feeling not loving, and letting her
down emotionally, who is the client entangled with in the family system?
These deep inner fears may belong to her biological mother for giving her baby up for adoption.
They may also reflect the biological mother’s relationship with her own mother – having to
institutionalize her. She may also be entangled with her biological father – feeling irresponsible
and callous – choosing not to be with biological mother and his daughter.
1. The client is born out of wedlock to her biological parents. She is their only child together.
She will carry entanglements and burdens for both sides of the family. Father was already
married to another woman who was unwell and dying young when the client was conceived.
Both biological mother and biological father went on to have new relationships with more
children. The client has two half-sisters on mother’s side and three half-siblings on father’s
side. In systemic family dynamics half siblings are treated as full siblings - there are no
halves. The client is the oldest of six children, not an only child. Acknowledging that family
dynamic creates a huge energetic shift for the client.
2. The client carries adoption trauma. Both of her biological families also carry adoption
trauma. She has an attachment or bonding wound with her biological mother. She has an
interrupted reaching out movement with her biological mother at birth. She didn’t learn
healthy energy boundaries from her biological mother. She took feelings of abandonment
into her body in a big way from two months left mostly to herself in a nursery until she was
adopted. She is entangled with her biological mother and her adoptive mother. If a couple
adopts a child, four family systems come together for a reason. There is a greater purpose
that is not understood consciously by any of those involved.
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3. The client has body symptoms similar to her biological mother - migraine headaches. Body
symptoms can serve as energy boundaries when the person doesn’t have strong healthy
porous energy boundaries with others. The client stated that she draws people to herself
continually – 24/7. That reveals a high level of abandonment. She lacks healthy boundaries to
keep those out who do not serve her life well. There is a push and pull relationship with
others. She becomes overwhelmed when people get too close and she wants to push them
away. By listening to the symptoms, the client can understand why the migraines show up in
her life. Migraine headaches push a person to get away alone in the darkness - to find a dark
quiet place to be alone – like her life in the womb and in the orphanage.
Facilitator’s comments to client: While the migraines may have served you well at some time
in your life - they are no longer serving you well today. When you develop a strong healthy
porous energy boundary with others, and take care of your own needs first, the migraines will be
able to recede.
4. The client has attachment wounds with her biological father and all of his family lines and
his children, who are her half siblings.
5. There are many missing family members: Biological father and his family of origin are
missing. His first wife that died young after the client was conceived is missing and she
energetically stepped aside so the client could be born. Biological father’s third partner is
missing - the client’s stepmother and her three half-siblings are missing, and biological
mom’s second partner - the client’s stepfather and their families of origin are missing. It is
important to note that when a partner energetically steps aside for a relationship to occur, in
this situation the out-of-wedlock relationship of biological mother and biological father, the
first partner needs to be honoured for stepping aside. If the first partner had not energetically
stepped aside, the client would not have been given life.
6. The client has tried to physically move away from her emotional challenges in life; however,
the transgenerational trauma carried along within the cells of her body when she moved.
Facilitator’s inner journey around Energetic Entanglements:
1. Attachment wound with mother: Yes, the client was placed in an orphanage at birth, so she
didn’t bond with her biological mother or any other primary caregiver either. Life feels
conditional rather than unconditional. The baby feels alone in the world, wondering what she
had to do to get her emotional needs met. When the attention didn’t come, the baby adapted
with emotional numbness – to not feel. The client unconsciously suppressed her emotional
feelings about her biological mother. The cells of the baby’s body contracted emotionally,
traumatized with her birth and lack of relationships. The baby went emotionally numb to
survive. The client met her biological mother ten years ago and the relationship has been
recently problematic. The description of her biological mother is not positive.
2. Attachment wound with father: (pregnancy, birth, first years after birth, any other
childhood trauma?)
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Yes, the client has an attachment wound with her biological father whom she did not meet.
He died young at 38 years old with melanoma. What emotional wounds were attached to the
melanoma? She has no description of him other than he did remain friends with her
biological mother until he died. She cannot remember his name. She knows nothing about his
ancestral family lines and does not know her half-siblings through her father. It is time for
the client to ask some questions about him. Interestingly, the client met her biological mother
at age 40, just a little older than her biological mother and father were when he died. Perhaps
the client’s search for her biological mother began at about age 38.
3. Merge with mother: The client continues to carry suppressed feelings about her biological
mother, even though she met her ten years ago. Everything was suppressed – I will go on as if
everything is okay. The client feels that her biological mom’s pregnancy with the client was
likely her only major love relationship, her first love, and the client lives the same pattern. She
had an early love relationship like her mother did – unrequited love – that did not end. The
client is now attempting to revive and relive that old relationship. The entanglement is very
strong. The client was twenty years old at the time of her early relationship with the young
man, the one that is being relived in some way today, and the boyfriend held on too tightly at
that time – this made the client feel pressured. She ended the relationship. Then the same
pattern came out in friendships – I held on too tightly. I also held on too tightly in intimate
relationships. Suddenly two years ago I wanted to push people away. This was an emotional
response to her relationship with her biological mother – who also held on too tightly
energetically and didn’t want to give her up to adoption. While the client was away on a
vacation, she clicked with her old boyfriend like there was not a time gap. He is moving from
across the world to be near her – “it is all very fast.” The client is entangled in her mother’s
energy boundary. In the womb she sacrificed herself to care for her biological mother’s
emotion needs and continued that emotional pattern with her adoptive mother – protector and
guardian. Out of blind love and loyalty, “I have migraines like you mother”.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s suppressed emotion over time at the nursery
mostly alone, adoption and issues with biological mother came out in friendships and
intimate relationships. She said she holds on too tightly and feels unwanted and feels
unimportant. The client would benefit from extensive boundary work.
Facilitator’s comments to the client: There was an extensive discussion about self-care,
self-parenting, self-love, and getting out of agency with others. Also discussed was the need
for the child to let go of expectations of biological parents – or adoptive parents as well – and
to develop emotional maturity as an adult. If we continue to blame and judge our parents, we
are stuck in victimhood and stuck in our childhood emotional responses.
4. Merge with father: Yes, although the client did not meet her biological father, she doesn’t
speak particularly negatively about him. She does hold onto the story that her biological
father was married to a woman who was very young and physically dying in her early 20s.
So, father had an affair with biological mother. Although the client is the product of an
extramarital affair, she excuses her father’s affair as the physical needs of a man being met.
He is set upon a pedestal – since he isn’t alive to disprove the story. In effect, he is frozen in
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time. It is different from the situation with her biological mother who is alive and available to
create more emotional issues for the client.
5. Rejects mother: Yes, the description of biological mother is not positive. She feels the
abandonment and rejection of her mother. The biological mother has exhibited erratic
behaviour toward the client the past two years and the client has responded by pushing
people away. The client feels this as being rejected by mother a second time.
6. Reject father: No, there is no negative description of father. She is entangled with the
illusion of father – father on a pedestal. This dynamic needs to change for the client to be
able to have healthy relationships with men. She was Daddy’s girl to her adoptive father even
though he was an emotionally abusive man. She needs to learn a healthy porous energy
boundary and self-love, so she can attract an emotionally healthy available man without the
yearning for the biological father enmeshed in the relationship. She also needs to learn to
take or receive in relationships, so she doesn’t inundate a partner with too much giving
energy.
7. Identifies with others in the family system: No details.
As facilitator, the following boundary activity was set up with the client:
1. The facilitator and client are sitting on large cushions on the floor about 3 metres (10 feet)
apart and facing one another. Before sitting down, the client is asked to select a ball of yarn
from a basket and she selects a blue ball. The only other choice is a red ball of yarn and the
facilitator chooses that colour. The facilitator simulates the energy of the client’s mother to
reveal the relationship developed by the client in the womb and at birth with biological
mother. It is explained to the client that this exercise will intentionally elicit an emotional
response from her. It will push her buttons emotionally or trigger emotional responses. She
mentions she is okay with that. She mentions that she has done this sort of exercise before.
The client is asked to set up a boundary around herself with the wool and she immediately
has a physical body response.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client begins to yawn as she starts to set up the boundary
around herself, something she had not done prior to this point in the session, so it was quite
obvious. Knowing that yawning is a way to release pent up uncomfortable energy, is it the early
emotional response of the neglected baby in the orphanage for a couple months, likely yawning
and going to sleep when her demands for attention were not met or when there was discomfort
felt in her body. It might also reflect the past boundary exercise, or it might be a conditioned
emotional and energetic response to her biological mother and her early life relationships, or lack
thereof. Is the client going numb? Is she splitting off or shutting down in her body so that she
doesn’t have to feel the discomfort rising within her?
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to pause from setting up her boundary and she is asked
to take 10 charged breaths to bring energy into her body. Charged breaths are done by taking
short quick gasping breaths into the upper chest to trigger a sympathetic nervous system response
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of alertness. She is told to have her mouth hang open as the breaths are taken. She is told to stop
taking charged breaths if she gets lightheaded or dizzy. She is fine doing 10 charged breaths with
the facilitator.
2. The client goes back to setting up a boundary around herself and she comments: “I am aware
that I need to close off the circle of the boundary. I want it equal distance from me on all
sides.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client continues to yawn.
Facilitator’s action: I ask the client about the yawning and whether it happens a lot in her life.
3. The client comments: “This happened once before. I remember that I was taking singing
lessons. I wanted to be able to sing simple tunes like Happy Birthday and feel comfortable
doing it. I was forced to sing songs I didn’t like, and I yawned and yawned. They were
singing exercises.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The yawning might be an emotional response when asked to do
something that she isn’t really wanting to do. She needs to learn to state what she needs rather
than take on body symptoms to speak for her.
4.

The facilitator sets up a boundary around herself. The client responded to the facilitator’s
boundary: “Your boundary feels bigger than mine. I’m having tightness at my neck – it can
be extreme sometimes. There is tension at the base of my skull.”

Facilitator’s comment: It is explained to the client that it is important to recognize and
acknowledge these body responses as emotional holding patterns of the body. As facilitator, the
client is asked if these emotional holding patterns are common for her. She responds that they are
common. The client is asked to breathe in deeply a few times and sit with the discomfort she is
feeling in her body.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client is having several emotional body patterns show up in
this early part of the boundary exercise. It is important to use caution so the boundary exercise
does not traumatize or retraumatizing the client. The client continues to yawn.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to do 5 more charged breaths to bring oxygen into her
body and to raise her energy level.
5.

The facilitator shifts forward toward the client about 18 inches (1/2 metre) and her boundary
is brought forward as well and rearranged around her. When asked how that is for her, the
client indicates she doesn’t like it – “my shoulders and throat are tight.” I ask the client if
she is okay to sit in the discomfort a little longer. I explain how important it is to understand
what happens energetically and unconsciously in her life whenever people come close to
her. I also mention that this has a huge impact when attempting to enter a new intimate
relationship. She says she is fine to continue.
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The facilitator shifts forward toward the client about 18 inches and again rearranges her
energy boundary. When asked how that is for her, the client states, “I feel a rush out of my
head – ahhhhhhhhh – it is my intellect – it is rushing out of my body.”

Facilitator’s inner journey: The client cannot think straight or be rational when she feels her
mother or anyone else move close to her.
7.

As facilitator, I ask the client again if she is okay to continue, and she says, “Yes.”

Facilitator’s inner journey: It is important for the client to have autonomy in guiding when to
start and stop the boundary activity.
8.

The facilitator now places the forward edge of her boundary up against the edge of the
client’s boundary, without crossing over her boundary. The client mentions, “That is not too
bad.” Client does yawn again and her body holding patterns continue to remain active.

Facilitator’s inner journey: The client continues to want to split off. She is used to
abandonment so she says it doesn’t feel too bad if I get close, although she may be going numb.
Her rational mind is speaking, which is her go to escape, and the yawning gives away the real
feelings of her body. She yawns to escape the feelings inside. She is showing a combination of
abandonment and higher inundation. It is a movement to pull people in, desiring relationship,
and then to push them away when they get close. She has trouble staying in her body when
people get close. Biological mother was not present, and she had little attention in the orphanage
for the first couple months of life. That explains the high abandonment, and the client may have
got too much anxiety from adoptive mother, who was like a child emotionally, and too much
anxiety protecting her adoptive mother from her controlling, emotionally abusive adoptive
father.
9.

After asking the client if she is okay to continue, as facilitator, I crossed my boundary (the
string of wool) just over the edge of the client’s boundary and slowly placed my foot into
her boundary space. The client exclaims, “I feel like I am in my head, my face is tight, I
need to crack my neck.” The client yawns again.

10. As facilitator, I move back quickly about 2 feet outside the client’s boundary. I explain that
it is important to understand how her body responds to people getting too close to her, when
they ignore her need for space or when she doesn’t ask for space. The client is able to start
shifting her energy boundary when she understands it. The client is in her head rather than
her body energetically. She begins to talk about different things. She talks about her new
partner, the reconnection with her former boyfriend, from when she was 21 years old. “We
lost touch and now we are reconnected.” She mentioned that her migraines started at age 30.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Rationalizing life, rather than feeling life when she is stressed, is an
emotional body response pattern for the client. A body focused systemic constellation as ritual
needs to be set up for the client later. It is important to complete the interrupted reaching out
movement with her biological mother at birth. The client did not learn to take or receive from
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mother – she was always the giver since her preverbal time in the womb. This will impact her
new relationship if there isn’t an energetic shift. Without transformation, she will show up like
her biological mother, wanting to take from her partner 24/7, or like her adoptive mother,
emotionally like a child. The scarf activity can be used – she needs to learn to receive and to be
the small one.
Client continues to comment: “When I was a baby, I had a congenital hip dislocation that was
not diagnosed until I was 2 years old. They figured it out when I was 2 years old when I couldn’t
walk.” “Between the ages of 2 and 4, I was in and out of hospital. By age 5, I was my adoptive
mother’s guardian.” “I broke up my first love relationship because he was holding too tight
energetically – it was too tight and there was too much pressure.” “Now he is back in my life –
now I’m the one who holds too tight to friends and partners.” “For 10 years after that relationship
ended, I held on too tight in relationships and I did not marry. My longest relationship has been 3
years.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client continues to be in her head chatting to find comfort.
11. As facilitator, I move back again about two feet and continue discussing the boundary
activity with the client.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Back comfortably in her head, not having to feel in her body, the
client fills in information about her early life. She is discussing other times of discomfort in her
life.
Facilitator’s comment: It is mentioned to the client that the pattern of holding too tightly might
have come from her biological mother, the young woman who carried her baby for nine months
and then had to give her up to adoption - was she forced to give her up or was it voluntary? She
was a stressed mother while pregnant with no secure relationship. Perhaps when she was giving
you up after birth, giving up the child she had carried in her womb for nine months, she likely
took one last big tight hug before letting you go. She did not stop squeezing. Energetically the
client still feels this hug that is too tight energetically around her and it gets overwhelming
energetically when others get too close. This pre-verbal tight hug is felt somatically in the cells
of the client’s body. The client experiences high abandonment and responds with high
inundation.
Client’s response: Upon hearing this, the client yawns again.
Facilitator’s comment: As a pregnant young mother in the 1960s, without an appropriate
partner, she may have felt guilt and shame while carrying her baby to term. She might have
transmitted those feelings to the client.
12. As facilitator, I move back again about two feet and continue discussing the boundary
activity with the client.
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Facilitator’s comments: It is suggested to the client that she continually practice connecting to
her boundary in daily life, with everyone in her life, to learn about her patterns of abandonment
and inundation. The client is told that she will receive the Peaceful Possibilities™ session follow
up notes in two weeks, by email, letting her know that the delay of two weeks is intention to help
her stay out of her head thinking about the session and allow her to let the slow movements of
the body, mind, heart, and spirit shift in their own time. There was a discussion about developing
a toolbox of self-care techniques for when she experiences overwhelming or stressful feelings,
activities that can be done that allow her to remain present in her body, rather than desiring to
escape her body or go numb. Some self-care activities suggested included going for a walk in
nature, drinking a cup of tea and reading an inspirational book, taking some deep breaths to calm
the body, taking a warm bath, attending a yoga class, asking for space or time alone when it is
needed, or listening to enjoyable music. The client is told that journaling is a good practice for
self-care, to write her questions and thoughts down so she can let them go.
Client comments: “I connect with friends when I need to talk things out – I talk – I verbalise. If
I process alone - by myself - my mind is like a whirlpool going round and round and round.”
Facilitator’s comment: It was mentioned to the client that developing strong healthy porous
boundaries with others will help her learn to remain in her body when she is feeling
overwhelmed or abandoned. Talking can keep a person in their head and out of their body.
Talking to friends will satisfy her abandonment, but not likely soothe her inundation. When she
learns to take care of herself first, rather than continually giving to others first, she will feel
greater inner peace and balance in life. The client is told about the Good Parenting Messages of
Rosenberg-Kitaen IBP Central Institute, Inc. She is told that since she is beyond age 18 or the
age of majority, she needs to let go of all expectations of her parents and begin to self-parent.
What you feel you didn’t get from your parents you need to seek out for yourself. At the same
time, she needs to develop compassion for her parents and the emotional journey they
experienced in life. They could only pass on to her what was passed down to them through their
family systems.
Facilitator’s action: The facilitator slowly reads the list of Good Parenting Messages to the
client, stating that it is hoped that children hear these messages in childhood; however, that often
doesn’t happen. When the child doesn’t hear the messages, she yearns to hear them. As an adult
the messages can be said with feeling to oneself, they can be said to any children of the family
system, they can be said to grown adult children and they can be said to grandchildren.
The client is asked to pay attention to which messages create the greatest reaction within her
body. It is suggested that she may not have heard those messages as a child. “I love you. I want
you. You are special to me. I see you and I hear you. It is not what you do but who you are that I
love. I love you, and I give you permission to be different from me. I’ll take care of you. I’ll be
there for you; I will be there even when you die. You don’t have to be alone anymore. You can
trust me. You can trust your inner voice. Sometimes I will tell you “no”, and that’s because I
love you. You don’t have to be afraid anymore. My love will make you well. I welcome and
cherish your love.” (Rosenberg-Kitaen IBP Central Institute, Inc., Good Parenting Messages).
The list continues with messages for when the child is out in the world at a later age. Once we
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are past the age of 18, what we feel we didn’t get from our parents and what we feel we didn’t
hear from our parents, we are able to give to ourselves and it is called self-parenting.
13. The facilitator moves back once again to be about 2.5 metres (8 feet) from the client in the
boundary activity. The client is asked how this feels in her body.
Client’s comment: “Mentally the word relief comes to mind – I begin to get some energy in my
feet.” “I live alone. I have been mostly alone all my life.”
14. The facilitator moves back to the starting position of the boundary activity – about 3 metres
(10 feet) from the client. The client is asked how that feels in her body.
Client’s comment: “I feel uncomfortable.”
Facilitator’s comment: That means your higher abandonment is being activated again. From
your early time in the nursery, being alone is your go to familiar place energetically.
Client’s comment: “Until the last 2 years, all my friends were forever friends. I held on tight.”
Facilitator’s comment: I mentioned how old friends may drop off naturally as she moves
forward energetically with self-development and growth in her life, especially when developing
a strong, porous healthy energy boundary with others and developing more healthy mature adult
emotional responses. Sometimes this happens and sometimes friendships strengthen, if everyone
seeks to move forward in their inner development.
Client’s comment: She begins to speak about her adoptive mother: “I don’t want her to die not
knowing I love her.”
15. The facilitator acknowledges this comment and picks up her boundary. The client is asked if
anything has changed for her.
Client’s comment: “I can feel that in my lower abdomen.” She puts her hand on her abdomen,
“I feel something here.” The client suddenly says, “I didn’t do a good job. I didn’t do it right.”
She mentions feeling some sudden tension in her head, her shoulder, and her throat. There was a
knot at her solar plexus.
Facilitator’s inner journey: At a distance the client can feel what is going on in her body. It is
when people get too close that she steps out of her body or goes numb energetically and
emotionally and goes to her rational mind and intellectualizes.
Facilitator’s comment: “You are responding to me having no boundary. That is what it felt like
when you were a child with biological mother and adoptive mother. Neither of them had strong
healthy boundaries when you were small, and you were held within their energy boundaries
unable to individuate strongly from them. Finding your sense of self away from them was
difficult. You had a deep unconscious inner sense of being there to take care of them
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emotionally.” “So, when you can visually see and bodily feel me without a boundary, after
having one this past half hour, it triggers those emotional response patterns you developed as a
child for survival when things didn’t feel good to you.” It is important to realize that tension at
your head, or perhaps the symptoms of migraine headaches you experience, may be an emotional
response to set up a boundary for yourself when it seems that others don’t have a healthy
boundary. It is important to learn healthier ways to set up a boundary, by saying what you need,
by letting others know that you need space, time alone, or that you need them to move back.
Remember about self-care, self-soothing, self-parenting, and self-love, and staying out of agency
with others. You need to practise caring for your own needs first before responding to the wants
and needs of others.
16. As facilitator, the client is asked to pick up her boundary.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The boundary activity was a profound transformative learning
experience for the client. Boundary work is necessary for an adopted child, the one who
sacrifices themselves out of unconscious love and loyalty to several family systems to carry the
emotional wounds of the biological mother and the adoptive mother. The client needs to learn
how to effectively individuate from her biological mother’s energy boundary, where she is held
too tightly, especially to stop being her mother’s confidante. Until the client deeply embraces
self-care and steps out of agency with her biological mother and adoptive mother, focusing on
her own wellbeing, wholeness, and balance in life, living her own fate, she will continue to have
a heightened sense of “I’m letting her down.”
Constellation #2: Set up a systemic constellation of the client’s family of origin
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to set up her family of origin in a systemic constellation
to allow her to feel how she belongs in her family system. She is guided by the facilitator. She is
asked to choose one mat at a time to represent each family member. It takes time to sort out the
placement of her biological parents, adoptive parents, and stepparents. That complexity begins to
sink into the conscious awareness of the client as she goes through the motions of setting up her
family system.
Discussion of Figure 22: It is a complex family of origin system with eleven representatives for
all the significant relationships. It is important for the client to acknowledge and agree to it all.
The client is the oldest of six children, even though she thought she was an only child growing
up. She is the only child of her mother and father as a couple together, only a part of the big
picture. There is biological father’s first wife, who was terminally ill when biological father had
an extramarital affair with biological mother. Biological father is biological mother’s first
and only true love and this love goes unrequited. According to the client, biological mother did
not have a great love again, even with her second partner. Biological mother and father both
remarry and have children, providing younger half siblings for the client. The position of the
oldest child is energetically very different from the position of the only child. The client has
lived her life carrying this energetic confusion.
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Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to stand in her rightful place in this family line and after
standing there for a few minutes she is drawn to look to her right. The client is drawn to the
green mat representing her biological father. She is suddenly deeply aware of the deep feelings
of disconnection in her life. She is only interested in looking to her right. She is not drawn to
look to her left down the line at her younger siblings.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client’s attention is drawn to her father and yet she cannot get
to him. When the child is too energetically close to her mother the child is unable to get
energetically to her father. It is important to create energetic space between the client and her
mother. Once the child emotionally works through the transgenerational trauma and releases
herself from the unhealthy entanglement with mother, and creates a healthy relationship with
mother, the child can then connect to father in a healthy way, even though he is not alive.
Facilitator’s action: The systemic constellation continues to evolve and transform as the client
is ready and able to remain in her body present to the movement. It feels right to set the client up
across from her biological mother for some deep emotional body focused healing work to create
the needed space and a more compassionate and loving relationship.
Discussion of Figure 23: The client is asked to take her own mat and move it to face her
biological mother at a distance. The distance is about 2 1/3 metres (8 feet) away from her mother
and after the client stands on her mat, she reports that she is comfortable with that position. Her
body feels at ease while standing there.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to set up a small boundary around her own mat with
wool. This encourages the client to practice having a strong healthy porous energy boundary
around herself. The physical placement re-enforces the boundary activity just completed. A
small boundary of wool is set up around her mother as well. The client is asked to slowly repeat
the following simple sentences several times: “Dear Mom, I am over here. I see you over there.
The distance between us can be the love between us.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: It is noticeable that the client is no longer yawning. It feels like she
is fully engaged and present in her body. It is important for the client to separate herself
energetically from her mother’s energy boundary, to move the lifelong individuation process
forward more strongly, and to ground her strongly toward wholeness with her own healthy
porous energy boundary and grounded to her ancestral family system.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to light a candle (represented by the yellow dot in
Figure 23) and to place it on the mat representing her biological mother, to bring mother into the
light. The client returns to her own mat. The client is asked to repeat several simple statements
while standing facing her biological mother at a distance. The client is asked to say to her
mother: “I am over here Mom. I see you over there. For the first time in my life … I have my
own healthy energy boundary … and it feels great.” The client is reminded over and over to
connect with her energy boundary. She is reminded to soften her body stance with no crossing of
arms or legs, no hands on her hips, knees softened, and jaw softened to maintain an open
energetic stance.
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Facilitator’s inner journey: This softened stance is a position of energetic vulnerability. The
client’s defenses are softened. Any suppressed emotion can be transformed and integrated in the
body when open and willing to be vulnerable. She is reminded to breathe deeply throughout the
constellation, and especially whenever heightened emotion occurs.
Facilitator’s action: After the client stands quietly for a few moments, she is asked to say,
“Dear Mom, I have suffered.”
Client’s response: The client gets very emotional saying this to her biological mother and she
begins to softly cry.
Facilitator’s action: The client is encouraged to breathe deeply into the emotion she is feeling.
She is encouraged to allow space for the emotion to surface and be present. Plenty of time is
allotted for the client to adjust to the rising emotion, to let it surface in her body, to feel it, to
breathe through it, to express and work through it, to make room for something new to evolve.
The client is given two heavy books to hold up close against her body (see Figure 23) so that she
doesn’t strain her back, and this is to represent the heavy emotional burden she has been carrying
for her biological mother since she was in the womb. The client is told it represents the sacrifice
she made out of blind unconscious love and loyalty to her biological mother and her greater
family system. She is told the energy of the emotional burden she holds in her body might be
something like: “If you are emotionally cared for mother, I will survive.” The client is asked to
connect to her energy boundary and repeat once again, “Dear Mom, I am over here. I see you
over there. The distance between us can be the love between us.
As facilitator, the client is asked to say: “Dear Mom, I am the small one … you are the big one.”
This is repeated along with more repetitions of “I am over here. I see you over there.” “Dear
Mom, I am your child … and you are my parent.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked if she resonates with being the small one.
Client’s comment: “I don’t feel small – I feel like the big one. I’m the protector.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: When the child feels bigger than or superior to the parent, it creates
a significant energetic obstacle for the client. The constellation is slowed to guide the client to
shift this inner feeling or inner image. A shift might occur if the client’s mother is provided with
support and resources and the client feels some compassion for her mother’s early emotional
journey, letting go of blame and judgment (see Figure 24).
Facilitator’s action: As facilitator, two mats are placed behind the biological mother in support
and they represent her mother and her father (the biological maternal grandparents). Her mother
is placed over her left shoulder and her father is placed over her right shoulder. The client is
asked to light two candles for her biological grandmother and biological grandfather and to place
them on their mats. She is also asked to light a candle and place it on her biological father’s mat
to bring him into the light. The client is asked to pick up the heavy burden again. (see Figure 24)
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After repeating some of the same phrases, the client is asked to take one step forward toward her
mother. She is asked to connect with her own healthy porous energy boundary and to deeply
breathe in this shift.
The client is asked to place two mats for her adoptive parents. The floor space is limited so the
adoptive parents are placed over the right shoulder of mother next to her parents. She is asked to
light two more candles and place them on the mats of her adoptive parents to bring them into the
light. (see Figure 24)
Client’s comment: “I had felt that something was missing.”
Facilitator’s comment: The honouring of your adoptive mother and father is very important.
They stepped into your life to care for you when your biological mother and biological father felt
they were unable to do so.
Six candles are now burning in the body focused systemic constellation as ritual. The client is
asked to connect with her own energy boundary once again. The client is still carrying the 2
books as the burden she has carried for her biological mother since she was in the womb.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to take another step forward towards her biological
mother. She is asked to take her time and to take in a deep breath to emotionally make space for
this shift in the constellation. The client is reminded of her mother’s strengths and the trauma of
her mother’s past, the trauma of a young woman having to give up her child.
The client still feels too big standing on her own mat. She still feels like the protector – guardian
of her adoptive mother and she is still carrying the emotional needs of her biological mother.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client may need to be startled out of her energetic malaise –
her place of being stuck. She is stuck with this inner image of being bigger than her mother.
Facilitator’s action: Explaining to the client that as facilitator I am going to step into the energy
of her biological mother, I stood on the biological mother’s mat facing the client. While
representing the client’s biological mother, I abruptly say to the client: “You are fired from your
job as my protector and caregiver.”
Client’s response: The client was taken aback and immediately became resistant to this action
and comment. She could feel a burning feeling down the centre of her torso. She felt emotionally
very shut off and blocked.
Facilitator’s action: While the facilitator stands in the energy of the biological mother, the
client is asked to breathe in deeply to emotionally work through the action of being fired from
her lifelong role in the family system, and to integrate it into the cells of her body.
After some time passes, the facilitator steps off the biological mother’s mat and shakes off her
energy. Once again strictly the facilitator, the client is asked to reconnect to her own healthy
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energy boundary. She is asked to say, “Dear Mom, I’m the small one … you are the big one.”
The client is asked to look to her biological grandparents, standing there in support of her
biological mother and to look to her adoptive grandparents, standing there in support of her
adoptive mother.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It was important for the client to see and feel her biological mother
as well supported. Once support is felt behind the client’s mother, the client can hopefully be the
small one and feel her mother as the big one.
Facilitator’s action: When the moment felt right, and the client appeared strong and balanced,
she was asked to take another step forward toward her biological mother. She was asked to take
her time and to breathe in deeply and to emotionally work through this new shift in the
constellation.
Facilitator’s inner journey: It feels like the client could use some more support, for her
biological mother and for herself. The strong maternal line will be added to the constellation.
Facilitator’s action: As facilitator, mats are added for the long line of women behind the client’s
biological mother in support of her (see Figure 25). A long piece of yarn is circled around the
long line of strong women in the family system and her mother and there is a space left for the
client in front of her mother when she is ready.
Facilitator’s inner journey: With the long line of strong women in the family system placed in
the constellation, the client begins to feel like the small one – the child in the family system.
Setting up the long line of women in the family system created the biggest inner image shift for
the client. This was very emotional for her. She had no inner image of her grandmother’s
standing behind her in support. She had no inner feeling or sense of anyone behind her in
support. This new inner image has a profound impact.
Facilitator’s action: The client is now nearing the mat of her biological mother with perhaps
one metre (three feet) between them. The client is asked to slowly repeat: “Dear Mom, I am over
here … I see you over there. The distance between us can be the love between us.” “Dear Mom, I
am the small one … you are the big one.” “Dear Mom, I am the child … you are the adult … you
are my parent.”
The client is asked to say, “Dear Mom, you are the big one. I am no longer your protector or
caregiver.”
Facilitator’s inner journey: To reinforce the shift in the client’s body, it is decided to complete
the reaching out movement between biological mother and the client that was interrupted at birth
when the baby was given up immediately after birth to adoption.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to kneel down on a cushion where she is about one
metre (three feet) away from her mother. The facilitator picks up two long wool scarves and
twists them together. The facilitator steps onto the mat representing the client’s mother and into
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the energy of the biological mother. The completed reaching out movement is called the scarf
activity. The two scarves are entwinned and the facilitator holds one end of the scarves and the
client is handed the other end. The scarves can be envisioned like an umbilical cord extending
from mother to child, one that is not severed. The client is instructed to constantly pull on the
scarves with a hand over hand motion, while the facilitator holds strongly to the other end of the
scarves.
Facilitator’s inner journey: The client needs to experience and feel taking and receiving from
her mother, rather than giving. The pattern of living through blind love and loyalty and giving to
mother needs to be severed for the flow of love to be natural and life giving.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to look into the eyes of her mother. She is reminded to
continually pull on the scarves. A new inner image of her arrival as a baby and her birth is
described to her by the facilitator. She is told how the baby leaves the birth canal and the warmth
of her mother’s body, and the newborn searches for a warm welcome from her mother. The baby
feels the warmth of her mother’s warm body as she is snuggled close and she hears her mother’s
voice speak softly to her that she is loved and welcomed into this new world. The client is
reminded to keep pulling on the scarves. She is continually reminded to breathe deeply. The
baby looks into her mother’s eyes to connect and bond with her. The baby feels her mother’s
presence, she feels wanted, she feels loved, she understands that being birthed into the world is a
good thing. The client is reminded to continue pulling on the scarves – taking from her mother.
The client hears how the baby is lovingly taken to her mother’s breast for nourishment. The new
mother breathes life force into the baby’s body. The child seeks warmth from her mother’s body,
and she attempts to nurse. The client is reminded to breathe deeply to take in this new inner
image.
Facilitator’s inner journey: This scarf activity takes about ten minutes with the client
continually pulling on the scarf as the facilitator stands into the biological mother’s energy. This
ritual is important for a new neuronal pathway to be initiated in the client’s brain and in her
body. This beautiful inner image was interrupted for the client when she was whisked away at
birth and placed in an orphanage nursery for adoption. She spent two months in an orphanage
nursery waiting for adoption, which is a long separation. For survival, she learned to give to
mother and to others, not to take her birthright. She needs to learn to take or receive from others,
and to give in a healthy way, not living in agency with others.
Facilitator’s action: The facilitator steps off the biological mother’s mat. The client is provided
with an explanation about give and take in family systems. The flow of love is downward from
grandparent to parent to child. When it is reversed the flow of love is blocked. When the child
learns to take and receive from her mother and father, the flow of love is opened. The client felt
far too big in the family system in the role of protector and caregiver to biological mother and
then adoptive mother as well. This created the client’s suffering in life.
Facilitator’s inner journey: When the client feels like the small one, and when she maintains a
strong healthy energy boundary, the relationship with her biological mother can be transformed
from unhealthy to healthy.
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Client’s comment: “This is a new feeling - totally strange – foreign.”
Facilitator’s action: I explain to the client that the feeling of taking and receiving from mother
and others, rather than constantly being the giver, will take some practice. It will require lifelong
practice.
Facilitator’s inner journey: Completing the interrupted reaching out movement has a deeply
profound emotional impact on the client. The client’s energy has significantly shifted.
Client’s comment: “It is strange we are talking about being a giver. Yesterday I had a friend say
I was a giver. I’m going to have to watch that when my new partner moves here.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to stand up once again. In the standing position –
standing strong in her adult energy – she is asked to say, “I don’t have to protect anyone
anymore.”
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked if she is ready to set down the heavy emotional burden
that she has carried all her life. The client responds that she is ready. The client is told that an
emotional burden can only be passed back when the emotional journey and the fate of the other
is respected and honoured. The client once again responds that she is ready. The client is asked
to step into the energy circle of the strong line of women in her family system, right in front of
her biological mother. The yarn encircles all the women including the client. The client is
encouraged to take her time in placing the emotional burden (the two heavy books) back where it
belongs with her mother.
Client’s action: She bends down and gently sets the two heavy books beside and touching the
mat representing her biological mother (see Figure 26).
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to breathe in this new inner image. The client is asked to
step back from her biological mother and say, “Dear Mom, I leave this back here with you.” The
client is encouraged to stretch out her body, to release the tension from her body holding
patterns, from her neck, jaw, and shoulders where it has been tight for a long time, to soften the
muscles of her head, where the tension has caused the migraine headaches, and to breathe in
deeply into her upper chest, which was tight. As the client stretches out her body, she is told to
really feel the lightness that has set into her body. She is encouraged to breathe in deeply once
again.
Facilitator’s action: With the client still standing in the large energy circle of strong women in
her family system, she is asked to turn to face the other direction, with her back to the
constellation, facing her future (see Photograph 4). She is standing in front of her biological
mother with her back now to her. She is asked to stretch out her arms in celebration. She is asked
to say, “I am the small one.” “I am the child.” “I don’t have to protect anyone anymore.” “It is
not my responsibility to care for my mothers.” “It’s okay to take love from my mothers.”
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Photograph 4: Final systemic constellation CF008
The client is asked to say: “It was my biological mother that carried the deep inner fear of letting
her down.” “I am no longer entangled with this fear.” “That fear didn’t belong to me.”
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It is suggested to the client that she ask her ancestors for a blessing: “Please bless me to be
different … to be more … to be less. Please bless me as I move forward into the future… living
my own fate. Please bless me to create a strong healthy relationship with my new partner.”
As facilitator, it is suggested to the client that she do something to take the three children of her
biological father into her heart. She could have something in her home to represent her father’s
other three children and her mother’s other two children – her five younger siblings.
The client is asked if this feels like a good place to end the constellation and she responds
positively.
The systemic constellation is left at this point.
Facilitator’s comment: It is pointed out to the client that she is now able to be present in her
body, even when it is uncomfortable, without yawning. She is reminded that it is important to
acknowledge all of her siblings, to really feel that she is the oldest of 6 children. It is pointed out
to the client, that as the only child of her biological mother and father as a couple, she receives
the gifts and traumas from both family systems. In emotional systemic healing work one layer is
revealed at a time and then another layer will present itself when the timing is appropriate. She is
reminded that sometimes there can be many transgenerational trauma entanglements to work
through and she needs to take one step forward at a time.
Facilitator’s action: Following the systemic constellation, the client is asked to sit comfortably
facing the constellation that is laid out on the floor in front of her. She is asked to close her eyes
and to listen to the following meditation. This meditation is inspired by and an adaptation to the
work of Bert Hellinger (2010) in his book Rising in Love: A Philosophy of Being (pp. 86-88):
Ritual healing with Biological Parents:
Like all other children, you are the child of a biological mother and a biological father. Your life
is entangled with their lives and with their ancestral family systems. You are energetically
connected to the families of your biological mother and your biological father. You have a right
to belong to these family systems. Within your body, mind, heart, and spirit, you carry 50% of
biological mother and you carry 50% of biological father. Your body knows your biological
mother and your biological father. Your body knows your biological ancestors. Your body
emotionally experienced your biological mother for the entire length of time you spent in her
womb. The emotions you felt and stored during the time you spent in your mother’s womb were
your mother’s emotions, everything going on in her world have been held in the cells of your
body. What happens in the lives of your biological mother and father impact your life and what
happens in your life impacts their lives. You are like them. What they feel energetically you will
feel and what they experience energetically you will experience. You carry their joys and hopes,
and you carry their challenges, suffering, and grief. The unresolved transgenerational trauma of
their lives and their family lines is carried in your body. That is your fate.
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Adoption does not change this energetic family system dynamic. It was your fate to be adopted.
Adoption is a special fate or a special destiny. You were not alone in this fate. Adoption is much
greater than the baby or child. It is a fate that draws together the woundedness of many family
members and family systems for systemic healing. All of this is guided by a greater collective
energy field seeking wellbeing, wholeness, and balance. Know that it could only happen this
way. It all fits and it all belongs. All of your challenges belong. The gifts and talents you have
today developed through your family system and through the challenges you have experienced. It
is part of your journey to feel the connection to this greater collective field that surrounds you
and holds you, and to tap into the resources it provides for you. You are not alone. You are an
important part of a much greater collective field.
Your wellbeing is found when you are able to fully agree to this fate. When you are able to let go
of any further expectations from your biological parents, just as every child must do, and you
will find systemic healing within you when you let go of blame and judgment. Within systemic
healing, you develop the capacity for compassion, compassion for the emotional journey of
biological mother, compassion for the emotional journey of your biological father and
compassion for the emotional journeys of your ancestors.
Envision your biological parents within you. Since you have met your biological mother and
heard about your biological father, perhaps you have even seen a photo of him, then you might
know that you have the eyes of mother or the smile of your father. Perhaps you have been told
that you are the physical build of your maternal grandmother. Your parents and ancestors live on
within you. They are imprinted in each tiny cell of your body. Whatever you carry or share with
your biological family members in an unhealthy way, you are tasked with releasing yourself
from these entanglements in this lifetime, including a journey of systemic transformation and
healing, agreeing to any potential or unexpected consequences.
As Bert Hellinger, the founder of Family Constellations would say, “the special fate of adoption
offers each family member the opportunity to become more loving, more inclusive, more
humble, and to become a greater human being” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 87).
Through the coming together of your biological mother and your biological father, regardless of
the circumstances, you were conceived of love. Your parents remained close on the Earthly plane
until your father died. There was a love relationship. They were unconsciously serving the
greater collective field in finding balance and wellbeing for the greater whole of the family
system. Your wellbeing comes in agreeing to that fate and bowing down to it. Your wellness
comes in saying YES to life as it was offered to you by your biological mother and your
biological father. Agreeing to the gift of life as it was offered without expecting more. I
encourage you to take this gift unconditionally, taking it into your body, mind, heart, and soul.
Say thank you to your mother for this gift of life. Say thank you to your mother, knowing all that
it cost her in life, to give you life. Say thank you to your father for this gift of life. Say thank you
to your father, knowing all that it cost him in life, to give you life.
Say to your parents, I am your child. I will always be your child and you will always be my
parents. Thank you for giving me life. I carry you within me and I agree to it all.
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Say to your biological mother, Dear Mom, as I connect to the greater collective energy that
surrounds and holds me, I see that you are the child of your mother and father, connected
through love to them, connected to their fates, knowing that it could only be as it was.
Say to your biological father, Dear Dad, as I connect to the greater collective energy that
surrounds and holds me, I see that you are the child of your mother and father, connected
through love to them, connected to their fates, knowing that it could only be as it was.
Say to your biological parents, through you, I am connected to my ancestors and the greater
collective energy. Through them, I find wellness, balance, wholeness, and groundedness.
Ritual healing with Adoptive Parents:
Now it is time to look to your adoptive parents, the ones who provided for you and cared for you.
As Bert Hellinger explained:
You were given to me as you are. You took me under your wing when I was too much for
my parents. You are father and mother for me now. You have become my parents for me.
You were given to me as my second parents. I take you as you are given to me, whatever
the price that it cost you and that it costs me, whatever your fate that destined you to
become my new parents. (Hellinger, 2010, p. 88)
As I feel the embrace of the greater collective field that surrounds and holds me, that determines
my fate, I know that life happens the way it is meant to happen. It all fits and it all belongs. I bow
down humbly to my fate and surrender to it, saying the words, “Yes, like this, I take my life and
my fate from you. Like this, I let you carry and guide me, like this, I fulfil what you give to me
and where you direct my life. Thank you.” (Hellinger, 2010, p. 88).
The meditation is complete.
Facilitator inner journey: The client experienced a range of emotions during the systemic
constellations and the meditation and eventually found a deep sense of belonging and inner
peace.
Moments of Highest Emotion (tears)/Emotional Charge in the Session: When the client is
facing her biological mother in the systemic constellation and says that she has suffered. She also
became emotional during the scarf activity, completing the interrupted reaching out movement
with her biological mother, when she felt the image of the baby searching for her mother and
finding herself welcomed warmly into the world. The biggest image shift was when the client
saw the long line of strong women behind her mother and in support behind her. She had not felt
this connection before. The client’s pattern was to not feel – to yawn and split off so she didn’t
have to feel. That shifted as the big systemic constellation evolved and the client became fully
present – which was a big shift.
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Body Holding Patterns: The client’s emotional body holding patterns included the neck, jaw,
shoulders, throat, upper chest, and head (migraines). She needed to be continuously reminded to
breathe in deeply to release the tension. The client’s pattern was to not feel, to not breathe, to
yawn, and split off so she didn’t have to feel. That shifted as the large body focused systemic
constellation as ritual evolved.
Breathing exercises: Throughout the session the client was reminded to breathe in deeply – to
make space inside for a new inner image, to breathe in and more deeply out to release the burden
that belonged to her biological mother.
Systemic Constellations as Ritual: Connecting at a deeper emotional and body felt level was
found for the client through the use of body focused ritual, finding her place in her family of
origin and connecting to her ancestral family system.
Ritual with biological mother: Leaving the emotional burdens she has attempted to carry for
her biological mother since she was in the womb back with their rightful owner – biological
mother. “I’m letting her down.” Each of us is emotionally stronger when we carry our own fate
in life, regardless of how difficult it might be. This initiates the client’s individuation process of
coming back to self, separate from mother, and helps her develop compassion for the emotional
journey of her birth mother.
Ritual with Family of Origin: This included many members of the client’s whole biological
family of origin. It also included connection with the long line of women in the family system
who were there for mother and for the client in support. They each did the best they could with
the emotional resources they had available to them. This was very important for connection.
Ritual for Adoption: This includes the biological and adoptive parents, with honouring the
adoptive parents for stepping in to care for the child who was felt to be too much for the birth
family.
Boundary Work: The client has mentioned pushing others away when she is highly stressed.
Someone who is adopted will often show higher abandonment, more inclined to draw others in,
except when highly stressed they can respond with higher inundation – pushing others away.
The narrative of introductory PPCI client session CF008 is complete.
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Appendix N: PPCI Client Interview Questions and Informed Consent
Interview with anonymous PPCI Client July 27, 2016
The Interview Introduction:
Hi (client’s name), as you know, my name is Patricia Robertson and I’m an Integrative Wellness
Practitioner. I’m also a student in the Doctor of Social Sciences program at Royal Roads
University and I’m currently taking a course (SOSC 730) in qualitative research approaches. I’ve
been asked to interview someone on a topic related to my area of research.
Since I am designing a research project related to healing transgenerational trauma, I thought it
would be great idea to interview you to receive some feedback on the integrative wellness
session I facilitated for you last month through my praxis at Peaceful Possibilities™.
I hope you don’t mind if I audiotape the interview. The audio recording will be helpful when I
create a written copy of our interview later for my professor matthew heinz. I want to get the
wording on what you have said just right. Is that okay with you?
Feel free to interrupt at any time to clarify a question or answer. I also want you to feel free to
refuse to answer any question for whatever reason. If you find it necessary, you are also free to
stop the interview at any time.
Verify Consent Form Verbally. I want to begin by verifying verbally that I discussed the consent
form with you, and you have signed it.
Confidentiality. I want to assure you of confidentiality. When I submit the interview transcript to
my professor, I will not be using your real name or any details that identify who you are. As
mentioned in the consent form, the interview transcript contents will be discussed in a classroom
setting with my professor and my 10 classmates. I will also delete the recordings once I have
transcribed them into writing. If you are interested, I can show you a copy of the transcript
before I send it to my professor to be sure everything seems accurately recorded.
Do you have any questions before we get started? Then Let’s Begin the Interview!
I want to welcome you here this evening and thank you for agreeing to participate in this
interview. The interview will ask for feedback on the 2 ½ hour Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting session you experienced in June 2016. My research will be evaluating the different
activities within a Peaceful Possibilities™ session in order to create a body of knowledge
around transgenerational trauma, and to create a model for healing that can be used in many
settings. Feel free to expand upon any question that I ask.
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The Interview Questions:
Demographics: We’ll begin with a few quick questions about you:
1. If you don’t mind, would you please start by telling me your age?
2. What is your current line of work?
3. What ancestral backgrounds do you have in your family system?
Why Peaceful Possibilities™?
4. How did you find out about Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting?
5. What motivated you to experience a body focused systemic constellations session at
Peaceful Possibilities™?
6. Have you experienced the work of other healing practitioners or therapists in the past?
What would you say was the biggest difference between the session at Peaceful
Possibilities™ and the work of other practitioners?
General overview of the session:
7. If you consider the overall experience, how did you find the session? Was there some
aspect of the session that you really connected with? Elaborate.
8. How did the session fit with your expectations?
9. The session was filled with body focused emotional healing work. How would you
describe the experience of tracking your emotional holding patterns in your body?
Following the Session:
10. Immediately following the session, how did you feel?
11. What new insight did you gain from the session that was helpful with your concerns and
life in general?
12. How did your understanding of transgenerational family trauma shift with the session?
13. Following the session, in what ways did you feel a greater sense of inner peace?
14. Can you recall a time after the session that the world just seemed to be aligning for you
without much input from you? Please elaborate.
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15. How did you find the task of integrating the concepts that you learned in the session into
your daily life?
Family System Questions:
16. Did you leave the session with a greater picture of your family system and how you fit
into it?
17. Since the session, in what ways have you noticed your family system changing? Can you
tell me a bit more about that?
18. What aspects of the session motivated you to learn more about your family system?
19. What techniques did you learn in the session to help you step out of family
entanglements?
3-Person Constellation:
Read: Early in the session we set up the small constellation on the floor with the felt mats with a
marker for you, your mother, and your father.
20. What insight did you gain about the relationship you have with your mother and your
father?
21. What kinds of sensations did you feel as you stepped onto the felt mats during
constellations?
22. What emotions came up for you during that constellation?
Genosociogram:
Read: On a large sheet of paper we worked together to create a genosociogram of your family
system, I drew the diagram while you supplied the events, trauma, and emotional patterns
experienced in the family lines of your mother and father.
23. In what ways was creating a genosociogram helpful?
24. Were there moments in that process where you linked together pieces of the family
puzzle that were not connected before?
25. In what ways did you leave the session feeling more compassion for your mother, father,
or grandparents? What helped you to gain compassion for those who came before you?
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Core Fear Exercise:
Read: During the session we did a short core fear exercise: (I’m worthless if I’m not working)
26. In what ways was the exercise to reveal your deepest core fear helpful?
Boundary Exercise:
Read: During the boundary exercise we did in the session, where we sat on the floor on the huge
cushions across from one another, and we used the wool to create boundaries, we discussed
many topics.
27. What valuable insight did you gain from the boundary exercise?
28. How has learning about the early womb and birthing experiences with mother been a
benefit for you?
29. In what way was it surprising to learn that your style of boundary setting with others was
developed early in life in relationship with your mother?
30. What aspect of your life is helped the most by learning new healthy adult ways to set
boundaries?
31. We discussed the give and take in relationships and the push and pull responses, in what
way were those discussions helpful?
Large Evolving Systemic Constellation:
Read: Later in the session we set up a constellation with you and your mother facing one another.
32. In what ways do you think that constellation was meaningful?
33. How were you impacted by the constellation of passing the emotional burdens back to the
rightful family members? (Heavy books)
34. The constellation continued to grow and evolve, bringing in other family members
relevant to the issue. How did it feel to connect with the long line of women/men in your
family system?
35. How did it feel to receive a blessing from your ancestors?
36. What emotions came up for you in the large constellation?
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Ritual/Candle Lighting:
Read: During the constellations I would encourage you to light candles.
37. Had you every experienced candle lighting as ritual in a healing practice?
38. What is your opinion about candle lighting as a way to deepen into emotional healing
work?
39. How did it make you feel toward your family members when you lit a candle for them?
Can you elaborate on that?
Follow Up Notes:
Read: Two weeks after the session you were sent about 20 pages of Peaceful Possibilities™
Session Follow Up Notes by email.
40. Did the session notes help to clarify concepts discussed in the session? What themes in
the follow up notes were helpful for remembering something in the session?
41. When would you suggest is the best time after the session to send out the notes?
Session Fee:
42. Did you find the cost of the session to be a good investment for the value you received?
Recommendations:
43. How would you feel about referring your friends, colleagues, or family members to
Peaceful Possibilities™ for a session?
44. I’m not sure if you are aware that there are about 75 different blog posts on the website of
Peaceful Possibilities™ that cover many topics about systemic healing. If you were
going to sit down to read a blog post about any systemic healing or transgenerational
trauma, what topic might be of interest to you?
45. Would you consider attending a systemic constellations workshop with other participants
where you stand into constellations as representatives for each other?
46. What other feedback comments would you like to share today?
I would like to thank you for participating in this interview, for answering all the questions, and
for being so open and candid with me.
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Appendix O: Retroactive Email Survey Questions and Informed Consent Form
Peaceful Possibilities™ Feedback Survey
Patricia Robertson's doctoral research entitled:
Prioritising the Wellbeing of Peacebuilders, Transforming Transgenerational Trauma and
Building Inner Peace [title in context at the time]
I would like to thank you for participating in this Feedback Survey, for answering all the
questions, and for being open and candid with me. Your participation is immensely valuable to
my research inquiry relating to the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma.
Please submit your final survey by May 20, 2018.
There are 29 questions in this survey.
The deadline to complete the Peaceful Possibilities™ Feedback Survey is May 20, 2018. The
Survey can be saved and completed in sections (A, B, C, etc.) as you have time. At the top of
each page of the Survey is a progression bar that shows you how much of the Survey you have
completed. Click the NEXT button at the bottom of each page to move to the next question.
Providing the following information is a mandatory requirement of this survey for doctoral
research.
FREE and INFORMED CONSENT
The intent of this Survey is to gather feedback from you about the first or only session you had
with me (Patricia Robertson) at Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting, including how it may or
may not have impacted your life or your family system since the session.
The intent of my doctoral research inquiry is to gather a body of knowledge on transgenerational
trauma patterns and their transmission down family generations, and to pinpoint practices that
are effective in transforming and healing transgenerational trauma.
By clicking the YES, I CONSENT button at the bottom of this page and submitting the
completed survey, it constitutes an agreement to participate with Free and Informed Consent in
the Peaceful Possibilities™ Feedback Survey. It means you have read this document and
understand the contents.

For specific details about the Survey please read the following information:
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I am using the survey software LimeSurvey for data collection and tabulation. My computer is
password protected and locks within five minutes when not used.
Any physical copies of the Feedback Surveys, if deemed necessary, will be kept in a locked
cabinet.
Each survey response will be given an alpha-numeric identification code, and this will be used
throughout the data analysis process. Confidentiality, anonymity, and privacy will be maintained
throughout analysis and reporting.
All documentation will be kept strictly confidential and safeguarded. Information gathered from
the Feedback Survey will not be attributed to any specific individual.
Profound statements that may benefit the reader may be quoted with anonymity.
Transparency will be used throughout the research project to mitigate any conflict of interest.
You will not be identified in any way. As the researcher and facilitator, if I recognize client
information, I will be transparent and reflexive to minimize any bias that may arise on my part.
Demographic details will be used in a general way. For example, the ages of the survey
participants may be reported as ranging from 25 to 70 years of age.
As a participant of this Feedback Survey and this research you will have access to the final
findings of the research, which may potentially benefit you and your family system. It is my
opinion that this research will benefit society broadly, and the field of peacebuilding specifically.
The full written doctoral dissertation will be published and made available to the public and
other researchers.
As a prospective participant, you are in no way compelled to take part in this research project.
Deciding not to participate will have no adverse impact on any future client sessions you may
decide to have with Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting with Patricia Robertson as facilitator.
If you elect to take part in this Feedback Survey, you are free to withdraw at any time without
prejudice until the data analysis phase is finalized on May 25, 2018. If you initially elect to
participate in this research and then decide to withdraw, the Email Survey information will
remain confidential and be destroyed.
All survey answers will reflect your own opinions and experiences and you are in no way
expected to answer on behalf of any other organization, institution, individual, or group.
It is important that you are aware that I am both the researcher of this project and the
practitioner/facilitator to be researched, and it is my work with clients and your transformative
experience that is under study.
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If you have any questions about this research project please feel free to contact Patricia
Robertson, the researcher. If you have any concerns or questions about the doctoral program, this
research project, this feedback survey or my credentials, you can contact my research supervisor
Dr. Kenneth Christie, Professor and Program Head – MA Human Security and Peacebuilding,
School of Humanitarian Studies at Royal Roads University, Victoria, BC.
Please CLICK on the box beside YES, I CONSENT if you have read this document and
understand the contents, constituting an agreement to participate in the Peaceful
Possibilities™ Feedback Survey with Free and Informed Consent.
YES, I CONSENT
PPCI Feedback Survey Questions:

Part A
Demographics: A few questions about you and your family system

How did you find out about Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting?
Please choose only one of the following answers. If you choose 'Other' please elaborate in the accompanying text
field.
_Friend
_Family member
_Family friend
_Colleague
_Co-worker
_Online search
_Workshop with Patricia
_Other

How long ago was your first session with Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities™ Consulting?
Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Less than one year ago
_Between 1 and 2 years ago
_Between 2 and 3 years ago
_Between 3 and 4 years ago
_Greater than 4 years ago
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Are you living in the country of your birth?
Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Yes

_No

Please select your birth year from the dropdown menu.
Answer must be between 1900 and 2017

What is your gender?
Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Female
_Male
_Other
Make a comment on your choice here:

What ancestral ethnic backgrounds or countries tie into your maternal (mother's) family lines?
Please provide a list in the text field with commas between items.
Please write your answer here:

What religions tie into your maternal (mother's) family lines?
Please provide a list in the text field with commas between items.
Please write your answer here:
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What ancestral ethnic backgrounds or countries tie into your paternal (father's) family lines?
Please provide a list in the text field with commas between items.
Please write your answer here:

What religions tie into your paternal (father's) family lines?
Please provide a list in the text field with commas between items.
Please write your answer here:

Do you have any North American Indigenous ancestry?
Please choose only one answer. If you choose 'Other' please elaborate in the accompanying text field.
_Yes
_No
_Other
Make a comment on your choice here:

Part B
Family relationships: Please provide brief comments based on your first (or only) session with Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting

What was the general intention (issue or concern) you wanted to explore in your first (or only)
session?
Please check all answers that apply. If you choose 'Other' please elaborate in the accompanying text field.
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_Physical
_Psychological
_Emotional
_Mental health
_Relationship(s)
_Financial
_Spiritual
_Other:

Following the session, did your relationship with your biological mother improve? (Whether she
is living or not, or whether you are adopted)
Please choose only one of the following answers.
Feel free to elaborate in the text field provided.
_Yes
_No
Make a comment on your choice here:

Following the session, did your relationship with your biological father improve? (Whether he is
living or not, or whether you are adopted)
Please choose only one of the following answers.
Feel free to elaborate in the text field provided.
_Yes
_No
Make a comment on your choice here:
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Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Yes
_No
_I have no siblings
Make a comment on your choice here:

Following the session, did your relationship with your intimate partner improve?
Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Yes
_No
_I have no intimate partner
Make a comment on your choice here:

Following the session, did your relationship with your child(ren) improve?
Please choose only one of the following answers.
_Yes
_No
_I have no children
_I have no living children
Make a comment on your choice here:
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Following the session, did your relationship with members of your maternal family lines
improve?
Please choose one of the following answers.
_Yes

_No
Make a comment on your choice here:

Following the session, did your relationship with members of your paternal family lines
improve?
Please choose one of the following answers.
_Yes

_No
Make a comment on your choice here:

Part C
Session follow up: Please provide brief comments based on your first (or only) session with Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting

What activities from the session were helpful in your life?
Please write your answer here:
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Please briefly describe in the text field any "AHA" moments or any great insight you took away
from your session that helped you in your life in some way.
If you feel you left the session without new insight, please share that experience as well.
Please write your answer here:

Part D
Session follow up: Please provide brief comments based on your first (or only) session with Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting

Which of the following session activities were most meaningful for you?
Please check all answers that apply.
_Diagramming a genosociogram (family tree of relationships & patterning) of your extended family system
_Participating in a boundary exercise done sitting on the floor using lengths of wool
_Answering questions related to your relationship with your mother & father
_Visually mapping out your issue as a family or systemic constellation
_Releasing the burdens you carried or shared with other family members
_Learning to interpret the language of your unconscious body/mind
_Learning about letting go of living in agency with others
_Learning about give & take dynamics in relationships
_Learning about inundation & abandonment (push & pull) energy dynamics in relationships
_Setting up a family constellation with you & your mother
_Setting up a family constellation with you & your father
_Setting up a family constellation with you, your mother & your father
_Setting up family or systemic constellations as ritual with candles & meaningful phrases
_Reading the explanatory Peaceful Possibilities™ Follow Up Notes that were emailed to you after
the session
_Learning about body emotional holding patterns
_Learning strategies for self-care & self-love
_Completing the interrupted reaching out movement with your mother (learning to take from mother - pulling on
the scarf)
_Understanding your underlying core fears & where they originate in your family system Learning about how
transgenerational trauma transmits before conception, in the womb, at birth, & in early childhood
_Learning about systemic healing & the connection to your ancestors
_Discussing your birth & early childhood
_Connecting with the long line of strong women or men in your family system
_Discussing 3-generation emotional transmission from grandmother to mother to Self
_Learning about epigenetics & the transmission of transgenerational trauma
_Welcoming excluded, missing, shunned, or forgotten family members in a systemic constellation as ritual
_Understanding the unresolved childhood & adult emotional wounds of your mother, father & grandparents
_Gaining compassion by letting go of blame & judgment
_Other:
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Please explain in the accompanying text field whether the session guided you to have a greater
understanding about the emotional holding patterns of your body and where they might be
located.
Please write your answer here:

Part E
Session follow up: Please provide brief comments based on your first (or only) session with Patricia at Peaceful Possibilities™
Consulting

Please explain in the text field provided whether the session guided you to experience a new
relationship with yourself.
Please write your answer here:

Please explain in the accompanying text field whether the session guided you toward greater
inner peace.
Please write your answer here:

Please explain in the accompanying text field whether the session guided you to have a healthier
energy boundary with others.
Please write your answer here:
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Part F
Session concepts: Please provide a brief description in the text box

Describe briefly in the accompanying text field what the phrase "systemic healing" means to
you?
Please write your answer here:

Describe briefly in the accompanying text field what the phrase "transgenerational trauma"
means to you?
Please write your answer here:

In the accompanying text field, please elaborate on any other feedback comments you would like
to share today.
Please write your answer here:

Thank you for sharing your VALUABLE time and comments - they are gratefully
appreciated!
Warm regards ... Patricia
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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Appendix P: Samples of Body Focused Inner Fear Activities
Inner Fear Activity Preamble and Instructions:
With the inner fear activity, the client is told that together with the practitioner, they will journey
for a few minutes to a darker emotional place. It won’t be more than 7 or 8 minutes, and then we
will let go of that energy and return to other lighter session activities. The client is asked if that is
okay with them. The client is told that their inner fears are unconsciously driving their thoughts,
beliefs, behaviours, and actions. The client is told that until they can recognize and identify their
inner fears and know when they are present, they cannot reduce the impact or influence of them
over their life. The client is told that these inner fears show up throughout life in relationships
and stressful or traumatic situations until they are addressed. The origins of these inner fears tend
to be transgenerational, flowing down from grandparents to parents to the child.
The activity begins by turning the client’s positive intention for the session to the negative and
asking the client what their worst fear would be if that occurred. The client is told to answer with
the first thing that comes to mind and not to overthink the answer. The intention is to have the
answer that has resided within the unconscious mind for a long time, sometimes for their
lifetime. The intention is to take the client’s worst fear around a situation and to work backwards
to their deepest inner fear, which is presented as a simple short phrase. Following the inner fear
activity, the inner fears of the client are used to reveal the transgenerational trauma passing down
the family system.
Inner fear activity: CF016
Client’s intention for the session: Healing and transformation is needed for everyone in the
family system, both his nuclear family and his family of origin.
What is the client’s worst fear if the reverse intention (or symptom or condition) persists and gets
to be the absolute worst?
Facilitator asks: What is your worst fear if you are unable to find healing for your family?
Client’s immediate response: “I am separate and very uncomfortable in the family. I feel safer
when I am separate. I feel uncomfortable when I am too close to family.”
Facilitator continues back with the worst fear activity until the inner fear emerges.
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about being uncomfortable in your family?
Client: “I feel trapped, overwhelmed, and stuck. My mom is too close, and I panic.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about feeling trapped, overwhelmed, and stuck?
Client: “I’m trapped. I can’t leave. I can’t breathe.”
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Facilitator asks: Do you resonate with the inner fear: “I’m trapped. I can’t leave. I can’t
breathe” and the client has emotion all over his face.
Client’s deepest inner fear: “I’m trapped. I can’t leave. I can’t breathe.”
Facilitator’s suggestion: The client has likely been energetically entangled with his mother
since his time in the womb. As a baby in the womb, he likely felt his mother’s emotional anxiety
and need, and for survival, the child unconsciously martyred himself to care for her needs. He
felt trapped. He felt he couldn’t leave. He felt he couldn’t breathe.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to step out of that darker energy and the session
continues on a light note.

Inner fear activity: CF017
Client’s intention for the session: To address the constant stress he feels brought on by
ruminating about the past and worry about the future.
What is the client’s worst fear if the reverse intention (or symptom or condition) persists and gets
to be the absolute worst?
Facilitator asks: What is your worst fear if this worry and stress becomes its absolute
worst?
Client: “I would not be happy or spiritually developed.”
Facilitator continues back with worst fear exercise until the inner fear emerges.
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about not being happy or spiritually developed?
Client: “I’m not where I should be.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about not being where you should be?
Client: “I’m doing something wrong.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about doing something wrong?
Client: “It’s my fault and I’m to blame.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about being at fault and to blame?
Client: “I’m deficient.”
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Facilitator: What is your worst fear about being deficient?
Client: “I’m not good enough. This is an old pal of mine deep inside.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about not being good enough?
Client: “I won’t be able to protect what I love.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about not protecting what you love?
Client: “I don’t deserve it, their love, to love them.”
Facilitator: What is your worst fear about not deserving their love”
Client: “I’ll lose them. When I was young, I had a constant fear of something bad happening
especially after my father left. I felt betrayed by my father.”
Facilitator’s comments: I spoke to the client about the concept that we pick our own parents as
we come to birth and that the things they did when we were young set us on the path to selfdevelopment and growth that we desired to experience in life.
Facilitator’s action: The client was asked to contemplate the gifts that are held within this sense
of betrayal.
Client’s response: “I learned to deal with uncertainty. I learned to be trusting. I learned to have
faith.”
Facilitator: The client is asked if he resonates with the inner fear “I’ll lose them”?
Client’s response: There is strong resonance on the client’s face with the stating of this inner
fear.
Facilitator’s action: The client is asked to step out of that darker energy and the session
continues on a lighter note.
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Appendix Q: List of Potential Genosociogram Questions
The list was borrowed with permission and adapted from my website:
•

Who died tragically in any family?

•

Who experienced a significant trauma?

•

Who died too early?

•

Who died during childbirth?

•

Who was stillborn?

•

Who was miscarried?

•

Who was aborted?

•

Who was given away through adoption or foster care?

•

Who was born prematurely?

•

Who was adopted?

•

Was there anything unusual or difficult about a birth?

•

Did any mother experience traumatic events while she was pregnant or during the first
three years of a child’s life?

•

Did any child experience emotional trauma or separations from their mother in early
childhood?

•

Did any grandmother experience traumatic events while she was carrying a child in her
womb? (a mother or father to the next generation)

•

Did any child experience a week or more away from their mother at an early age?

•

Was any mother forced to be in the hospital, forcing the mother and child apart?

•

Did any child experience a separation from their father in their early years of life?
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Did any mother and/or father go away on an extended vacation or trip when a child was
young?

•

Was any child ever sent away to visit or live with other relatives or grandparents?

•

Did any siblings grow up separated from one another?

•

Are there any children named after family members who died tragically or too young?

•

Who in the family system did not have children? Why?

•

Who was conceived by alternative methods (sperm donors, invitro, surrogates, etc.)?

•

Who was conceived through violence (incest, rape, treated as spoils of war)?

•

Who was born out of wedlock or a main significant relationship?

•

Did any parents/grandparents have significant previous partners (first love relationships
that went unrequited) and what happened?

•

Did anyone get divorced?

•

Who did not marry?

•

Did anyone suffer a painful horrendous death?

•

Did anyone die by suicide?

•

Who suffered serious injuries?

•

Who was institutionalised (psychiatric care facilities, residential schools, orphanages,
prisons, or other)?

•

Who was wrongly accused of any crime or event?

•

Who experienced chronic physical illness?

•

Who had different physical or mental abilities or handicaps?

•

Who experienced mental health, emotional, or psychological issues?

•

Who experienced war?
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•

Who survived a traumatic event or war when others did not?

•

Which family members fought on different sides of a war?

•

Who was a war resister?

•

Who committed war crimes?

•

Who committed a violent crime such as rape, assault, murder, or sexual/physical abuse?

•

Was anyone the victim of violent crime (rape, assault, murder, or sexual/physical abuse)?

•

Was someone deeply hurt by another?

•

Was anyone tortured?

•

Was anyone a prisoner of war?

•

Did anyone cause the death of another person either accidentally or intentionally?

•

Was anyone involved in slavery (as owner, slave, seller, transporter)?

•

Was anyone indentured?

•

Did anyone gain through the suffering or misfortune of others?

•

Who felt responsible for someone’s death or misfortune?

•

Did anyone gain or lose a fortune?

•

Did anyone inherit when others did not?

•

Did anyone receive land or other possessions unjustly?

•

Who took initiative oaths, committed to social or religious organizations, or chose
alternative ways of life from the rest of the family system?

•

Who stands out as different in the family system?

•

Who emigrated and from where?

•

Who immigrated and to where?

•

Who had to flee their homeland?
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Who was driven from their homeland?

•

Who severed all ties with a homeland?

•

Who has/had addictions (consider all forms of addiction – an unhealthy amount of
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anything – an emotional escape)?
•

Did anyone leave the family system?

•

Was anyone forced out of the family system?

•

Who was abandoned, isolated, shunned, or excluded from the family?

•

Who identifies as the black sheep of the family?

•

Who is the family scapegoat?

•

Are there ethnic or cultural differences amongst family members?

•

Are there differences in spiritual or religious belief systems amongst family members?

•

Who has a different gender or sexual orientation?

•

Who had a tragic or heavy fate?

•

Who carried guilt or shame?

•

Are there any family secrets?

•

Is there a sense of a family curse?

•

Who experienced the Holocaust or any other genocide (as victim or perpetrator)?
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Appendix R: Client Intentions for the Session

CF003: The client is a woman in her mid 30s, not married, and has no children. She is the
oldest of two children to her parents who remained together. Her mother is the only married
person in her large family of origin. The client’s inner peace is disturbed by a deep inner fear
of smelling bad and being ugly, alone, and cheap. Her intention for the session was to break
the family curse that females of the family are not to be happy in love. The client said, “I
grew up listening to that. I’m not married. In serious relationships I don’t do well.”
CF005: The client is a woman, 40 years old, married, and has no children. She is the second
of two children. For medical reasons the client’s mother was forced to have a hysterectomy
shortly after giving birth to her, and her mother was left longing for more children. The client
didn’t want children until after age 30 and then she couldn’t get pregnant. She tried in vitro
once but it was not successful, and she found it painful. Her partner is significantly older than
she is, and he wanted children. In the end, they decided not to adopt children. The client’s
inner peace is disturbed by the guilt that she carries about not having children and a deep
inner fear of being alone. Her intention for the session was wanting peace. The client feels
she has been carrying her mother all her life. She also feels that it is her responsibility to fix
life for her mother and her older brother.
CF007: The client is a 60-year-old woman, married, with two children. She is the second of
eight children, the oldest daughter of two with six brothers. Her inner peace is disturbed by a
deep inner fear of being alone. She feels stuck in life. Her intention for the session was to
move beyond the boundaries she has set for herself and the boundaries that were set for her in
life. She fears losing those closest to her and being alone if she breaks out of her old patterns.
She frequently experiences the jealousy of others and has feelings of abandonment when she
sets off in a different direction from those around her.
CF012: The client is a woman in her mid 50s, married twice, with 3 sons. Three years ago,
she ended her second marriage of 27 years. She is the youngest of 6 children. Her inner peace
is disturbed by multiple autoimmune system issues and constant chronic pain that began at
age 38. The client stated, “the pain is a nagging thing.” She experienced many traumatic
experiences as a child including sexual abuse and being bullied. She feels vulnerable. Her
deep inner fear is not being safe. She is constantly in her head ruminating about past trauma
and fears, and she feels she suffers from PTSD.
CF014: The client is a woman in her late 40s, married, with one aborted child. She is the
oldest of two children. Her inner peace is disturbed by a deep inner fear of feeling useless,
unworthy, unlovable, abandoned, and not existing. Her intention is to address the abortion of
her only child. The client recently separated from her life partner, yet still hopes to work
things out. She seeks to behave in a dignified manner even when separating from her partner.
CF016: The client is a man in his mid 40s, not married, with three children. He is the second
child of three for his parents together with one additional half-brother. The client’s inner
peace is disturbed by a lack of wellbeing in his family system and feels that everyone in the
family system, both his nuclear family and his family of origin could use healing. His heart
feels blocked from bonding fully with family members. He has felt detached from his family
since childhood. He carries the inner fears, “I’m trapped. I can’t leave. I can’t breathe.”
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Appendix S: Client Relationship with Mother

CF002: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive, rigid, regimented, a disciplinarian, mean
and irrational. What do you blame your mother for? Everything. Are you your mother’s
confidante? (greater entanglement with child) No. Do you get along well with your mother?
No.
CF003: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive, strong, childish, she doesn’t know
herself, she suffocates herself, she wants you to have pleasure but denies her own pleasures,
she has regrets, she believes pleasure is wrong, she won’t come to visit me in Canada, she
won’t come to my home, my mother did not raise me, I was raised by my mother’s mother
(maternal grandmother). She won’t visit Canada even if things are boiling hot in South
America. Even when I lived in South America, she wouldn’t visit me at my place there. What
do you blame your mother for? I wish she would have explained things better to me, to make
me more proud of who I am. I always wished she would have been more easy going. She is
always angry. She is always doing the dishes and taking care of us. She told me I ruined
everything. Are you your mother’s confidante? (greater entanglement with child) Yes, my
mother is always vomiting words about people I love. Family gossip. I couldn’t do it
anymore. I couldn’t listen to her anymore – to be her confidante. Do you get along well with
your mother? No, I was told by my mother when I was young that I observed more than
children should observe. She did encourage me to be myself. She never punished me for
being myself.
CF004: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive, charismatic, disorganized, intuitive,
emotional, powerful, and the disorganization is very evident when she is dealing with trauma.
What do you blame your mother for? For lack of structure, for disorganization. Are you your
mother’s confidante? (greater entanglement with child) Yes and no. We are close. We talk
about everything. She reveals a lot, but she holds back some from me. When there is trauma
the family comes swooping in tightly together. Do you get along well with your mother? Yes,
but she is emotional at the expense of being practical.
CF009: Describe your Mother: My mother is not alive. She was complex, deeply insecure,
her strength was her faith, both of my parents were staunch religiously (removed specific
religion to maintain anonymity of the client). My mother passed her faith to me. She was
warm, loving, and sad – 50% of her needed counselling. She hated her father – she got no
attention from her father. My mother was treated like an invalid. With my mother, everything
had to be done just so – manners and everything - we were not to rock the boat. There is a
way to do everything or society wouldn’t think well of us. There were norms and I was told
to be careful in order to have some freedom and to let me take some risks. My mother and I
had a symbiotic relationship – she needed me, and I needed her. She was an only child. My
mother was so bitter at the end of her life against my father. I tried to nurture her. I’m
privileged – there have been changes to my faith. What do you blame your mother for? Her
aggression and her yelling. She would hit me with sticks. This happened three times. Were
you your mother’s confidante? (greater entanglement with child) No. Did you get along well
with your mother? Not always.
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CF011: Describe your Mother: My mother is no longer alive, she was an alcoholic, a
doormat, beautiful, and I think she loved me. She had no confidence (big emotion arises
when discussing her mother). Mom’s mother (my grandmother) died when she was very
young, she was pregnant at the time and the baby she carried died too. Mom was there during
the weekdays for us kids but not there because of drinking on the weekends. What do you
blame your mother for? She could have done a better job bringing us up – though she did the
best she could.
CF012: Describe your Mother: My mother died when I was in my 20s (response adapted to
maintain client anonymity). I knew she loved us, but she couldn’t show it. She didn’t know
how to show love to her children. She was playful when things were good. She worked hard.
She was in an orphanage as a child for a short time. She married three times. She had
Alzheimer’s. What do you blame your mother for? I used to blame her for not taking care of
Dad. Now I know it was his own stuff. They were both in orphanages as children. They
didn’t know how to parent.
CF014: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive, she is compartmentalized, could be warm
and loving but not on big stuff, she neglects the big stuff. She is disengaged from her own
emotions - suppressed emotions. What do you blame your mother for? Not protecting my
sister and I from Dad, from abuse, gagging us with threats – authoritarian and scary - sexual,
sometimes warm and loving, turned a blind eye to abuse, Mom would smack us a bit. Are
you your mother’s confidante? (greater entanglement with child) In my mid-teens I heard
about stuff with grandmother. Do you get along with your mother? My mother and father
were both on a pedestal – I idealised them – the kids were to blame. There was no teenage
rebellion. My mother would listen to me – sometimes she was not present.
CF016: Describe your Mother: My mother is not alive. She was childlike, stubborn,
wounded, dishonest, stuck, neglected, lost, and very religious. It was their religion that was
most in common for Mom and Dad. What do you blame your mother for? For being
untruthful. She treated me coldly – she was very cold. She couldn’t give anything. She was
so needy and neglected. When I moved away, I had great anxiety. Were you your mother’s
confidante? (greater entanglement with child) Yes, she shared a lot. She complained about
work and family and her stress. Did you get along well with your mother? Yes, I was very
compliant as a child until my mid-teens – then I distanced myself.
CF017: Describe your Mother: My mother is alive. She is soft, loving, nurturing, and
emotionally connected. She viscerally feels her emotions and will show emotion. I’m the
same. She is feisty, strong headed, and stubborn to protect what she knows. Mom comforts
everyone. What do you blame your mother for? I blame her for conning me. I have this
feeling of rage inside. My parents were not always together. About a month ago, I was
having a discussion with my mom about my worry about other male figures in her life. When
we were younger, one other guy visited other than mom’s boyfriend, and he wanted
comforting. He would pay us kids to go to our grandmother’s house, which was nearby. He
bribed us to leave them alone. I feel conned. Are you your mother’s confidante? (greater
entanglement with child) No. Do you get along well with your mother? Yes.
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Appendix T: Client Relationship with Father

CF002: Describe your Father: My father is dead. He was kind, intelligent, funny, handsome,
powerful, and he drank a lot, but he was funny when he did. His own sister said, “Why didn't
he have flaws?” What do you blame your father for? For not protecting me from mother. Did
you get along well with your father? Yes. Did your parents remain together? They were
together for 48 or 49 years.
CF004: Describe your Father: He is alive. He is thoughtful, very intelligent, also a bit
trapped. Also, very intuitive and kind. What do you blame your father for? That’s complex.
We are dealing with a death in the family right now and we are really close, but prior to this
it felt distant. Do you get along well with your father? In the past I would have said no.
Although, I was allied with Dad. I fought with mom. Things were simpler with Dad. Before,
I didn’t know what to say. There was an absent connection. There is some distrust of Dad and
hurt. I find it hard to meet eyes with people. I turn sideways to avoid this a bit. Did your
parents remain together? No, their relationship is off and on. They have a strange
relationship.
CF005: Describe your Father: He is alive. He has addictive behaviours. He is changing. In
the past he would be the mediator, calm, cool, collected, and he would see both sides of
things. He was honourable. The new Dad is weaker, he is pulled in by Mom’s stories. He is
distracted, and not fully present. It was a gradual change. It may have started about the time
my brother’s daughter was born and she is 3 or 4 years old. What do you blame your father
for? Being vacant. Do you get along well with your father? Yes. Did your parents remain
together? Yes, they have been married for 44 years.
CF006: Describe your Father: He is alive. He is a hard worker, intelligent, supportive,
sensitive, giving, and emotionally distant. What do you blame your father for? For not being
around. Do you get along well with your father? Yes, now but not from age 10 to 21. At age
21 we really had our first relationship. Did your parents remain together? No, they separated
when I was 10. They had not been getting along well for a while. I didn’t see Dad much
anyways. With their separation, we had to move and sell our family cottage.
CF007: Describe your Father: He is alive. No one could be close to my dad. He is very
controlling. What do you blame your father for? Being very controlling. Do you get along
well with your father? No. Did your parents remain together? Yes.
CF011: Describe your Father: He is not alive. He was abusive – physically abusive to Mom –
not the kids. He was a salesman. He was outgoing, charismatic, and loud. Playing cards was
his thing. There was stability during the week and drinking on the weekends. They drank
together. Mom drank too and they let it all out. That’s when Dad abused her. What do you
blame your father for? For not treating my mother better. When he was out on the road as a
salesman during the week he might have fooled around as well. Did you get along well with
your father? No. Did your parents remain together? No, they separated when I was 16 years
old. It was the best thing.
CF012: Describe your Father: He is not alive. My dad’s father left when he was 6 years old.
He was rounded up with other illegals. My dad was in an orphanage from age 6 to 12. He had
a grade 6 education. He was an alcoholic. He was always lonely. He needed affirmation.
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When he drank – Mom pushed him away. He ended up living in the southern USA. One day
the border people called saying they had found him and put him in jail. Mom took him back.
He could be warm and loving – you knew he loved you. He was fun when he was sober. He
had a good spirit for adventure. What do you blame your father for? If I look at the present
the answer is nothing. When I was young and didn’t understand him and why he did what he
did, I blamed him big time and didn’t ever want to be around him. I carried a lot of rage. My
father sexually molested me. Did you get along well with your father? When he was sober.
Did your parents remain together? No, my dad left when I was 6 years old, the same age he
was when his father left, and his mother placed him in an orphanage. He returned when I was
about 11 years old, a similar age to when he may have been back with his mother at age 12.
CF013: Describe your Father: My father is not alive. He was funny. He was a handyman. He
did the most with the kids and he was loved by everyone. He was diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s by his 40s, although it was not severe at that time. He was a heavy burden for
Mom. He was angry. (Big emotion arises for the client speaking about her father) He didn’t
deserve to die that way. Client states: “It is too much too soon. It feels like a fist going
through my right lower rib – up and out of me.” What do you blame your father for? He was
angry. I was Daddy’s girl until my brother showed up. When he was born, I told them to take
him back. I felt abandoned by Dad like Mom was. Did you get along well with your father?
Yes. Did your parents remain together? Yes.
CF015: Describe your Father: My father is alive. When I was 17 years old I met my dad for
the first time, three times in one month. Then I saw him one more time when I was age 24.
When I was with him and his new family I felt alone. I just floated around and allowed it. I
felt too weird in their group. I couldn’t deal with it. He is resentful. He is ashamed of himself
and who he is. He is overweight – he has a weight issue that is crippling - he is very heavy
and finds it hard to lose weight. From my dad, I get the sense that he yearns that life would
have worked out with my mother and me. What do you blame your father for? He wasn’t
around for me. I don’t know him much. I wish I had a cool Dad. Do you get along well with
your father? No, we don’t get along. I don’t talk to him anymore – we have no relationship.
Did your parents remain together? No, I was born of their short romance.
CF017: Describe your Father: He is alive. He is strong, just, clear thinking, honourable, and
he respects things that are important. He is modest and a smart person. What do you blame
your father for? At the time that my parents split, I blamed him for the separation. I felt that
somehow he hurt my mother. I was angry at my father and had sympathy for my mother. Do
you get along well with your father? I didn’t - I didn’t respect Dad either – I couldn’t connect
with him. The last 2 years there has been a big shift – there has been a huge shift. Did your
parents remain together? No, they split when I was 6 years old. They were apart for 10 years.
My worry started then. When they were separated, I was resentful. They got back together
when I was 16 years old. I gloated when this happened because I felt it was the right thing
that had to happen.
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Appendix U: Transgenerational Trauma Questions and Answers
Question 2: Did the younger 8 PPCI clients in the study reveal more or less transgenerational
trauma situations in their family systems than the older 8 PPCI clients in the study?
This question was explored because it was thought that since the parents of the younger
PPCI clients were still generally alive, these clients might have the greatest access to the
details of the transgenerational trauma situations within the family history. The clients are
listed below from youngest to oldest and the number following the client file represents the
number of transgenerational trauma situations in that system. For example, client file CF017 is
listed as the youngest client with 16 transgenerational trauma situations (16X). The client files
representing the youngest 8 clients included CF017 - 16X, CF004 - 14X, CF015 - 15X, CF006
- 14X, CF001 - 15X, CF010 - 15X, CF003 - 15X and CF005 - 17X. The client files
representing the oldest 8 clients included CF016 - 18X, CF014 - 16X, CF002 - 23X, CF012 16X, CF013 - 12X, CF011 - 23X, CF007 - 20X and CF009 - 16X. Interestingly, it was the
older group of 8 clients that had more information about transgenerational trauma in their
family systems. The oldest 8 clients had an Average Mean of 18 transgenerational trauma
situations in their family systems, moderately higher than the Mean for all 16 client files of
16.56, and significantly higher than the youngest 8 clients with a Mean of 15.125
transgenerational trauma situations revealed in the client session. This result triggered further
questions: Are trauma situations more silenced today than they were in the past? Was there
more trauma in the past than there is today? Are older generations more knowledgeable about
their ancestral past generations than younger generations or more interested in finding out
details? Do we become more aware of past trauma in our family system and how it impacts
our lives as we age and recognize repetitive behaviours and relationship challenges?

Question 3: Do family systems that carry perpetrator energy (carrying guilt, regret, shame,
aggression, or resentment for harm done to others) have a greater number of transgenerational
trauma situations in their family systems?
In this group of client files, perpetrator energy carried as transgenerational trauma from
situations where family members harmed other people, include the following examples (in the
clients’ words): beating up people, profiting by being in the inner circle of a dictator in power,
killing someone in an arson fire, dropping bombs in war, involvement in the religious
conversion of those considered to be heathen, and using religious authoritative influence to
send people to war, resulting in a huge death toll. The 5 family systems carrying the most
obvious perpetrator energy included the following, with the number of transgenerational
trauma situations in the family system listed: CF002 - 23X, CF003 - 15X, CF005 - 17X,
CF009 - 16X and CF017 - 16X. Acknowledging that other factors may be confounding the
findings, there was a slightly higher Mean of 17.4 transgenerational trauma situations in the
family systems with perpetrator energy compared to the overall Mean for all 16 client files of
16.56 transgenerational trauma situations. It is important for individuals to look back at the
whole picture ancestrally, understanding that sometimes their family members were the
victims and sometimes they were the perpetrators, and agreeing to it all.
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Question 4: Do family systems that are drawn energetically to the dead, manifesting as
depression, a lack of interest in life, suicide ideation, or suicide, have a greater number of
transgenerational trauma situations in their family system?
Within these data, being drawn to the dead may be associated with the client, their
mother or father, or their earlier ancestors experiencing tragic death, with close family
members dying young, dying during war, dying during childbirth, dying by suicide, or dying
before birth through abortion or miscarriage. These family tragedies pertain to mothers,
fathers, sisters, brothers, children, or spouses. Family systems that experienced tragic death
and revealed family members who were drawn to the dead, perhaps these family members
were not emotionally able to move on in life following the death for any number of reasons,
were found in the following 12 family systems with the number of transgenerational trauma
situations provided for each: CF002 - 23X, CF004 - 14X, CF005 - 17X, CF006 - 14X, CF007
- 20X, CF009 - 16X, CF010 - 15X, CF011 - 23X, CF014 - 16X, CF015 - 15X, CF016 - 18X
and CF017 - 16X. Acknowledging that other factors may confound the findings, the 12 family
systems that were drawn to the dead due to all manner of family tragedy, including suicide,
had a Mean of 17.25 transgenerational trauma situations compared to the overall Mean of
16.56 transgenerational traumatic situations in all 16 family systems. This Mean of 17.25 was
compared to the Mean of the 6 family systems drawn to the dead with actual suicide present in
the family system, which generated a moderately higher Mean of 17.67 transgenerational
trauma situations. The family systems with suicide included CF002 - 23X, CF004 - 14X,
CF006 - 14X, CF011 - 23X, CF014 - 16X and CF017 - 16X. It is vital for individuals to
realize that being drawn to the dead does not mean one is to die. There is usually something or
someone in the past of the family system that wants to be seen, addressed, and included.

Question 5: Do the 5 PPCI client files, where the clients themselves were immigrants, have a
greater number of transgenerational trauma situations in their family systems?
The client was the immigrant within 5 family systems including the following: CF001 15X, CF003 - 15X, CF009 - 16X, CF014 - 16X and CF015 - 15X. There was an average Mean
of 15.4 transgenerational trauma situations in these family systems compared to the overall
Mean of 16.56 transgenerational trauma situations for all 16 client files. These client files
represent clients of all age groups, so age was not a significant factor. It is possible that this
lower Mean for those who are immigrants may indicate the trend for immigrants to attempt to
leave all the transgenerational trauma behind, to silence the trauma, or to move on in life rather
than passing down the transgenerational trauma family stories. Knowing that emigration, both
past and present, is often forced by adverse circumstance and traumatizing situations, a
question to ask might be, do those who willingly emigrate from their homeland by choice
carry more or less transgenerational trauma than those who are forced to emigrate, and do
those who willingly emigrate know less about their ancestral family systems or do they have a
weaker energetic connection to their ancestral family systems? Is the immigrant running from
something?
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Appendix V: Samples of Body Focused Boundary Activities
The boundary activity is a good way to awaken to tacit and pathic body language. The
boundary activity simulates the relationship developed in the womb and in early life with the
client’s mother. These relationships are transgenerational, flowing from generation to generation.
Did the client feel that they got too much energetically from mother, in other words,
overwhelmed energetically (inundation), or did the client feel that they did not get enough of
mother (abandonment)? The boundary activity is an example of body focused energy work in a
safe healing container, allowing the client to understand what goes on in their body when they
are in relationship with other people, as it pertains to having or not having healthy porous energy
boundaries, and to get a good understanding of what emotional body holding strategies and
patterns are imprinted or present within their body, often from childhood and often limiting their
wellbeing in life. Figure 1 in Chapter 1 within the text of the dissertation revealed some common
emotional holding patterns in the body, but by no means all of them.
Many symptoms, conditions, and diseases today are being shown to have emotional
underpinnings, indicating that they are also emotional holding patterns in the body. It is vital to
understand how the body disperses uncomfortable energy felt in the body, including the
emotional strategies inherent in addictive behaviours, numbing out, splitting off, dissociating,
fragmenting, crossing the limbs across the body in the front or back, yawning, laughing,
coughing, chatter, sneezing, tapping, twitching, picking, rocking, holding one’s breath,
restlessness, obsessive behaviours, or the need to continually use washroom facilities. These
energy releases tend to be unconscious, an escape from what is being felt energetically in the
body, especially in situations that are stressful or traumatizing. If a person is feeling numb inside,
unable to feel anything, it is helpful to have them take some charged breaths, bringing sudden
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oxygen into the upper chest to engage the sympathetic nervous system. The client needs to be
mindful when doing charged breaths that they are not getting dizzy and splitting off due to the
increased level of oxygen getting to their respiratory and circulatory systems, defeating the
purpose of helping them feel the energy in their body. Two examples of the boundary activity
follow below:
Boundary activity: CF003
1.

The client and facilitator are sitting on large pillows on the floor about 3 metres (10 feet)
apart, facing one another. The facilitator explains to the client that this exercise will
intentionally elicit a response from her. It will push her emotional buttons. In agreement, the
client says okay to that.

2.

The facilitator asks the client to take a ball of wool and to set up a boundary around herself.

3.

As facilitator observing the client set up her boundary, the word “perfectionist” pops to
mind. The client is setting up a perfect circle around herself about 3 feet in diameter. She is
meticulous. Perfection. Exactness. The client is asked what was going on for her as she set
up the boundary.

4.

Client’s response: “I felt fear.” “It was about relationships with men. The unknown-ness in
creating boundaries in masculine relationships.”

5.

As facilitator, the client was asked where she could feel that fear in her body.

6.

Client’s response: “I feel it in my chest – a tightness. I can’t breathe deeply.”

7.

As facilitator, the client is shown how to take 10 charged breaths to bring in more oxygen.

8.

Afterwards, the client responds, “I feel it in my chest – not really knowing – unable to
breathe. I hadn’t ever felt that depth of breathing before.”

9.

Facilitator’s thought: The client has been living too small, afraid to take up space, shallow
breathing.

10. A boundary is set up around the facilitator with a piece of wool. The client is asked what
was going on for her while the boundary was being set up.
11. Client’s response: “It is intimidating. Your space is bigger than mine.”
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12. As facilitator, the client is asked if she wants to change her boundary. The client responds by
enlarging her boundary to give herself more space.
13. The facilitator moves forward about 18 inches (1/2 metre) and rearranges her boundary to
bring it forward.
14. Client’s response to that movement: “I feel more connected to you now. I’m in a safe
presence.”
15. As facilitator, it was noted that the client is familiar with having her mother energetically
close because she is comfortable with the facilitator’s forward movement. The client will
likely feel okay at first as the facilitator moves forward.
16. The facilitator moves forward about ½ metre (18 inches) again and rearranges the wool
boundary.
17. Client’s response: “My chest is tight. My throat is tight. I can’t say anything.”
18. As facilitator, it is noted that the client cannot speak or tell me to move back. The client is
asked to breathe in deeply, to breathe through her discomfort. She likely has an emotional
holding pattern at the throat and in her chest. The client is asked if she can stay with the
discomfort for a few more minutes and she responded, “Yes.”
19. The facilitator moves forward about ½ metre (18 inches) to the point just in front of the
client’s boundary without crossing it.
20. Client’s response: “I’m choking at the neck.” Her hands have moved up to her neck. Again,
the client is asked to breathe. She is asked to breathe through the discomfort.
21. As facilitator, the client is asked if she can continue for a few more minutes so that she will
have a strong understanding of the emotional holding patterns of her body when she is in
relationship with others.
22. The facilitator moves forward slightly, and the facilitator’s boundary just crosses over the
wool boundary of the client.
23. Client’s response: The client’s emotions begin to rise. She says, “I can’t say what I need to
say. I am totally freezing up and can’t say it.”
24. The facilitator registers the client’s level of discomfort, deciding the client is okay with the
emotion that is rising since she actually is speaking, and decides to continue without moving
back. The facilitator encourages the client to find her voice to ask the facilitator to move
back. The client is reminded to breathe.
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25. Client’s response: The client stumbled over her words several times trying to tell the
facilitator to move back. She has recognized the emotional holding pattern and worked her
way through the blockage. She understands that going silent and not saying what she needs
to say is an emotional response pattern.
26. The facilitator moves back about 2/3 metre (2 feet) when asked. The client’s body registers
the capacity to ask for and elicit a positive response when needed. The boundary activity is a
catalyst for the childhood emotional holding patterns to begin to shift to more mature adult
emotional strategies.
27. Client’s response: The client’s breathing suddenly comes easier. The client creates space
within her body for change to occur.
28. The facilitator moves back once again, and the client suddenly inhales deeply.
29. The facilitator moves back once again, and the client indicates she feels better. This
indicates the client’s energetic sweet spot or best distance from others, which is about 7-8
feet (just over 2 metres) away.
30. As the facilitator moves back again to about 3 metres (10 feet) from the client, the client
suddenly says, “That feels too far away.” The abandonment is being felt again.
31. The facilitator mentions to the client that her best distance from others was just over 2
metres (perhaps 7-8 feet), when she felt comfortable and could breathe easily. It was the
comfortable distance that did not raise feelings of abandonment or inundation.
32. The facilitator picks up her wool boundary. The client could breathe a little easier than when
the facilitator first set up her boundary at the beginning.
33. The client is asked to pick up her boundary. The client said, “I feel small.” She was asked
what age she felt. The client responded, “Age 6 or 7. I know there is a world out there – I’m
curious about the unknown.”
34. The facilitator discusses the early relationship with mother when the child either feels that
she gets too much of mother energetically (inundation) or not enough of mother
energetically (abandonment). The client demonstrated both abandonment and inundation in
the boundary activity. Abandonment wants to draw the other in closer, but under heightened
stress, abandonment responds with higher inundation and wants to push back from the other
or push the other away. The client was told about high abandonment and high inundation
and how most people drift back and forth between abandonment and inundation with a push
and pull tendency in relationship with others. The person wants the other to come closer and
then feels the old feelings of overwhelm and wants to push the other away. The client was
told that someone who drifts back and forth tends to go on as if everything is okay, until
relationship difficulties show up. The client exclaims, “That’s me. I go on all the time like
everything is okay, even when it is not okay.”
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35. The facilitator discusses self-care with the client. How she needs to take care of herself first,
before taking care of anyone else. There was a discussion of what self-care tools can go into
her self-care toolbox to use as emotional responses when life gets stressful or she is
emotionally triggered, to keep from energetically getting tense at her chest, freezing up,
being unable to breathe or speak, and going silent as she did in the boundary activity. She
was encouraged to make conscious mindful breathing another self-soothing technique.
36. The client was asked to recognize her emotional holding patterns in her body, and she
pointed out “her jaw, her throat, and her chest.” She revealed that she grinds her teeth with
her jaw and her gums are receding. She felt like she was choking when she was too close to
her mother when she was young. The client spoke of her mother’s sadness, and this brought
tightness in her chest and the area of her heart.
37. The facilitator pointed out that when the client’s chest is tight and contacted, she is not able
to take in her life force energy. Her breathing tends to be shallow or she holds her breath.
The client was encouraged to continually envision her healthy porous energy boundary in all
of her relationships.
38. The client demonstrated that she is very energetically in touch with her body and she was
easily able to go inside to feel her emotions. She was aware that she was shallow breathing.
39. The energy of the boundary activity is released.

Boundary activity: CF007
1. The client and facilitator are sitting on large pillows on the floor about 3 metres (10 feet)
apart, facing one another. The client is told that this exercise will intentionally elicit a
response from her. It will push her buttons and trigger her emotional responses. She mentions
she is okay with that.
2. The client is asked to take the ball of wool and set up a boundary around herself. The client
sets up a boundary and she is immediately dissatisfied with it. “I feel guilty even putting up a
boundary. I don’t like having a boundary. I am frustrated in a boundary. I need to re-form it. I
need to readjust it.”
3. Facilitator’s note: The client is precise in setting up the boundary.
4. Client’s action: The client moves the boundary out larger. She has tightness in her shoulders.
She feels like she has the weight of the world on her shoulders. She has a nervous stomach.
“I feel frozen – stuck.” Her ears begin to ring – when she was a little girl, she had horrible
earaches.
5. Facilitator’s note: The client’s body holding patterns are being revealed at her shoulders, her
stomach, at the band of the head used for communication, including the ears.
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6. A boundary is set up around the facilitator with a piece of wool. The client is asked what was
going on for her while the facilitator’s boundary was being set up.
7. The client notices that there are no openings in the facilitator’s boundary, and it flowed easily
as the facilitator created it. She noticed there are some loops – imperfections. She liked the
easy flow.
8. Client’s added comment: “My ears are aching less.” “It hit me in the kidney – I have issues
with kidney infections. I also feel it at my shoulders – they dropped away from my ears. I
feel a sore throat and I feel congested.” The client is asked to breathe through her discomfort.
9. The facilitator shifts forward toward the client about ½ metre (18 inches) and the facilitator’s
boundary is shifted forward and rearranged once again. When asked how that is for her, the
client instantly gasps. “I feel very emotional and my throat is sore.”
10. The client is asked to breathe deeply into the emotion she is feeling in her body.
11. Facilitator’s note: What is it that the client needs to say?
12. Again, the facilitator shifts forward toward the client about ½ metre (18 inches) and brings
the boundary forward and rearranges it.
13. When asked how that is for her, the client mentions, “That is too close. I am feeling anxiety. I
can’t trust you.”
14. Client’s sudden added comments: “My birth was too quick and easy. My mother was stressed
and not supported. Dad is an alcoholic. Mom was close to Dad’s mom. Mom was bullied by
Dad’s family. Dad is 7 years older than Mom. She was 19 when they married, and Dad was
25 years old. Right now, I am a confidante for Mom. I am my mother’s protector.”
15. Facilitator’s note: The client is in agency with her mother. The client unconsciously
sacrificed her own needs while in the womb, for survival and out of unconscious love and
loyalty to her mother and her greater family system, to care for the emotional needs of her
mother. She is in agency protecting Mom and this is energy deadening for the client. This is
what keeps the client feeling stuck. It is especially detrimental to the wellbeing of the client
over the long term. Her adrenal system is continually on high alert and it is fatigued.
16. The facilitator moves forward once again, crossing the facilitator’s boundary (the wool) over
the line of the client’s boundary. The client comments, “I am alone.”
17. The client is asked if it is okay to continue the activity and she responds, “Yes”.
18. As facilitator, the client is pushed emotionally one more time. The facilitator’s feet cross just
over into the circle of the client’s boundary, illustrating what it feels like when she lets
people cross her boundary unchecked. The client wants to back away. She has anxiety. She
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has sweaty palms. The client is given time to acknowledge this energetic response. The client
is asked to breathe through her discomfort.
19. This response is a heightened collapse response. The facilitator moves back quickly about 2/3
metre (2 feet) outside the client’s boundary. The client immediately takes in a deep breath.
20. The facilitator moves back once again. The tension and anxiety in the client’s body
noticeably begins to ease.
21. The facilitator moves back to the position where the boundary activity started. The client is
breathing easy.
22. The facilitator picks up the boundary around herself and asks the client how this is for her.
The client has an immediate tight jaw and sore throat. The prospect of the facilitator having
no boundary is a problem. The client is asked to breathe through her discomfort.
23. There is a discussion of abandonment and inundation with the client and give and take in
relationships. There is a discussion of how these energy patterns develop early in the womb
with mother when the client unconsciously sacrificed her own wellbeing to protect her
mother, and also in early childhood with mother, which reversed the natural flow of energy
and love in the family system. The client reveals higher inundation, too much of mother
energetically (from the early entanglement attempting to carry mother’s emotional burdens),
and she carries on as if everything is okay, when it is not.
24. There is a discussion of self-care with the client. In connection with her new healthy energy
boundary, which she called an island around her, the client was asked what the sign at the
edge of the island said to the outside world. The sign facing outward to others from the edge
of the boundary was “I’m Available.” It was pointed out to her that this phrase was a
problem, showing that she had no healthy porous boundary. This was a huge realization for
the client that a big shift was needed. To stop being so available to everyone without taking
care of herself first. She suddenly experienced her kidneys firing up and her pelvic area was
uncomfortable. Her legs felt uncomfortable. All this happens when she ignores her own
wellbeing, living in agency with others.
25. The facilitator asks the client: “What is it she needs to do for herself to take care of herself
first?” What tools are in her toolkit for self-care?
26. Client’s response: “I love reading. I love doing artistic things – it has been stifled lately. I
feel that I’m like a show home – not really showing who I am.” The client was encouraged to
make conscious mindful deep breathing one of these self-soothing techniques when she
needs a moment to herself.
27. The client was asked to pick up her boundary and she mentioned that it didn’t feel good
without it. The client was encouraged to continually envision her healthy porous energy
boundary in all of her relationships. The energy of the boundary activity is released.
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Appendix W: Major Theme Development from PPCI Client Interview
Themes developed during analysis:
•

Current intention/issue/symptom/condition/behaviour: The intention provides focus
and grounds the emotional systemic healing work to the present and down to Earth

•

Connection:
o Connection with deep inner self
o Connection and relationship with mother
o Connection and relationship with father
o Connection with family of origin
o Connection with greater family system
o Connection to long lines of women
o Connection to long lines of men
o Connection with community
o Connection with natural world

•

Sense of place, role, belonging, and how one fits within the family system

•

Family expectations: Carries relationship to work and productivity

•

Development of healthy boundaries

•

Give and take in relationships

•

Flow of love in family system

•

Responding to relationship challenges and separation

•

Body focused systemic healing

•

Action steps
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In the series of tables below, the major themes from the client interview are shown in
bold and they are followed by exact quotes spoken by the interviewee pertaining to that theme.
Each theme creates a trail of systemic healing for the client.
Interviewee’s Major Intention themes:
Relationship concerns, Marital separation
Unemployment
Being Seen:
I feel like my parents didn’t see me as a child. I feel like my mother doesn’t see me now.
Mother themes:
For my whole life I’ve been trying to reach my mother and I feel some hope that it can be
different.
It is hard to believe that I signed up to carry the emotional burdens of my mother, but I know I
did, and I know it doesn’t belong to me. I can give up that burden if I choose to do that.
I have more compassion and empathy for my mother and for myself going through difficult
times.
I am more understanding and less judgmental that my mother did the best she could.
Accepting that I will probably never have the relationship that I envision with my mother, and
that I can take responsibility for changing how I interact with her to create a new relationship.
It is a choice for me to interact differently and more compassionately with my mother.
Give and Take themes:
From the time I was in the womb, I didn’t learn to take from my mother, instead I always gave
to her.
It feels uneasy, uncomfortable, and awkward to take from others.
I am worthy of taking from others.
Connection themes:
There is disconnection on both sides of my family; and it is linked to my feelings of
disconnection. I want connection to my parents, immediate family, and other generations.
I feel disconnected from my body and body awareness. I’m impatient to connect with centre.
Connection of my head to my heart.
Connection to another realm – a spiritual realm.
Boundary themes:
My boundary was small and easily threatened. When people get too close to my boundary, I
want them to move back.
I am working to create healthy distance and boundaries with my mother.
I need to develop healthy boundaries with my mother, my former partner, my siblings, and my
father. I am Daddy’s girl, I lean on him, I need to stop placing burdens on him.
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Line of Women themes:
Understanding the importance of maternal support for a woman.
Feeling all these women behind me is empowering.
I carried emotional burdens for my mother, she carried it for her mother, and my grandmother
carried it for her mother. There were many generations of women in my family who did not
receive enough nurturing from their mothers.
It was good to face my mother, to pass her emotional burdens that I have been carrying for her
back to her, feeling free and feeling supported by the generations of women behind me.
Relationship and belonging to the family system themes:
My deepest inner fear is I am worthless without a job. I don’t have a purpose. The realization
that this comes out of the family system – being productive, holding a certain station in life,
doing what you are told to do, doing what you have to do to survive, not necessarily what I
enjoy doing.
There is a role I play in my family dynamic and I have a choice how I behave in that dynamic.
It is part of my identity in the family system to be productive.
I am accepted when I am productive and have a job.
This fear of not being productive and perfection comes from somewhere. I don’t consciously
choose to be like this.
Deep Inner Self themes:
I know what centre is now. Focus on self-care is new.
I want to focus on doing things I enjoy.
It’s okay to ask for help. It’s okay for me to ask for things.
Staying with myself is part of not abandoning myself or betraying myself.
Work and Productivity themes:
Not having a job feels like it is about abandonment by the system. I have abandoned myself.
I have a new job offer that is encouraging me to be in a caregiver role, a nurturing role, a new
role for me. I’m open to possibilities in the health care area.
Relationship Separation themes:
I realize that we were mirroring wounds of abandonment and inundation back and forth in a
pattern. My partner relationship mirrored the relationship each of us have with our mother.
For many years I was in agency with my partner. It was all about her business and making sure
it was up and running and I lost myself. What do I do after having that distraction for so long?
It’s not going to work if only one person in a relationship wants to shift their way of being.
Taking responsibility, stop blaming, we are both responsible for what we created.
Body Focused Systemic Healing themes:
To be healed you have to envision a whole greater field. The family system…we have lived so
heavily in a sense of society of individualism that we struggle with this idea that our wellbeing
is going to be connected with our parents or grandparents, or an aunt or uncle that died too
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young or something, and that we can pass it to our children…or nieces or nephews in my case.
If I don’t have children, would I not pass it on?
I have a really hard time thinking that if I just do it for myself it’s enough.
My responsibility is to heal for the people in the system.
I understand what being in agency is now.
My healing begins with my relationship and connection with my mother.
If I am going to move through my healing, I have to heal things with my mother.
Healing for me is not just in my talking and in my head, there’s got to be an intuitive - body
connection there.
I need to get out of my head and go to a body focus, somatic work, body work. It is hard to
trust what I am feeling in my body and I know there is powerful truth in the feeling.
A lot of this stuff has reached me on a deep unconscious level…it’s slowly kind of
surfacing…I’m beginning to understand…like a slow release.
Getting into my body would help me with my heart.
Greater Family System and Family of Origin themes:
(What is the ripple or Butterfly Effect of Systemic Healing? (Lorenz, 1993)
War impacted my family system. A bunch of my ancestors were born and then they went off
to war. There was the depression. It was hard times. That disconnection - that gap in the family
was there and I am carrying something for that gap.
Large family size impacts family relationships.
I have learned that how I react comes out of my family system, what I learned in order to
survive.
I am actually thinking about the greater family system.
Knowing that the whole system could change if I change.
The relationship with my mother is shifting. The relationship with my sister is shifting.
The relationship of my brother and sister is shifting.
Relationships with the women of my family are shifting.
Action Step themes:
I need to take responsibility. I need to work on many things: to be more kind, less judgmental,
more patient, and show more love to my mother.
Openness to new possibilities.
Create healthy boundaries.
Stop being in agency with others.
Interviewee’s Thoughts about the Session themes:
The whole session was about my mom and I. I came away with tools to see her differently.
There is something very powerful about being in the room with you and going through talking
about this stuff and getting into the body and thinking about it from a different … you know,
getting into that unconscious piece.
The power of the sessions is in the unconscious work and the body work right, and laying
things out, and the visual-ness of it, and the tactile-ness of it, and moving it around, you
know… it is a really great way to connect with the unconscious.
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Appendix X: Detailed Descriptions of 50 Steppingstones
Each section of the table below is one of 50 steppingstones within an inner peacebuilding
journey, and each one can be an opportunity for learning and teaching, perhaps as a selfdevelopment and growth transformational course topic.
Steppingstones for the Systemic Healing of Transgenerational Trauma
Seeking inner peace: A helping professional seeking inner peace is the child of two biological
parents, usually, but not always, representing two family systems. The helping professional or
those one seeks to help face life challenges which are often repetitive, chronic, intractable,
persistent, and/or difficult to describe or shift on one’s own. The challenges may have
transgenerational origins, with the helping professional unconsciously blind to them or
unconsciously loyal to the family system. One may feel stuck in life or disconnected from
others, sense something in life is amiss, feel out of balance, or feel one’s life is not one’s own.
Identifying woundedness: Recognizing one’s own woundedness is essential for systemic
healing. It is often easier to identify woundedness in others and this is exemplified when one
chooses a life path, career, or profession that serves or helps others. The harder work is
discerning and acknowledging one’s own woundedness, and the transgenerational nature of it,
and then taking responsibility for one’s own wellbeing rather than avoiding it or turning it over
to others with an expectation for a quick fix.
Taking responsibility: With systemic healing, one’s healing process cannot be passed off to
others for a quick fix. Rather, one needs to remain integrally involved, realizing that adults
living today are responsible for working through the unresolved wounds that have been passed
down through family systems, perhaps as feelings of guilt, shame, rage, grief, or sorrow, to
stop the transmission passing to children, grandchildren, and future generations.
Transgenerational challenges are part of the human experience and inherently an aspect of the
human condition. Autonomy is important and a person is empowered when taking
responsibility for one’s own life and decisions. There are many who consciously or
unconsciously choose to continue living with the consequences of carrying unresolved
transgenerational trauma, avoiding responsibility and passing it down to their descendants.
One is responsible for one’s unconscious actions and behaviours, as difficult as that may seem,
which often have transgenerational origins.
Willingness: The helping professional wanting to shift something in one’s life, requires
openness and willingness to embrace transformation and change. Many people have nervous
systems wired to love the status quo, a survival mechanism, creating powerful resistance to
change. Gathering courage, a person steps into the unknown, the chaos, or the discomfort to
work through inner fears and problematic belief systems, even for a short period of time.
Peaceful possibilities arise through newfound insight, a different perspective, or a fresh inner
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image. Through willingness, awareness, and breath work, space can be created within the
helping professional for something new and different to emerge.
Taking the risk: Garnering courage, the decision is made to engage with a transgenerational,
systemic, ancestral, emotional, and body focused practice. The decision is made to step out of
one’s daily life activities into the transformative liminal workspace of the practitioner, open to
some new transformative experience, without knowing what that might look like. The greatest
risk is innately knowing that once the intention for transformation is set in motion, there is no
going back.
Reaching out and asking for help: Depending on the nature of the issue(s), the helping
professional may or may not consult friends, family members, intimate partners, colleagues,
coworkers, acquaintances, or helping practitioners for advice or assistance. Helpers or givers
often struggle to ask for help. The helper decides they have lived with an issue long enough
and finally decides that something about their life needs to change. They may discover that
conversation and/or talk therapy feels helpful to a degree; however, over time, the issue(s)
persist.
Energetic connection: The helping professional sets an intention for change and the collective
energy field, which surrounds and flows through all of humanity and the natural world, is set
in motion. Through the action of reaching out, the helping professional is guided to a
practitioner. It is most beneficial when the practitioner has the capacity to hold safe space for
the person’s deep emotional healing work to occur, without having the practitioner’s own
unconscious agendas or blind spots interfere. An emotionally mature practitioner does not seek
their own unconscious healing through their relationship with the client. That is an old
ineffective model that needs to shift (the wounded healer or helper), when the helper avoids
looking at their own issues. Through the greater collective energetic field, a systemic
constellation is set in motion and energetic interaction intensifies.
The helper as witness: The body focused helping professional or practitioner provides a
valuable role as witness to the systemic healing work of any other helping professional or
traumatized other and their family system. The importance of bearing witness cannot be
overemphasized. Working through life challenges on one’s own tends to take a person only so
far, since a body focus on the challenging embodied mind is needed rather than a rational
focus on one’s intention. Engaging with an emotionally healthy witness, perhaps a helping
professional who has worked through their own woundedness, trauma, and transgenerational
trauma, can set up a safe transformational liminal space and safe container for transformative
emotional healing work to occur. The helping professional requires the capacity and emotional
maturity to receive what is shared regardless of how emotionally difficult or troubling it might
be. An emotionally mature helping professional can act as a witness and guide to move
emotional systemic healing work forward exponentially. The helping professional is aware
that their own emotional wellbeing long term is reliant on having a healthy energy boundary
with the current life or transgenerational trauma of those who are traumatized.
Creating the safe container: The helping professional interacts with the greater field to hold
a safe space for a person’s transgenerational and systemic healing work to occur. The
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practitioner lets go of any particular outcome or agenda. The practitioner energetically obtains
embodied permission from the collective field to delve into the greater family system. The
practitioner connects with their own healthy energy boundaries to avoid taking on or absorbing
what is presented by a person’s family and ancestral systems. The practitioner asks their own
greater ancestral system for support and invites in the ancestral field of those who want to
work through their transgenerational trauma.
Honour the journey: When people come to the realization that they are experiencing negative
repeating patterns of unwellness in their lives, they begin to wonder “why me?” and wonder
what they can do about them. The more important question is “why not me?” The helping
professional steps into the journey of systemic healing and it is essential for both the
individual and the practitioner to remember and honour the amazing journey that brought them
to where they are today. A lack of inner peace or unwellness, challenges, and helpful resources
develop within many generations of ancestral family systems, and it all needs to be
acknowledged. Honour that each person did the best that they could with the emotional
resources they had passed down through their family system.
Communion rather than communication: Communication tends to focus on meeting one’s
own needs and agendas, whereas, communion shifts the focus from oneself to an emphasis on
relationship, without attempting to change the other. As a helping professional one is
encouraged to be a good listener, really listening with patience, without thinking of responses
or retorts while the other person speaks, without using dialogue to change the other person, or
being caught up in the habit of interrupting or attempting to complete the other person’s
sentences. Through practise, or in everyday conversation, listen well for the language of the
embodied mind, listen with one’s whole body, which is interspersed with the rational story
created by the conscious mind to create and explain one’s reality. Protracted recitations about
trauma need to be interrupted, encouraging the person to pause and deeply breathe in space for
each big piece of traumatizing information to be brought into the light, to allow space for it to
be held consciously within, to be present to feel the energetic discomfort in the body, to
integrate.
Taking a stand: Each helping professional seeking transformation needs to take a stand,
stepping strongly into their systemic healing journey, wanting to stop the transmission of
transgenerational trauma to the next and future generations of family or community, and
helping others do the same. The task may initially seem daunting. Ending the emotional
patterns and strategies that one learned as a baby, child, adolescent, or adult, which may no
longer serve oneself or one’s family system well, means engaging in a challenging lifelong
systemic healing journey.
Clarifying the intention: A person’s intention needs to be identified and clarified, and it can
be used to identify a person’s inner fears later. The person briefly identifies their challenges,
what is holding them back, why they are feeling unwell, what is out of balance, or why they
feel stuck in life. The underlying theme of the person’s intention, whether it is related to
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, psychological, or financial issues, tends to involve
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shifting unhealthy relationships, with oneself or others, into healthy connected relationships. If
the person woke up tomorrow and their world was brighter, what would have changed?
A proactive approach: One can choose to be a proactive helping professional in the wellness
business, or a practitioner in the reactive unwellness business. For the most part, many
humanitarian peacebuilding institutions, as well as, medical and psychological institutions,
function today as reactive unwellness businesses, where the entry point is unwellness, where
building peace in the world is often a reactive afterthought, and human concerns or conflict are
pathologized, with some people considered normal and others not. The status quo is an old
reactive institutional approach that served society when there was little emphasis on deep selfreflection and little knowledge of what to do about current life trauma or transgenerational
trauma, and proactive wholistic wellness approaches were not yet well developed or
understood. It would be beneficial to most human beings to live within a proactive wellness
model, one that does not resort to medicating en masse or leaving one to self-medicate with
prescription drugs or other addictive behaviours to escape the discomfort felt inside. A
proactive approach requires an inward turn with a systemic focus.
A systemic focus: The helping professional needs to shift from an individualistic mindset to a
systemic and wholistic worldview, developing the willingness to view life’s issues and
challenges through the lens of the big picture, the whole body, the whole family, the whole
community, and the whole of humanity and the natural world embracing radical inclusion.
Unwellness does not occur in isolation, and it is not personal. Unwellness manifests within
greater systems. Exploring all interconnected systems internally and externally brings about
systemic healing. Energetically, the wellbeing, wholeness, and balance of the greater system
seems to take priority over the needs or desires of the individual, which is inevitably
controversial within individualistic societies. Phenomenologically, the big picture reveals that
the moral structure of the greater system takes precedence over the moral structures developed
by human beings, often appearing amoral and problematic by human standards and constructs.
The contemporary medical and psychological focus on the individual is not adequate to
address complex and rapidly shifting symptoms, conditions, and behaviours today. These
challenges demand broad systemic solutions, working through any transgenerational trauma
entanglement that limits wholeness.
An ancestral focus: One has a powerful energetic connection to one’s ancestral family
system, even if it is held unconsciously in the body or rejected outright. One’s wellbeing is
tightly interconnected with the wellbeing of the ancestral system. Contemporary life
challenges may seem personal, isolated, unique, or unfair; however, they tend to be
understandable within a systemic ancestral focus. Ancestral transgenerational trauma often
lingers in family systems like an unwelcome guest, overstaying its welcome. The journey
toward systemic healing, wellbeing, and resolution begins with the conscious recognition that
issues that create struggle today may originate in the lives of ancestral or energetic family
members. This trauma is held within the ancestral field waiting to be emotionally processed by
the living. Descendants rarely have any conscious idea of this stealthy emotional inheritance.
Descendants are left in the dark, mistakenly believing that the transgenerational trauma they
carry for their parents or ancestors is part of their own current life, fate, or destiny. They
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accept this reality as a given. They are left with fears, beliefs, thoughts, and behaviours that
have no connection to their current life experiences, yet deeply impacting their lives. With
family history research and DNA testing so popular today, human beings seem to inherently
know their wellbeing is somehow connected to the past, to a greater system beyond
themselves and to the ancestors that came before them, although they may rationally reject the
notion.
A body focus: Accessing tacit, pathic, and embodied knowledge involves understanding the
meaning of heightened emotion when it occurs in the body and being aware of how and where
the emotion can be felt in the body. A body focus links the overt concerns of the material
world to the realm of the unseen, the silenced, the suppressed, the buried, and the mysteries of
the embodied mind. To be effective, it requires a softening of the heart and an opening to
vulnerability. To feel nothing or numbness is a heighted emotional response of avoidance. It is
essential to be aware of breathing patterns, such as shallow breathing or holding one’s breath
when under duress, and to identify other emotional holding patterns of one’s body. Systemic
healing involves ending a pattern of emotional suppression, whether it is conscious or
unconscious, working through any embodied grief, shame, guilt, anger, sorrow, rage,
resentment, or any other heavy emotion. Once the embodied knowledge is accessed, one can
transform, shift, or change the way transgenerational trauma is held in the body. The person
needs to feel or experience what is flowing down through the family system, to sit with it; to
breathe through it; to make space for this discomfort to be felt, seen, and heard; to imagine it;
to develop compassion with empathy for it; and to work through it emotionally at the level of
the body. New neuronal pathways in the brain will need to be created where old habitual, wellworn neuronal pathways are present, no longer serving one’s highest good or potential.
Acknowledgement: Systemic healing requires a willingness to look at the present and the
past, to look back to acknowledge and be mindful to what is or was in the family system or the
community without blame or judgment. Looking back without blame and judgment still holds
a person responsible for their decisions and their actions, both conscious and unconscious.
Looking back without blame and judgment does not mean forgetting.
Honouring and respect: The helping professional engaged in systemic healing is respectful
of each fate and every journey that confronts them, including their own, since it all matters.
Each person comes with family and ancestors that have impacted their journey in many
profound ways. Letting go of blame and judgment, one is able to develop compassion and
honour the whole journey. Each one did the best they could do for their family system given
the emotional strategies and patterns that passed down in the family system to them. In
honouring one’s ancestors, one also honours oneself. Systemic wellbeing, equanimity,
wholeness, and balance are found when one honours and energetically feels the support of
parents and ancestors.
Agreement: Agreement is related to acknowledgement and honour and respect, and it
involves developing the capacity to bow down with humility to all that came before in one’s
ancestral family system. One owes one’s life to the survival of one’s ancestors. One owes
one’s life to one’s parents. Many people did not survive the trauma of the past. Systemic
healing involves agreeing to what is present in one’s life and what was in one’s family system
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and community, including the joys, challenges, traumas, and tragedies of one’s parents and
ancestors, making peace with it. One needs to agree to the past, saying YES to life as it was
offered, and release oneself from the rational story that was created around current life or
transgenerational trauma events, situations, and people. This step is important for moving
forward. Often highly challenging in systemic healing is agreeing to one’s parents, that they
were the perfect parents to set up the life skills one wanted to acquire and the life journey one
wanted to experience. While the past cannot be changed, in looking back one can learn from
the challenges of the past to develop the present and influence the future. Once one agrees to
life as it is and was by stepping out of victimhood, then transformation is possible.
Carrying one’s own fate: One stands stronger when carrying one’s own fate in life and one’s
own emotional burdens, which involves saying YES to life as it was offered. It means releasing
oneself from any unhealthy entanglement with one’s parents and ancestral family system or
community, with the living and the dead, and letting go of blind love and loyalty. It means
letting go of blame and judgment or expectations of others. Agreement to what was and what
is in the family system or community can be greatly challenging; however, through living fully
present and mindful, living one’s own fate, it tends to lead to greater inner peace.
Belonging and inclusion: Exclusion is energetically unacceptable. A remedy is needed for
systemic healing to occur. Systemic healing embraces radical inclusion, making space for
everyone and everything regardless of what was done or not done; past, present, and future;
victims and perpetrators; the dehumanized; heavy low vibrational emotions; troublesome
situations; important energetic relationships that share trauma rather than DNA or blood;
struggle; health challenges; symptoms and conditions; behavioural issues; and relationship
challenges. Embracing radical inclusion means allowing space for all worldviews regardless of
how challenging they may be. It means the healthy re-humanization of the problematic other.
Radical inclusion goes beyond tolerance of the other to a position of respecting the right of the
other to co-exist alongside oneself in the world. The whole context belongs regardless of how
troubling that may be. Everything that seems troublesome in life can be transmuted into an
opportunity to learn, self-develop, and grow.
Breaking the silence: Systemic healing breaks the silence by offering to bring what or who
has been silenced, excluded, marginalized, missing, forgotten, denigrated, caste out, or
excommunicated out of the darkness and into the light for examination and reflection. This
tends to include the most secretive, difficult, traumatized, shame-filled, guilt-ridden, taboo, or
perhaps, embarrassing pieces of the ancestral puzzle. With all the pieces gathered, the silence
is broken, there is context, and potential for a more integrated whole.
Interconnection: Relationship is central to systemic healing. Openness to connection to
oneself, family, and the ancestral realm is vital to human wellbeing, balance, and wholeness.
Being able to give in a healthy way and also to receive in a healthy way is essential to
relationship wellbeing. Unhealthy relationship entanglement sustains unwellness. Family
members are interconnected through wellness and unwellness. One becomes unwell through
the relationships of one’s family system, with the living and the dead. One also finds
wellbeing through one’s family system. One’s family system is one’s source of life and one’s
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source of healing. A genosociogram can be utilised to understand the emotional patterning that
is travelling down one’s family system, the interconnection between generations, and the
potential sources, causes, or original traumas that created any unhealthy emotional patterns.
Many issues, concerns, symptoms, and challenges experienced today are energetically
interconnected with one another, so working through one issue may shift or trigger another.
Revitalizing connection: Connection of embodied mind, heart, spirit, family, and one’s
ancestral past is foundational for the transformation and systemic healing of transgenerational
trauma. Systemic healing involves interconnection within a much greater whole. One needs to
connect energetically to parents, family of origin, and greater family systems, even if the task
feels daunting at first. One can connect with one’s deeper ancestral past and find awareness,
resources and support by aligning with all the long lines of men and women who did the best
they could do for the survival of their families. At the very least, one connects with
compassion and empathy to the emotional journey of each parent and ancestor. Connection
can be thought of as healthy relationships with the living and the dead, energetically,
epigenetically, and emotionally, if not always in the physical world.
Creating healthy relationships: Healthy relationships need to replace unhealthy entangled
relationships. Develop these healthy relationships by initially getting to know one’s ancestral
family history. Bear witness to one’s familial and ancestral past without blame or judgment,
since this past is remembered within the cells of one’s body. Consciously agree to one’s
familial and ancestral past and all the energetic, epigenetic, and emotional patterning that has
travelled down from one generation to the next, sometimes skipping one or more generations.
Healthy relationships can be embodied through participation in the creation of genosociograms
and systemic constellations, or through ritual and candle lighting.
Entanglement: Identify any burden or entanglement one carries transgenerationally for the
greater family system. The entanglement may be with missing persons or traumatizing events.
Engage in ritual and ceremony to connect at a deeper body level with the entanglement, to the
people and situations involved, to initiate and create space for transformation. Intentionally let
yourself feel the weight of the burden one carries within one’s body, a burden belonging to
others, by carrying a heavy physical object during ritual. Just as in life, the longer one carries
this weight or burden the heavier it feels, and the greater the symptoms, conditions, and
behaviours that manifest in one’s life. Engage with the emotions attached to the burden you
carry. Be particularly attentive to any emotional burden carried for one’s mother, perhaps
since one’s time in the womb or any other earlier time in life. The burden can only be released
back to the rightful owner (mother or others), when that person is seen and felt to be strong
enough to carry their own burdens and fate in life, regardless of how difficult that might feel.
Work through any feelings of guilt or betrayal one may feel in releasing this burden. It is
arrogant to feel stronger emotionally or energetically bigger or superior to the ones who came
before in the family system; however, that is how many people feel. This burden can only be
successfully released with compassion and respect for the journey of the other, feeling
energetically like the small one, the child of the family system. Feel and breathe this difference
into the body with the releasing of the burden. Once a burden is released or an entanglement
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severed, use one’s imagination to envision what can move into that newly created space in the
body that will be more life giving.
Unconscious embodied mind: Awareness of the mind is important, both the conscious mind
and the unconscious mind, especially the greater power of the unconscious mind to influence,
drive, and motivate daily life. The mind is embodied, relational, and energetic, and it is not
synonymous with the brain, although the two are integrally interconnected through the body’s
nervous system and vagus nerve. Understanding the evolutionary development of the human
brain is important for understanding human brain neuroplasticity and the capacity to change
brain pathways until the time of physical death. Ritual shifts the focus from the conscious
mind to the unconscious mind, shifting away from the rational narrative (left brain) and
embracing imagination and curiosity (right brain). Within the embodied mind, all experience is
remembered, and ancient wisdom is stored. The embodied mind holds within it the capacity to
heal, and through breath work, connects to all that is emotionally suppressed.
Ways of Knowing: How one knows is different for each person. Each person has a different
way of filtering and storing information gathered from the external world. Each person
accesses and processes the information stored in their embodied mind in a different way. How
one gathers and knows transgenerational information is significant for systemic healing. For
each person, what is unconscious shifts to consciousness in a different way and at a different
speed. The integration of information into knowledge also occurs in a contextual way.
Knowing occurs in many ways such as rational, tacit, embodied, not-yet-embodied, pathic,
claircognizant, clairsentient, clairaudient, or the product of dreams. These ways of knowing
bring one information in various ways, letting one know that something about life is amiss,
that one is stuck in life, that one is on the wrong track in life, that one is missing something in
life, that one does not feel like oneself, or alternatively, that one feels on the right track in life.
The challenge is understanding how one knows and how to intentionally access that which is
unknown. One needs to learn to trust the inner messages one receives via the language of the
body and intuition. Body focused practices, boundary practices, and mindfulness practices
assist one in connecting to pathic and tacit knowledge in a strong way.
Deepest inner fears: Discover the deep inner fears carried transgenerationally for one’s
parents and ancestors that unconsciously rule one’s life. Fears are held within the cells of the
body, transmitted epigenetically, socially, religiously, and culturally from generation to
generation. Fears can be expressed in many different ways such as: I am nothing. I am not
loved. I am alone. I am unwanted. I am unlovable. I do not exist. I am helpless. I am a failure.
I will hurt them. They will hurt me. They will betray me. They are watching. Whatever the
fears may be, recognize them through a body focused inner fear activity so their impact in
daily life can be lessened. Recognize where these inner fears originate transgenerationally
from within the past of one’s family system or society. Work through the fears of one’s
parents or ancestors, letting go of these entanglements to build greater capacity for resolving
differences and conflict.
Languaging: The mother tongue is the voice heard by the child developing in the womb, the
song of life, the language of birth, the language of ritual, and the language that the child is
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exposed to during the preverbal phases of early childhood development and trauma experience
(sometimes creating inner confusion or a sense of loss if the child is not raised in the region of
birth or with birth parents). Transgenerational transmissions may be attached to the symbollic
language of the womb, the mother’s language or the biological mother tongue, which is the
first language one hears or resonates with while in the womb. Each language has a vibrational
signature that is emotionally embodied within the developing fetus, long before verbal
language is developed. The mother tongue is the language of one’s biological parents and
ancestors, deeply involved in the development of worldview and identity through the ancestral
field, and a powerful resource used in ritual for systemic healing.
Transformational Language: During a transformational liminal session one is exposed to
systemic healing vocabulary which tends to be repetitious simple language that speaks directly
to the unconscious embodied mind. Phrases used are brief and to the point. For example,
“Dear Mom, I have suffered”, “Dear Mom, I am your child”, “Dear Mom, you are the big
one”, “Dear Mom, now I understand”, “Dear Mom, I leave it back with you”, or “Dear Mom, I
honour your love and your pain”. “Dear Dad, now I see you”. The language of ritual has a
positive bent because the unconscious mind seems to absorb positives more accurately than
negatives. For example, if the person wants to stop feeling invisible in life, the intention might
be stated as, “I want to feel visible” or “I want to be seen”, rather than stating, “I don’t want to
feel invisible anymore.” The former intention helps the unconscious mind absorb the desired
meaning. The person’s thoughts and interaction with their unconscious mind creates their
reality. With the latter intention, the unconscious mind might absorb, “I want to feel invisible”,
unable to process words such as no, not, never, or negative contractions with the same
meaning they have within a human being’s rational context.
Language of the body: The focus the past few centuries was the rational mind rather than the
unconscious embodied mind, to the detriment of human evolution. Many powerful
transgenerational skills were devalued, lost, or diminished. The language of the embodied
mind needs to be learned, just as one would learn any new language, since it has often been
ignored, stifled, or silenced most of one’s lifetime. As with any verbal language, without use,
the knowledge of the language fades from the rational mind. The language of the body may
not be immediately accessible in the moment; however, it still exists within the expansive
mystery of the unconscious mind. Much transgenerational trauma is stored in the body nonverbally, preverbally, fragmented, and symbollic. Systemic healing involves learning the
cellular language of the body, to recognize the value in tacit, pathic, and embodied knowledge,
and to learn to appropriately respond to the messages received from one’s body. The language
of the body is interpreted for working through transgenerational trauma that may be
preconceptual, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal. At occurrence, trauma can render one
speechless and re-traumatization can do the same. The left brain is associated with language
and it can shut down or dim during overly stressful and traumatizing situations. The right brain
tends to light up during traumatic events. Trauma can be stored attached to smells, sights,
sounds, feelings, emotions, people, and places. Trauma might be triggered by any number of
environmental stimuli.
The language of the body can be learned with a little hard work, openness, and with
some fun, creativity, and imagination. A helping professional is required to tune in to the
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body, one’s own and the bodies of those who are traumatized, to listen to the language of each
body, identifying the emotional holding patterns of each body, and grasping the messages of
each embodied mind. The messages may manifest as symptoms, conditions, or behaviours.
The body continually interacts with its environment and develops emotional response patterns
to what it feels and experiences. It is never too late to learn new ways of responding
emotionally. It is exciting to create space for transformation and change to occur and witness
the shifting of old well-worn patterns in the brain and the body. Systemic healing moves
forward by expanding worldview and mindset; through attention to synchronicities and
patterns; through awareness, mindfulness, and the development of presence; through
groundedness and connection with one’s body and its place in the world; and by learning the
emotional language of one’s embodied mind, awakening to all one’s sensory capacities: sight,
sound, taste, smell, touch, feeling, sensing, intuiting, connection to instinct and gut feelings,
and the feelings in one’s bones, hunches, inner visions, imagination, dreams, dance, artwork,
writing, and other experiences. The language of the body is idiosyncratic and contextual, and it
provides a path for a new inner image to emerge and be felt in the body.
Patterns: Meaningful patterns are everywhere, within human experience and the natural
world. Systemic healing requires one to hone one’s skills for seeing patterns, linkage, and
interconnection amidst chaos and drama. Emotional patterns can be recognized within one’s
own family system or community, manifesting in daily life, such as love, hate, fear, stoicism,
resilience, strength, resentment, anger, sorrow, grief, shame, guilt, embarrassment, addictive
behaviours, or chronic symptoms and conditions. When patterns are present from generation to
generation, even if they manifest in a slightly different way, transgenerational trauma might be
present. Seeing patterns is aided by advanced cultural, political, religious, historic, and
archetypal competence. One’s current life trauma can be understood in the context of greater
familial and ancestral patterns. Learn how current life trauma echoes, mimics, reflects, or
repeats something transgenerationally passed down from the ancestors. Recognize the pattern
of emotionally sensitive family members often carrying or experiencing the impact of
transgenerational trauma in a more pronounced way, since they are more likely to seek help to
address it. Find the patterns in meaningful family dates and anniversaries.
Relationship connection: Connection involves relationships. A person wants to create healthy
connections with self, family, community, and society, and with the natural world, where
unhealthy relationships currently exist. Connection is a natural human longing. A person seeks
connection because internally they feel overwhelming separation, aloneness, abandonment,
inner conflict, and/or emptiness, which may have origins in family trauma. One can find
wellness and inner peace through connection with one’s ancestral family system, lands,
language, traditions, and history if one’s current life has been especially traumatizing.
Expanding worldview: The way to expand worldview is with openness and exposure to other
perspectives, including the perspective of the problematic other. Shifting worldview can occur
by meeting a wide array of people; by studying other languages and cultures; through travel
outside one’s own community; by taking informal or formal courses or trainings; or by
gathering with or reading about people of different ethnicities, religious or spiritual practices,
cultures, political systems, or geographic regions of the world. Each worldview holds the truth
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for that person, and it may be extremely challenging to allow space for some worldviews,
especially those that run exceptionally counter to one’s own. What situations, events, or
greater systems created one’s worldview or the worldviews of others? What blind spots are
present? Expanding worldview requires deep connection to one’s inner world and developing
the capacity to look at another and see one’s own humanity through their eyes. With an
expanded worldview, one develops a spiral multidimensional and multiversal relationship of
past, present, and future as one whole, knowing that the seeds planted in the past create both
the present and future, and the seeds planted in the present can create a different future.
Ritual and ceremony: Body focused ritual and ceremony are requisite to transforming and
systemically healing embodied transgenerational trauma, and PPCI sessions integrated body
focused systemic constellations for exploration and ritual. Through ritual, the big picture can
be understood and felt, and the burdens and entanglements of transgenerational trauma can be
released. Deep body focused ritual and ceremony is helpful for mourning losses, including
children who die young, miscarriages, abortions, children given up to adoption or fostering,
parents who die young, loss of opportunity (ex. I didn’t get to meet you Grandma…), loss of
the dead in war and conflict, loss of homeland through immigration, loss of home, or loss of
employment and livelihood. Ritual has been part of human behaviour since the beginning of
time, serving a beneficial purpose for humanity. Ritual silences the rational mind and provides
connection to deeply felt emotions and feelings held in the body. The body is an instrument for
ritual healing. Ritual connects one to the collective consciousness and collective fields of
knowing. One is encouraged to engage in emotional systemic healing ritual with the living and
the dead, perhaps lighting candles or creating sacred space in another way to welcome in the
judged, missing, excluded, denied, dehumanised, reviled, forgotten, abused, despised,
condemned, marginalized, caste out, excommunicated, or otherwise harmed or hurt, and bring
them into the light and a safe healing space. Be present with ritual rather than blindly
following ritual. One engages experientially and phenomenologically with body focused ritual,
participating in every phase through presence, feelings, intuiting, sensing, emotional
connection, knowing, interpreting, experiencing, movement, body language, symbolism, and
breath work. Ritual is useful in the following ways, a list that is not all-inclusive:
• To find one’s place in the family system,
• To honour the journey of the living and the dead,
• To create connection,
• To find compassion for parents and ancestors,
• To feel the long lines of ancestors behind in support,
• To experience re-birthing,
• To complete the early childhood reaching out movement with mother,
• To experience a blessing from the ancestors,
• To practice healthy boundary setting,
• To release burdens and fears that belong to others,
• To embrace life fully,
• To agree to life as it was given,
• To acquire resources to help one move forward,
• To envision and step into the future in a new way,
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• To tap into the body and embodied knowledge, and
• As a path to transformation and systemic healing.
Through ritual, it may take considerable time to reveal what wants to be seen or heard,
especially if it has been silenced or hidden for generations. Pieces of systemic healing ritual
may be revealed in layers, one at a time, when the timing is appropriate, and when one is ready
emotionally to address it. Systemic healing movements arising through ritual may be very
slow to occur, so be patient and gentle with oneself and with others.
Breathwork: Breathing is foundational to life and systemic healing. Integrative body focused
practice includes breathwork to release trauma from the emotional holding patterns of the
body and to hold space for something different to emerge. One can sit present in a safe place
with one’s issues and breathe through any challenging emotions that arise in the body. One is
encouraged to let one’s emotions be expressed and to learn to sit with any discomfort that is
felt emotionally within one’s body, breathing through it and being present to it, letting any
tears fall, and avoiding escapes such as addictive behaviours. The helping professional can
bear witness to this experience. The helping professional can observe the breathing of those
who are traumatized. Does the person hold their breath when emotionally stressed or
challenged? Is there an emotional body holding pattern or trauma frozen into the cells of the
body that stops the easy flow of oxygen throughout the body? Can the person observe their
own breath? Is the person emotionally numb and contracted, requiring a boost of oxygen in the
body? Being willing to sit present with the feelings held in the body is vital to systemic
healing for helping professionals and for others being helped through their work.
Humility: Systemic healing involves stepping into one’s rightful place within one’s family
system and one’s community. Humility involves embracing life with grace and gratitude as the
small one or the child of the family system. Humility honours those who came before in one’s
family system or community including seniors and elders. Humility requires one to let go of
any arrogance that is carried, which may have one feeling superior to one’s parents or
ancestors. By honouring the energetic placement of one’s parents and ancestors before oneself,
one is able to find, honour, and energetically feel one’s own rightful placement in the family of
origin and greater family system. Humility calls upon one to let go of feelings of entitlement
or yearning to possess something one has not earned. This may involve the accumulations and
accomplishments of one’s parents or ancestors. Feelings of entitlement can be
transgenerational and greatly detrimental to finding one’s own healthy systemic healing path.
Taking a stance of entitlement is a protection against feelings of vulnerability, fear, or failure.
Letting go of entitlement by living through humility and vulnerability comes with healthy
connection to something greater than oneself, regardless of how that is defined.
Boundaries: Unhealthy relationships evolve into healthy relationships through the
development of healthy porous energy boundaries with the living and the dead. Many people
living today left childhood behind without developing a healthy porous energy boundary.
Explore one’s childhood and adult energy boundaries, or lack thereof, with one’s mother and
others, and learn new mature adult boundary setting techniques. It helps to give attention to
those people who want one to attain one’s highest potential, rather than those who serve their
own agenda, often adversely. Listen to one’s body to understand when one needs to say YES
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and when one needs to say NO, stepping out of living in agency with others. Become aware of
who one wants to keep at a distance and who one desires to have come a little closer for
investigation and relationship. Where unhealthy boundaries exist, or no boundaries at all,
chronic symptoms or conditions may step in to create boundaries, pushing one to take some
quiet time to be alone or pushing one to join the world or seek help from others. A healthy
boundary helps separate one from the emotional drama of others, the suffering of others, or
being caught in the pattern of caring for the wants and needs of others before one’s own.
Caring for oneself first is an act of self-love and it indicates healthy boundaries. Through
healthy self-love, self-care, self-parenting, and healthy porous boundaries, one develops
compassion for oneself and others, rather than chronic unwellness. Let go of belief systems
that deem healthy self-love to be a selfish behaviour, or that expect one to suffer or sacrifice,
martyr, betray, abandon, or sabotage oneself. Those mindsets are part of some old paradigm.
Self-love and self-care are in service to others. When one cares for oneself first, hopefully
shifting toward unconditional love, one can then respond to the needs of others from a place of
wellness rather than woundedness. Through healthy boundary setting one learns about
energetic give and take, energetic push and pull, or energetic abandonment and inundation,
and how they impact one’s life.
Utilizing resources: Resourcing through connection to parents, family, and ancestors is
innate, yet often avoided. It is knowing and embodying the support that comes through the
living and the dead of one’s family system, understanding that a long line of strong men and
strong women stand behind each one in support, or one would not be living today. Gathering
resources from the living and the dead for the transformation and systemic healing of
transgenerational trauma is vitally important to one’s wellbeing and capacity to move forward.
One learns from the lessons of the past. This dissertation provides a wealth of resources for
this purpose. Other internal resources need to be developed, such as a toolkit of self-soothing
and self-care techniques, and some resources are innate such as ancestral wisdom that has
passed down, and what is needed is that the contextual embodied knowledge that is available
be intentionally accessed.
Compassion: Lack of compassion tends to reveal energetic entanglement and the presence of
transgenerational trauma. Systemic healing requires one to develop compassion for the
journeys of those who have been rejected, blamed, or judged including parents, extended
family members, ancestors, the shunned other, the perpetrator, or the hated enemy. Through
compassion, one brings troublesome entangled relationships into the light for examination,
creating healthy relationships with the living, oneself and others, and the dead. Compassion is
a learned skill cultivated by letting go of blame and judgment, stepping into the shoes of
others, and learning from the perspectives of others. Compassion develops with the
understanding that each person does the best they can with the emotional resources taught
through their family system or made available in other ways.
Context: Learn the history of one’s ancestral family system and society so that thoughts,
behaviours, and actions can be understood within a greater context of ethnicity, spirituality,
religiosity, culturally, economically, geographically, and politically. Gain compassion by
imagining how that context impacted one’s parents and ancestors. Did the greater context
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create fear, hypervigilance, shame, guilt, anger, oppression, resentment, overwhelm, grief,
sadness, or an inability to express lighter emotions such as joy and happiness? Any unresolved
emotions of the ancestral field pass down in the bodies of descendants. What unresolved
energy is holding transgenerational trauma in place? A genosociogram is a useful tool to
identify key family members, beliefs, attitudes, and fears, and to see the patterns of unresolved
trauma and transgenerational trauma passing down the family system. The helping
professional helps draw out from those who are traumatized what is known consciously and
what is embodied but perhaps not consciously recognized or linked. A genosociogram brings a
person closer to their ancestors for connection, developing compassion, and systemic healing.
Systemic constellations with a body focus are an effective phenomenological way to gain
insight about what is present in a family system but not consciously known.
Collective memory: Engage with collective memory by examining cultural and spiritual
songs, dances, rituals, ceremonies, music, languages, and arts to understand how they might
contribute to setting problematic transgenerational family and community values such as the
dehumanisation of other people, the creation and identification of enemies, maintaining
conflict, or the transmission of transgenerational trauma. An understanding of collective
memory may also play an important role in systemic healing for a person, utilizing their family
and their community as intervention. Collective worldviews such as patriarchy or gender bias
need to be addressed, and the fears behind them and sustaining them need to be identified.
Collective worldviews can hold trauma in families and communities, forcing people to abide
by them or go along with them to fit into the group. Helping professionals can take action by
recognizing the blind spots that need to be changed to move an individual, family, or
community forward in a different way. Along the way it is vitally important to mourn the loss
of deeply held beliefs, traditions, and values that are no longer serving oneself, one’s family
members, or community members well. Re-humanise the other and empathise with their
perspective, working to see oneself through their eyes. Work systemically at creating new
long-term healthy relationships with those who are or were once felt to be the enemy.
Connection with mother: Systemic healing is the development of body felt compassion for
the emotional journey of mother, tracing and exploring the emotional journey of reproduction,
fertility, preconception, conception, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal events. Whether mother
was present or not, learn what one can about mother’s life before one was conceived (before
her pregnancy), including the experience of her birth, her relationship with her mother
(maternal grandmother), her relationship with her father (maternal grandfather), her early
childhood through to adolescence, her relationship to the long line of women in the family,
and her emotional and physical life with one’s father before conception. 69 Explore the
relationship of one’s mother transgenerationally, beginning with her life while she was in the
womb of her mother, your maternal grandmother, (paying particular attention after 5 months
gestation when one was an embryo within mother’s ovary), and the world grandmother was
Fivush, R. (2016). The “Do You Know?” 20 questions about family stories: Here is one way to start telling and
sharing family stories. The Stories of Our Lives. Psychology Today. Retrieved March 10, 2018 from
https://www.psycholgoytoday.com/blog/the-stories-our-lives/201611/the-do-you-know-20-questions-about-familystories.
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experiencing, since it impacted one’s emotional world. Learn about mother’s experience of
pregnancy, one’s time in the womb, and one’s birth. Recall one’s childhood experiences with
mother, one’s relationship with mother during adolescence and one’s adult experiences with
mother. Did mother have the capacity to nurture in a strong emotionally mature way? What
did one learn through mother’s way of parenting? How did the world impact mother’s family
line? Systemic healing comes with deep body focused ritual with mother, whether she is living
or not. Mother did the best she could with what was passed down to her emotionally.
Breathing in life force energy: If there is a body felt sense that one is carrying
transgenerational trauma through one’s relationship with one’s mother, perhaps caught in a
cycle of blaming and judging her when one is an adult, systemic healing is needed. While one
is in conflict with one’s mother, one cannot completely take in one’s life force energy.
Systemic healing means working through energetic entanglement with mother, seeking a
healthy relationship where an unhealthy relationship currently exists. Attachment wounds with
mother need to be explored as a part of the human condition, as transgenerational energetic
entanglement rather than as pathology. Did attachment wounds occur with mother
preconceptual, prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal? Did one sacrifice oneself to care for the
emotional needs of mother? Were the reaching out bonding movements between newborn and
mother interrupted? The flow of love needs to be downward from mother to child, with the
mother felt to be the adult or big one in the relationship. Ritual is helpful for working through
these emotional wounds with mother. Where healthy porous energy boundaries are not present
with mother, create healthy porous energy boundaries. Sever energetic entanglements between
oneself and mother that do not serve one’s highest good. Healthy connection remains when
unhealthy energetic entanglements are severed or replaced. Mother and child both stand
energetically stronger if each carries their own fate, and the child is able to breathe in the life
force energy that is their birthright.
Connection with father: Whether one’s father was present or not, learn what one can about
one’s relationship with father, beginning with his life in his mother’s womb (paternal
grandmother), the experience of his own birth, his life as a child and adolescent, and father’s
relationship with his mother as a child and adolescent.70 Learn about father’s relationship with
his father (paternal grandfather). Learn the greater historic context of father’s life. Learn about
father’s life before one was conceived (before he impregnated one’s mother). Learn about the
relationship of mother and father, regardless of whether it was a one-night stand, a surprise,
sexual assault, or a lengthy love relationship, and explore father’s capacity and willingness to
support mother emotionally and physically while she was pregnant. Learn about father’s
experience of one’s birth, his capacity to be a strong early caregiver, and your early childhood
experiences with him. Recall one’s experiences of adolescence with father and one’s adult
experiences with him. Systemic healing comes with deep body focused ritual with father,
whether he is living or not. Systemic healing comes with the development of body felt
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compassion with empathy for the emotional journey of father. Father did the best he could
with what was passed down to him emotionally through his family system.
Developing mature adult emotional responses: When working through transgenerational
trauma, there is the need to let go of the narrative created to explain one’s experiences,
embracing the big picture instead. Embracing the big picture of the family system means
letting go of child-centric views or versions of life experiences. It also means letting go of
expectations of one’s parents, usually by the time one becomes an adult or reaches the age of
majority. What one feels one didn’t get from one’s parents, one sets out to satisfy as an adult.
It is essential to shift childhood emotional response patterns and strategies into mature adult
emotional responses. This involves healthy self-love, self-care, self-soothing, and selfparenting, taking care of one’s own wellbeing before responding to the wants and needs of
others, even if it is only a rapid flash of body connection and conscious awareness in the
moment. In so doing, one stops living unconsciously in agency with others, prioritising their
wellbeing over one’s own. Develop compassion for oneself, and compassion with empathy for
others, including one’s parents and all those ancestors who came before in the family system,
without remaining entangled or living through blind love and loyalty.
Expansion: Systemic healing is expansion in many different ways. Systemic healing creates
expansion within and then radiates out into one’s surrounding world. Systemic healing is
expansion through self-development and growth, recognizing that there might be growing
pains and discomfort felt in that process. Systemic healing is expansion of the inner space
within the body, ready for fresh insight, new inner images and different perspectives to be
present. Systemic healing is envisioning and imagining expansive new and different healthy
ways to utilise the inner space of one’s body and one’s energy field, and to live more broadly.
Expansion involves transformation and changing some aspect of life, learning, and integrating
mature adult emotional patterns into daily life that impact the body, mind, heart, and spirit.
Develop emotional maturity: Developing emotional maturity is the culmination of all these
steppingstones, shifting from a child-centric perspective of life to an emotionally healthy adult
perspective, gaining awareness of the emotional response patterns learned in the womb, at
birth, during childhood, or during adolescence and being grateful for how well they served you
for survival throughout childhood. As challenging as childhood was, the child survived and
that needs to be acknowledged and celebrated, even if one is carrying emotional wounds.
Many people emerge from childhood still carrying their early childhood emotional strategies
with them into adult relationships, usually creating constant struggle, tension, and conflict.
These emotional strategies need to shift. Flourishing and thriving, not just surviving, is the
goal. To gain emotional maturity, one needs to be grateful for life itself, looking back and
agreeing to life as it was given, as it was and is, and letting go of further expectations of one’s
parents and ancestors, and instead, feeling their support. The journey toward emotional
maturity is lifelong, gained through experiences and learning opportunities. Any lesson that is
not learned will be presented over and over as a pattern in different forms until learning and
integration occurs. Moving into adult emotional maturity requires one to integrate and carry all
that has been learned about the past into the present moment, moving into the future in a new
way.

